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ELECTRONIC COLLECTION AND DISSEMINA-
TION OF INFORMATION BY FEDERAL AGEN-
CIES

MONDAY, APRIL 29, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,

AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMPITEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:03 p.m. in room2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn English (chair-man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Glenn English, Gerald D. Kleczka, Ste-phen L. Neal, Jim Lightfoot, Joseph J. DioGuardi, and John R.Miller.
Also present: Robert M. Gellman, counsel; Euphon Metzger,clerk; and Gregory Kilgore, minority professional staff, Committeeon Government Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH
Mr ENGLISH. The hearing will come to order.This is the first in a series of hearings on the subject of electron-ic collection and dissemination of information by Federal agencies.We will be taking a broad look at the effect of new computer andcommunications technology on Government information activities.I don't want to take the time to read my entire opening state-ment, but I do want to make a few points.
The capability and the expense of modern computerized informa-tion systems are forcing a reevaluation of the role of Governmentagencies in the dissemination of public information. That is thecentral issue at_these hearings. Methods of data dissemination thathave worked in the past may not be readily transferable to theelectronic age.
Today, we will be concentrating on the EDGAR system at the Se-curities and Exchange Commission. We will also hear testimony onOMB's draft circular on information management.
EDGAR is just one of a number of electronic information systemsnow being operated by or planned for Federal agencies. Systemsthat fall within the scope of our present inquiry have two commonfeatures. First, information is stored in an electronic format thatpermits access through remote terminals. Second, information inthe system is public information.

(1)
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Electronic dissemination of data raises a series of information
policy questions that we generally already know how to answer for
the dissemination of paper documents. We have been distributing
paper documents for 200 years, and any problems that arise are
usually resolved because the reproduction of paper is cheap and
easy.

The use of computer and communications technologic s for han-
dling information is much more complex. Electronic systems re-
quire considerable advanced planning and sizable capital expendi-
tures. The issues of cost, access, and fairness raised by an electron-
ic data system become more complicated as the capabilities of the
system increase.

The Department of Agriculture's electronic dissemination of in-
formation [EDI] ayetem is an example of a simpler distribution
system. A more complex system is Medlars operated by the Nation-
al Library of Medicine.

The EDGAR system at the SEC is even more ambitious. The SEC
wants to collect and disseminate information electronically. The
SEC is paying for the development of EDGAR's pilot system, but it
wants a private vendor to pay the entire cost of the operational
system. Users of the informationother than the SEC -"are expect-
ed to provide the necessary revenues.

The SEC's approach to EDGAR is understandable. Federal funds
are not readily available today. Finding other users that might be

willing to pay the costs is an attractive idea.
It remains to be seen, however, whether the services that the

SEC wants EDGAR to provide will match the information needs of
others. If the demands of the SEC and the private sector do not
match sufficiently, then the EDGAR contractor could lose a lot of
money. EDGAR will cost over $50 million. Given all of the uncer-
tainties, that is a huge investment.

Other agencies are considering information systems similar to
EDGAR, including the Federal Maritime Commission and the
Patent and Trademark Office. We will be looking at these system
in the near future.

I want to make it clear at the outset that I am neither for nor
against any of the electronic information systems that we will be
discussing. If I bring any preliminary conclusions to the hearing, it
is that each agency and each information system must be judged
on its own needs, operations and history.

A system that works well for one agency or for one industry
might be inappropriate for another. One agency may be able to jus-
tify its own system, and another agency might do better by pur-
chasing an existing or enhanced data system from the private
sector.

I want to take note that another congressional committee has al-
ready done some detailed oversight into the operation of the
EDGAR pilot system. We will not replow that ground today. We
will be focusing our attention on where EDGAR is going rather
than where it stands today.

[The opening statem-mt of Mr. English follows:]

3J3AJIAVA MO ine
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Opening Statement

CHAIRMAN GLENN ENGLISH

Hearings Before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE

ELECTRONIC COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION
OF INFCRMATION BY FEDERAL AGENCIES

April 29, 1985

This is the first in a series of hearings on the sdaject

of electronic collection and dissemination of information by

federal agencies. We will be taking a broad look at the

effect of new computer and communicatio,s technology on

government information activities and practices.

The capability and the expense of modern computerizcd

information systems are forcing a reevaluation of the role of

government agencies in the dissemination of public information.

That is the central issue at these hearings. Methods of

information distribution that have worked in the past may not

be equitably or economically transferable to the electronic age.

Today, we will be concentrating on the EDGAR system at

the Seci.rities and Exchange Commission. EDGAR, which stands

for Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval, is

supposed to manage the millions of pages of documents that

are filed with the SEC each year and, at the same time,

permit wider access to SEC information.

EDGAR is just one of a number of electronic information

collection and dissemination systems now being opera,...d by or

planned for federal agencies. Some of these systems are very

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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similar to EDGAR because the data will be collected and

disseminated electronically. Other agency systems only

involve the electronic dissemination of data that nas een

collected by other means.

Electronic information systems that fall within

scope of our present inquiry have two common features.

First, information is stored by the agency (or its contractor)

in an electronic format that permits access to data through

remote terminals. It is not essential tnat the data be

collected electronically. Second, information in the system

is public information. We are not interested at this time in

computer systems containing information that is not in the

public domain.

Last year, I placed a statement in the Congressional

Record (March 14, 1984, page H1614) detailing many of the

questions surrounding electronic information systems. At

that time, I referrea to the subject generally as "Electronic

Filing". But after spending more time on the issucs realized

that the filing or collection side was only one piece of the

puzzle. That is why the title of today's hearing refers to

both electronic collection and dissemination.

The e'ectronic dissemination of public information raises

a series of information policy questions that we generally

already know how to answer for the dissemination of documents

on paper ( r other hard-copy formats). We hove been distributing

paper documents for 200 years, and the problems that do come

up tend to be easily solved because reproduction of paper

AMA `14:103 Te38
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documents is ielatively cheap, reproduction technology is

widely available, and no large capital expenditures are

-equired in order to copy or even print documents.

The use of computer and communications technologies

for handling information is much more complex. Electronic

s7stems require considerable advanced planning and sizeable

capital expenditures. Providing access to data is no longer

as simple -s making a copy of a document. A user will need

to have the proper hardware and software in order to access

the data. tiger fees cannot be calculated based on a simple

formula such as 10 cents per page.

Once electronic data systems have been established,

however, they offer a great deal of flexibility. Data in an

electronic data base can be readily indexed, abstracted,

searched, and reformatted. These so-called value-added

services increase the utility of a data base and permit the

creation of new types of information.

The issues of cost, access, and fairness raised by an

electronic data system become more complicated as the

capabilities of the system increase. When an agency releases

data in electronic formats to others, these issues are

relatively simple to address. For example, the Department of

Agriculture's Electronic Dissemination of Information (EDI)

system makes perishable agricultural data available through a

private vendor. It is a simple distribution system, with no

collection or computational capabilities. The Census Bureau's

CENDATA system is comparable in many respects.
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More complex is a system such as MEDLARS (Medical

Literature Analysis and Retrieval System) which is operated

by the National Librari of Medicine. MEDLARS is not just a

simple information distribution system. MEDLARS -.as one of

the first large computerized data bases, and it offers

interactive, value-added, computer se rch services. It is

availab1 'littler through NLM or through private vendors.

Some of the costs of MEDLARS are paid through charges to

users or through leasing of computer tapes to private vendors.

The cost of developing MEDLARS was borne entirely by the

federal government.

The EDGAR system at the SEC is even more ambitious. The

SEC wants to collect information electronically as well as

dissemiiate it. The SEC is paying for the development of

EDGAR'S pilot system, but it wants a private vendor to pay

the entire cost of the operational system. Users of the

information -- other than the SEC -- are expected to provide

the necessary revenues.

The SEC's approach to EDGAR is understandable. Federal

funds to pay the more than $50 million dollar operating costs

are not readily available. Finding other users of an electron

information system tha- might be willing to pay the costs is

a very attractive idea. This is especially true because once

a computerized system has been created for internal use, the

marginal coat of providing interactive services to additional

users is relatively small.

rl 4. It A 1.
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It emaLns to be seen whether the services that the SEC

wants EDGAR to provide will match the information needs of

other potential users. If the demands of the SEC and the

private sector do not match sufficiently, then the contractor

for EDGAR may lose a lot of money.

As an agency entangles its data systems and its finances

with others outside the government, new difficulties arise.

The agency must confront questions about the privitizing of

government functions, preserving fair and equal access to

public information, the rights and responsiblities of contractors,

possible information monopolies, and competition between the

government and the rapidly growing information industry. One

very important -- and as yet unresolved -- question about

EDGAR is whether any private company will be willing to invest

over $50 million in it.

Other agencies are considering information systems

similar to EE.,AR. Perhaps most notable is the Automated

Tariff Filing and Information (ATFI) system being planned by

the Federal Maritime Commission. The Patent and Trademark

Office is also in the middle of a large-scale automation of

its p &tent and trademark records. We will be looking at

these systems in the near future.

I want to make it clear at the start that I am neither

for nor against any of the electronic information systems

that we will be discussing. If I bring any welimlnary

conc"Isions to the hearing, it is that each agency and each

information system oust be judged on its own needs, cre.:ations,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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and history. A system that works well for one agency or for

one industry might be inappropriate for another. One agency

may be able to justify its own system and another agency

might do better by purchasing an existing or enhanced data

system from the private sector.

A major consequence of our general approach in these

hearings is that we will probably spend little time looking

at the technical questions that are raised by electronic

computer and communications systems. We do not have the

expertise necessary to determine if the systems can actually

deliver all that is promised, whether the right technology

is being used, or if there is adequate security.

Also, I am aware that another congressional committee

has already done some eery detailed oversight into the operation

of the EDGAR pilot system and the contracting difficulties

that have arisen. We will not replow that ground today. We

will be vicentrating our attention on where EDGAR is going

rather than where it stands today.

Finally, I want to say a word about the draft OMB Circular

on Management of Federal Information Resources. The draft

contains basic information policy principles. I find it very

difficult to evaluate these policies in the abstract. There

is little to indicate how these policies wot:d be applied by

agencies in practice or what specific programs would be

affected.

Somebody once wrote that, before building a wall, he

wanted to know what he was walling fn and what he was walling

3IBAJIAVA Vc103 Te36
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out. I think that sums up my attitude toward the draft

circular.

Principles are nice, but the are very general as presented

in the draft circular. I want to know whic,, specific programs

will be continued and which will be terminated. It would be

easy to use the principles to argue for or against any existing

information activity. I hope that. the testimony today wi:1

help us to understand what is at stake.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mr. ENGLISH. Without objection, the opening statements of Mr.
Kindness and Mr. Miller will be inserted in the record rd this
point.

[The opening statements of Mr. Kindness and Mr. Millet follow:]

3J8A JIAVA. Yck
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CONGRESSMAN THOMAS N. KINDNESS APRIL 29, 1985

8TH DISTRICT, OHIO

MR. CHAIRMAN, THE ISSUES WE WILL ADDRESS TODAY OF ARE OF CONSIDERABLE

IMPORTANCE NOT ONLY TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, BUT TO THE PUBLIC AS WELL.

THE MANNER IN WHICH THE GOVERNMENT COLLECTS, DISSEMINATES AND MANAGES

INFORMATION CAN HAVE A PROFOUND EFFECT ON EVERY CITIZEN. FOR THESE

REASONS WE MUST CONSIDER CAREFULLY AND THOROUGHLY THAT WHICH IS PRESENTED

TO US TODAY.

AS WE ARE ALL AWARE, OUR SOCIETY 13 RAPIDLY MOVING TOWARD A HIGHLY

TECHNOLOGICAL STANDARD OF OPERATION. IT SEEMS THAT ALMOST ON A DAILY

BASIS WE ARE CONFRONTED WITH NEW TECHNOLOGIES WHICH HAVE CAPABILITIES TO

MAKE DI4TICULT TASKS SIMPLE. WE ARE ALSO INFORMED, ALMOST ON A DAILY

BASIS, THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST MAKE USE OF THESE TECHNOLOGIES AND

THAT THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS FAN AHEAD OF THE GOVERNMENT IN THE USES OF

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY.

THERE MAY WELL BE SOME MERIT TO THESE STATEMENTS. I SUPPORT THE CONCEPT

OF INCREASING GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY THROUGH GREATER USE OF TECHNOLOGY. I

ALSO SUPPORT INCREASED EFFICIENCY THROUGH AHE BETTER MANAGEMENT 0:

EXISTING RESOURCES. HOWEVER, IN CONSICIRING THE NEEDS FOR INCREASED USAGE

OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY IN GOVERNMENT, THERE ARE'TSSUE3 TO BE ADDRESSED

WHICH OFTEN DO NOT APPLY IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THESE ISSUES OF PUBLIC

POLICY MUST BE BASIC TO ANY DECISION WHICH 13 RADE.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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IN OUR SCURTINY Or THE SECURITY AND EXCdANGE COMMISSION'S PLANS TO

IMPLEMENT ITS ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SYSTEM, WE MUST BE ATTENTIVE TO

QUESTIONS LIKE THESE:

- IS Th_S SYSTEM REALLY NECESSARY?

- HAS THE PILOT SYSTEM PROVEN THAT IT IS EVEN VIABLE?

- WHO WOULD BE BENEFITED BY THE SYSTEM, AND WHO WOULD BE HURT BY IT?

-- WHAT EFFECTS WOULD THIS SYSTEM HAVE ON THE FINANCIAL COMMUNITY, AND ON

THOSE INDUSTRIES AND CONCERNS WHICH SUPPORT IT?

-- HOW WOULD THIS SYSTEM AFFECT CITIZEN ACCESS TO SEC DATA UNDER T

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACTT

-- WHAT CONTROLS WOULD THE AGENCY RETAIN OVER T"E SYSTEM?

MR. CHAIRMAN, I COMMEND YOU FOR PURSUING THIS VERY IMPORTANT MATTER. I

JOIN YGU IN WELCOMING TODAY'S WITNESSES, AND I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING

THEIR VIEWS.

3.13AJIAVA. ''-(.. :. '...--it'
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OPENING STATEMENT

THE HONORABLE JOHN MILLER

Hr. Chairman, thank yo-1 for requesting
this hearing today c.. ..1"2 elettronic

collection and dissemination of information by Fede-al agencies, parcic4larly by

the Securities and Exchange Commission. This topic is a timely issue as the

Federal government looks for ways to improve the efficiency of its programs and

to reduce the paperwork ourden.

While computer technologies offer great potential for Fe.

improvements in the collection and dissemination of information, , number of

isaues should be resolved beccre the Federal
government proceeds with full

scale automation. Questions concerning the financial arrangements for the

system, the relationship between the
agency and contractor, and the flow of this

information to the public should be
carefully examined today and in future

Subcommittee hearings.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the
opportunity to consider these issuer today

and I look forward to hearing the testimony of our witnesses.

Thank you.

f
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Mr. ENGLISH. We have as our first witness Mr. John S.R. Shad,
Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Mr. Shad, please introduce those people with you.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S.R. SHAD, CHAIRMAN, SECURITIES AND
EXCHANGE COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH A.
FOGASH, DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND AMY L GOOD-
MAN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF CORPORATE FI-
NANCE

Mr. SHAD. I hope you will bear with me. I have a bad cold. I am
going to try to enunciate clearly.

Mr. ENGLISH. I had one of those 3 weeks ago. I know what you
are going through.

Mr. SHAD. With me is Kenneth Fogash, Deputy Executive Direc-
tor of the SEC; and Amy Goodman, Associate Director of the Divi-
sion of Corporate Finance, which is the principal user, initially
within the SEC, of the EDGAR system.

I appreciate this opportunity to testify concerning EDGAR,
which, as you have indicated, is the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission's electronic disclosure system. It is requested that the Com-
mission's written statement be included in the record.

Mr. ENGLISH. Yes, sir.
Mr. SHAD. The SEC's mandate is investor protection and the

maintenance of fair and orderly markets. The securities laws re-
quire companies that wish to raise money from the public and
th( at publicly trade securities to make timely, public disclo-
sur financial and other information. There have been no fun-
dam._ .cal improvements in the manner in which such information
is filed with the SEC or publicly disseminated since the securities
laws were enacted half a century ago.

EDGAR is intended to accelerate dramatically the filing, process-
ing, dissemination, and analysis of corporate infor nation, and in-
crease the efficiency and fairness of the securities markets. As cor-
porate information is filed with the commission, investors, security
analysts and others will have instant access to it on home and
office computer screens. A single filing with the SEC will also serve
the 50-State securities commissions, the securities exchanges, and
other self-regulatory organizations.

EDGAR will enable the Commission's staff to process much more
efficiently the mounting volume of documents filed annually
about 6 million pages this year, and rising every year. It will also
save the 10,000 publicly-owned corporations, investors and others
time and expense by eliminating the frequent need to transfer data
manually from one format to another.

Full-scale implementation of EDGAR is intended to coordinate
with the rapid growth of home computers from over 16 million
today to twice that many in less than 5 years. Two years ago, in
February 1983, I formed a staff task force to study means of in-
creasing Commission productivity and the feasibility of an electron-
ic filing system. Numronmpaeaivert Apld with electronic
hard and softwarettifibitiflffirthe Mitre Corp., which is assisting
the Patent and Trademark Of in a several hundred million

23
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dollar electronic data processing project. The FBI was also consult-ed concerning the security of such. a system.
Once satisfied that electronic disclosure systems were feasible,and could be produced or implemented with existing hard and soft-ware, I requested the staff to initiate a 2-year pilot operation totest the concept and technology.
In January 1984, bids were solicited for the development of the

EDGAR pilot system. The contract was awarded to a team consist,
ing of Arthur Andersen & Co., IBM, and Dow Jones & Co. The pilot
system accepted its first electronic filing on schedule on September24,1934.

Over the past 7 months, the results have been excellent. The 150corporations participating in the pilot range from AT&T, Exxon,General Mot. s, IBM and other major industrial, utility and finan-cial corporations to small companies, and even limited partner-ships. Participants have filed over 800 documents directly over tele-phone lines, on diskettes, and magnetic tapes.
I would like to emphasize, Chairman English, in terms of thecomp Atibility of the system with other syseems, that one of theunique features of EDGAR is that it is capable of receiving dis-kettes prepared on 85 different word processors or personal com-puters and we can also receive information over the telephone lines

from many different types of communications equipment, so that itis really a remarkably adaptable system, and effectively could o_per-ate intergovernmentally as well as with the registrants of the SEC.
Public access to the pilot filings is available through terminals inthe Commission's Washiton, Chicago, and New York public ref-

erence rooms. Computer-generated microfiche are produced over-night-2 to 3 weeks faster than for paper filings.
Staff reviews are also faster because the documents are availableinstantly at computer work stations, as are external data bases,which expedite research of complex legal am. accounting mattersand electronic mail, which expedites responses to registrants.The benefits to compares are that it accele_.ates their access tothe capital markets and the dissemination of their information toinvestors. Also, electronic fee payment capabilities are included,and the Commission is experimenting with image processing andencrypting devices.
Three State securities commissionsCalifornia, Georgia and Wis-consinare also now participating in the EDGAR pilot. The Com-mission is proceeding with a view to phasing in all 10,000 SEC reg-istrants between next year, 1986, and the end of 1988.
With regard to financing the operational system, for the past 17

years paper and microfiche copies of SEC filings have been dissemi-nated to the public by a private vendor under a no-cost contract.The vendor provides the Commission with microfiche and dissemi-nates the information to the public under a rate structure super-vised by the Commission.
The Comptroller General has ruled favorably on such arrange-

ments. Examples include the EPA and other agencies, stenographic
reporting and dissemination services.

Two facets of financing the EDGAR operational system are thesource of funds and the cost recovery. Sources of funds include ap-propriations and user fees. If appropriations were used, it would

1 (1
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amount to an estimated $18.7 million in 1987 and an additional $40
million over the following 4 years.

In view of budgetary constraints, the SEC's favorable experience
with its present system and other precedents, user fees appear to
be an appropriate approach. Such fees could be structured to in-
clude or exclude various costs.

Under a cost-sharing contract, the operational contractor might
recover its investment through bulk sales of the data to others at
rates regulated by the Commission. A contractor might also sell
value-added services in competition with others.

In order to refine these issues, in June the SEC staff plans to
submit to the Commission for approval and public release a preso-
licitation document which will include the information normally
provided in formal requests for proposals. The formal requests will
be published in the fall.

In conjunction with auxiliary services, the operational EDGAR
system will enable investors, for example, to display all the listed
stocks that closed yesterday at less than seven times earnings, that
yield over 6 percent; instantly refine such lists by industry size,
markets, and other criteria; display the latest SEC filings, annual
and quarterly reports of those companies that appear to be under-
valued; retain their portfolios in their data banks, and price them
to the market at any time; maintain running totals of their divi-
dends, realized and unrealized capital gains and losses; and enter
orders with their brokers directly on their own computer terminals
and receive confirmations.

Telecommunications technology has dramatically improved the
domestic and international securities markets. It has permitted
global trading in so-called world class securities, high-speed elec-
tronic execution and confirmation of the record volume of security
transactions and financings, and savings of over $350 million per
annum through the use of electronic book entry delivery systems.

EDGAR is the next step. It will revolutionize the manner in
which many investment decisions are made and executed, acceler-
ate corporations' access to the capital markets, and increase the ef-
ficiency and the fairness of such markets.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shad follows:]

25
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN S.R. SHAD,
CHAIRMAN, SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION,

JUSTICE, AD AGRICULTURE
OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

CONCERNING EDGAR

April 29, 1985
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN S.R. SHAD,

CHAIRMAN, SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION,

JUSTICE, AND AGR ..JLTURE OF THE HOUSE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIOES CONCERNING EDGAR

April 29, 1985

Chairman English and Members of the Subcommittee:

I. Introduction

This statement discusses Edgar -- the Commissi 's electronic

disclosure system -- and issues related to the elet coilec-

tin, processing and dissemination of corporate information.

Edgar is intended to increase the efficiency and fairness of the

securities markets by accelerating dramatically the filing,

processing, dissemination and analysis of corporate information.

As such information is filed with the Commission, Edgar will

afford investors, securities analysts and others instant

access to the information on home and office computer screens.

Edgar has the potential to revolutionize the manner in which

investment decisions are made and executed. 1/

Telecommunication technology has enabled the securities

industry to move from 20 to 100 million share trading ds

without incident and to accommodate global trading in sa-called

"world class" securities. However, the filing and dissemination

of corporate information has not changed significantly in

1/ N.Y. Times, Sept. 25, 1984, at D-1, Time, Oct ', 1984, at

60. See also, Ipsen, The Edgar Revolution," 11,stitutional
Investor, at 98, 100 (Sept. r984). (A copy of the latter

article is contained in Appendix A.)
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SO years. Thus, Edgar is the next step in the application

of telecommunications technology to the securities markets.

The reasons for Edgar arias

To increase the efficiency and fairness of the securities

markets by affording investors, securities analysts and others

instant access to corporate information.

To accelerate co&poratinns' access to the capital markets

and the dissemination of information to investors.

To enhance the Commission's ability to protect investors

and maintain fair and orderly markets.

To enhance the state securities commissions'

activities and the self-regulatory organisations'

surveillance capabilities.

To accelerate the Commission staff's ability to process

and analyse corporate fUrngs more efficiently at computer work

stations.

To reduce errors and other costs by eliminating the frequent

need to transfer data manually front one format to another.

regulatory

marketplace

II. Development of_Eter

The Commission was created to administer the federal

securities laws which seek to provide protection for investors,

in large part, through the full disclosure of the information

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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necessary to permit informed investment decisions. 2/ These

laws require companies that wish to raise money from the public

and those that have publicly traded securities to make public

disclosures of financial and other information.

Currently, corporate disclosure documents are prepared,

typed and proofread at corporate headquarters and law firms;

delivered to financial printers; printed,"proofed and reproduced

on paper; and shipped to the commission, underwriters and others

in bulk quantities. At the Commission, they are logged-in,

miciofiched, reviewed and made available to the public, including

piivate vendors and others that manually key some of the informa-

tion into computerized data bases to facilitate analysis and

recall. Such filing -..nd dissemination typically takes 30 to

90 days and requires manual handling of the six million pages

received by the Commission each year.

Under Edgar, the information can be prepared, proofed

and electronically transmitted directly from the preparer's

word processor or computer into the Commission's computer

where it will be instantly accessible to users. It will not

have to be manually keyed into computer data bases for analysis

and recall. Thus, Edgar is intended to reduce the present

2/ These laws are the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, the Public Utility Holding Company
Act of 1935, the Trust Indenture '-t of 1939, the
Investment Company Act of 1940, the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940. In addition, the Commission has
responsibilities under the fedoral bankruptcy laws.

'I WW
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30 to 90 day process to a few days, reduce errors and increase

the effective utilization of the information.

Full scale implementation of Edgar is also it ended to

coordinate with the rapid growth of home computers, from over

sixteen million today to twice that many in leas than five

years. 3/

work on the Edgar project has been under way at the

Commission for more than two years. In February 1983, the

Chairman formed a task force of key Commission personnel to

study means of increasing Commission productivity and the

feasibility of an electronic filing system. Advanced tele-

communications technology is being employed throughout the

securities industry, byt the means of disseminating information

under the federal securities laws have not changed significantly

in the 50 years since their passage.

To gather additional information on the feasibility of an

electronic system, in April 1983, the Commission published a

"Sources Sought" release for an experimental "paperless"

electronic filing, storage and retrieval system. 4/ Over

twenty written responses were received. Meetings were held

3/ Estimates provided to the Commissio staff by Future Comput-
ii,:. Richardson, Texas, a market resesrch firm.

A/ Commerct. musiness Daily, April 7, 1983. The Commerce
Business b.:.41y, a publication of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, pub%shes notices of procurements that are to be
let and notices of awards that have been made.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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with interested vendors. It was concluded that a number of

significant questions needed to be explored, but that a paper-

less filing system was technically feasible.

In September 1983, the MITRE Corporation was engaged to

assist in the analysis. MITRE is a private not-for-profit

organization that operates under the rules of a Federally

Fun6ed Research and Development Center. MITRE was assisting

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on a several hundred

million dollar computerized patent library. The knowledge

gained from that project was readily transferable to Edgar

The FEI also was consulted on security considerations.

Once satisfied that an electronic disclosure system

was feasible, using existing technology and hardware, the

Chairman requested that the staff initiatt a pilot operation

to test various approaches and technology. By November 1983,

the staff had developed the configuration of the pilot Edgar

system ("Pilot"). In January 1984, bids were solicited. On-

site inspections and interviews were conducted by the roomicsion

staff with the four bidders. In Msy 1984, a contract for

development and operation of a two-year Pilot was awarded to a

team consisting of Arthur Andersen and Company, International

Business Machines ("IBM") and Dow Jones and Company. The

Commission's Office of the General Counsel has reviewed the

procurement record and confirmed that it was in accordance with

applicable law and procurement regulations.

3.1aAJIAVA f?.),F
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The Pilot accepted its first electronic filing on

September 24, 1984, on schedule. The results have been very

positive and virtually trouble-free.

III. The Edgar Pilot

A. Volunteer Companies

In developing the pilot Edgar system, it was determined

that the Pilot would begin with the filings of a small number

of volunteer companies. Additional volunteers would be added

over the two-year life of the pilot.

To obtain indications of interest in participating in

the Pilot, the Commission published a release in March 1984,

discussing the system. 5/ It requested thp_ interested companies

complete a questionnaire and it invited comments from securities

analysts, other potential users, registrants and others regarding

estimated benefits and costs of the system, and how the informa-

tion would be used. Over 300 completed questionnaires were

received. The sta &f contacted interested companies in August

1984, and discussed the mechanics of participating in the Pilot.

Of the 150 companies that have agreed to participate in

the Pilot, 134 have already made filings. They represent a

broad cross-section of registrants, ranging from AT&T, Exxon,

5/ Release No. 33-6519 (March 22, 1984) (49 Fed. Reg. 12,707).
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General Motors, IBM and other major industrial, utility and

financial corporations to small companies and limited

partnerships.

B. Temporary Rules

To facilitate operation of the Pact, the Commission

adopted temporary rules that adjust certain procedural regula-

tions. 6/ They address such matters as signatures, exhibits and

filing fees. With respect to signatures for direct transmission

filings, it was determined to use personal identification

numbers (PINS) on a pilot basis. Alternative methods of handling

signatures in an electronic environment are under development.

A new form, Form SE, was adopted to permit the filing of paper

exhibits if it is impracticable to concert them to an electronic

format. The Commi.;:ion also developed a procedure whereby fees

for Edgar direct transmission filers are paid by wire transfer

or by mail to a lock box. 7/ In addition, the Commission

authorized the sts_f to issue a set of directions for Edgar

filers that spells out technical procedures for making electronic

filings. These directions to filers are contained in an Edgar

User Manual that contains guidance on how to use the system.

6/ Release No. 33-6539 (June 27, 1984) 149 Fed. Reg. 28,0441.

7/ Release No. 33-6540 (June 27, 1984) 149 Fed. Req. 27,3061.

3J8A.HAVA Y900 Te38
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It includes simple formatting requirements, which the staff

has attempted to keep to a minimum. The User Manual is

provided to all participants, to law and accounting firms

and tc financial printers. It is updated as experience is

gained in the Pilot.

C. Experience with the Pilot

The Commission's experience with the Pilot and that of

the volunteer companies has been highly successful. Since the

first filing, on September 24, 1984, the Commission has received,

through April 19, 1985, 844 filings.

Filings are accepted in three different electronic media:

(1) direct transmissions over telephone lines or two public

networks using a numbet of different communication protocols

(47 percent); (2) diskettes prepared on over eighty-five different

types of word processors or personal computers (49 percent):

and (3) magnetic tapes (4 percent). The aim of accepting this

wide variety of media is to keep the cost of participation low

to registrants by permitting them to use their existing equip-

ment. Although this was one of the most te nnically difficult

aspects of developing the system, it has worked very well

in practice.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Some pilot participants are taking advantage of the Pilot

to test all permitted media -- diskettes, magnetic tapes and

several types of direct transmissions, both direct and through

financial printers, to determine which works best for them.

The staff is also working closely with the financial printing

industry to ensure smooth electronic submission of documents

directly from printers.

Under the Pilot, as will be the case in the operational

system, the contractor manages the receipt function under the

supervision and direction of Commission staff. The contractor

does not exercise discretion. Decisions to accept or reject

filings are made by Commission personnel, as is the case with

paper filings.

Electronic dissemination to the public under the Pilot is

through computer terminals in the Commission's Public Reference

Acorns in Washington, Chicago and New York City, and the Press

Room in Washington. In addition, computer generated microfiche

is produced overnight so that dissemination is made in the same

manner as paper filings. However, the microfiche of electronic

filings is produced 14 to 20 days faster than for paper filings.

The electronic filings are processed by a new Pilot Branch

in the Division of Corporation Finance, staffed by experienced

Commission personnel who volunteered to work on the Pilot and

391 " YclOa T2311
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are actively involved in its development. These staff memb .'rs

process the filings at computer work stations that permit

instant access to external legal, accounting and other data

bases, word processing and spreadsheet capabilities.

The same criteria for review are applied to both electronic

and paper filings, but it is easier and faster to review Edgar

filings. The instant availability of filings and external

data bases at the work stations expedites review. Edgar also

facilitates the management of resources by automating workload

statistics and other management information.

The benefits to participating companies are that their

filings are received, reviewed and commented upon faster. For

example, General Motors Acceptance Corporation, which is one

of the most frequent Edgar filers, has indicated that Edgar has

enabled them to respond more rapidly to changing market condi-

tions, and get to the market faster.

The Pilot is being enhanced continuously in a phased

approach. Most recently, internal and external electronic mail

capabilities were added. The latter will accelerate the comment

process. Future additions include the ability to do full text

searches of the filed information. Work is also under way on

the indexing of financial statements to permit quick retrieval

of individual line items and analysts of the data. This will

LISAJIAVA YG103
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assist in the creation of financial profiles and ratios useful

to both the Commission and the investing public.

Steps are also being taken to include the state securities

administrators, the securities exchanges and the National

Association of Securities Dealers (*NASD') in the Edgar system.

The North American Securities Administrators Association ,

( "NASAA ") 8/ adopted a resolution in support of Edgar in September

1984, and chose three states, Califcrnia, Georgia and Wisconsin,

to participate in the Pilot. These states' access to pilot

filings in their respective offices, began on February 15,

1985. Discussions also have been held with the exchanges and

the NASD regarding their access to the data to ensure that

Edgar meets their needs. In the operational system, a single

filing with the Commission will suffice for all the states, the

exchanges and the NASD. This will reduce the cost of financings,

accelerate the dissemination of information and enhance investor

protections.

IV. Expansion of Edgar to Other Parts of the Commission

In preparation for the issuance of the request for

proposals for the operational Edgar system, demonstration

projects are being conducted in headquarter Divisions and

8/ NASAA is an association of securities administrators from
each of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, the Canadian provinces and territories, and Mexico.
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Offices and regional offices. Some of these projects also

expand mictf:computer applications that have been used by the

Commission for several yeats. A small number of computet work

stations ate being used to test various automation methods in

each ptcject.

These projects include: (1) the Division of Enfotcement'a

use of computer work stations to support investigations,

including spreadsheets to analyze trading patterns, markups

and markdowns; (2) the Ditectorate of Economic and Policy

Analysis's expetimentation with moving information from the

Commission's mainftame computer to computer wotk stations so

that complicated statistical analysis can be performed without

tying up the mainftame; (3) the use by the Division of Investment

Management, in conjunction with the Washington Regional Office,

of work stations to re,iew investment company and adviser

inspection teports, ptepared on portable computers by the

tegional office and transmitted electronically to the Division;

and (4) the Chicago Regional Office's use of computer work

stations to suppott investigations and its plan to test the

receipt and ptocessing of Form S-18s, a simplified registtation

font) for small issuers.

In addition, a test is being conducted in which the office

responsible fot cootdinating the Freedom of Information

("FOIA") has woth stations electtonically linked to the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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principal program offices involved in FOIA responses. Upon

receiving the initial request, a notice is immediately

transmitted to the appropriate reviewer. In the case of

multiple reviewers, simultaneous transmission is accomplished,

including the regional offices. The request is also logged

into an. electronic data base for tracking. Any background

information needed for the review is ordered electronically.

Savings ate already being realized in processing time and

expenses.

Another aspect of the demonstration projects is experi-

ments with a variety of optical charactet recognition devices.

The e demonstration projects will help develop the specifica-

tions for the request for proposals,

V. Operational Edgar

Based on its positive experience with the Pilot, the

Commission is moving forward with plans for a fully opera-

tional Edgar system that will involve nearly all Commission

Divisions and encompass all required filings. In addition

to expanding electronic receipt and internal processing

capabilities, the operational system will offer widespread,

instantaneous electronic dissemination.

`1903 7838
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A. Financing

Since 1968, the Commission's dissemination to the public

of paper and microfiche copies of filings has been efficiently

operated under a no-cost contract with a private vendor. This

arrangement, which has been in place for seventeen years,

. currently provides the Commission with four sets of microfiche,

including anikarchival set, in return for providing the vendor

with an original of most filings the Commission receives. 9/

The vesting in a contractor by the government of control over

the dissemination of information is a long accepted practice,

as evidenced by contracts for stenographic reporting services

which are structured to grant to contractors the exclusive

right to sell their products directly to the public. 10/ In

addition, other government agencies use outside contractors to

conduct their dissemination function. 11/ The Commission's

Office of the General Counsel has carefully researched this

area and concluded that such arrangements are legally sound. 12/

9/ In addition to this basic service, the vendor offers
the public additional services, including toll free
numbers, billing upon delivery, and expedited 24-hour
service, which substan,ially increased availability of
these documents to the public.

10/ See, 7 Comp. :en. 810 (1928).

11/ in Matter of Retention of Fees Received by EPA Contractors
Providing Information Services to the public, Comp. Gen.
Dec. B- 166506, Oct. 20, 975.

12/ Office of the General Counsel Opinion, March 12, 1985,
Appendix B.
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Two facets of the issue of financ.ing the operational

system are: (1) the sources of ,-evenue to finance the system,

and (2) whether cost rocovery is appropriate.

The alternative sources of revenues include: (1) npropriated

funds, (2) filer fees, and (3) user fees. Appropriated funds

present an obstacle in view of the serious budgetary constraints

facing all agencies. If appropriations were required to finance

the operational system, the estimated requirements would be

$18.7 million in fiscal year 1987 ah..: an additional $40 million

over the following four years. Convinced of the c; as economic

value, the financing precedent of the current dissemination

system, and the belief that the system offers su,stantial

benefits to both tilers and investors alike, it initially was

determined that a form of user Lees is the most desirable.

Filers already make a significant contribution thrtvugh

existing fees. Registration feet amounted to $68 million

and $60.1 million in fiscal 1983 and 1984, respectively. In

addition, the Commission exercises no control ove these fees,

which are a function of the volume of filings and are remitted

to tao United States Treasury.

End users of tha data will be the primary beneficiaries

of the operational system. They are therefore an appropriate

source of the finding. Again, the present dissemination

system is financed by user fees.
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1

The issue of cost recovery in the operational system

depends, in part, upon the revenue source selected. If

appropriated funds are used to construct the operational

system, a wide range of cost recovery options is available

Depending upon the objectives to be served, the ultimate price

of the disseminated information
could be structured to include

or exclude various costs of the system.

To obtain public input on these issues, the Commission,

on September 5, 1984, issued a release requesting comment on

approaches to managing and financing the operational contract. 13/

The release noted: (1) the Commission's information dissemina-

tion -3ndates; (2) the contractor's adequate cost recovery;

(3) the maintenance of competition; and (4) at the completion

of the contract, the ability to recompete and replace the

contractor. It emphasized the Commission's concern that a

balance be struck that permits the contractor to recover its

investment and operating expenses and earn a reasonable profit

le.el, while at 'he same time ensuring that there are no anti-

competitive biases in the rate structure. In tnis regard,

the Commission inquired as to:

° how the contractor would be required to provide

the information to other vennors;

13/ Release No. 33-6548 (Sept. 5, 1984) (49 Fed. Reg. 35,798).

42
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how or whether secondary vendors would be able

to resell the information; and

whether the contractor should be able to offer

value added services or only serve as a whole-

saler of the bulk data. Value added services

are those which offer some benefit in addition to

simple presentation of the data filed (i.e.,

historical comparisons as to an issuer or comparisons

with other issuers, etc.)

The release also cont.Aned information from a study the

Commission had undertaken to determine the marketability of

the Edgar data base. IA/ The study indicates that there are

significant interest and potentially large revenues associated

with such a product.

Since issuance of the release, the ways in which other

government agencies, such as thn National Library of Medicine

and others, have approached similar issues have been explored.

In addition, the comment letters received on the September

release primarily from those engaged in the information

industry, were studied.

Currently, the Commission does not anticipate seeking

appropriated funds for the expansion of the Pilot system

14/ The survey was prepared by Mathematics Policy Research,

Inc. under a contract awarded by the Commission in

May 1984.
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into the operational system. NevertheAsss, it will not he

necessary to have user fees pay for all of the operational

system, because the hardware and software purchased under the

Pilot will be made available to the operational contractor. The

value of this shared hardware and software is estimated to be

approximately $9 million, Consequently, a cost sharing

contract is envisioned in which the operational contractor will

recover its investment for electronic receipt, processing and

dissemination through the sale of the data to users. It is

contemplated that no restriction would be placed on the contractor

with regard to the sale of value added services in competition

with other providers of such services. Further, it is contem-

plated that the contractor would be required to sell the bulk

data 'lase, on an "instant feed" basis to other vendors.

To o,)tain further input on these issues, the staff plans

to submit to the Commission for approval and release a preliminary

request for proposals in June 1985, with publication of the

formal request for proposals in the early fall. This preliminary

document will contain the tntormation normally provided in a

request for proposals. It will describe the Commission's plan...,

for system functions, sizing, °petition, funding, commercial

dissemination, mandatory filer phase--in and exransion to other

Commission Divisions and Offices. Any rectrictionr on the

contractor and secondary vendors also will be described,
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Review and comment by the public, filers and potential system

users, as well as by prospective bidders will be encouraged.

Opportunity will be provided for oral presentations, as well

as written comments.

In addition to benefits from increased public comment

on a specific proposal, the Commission will benefit from

several additional months of experience with the Pilot.

At the same time, publication of the formal request for

proposals in the early fall will not delay the timetable

for system implementation. Since prospective bidders will be

provided a clear statement of the Commission's plans, it will

be possible to reduce the proposal preparation period as well

as the transition period from the pilot to the operational

system. The phase-in of all registrants filing corporate

dis,:losure documents then will begin in 1986, with an

anticipated completion date of the end of 1988.

8. Implications

When Edgar is fully implemented, investors' access to

disclosure information in Commission public reference rooms

throughout the country will be iruproved. Where it now may take

several weeks for the microfiche copies of paper filings to

reach such public reference rooms, with Edgar, the public will

have access to the electronic filing- as they are accepted.

And, of coursa, paper and microfiche copies of the electronic
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filings will :ontinue to be available. In addition, the distribu-

tion of prospectuses and proxy material directly to investors

by corporations will continue to be made in paper. Thus, Edgar

will accelerate the diasemination of corporate information

and supplement and improve the current system.

Edgar will integrate with existing software and other

services, that will, for example, enable investors to:

o display all the listed stocks that closed
yesterday at less than seven times earnings,
that yield over 6%, etc.;

instantly refine such lists by industry,
size, markets and other criteria;

display the latest SEC filiro, anneal and
quarterly reports on those companies in which
they are interested or that appear to be the
most wideri.alued;

o retain their portfolios in their data banks
and price them to the market at any time;

o maintain running totals of their dividends,
realized and unrealized capital gains and
losses; and

enter orders with their brokers, directly
on their own computer terminals and receive
confirmations.

Additional potential benefits of Edgar to the

securities markets include the folowing:

By making timely investment information more
readily available, edgar could increase inv.stor
interest in securities, Ilereby ircrdase
the breadth of equity p an market
liquidity.

vf6
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' Edgar could improve the market for the stocks
of less widely followed companies. It presently
is difficult for analysts and market-makers to
follow inactive securities.

Information about larger companies also will
be available faster and more readily in a
computerized form.

Instant access to a broad range of information
will enable investors to make better informed
investment decisions.

Disclosure documents will be processed more
tepidly by the SEC. thus reducing unnecessary
and costly delays in public offerings of
securities.

In short, Edgar has the potential to increase the

efficiency and fairness of eel nation's securities markets.

VI. Conclusion

Computer technology is changing the way that the securities

markets operate, from automated order facilities to around-the-

clock trading. With Edgar, the Commission is anticipating the

disclosure dissemination needs of the future. Through the use

of state -of -the -art computer technology, the availability of

information will be enhanced thereby improving the efficiency

of the securities markets and investor protection.
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APPENDIX B

inceitieum

Mardi 12, 1985

TOI Chairman Rad

Office of the General Cbunsel 1,60e Is

necutive Sunny

The *nurture of EWA& as we adorned it, is legally mond.
for legal analysis purposes, it is helpful to cogoiptualise the WARsystem, rattan operational. as having grago overlapping ensets in terse ofusers' access to biforestias in its databases (1) public reference nonMere users CM obtain information filed by registrants at soden chews%thin are regulated by the Oramoisice, and (2) retailers of the inforeetionto sell the data to mote seers in ninety of foams, nose dunes arenot regulated by the Condamine. Ilecamee the Comissicsi will continue toprovide accessibility to te.7.an inforeetion at reasonable ant throw.' itspublic reference room, die ComedAlliall will fulfill its dismidnation sedate.This result follows regardless of *ether the Omission regulates deeps tothe public by retailers of that inforition. Furdwit, the IMO contractwill contain appropriate acesiders* . to effort legal contract, in thatthe Comdasion fed the contractor mph will receive vaunts benefits. duCondesion will therefore rot snlariully aurora its aggeopriatio4 even ifthe maw system is provided to the Omeniesion at little or no cost.

I. Description of the MGM Operetionul Contract

Thu final canfillontion of the IDIalt system is still evolving. As weunderstand it, the Comdesion will issue request for proposals for con-tractor to bid but is expected to be 038i of immediately $10 idlLiona year for a period of seven yens, to operate system for the receipt.
processing, and diseneinatice of filings in peptaleas (electilieic) foam(10:01/). Included in this figure will be separate subeyetee. Which wewill call the MC aystame, Chid' IOC staff will and analysefilings in electronic fons. and periling oder net y ar indirectlyconnected with the filings. using the hungers rral softesre of the Kan
system. The MIC system will be smut. ink although it will be this toaccess tern's entire detainee. no sr from onside the Clinedesian will beable to access the entarial in the WC ensystie.

The pries contractor is air ected to 00110 into agreements to sell itsdatabase to other entities. Me will use the den in the system or retail itto others. Retail of the infareetian way involve easigulation or analysis of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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the data, to "add value" to it. It is expectad that these second Use users
will pay a was to the principal contractor mbidh will enable it to recover
its cost, together with a profit. The profit will be negotiated with the
Commission, but, under goverment regulation, way not (mused IS sonnet or
the prise contractor's cost. thus, the Comdesion will regulate the profits
of its prime contractor: it will not regulate the profits of the second tier
retailers nor their charges to users. As long as the operational contractor
is required to sell the database at a fair price to all Whowieh to purchase
it, and purchasershave an unrestrained right to reseal the information. we
see no antitrust problem.

Consents received an the Cceedesion's release 4:westing cents on
EDGAR financing !sews have raised a question as to propriety of the
prime contractor also being permitted Lobe a retailer or value added supplier.
on the grand that the pries contractor would Obtain an unfair advantage mar
other users. That criticise is being considered, tut, as we iselerstund it.
no final decision hes yet been mode as to whether to restrict the prism

contractor to the role of wholesaler or permit it also to participate as a
user and retailer.

Itie prime =tractor will provide the hardware and (software necessary to
operate =AR. The extant to Aid' the contractor will also provide hardwire
and softie= for the related NC processing system is being studied. The
SEC will hold title to the database and software.

Kill being considered are methods of insuring satisfactory performs:ice
during the life of the contract, such as penalty provision for inadequsta
performance.

I/. "Electronic Filing. Promising and Info-intim Dissemination System."
Solicitation of Cassette. 4, F 35759 Septedor 12. 1304.

2/ The Federal Intonation Assourase Management ilegulation (now) is
not applicable to the VIDAR procurement. (der Section 1.103(b)(3) of
the FI1PC %kid% promulgates regulation pursuant to the Srodur Act,
Pb. I.. 119-306 (Octsibr, 30. !MS). agencies do not hove to apply the
policies and procedures in the Flee applioeble to ADP procurements
if the subject matter of the contract is for soothing other then
contracting for PEP resources. This is true wan if coseercially
available WO resources are used in exerect perfonwenos. The subject
matter of both the IMO pilot and operational contracts is a filing
and dissemination system 'primarily involving contractor (services.
The ADP equip's,* merely provides the erns to supply the servioss
Therefcee, the FIRS is inappliolble to the WAR consecte.

3J8AJIAVA Yq03 T838
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II. Legal Issues.

A. Dieseldnation of Informatien is Fulfilled by the Pdg
Reference home

An important ciswideration is that, regardless of IICRIt's final an-
figuration When it becomes fully operatimal, the investor will still be sae
to gat information directly floe the Omemissicn. M individual an now cow
to me of the Commission's public reference rooms j/ ed. et a mast cost
relatad to the cost of reproductias. Obtain s copy of thaws(' filing he
or she wishes in either piper or microfilm fame. 4/ =RR will in fact
whence this accessibility of inikantatiat. both by adding a =habit tankand W enlarging the aster of gallic reference facilities at this an
occur to all of the regional offices. j/ Perhece, investors way be able to
obtain such informatian at other lontes oat sera local public library.
depending at the eventual subscripticet astWork.

the legal sigtificenoe of this is that regardless of the ameba rherges
is by retailers under the IMO system. investors will be able to obtain
filed information at little or no cost throngs tits Casassion's public
reference ram netts k. This continued amenability of inforsatim sutures
that the Commission will fulfill its dissemination mandate.

the vesting by the government in a contractor of control over the dis-
swinatias of information is a larepecosptal practice, as widowed, for
mingle. by °miracle for sterograghic repotting thigh are structured to
vane to oontractore the seclusive right to sell their products directly to
the public. See. !bit, 7 Cap. Oa. SW (Me). In these situations (in
contrast to EDZill), persona may parches* transcripts of teethe", taken by
the agency only hos the agency's contractor. It therefore bears vital that
the agency control the cost of oat trancripts because the purdteser his no
alternative mums. In Natter as Retention of fees Ilsosived ty
Contractors rIPrevi tfontices toiervicesthe Raft. Comp. Cen. itac.
5-166506, (etcher approved the see of no
outside oantractor to in 11111's dissemination function as it applied
to intonation which, by statute. must be wade mailable to the Wale.
However, the Comptroller General stipulated that the proposed produre

boated at headquarters in Washingtan, D.C., the Nor York Ngiaal Of-
fice, area the Chicago legions: Office.

4/ In addition, individuals say impact a filing at cue of the Coodasion's
public reference tome via microfilm reader at no cont.

2/ Plans currently call for a toneinal in each regional office connected
to high speed printer.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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(allowing equators to deal directly with the private contractor) could
not be used to delay cc deny moms to intonation under tie Freedom of
Intonation Act. ow could the fees charged violate FOIA.

In Vie/ of the Commission'. continued cooed' ant to providing, at a
regulated prim. amass to its filing infeestion through the public
1011114111136 roues, the Clomeissim me a legal natter dose not also have to
control Met =Ars second tier retailers dame the 'Mlle. So leg as
the user an obtain that intonstion directly from the government, it is
not unlawful for the free mute to set prices for the veer altenatively
to receive the information in a variety of formate from retailer..

S. there F. 1103 Unlawful Augmentation of Fads

Several ocementators reload qpostions about the propriety of the Own-
stiosion' intention that IMO fled the Commission's internal dynes The
implication of the comments is that by gen.rating sufficient rearm from
=Mt to pay for the Oadssion's on required activities. the Commilliam
would be bypassing the Omgressionsl oversiMt fuallos sel would be
illegally &Apathy its appropriation. A related adoject is the legality
of entracte at no cost or redo 1 cost to the government.

1. Augmentation

the major problem Aids my arise with no-cost entracte is the ten-
sible unlawful augmentation of en agency's mpprogriatain. Section 1341 of
31 U.S.C. 6/ prohibits en agency, ogees et/unwire authorised by law, from
expeoging cc obligating furls in mass of its appropriation. Section 1312
of 31 U.S.C. prohibits en officer cc mploine of the United States from
accepting voluntary servicelhese statutes are leaded to prevent
agencies fele incurring. oh/ or accenting services aid then !wing
that Congress will reocsniss moral obligation to pay for the benefits
received. In addition, althea's the United States say lawfully receive
and accept gifts, individual species. b the absence of specific statutory
authority, may not accept for their awn use gifts of tansy or other
property. 6/ The tam "gifts" bee been defined es "gratuitous conveyervel

6/ this sact.lan (fonaarl) 31 U.S.C. 465(a)). together with the prdtibition
against volustery services, 31 U.S.C. 1342 (formerly 31 U.S.C. 1145(b)).
cowrie. the an-called Pr ddefic'ency Act.

2/ Principles of Plena Appropriation Lou. Unite! States Clean -al Ac-
cening Office, 5-7, 5-27, 5-311, First OIL June 11412. l'Oratuitour
service., as apposed to *voluntary" services, are pendesible.

11/ Principles of Fellers' Appeopriation Lew, S62, The Camisole
has gift accepting authority United to travel empenese tor employee
participotirg in conferences and sastions. PM. L. 10-/S. Nei S.
1%31 17 MS 300.735-4.

3J3AJIAVA vqoa Tese
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or transfers of cemierstdp in property without any consideration.' 25Corp. Gm. 637 (1946).

Finely. all funds received for the use of the United !totes suet bedeposited
n

the general fund of the Treasury as mama.: :Anus receipts orbe couiderel an illegal empentatire of an agency's appropristlet. 31U.S.C. 3302. / However, Where funds mobs in the physical control of anoutside party. there is no unlawful supentation. 1 Sstural
Rutter Organisation. 62 Camp. Geo. 70 (1982). In fact. iw collected bycontractors filling request" for informetion are not Name receive'
for the woof the United Metes" and maybe retained by the oontraL.cr.
Metterots Federal Election Cnelesion. 61 Corp. Gen. 28S (1982).

Under them:gond MGM =figuration. monies received from the sale4f copies of Commission filings and from access to EDGAR would glow directlyto the contractor. Therefore, these funds need out be forwarded to theTreasury, aid would not serve to illegally augment the Consission's appro-priation. further, as discussed be sufficient legal consideration willexist in the EDGAR contract to allies the receipt at goods and servicesat little or no cost to the Omission, again without illegally eupentingthe Commission's appropriation,

2. Legal Consideration to Support. the Contract

The neje factor Which determines nether a no-umost or other contractis leek* is the principle of legal consideration. i.e., the came* ofmutuality of prodess. Consideration net bo mutilate* to tow a bindingoactract. Consideration need not neonatally be ecestary. The acceptanceby the govemprot of wan or 841011018 turnimhed at no cost pursues* to a
formal contract is not statutorily prcAllmited if paper consideration to
support the contract has been prodded. As noted, the puldbition against
acceptance of voluntary services in 31 U,S.C. 1342 applies to services
rendered in the hoe that the goverment might recognise a moral obligationand thereto a pay for benefits conferred. The Act has no application When
there are sufficient mutuality of poetises in a contract to bird eedh
party. 40/ If proper omeiderstion has been grantee, ro moral claim againsteppeoprUted Ands voila arise, size the Orr tractor will have receive' abenefit sufficient to support centavos services or goals hen been contractedfor between the parties.

In the EDGAR cautnict, the prep:used grant to the %wetland contrac-tor of the right to sell access to Commission Minos. as well as deriva-tive ccpies thereof to the pOlic, is velueble intangible property right

Pbnnerly 31 U.S.C. 484.

12/ 7 Copp. Gen. 810, 811, supra.
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Mooing important amercial financial significsnce. The IMAR contract

will therefore contain appropriate consideration f,- the rights and obliga-

tions of the parties. In view of this considerstic the wade by the

Ccmodesion of property is not a "gift." end, since bonds will b retained

by the contractor, the Comissics will not receive 'funds' AIM will

violate the Mthleficiency Mt.

In our judgment, an lame the COMMi8140111 mot =wider is how direct

the Wasp or relationship should be between the consideration flawing to

the goverment and that rahidh flows to the contractor. It is our view that

in the EDGAR context, the Wears to the 1103kadisseednetion system alt

justify the receipt by the Etesission of herdware and software.
If the

contractor is to provide bigamy* and software so !het staff persons in the

Divisions of Oorporetionnnence and Imeeteent Nonage ant my review and

process filings, it is very clear that the Whop is a direct me. lees

direct, but still related, is Mahon and software that would alias offices

like the Office of the General Carmel and the Division of Enforommt to

gain acmes to EDGAR filings In connectica with litigation. Moms offices

pr.messtay would use the Mahe= also for peepsring legal tkasunts in

other cases or for other purposes. If the contract requires the contractor

to provide goods wholly unrelated to the IEGAR receipt and dissemination

system, some question could arise as to %%ether this will typess the

congressional appmpriatiao system to a degree *Mb is no lamer

permissible. Even this =inclusion. however, is a philosophical or

political am, rather then a strictly legal me.

3. No-Cart and felarCoet Oantracts

There have been twosome litigated involving provision of goods and

services at no cost to a government agency. II/ Dm-cost contracts have

12/ In one of these cases, the Cmpotroller amoral approved a =tract

for steregraphic reporting services at no cost to the goverment, in

return for granting the =exactor an exclusive r it to sell trans-

cripts to the public. 7 Cam. Oen. 810, gmpra. And, in 18 Camp. Oen.

967 (1939), the (Impugner Omani held thit-atdd for stscepragbic

reporting services chide not only offered to furniab copies of tram-

cripts at no cost, but *kWh almoners] a cadh tam if awarded the

contract, see the most advantageous to the government and simulate

accepted. In two other mess, dassessed above in comuctionwith

dismednetion, the Ckeptrollardlenend approved procedures Merely

contractors handled dismodnation functions for swam at no cost.

Instead, the contractors billed the public directly for unmarred

charges. Metter cfo Istantion of Fess Received by EPA Ormtrach

nvv
Infornstion Services to the Public, supra, Netter oft

Paderal Commission, mom.

3.1HAJIAVA Yq03 123k
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been and are currently being teed by %arias agencies. for sesseple. manyagencies, as well as the United States Supreme Mutt and United StatueCircuit Oasts, receive free coven of tnneerlpsts of their ssesicns atno cost or rabseel oust seder their stenographic reporting contracts.Our aces stenographic contractor furnishes trencripta of proosedines tothe Chnissian at reduced prices. In contract Mann to the AS theendemics her with Disclosure Partners, the Squal Iliploymest qpporturdty
Cammissian prodder Ootteesemod Sours, Ltd. with copies Of opines, and
Cottons:1rd then Wens the opt& ..ns and puts them or. adcroliehe for saleto the Wale. Ostoonwood provides to the MC. at les cost. 40 sets ofmicrofilmed Wears and opinions along with 40 nerofile waders.

Although then have bean ally Om no-cost contract decision, thereare ramrods case* liwolvirr below-ont bids. In belowcost contract. theeastraetor's price to the goveanment is later than its snail out of Aeons-once, and an agency ray receive specified goads or se.-Lees at little or noost. ieu Couptroller dermal hes consistently denied protests of below -costosntrseta, stating tart belearocet bids are legal if an agony verifies thata log bid is not an ante, and =lies on affinitive &nisi= on the awndse'sability to perform, i.e., its respenribility. See, Ad, Matter of Ellavorth
Street Associates, Ow. Oen. Dec. D-213211 (OcWaer24, 19S.1), Simeeneen
Pluebrng aM Heating Co., asp. On. Dec. 8-211379 (June 34, 198Th sairterof Sicsepheres, Inc. - escensideration, Oar. den. Dee. 8-303419.4 (Mard,1982).

C. Ocet-eharing Contracts

While we have spoken in the peeving paragraphs of no-cost corst.acts,the &GAR proonseent con easily be viewed as cost -du ring contract.
The Oneinian's ocsitribution mold be the hardware and software free thepilot system, which we mderstard to be valued at over 09 willies. Wier
the Federal Acquisition (PAS), cost - during contracts are
specifically permitted. 13 Inner, the limitations as the cue of eon-sharing contracts Odds are in Section 16.301-3 of the PAR do notrefer to the percentage of participation of either the contractor or the
goverrnert. Cost-nano; contracts are particularly suitable for preemin-ent. Aids offer both parties mutual benefits free the performance of thecontract, such as in the area of rewards and develepaent. 14/ They an

12/ On Marn 16, 1983, after reviewing the contract, the Joint Oceeittee
on Printing granted the MCC waiver of paragraph 3R of the Goverment
Printing and Binding Regulations to permit the initial pUblicstion
by the private ocutraetor of the EIDC's decisions.

12/ FAA 116.303.

As/ J. Oibinie, Jr., end R. Nash, Jr., Vonstion of 00V01111.111t. Contracts"(1982), p. 494.
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also provide incentives to keep contractor costs down. 15/ If EDGAR is

viewed appropriately as a costharing contract, it wilifit more comfortably
into a traditional analysis, although, as we hairs said, it would be lawful

as a no-cost contract.

Conclusion

The Office of the General Counsel believes that the structure of EDGAR as
currently enwisicned is legally sound. Because it bypasses the appropriations
viten to a con,'clorable degree, it could dilute Congressional oversight over

EDGAR. While, in our view, that is not a legal inpaliment, we understand
that the Commission's Oversight Committees will be kept apprised of our EDGAR

process.

Pre-red By: Paul Gammon
Carol K. Scott
Jeanne B. Carter

15/ For example, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation currently has a
contract for development of an automated payroll system. For each

dollar the contractor either saves under the target cost or overruns
that target, the fee to the contractor will be raised or lowered

respectively by 20 cents. Therefore, if the contractor overruns

costs, it shares its fee with the agency.

3.19AJIAVA Ycl03 Te 39
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Shad. I appreciate that.
When you developed EDGAR, did you look at the information

services that are now available or those that are expected to come
into being in the not-too-distant future -ad determine whether or
not those services might be adequate for your needs?

Mr. SHAD. Yes, we did. We reviewed the securities information
industries' abilities, and the financial printers; and Federal and
private organizations were surveyed. It was concluded EDGAR was
the optimum system, the fastest, most cost-effective, and most com-prehensive.

We did look at each of the alternatives and concluded we needed
something unique to receive and disseminate instantly.

Mr. ENGLISH. How do you go about doing that? Was a study
done?

Mr. SHAD. Yes. We spent 2 years bringing the pilot on and then2 more yearswe are going to be on the pilot for 2 yearsfor afeasibility analysis. We put out a sources sought release. The staff
had meetings with over 20 respondents to this sources sought. The
respondents represented all different types of equipment and sys-tems, soft and hardware. So, as a result of those meetings, the idea
was further refined.

Then the Mitre Corp., which is a not-for -profit sort of semi-governmental consulting group, was engaged to do the feasibility
analysis. They happened to be doing one also for the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office on a much larger system than EDGAR.

I think the thing that is unique about this system is that it re-ceives and disseminz Is. Our job is to protect investors and main-
tain orderly markets. One of the beet protections is to vrovide in-
formation on a timely basis. To provide it when it is a week, amonth, 90 days old puts some people at a great advantage over
others.

The thing that is unique about EDGAR is that, as the informa-
tion is transmitted from the issuer to our main frame, it will be
instantly accessible by investors throughout the countryin fact,throughout the worldon their own personal computer screens.
They can punch up and access General Motors or whoever they
want to look at, and screen what is in the SEC main frame. With
auxiliary equipment, they can do a lot of other things, too.

Mr. ENGLISH. There are a lot of companies right now that are
providing financial information. If there is a demand for more serv-
ice, why haven't the private companies gone ahead and developedit?

Mr. SHAD. They have developedpieces of it. There are Compus-
tat, Micro Disclosure, and others. But they don't control the infor-
mation; they are not the source of it. It does lot come into them; it
doesn't go out through them. There is nothing I am aware of that
would be comparable to this at the present time.

Ms. GOODMAN. Part of the problem is the services are dependent
upon our disclosure documents. Once the paper is filed with us,they then get the paper, or the microfiche and key in the data. In
order to make the data available instantlythe securities markets
move so fast that even a day or two can be too latein order to
make the information available instantly, we had to go to the
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notion of electronic filing with us. And we, as the Government
agency which imposes the regulatory requirements, can do that.

We can say the information has to come in electronically. The
private sector cannot. While they can keypunch the information
overnight, that isn't timely enough in terms of the disclosure of in-
formation for the securities markets.

Mr. ENGLISH. So the real answer to my question, then, is that we
lose a few hours' lapse `'ne? If it wasn't for a few hours' lapse
time, the private sector wuld do this itself, and I assume

Mr. SHAD. I think there is a week's lapse.
Ms. GOODMAN. More than a few hours. They have to get the

paper information, key it into the system, verify accuracy, and so
forth.

Mr. ENGLISH. How much time on an average would you say we
are talking abou4 Mr. Shad? How much delay before that informa-
tion would be available to the public?

Mr. SHAD. The issuer no longer has to transmit it to us on paper.
It can come over the telephone lines.

Mr. ENGLISH. I am talking about without this system.
Mr. SHAD. You are saying they would prepare paper, ship it to us

in bulk. At that point, you are saying the private operator would
then be able to keypunch it into a system and disseminate it.

I think the total time, as compared with the same information
coming, without being manually reformatted at all, coining from
the issuer into our main frame instantly available, you are tplking
about the difference of fromthe time it is transmitted and avail-
able to the public, which is a matter of minutesto certainly a
matter of days and perhaps much longer.

Mr. ENGLISH. You state on page 20 of your testimony that
EDGAR will enable investors to enter orders with their brokers
over computer terminals. If the brokers and customers want to
communicate through computer terminals, it would seem like that
it would be up to th,im to arrange for it.

Mr. SHAD. They can. That is independent. That is auxiliary to
EDGAR. That is not part of the EDGAR system.

Right now, I was trying to put it in the context of what othr .
things are going on right now, and only one of the litany I ran
through at one point there would be EDGAR. EDGAR is simply the
accessibility to the current information that is with the SEC. But
the ability to transmit orders, for instance, is being offered now by
some brokers. Investors receive this information on the same ter-
minals on which they would be reviewing the SEC materials. They
can review the research reports and other documents provided by
their brokers.

Mr. ENGLISH. As I understand it in broad terms, EDGAR does
three things: receipt of the filings, processing, and then dissemina-
tion.

Mr. SHAD. It also facilitates analysis.
Mr. ENGLISH. Facilitates analysis?
Mr. SHAD. Yes.
Mr. ENGLISH. Wouldn't that be processing?
Mr. SHAD. Analysis by investors. The processing iu by our staff.
Mr. ENGLISH. What are the
Mr. SHAD. Two forms of analysis.
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Mr. ENGLISH. What are the SEC's requirements for processing,
your requirements?

Mr. SHAD. We have to screen the filings from a variety of points
of view and, in some cases, comment on them, and request that
they be amended. And that is done again using the EDGAR
at computer work stations with the use of electronic mail. 1WrigeegIOthrough a variety of screens and decide first, whether or not the
filing requires a detailed - ,view, and then, if so, what additional
information may be requi i of the issuer.

Mr. ENGLISH. What kind of hardware and software is the con-tractor going to ..e required to provide?
Mr. FOGASH. Our current plan is that the contractor would be re-

quired to provide a sufficient number of work stations and comput-
er capacity to provide full proms for the Division of Corpora-
tion ftance. That would be in numbers, roughly, terminals, workstations

Mr. ENGLISH. Could we get all that for the record, specifically
what it is the contractor is going to be required to provide both in
software and hardware?

Mr. FOGASH. Yes.
[The information follows:]
Question. What kind of hardware and software is the contractor going to be re-quired to provide?
Ammer. Since the SEC Request for Proposals (RFP) will not go out as a finalized

document until October 1985, and even then will be a request for the potential con-tractor to provide certain functions and not specific pieces of equipment or software,it is only possible to respond in general terms.
At a minimum, the contractor will be required to bid sufficient hardware topermit the Division of C.orporation Finance and Investment Management to fullyautomatic their functions. In order to accomplish this a contractor would have tobid approximately 500 workstations and sufficien c, additional hardware to receive,

store. analyze and disseminate the workloadcurrently more than six million pagesannually.
Software will be extensive and will fall into the following maior categories: oper-ating system; communciations; receipt processing; analytical processing; security;system performance.

Mr. ENGLISH. What percentage of EDGAR's cost will result from
the processing requirements?

Mr. FOGASH. Of our estimated $50 million cost for EDGAR for 5
years, we estimate that roughly $22.5 million would be associated
with SEC internal processing, of which we will have spent at the
end of the pilot $9 million for hardware and software that would be
made available to the contractor.

Mr. ENGLISH. You are telling me nearly half of it, then?
Mr. FOGASH. We are roughly at 40 percent of the $50 million

cost.
Mr. ENGLISH. Can you estimate what percentage of the informa-

tion in EDGAR will be solely in the interest of the SEC?
Ms. GOODMAN. Almost none of the information that we require

people to file with us is solely far our internal p , contrasted
to most other Government agencies. Most of the 2:Lion we getis for purposes of informing the investment community, so it is
public informationannual reports filed by companies, quarterly
reports, et cetera. Most of the information filed with us is publicly
available.
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In terms of the number of people looking at it in our public ref.
erence rooms, we don't have statistics. Our dissemination contrac-
tor who provides the service of selling copies of the information to
the public indicates to us that approximately 62 percent of the doc-
uments they microfiche for us, which are most of our documents,
are roquested on a paid basis by members of the public.

Mr. ENGLISH. Some of the SW's filings, I believe, are resold by
private companies. What percentage of the current filings has de-
veloped a resale market?

Ms. GOODMAN. That is the 62-percent figure?
Mr. FOGASH. I would like to clarify. That is from our dissemina-

tion contractor. There are a number of service bureaus that work
in our public reference room -that also sell documents. We have no
detailed information of what documents they sell. There are specif-
ic groups who also do the ownership reporting forms, forms 3's and
4's, that are separate.

Mr. SHAD. In response to your earlier question, private vendois
could be, of course, doing tasks EDGAR does if they could handle it
fast enough; but they won't be able to handle the information fast
enough, or as fast as the EDGAR system. They are taking the
paper now and reformatting or keying it, putting it on microfiche
and disseminating it to their subscribers and customers.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. DioGuardi.
Mr. DIoGuAIwI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I didn't hear all the testimony, but, Mr. Chairman, let me make

a couple of comments.
One, as a certified public accountant, I am very much concerned

with the ability of our Government agencies to gather and dissemi-
nate information. As a matter of fact, having been in Congress now
for 3 monthsby the way, I understand I am only the third CPA
ever elected to Congress, if that tells you somethinghaving been
here 3 months, it seems that Congress itself needs a better data
base upon which to make meaningful decisions. As a certified
public accountant and a Congressman, I will be looking carefully at
all methods of data gathering, retrieval, dissemination.

I am here to be educated a little bit more about this particular
system. I will have some questions perhaps at other meetings.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Kleczka.
Mr. KLECZKA. One question, Mr. Chairman.
Again, I didn't hear the testimony, arriving from the floor late.

However, of interest to me is whether or not this new system will
increase or decrease the availability of financial information to the
public?

Mr. SHAD. It will accelerate the availability of financial informa-
tion to the public. The same information as presently required on
paper will be available instantly as it is filed with the SEC. The
investing public, securities analysts, others throughout the country
and abr.,...d will have instant access to it on their home and office
computer screens.

Ms. GOODMAN. In addition to being available faster, it will also
be available in machine readable form so it will provide the capa-
bility to do more indepth computer analysis without waiting to
have the data keypunched.
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Mr. SHAD. It will avoid errors in the manual transformation ofmaterial from one form to another.
Mr. Iiiiczaw. If I need this information and don't have a com-

puter networking system, how do I access it?
Mr. Sawn. The same way as all others that presently have accessto the paper form.
Mr. Kt.[A,A. Would that be available at cost?
Mr. SHAD. Most companies make it available to their sharehold-ers at no cost.
Ms. GOODMAN. We make it available.
Mr. Kuresau. Directly through the SEC, it is made available atcost or free?
Ms. GOODMAN. There is a modest charge for reproduction.Mr. SHAD. So much a me.
Me. GOODMAN. EDGAR will increase the availability of informa-tion. All the current avenues available today of getting copies of

SEC documents will continue to be available; and, in addition, thefilings will be available on home and business computer screens.Mr. Kutcnca. At any point in time will SEC ever own the database? Will it be ours? Will we be a captive audience to the vendor?
Mr. FOGASH. It will always be the SEC's data base. There will beno restrictions on the SE .ndary use of that data base. We current-ly have three public reference roomsin Washington, Chicago, andMew York. Under EDGAR, we plan at every location the SEC

hdswhich are roughly 15 across the countrywe would have ter-
minals available using EDGAR at those sites. So it would dramati-
cally improve the service to the outlying areas that do not have apublic reference room available and have to depend upon mailservk

Mr. Sam). Even at those locations with reference rooms, it is cur-rently 2 to 3 weeks after the submission of a filing before a micro-fiche copy is available. Under EDGAR, it will be accessible and in-stantly by computer. Moreover, there are 16 million home comput-
ers out there now. The industry estimates are that will more thandouble in lees than 5 years. There are 42 million investors. So ahigh percentage of the investing public would hq ve the equipment.
Certainly by the end of the decade, there will be a lot of themodems for the telephone connections to a home computer to beable to dial into the SEC's main frame from home and access thisinformation.

Mr. KLICZ"A. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Emmen. Thank you, Mr. Kleczka.
Mr. Shad, I understand the contractor is going to have to inv.'t

some $50 million in EDGAR. In anybody's book, that is an awt.1lot of money.
Viewing the contract from the perspective of a potential bidder,

do you consider EDGAR to be a risky venture?
Mr. Sam). Well, we have had a broad-based analysis done of the

market. It has been a $2 billion market for financial informational
services. A tiny fraction of that would support the capital invest-
ment that we estimate would be required.

The idea would be that we would regulate the rates at which thebulk data was made available to other wholesalers, if you will, or
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others that would use it for dissemination and combine it with
their various software programs to permit all kinds of comparative
analyses and other uses. Historical data would be provided on a
single company or a number of companies.

I think the market is there. The speed and utility of the system
is such that we believe it is possible to be very attractive to private
contractors.

Mr. ENGLISH. Are you talking about the study, the Mathematica
study?

Mr. SHAD. Yes.
Mr. ENGLISH. That is the one that supposedly shows potential

demand, as I understand it?
Mr. SHAH. The overall market, as I mentioned, is a $2 billion

market. Their arithmetic is simply assuming 60,000 subscribers at
$25 a month.

Mr. ENGLISH. Didn't they say there were potentially as many
subscribers to this service as there would be to the Wall Street
Journal? Isn't that part of the statement that was made with
regard to the potential market?

Mr. SHAD. I don't recall that specific statement. I wouldn't argue
with it. I don't think that is being too futuristic to anticipate the
prospect of much of the information that corporate executives and
investors receive coming over a desk-top screen.

Mr. ENGLISH. Also, this has been a very controversial report. It
has received an awful lot of criticism and an awful lot of people
have strongly disagreed with the conclusions, as well.

Mr. SHAD. That there is a $2 billion market for this information?
Mr. ENGLISH. Excuse me?
Mr. SHAD. They argue
Mr. ENGLISH. With the study.
Mr. SHAD. There is $2 billion of total demand for the financial

servicethis type of information. That is just one of a whole series
of things people need to have currently, fast. But the estimate, I
haven't heard argument over the number of 60,000 potential sub-
scribers at $25 a month. That isn't a very ambitious number. It is
$18 million a year out of a $2 billion market.

Mr. ENGLISH. What rate of return do you think these bidders are
ex ing?

r. SHAD. I think it depends on a lot of thingsthe extent to
which bidders have ancillary equipment in place, whethe they are
already in the information dissemination business, et cetera. Dow
Jones, for instance, is one of the three primary contractors on the
present system. Arthur Andersen is the primary contractor; and
IBM and Dow Jones are part of the team.

Dow Jones disseminates an enormous amount of information,
every Jay, through its broad tape, end by other means. There are
others LEXIS, and a whole variety of other information systems
already in place. So the question is whether this would be incre-
mental to a contractor's existing activities, or a new system adapt-
ed specifically to this market.

It is hard, therefore, to respond to the percentage of return ques-
tion.

Mr. ENGLISH. If you are going to go out and invest $50 million,
you are going to bet on the nose that this is going to be a winner.
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You have to have fixed in your mind what kind of rate of return
you are going to get in order to make that kind of a gamble worth-
while.

I guess the question I am asking you is, what kind of rate of
return do you think the bidders are going to have to have before
they are willing to take that kind of risk?

Mr. SHAD. I horestly believe it could range all the way from a
loss leader to a high profit potential for a bidder to take it on. In
other words, if it really increasesagain, if it is incremental, you
don't need to have a high rate of return. It sounds like a big
number, and it isbut the future potential is so enormous, I think
it could range from a marginal rate of return to an attractive rate
of return.

If you want me to pick a number out of the air, I think it de-
pends on alternative commitments by companies. What are their
alternatives? Where is the industry going? What is the competition
doing? If they don't get on board now, where will the market be at
the end of the decade? Will they be left at the starting gate? I
think there are so many factors.

The financial printers have a big stake in electronic dissemina-
tion of information, because up until now they have been the sole
sources of putting together. There are very large financial printers
throughout the country setting up facilities to be the transmission
facility for issuersfor the registrants. Really, the registrants are
only the beginning of this, as far as the SEC is concerned.

We have over 10,000 publicly owned companies coming on. But
also we have over 6,500 broker-dealers that file information with

SEC. That could be handled more efficiently over this EDGAR
L. ...am without the same degree of need to disseminate that infor-
mation. It is more for internal SEC uses.

We have a great number of investment companies out there that
have to disseminate information to the public. We are really start-
ing with a big piece of the iceberg, but by no means all of it. I
think the potential is so at that the major companies in the
field would have to carefully consider whether or not to compete
for this opportunity.

Mr. ENGLISH. I don't question the fact we have an awful lot of
people out there disseminating information, trying to disseminate
information. The thing that troubles me a little bit, though, is that
it would seem to me that if we are going to go in and take a look at
a system that is this mammoth, this revolutionary, this new ai.1
differentcertainly this one is new and differentexcuse me,
that's my beeper.

Mr. SHAD. If you had an EDGAR, you would be getting a stock
quote on it.

Mr. ENGLISH. Given that fact, I would think you would have a
pretty good idea. You talk to a lot of folks out there that are inter-
ested in getting into this. Anybody that is interested, I imagine you
have talked to them by now. You have a good idea of what they
have in mind for it. You have a good idea what kind of rate of
return they would have to have in order to make this thing fly.

Mr. SHAD. We don't have the latter. I can't say we know what
their expectation is.
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Let me add another effort we are abort to engage in, to be able
to be more responsive to your -uestion. That is, we plan, in June,
the month after this, to put out a presolicitation document which
will be the substantial equivalent of the request for proposal docu-
ment. In other words, it will be in much greater detail than any-
thing we put out up to now.

We are asking potential bidders to comment. We may have to
modify our approach. We are going to try to test, in effect, what
the market is and who is interested in it and on what basis. So we
will have more information at that point to try to adapt the propos-
al, the final proposal that will be put out in the fall, to the real
world.

Mr. ENGLISH. You think it is reasonable to estimate that the con-
tractor is going to have to have revenues in the neighborhood of
$15, $20 million a year in order to get a fair return on his invest-
ment?

Mr. SHAD. Yes. I think that is a very realisticin fact, probably I
think the potential revenues are greater than that. I think that is
a reasonable minimum expectation.

Mr. ENGLISH. Why would a company want to be a contractor for
EDGAR if it can buy all of EDGAR's information without making
any capital investment?

Mr. SHAD Because the prime contractor will be permitted to sell
the bulk data to other contractors or other users at a profit, at
enough to recover a reasonable return on its investment. It will
also be in a very good position to compete with the other users, the
whole marketplace, on a value-added basis. I would expect that the
prime contractor would also develop software systems and other fa-
cilities in competition with all of them out there to provide similar
services with the expectation of profit.

Mr. &mum I guess the thing I keep wondering about, though,
is everybody going to have access to this information?

Mr. SHAD. Yes.
Mr. ENGLISH. You, as the prime contractor, are going to have it;

your competitors will have it.
Now, why would I want to go out and risk or invest $50 million

when I am going to be able to get the same information if I sit
back and wait? Just let the contractor build it, and I will buy it
from them.

Mr. SHAD. You will pay more than their cost.
Mr. ENGLISH. $50 million worth?
Mr. SHAD. If I were a potential competitor for this service, or the

prime contractor for it, I would take into account the return on the
investment and the business opportunity. I think the opportunit,
costs, if you will, if you are not the prime contractor, are s'
cant.

Ms. GOODMAN. Also, the prime contractor, even though he makes
the data available to other users and sellers of the data, will be
much more familiar with the internal structure of the data base.
So, while other competitors will have access to the dsia base, they
will probably have to develop additional software to make use of
the data base in such a way to sell it to investors while the prime
contractor will be more familiar with the structure of the data
base.
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Mr. ENGLISH. That still sounds to me like it would be a lot easier
route to t- we!, though. You are going to have all the heiaches,
the big investment up front. And the other side of that is, well, you
may not be quite as familiar initially with the data base but it isn't
going to take you long to figure that data base out.

By the same token, you may need additional software, but it is
nothing like the type of development you have to,:have if you are
the prime contractor.

I guess it sounds like the SEC has something of a dilemma in
this matter. On the one hand, if the contractor is given too much of
an advantage, it is going, to be unfair to the competitors in the in-
formation business; and, in fact, there could be a de facto monopoly
over SEC data *But, _on the other hand, if the contractor is not
given enough of an advantage, you won't have anybody sc9king the
contract. You are between a rock and a hard spot on that.

Mr. SHAD. I, don't think that is a dilemma. That is a common
business problem, if you will, that you have to oe responsive to. I
don't think it is unusual I think it is a common situation where
companies all the time are weighing building a new plant, putting
$50 million into it, and what the poter tial market will be; what the
competitive situation will be.

Mr. ENGLISH. I am not talking about their I am talking
about your dilemma at the SEC.

Mr. Simi. I wouldn't characterize it as a dilemma. We have had
17 years' experience with a very simar contract approach with
Disclosure, Inc. We have been doing this sort of thing with micro-
fiche for 17 years, with a sole contractor, on a no-cost basis. So it is
not as if we are trying to invent the wheel as far as dealing with
this sort of a contract.

Mr. ENGLISH. One last question; then we have to break for a
vote. I hope we won't have too many of these. We may have several
through the afternoon. You have to bear with us, if you would.
Then I will let my colleagues ask any questions that may occur to
them.

Information industry companies tell us it can take a long time
in fact, it can take many yearsto develop a market for informa-
tion services. You can't always guess what the public may want as
far as those markets are concerned. How can you be sure there will
be a market for the services that EDGAR provides? Is there any
certainty in this at all?

Mr. SHAD. I believe there is. Right now, Stsndard & Poor's,
'Moody's, the Wall Street Journal, Value Linethere are all kinds
of companies in the business of taking the SEC filings and other
information and putting it into various formats for analysis and
dissemination to investors.

I think the best testimonial to the demand is the 100 million
shares that are trading on the New York Stock Exchange in a day
now. The public, institutional interest, the demand for current, re-
liable financial data, the faster the better, is enormous. I have no
reservation that the market is there.

Mr. ENGLISH. We will recess for the vote.
[Recess taken.]
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Shad, what controls do you envision being im-

pooed on the resale operations of the contractor?
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Mr. SHAD. The wholesale price to other bulk users would be sub-
ject to approval by the Commission, similar to the present micro-
fiche operation.

Mr. ENGLISH. Would this include prices? Would you have some
type of price control on how much they can charge for that infor-
mation and then how much can beboth the wholesale and
retailI suppose that would be the proper words to use?

Mr. SHAD. Yes. On the wholesale side.
It would be subject to annual audits and review. Not on the sale

of the value-added service, but on the bulk sales.
Mr. ENGLISH. I guess then the question arisesand I think this

was fairly obviouswhy are the controls, in your opinion, neces-
sary?

Mr. SHAD. To prevent unconscionable profits or anticompetitive
...:Livity by the primary vendor.

Mr. ENGLISH. Doesn't the need for some regulation really point
out that it is essentially an awKward state that the 'EDGAR con-
tractor is in? It is kind ofon the one ham! while we are trying to
get this information out, we want to nu& it available to the
public. It is information that is collected by the U.S. Government.
But then, on the other hand, we are over here contracting with a
private company to handle it and get it out for us.

We are kind of in there neither fish nor fowl? Do you feel that is
awkward at all?

Mr. SHAD. It is not unprecedented. It has been going on for a
long time, both within the SEC and other Government agencies. It
is not unique in the sense we are doing something that has not
been done before.

Ms. GOODMAN. For example, in our disclosure contract, we regu-
late what the contractor can charge for basic service in terms of
coming into our reference room and making a copy or by mail re-
.tuesting a copy. But the contractor offers all kinds of value-added
services, such as promising to have a ten ier offer document avail-
able in New York 2 hours after it is filed in Washington. That kind
of service is not regulated at all. So we have both t1 regulated
side and the unregulated value-added service available today.

Mr. ENGLISH. Will all the information in EDGAR be public infor-
mation?

Mr. SHAD. Virtually all.
Ms. GOODMAN. Confidential treatment requests on certain of the

information filed with us are nonpublic. But in the pilot we handle
that by jus; making sure that information is only available inter-
nally.

Mr. ENGLISH. Does the SEC have the authority to control the
access to, use of, and redisclosure of any of this public information?

Mr. SH The Commission generally does not have authority to
control the use or redisclosure of public information. With respect
to contrcllirg access, the Commission does have some authority.
For example. ender the Freed.= of Information Act, agencies may
set hvors an I places for viewing documents and may charge a r-.H-
sonable cost for reproduction.

EDGAR will result in improved access to information. The Com-
mission will take steps to ensure that its contractor provides ac ces 4
to the data base to other information disseminators. For example,
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we do not anticipate that the contractor would have any timing ad-
vantage over other users. Moreover, we are considering a require-
ment that if the contractor offers value-added services, it raust pay
for the use of the data base.

It also should be noted that the access provided by the =tractor
and other information disseminators will be in addition to access to
the information in the Commission's public reference rooms
throughout the country and access to the information of paper and
microfiche.

Mr. ENGLISH. Will there be any restrictions of any type for the
use or resale of information obtained from EDGAR?

Mr. SHAD. Any restrictions on the resale?
Mr. ENGLISH. Right; on the use or resale?
Mr. SHAD. Again, not at the retail level; buL. at the wholesale

level, yes. There would be controls at the wholesale level on the
pricing. But at the retail level or the value-added level, that would
be at a competitive market rate.

Mr. ENGLISH. What would the SEC do if it had unlimited funds
to set up its own information system, or any information system?

Mr. SHAD. I think EDGAR would be the most cost-effective ap-
proach. That is what we probably would be doing even with unlim-
ited funds.

Mr. ENGLISH. I" you had unlimited funds, would you contract it
out?

Mr. SHAD. I thinkyes. I think we would still be doing it the
way we are doing it. The reason I believe that is we would still try
to do the most cost-effective job we could. I don't thiak we could do
it 'nhouse, if you will, on a more cost-effective basis than we are
proposing to do.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Neal, any questions?
Mr. NEAL. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Shad, I hope you have a lot of luck with

EDGAR. Quite frankly, it seems to me like you may need it.
Mr. SHAD. Luck always he: 3s.
Mr. ENGLISH. I also think the SEC may be proceeding a little too

quickly in this matter. It seems there are some unanswered ques-
tions about EDGAR. Personally, I cannot understand why anyone
would b waling to invest $50 million in EDGAR. It is far from cer-
tain that E. contractor would be able to recover nis investment, let
alone make a profit. As I stated earlier, if I were a businessman, I
would much rather see my competitor go out and invest this $50
million, within ..he contract; then, buy the information from him,
rather than do it on my own.

Nevertheless, we certainly will be watching progress that you
make. It is just possible that this thing will work out after all. We
all hope that it will.

In any event, the whole Government will be able to learn a lot
from your experience. I just hope it doesn't cost the contractor too
much. I also hope you don't return to Congress in a few years and
ask for public funas to bail out a contractor who is losing his shirt
on EDGAR. Certainly, I don't think that under those conditions
that you would receive a warm reception.

Again, we wish you luck. I want to thank you very much for
your testimony.

o
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Mr. SHAD. May I respond briefly to a couple of items?
In terms of the speed with which we have moved, we started in

February 1983, spent about a year on just feasibility, without
spending any money, but just deciding, determining what we were
proposing to do was feasible in terms of existing equipment, both
hardware and software. Then we spent another year bringing the
pilot on. So there were 2 years in there.

Now, the pilot is a 2-year operation. It has been on for 7 months
now; working beautifully.

By my experience on Wall Street during the late sixties/early
seventies when Wall Street darned near had to close down because
of the paperwork crunchremember, they Lad to suspend trading
hours. The y couldn't handle 20 million share days back to back.

Today, they are handled routinely because of the telecommunica-
tion facilities in place. The SEC is playing catch-up. We are in that
same business of handling tons of paper manually.

What we are trying to do is dramatically improve the process. No
comparable improvement has occurred in the 50 years, hale a cen-
tury, that these rules and laws have been on the books where com-
panies had to make this information available.

In some sense, we are just getting into the 20th century. In fact,
we want to leap frog into the 21st century and do a job for the in-
vesting public, which is to make this information available instant,
ly. It is terrific if we nn accomplish that.

I think I have much greater confidence than just hope. I think
the market is enormous. The opportunity to serve the public is so
great that there will be more than adequate interest in the project.
But we are trying to safety factor it by going out with this pre-so-
licitation document which will provide potential bidders with the
information they would otherwise normally not receive until they
were asked to submit a proposal. We can therefore adapt our final
request for proposals to the response that we receive from the pre-
solicitation.

Mr. ENGLISH. We ..ertainly don't disagree as far as automation. I
agree with you wholeheartedly.

I suppose the question in my mind is whether this is the right
way, the only way, or the best way to proceed. Your objective I
think we all wholeheartedly endorse. As I said, again, I certainly
hope that you are correct and hope it works out well We will be
keeping an eye on it.

Mr. SHAD. Thank you very much.
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. TAO! tfoot, do you have any questions?
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. No, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, RI, . She3.
Next we will have a panel and try to ge their testimony in

before we have anotb Jr vote: Mr. Peter Marx, general counsel for
the Information Industry Association, and he is going to be accom-

by David Peyton; an Benjamin Cooper, senior vice presi-
nt for government affairs, Financial Printers of America. I want

to welcome each of you here.
Mr. Marx, I guess we will let you begin with your Astimony. If

any of you would like to summarize your testimony, without objec-
tion the full and complete written testimony will be made part of
the record.
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STATEMENT OF PETER MAIL , .;FENERAL COUNSEL, INFORMA-
TION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIuN, A r',COmPANIED BY DAVID
PEYTON, uIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Mr. MARX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to summarize the statements in our formal submis-

sion.
I am Peter Marx, a partner in the Boston law firm of Goulston

and Storrs. I am speaking today on behalf of the Information In-
dustry Association, which I serve as general counsel and a director.
Joining me this afternoon is David Peyton, director, government
relations of the IIA.

The Information Industry Association is a trade association,
founded in 1968, serving companies involved with the generation,
distribution and use of information. The IIA represents nearly 400
information publishers and information service organizations.

We welcome this afternoon's hearing to consider the larger
policy issues raised by the electronic filing activities of Government
agencies.

Being the first major Federal electronic filing program, the
EDGAR project carries enormous significance. Many aspects of the
project are precedential. Without question, numeri. s Federal,
State, and local agencies will be watching the Securities and Ex-
change Commission's actions and will be pursuing electronic filing
themselves in the next several years. We commend the SEC for its
forward-looking initiative.

Mr. Chairman, our overall theme is that only multiple, diverse,
and specific information services can meet the information needs of
different users, including Federal agencies. The only way for such a
diversity to arise is for users to express their demands in market
terms through willingness to pay, with entrepreneurs identifying
and serving expressed needs and wants.

Our vision for the future is that Federal agencies will add their
demand to existing outside private demand for information of vari-
ous kinds in a wide array of formats. By so doing, Federal agencies
will become a powerful propulsive force ing even greater devel-
opment in highly refined information services. More specifically,
we wish to present eight basic points which represent the consen-
sus of our members on electronic filing. Let me summarize before
going into each issue in more detail.

First, as each agency commences its planning and preparation, it
should determine its own functional requirements or demand. It
should then make the same inquiry for outside users in the inter-
ested public and compare the results.

Second, Government agencies should place p-imary reliance 3n
the private sector for fulfillment of their own requirements or
demand as well as outside requirements or demand.

Third, in procuring services from the private sector, agencies
should consider separate contracts for basic and value-added func-
tions.

Fourth, in line with the inuAiple functions of electronic filing
systems, agencies should expect to fund their operations from a
mix of firing fees, appropriations, and user charges. Any reliance
on barter should be limited in scope.
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Fifth, congressional oversight should focus on the maintenance of
open, nonrestrictive information policies, with any :captions clear-
ly authorized should they prove necessary.

Lath, agencies should be careful not to create the appearance or
possibility of conflict of interest with the primary vendor or ven-
dors.

Seventh, agencies should certify electronically filed data base
records as official.

Eighth, to provide needed outside perspective, agencies should
seek this advice of the interested and expert outside groups which
will be providing and using the relevant systems and information.

Now let me take each point in turn.
One, needs and market assessment: An agency's own internal

needs may or may not resemble private market demand for the
data in cps stion. Agencies should not assume that a congruence
will exist. The Government staff user may well have different re-
quirements for timeliness, format, and content from outside user 1.

Accordingly, the technology best suited for internal Government
use may not also be the best for the different requirements of out-
side users, and hence, the service designed for internal agency use
may be lees marketable than any of a variety of other services.

To assess the respective private markets for machine-readable
data, agencies will have to turn to survey research. Already, the
SEC and the Federal Maritime Commission have done so. However,
we have a concern about the use of the front-end studies, whether
concept testing or genuine market research, as grounds for agency
decisionmaking.

For example, the study done for the SEC by Mathematics, Inc.,
took place before there was a clear definition of what the EDGAR
system would look like in operation. Without a clear picture of
what was involved, and without any financial commitment, re-
spondents would naturally tend to respond positively to very gener-
al questions.

Furthermore, a concept test or trial should .not be confused with
more detailed market research. Favorable respondents in such a
survey should not be considered customers that an agency's vendor
can ultimately count on. We are not saying that agencies should
avoid exploratory questionnah a of this type. We are saying that
their resu. as should be interpreted prudently and not be confused
with testing acceptance of a well-defined or nearly completed serv-
ice.

Two, procurement from the private sector: To meet society's
needs for information, we believe that policy should place primary
reliance on the private sector and an open and con.petitive infor-
mation marketplace rather than on the public sector for
information products and services. Indeed, the health an viability
of the financial information sector can be attributed in part to the
lack of any significant Government competition.

For example, there are over 50 information companies selling
stock price information and related services. nag produce a varie-
ty of information content in a wide array of formats. Only this
kind of diversity can meet the needs of all users, whether institu-
tional or individual.
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Let us note that there are two distinct levels or stages at which
lcurement policy should come into play. The more obvious level

is the A-76 level; that is, the resolution of a "make or buy" choice
for some new Government requirement or

PPrior to that, however, an agency ought toociETconducted a sys-
tematic canvass of existing private sector capabilitiesservice by
service, function by eunctionto see whether the agency needed to
conduct any procurement action more complicated than a simple
cash purchase of existing services.

This latter point is sometimes missed. It relates crucially to an
agency's assessment of the demands for information services in its
area of jurisdiction, whether from outside users or from its own
staff.

Three, agencies should preserve fair competitive conditions.
When an agency lets a contract for a complex, mixed-use system,
the primary systems vendor may have several functions to per-
form, including facilities management, internal staff support, and
selling raw or bulk data at wholesale to other vendors.

In addition, the incumbent vendor may wish to enter the value-
added services field. If it did, it might enjoy a competitive advan-
tage relative to other value-added vendors of enhanced services.
How agencies can contract with their incumbent vendors to enter
this field while not lending an artificial competitive advantage to
them over outside value-added vendors is a serious matter for agen-
cies to resolve.

The key is that an agency need not regard its electronic filing
project as an indivisible whole. An kgency could well divide the
project into at least two subsystems to be separately handled and
separately procured. The contract for the subsystem devoted to in-
ternal processes would essentially bs a data processing facilities
management contract.

On the other hand, the contract for the "external" subsystem
would involve receipt, storage and dissemination. The contractor
for the external system may, if it wishes, sell enhanced products at
whatever price it determines appropriate. The internal system con-
tractor would be explicitly prohibited from selling any information
it developed in the course of performing its duties under its con-
tract.

The external contractor should be required to sell to all who
wish to purchase information, either in bulk or individual subsets.
There should be no discrimination of any sort based on the identity
of the user or buyer.

Mr. ENGLISH. We are going to have to vote. Excuse me.
ess taken.]

r. ENGLISH. Mr. Marx, please proceed.
Mr. MARX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will skip some of the other sections.
The next section is paying for electronic filing systems. Few poli-

cies set by Congress can be more fundamental than that in title 31,
that the Government lives and runs by appropriated funds. We see
no reason for Congress to depart from its basic appropriations and
oversight functions with respect to electronic filing.

We recognize the appeal which off-budget agreements will have
in years of enormous Federal deficits and agency budget cutbacks.

"14
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Upon inspectioL, however, an assertion is being made that the Gov-
ernment can conduct its business better by barter than by cash. We
find this acceptable only under limited circumstances.

Ac7..opriated funds should be relied on in two distinct circum-
stances. First, agencies should clearly bear the cost of the internal
part of an electronic filing system dedicated to staff support. Fur-
thermore, agencies should also bear their share of the costa of oper-
ating any mixed-use retrieval system that serves both Government
staff and public users.

Filers and public users should also contribute their share to the
financing of the system from which they directly benefit.

The matter of public user charges or fees has generated some dis-
cussion. Some agencies have traditionally maintained public refer-
ence rooms operated entirely out of appropriated funds and with-
out any user fees, even from full-time professional practitioners re-
lying on the agency's livelihood. However, these user group*, such
as trademark practitioners, have no special call on the Treasury to
provide them with essentially unlimited tax-supported information
services.

Moreover, by giving away on-line access, the Government could
establish a damaging price perception that the information were
neither costly nor valuable. We do recognize, however, that in some
instances it may be in the public interest for the agency itself to
assure access by those who might have difficulty in paying.

Five, special statutory authority for resale: Agencies' budgetary
constraints are pushing them toward finding ways to make the po-
sition of systems vendor a more valuable consideration, so as to in-
crease bidders' willingness to rrovide the required services to agen-
cies for lesser dollar outlays. One proposal is to restrict or prohibit
resale of "raw" or "bulk" data in machine-readable form at the
wholesale level.

For in the absence of any restrictions, resellers will quickly push
the price down very close to marginal reproduction cost. This raises
copyright and Freedom of Information Act questions and will prob-
ably require special legislation.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we see one additional element as essen-
tial to a successful electronic filing effort. For an agency to be sure
that it adequately comprehends the choices, values, and interests
touched by electronic fling, it should consult with the full array of
outside groups greatly affected by a transition to electronic filing.

If an agency were to take initiative itself, we expect it would
have to comply with the procelural formalities of the Advisory
Committee Act. That course would certainly satisfy our concern, al-
though we do not say that the necessary consultation must take
this form.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our survey of the b sic issues re-
garding electronic filing as we see them. We are now ready to
answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marx follows:]
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unproved terms under which the Interested public
can locate and use government information. At
the same time, proposed projects should be
subject to east scrutiny, whether of the formal
cost-benefit type or otherwise, even if the
project is to have some off -budget component
represented as being done at 'no east to the
government, Electrode filing projects, It
appears, will mm into the tens of million of
dollars per agency, rod the money should be
spent wisely.

Moreover, important policy Muss should not be
neglected in the planning stags'. Madman
filing will merlon deep Menotti:mg trarwitiora,
and we think that agencies should identify and
confront the rennin house that the new systems
will call for resolving before the systems are in
Saes. Once they are in gees, it may be too late
to begin to Ogre out what pollens should govern
system operation. We support the approach of
paining °paranoid esperienes with pilot projects
before going full-scale. Nonetheless, since a
elms demeroation between pilot and Mel stages
often falls to exist, and because pilots tend to
establish future patterns of operation, we find
unpermeive the notion Most policy deliberation
aced not wooed, an aim -*tonal pilot. Such
sound policy phmnini will help to realise the
PMenise of electroun filing, a goal which we all
Mare.

A CHARTER FOR ELECTRONIC FILING

Mr. Minoan, 04/f overall theme is that only
multiple, divine, end specific information
services can meat the information needs of
dffferent users, including fanned agencies. The
only way for such diversity to arks is for users
to ewer their demand in market terms
through willingness to pay, with entrepreneirs
identifying and serving expressed need, and
wards. Our vision for the trim Is that federal
egeenes will add their demon to *ding
outside private demand for Information of
various kinds in a rids army of formats. By so
doing, federal ay Ma will become powerful
propulsive form airing even greeter
development in highly refined Information
services. More specifically, we wish t2 present
eight basic points which represent the COIIMISUP
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of our members on electronic filing. We feel
that, taken together, these statements .omulate

charter for the advance of electronic filing.
Let me summarize before going into each issue in
more detail.

First, ea min agency oommences its planning and
preparation, it should determine its own
funcUal requirements or demand. It should
then make the tame determination for outside
users in the interested public and compare the
results.

Second, ;armament agencies should place
prim.' reliance on the private sector for
fulfillment of their own requirements or demand
as well as outside requirements or remand.

Third, in procuring services from the private
sector, similes should milkier separate
contrasts for basin and rinse-added functions.

Fourth, In line with the multiple functions of
electronic flung systems, agencies shouldexpect
to fund their operations from a mix of filing fees,
appropriations, and user Merges. My Mimeo
on barter should be Milted in scope.

Fifth, Congressional oversight should form on
i.e maintenance of open, nonrestrictive
information pollens, with any merlons clearly
authorized should they prove neeseasty.

Sixth, mownes should be careful not to create
the appeeranse or poselbilfty of oontJet of
interest with the primary vendor or vendors.

Seventh, agencies should artily deetronleally
filed (unhook records as

Eighth, to provide needed outside perspective,
agencies should seek the adrift of the Interested
and expert outdid, grog which will be providing
and mini the relevant systems and Information.

Now let me take each point in turn.

1. Need" and Market Aseseement

Naturally each agency will here to deo...mins Its
own need., for machine-readable data to Vitt t...!
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may, if it wishes, sell enhanced products at
whatever price it determines appropriate. It
might, however, voluntarily restrict itself from
entri.g the enhanced marketplace to insulate
itself from any possible question about its
receiving unfair advantage iron its contractor
relationship with the SEC. The internal system
contractor woulL be sztlicItly prohibited from
selling any information it developed in the course
of performing its duties under its contract.

The external contractor should be required to sell
to all who wish to purees information, either in
bulk or indivIdual subsets. There should be no
discrimination of any sort Need on the identity
of the user. In particular, the incumbent vendor
would have to provide equal technical
Interconnection to all outside value-added
vendors. With regard to timelines and stood of
access, it is anticipated that bidders may propose
different prices for different levels of service. It
should be a contract requirement that the
contractor, if it proposes to offer value-added
services in the market, should have no advent&
with regard to timeliness of awns or can.

4. Paying for III,etronic Filing Systems

As previously noted, electronic filing systems
will support mixed uses of receipt of information
from private parties, government staff support,
and public accede and dissemination. Associated
with these (otions are filing or input fees,
appropriated funds, and war charges or fees.
Porwerd-looking policy, we believe, will seek the
best mix of funding from .11 tires soirees.
There is :lc moon to vie out any of them. To
the contrery, all direct beneficiaries Nan, the
government, and wen should expect to bear
their fair share of operating and fixed costs.

Pew policies set by Congress can be more
fundamental than that in Title 31 that the
government lives and new by appropriated
twirls. Congress hes been justly reluctant to
make exceptions for agencies even to maintain
self -replenLahing revolving funds. We see no
real NI for Congress to depart from its basic
appropriations end oversight functions with
respect tc electronic filing.
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We recognize the appeal which off - budget
agreements will have In years of enormous
federal deficits and agency budget cutbacks. The
phrase "no cost to the government" seems to be
unanswerable. Upon Inspection, however, an
assertion Is being made that the government can
conduct its bunnies better by barter than by
cash. We find this reeeptable or preferable only
wider limited circumstances. To create
something of value to be traded probably means
establishing a valusbLe special situation, in some
ways like franchise, of some description for
vendr to enjoy. hi our view, the SEC and the
MC loth of which haw indicated an intent to
avoid any reliance on appropriated funds, are on
weak policy grounds.

Appropriated Node should be relied on in two
distinct circumstances. First, agencies should
clearly beer the wet of the internal part of an
electronic filing system dedicated to staff
support. Like any other government data
processing, such facilities management costs
must come out of appropriated funds.
Furthermore, agencies should also beer their
share of the costs of operating any mixed use
retrieval system that serves both government
staff and public users. When government staff
attorneys or examiners tie up computer ports,
they create or impose the same casts on the
system as public users. Therefore, they should be
charged the same for urge. The only difference
would be that government employees' usage fees
would be paid out of appropriated fends, while
public users would, of cause, pay their charges
themselves. The absence of °barges to the
government would imply a craw - subsidy
unjustified, in our view of staff users by
outside users.

We would see an acceptable opportunity for
barter, however, as part of a contract with a
vendor for the external part of an electronic
filing system. An agency could reasonably
require delivery of certain tangibles, such AN
magnetic tapes, as part of overall contract
performance and without specific
rvimbursement. Barter should be limited in such
a way, however, for several reasons. As
mentioned before, public users should not be
hardened, through an implicit cross-subsidy, with

5 -
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the expense of serving agency staff. Second,
without limited specifications, an agency might
develop a growing and unreasonable "wish list" of
off-budget deliverables to be produced by the
contractor to prevent an agency's "wish list" to
be delivered to it by the contractor fro i growing
unreasonably. Finally, Congress should preserve
legislative oversight through the appropriations
process.

Our discussion of charging users In accordance
with the costs which they impose on the system
leads directly to our next observation: filers and
public users should contribute their share to the
financing of the system from which they directly
benefit. We are not aware of any significant
controversy yet with regard to filing or input
fees from the various business communities that
deal with the federal agencies undergoing
automation. At the SEC and the Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO), for example, filing fees
are well established in statute and practice. No
new difficulty should ensue from extending the
practice from paper to electronics.

Those who electronically file information should
expect to pay a filing fee to help defray the "up
front" cost of collecting the information. We are
not prepared to suggest exactly what such fees
should be since circumstances v ill differ from
system to system. Federal filing fees are often
set without direct regard to the cost of
operation and may even, in some instances, be
set low so as not to discourage compliance. Such
could be the case with some electronic filing
fees.

The matter of public user charges or fees has
generated more discussion. Some agencies have
traditionally maintained public reference rooms
operated entirely out of appropriated hinds and
without any user fees, even from full-time
professional practicioners relying on the agency's
reso'irces for their livelihood. Zven ((statutory
language does not require these practices, we
readily acknowledge the value of maintaining
,oine level of general public service from taxes.

larger point with user fees, however, is that
C, 'cress should not cut the heart out of pie
burt eoning markets for online securities and
pa .t information, for example, with unneeded
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and unjustified subsidies to full-time
professional. .11 those : "can, who emphatically
should my their own way, regardless of whether
tr. payments they make sue to the government's
vendor or directly to the government itself.
These user groups, such as tt Osman
practitioners, have no special call on the
Treasury to provide them with essentially
unlimited tax-supported information services.
Moreover, by giving away online after, the
government could establish a damaging price
perception that the information were neither
that costly nor that valuable. The private sector
might never overcome this hurdle.

However, we recognise that, in some instances,
it may be In the public Interest for the agency
itself to assure access by some who might have
difficulty in paying for the regular services
provided by the electronic filing system's
dissemination. in such inetanne the sponsoring
agency may elect to establish clearinghouses,
reference rooms, or depository centers
specifically designed to serve such needy
individuals. The costs of such services provided
as a matter of social policy should, of course,
come out of appropriated funds rather than being
imposed upon the service vendor to the agency.

Again, OMB's new Circular points In basically the
same direction by applying the longstanding OMB
Circular on veer charges, A-25, to federal
information dissemination. Logically, the intent
behind this policy should apply equally, whether
the charging and payment plan is administeredby
the government's vendor or by the govern.Jent
Itself.

S. Special Statutory Authority for Resale

Agencies' budgetary constraint. .re pushing them
toward finding ways to inks The position of
systems vendor mon valuable Consideration, so
as to increase bidders' willingtion to provide the
,required services to agencies for lesser dollar
outlays. One proposal is to restrict Or prohibit
resale of "raw" or "bulk" data in machine-
readable form at the wholesale level (there is no
question of any restrictions at the retail level).
Aside from alleviating budgetary pressure on
agencies, we see justification in the restrictions

- 6 -
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to the extent that puree .ers should be inade to
bear their share of the system's fixed costs. For
in the absence of any restrictions, resellers will
quickly push the price down very close to
marginal reproduction cost. The third of the
Commission's seven questions in Its Feder
R ister notice last September 12 asks how this
might be accomplished. The SEC's goal,
evidently, is to create and maintain subetantial
market incentives for its primary contractor. We
address here the case where any built-in or
inherent advantage in timeliness of access
enjoyed by the incumbent is not. by [-self.
sufficient for the ilcumbent to recoup its costs
and make profit.

The Information Industry Asseeiation agrees as to
the presence of business advantage; to the
primary vendor from the resale restrictions in
this case, as well as reduced direct meets t the
SEC. However, the business or marketing
perspective points in different direction from
vital information policies. We would only favor
any restrictions reluctantly. streams we have so
consistently favored open, nonrestrictive
government information Alleles that encourage

irnItiplleity of information sources by allowing
private companies to add value to the Infor-
mation and than make it generally available.
Such open government information policies are
embedded in the Freedom of Inform +Alen Act in
particular. ""%is Act probably mean that any
restrictive s.,stem cannot be sustained under
current law and policy. We see no sensible
argument that electronically filed data are not,
or should not be counted as, "agency records"
within the meaning of the Act. Rather,.
straightforws d policy determination is needed
here to make clear that the basic policy of
openness is being circumscribed for a specific
limited purpose. What would squarely
the pruelem, however, is a special s' a as
referred to in a Msection (bX3) of the . of
information Act (5 U.F.C. Section 559 ..,1)).

In addition. copyright basis w old often be
laming for enforcing resale restrictions 'or
either of two reasons: 1) no valid °or yrig -4
existed in come oasts of fatwil material
soomitted hl accordance with govtrr er
designed standard forms or formats, where the
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government has 'argely mandated the selection,
coordination, and arrangement of the data; 2) the
Copyright Aet, by prohibiting copyriel in works
of the U.S. government, prevented the
government from asserting a property interest in
fed, rah data sgeinst its own eit'iens. Eve-,
where a valid copyright existed in material
submitted to the SEC, and the SEC held an
appropriate license for dissemination, users may
have some rights of access to material because
its submission -4.4is mandated for certain public
purposes.

Copyright ca mot be avoided as serous matter
in thscussion sf resale for this reason: whenever
the government ...irks to sell information content
at a price above marginal colt and to maintain
that price, it is implicitly asserting an interest in
the nature of a property right. This is precisely

hat section of the Copurignt Act is directed
against, however. The to has forcefully opposed
attempts to counter this long-held and well-
considered policy, as ha our testimony before you
last sunimer. Mr. Chair, ',an, on the FOIA
amendm-.ts and the royatty provision for
commercially valuabl . technologles1
info.*matinn. Again, if the resale restriction is
necessary, we would prefer legislation or
legislati re history which honestly stated that the
public domain meaty for works of the U.S.
Government does not ,revent recovery of some
measure of fixers -'4c:ronie filing costs from
public users.

6. Coati. -t Interri Problems

A potential conflict of interest can arise when
the government retains contracto' which has a
special interest in, or relationship w th, the
agency or entries who rivet deal with that
agency et the same tin that the firm provides
datata - -;:,meat cervices to the agency. A
significant potability is moat the govr,.;ment
could grant such a 'irm an unfair antage over
its competitors by selecting it as a candor.
this r.gard, we want to address both the specifics
of the Et ,;AR- Arthur Andersen cast and the
broader implications for automation tri:nehout
the Executive Branch.

k SA 34. C:
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In the ease of Arthur Andersen, advance
knowledge of new SE2. requirements for the
EDGAR system, for example, wild lend
competiiive advantage relative to other
accounting or software firms. In addition,
rational corporate manages seeking auditors
might well conclude that Arthur Andersen were
best positioned to advise them on their financial
redords manegerr ent, especially as at pertalu to
required SEC filing..

Based on what we Low, we cannot conclude that
Impropriety exists in the choice of an accounting
firm as the EDGAR g, lot system operator. There
is, however, a more fi adamental issue.
Considerations of con het of interest and it
competition should ha e been as integral to the
management of a mut, m like EDGAR as the
technical specifications. Let me emphasize thatwk.t we fir _specially troublesome is that the
SEC address publicly the possibility or
appearance of conflict of interest after the fact,
rather than before. It would have been prudent
for the SEC to have asked for publicly, and
renal red, public assurances of insulation between
accounting and system managenien' activities
from Arthur Andersen, and any other accounting
firm, wMle writing the solicitation _: evaluating
the bids. That is, the SEC shot d have made
stipulation about the avoidance of conflict of
inie:eat part of the vublic record all along. In
this regard, the SEC did not set the best example
for other agencies following in its steps.

We do not see sir-thing inherently unique about
this tension in the !lemma ea area. Indeed, it is
possible to hypothesi. ramerous examples where
a firm could provide &abase management to
federal agencies whiff at the same time having a
special relationship nit' that agency, or the
entities that deal w::h .'se agency, or both. For
exam-le all AT&T or GTE might want
to bid as system for the FCC. At oininum,
meaningful assurances of propriety shou I be
demanded in such situations. However, a s are
not rtady to say that firms with possible
conflicts of interest should be categorically
barred from bidding on electronic filing projects
throughout the government. Inded, it r. hard to
conceive that a single rule would be st,le to be
applied to all cases. 'The matte, vary wits
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the industry, the agency. and the specific
relationship invoiced. And given our overarching
Preference for a multiplicity of information
.,urees. we would want to find a way to include

as many potential vendoes as possible. It would
however, as a minimum, be ir,,,,,,abpnt on each
agency to develop criteria to henulle this matter.

7. Official Certification Of Databases

in paper -based recordkeeping, there has never
been any question that public records custodians
have had the power and the function of certifying
the contents of public databases as official. We
see no reason for change as records are
automated. Some level of errors is inevitable,
Just as with raper records, but the government
should, n, letheless, continue to take ultimate
responsibility for the factral contents of its files.

In electronic filing projects, agencies may be
tempted to delegate an inappropriat* degru of
the quslity control function to a contractor.
They al ould not try to do so. Contractors cannot
avoid rea.ponsibility for their own perforn.ance,
which will indeed bear on database accuracy.
However, whether computerized records are kept
on r government compLier or not, their weight
derives from the agency under whose authority
they were collected end made available.
Ultimate responsibiAty must rest with the
agency, which reviews and passes on Its
contractor's performance. Even more
fundamentally, agencies take enforcement
actions based on records in their custody. Where
no confidential information is involved, public
users should have amuse to the same official
information that the agency is relying on, and
know it. Moreover, Serious or unacceptable
lapses in accuracy, from whatever source, could
tend to Cliserae., an agency's entire electronic
filing effort. The unexpectedly high error rates
being encountered in the automated trademark
databases at the Patent and Trademark Office,
for example, indicate that the quality level of
off, Hal data should be a subject for continuingagency attention.
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8. Public Advisory Function

Finally, Mr. Chairmen, we see one additional
element as essential to successful electronic
filing effort. For an agency to be sure that it
adequately comprehends the choices, value, and
interests touched by electronic filing, it should
consult with the array of outside groups greatly
affected by transition to electronic filing:
registrants, claimants, or other kinds of filers;
systems vendors and value-added information
vendors; and users from the interested public.
Certainly, agency officials should be present at
relevant industry-sponsored conferences,
symposia, and the like. an agency were to take
Initiative itself, we expect it would have to
comply with the procedural formalities of the
Advisory Committee Act. That course would
certainly satisfy our concern, although we do not
say that the necessary corsultation must take
this form. This should not be a controversial
proposal, since agencies are motivated to
improve their chancis of making important
decisions th.t.t will leave all users, including
themselves, satisfied when the electronic filing
system is it operation.

We are gratified to se. that the Federal
Maritime Commission has publicly indicated ,ts
intention of forming an advisory body. This is a
positive, useful stet. The composition, however,
is too narrow. Although filers and outside users
pill be well represented, suppliers of the
operat'eg technology and value-added
Information vendors will not. We believe it
should be possible, even with the stakes created
by competition for government p ,curement
dollars, to find a fair and ethical way fcr the
government to draw an needed expertise in these
areas. In this regard, professional and Wide
essomations can be of service.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our survey of the
basics or fundamentals of electrunic filing as we
see them now. Naturally, further important
issues may arise in the future us agencies gain
more experience with electronic filing. The I1A
continues to be ready to work with your
subcommittee in developing policy for this vital
area. We have attached a copy of our comments
to tt" SEC and the map of the information
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industry and ask that they be included as pert of
the record as well. We are ready to answer any
questions that you might have.
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= Information Industry Association

= 2

October 29, 1984

Shirley E. Hollis
Actin Secretary
Securities and Eheuange Commission
950 Fifth Str,et, NW
Washington, DC 20599

Re`erence: File No. S7-31-84

Dear 4s.

rhe 'nformation Industry Association (11A) appreciates this opportunity to
pro ide its initial ..imnienis on EDGAR, the Eiectroruc Data Gathering,
A ialysis, and Retrieval System. This letter is in response to the Commission
notice, "Electronic Filing, Processing and Information Dissemination
System,' which appeared in the Federal Register on September 12.

The HA represents more than 300 privet sector companies involved in all
aspects of information creation, storage, management and dissemination.
Throughout the past 15 years we have concerned ourselves with government
policies in the area of information. in the 'test year or so, we have observed
the growing attention federt1 agencies are giving to the collection and
distribution of information in machine-readable form. We have established
an Electronic Filing Tp_sk Force within the Association to serve as the
coordinating group for ,:ratting forth our views on this developing
phenomenon. The views presented here reflect the considered judgment of
the Electronic Filing Task Force and of the IIA's Board of Direct -rs.

INFORMATION INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

The IIA has steadfastly sought a policy environment which encouraged
competition. More specifically, we have regularly and vigorously opposedthe inte ^non of g' ernment agencies in the commercial information
marketp e, except under the moat stringent controls, Dec.ause it should notbe the government's role to compete with the private sector. The Inherent
advantages enjoyed by a government enterprise attempting to compete withthe private sector perceived value and cost subsidization, to mention twocan lead to a situation in which private sector competitors abandon the
market. lea nng the government in the role of a monopoly supplier. Theattach ,d position paper, "Meeting Information Needs in the New Inforn icon
Age," explains why suet, government conduct Is inappropriate in the
information marketplace. We were heartened by the SEC's recognition, in
your September t2 notice, of the need for the "maintenance of
compettion." As you know, it is competition, the refs 'Lion of the
entrepreneurial spirit, that has been the driving force b --,c1 the American
system and more specifically our industry, including that segment that meetsthe needs of the securities information market.
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HA CONCERNS . ..UT EDGAR

Our moastry has some serious concerns about the implementation of the EDGAR
system. Competition witt ie private sector is certainly one of our concerns. Our
comments are not meant in any way to belittle the efforts of the SEC to apply the
benefits of modern techno'ogy to your mission; certainly we see the SEC moving in the
right direction. But as Congressman Glenn English, chairman of the House Guveniment
Information subcommittee, told his colleagues, when discussing electronic filing, "We
have to recognise that there are some hard questions presented by the new
technologies" (Congressional Record, March 14, 1984, Page H1614-5). We believe the
SEC should pay close attention to 'he thirty-one questions posed by Rep. English as you
monitor the implementation of the current EDGAR pilot project.

ha also have to question some of the underlying assumptions we .ee in the system as set
forth so far. First, the projection of a market of nearly two million users, the vast
preponderance of which are individual investors, may be overly optimistic. We have
reviewed the report prepared by Mathematica, Inc. which contains these projections, but
have not yet seen the survey instruments used to collect data on which this r:ojection
was based. However, we do know that members of our industry who must make business
decisions based on future market growth question such ambition projections.

Second, the assumption concerning the appropriateness and willingness of users of the
electronic filing information to fund the SEC's own twe of such data is subject to
question. User fees, both by statute and OMB directive, are designed to recover only the
costs of providing a benefit to an identified user, not additional revenue for agency use.
Agencies must not take it upon thenwIets generate additional revenues through
services provided to the public to furl We activities; doing so, they can, in effect,
elude the Congressional oversight buLt into the budget and appropr'ation process.

The September 12 notice describes the proposed PDGAR configuration as follows: "The
SEC envisions the construction of a contractor-operated processing system divided Into
two major components. On one side will be a subsystem devoted to receiving, storing and
disseminating incoming filing information. On the other side will be a subsystem
dedicated entirely to the SEC, comprised of SEC storage and SEC internal processing."
The notice further states, "The final terms and conditions surrounding sale prices and
SEC ratemaking will evolve throughout the entire process of comment, REF, proposal
submission, and contract negotiati. no." We applaud this indication of flexibility and
apparent willingness to explore alternative. It is our hope that this spirit extends
beyond questions simply of pricing and does indeed extend to the overriding question of
system configuration itself. In this hope, we would offer a suggested system
configuration that would result In a much better facility.

ILA PROPOSED CONFIGURATION

The heart of our suggestion is that the two subsystems described by the SEC be
separately handled and separately procured. Whether a single vendor could "se chosen to
perform both parts remains unclear to es, ift the administration of the two contracts,
we believe, must necessarily remain separate. The contract for the subsystem devoted
to internal SEC processes would essentially be a data processing facilities management
contract, and the SEC should expect to pay for this contract with appropriated funds; we
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believe that, as in the past, filing fees, which are &posited directly in the federal
treasury, will likely more than cover any costs incurred.

On the other hand, the contract for the "external" subsystem .nay not require fui.ding at
all; conceitably, it could even generate revenue. Such results would evolve through the
RFP, proposal submission, and contract negotiation process. For this subsystem to workeffectively, a number of considerations must be addressed.

First, proposals for this subsystem should contain a statement of prices the
contractor wishes to charge its public users. The SEC, examining various bids,
w uld consider this price level as one of the key factors in awarding the
contract. Additionally, 'lie price, if any, the contractor will charge the SEC for
transmitting the bulk information to the SEC or its internal contractor should bepart of the bid.

Second, in light of the contractor's significant invest,sent, the duration of thecontract should be adee.Aate to recoup development cost plus a decent profit.
Opportunities for renegotiating points in the contract, especially as they are
impacted by new technology, should be ouilt in over the length of the contract.

Third, as is the case now, the SEC should specify the information to be collectedand the format in which it is to be filed.

Fourth, the contractor should be required to sell to all who wish to purchase
information, either in bulk or individual subsets. Thee should be no
discrimination of any sort based on the identity of the user. Wish regard to
timeliness and speed of access, it is anticipated that bidders may propose
different prices for different levels of service. It should be a contriii
requirement that the contractor, if it proposes to offer value-added services in
the market, should have no advantage with regard to timeliness of access or cost.

Fifth, some means of protection of the bulk sales market sho I be devised. The
September 12 notice accurately notes the possible undercutting of the market that
one purchaser of bulk information can perform. This area, we believe, is one of
the mist complex, and must be addressed to assure the success, 31 the project, `'it
we recognize the difficulties faced by the Commission in dealing with it.
Restrictions that prevent the further sale of bul data by purchasers from the
contractor, requirements that such resellers provide a fixed payment or prorata
share of resale revenue, or some other method of protection must be
Implemented. Such matters might indeed require legislative author.zation; we
would urge that such legislation explicitly foreswear any implied claim ofgovernment copyright in ownership of the information so restricted.

Sixth, the contractor for the external system may, it it wishes, sell enhanced
products at whatever price it determines appropriate. It might however
voluntarily restrict itself from entering the enhanced marketplace to insulate
itself from any possible question about its receiving unfair advantage from its
contractor relationship with the SEC. Te internal system contractor would beexplicitly prohibited from selling any information it developed in the course of
performing its duties under its contract.
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Seventh, the SEC would obtain bulk data from the external contractor in
aceovdsnce with the terms of its contract. Further, it could purchase cnhanced
mforresdion pre'scts from the contractor at market- deterrined prices.

This set of arrangements would still meet .he objectives of affording cost efficiencies to
Mean It would acceterete the timeliness with which full disekeire filings are .tide
available to investors; and It would allow SEC staff to employ sophisticated, new
iaftemation heading teehdques In performing the review of these filing. Most
importantly, It would allow the competitive information marketplace to play the primary
vele in regulating the price and availability of sect" Rim information, while preserving a
Smiled but vital role for the Commission in miring equitable access to filing
information by all who want it.

RESPONSES TO SEC QUESTIONS

Before concluding, we will turn our attention to the specific questions contained in
Section V of the Septembe- 12 notice. Our responses will be predicated on the suggested
system configuration above.

A. Should the proposed system be financed through user fees as opposed to general tax
revenues?

The internal subsystem should be financed by appropriated funds, as for any other
government data processing activity. Users of the external subsystem should be
charged fees designed to cover the cost of operating that system as well as
reasonable return on investment.

B. Do you I sink that the Commission should regulate the price of dissemination of
electronic raw data!

The price should be proposed as one of a number of components of each bidder's
proposal, end the Commission should evaluate this factor slang with others in
awarding a contract. Opportunity for adjusting this price, as well as other
contract provisions, should be built into the contract.

C. Whet mechanism, If any, do you believe should be employed to protect the SEC
contractors sale price for raw, bulk data? Plows hided. brief discussion of what you
view el the advantage. and dimedvenUges of your proposaL

An outright prohibition on subsequent resale of bulk data, a fixed payment or
prorate share of the rev.,--do. from such resale, or some other method still to be
determined, would be td to protect the contractor from the mar. et
usurpation envisaged SEC notice. Legislation authorizing such conditions
may be required.

D. Do you believe it is operationally remit, for Use SEC to guarantee equity of access
to all on-lsos users se suggested in UN ralasee

Assum ig this question applies to access to filing information b tb eneral
public, we believe the best arbiter for assuring that consumers ge, at they need
and want at the most efficient price is the free-enterprise market. If the SEC
establishes a mechanism for equitable access to the bulk information. a host of
competitive suppliers will meet the need. of the marketplace. The SEC must
assure equity of access to all users, and therefore it may wish to assume the role
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of "s Airco of last resort." This may L accomplished by providing access to the
electronic filings via terminals in its public reference rooms.

S. What is your reaction I. the proposed duration of seven years for the contract'
Would a longer period result in a lower price to consumers?

We support a contract durItion sufficient to assure that the contractor can recoup
its significant investments as well as a reasonable profit, but we have no data onwhich to favor seven years over some other period.

P. Does the financing of the operational contract depend in any way on whether or notall or most companies file ebetronically with the 35C? (Wings* the Impact of the
value of the database as well as on the filing eaninunity.)

Certainly, the value of tl I database is enharced as its comprehensiveness
increases. If the prom,sedr at savings to filers materialize, we have no doubt
that the Commission will realize an ever increasingnumber of filers availing
themselves of the opportunity of filing electronically. Furthermore, ourconfidence in the entrepreneurial spirit gives us a fairly high certainty that, as the
percentage of filings in eiectronie forms increases, information companies maytake it uptaa themselves to convert remaining paper filings into electronic form
(perhaps through character recognition or optical disk Ianning devices) for the
convenience of their customers.

G. How should 'basic dissemination° be cleric...4?
A discrete submission by a filer should be considered the basic record in the
system. "Basic dissemination" would consist of providing one or more uncludingall) basic records. Extracting information from a basic record, even as simple anelem as a balance sheet or a table of officers, should be considered "enhanceddissemination," and should, like all other suchservices, be left to the commercial
marketplace to provide.

H. What would be the inipae1 ofan approach which did not prohibit the resale of the rawau 'me in bulk form, but rewired waiting period of i (1/ twenty -four boars (2) oreweek; and (3) one month before the grahamsof the bulk data mould Dell it?
The mechanism proposed in response to question C should adequately access the
problem of undercutting the contractor's market for bul . data. Because of the
time sensitivity of so much of the information that will be filed electronically
with the SEC, we would oppose any scheme that proposed an embargo on therelease of such data.

MEM' OF SEC ACTION ON IMPORMATION MARKETPLACE

The Commisson is to be commended for its recognition .hat the application of modern
informatign and communications technology can enhance the accomplishment of its PullDisclosure Program mission. It is apparent, both from press coverage and from officialrot; is..:., t.,ai (hue is great deal of enthusiasm for EDGAR emanating from theCommission. While our own review of material, such ea the PY 1885 budget request forthe SEC and the EDGAR marketability

report prepared by Mathematics, Inc., does notlead us to tie same optimistic projections for public use, we share the belie that some
investors of all types would benefit from the increased spec() of access to full disclosurefilings and from the ability to subject such filings to computer-assisted analysis. It is
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r^entiers of the II A, after _II, who have created and served the market for securans
information both through traditional ink-on-pa,.ier publishing and contemporary data
communications. These companies else can be expected to continue to meet trulovativety
the needs of this marke' .lace as the capalnuties of modern inlormation technology
continue to expand.

We believe that EDGAR, if not implemented wisely, could be the vehicle by which the
government, i.e., the Secirities ,'id Exchange Commission, enter< the securities
information market. Indeed, the Mathematics report stttes clearly, "Tne
implementation of EDGAR can be viewed as the injection of a major new competitive
force in this Industry, and can be expected to have substantinl impact on these (securities
information Industry) firms" (Page 77)

Ironically, It should be noted, the financial securities inforr qtion area has been pointed
to by IIA as an example of how information businesses can nourish, absent government
ecmpetition Oar most recent survey of the Industry indicates that in 1982 there were
222 companies seiling "economicieconometric/firuincial/securrnes information," with
revenues of $1.66 billion. Forty-two of these compames had re. roues exceeding S1U
million, while fully half (111) were categorized as "small" with revenues under Si
miU:on. Moreoser, the existing contractual relationship between the Commission aid
Disclosure Partners has been described as a good example of how a government agency
can use the private sector to meet its required information mission allowing
its contractor end other companies the opportunity to compete, on level playing field,
to meet the needs of the market. It is our hope that the Commissiim wishes to continue
to serve as such a good example.

The injection of electronic processing complicates the issue, however. The process of
handling paper documents and creating microfiche copies lends itself very well to
providing, as a by-product, finite deliverables (specifically, indexed archival and public
reference microfiche). In an electronic environment, the extent of the deliveraoles is far
from finite; infornistion in electronic form can be formatted and reformatted in
countless ways to meet needs never conceptualized at the inauguration of the system. It
strikes us as unreasonable to expect any contractor to wee to provice such open-ended
service on the same no-cost basis whicn the SEC now enjoys with Disclosure. More
importantly, the involvement of the contractor in what are arguably governmental
functions, such as review and analysts, increases as tne rather straightforward handling
of documents is supplanted by more sophisticated inaripulivion of information under
software control.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we woulci like to thank the Commission for the opportunity to share with
you our views on this very significant information policy development. It is our
perception that implementation of electronic fil.ng systems will differ from agency to
agency, but that there will be in all systems oroau, overarching pinicyconsluei asiehs.
is further our perception that the SEC, through EDGAR, is perhaps further along than
any other agency in its development of such a system. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that EliC,A it will be looked to by other agemres for Its precedent's] va'u?.
Accordingly, we believe it absolutely essential that the Commission, through extensive
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coordination with affected pubties, approach th ,inplementation of EDGAR carefullyand deliberately.

In our opinion, it is absolutely vital that public participation in the development of
EDGAR be encourag-d to the maximun- extent possible. To Cis end, we would urge youto take steps to make available on a regular basis information, both quantitative andqualitative, resulting from the pilot project. We also would urge you to develop some
more formal method for continued involvement of affected publics. We believe anadvisory comintttee nn the development of EDGARwould be an essential step. Our
industry has a very significart interest that snould be reflected and we would be glad torecommend some individuals for your consideration for membership on such an advisorybody.

Sincerely yours,

44.,4( -C (41(4'Ne/
Robert S. Willard

Enclosure
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services in severs' functional categories and of
course, clei've revenue from competing in these
various lines of business Thus It* t023 companies In
the survey universe ore actually *wheal. it to 1.693
suppliers of Information services

(FKlute

SUOMI. OF INFOOSIAnOt4 naPOAK loso
EXIIINT OF 11411110,1110111 AMMO MN IN U.S.
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A similar survey is being corned out In 1983 to
measure the performance of this segment of the
industry in 1981 and 1982 It Is expected to provice
some addrtonal trend indicators and build on the
trends Identified by the earlier survey

CONTENT PACKAGES

thgure 4)

1.

I

90

In addition to newsletters and *meted seoAces
which are in both categories. Day includes in the
Content Packages segment rewspapers magazines
books director*: elms, rePOIIS raced" tapes
mIcropublishIng and videodiscs

the information activists In the Content Packages
sector show evidence of movement Iowan he
Content Services sector This WM Is egressed ks their
adootlon of the characteristics of inkomonon
businesses as defined above. For Ohms however. the
perception that Informoilon content It Mak business is
locking As a result the business patterns ihal mark
the informollon industry are missing aka In addition
mast participonts in thb sector are media dependent
Their products are tied to the single specNic rnedkrn
through which those products have tistoricaRy been
delivered They also tend lo cost-price Mak product
based on multiples of their lifsl-copy- can

The transition to an 'information content' perception
of the business Is not easy Many participants In this
segment serve the mass marital and have difficulty
seeing how they can offer Iheir product In electronic
or other media with ending up competing when
themselves ihe Information " l the other
hand recognize that they have It. om,oete users
themselves to team how their products translate into
and are priced as alternative media products TheY
recognize that they cannot afford to give up shares
of thair market to innovative competitors

It should be recognized that In intellectual proPerly.
each profficole operation k a fragile thing
Companies cannot be faulted for concentrating on
keeping thek operations working and intact
notwithstanding the rapid change on the periphery
of their businesses

FACILITATION SERVICES

(Figure 5)
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The kinds of businesses Included In Facinahon
Services fall Into tour close-M-the-information-content
group categories

The processing of other people s
Information ttme sharing and
service bureaus

2 Transochan processing banks electronic funds
Bonne

I Turnkey services sothvare services systems design
facilities management

4 Targeted services conferences management
consulting market and business research and
ocNertiena

Of the above categories, facilities management
conferences management consulting and n orket
and business research are oft included in the NA
survey universe and therefore counted In the MO
billion 1979 revenues mentioned with respect to
content services

infoirnahon Processing

As noted on the map time sharing bridges two
segments facilitation services and infomotion
technologies, presumably on the assumption Mat
time shoring is a technology in the Greek sense of
the word 'a process capable of prowcing a
reproducible result' Time sharing provides access to
the information technologies for a group of users that
do not hove the desire or ability to support krhouse
computer services

At one time a distinction could hove been clearly
drawn between the Information ca-dent btunesses
and the data processing businesses Now however It
can be said that information companies and data
processing companies together are creating
Information retrospectively, concurrently and
prospectively The data processing sector is
beginning to reach out to the information content
business and as a result Is beginning to be
Integrated Into the ,NFOSIALICIURE

Traditional data processing fl1Ms represented in this
category by mrrie sharing and s vvice bureaus Mil
process Information owned by c then and return the
information to these firms n different forms or arrays
Thus in a one-to-one communications process
ledgers balance Oxen inventory records and
personnel records ore all machine processed in
approximately the some way accountants have
handled the information manually Data processing
has in elect automated the accountant s 'book'

The Information industry approach on the other
hund Is to wr,te Its own 'book' Not only does a time
own the Information It handles Out It oho sells to a
variety of customers products and services based on
that intormation it es in addition to its other
characteristics a one-to-many communications
phenomenon With the advent at distributed data
processing and unrestricted by government
regulations the data processing sector has begun
moving toward the one to many business concept
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Data processing firms now otter a combination of
erne Oaring Information ceSthbutiort and even
hardware and equipment solos This is exemplified by
database supermarkets such as the DIALOG
Information Service Several econometric firms
prepare forecasts using the information equivalents

courfferixtris 01 WPM event& and artifacts In
retrcepectIve time series data One dok, processing
company has an 'author' Mince that supports the
database publishing efforts of other firm& making
thee tiles available online though a worldwide
system Another company has a contract to produce
and disernnale real state multiple tidings
information directly to red estate broken The
services offered by these Infortration activists meet
many of the criteria for information service/

The connection to the hardware portion of the
Industry can be seen In Mead Data Centrists
operations which unit! recently delivered Information
services to lawyers exclusively on a unique
user-thendly terminal McGraw-Ha Information
Services Company tint leases terminals to some
customers that prefer to depend on It to keep the
equipment up-to-date or dO at wish to make the
capital investment required to obtain acorns to the
available information services

Nevedheles& many data processing companies
continue So Mint In data process -its terms and have
not yet reached the conclusion that their services are
Worm:Mon services As a result these companies are
not yet as effective as they might be if they were no
so 'media dependent' or tied to data wocessing
thought patterns Harold McGraw. ff, has emphasized
the talent based nature of en Information business r/
Talented Individuals with the information industry
Perspective ore needed by these data processing
emu to bring their Information services fully Into Me
information content businesS

2 Transaction -Based Services

Banks and the electronic funds transfer mechanism
are place- holders on the map for a whole array of
transaction-based services Others would Include
cola:act services (electronic and othenvise) and a
variety of advertieng-,'aced services In videotex
(essentially pre-inquiry transactions& as well as
traditional media and others The signthcance for the
future of these transaction services is that they
accelerate and give lam and substance to what
Paul Hawker in his book The Next Economy, calls
consumer delnfermediation '"/ According to Hawkert
chentermediation a seM1 taken nom bankIng means
the ability of consumers to eliminate the middleman
and to deal directly with the source This Is a
characteristic of the information services generally,
with rustomerS dealing directly with producers
Deinfermedicrtirn will hove increasing impact on the
nature of our iconomy, on the nature of services
available tc public, and certainly on the
continued integration of information Into the life
stream of the country and the economy

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The visit:Alin/ and impact of these .dchnologres also
have attracted the efforts of competitive
technologies developed abroad

INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGIES

(Figure 71

Day identifies several technologies that are neither
infonnotion technologies nor communication
technologies His map pioces pocket, switcNncs
modems digital switches facsimile technologies and
switchboards between the Information and
communication technology segments with
switchboards on the communication t --chnologies
border these technologies are critical to the process
of pushing back the boundaries that Writ the
communication at information Pocket s. ',hung for
example has opened up the whole database
electronic publishing market

To be a technology forecaster for the information
business is to watch for ways in which technologies
are pushing bock the boundaries for what can be
done In the future A current case in point is the rap/
development of new tacimile technologies that are
about to burst on the information scene as universal
terminals

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES

The category at communications technologies can
be divided in two parts The first addresses the on site
reception equipment rOChOs television sets videodisc
Players and telephones and the second addresses
the equipment used in point -so -point
communications transmission systems mail
equipment and the like Compatriot) among
suppliers of these technologies arising horn the
Corterphone decision and subsequent deregulation
efforts has stimulated great Innovation in these
technologies thus giving consumers 'hands-on'
experience with advanced technologies This
experience prepares the way for the further
Integration 01 the capotAines at the information age
by ossUring service rammer; be they inlormohon
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content suppliers content packagers or focilffotion
service providers a population that is increasingly
reedy le..thnologically to use their respective services

(Figure 8)

(... Pal... Ion...

MM.*, %W.....

INFOSIRUCTURE integration for this sector Is
exemplified by frie &Nish experience with videotex. In
England where telephone use was averaging a
phone can per day per pawn, videotex was
conceived as a way to obtain more widespread use
Of the telephone -ystem capability To the extent that
It has been used videotex has done just that and In
the process M has extended the ability of average
citizens to think about gain access to and use
lophidicated Information-handling resources This
extends and expands he meaning of the words
'functional IfferacY.

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

(Figure 9)
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this segment Includes surface delivery of physical
Oblects as well as wired wireless, and satellite
channels for communicating information equivalenh
or messages Fundamental fc providing access to
remote stores Cl infomation these channels are
increasingly moving toward digital transmission This
trend reflects further the Integration of the
iNFOSIPUCTME the channels &kw one-to-on.
one-to-mary, ond many- So-many c ommunication
opportunities work:holds It has been estimated that
as much as 90% Cl the operations of those channels
and the technologies that support them are
concentrated In 15 of the larger nations of the work!
Howes ar their worichvlde use Is growing The demand
ornoiv developing nations for a New World
Information Order emphasizes a strong nationalistic
Impetus behind this growth

BROADCAST CHANNELS

(Figure M)

The list In this category Inch-des radio and television
networks and other broadcast services multipont
distnbution Sources and teletext Simply listed
together these make up a major portion of the ways
people find out about the world around them 11 is
therefore important to note some trends in this area

Radio lost its advertising markelshare to television in
the ecrly 1950s Radio has regained its marketshore
as a result of Me development of esoteric FM
broadcasting Radio stations have proliferated each
serving a very well-clefIned market ..egment rock
and roll blues jazz country and western or classical
music

In television the vertical blanking interval (V131). file
space between frames was hist used to
communlrate in writing what was being spoken for
the benefit of the heonng Impaired More recently
the VBI has been used to provide an Offering of
tt..gelect entortainment and information services via

Ii
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teletext This new broadcasting service allows the
Individual customer to select horn a menu of
information alternatives replicating the radio trend
toward segmented markets

As broadcasting customizes its services for
specialized monists ti oecomes narrowcasting and if
begins to conform to the characteristics of
Information businesses For Information business* Inn
brooicosting experience suggesb a parallel to the
personal computer developments, with new markets
tor local or (*aorta databases supplementing tee
existing markets fa national arid international
database services These phenomena emphasize the
nrodmily of communications channels to information
content services on the map and the circle Is
complete

CONCLUSION

(Figure 11;

Otto Eckstein has inciicated that the fully integrated
information company is the one likely to be most
profitable and best able to Survive Ofticult economic
times ./ It we watch the how Cl Information rather
than the Individual characteristics Cl specific
technologies major integration of the INFOSTRUCTURE
can be seen tabs under way, and information
companies SKS producers of content IONICell are
cJusIni; that Integration
S. By producing their own products In multi-media

formats Information companies ore forcing valor*
technologies to work together to deliver their
Products

2 By offering dechion-cikected services information
companies I ',loofas themselves and their
products. aria the technologies on which they
iravei. Into the life stream Of other enterprises

s By value pricing their products information
companies are funding the practical research
necessary to establish 'theories of ton' essential to
integrating content and technologies .1

C
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4 By focusing on intormahon content information
businesses pool other participants in the
INFOSIOUCTURE of the need for integreion

This Integration of the INFOSTROCIURE howls great
promise for the future and for Me development of
sound economic soca, and political Institutions
Thinking through this Integration can amid companies
In planning their future growth and development
consistent with and with Me support of me forces of
integration

For those who are looking at this verticolty integra'ed
INFOSTRUC RIPE and the myriad indusInes Involved in
order to Identify where they fit and how their
businesses can grow with the whole structure the
messages are clear stand-alone enterprises run the
risk of disintermediation and even elimination new
opportunities Jte built into the integration of the
INFOLIRUCTURE
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Mr. ENGLIJH. Mr. Cooper.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN Y. COOPER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, FINANCIAL PRINTERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. COOPER. I am Benjamin Y. Cooper. I am speaking today on
behalf of the Financial Printers of America, a special industry sec-
tion of the printing industries of America.

The concern of the Financial Printers of America over the devel-
opment of EDGAR is an obvious one. We are involved in the print-
ing, filing, and distribution of printed documents such as the pro-
spectus, wnich have been to this date the primary vehicle for carry-
ing out the SEC's disclosure mandate. To the extent that the print-
ed document is supplanted by electronically transmitted informa-
tion. our industry is obviously affected.

Nevertheless, we have recognized that in order to survive, we
must adapt as an industry and as individual companies to rapidly
changing technology. As a matter of fact. virtually every one of the
companies in the financial printing industry has cony( rted to com-
puterized typesetting and is capable of electronically transmitting
information and documents virtually anywhere in the world. As an
industry, we have developed state of the art sophisticaticm in this
area.

When the SEC first proposed the EDGAR system and explained
the internal problems they were experiencing in terms of receiving,
processing, reviewing, and storing vast amounts of paper filings, we
were not only sympathetic but we extended to them our immediate
cooperation to assist in solving problems involving areas where our
expertise in the preparing handling, and transmission of informa-
tion would be immediately helpful and constructive.

In that spirit, we have made available to the SEC the total re-
sources of our industry. The FPA and its individual companies
have assigned expert personnel and committed millions of dollars
of resources in order to assist the SEC in solving it., immediate
needs. Many of the companies in our industry immediately signed
up as volunteers in the SEC's pilot project for EDGAR and have
participated in the initial filing stage. In addition, some of cur com-
panies have prepared and effected electronic filings on behalf of
their customers in the EDGAR Pilot Program.

Not all of our suggestions and recommendations to the SEC even
in the technical areas have been accepted and adopted, but we had
not realistically expected that such would be the case. However, we
do feel that we have made a significant contribution to the EDGAR
project and we feel that the comments we have to submit to the
subcommittee are constructive and trust that they will help all of
the parties who will ultimately be affected by EDGAR better un-
derstand its direction and ultimate goals, as well as the time-
frames for their achievement.

Concerns of the Financial Printers Association are as follows: At
the present time,. every investor, parkularly the small individual
investor, recerit koPtisEh tiY14,411e kiittland information deemed
by the SEC to be relevant -tnd necessary for that investor to make
an informed investment decision. The vehicle by which this infor-
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mation is made available is copy of a prospectus and other fileddocuments.
It seems that the objectives, of the SEC's EDGAR project have ex-narded from the original goal of automating their internal proce-dures and providing more timely dissemination of information to

eventually mandating electronic filing of all documents, and evenfurther to the creation under the SEC auspices of a vast data base
containing not only SEC filings but also other financial informa-
tion. The SEC not only plans to electronically disseminate all of
their filed information to the investing public, but also appears to
plan the elimination of the printed prospectus and other material
as a method of disclosure to the investor.

We see several problems with that approach. Those investorswho do not have the availability of a home computer may bedenied disclosure by the elimination of the convenient, portable,
and readily accessible printed prospectus. The small investor will
be disadvantaged vis-a-vis the institutional investor who has the re-
sources to afford the latest and most sophisticated computer equip-
ment and software. The small investor who now receives total dis-
closure at no cost will unquestionably be burdened with some pres-ently unascertainable fee for accessing the disclosure information
from the SEC-controlled data bank.

The supplantation of the easy to comprehend printed disclosure
document with which the individual investor is obviously quite
comfortable with a program to impel that investor into the comput-er age on an unrealistic time schedule seems hardly appropriate tofulfill the SEC's basic responsibilities. The need to eliminate from
any electronic system the presently inherent problems of securityof information, computer errors and potential for manipulation of
data are obvious. Other Federal agencies are currently encounter-
ing such problems.

After 50 years of dealing with the printed document as a dissemi-
nation vehicle for information in the fragile and volatile securities
market, the SEC has all but eliminated those problem areas fromits present system. The undertaking of such fundamental and basic
changes in a disclosure system which was originally designed by
Congress perhaps should involve the participation of Congress aswell as other parties who will be directly affected.

I would point out we noticed in the prepared statement by Mr.Shad this morning assurances the SEC did not intend to do away
with or follow the pattern we anticipated with the prospectus We
were glad we made that statement. We wanted to make our state-ment part of the record to reaffirm our interest in maintaining the
prospectus.

The present system planned by the SEC for dissemination of filed
information and data has been to propose to engage the services of
a single vendor who will have the exclusive contractual right to
make available and communicate all filed SEC data to investors.
Unquestionably, that contractor will have to incorporate in their
system some method of charging fees to the investor in order to re-
cover the millions of dollars needed to invest in the establishmentof their system.

It is the position of the Financial Printers Association that thecreation of such a single contractor system is unnecessary, except

1 0.41
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perhaps to solve the SEC budgetary problems in putting together a
dissemination process to meet the internally established target
dates for full implementation of a mandatory electronic dissemina-
tion process. In our view, this would establish a monopolistic entity
created by Government which would have an unfair advantage
over other businesses which might otherwise provide that service
in a freely competitive environment.

In summation, we feel that the SEC's goal to utilize the EDGAR
project to solve their internal document processing needs through
the application of modern electronic technology is not only appro-
priate but necessary. We do feel, however, that ic would be quite
sufficient to simply make all SEC data electronically available to
the public.

Those parties who desire to have that data in an electronic form
will, if it is important enough for them, be willing to pay the price
of accessing it without mandating it as the only available method
of meeting disclosure requirements. Those investors who either are
happy with the present system, or who cannot afford to pay for the
elect:onically transmitted data, or who choose not to utilize that
method, should not be forced to do so at the sacrifice of being ade-
quately informed and should continue to be provided with free
printed disclosure information.

Furthermore, for the SEC to select by whatever method a single
contractor, and to grant that party exclusive rights over the distri-
bution and dissemination of this information so vital to the finan-
cial marketplace of America, strikes us as inappropriate and far
beyond the goals envisioned by those wise men who created that
superb agency which has served the economic system of America so
well.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing us to testify.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cooper follows:]

10 5
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Financial Printers Association Statement to the

Subccumittee on Government Information, Justice, an; Agriculture

April 29, 1985

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subccmmittee, my name is Benjamin Y.

Copper, Senior Vice President for Goverment Affairs for the Printing

Indmtries of America, Inc. (PIA). PIA IS the nation's largest graphic arts
trade association representing over 12,000 member commies in the printing

and graphic arts industry. I am appearing today on behalf of the Financial

Printers Association, a special industry group of PIA. In addition, our

statement is being submitted on behalf of the National Association of Printers

and Lithographers (NAPL), representing an additional 3,000 companies in the

industry. Our statement will focus on the Securities and EXchange
Commission's Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval System (EDGAR).

The Financial Printers Association is an association consisting of
virtually all of the financial printers in the United States who are
responsible for typesetting, printing, filing and distributing most of the

financial anamporting documents required to be filed with the SEC and other

securities regulatory bodies. The industry sprang up in 1933 in order to

enable publi6 corporations to respond to the timely and sometimes oc plicaced

filing requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and subsequent similar

legislation and regulations praaulgated thereunder. The broad purpose of that

legislation was to insure that the investing public received sufficient,
accurate, and timely information from those public corporations to enable the

investor to make informed decisions with respect to the purchase and sale of

securities. Prior to 1933, this was an area subject to little if any

regulation. The absence of those disclosure documents was generally felt to

have been a substantial contributing factor to the abuses and chaotic

conditions existing in the securities marketplace prior tc 1913. The point to

be emphasized here is that the object of COngress's concern then and now wr.
and should be the interests of the investor -- most particularly the small

investor who does not have tne research and information resources available to

the institutional investor.

7) The concern of the FPA over the development of EDGAR is a obvious one.
We are involved in the printing, filing and distribution of printed documents

such as the piuspeclus, which have been to this date the primary vehicle for

carrying out the SEC's disclosure mandate. To the extent that the printed

document is supplanted by electronically transmitted information, our industry

is obviously affected. Nevertheless, we have recognized that in order to

survive, we must adapt as an indurry and as individual companies to rapidly

changing technology. As a matter of fact, virtually every one of the
companies in the financial printing industry has converted to computerized

typesetting and is capable of electronically transmitting information and

documents virtually anywhere in the world. As an industry we have developed

"state of the art" sophistication in this area.

-1-
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When the SEC first proposed the EDGAR system and explained the internal
problems they were experiencing in terms of receiving, processing, reviewing,
and storing vast anxxants of paper Mime. we were not only sympathetic, but
we extended to them cur immediate cooperation to assist in solving problems
involving areas where our expertise in tne preparing, handling and
transmission of information would be immediately helpful and constructive.

In that spirit we have made available to the SEC the total resources of
our industry. The FPA and its individual companies have assigned expert
personnel and committed millions of dollars of resources in order to assist
the SEC in solving its immediate needs. Many of the ccepanies in our inoastry
.mmadiately sigred up as volunteers in the SEC's pilot project for Ec-.A and
have participated in the initial filing stage. In addition, same of our
calumnies have prepared and affected electronic filings on behalf of their
customers in the EDGAR pilot program.

Not all of our suggestions and recannendations to the SEC even in the
technical areas have been accepted and adopted, but we had not realistically
expected that such would be the case. However, we ec feel that we have made a
significant contribution to the EDGAR project and we feel that the cartrents we
have to submit to the Subcommittee are constructive and trust that they will
help all of the parties who will ultimately be affected by EDGAR better
understand its direction and ultimate goals, as well as the timeframes for
their achievement.

Concerns of the Financial Printers Association &zees follows:

Individual Investors

At the present time every investor, particularly the small individual
investor, receives at no oast all of the data and information deemed '11, the
SEC to be relevant and necessary for that investor to make an in
investment decision. The vehicle by which this information is made liable
is a copy of a prospectus and other filed documents. It seems to ease -
observers that the objectives of the SEC's EDGAR project have expanded from
the original goal of autamating their internal procedures and providing more
timely dissemination of information to eventually mandating electronic filing
of all documents, and even further to the cre(tion under the SEC auspices of a
vast data base containing not only SEC filings but also other financial
information. The SEC not only plans to electronically disseminate all of
their filed information to the investing public, but also appears to plan the
elimination of the printed prospectus and other material as a method of
disclosure to the investor.

We see several problems with that approach:

a. Those investors who do not have the availability of a bane computer
may be denied disclosure by the elimination of the convenient, portable and
readily accessible printed prospectus.

b. The small investor will be disadvantaged vis-a-vis the institutional
investor who has the resources to afford the latest and most sophicticated
computer equipment and software.

c. The small investor who now receives total disclosure at no cost will
unquestionably be burdened with sane presently unascertainable fee for
accessing the disclosure information from the SEC-controlled data bank.

-2-
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ia. The supplantation of the easy to conga-Wand printed disclosure
document ',nth which the individual inverter is obviously quite comfortable
with a program to lapel that investor into the computer age on an unrealistic
time schedule soma hardly appropriate to fulfill the SEC's basic

remacen4..bilitier. The neci to eliminate from an *electronic system the
pimently inherent problem or security of intonation, =pater errors and
pt-entJal for manipulation of data are obvious. Other fral agenr4es are
currently ancountering Jose such problems. After 50 years of dealing with the

printed document as a dissemination vehicle for informaticr in the fragile and
voletila securities market, the SEC ties all but elimineted those problem areas

from its present system. The undertaking of such fay Aortal and basic

flanges in a disclosure system which was originally designed by Congress

perhaps should invc a the participation of Congress as well as other parties

who will be directll affected.

Dissemination Watt=

The present system planned by the SEC for dissemination of filed
information and data has been to propose to engage the services of a single
vendor who will have the exclusive contractual right to make available and
ougnunicate all filed SEC data to investors. Unquestionably, that =tractor
will have to incorporate in their system some method of chanTir7 Fses to the
imastor in order to recover the millions of dollars needed to invest in the
establishment and implementation of their system.

It is the position of the Financial Printers Association that the
creation of such a single contractor system is unnecessary, except perhaps to
solve the SEC budgetary problems in putting together a dissemination process
to meet the internally established target dates for full implementation of a

mandatory electronic dissemination prcoms. In our Vied, this wauld establish

a monopolistic entity created by gow_rnment which would have an unfair

advantac,, over other businesses which might otherwise provide that service in

a freely competitive environment.

Summation

In svmmation, we feel that the SEC's goal to utilize the EDGAR project
to solve their internal document processing needs through the applicat4on of

modern electronic technology is not only appropriate but necessary. We do

feel, however, that it would be quite sufficient to simply make all SEC data
electronically available to the public. Those parties who desire C..: have that

data in an electronic fore will, if 1,- is important enough for them, be
willing to pay the price of acce...amg it sathout mandating it as the only

available method of meeting disclosure requirements. Those investors who

either are happy with the present system, or who cannot afford to pay for the
electronically transmitted data, or who choose not to utilize that method,
should not be forced to do .o at the sacrifice of being adequately informed
and should continue to be provided with free printed disclosure information.

Furthermore, for the SEC to select by whatever method a single
contractor, and to grant that party exclusive rights over the distribution and
diw4mination of this informati n so vital to the financial marketplace of
America, strikes us as inappropriate and far beyond the goals envisioned by
those wise men who created that superb agency which has F3X1/91 the economic

system of America so well.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Cooper.
Mr. Marx, if you were conducting a market survey for an

EDGAR-iike proilect, how would the survey differ from the Mathe-
matica study that was done?

Mr. MARX. Well, one of the things that would, I hope, make my
job a lot easier is this preliminary RFP, which the SEC ted us
today they are planning to issue. I think one of the problems that
we have had is just getting sufficient detail about what the system
is going to be all about.

In other. words, think what they did with Mathematica was
good. The problem is, the people have relied on it to be more than
it really was. The more information you have to present to the pro-
spective users, the better your market research is going to be.

I think, no matter what you do, this is not an easy field in which
you can do market research. The mix of capabilities in terms of
what the user is really buying is difficult to deny. The person is
just not buying the piece of information; the person is using soft-
ware, hardware, and communications capability. So to do market
research that is able to separate those things out or get a good feel
for the package is quite difficult.

Mr. ENGLISH. What do you think the contractors are going to be
getting for the $50 million plus investment?

Mr. MARX. Well, I think it begs the question perhaps to say what
he is going to get for his $50 million investment. That is really
what costs are involved here, whether he will really bid that re-
mains to be seen.

I am concerned that he won't get much, because I have real ques-
tions about what the value of the franchise will be. One of the
things we don't want it to be is inside information about how the
SEC operates, I guess, which was stated earlier by one of the
spokespeople for the SEC. In terms of the marketability of what
their franchise is worth, it is a difficult question. ut I am not as
confident as Chairman Shad that the bulk data franchise is worth
$15 to $20 million.

I am concerned that either people won't bid it or, as you suggest-
ed, they may be back to you if they have bid it. We will see how
many vendors actually do bid.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Cooper, even if the SEC, es Pin Shad says,
won't require printed prospectuses, do you think it is likely that
companies v 11 continue to distribute printed prospectuses to inves-
tors?

Mr. Coopra. Perhaps in some form. Whether it is printed in the
way it is printed now, whether it is rrinted on lemand, it is hr. '
to say.

One of the--speaking now as E %:oncerned individcal invi
think one of the concerns of this is the printed form may lx
of computer printout, somewhat more difficult to rear' than the
current ft al. One of the aspects of th craft of printi..g is to use
type that s easy to r,?ad, pleasant to read, as is done in textbooks
for schools. That may not be the situation if the prospectus is limit-
ed through an abundance of electronics.

Mr. ENGLISH. How long is the average prospectus?
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Mr. COOPER. It is difficult to say. Anywhere from roughly 12
pages to a couple of hundred or more. Average would probably be
in the range of 24 to 36 pages.

Mr. ENGLISH. If an investor was going to use his home computer
to print one out, how long do you think it would take to do that?

Mr. COOPER. I can only give practical experience. In trying
find out what goes on in Congress, we use a lot of electronic data
bases. I, like most people, don t like tc sit in front of a screen and
read those things, particularly some of the bills that are intro-
duced. We typically do% nloaci that material and then print it out
and -'ad it.

Some of the systems we have, the cost factor ranges anywhere
from as few as $50 an hour to as much as $300 an hour to use that
computer time. So it could be a fairly expensive system. And I
would, unfortunately, in this case, if it is a couple hundred pages or
morethe investor would pretty much have to get it all out.

One of the concerns we have in thin is the potential foror the
temptation to edit material down to a stage that does not provide
the full data that might otherwise be transmitted, the full text
data.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Marx, could you elaborate on the difficulty and
expense of developing a market for an information product or serv-
ice?

Mr. MARX. Well, part of that relates to what I was saying earlier.
When you start to look at the market, you have to b3 si-ze you un-
derstand what the company or customer is buying. It is not per-
haps the same Fui doing market research for a new automobile, be-
cause there are eo many elements involved you have to research. It
is not just the piece of data. It is the hardware, the software, and
the communications. Training in order to use it is often an issue in
this industry because the services are not always so easy to use.

So it takes quite a bit first to understand what your customer
needs or what he really thinks he is buying. Second of all, from the
point of view of who your competitors are going to be, you have the
same type of considerations because there are an awful lot of piny-
ers thet may be coming up with similar capabilities or offering
them that you might not think of as traditionally in your business.

Mr. ENGLISH. Are there any cases where we have had "can't
miss" services that have gone bankrupt because of the lack of cus-
tomers?

Mr. PEYTON. Mr. Chairman, at a conference we sponsored a year
ago, we had a session dealing with business failures in the informa-
tion industry.

Ore of the leading examples was the IRIS, International Report-
ing and Information Service, which was attempting to provide serv-
ices for people interested in international investment opportunities,
with respect to foreign political stability, liquidity of foreign banks,
and Liformation like that.

There were a number of very prominent people behind the
project, including former Prime Minister Heath of Great Britain.

That company did indeed go bankrupt. There was a series of
front-page articles in the Washington Poet which detailed that pal -
ticular business failure.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr Lightfoot.
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Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Cooper, you have mentioned in your prepared statement that

your organization had provided some assistance to the SEC in de-
veloping their pilot program. What specific recommendations did
you make that would benefit your inclucrq

Mr. COOPER. We are still in the process of malting recommenda-
tions. It is an ongoing project, I think primary in the way in which
the data is received, how it is transmitted.

Our companies, since they have the electronic capability now
transmit data, wanted to make sure that the format that we were
using was consistent with what the EDGAR project was going to be
using. So it is mostly in the technical area to assure that the
system we ar'i using is used.

There is already in place ;-uite an elaborate electronic system be-
cause of the electronic phototype setting in the industry, to make
sure that those things were all compatible. We didn't want a
system put in place that ignored exizting techno!ogy.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Are you comfortable in i e ::-.curity of the infor-
mation that goes into that system?

Mr. COOPER. It is hard to be comfortable with the security of in-
formation that goes into a computer system. Our industry is heavi-
ly involved in computing applications to one degree or another.

We have an entire division of the organization devoted to com-
puterization and unrelated to this issue we are advised by our com-
puter people that security isn't foolproof and it is a concern, cer-
tainly.

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you.
Mr. Kleczka.
Mr. KLECZKA. No questions
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, I want to thank you both for your appear-

ance before us today. Your testimony has been very helpful. We ap-preciate it.
Mr. PEYTON. Thank you.
Mr. ENGLISH. Congressman Owens is on his way here, so we will

be delayed just a minute.
Our next witness will be Hon. Major R. Owens of the House.
We are happy to have you here today.

STATEMENT OF HON. MAJOR R. OWENS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

A OWENS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. 7*Tausx. I might say, without objection, if you care to sum-

marize your testimony, your full and complete written text will be
made part of the record.

Mr. CWENS. Yes, thank you very much.
I would like to submit a full written statement at a later date

with supporting documentation, if possible.
Mr. ENGLISH. Without objection, so oidered.
[Mr. Owens, written statement follows his oral testimony.]
Mr. OWENS. I see that the committee, despite unprecedented ac-

tiviti a of the day, is moving faster than I expected it to. Otherwise

a
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I would have been here on time. Thank you very much for waiting
for me.

Let me begin by thanking the chairman and the members of the
subcommittee for holding these hearings.

I think the matters under consideration today have far reaching
consequences for most of the operations of the Federal Government
and for the effective, efficient and accountable functioning of
American democracy in general.

Both of the topics discussed today involve policy, practice, and
procedures which will impact on the information function at every
level within our society.

We are already well into the age of information and we should
not allow ourselves to be casually misled through the complexity of
this age by cost accountants.

The question of the electronic collection and dissemination of in-
formation is very much interwoven with the broader questions of
information policy outlined in the draft OMB circular entitled
"Management of Federal Resources." The format of the informa-
tion is a key determinant of the access to the information.

What we must emphasize at the outset is that these questions of
format, questions about the appropriateness of content, and ques-
tions corerning the extent of dissemination, these are all ques-
tions which go beyond the scope of mere cost cutting and economiz-
ing.

In the name of budget reform. the Office of Management and
Budget has assumed powers which ought to be delegated to a dif-
ferent kind of entity, an entity which is structured to meet the full
range of complex issues involved in this osk.

Before such restrictive policies are implemented, there must be
broader, more deliberative review of the Federal information poli-
cies by a cross section of nonpartisan experts who fully understand
the age of information. Among these experts, there should be rep-
resentatives chosen by e American Library Association.

What information do American citizens need from their Govern-
ment in this age of information? How do we supply all citizens
with that kind of information? And in the most convenient formats
at the lowest possible cost?

With respect to information generated by the Federal Govern-
ment, how do we maximize the advaLtages and opportunities pro-
vided to our citizens by such information? How do we maximize ad-
vantages to educators and scholars? How will American businesses
be assisted as they struggle to meet competition in the internation-
al marketplace?

It is already clear that certain of our foreign competitors are
being provided indirect subsidies by their governments through the
assumption of important information and research costs by the
government.

Even in the area of national defense and security, there are neg-
ative consequences generated each time we shut down a nonde-
fense related Federal library information act. vity.

This latest draft OMB circular, is unfortunately only one compo-
nent of a larger Reagan administration attack on the information
activities of -he Federal Government.
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The OMB has ordered the accounting out of libraries within the
executive branch. The Office of Personnel Management has begun
a reclassification of librarian and positions within the Federal Gov-
ernment which downgrades professional librarians.

It should be noted that while this Neanderthal approach to li-
braries and librarians within the Federal Government is taking
place, private industry is moving in exacfly the opposite direction.
Libraries within the export structures are ing more attention
and higher budgets and librarians are being upgraded and given
new titles such as data base administrators.

This draft circular on the management of Federal information
resources is designed to complete the task of providing less infor-
mation and more controls by the executive branch.

The American Library Association booklet entitled "Less Access
to Less Information By and About the United States Government"
provides a chronology of the hostile actions of this administration
against information units and systems which should be actually en-
couraging and seeking to maximize the services, information serv-
ices to the American people.

OMB claims to derive its authority nom the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980. And yet, the thrust of that act was to do just the
opposite. The thrust of that act was to relieve the burden of supply-
ing information to the Government from tbr people, of having
people of all kinds who have to deal with the Government fill out
unnecessary forms and spend unnecessary amounts of time and
energy providing information to the Government.

The act was not intended to curb the access to information gen-
erated by the Government.

This same Paperwork Reduction Act also requires that triennial
reviews must be conducted to review the information resources
management activities of each agency to ascertain their adequacy
and efficiency.

Such a 3-year review process sounds appropriately deliberative
and it is the kind of reasonable deliberative approach that one
would argue for.

It appears from what we read in the paper that some one person
or group of persons are making these decisions about which publi-
cations shall survive and which shall be discarded. I am glad to
hear there is a 3-year review process that is required, but it must
be reasonable.

However, it is at this point that the need for an objective criteria
surfaces again. What criteria will be used and who will apply the
criteria? Which bureaucrat has the final decisionmaking pnwers
and can stop the publication of a periodical or annual review?

I read in the paper that the spokesman for OMB says that the
activities of the Census Bureau will not be touched.

The activities of the Bureau of Labor Statistics will not be
touched. This I would like to see in writing.

I don't know where the guarantees are, because I understand the
monthly Labor Review hab been told it will become a quarterly in-
stead of a monthly publication and certain other kinds of publica-
tions within the Labor Department have been halted %heady.

Who decides what ehall be placed in the electronic data bases?
Who decides what shall be provided electronic format as well as
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print format? What is the title of the person in the General Serv-
ices Administration who will execute these awesome responsibil-
ities?

If you read the OMB draft circular, you will find that the author-
ity to carry out this act, this regulatory function, really resides in
GSA.

What is the title of the person within GSA who will execute
these awesome responsibilities? What are the qualifications of this
employee? Who will be the information czar of America, the grand
censor of the Federal Government?

I think the qualification and the position of tat person and the
kind of staff they have and the kinds of processes and procedures
they go through should be very important to all of us. This is just
one of the numerous questions which must be answered before we
go forward with the development of implementation of a circular.

We are about to make a monumental change in the way our
modern democracy operates. OMB should be blocked in its attempt
to disguise this change as a mere bookkeeping operation.

Instead of this process going forward in OMB via the proposed
circular, it should be halted and there should be an emergency
commission on Federal information appointed or some such body.
Such a nonpartisan broad-based commission could examine the full
implications of every proposed action and utilize the expertise of its
members to objectively develop policies and practices which truly
meet the needs of the American people in this age of information.

I thank the committee for allowing me to testify.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Major. That is a very fine statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Owens follows:]
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN MAJOR R. OWENS
BEFORE THE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,
AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

Let me begin by tha.iling the Chairman and members of this very

important Sub-Committee for holding these hearings. The matter under

consideration today have far-reaching consequences for most of the

operations of the federal government and for the effective, efficient,

and accountable functioning of the American dlmocracy in general.

Both of the topics discussed today involve policies, practices and

procedures which will impact on the information function at every

level within our society. Wq are already well into the age of

information and we should not allow ourselves to be casually misled

through the complexities of this age by cost accountants. The

question of the electronic collection and dissemination of information

is very much interwoven with the broader questions of information

policy outlined in the Draft OMB Circular entitred Management of

Federal Information Resources. The format of the information is a key

determinant of the access to the information.

What we must emphasize at the outset is that these questions of

format, questions about the appropriateness of ccntent aod questions

concerning the extent of dissemtJation, these are all questions which

go beyond the scope of mere cost-cutting and econami:Ing. In the name

of budget reform, the Office of Management and Budget has assumed

powers which ought to be delegated to a different k'rd o: entity

structured to meet the full range of complexities of this task.

Before such restrictive policies are implemented there must be a

broader, more delibe,ative review of the federal information policies
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by a cross section of non-partisan experts who fully understand the

age of information. Among these experts there should be

representatives chosen by the American Library Association.

What information do American citizens need from their government

.n this age ,f information? How do we supply all citizens with such

information in the most convenient formate at the lowest possible

costs? With respect to information generated by the federal

government, how do we maximize the advantages and opportunities

provided by such information? How do we maximize advantages to

educators and scholars? Bow will American businesses be assisted as

they struggll to meet canpetition in the international market-place?

It is clear xnat already certain of our foreign competitors are being

provided indirect subsidies by their govern-le-Its through the

assumption of Important information and research costs by the

government. Even in the area of national defense and secrrity there

are negative convnluences generated each tim? we shut down a

non-defense related federal library Gr information ctivity.

This latest Draft OMB Circular is unfortunately only one

component of a larger Reagan Administration attack on the information

activities of the federal governmelt. The OMB has ordered the

contracting out of libraries within the executive branch. The Office

of Personnel Management has begun a reclassification of librarian

positions within the federal gover^ment which downgrades professional

libratian . It should be noted that while this neanderthal appraoch

to libraries and librarians within the federal government is taking

place, private industry is moving in exactly the opposit direction.

Libraries within the corporate structures are receiving more attention

and higher huaget; and librarians are being, upgraded and given new

titles such Data Base Administrators.
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This draft circular on the Management of Federal Information

Resource/ is designed to complete the task of providing less

information and more controls by the executive branch. An American

Library Association booklet e titled Less Access To Less Inivrmati'n

By And About The U.S. Government provides a chronolrgy of the hostile

actions of this administration against information unite and systema

which should be encouraged to maximize their services to the American

people.

OMB claims to derive its authority from the Paperwork Reduce

Act -f 1980 and yet the thrust of that act was to relieve the

of supplying information to the novernment from the people. Ti, a act

was not intended to curb the access to information generated by the

government. This same Paperwork Reduction Act requires that

"triennial reviews" must be conducted to review the Information

Resources Management activities of each agency Lo ascertain their

adequacies and efficiency. Such a three year review procems should be

appropriately deliberative, however, it is at this point that the need

for objective criteria surfaces again. What criteria will be used aid

who will apply the criteria? Which bureaucrat has the final decision

to stop the publi_ation of a perodical or annual report? Who decides

what shall be placed in the electronic data-bases? What is the title

of the person in the General Services Administration who will execute

these awesome responsibilities? What are the qualifications of this

employee? Who will be the Information Czar of America, the Grand

Censor for the Federal Government?
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This is just one more of the numerous questions which must be

answered before we go forward with the implementation of this

circular. We are about to make a monumental change in the way our

modern democracy operates. 0MB should be blocked in its attempt to

disguise this change as a meLl bookkeeping operation. Instead of this

process going forward via the Draft 0MB Circular, it should be halted

and there should be an Emergency Commission on Federal Information

appointed. Su:h a non-partisan, broad based Commission could examine

the full implications of every proposed action and utilize the

expertise of its members to objectivelf develop policies and practices

which truly meet the needs of the Ame-ican people in this age of

information.
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN MAJOR R. OWENS
BEFORE THE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,
AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE. HOUSE

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
(continued)

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT

44 U.S.C. S 3501. Purpose ,

The purpose of this chapter is - --

(1) to minimize the Federal paperwork burden for individuals,

small businesses, Stat: and local governments, and other persons;

(2) to minimi., the coat to the Federal Government of

collecting, maintaining, using, and disseminating trFormation;

(3) to maximize the usefulness of Information collected by the

Federal Government,

(4) to coordinate, integrate and, to the extent practicable and

appropriate, make uniform Federal information policies and

practices,

(5) :o cnsure that automatic data processing and

telecommunications technologies are acquired and used by he

Federal Goverment in a manner which improves service delivery

and program management, increases productivity, reduces waste and

fraud, and, wherever practicable and appropriate, reduces the

informatior processing burden for the Federal Goveinment and for

persons who provide information to the Federal Government; and

(6) to ensure that the collection, maintenance, uai and

dissemination of information by the Federal Government is

consistent with applicable laws relating to confidentiality,

including section 5.,2a of tit:- 5, United States Code, known as

the Privacy Act.

Added Pub. L. 96-511, S2(a), Dec. 11, 1980, 94 Stat. 2812.
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"DECLARATION OF PURPOSE"

"Section 1. (a) The Congress hereby finds that Federal

information reporting requirements have placed an unprecedented

paperwork burden upon private citizens, recipients of Federal

assistance, businesses, governmental contractors, and State and local

governments.

"(b) The Congress hereby affirms that it is the policy of the

Federal Government to minimize the information reporting burden,

consistent with its needs for information to set policy and operate

its lawful programs.

"(c) The Congress hereby determines that a renewed effort is

required to assure that this policy is fully implemented and that it

is necessary to reexamine the policies aLd procedures of the Federal

Government which have an impact on the paperwork burden for the

purpose of ascertaining what changes are necessary and desirable in

its information policies and practices.
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LESS ACCESS TO LESS INFORMATION
BY AND ABOUT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

A 1981-84 Chronology: April 1981 - December 1984

What was first seed as an emerging trend in April 1981 when the American
Library Association Washington Office first started this chronology of items
which came to our attention, has by December 1984 become a continuing pattern of
the federal government to restrict government publications and information
dissemination activities. A volley has emerged which is less than sympathetic
to the principles of freedom of access to information as librarians advocate
them. A combination of specific policy decisions, the current Administration's
interpretations and implementation of the 1980 Paperwork teductIon Act
(PL 96-511), implementation of the Grace Cumalssicn recommendations and agency
budget cuts significantly limit access to public documents and statistics.

The accelerating tendency of federal agencies to use computer and
telecommunications technologies for data collection, storage, retrieval and
dissemination has major implications for public access. 10 identify a few:
contractual arrangements with commercial firma to disseminate information
collected at taxpayer expense, increased user charges for government
information, the trend toward &ivies increasing amounts of government
information available in electronic format only and eliminating the printed
version. While automation clearly offers promises of savings, will public
access to government information be further restricted for people who cannot
afford computers or cannot pay for computer tine?

ALA reaffirmed its long standing conviction that open government is vital to
a democracy in a resolution passed by Council in January 1984 which stated that
"there should be equal and ready access to data collected, compiled, produced,
and published in any format by the government of the United States." In his
inaugural speech, ALA President E.J. Jose, asserted: "Again, nobody would deny
the utility of many of these services provided by the private sector, but are
not available to all of the American people; their purpose is to yield a profit,
and they are designed only for those who can pay for them. Nor do they have any
obligation to provide access to all or any information; only that information
which the suppliers deem profitable or potentially so. Only the preservation of
public services, publicly supported, can assure that each individual has equal
and ready access to information, ..."

With access to information a major ALA priurity, members should be concerned
about the foll,ing series of actions which create a climate in which government
information activities are suspect. The April 1981 through June 1984 items are
a compilation of four previous chronologies prepared on the sass topic; the July
to December 1984 items are an update.

American Library Association
Washington Office
December 1984
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April 1981
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President Reagan iwposed a moratorium on the production and
procurement of new audiovisual aids and government publications
using the rationale that the federal government is spending too
much money or. public relations, publicity, and advertising. "Mich

of this waste consists of unnecessary and expensive films, maga-

zines, and pamphlets." (Weesly Compilation of Presidential Docu-

ments, April 27, 1981)

The Office of Management and Budget-(0.11)) issued Bulletin
No. 81-16 which provided procedures and guidelines for the
moratorium. All agencies were required to review and reduce
planned or proposed publications and to develop a management
:ontrol plan to curtail future spending on periodicals. pamphlets
and audiovisual materials.

June 1981 OMB issued a model control plan to assist agencies in developing
new or improved control systems to c.rry out the policies and
guidelines in Bulletin No. 81-16, "Elimination of Wasteful
Spending on Government Periodicals, Pamphlets, and Audiovisual

Products."

June 1981 OMB Bulletin 81-21 required each federal agency to submit its
plan for reviewing its information activities by September 1,
1981. The objective was to establish process "...which forces

agencies to focus on and allows us (0ME) to influence decicions on
how they process, maintain, and disseminate information."
Bulletin No. 81-21 also required the designation of the single
official in each federal agency _ the executive branch who will
be responsible for information resources management as required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980.

September Drad Stockman, Director of OMB, issued Memorandum 81-14, re-

1981 quering heads of executive departments and agencies to pay special
attention to the major information centers operated or sporsored
by their agency. Among the types of information centers to be
evaluated are clearinghouses, information analysis center, and

resource centers. Evaluation criteria included these questioner
Could the privto sector provide the same or similar information

services? Is the information serlee proviued on a full-cost re-

cove.y basis?

October 1981 OMB Bulletin 81-16, Supplement No. 1, required agency review of
all existing periodicals and recurring pamphlets to reevel-ste
their necessity and cost-effectiveness using OMB-approved c of

systems. Agencies must submit a new request for all series to be
continued after January 15. 1982.

Ocr^ber 1981 Public Printer Danford Sawyer, Jr. proposed to close all Govern-
ment Printing Office bookstores outside of Washington, D.C. plus

a few Washington locations. Approximately 24 of the 27 GPO book-
stores would be closed, becauoe, it is claimed, they compete with
the private sector and are lo4ing money. (Letter to Sen. ?Whigs.
Chairman of the Joint Committee on Printing, Oct. 9, 1981)
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October 1981 The Justice Department subuitted to Congress the Administration's
proposal to severely limit the applicability of the Freedom of
Information Act. (Washington Pun, November 28, 1981)

November According to tne Washington Post (November 9, 1981) over 900
1981 government publications have been or will be eliminated and

the government claims that millions of dollars will be ser..d
as a result.

November The Washington Post (Nove.0, 74-1, 1981) also reported that the
1981 Commerce Department was c ring replacing the National

Technical Information Ser.ace with contracts to private firms.
NTIS indexes and distributes at cost thousands of federally funded
technical reports and research studies.

November One example of a discontinue publication is the Securities and
1981 Exchange Commission News Di est, hardly an ephemeral public re-

lations place. The SEC wil ontinue to print it for internal
use, but will no longer offer subscriptions or make it available
for depository library distribution. Instead, a private firm
will publish it at a 50 percent increase in price (from $100 to
$150 per year). (Security and Exchange Commission News Digest,
November 10, 1981)

December Citing budget cute. the ...atonal Archives discontinued the inter -
1981 library loan of microfilm publications from the Fort Worth Federal

Archives and Records Center. About 400,000 reels of census,
diplomatic, pension and other records used heavily by
genealogists were lent to libraries annually. (Letter sent from
the National Archives to "All Librarians", November 30, 1981)
(Note: In July 1983. NABS began a rental program for census
microfilm through a contractor.]

January 1982 The free "overnment Printing Office pamphlet Selected U.S. Govern-
ment Publications used for years to alert readers to new general
interest and consumer oriented government documents will no longer
be mailed to the public because GPO says it is too expensive to
mall out every month. GPO suggests that readers subscribe to the
comprehensive bibliography the Monthly Catalog of C.S. Government
Publications which costs $90 a year. (Washington Post, Janu-
ary 22

February The Preeidenr's FY 1983 budget requested zero fundins for the
1952 Library Services and Construction Act: Titles II A. B and C of

the Higher Education Act which provide funds for college library
resources, research and training programs and research libraries;
and the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.
Less money was proposed for the state block grant which :ontains

funding for school library resources and for the U.S. Postal
Service subsidy which supports the fourth class library rate and
other nonprofit mailing rates. (Office of Management and Budget,
Budget of the U.S. Government FY 1983)
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March 1982 A 300 percent increase in the cost of an annual subscription to
the Federal Re tater -- from $75 to 6300 -- vent into effect.

(February 25 Federal Register, p. 8151). In 1981, the price of a
year's subscription to the Congressional Record increased from $75

to $208. Sen. Charles Mathias (R-MD) stated that circulation of
the CR declined almost 20 percent in the last three y.ars as the
price increased (Nov York Times, Juue 2)

March 1982 Many publications formerly distributed free are now available only
for a fee and government agencies are urged by OMB to start
chaging prices high enough to recover their costs. For example,

because of budget cuts, Agriculture Departments Economic Research
Service will atop free distribution of its publications and make
these reports available only on a paid subscription basis. The

alternative was to curtail basic h activities. (March 29

FR, p. 13178)

Meech 1982 A reterence collection standby, the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, is threatened because 87 of the 97 jobs remaining in the
Labor Department's occupational analysis division are being eli-

minated. (Washington Post, March 2)

April 1982 The President signed Executive Order 12356, National Security In-
formation, which substantially increases the amount of information

that can be classified. (April 6, FR, pp. 14873 - 14884). Critics

see the Executive Order as a eeeeeee 1 of a 30-year government
policy of automatic declassification of government documents.
Although the National Archrves still has the authority to review
classified documents, budget cuts are likely to limit the ability
of Archives to carry out this function eff-ttively. (Chronicle

of Higher Education, April 14)

May 1982 The Administration supports Senate amendment. to the Freedom of
Information Act to restrict the type and amount of government
material available to the public. (Washington Post, May 4).

May 1982 The government's 40 biggest .ollectors of statistics, the Census

Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, have cut programa be-
cause of budget reductions. The Census Bureau has dropped

numerous studies and the Bureau of Labor Statistics has asked
Congress for an emergency $5.6 million appropriation "to maintain
the accuracy" of such key economic indicat,rs as the Consumer
Price Index. According to May 4 Washington Post article, "Many
of the programa being trimmed helped the gov-rnment monitor how

its program were being used. Others he] olicy makers predict

economic trends." The article also quoted . business leader
testifying at a congressional subcomnitts hearing in March: "A

million dollars saved today through sho.t-sighted reductions in
the budgets for statistical programs could lead to erroneous
decisions that voult: cost the private and public sectors
billions of dollar, over the long run."

May 1982 The Office of Management and Budget has agreed to make available
a complete Het of disco-.Inued government publications as way
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..to assure an orderly and equitable transfer of disc .4inued
government publication, to the private sector." The list, which
should be available in mid-July, can be obtained from OMB's Bill
McQuaid (202/395-5193). (Association of American Publishers
Capital Letter, May)

May 1982 In April, the General Services Administration closed the
Washington, D.C. Federal Information Center, leaving the 40 in-
formation centers in other parts of the country still operating.
!owever, citing budget cuts, welk-in services have now been
eliminated, leaving only the telephone numbers and people to
answer them. A saving of $260,300 of the centers' $4 million
annual budget is anticipated. (Washington Post, May 25)

May 1982 The New York Times (May 10) reported that GPO destroyed $11 mil-
lion worth of government publications that were not selling more
than 50 copies a year or earning more than $1,000 in sales a year
The millions of document. Iff.TO sold as wastepaper for $760,000.
Although a few copies of most titles have been kept in stock,
generally people looking for one of the destroyed publications
will be told to find it in one of the depository libraries.

June 1982 In keeping with its policy to refuse to offer for public sale any-
thing that won't yield $1,000 a year in sales, GPO has selected
only 25 of the 69 publications which the National Bureau of
Standards wanted to offer for public sale. A. c result, the re-
jected publications are available to the public only through the
National Technical Information Service whose prices for NBS publi-
cations are generally two to three times higher than GPO's for the
same document. (Memo from NES official, June 14)

June 1982 Continued cutbacks on free publications result in the Health and
Human Services Department no longer distributing copies of Infant
Care without charge as it has for 58 years. (New York Times,
June 2)

June 1982 The Office of Management and Budget permited federal agencies to
begin putting out new publications and films, but OMB will keep a
close eye on costs and top agency officials will monitor content.
According to a preliminary count, the Admi.istration has elimi-
nated about 2,000 of the 13,000 to 15,000 publications distributed
before the ?resident's April 1981 moratorium of government books,
periodicals and audiovisuals. (Washington Post, June 11)

September In response to a September 8 Federal Register (pp. 32515-39530)
1982 notice by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) regarding pro-

posed regulations for the information collection provisions of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Washington Office Director Eileen
Cooke sent OMB the resolution on federal government statistical
activities passed by Council et the 1982 an " - -t conference. Her
letter sent with the resolution sip d .LA's concern with the
assumption throughout the proposed regulations that federal
government date collection is a burden on the public, with little
recognition given to the benefits to the public which are derived
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from accurate, nonbiased and timely statistic.. She stressed that

the Association would like to see more safeguards for public

access in the regulations.

October 1982 On October 6, 1982, OMB released a list of more than 2,000 govern-
ment publications -- one out of every six -- targeted for termi-

nation or consolidation into other publications. This initiative.

together with 4,500 other cost reductions proposed for an addi-
tional 2,300 publications, is expected to produce cost savings "of

more than one-elird of all federal publications." According to

OMB 82-25. "Reform '8d: Elimination, Consolidation and Cost Re-

duction of Government Publications." sixteen percent of all
government publications will be discontinued. This amounts to

70 million copies, 1/12 of the 850 million copies printed, and is

part of "...the Reagan Administration's continuing drive to
eliminate costly, redundant and superfluous publications..." Each

federal agency mill be reviewing its publications for increased

user fees. Similar savings are expected during 1983 to 1985.

January 1903 OMB published the draft of the revision of its Circular A-76
"Performance of Commercial Activities" in the January 12 Federal

Register, pp. 1376-1379. Library services and facility operation

and catalogirg were listed as examples of commercial activities.
The supplement to the circular sets forth procedures fcr determin-
ing whether commercial activities should be operated under con-
tient with private sources or in-house using government facilities

and personnel. (ALA's Federal Librarians Round Table recommended

many changes in the draft circular to OME.)

January 1983 OMB proposed amendments to ite Circular A-122, "Coat Principle,

for Nonprofit Organizations," in the January 24 Federal Register,

pp. 3348-3351. The proposal "...would have had the apparent ef-
fect of severely restricting or inhibiting an organization from
engaging in protected first amendment rights with its own private
assets as a condition for receiving the benefits of any federal

contract or grant, unless the organization could &plicate all its

facilities, equipment and personnel." ("Legal Analysis of OM

Circular A-127: Lobbying by Non-Profit Grantees of the Federal
Government," Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress,

December 15, 1983, p. CRS-2). The proposal was withdrawn in March

after substantial congressional and public criticism. (Chronicle

of Higher Education, March 9, 1983)

February In a February 18 speech to the Conservative Political Action

1983 Conference, President Reagan cited "...reducing publication of
more than 70 million copies of wasteful or unnecessary government

publications" as one of the ways that his Administration is at-

tempting to make government more efficient. (Weekly Compilation

of Presidential Documents, February 23, 1983, p. 260)

March 1983 Stating the. additional safeguards are needed to protect classi-
fied information, the President issued a directive on safeguarding

national security information on March 11, The directive mandates

Kreater use of polygraph examinations in investigations of leaks
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of classified information and requires all individuals with access
to certain types of classified information to sign lifelong pre-
publication review agreement to submit for governmental review all
writings and proposed speeches which touch upon intelligence
matters. As directed by ALA Council in a resolution passed at the
1983 Annual Conference, ALA Executive Director Robert Wedgeworth
wrote to the President and requested that The Presidential Di-
rective on Safeguarding National Security Information be rescind-
ed. In DeceLoer, Congress added an amendment to the Department of
State Authorisations (PL 98-164) prohibiting implementation of the
directive until April 15, 1984.

April 1983 11.7. Department of Energy proposed regulations in the April 1
Federal Register. pp. 13988-13993. to "...describe those types of
Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information (UCNI) be pro-
tected. establish minimum protection standards, Beg forth the con-
ditions under which a--ess to UCNI would be grunted. and establish
procedures for the imposition of penalties for violation of those
regulations." Although libraries were not mentioned in the pro-
posal. the scope of the documentation and information potentially
covered raised macern about access to inforr.ition on nuclear re-
search in libraries which are depositories of Department of Energy
nuclear materials.

August 1983 At a public hearing at the Department of Energy on August 16.
Sandra Peterson, chair of the Government Documents Round Table,
testifying on behalf of ALA, concluded that the proposed DOE regu-
lations issued in April about Unclassified Controlled Nuclear In-
fortation should be withdrawn and reevaluated. At the hearing, a
DOE official recognized the concerns of academic and research
institutions about the effect of the proposed rule on their li-
braries. Two possible solutions were suggested; 1) expressly ex-
empt from the rule nongovernmental libraries whether operated by
government contractor or not; and 2) limit the responsibility of
nongovernment libraries to the protection of documents or

materials specifically identified by title, if possible, to the
library by DOE in writing. In an October letter to DOE on behalf
of ALA. Peterson rejected both approaches as impossible and im-
practical. DOE plans to issue a revised proposal in January 1984
in the Federal Register for an additional public comment period.

August 1983 OMB issued the revision of its Circular A-76 (see January) in the
August 16 Federal Register, pp. 37110-37116. The impact of this
circular extends to all libraries which depend on or have a
Service relationship with federal libraries. A contract for total
library operations of the Department of Energy library was awarded
to a private sector firm in August, for the Department of Housing
and Urbat Development in September.

September In the September 12 Federal Register, pp. 40964- 40965, 013
1983 solicited public comment on the development of a policy circular

on federal information management as part of its responsibility to
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implement the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (PL 96-511). The

only underlying principle mentioned by OMB was that "...Informa-
tion is not a free good but a resource of substantial economic

value...." The ALA response stressed that "To participate full,

in a democratic society, citizens most be informed and aware, re-
gardless of their individual ability to pay for information."
Indications are that OHS will try to establish user fees in order
to recover the government's full costs of.creating as well as pro-
viding information, and will try to define ghat constitutes unfair
competition with the private sector as it relates to information

issues and library operations. (N3 plans to issue a proposed
circular to: public comment in the Federal Register in February

1984.

October 1983 In contrast to other policies which restrict public access to
government information, the U.S. Government Printing Office
launched a national caapaigu Po increase public awareness and use
of federal depository libraries. The campaign uses public service
announcements with the theme "Contact your local library" on
television, radio end in print to ride the audience to all li-
braries, the 1,375 depositories and other non-depositories.

1,3venber ONE issued a waterer down version of its January revisions to

1983 Circular A -122: "Cost Principles for Nonprofit Organisations;
Lobbying and Related sztivities" in the November 3 Federal
Regis_er, pp. 50860-50874. In a December 19 letter, ALA urged OME
to clarify ambiguous language in the proposal and reaffirmed the
Association's commitment to the principle that open government is

vital to a democracy. 0113 has extended their previous mid-
December comment deadline to January 18, 1984. ALA chapters and
state library associations may want to further analyze the OME
proposal to see if it would affect their organisation's lobbying
aid related activities.

November The House passed HR 2718, Paperwork Reduction Act Amendments of

1983 1983. The bill establishes Lew goals for further reduction of the

burden imposed by federal paperwork requirements. Federal col-

lection of information would be reduced by 10 percent by
October 1, 1984, and by an additional 5 percent by October 1,

1985. The House bill would explicitly prohibit use of fun's for
functions or activities not specifically authorized or required by

the Paperwork Reduction Act. (November 7 Congressional Record,

pp. 89271-9273)

December In a December 12 letter to Rep. Augustus F. Hawkins (D-CA), Chair

1983 of the Joint Committee on Printing, OMB Director David Stockman,
protested the stipulation in the proposed JCP Government Printing,
Binding and Distribution Regulations that the Government Printing
Office would be responsible for the distribution of all government
publications. In her letter commenting on the proposed
regulations, ALA Washington Office Director Eileen D. Cooke cm-
mended the JCP for its development of regulations which provide
for tecnnological changes and for increased support for the de-

pository library program. Cooke said: "The expanded definition
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of printing is extremely important for the continued effective
operation of the depository library program. An increasing number
of government agencies are creating information which is only
available for distribution in an electronic format. In order for
libraries, specifically depository libraries, to be able to
provide information in this format to the general public, it must
become a part of the depository library program." The proposed
JCP regulations were printed in the November 11 Congressional
Record. pp. 1(9709-9713

December On December 28, 1983. the United States Government gave the re-
1983 quired onr-year notice of its intention to withdraw from the

United Re ions Educational. Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) effective January 1, 1985. (Press release f98-158.
'House Hearings on U.S. Participation in UhESCO," Committee on
Science and Technology. U.S. House of Representatives, March S.
1984)

NOTE: ALA Council passed a resolution in January 1984 on
continued U.S. membership in UNESCO. Thomas Calvin,
Chair of ALA's International Relations Committee.

testified in Congress on March 15, 1984 and urged the U.S.
to stay in UNESCO and continue to allow U.S. scientists
"full, prompt, and ready access to... h results of
their counterparts...throughout the world."

January 1984 The Second Annual Report on Eliminations, Consolidations, and
Cost Reductions of Government Publications reports the elimination
of 3,287 publications and the proposed consolidation of another
561. The total of eliminations and consolidations equals 3,848
publications or one-fourth of the total inventory These publica-
tions account for over 150 million copies, or 15 percent of all
copies printed. In addition, federal agencies proposed 5,020
cost-reduction actions on 3,070 other publicati-ns including re-
ducing the volume, frequency of issue, use of _olor, and other
printing and distribution cost reductions. Meanwhile, the Office
of Management and Budget is revising OMB Circular A-3, the perma-
nent procedure for the government-wide review of publications.
When the circular is revised. OMB plans to establish new publica-
tion elimination and cost reduction goals for the remaining 9,000
publications in the government inventory of 15,900 publications.
(Office of Management and Budget, Second Annual Report on Elimi-
nations, Consolidations, and Cost Reductions of Government Publi-
cations, released on January 6, 1984.

January A photograph in the Washington Post showed Presidential
1984 counselor Edwin Meese III and OMB Deputy Director Joseph Wright

surrounded by trash bags stuffed with government doeqments at a
waite House briefing. The accompanying story said:
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Since President Reagan took office three years

ago, the administration has eliminated one of
every four government publications then printed.
Most of them hare distributed free to the public
by the Agriculture and Defense departments.

Meese ridiculed the publications, calling
pamphlet entitled "How to Control Bedbugs," for

example, real "bestseller " But the doomed

publications included 1 offering advice
about serious subjects, such as solar energy,
radioactive fallout, income taxes and drug abuse.
Hesse said those publications are being eliminated
because the information is available elsewhere.
Eliminating the publications will save $85 million
annually.... (Pete Earley, "U.S. Tightens Tourniquet
on Flow of taper," Washington Post, January 7, 1984,
p. A5)

February For the third year in a row the Administration proposed elimins-

1984 tion of library grant programs. Education Department justifica-
tion for the zeroes indicated no new rationale, but once again
noted "the program's past success at establishing the highest
practical levels of access across the country to library
services...and at developing models of interlibrary cooperative
arrangements to stimulate further expansion of the concept." In

addition, "any further need fur training cf professional li-
brarians can be met through State and local efforts as well as

student aid programs." In the past years, Congress has continued
to fund library grant programs, in some cases, at the highest-ever

levels. (Department of Education, The Fiscal Year 1985 Budget,
released February 1, 1984)

February The Administration's FY 1985 budget request for the Consumer

1984 Information Center is $349,000, a million dollars less than the

FY 1984 appropriation. The budget proposes that one-half of CIC's

staff be redirected from traditional consumer information activi-
ties to undertake new rarketing programs financed from increased
user fees and other charges. The CIC's function is to promote

greater pubic awareness of existing federal publications through
distribution of the quarterly "Consumer Information Catalog" and

various media programs.

In May, when the House Appropriations Committee recommended
51,149.000 in new budget authority for the CIC in FY 1985, it ex-

pressed concern that the recent user charge increase has sub-
stantially reduced consumer demand for publications, with the
result that lover volume has raised unit distribution costs.
Therefore, the committee directed that the charge to consumers not

-
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be raised above its current level of SI and that the CIC charge
other federal agencies only the actual cost of distributing publi-
cations. (H. Rept. 98-803 on the Department of Housing and Urban
Development-Independent Agencies Appropriation Bill. 1985; May 23,
1984. p. 34)

February The Administration requested for FY 1985 only $452 million of the
1984 $801 million needed to keep nonprofit and other subsidized postal

rates at current levels. Under the President's proposal, a 2 -lb.
book package mailed In the fourth-class library rate hould in-

from the current 47c to 66c, a 40 percent increase How-
ever. the House Treasury-Postal Service- General Government

Appropriations Subcommittee. chaired by Rep. Edward Roybal (D-CA),
recommended $801 million, the full amount needed. The full House
Appropriations Committee approved that recommendation June 7 in
HR 5798; the Senate subcommittee has not yet acted. (House
Treasury. Postal Service and General Government Appropriations
Bill. 1985 (H. Rept. 98-830))

February Following the Administration's request for substantial revisions1984 to the Freedom of Information Act. the Senate passed S. 774 amend-
ing the FOIA. The bill would provide increased confidentiality
for certain law enforcement, private business, and sensitive
personal records. It promotes uniform fee schedules among
agencies which could recover reasonable processing coats in addi-
tion to the current search and copying costs, and could keep half
the fees to offset costs. The public interest fee waiver would be
clarified. Many of the substantive and procedural changes pro-
posed by the Senate to the FOIA are contro,ersial. Rep. Glenn
English (D-OR). Chair of the House Government Operations Subcom-
mittee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture, has
indicated that the Subcommittee "must proceed very carefully and
thoughtfully in considering amendments." (February 27 Con-
gressional Record, pp. 51794-1822, and "Statement of Rep. Glenn
English on the Passage by the Senate of Freedom of Information Act
Amendments." News Release from the House Committee on Government
Operations, February 28, 1984)

tebruary The Department of Agriculture announced that it will issue a
1984 Request for Proposal (RFP 84-00-R-6) on March 15, seeking con-

tractors to provide a computer-based system to support electronic
dissemination of "perishable" data developed by USDA agencies.
(February 28, 1984, Commerce Business Daily). Examples of the
type of data to be disseminated in the system include: Market
News Reports from Agricultural Marketing Service, CoutloorZW
Situation Reports from Economic R h Service, Weekly Export
Sales Re orts from Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA press re-
leases crop production reports from Statistical Reporting
Services. Users hill pay for the direct cost of accessing the
data from the computer-based system. However, USDA does not plan
to exert control over the tees which contractors or sub-
contractors will charge the public to access the on-line data.
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The Office of Management and Budget considers this RFT a proto-

type for the federal government's distribution of electronic

data.

The Patent and Trademark Office has signed agreements with private

coup:wise for the automation of agency de at no cost to the

government. One aspect of these agreements requires the agency to
deny Freed= of Information Act requests for the records in

automated form. In a stateuent in the March 14 Congressional

Record (pp. 81614-1615). Ref. Glenn English (D-O[ 7KesIs the
agency obtaining ser,ices at the price of limiting public access

to some of its recortzt The Securities and Exchange Commission

has issued a request for proposals for a pilot test of an
electronic filing, processing, and dissemination system. The

Federal Maritime Commission is also considering an electronic
filing, storage, and retrieval sr;stem for tariffs.

March 1984 On March 15. Sen. John Danforth (R-M0) introduced S. 2433, the
Senate version of the Paperwork Reduction Act Amendments of 1984.
The Senate bill would require reducing the paperwork burden by
5 percent in each of the next five fimcal years, beginning in

FT 1984. (March 15 Congressional Record. pp. S2789-2793)

April 1984 OMB published the third and final version of its controversial
"Lobbying" revision of Circular A-122, "Cost Principles for Non-
profit Organizations" in the April 27 Federal Re ister, pp. 18260-

77. The revision which is scheduled to go into effect on May 29.
1984, makes unallowable the use of federal funds for the costs
associated with most kinds of lobbying and political activities.
but does not restrict lobbying or political activities paid for

with non-federal funds. The new version is still drawing fire
from some groups and from Members of Coneress who contend that t.
bookkeeping requirement would require contractors and grantees to
tell the government how much they spend on lobbying and identify

those costs separately from other expenses. (Washington Post.

April 30. 1984)

April 1984 The Justice Department concluded in an April 11, 1984 memorandum

for the Counsel to the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget that the proposed regulations published by the Joint Com-

mittee on Printing in November 1983 "...are statutorily un-

supported and constitutionally impermissible." (Memorandum for

Michael J. Horowitz. Counsel to the Director. Office of Management

and Budget. Re: Constitutionality of Proposed Regulations of
Joint Cr:salmis on Printing under Buckley v. Valeo and INS v.

Chadha. April 11. 1984)

May 1984 When the National Farmers Union recently asked for a listing of
payment-in-kind (PIK) participants and amounts of the PIK cos-
modities they received, the U.S. Department of Agriculture re-
sponded that a printout would cost 82,284.97, with half of the
money required up front. (Washington Post. May 25. 1984. p. 421)
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June 1984 Thousands of government employees are currently being required to
sign prepublication censorship egreements and to submit to lie de-
oectol examinations despite President Reagan's suspension of these
controversial programs proposed in his March 1983 National
Security Decision Directive 64. According to General Accounting
Office report (GAO /NSIAD -84 -134) released on June 11.1984. every
employee with access to sensitive compartmented information (SCI)
is being required to sign lifelong prepublication censorship
agreement. Form 4193. In March 1984, the President had promised
Congress he would suspend the censorship and polygraph provisions
of his directive for the duration of this sessitm of Congress.
The President's censorship contract and Form 4193 are virtually
identical. Since the issuance of Form 4193 in 1981. approximately
154,000 military and civilian employees have been required to sign
such agreements at the Department of Defense alone. The GAO re-
ports that employees in 22 other federal agencies have also signed
these agreements. (U.S. House of Representatives, news release,
"GAO Update on Administration Lie Detector/Censorship Status Re-
veals Reagan Promise of Suspension Has Little Effect: Brooks
Calls for End to Programs. Prohibition by Law." released June 13.
1984)

July 1984 For the first time in 45 years, the ltedetal Statistical Directory
has been published by a private publisher -- at nearly three times
the price. Previously, the directory was crested by the Commerce
Department's Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards
and sold through the Government Printing Office. After the
statistical office was transferred to the Office of Management
and Budget. OMB killed the book as part of its drive to scrap un-
necessary publications. When GPO sold the 1979 edition, the most
recent available from the government. it charged $5. The private
publisher has updated the 1979 version. added an index and
appendix and set his price at $14.95. ("U.S. Statistics Go Up in
Private Printing," Washington Post, July 24, 1984)

July 1984 Three years after the Reagan Administration began slashing the
budgets of federal statistical agencies. the General Accounting
Office has concluded that most major studies were not jeopardised.
in part because the cuts generally have been restored by Congress.
According to the report, "Status of the Statistical Community
After Sustaining Budget Reductions" (GAO/IMTEC-84-17). the
National Canter for Eduction Statistics, similar to other
statistical agencies, protected its core survey programs when
budget cuts were required. The Center also considered whether
programs were necessary because of congreseonal mandates or be-
cause of Departmental requirements. As result of applying these
two criteria. the Center made most of its reductions in the
of technical assistance to states end library services. Program
initiatives that were put on hold included obtaining data on
int:.rnational education and measuring adult functional literacy.
(Washington Fast, August 2, 1984)
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August 1984 The Department of Energy published revised proposed regulations on

identification and protection of unclassified controlled nuclear

information (UCNI) in the August 3 Federal Register, pp. 31236-46.

DOE said that the proposed regulstions have been changed to
clarify their intended scope, with several of the changes

specifically directed at the concerns of librarians. "Other than

the fact that certain documents that. in the past, would have been

released to libraries no longer viii be released in the future,

these regulations have no direct impact on the operation of public

or university libraries." The broad scope of DOE's April 1983
proposal raised concern about access to information on nuclear re-

search in libraries which are depositories of DOE nuclear

materials.

On September 13, Sandra Peterson, Documents Librarian at Yale

University, testified for ALA at e DOE public hearing on the

proposed revision. While questioning the philosophy which allows

an agency to restrict access to unclassified information. Peterson

acknowledged DOE's congressional mandate to issue regulations

under section 148 of the Atomic Energy Act, and commended DOE for

responding to criticism and adopting a realistic approach.

August 1984 On August 8 the Joint (..-.7.!ttee on Printing held an all-day

informational session at which JCP staff answered questions on

the revised draft of the "Government Printing, Binding, and Dis-

tribution Policies and Guidelines" published in the June 26

Congressional Record (pp. 87075-78). The original draft revision

published in hovember 1983, intended to embrace new technologies

and replace JCP micromanagement procedures with oversight and

policy-making functions, generated hundreds of comments. ALA com-

mented favorably on both drafts, particularly the provisions for

technological change and support of the depository library

program.

September
1984

The JCP staff explained that the current JCP regulations were

now being termed "policies and guidelines" in light of the Supreme

Court's decision (INS v. Chadha, 102 S. Ct. 2764 (1983)) which
held legislative vetoes unconstitutional unless passed by both

Houses of Congress and signed by the President. The Justice De-

partment has advised the Defense Department that it need not seek

JCP approval as required under 44 U.S.C.. Section 501, before con-

ducting printing activities outside the Government Printing

Office. JCP staff director Tom Elate said he would ask the
Committee to hold hearings on Title 44 with an eye to revision,

but felt the guidelines were needed as an interim step. JCP's

interest as an oversight committee was in making sure that govern-
ment information was available to the public at a fair price, and

that copies were provided to depository libraries as required by

law.

The Postal Rate Commission recommended on S.ptember 7 postal rate

Increases of 10 percent for 1st class (a 22c stamp), 11 percent
for 3rd class nonprofit, 8 percent for the 4th class special or

book rate, and a whopping 21 percent average increase for the 4th
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class library rate. While in most cases the U.S. Postal Service
had requested larger increases, the reverse is true for the li-
brary rate. USPS requested 12 percent; the Postal Rate Commission
said 21 percent was necesezry to cover recent increased trans-
portation costs for the library rats.

The initial Impact early in 1985 would be about a 15 percent
increase in the lib -ary rate (from the current 47C for a 2-lb.
package to 54C). with the average 21 percent increase (67C for
2 lbs.. up 42 percent over the current 47C) over current rate at
the end of the phased rate schedule for the library rate (in ap-
proximately 1986). The library rat, is now in Step 14 of a
16 -step phased rate schedule leading up to a rcte which reflects

the full attributable costs (but none of the institutional or
overhead costs) of the library rate mail. (Note: At its
December 12 meeting, the U.S. Postal Service Board of Governors
accepted the Postal Rate Commission's recommended rates. The new
rates will take effect on February 17. 1985.) (U.S. Postal
Service. News. General Release No. 47, December 12. 1984)

September In a September 14 letter to Donald Sowle. Administrator of OMB's
1984 Office of Federal Procurement Policy. 12 members of Congress

stated that "While we believe that proper implementation of the
A-76 Circular can help achieve more cost-effective performance of
government activities, ve oppose its application to library
operations, which are iaherently connected to the government's
ability to make sound policy judgements." Signatories were Reps.
William Ford (D-MI). Albeit& (D-81). Hawkins (D-CA). Simon (D -IL).
Dymally (D-CA). Owens (D -NY). Barnes (D-MD). Schroeder (D-CO).
Oskar (D-08). Williams (D-MT). Brown (D -CA), and Walgren (D-PA).

September The National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced on
1984 September 18 that a New York firm would publish and distribute

"NASA TechBriefs Journal." saving NASA $600,000 a year, enabling
the publisher to make a profit selling ads, and perhaps making
more free copies available to the public. But the chairman of the
Congress' Joint Committee on Printing declared NASA's agreement
illegal, a violation of Title 44. A NASA lawyer has issued an
opinion that JCP's jurisdiction applies only to publications in-
tended for a government audience, not to all publications
containing government-gathered information. I, response, a JCP
attorney said: "Their interpretation...is totally specious.
That would leave out the larger part of the universe of govern-
ment publications." ("Print Deals Seen Making GPO a Paperless
Tiger," Washington Post, October 2, 1984)

September The Nouse Post Office and Civil Service Subcommittee on Human
1984 Resources, chaired by Rep. Don Albosta (D-MI), held oversight

hearings "eptember 20 and 25 on the implementation of OMB Circular
A-76 and its effects on the federal workforce. OMB Circular A-76
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set: forth executive branch policy on the performance o2 "com-
mercial" activities by the federal government. At the
September 25 hearing. Rep. Albosta questioned Office of /11masemest
and Budget Deputy Director Joseph a. Wright. Jr. abut the appro-
priateness of contracting out federal libraries and said that ORB
was "walking a thin line" la including the entirety of library
operations in their emphasis on turning government activities over

to the private see:or. In his testimony. Wright listed 14 cate-
gories of activities for productivity Improvement study which
federal agencies will be asked to coneentrate on in the near
future. "Libraries" fall between "nail and file" and
"laundry and dry cleaning -"

Rep. Major Owens (D-NT) testified chat libra' are one of
the few professional functions on OMB's list and linked
contracting out efforts to the Office of Personnel Minagemelt
efforts to reclassify and downgrade federal librarians. We thinks
that both these efforts have ominous implications for the future
and for the age of information.

October 1984 .In the October 1 Federal Resister. p. 38694, the Department of
Comnerce announced that it intends to conduct a cost comparison of
its library and issue an invitation or bids under ORB Circular

A-76.

October 1984 Over the past two years, parents in a bossing subdivision in
Morrison. CO. have watched 12 neighborhood children die of cancer,
nears disease or meningitis. Another five children are battling
cancer now, residents say, an, there are dozens of unexplained
cases of heart, brain and lung disease. The neighborhood's 5.000
residents are blaming the problem on toxic wastes and dome tag

government help. The Environmental Protection Agency, efts. re-
buffing the citizens for more than a year, recently undertook a
series of surveys to search for coals polutants. Nowever. EPA has
warned that it may lack the funds to do such if it turns out that
the health problem' sea from toxic discharges in the
neighborhood. A local activist loosens bitterly that EPA offi-
cials initially told residents that they knew of no sites in the

area that could pose hazard. With one call to the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey, the citizens secured a map shoving that at least five
uranium nines once operated in the immediets vicinity. *Tau just

go to the library and look it up," the local activist is quoted as

sayint. ("12 Children Dead in 'Cancer Cluster' Community."

Washington Post, October 4, 1984)

October 1984 The Counterfeit Access Device and Computer Fraud and Abuse Act co:
1984, now tart of PL 98-473, was aimed at computer hackers but
could have unintended dampening effects on the public's right to

know. The legislation makes it federal Wens, to knowingly use
or disclose information in a government computer if the computer
is accessed without authorization Jr if the scope of authorised
acctee is exceJed. ;ens. Mathias (R-MD) and Leahy (D VT) pointed
ow. that the focus of the new provision is on whether access is
authorized, not on whether the use or disclosure of information is
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authorised. Thus even information whose release is mandated by
Freedom of Information Act might not be able to be released if the
authority oi particular government employee to obtain it from a
computer file were in any doubt.

1984 Federal agencies are publishing notices in the Federal Register
announcing increased fees to the public for record retrieval in-
cluding Freedom 6! Information Act requests. The increased fees
implement existing policy o recover the direct costs of document
search and duplication, but can be high when an individual re-
quests information which must be retrieved by computer. For ex-
ample, in the October 29 Federal Register, p. 43468, the U.S.
Pos+,1 Service published standard charges for system utilisation
services which range from $189 to $1,827 per hour. Dedicated useof a 370/135 costs 815,704 per accounting period. Peripheral
charges vary from 5.01 per frame for offline microfilm processing
to $2,960 per accounting period for inspection service processing.

November The Office of Management and
Budget issued Bulletin No. 84-17,1.04 Supuement No. 1, which provides the pro-rats reduction targets

necessary for federal agencies to achieve the savings targets
specified in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. Each of the
executive agencies covered by the supplement has a pro-rata re-
duction target of 25.6 percent for

publishing, printing, repro-
duction, and audiovisual activities.

This percentage 'mounts to a
$347 million cut in printing and publications in 1985. ( "ONS Gate
Serious on Spending Cuts," Washington Post, November 7, 1964,p. A13)

November The Defense Department limed one directive and prepared to issue1984 second that will restrict the release of unclassified and
,.eviously available information about weapons and other military
systems. The new rules apply to technical information generated
by the Defense Department, military

contractors, sssss r.h
organizations, universities and anyone under contract to thePentagon. Pentagon officials said that the directives are in-
tended to reduce the flow of militarily useful technology to the
Soviet Union. :ritice said the directives are worded so broadly
that they could also be used to restrict the flow of emb ing
information about weapons performance.

DOD officials sought to
assuage fears that the new directive would be used to cut off
technical information to Congress or to hide mistakes by pointing
to specific provisions forbidding such actions. (Washington Post.
Novembzr 8, 1984; New York Times, November 5 and 8, 1984)

November :ne Chemical Information System (CIS), 20 chemical data bases with1984
physical and regulatory data, which the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has operated since 1973, has been turned over to pri-
vate contractors without providing any interim federal funding.
Each of the two contractors who have

taken over the data base has
a d'fferent plan for the system's future.

Users claim that this
will "put the system in chaos." When there are two different data
bases, users will be forced to subscribe to both to get what they
could previously get from one -- "twice the overnead and twice the
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work." Still another concern is that unprofitable but scientifi-
cally valuable components of the system are likely to be dropped.
A proposal ,0 move the SyStele,t0 the National Library of Medicine
gained some Congressional supPort but was not considered before
Congress adjourned. ("EPA Dumps Chemical Data System." Science

(November 16, 1984))

December A 32-page report prepared by Harvard University asserts that

1984 federal agencies have greatly expanded their demands to see

academic h before it is published. Officials on other

campuses describe the report as the most comprehensive catalog yet
published of restrictions on university h that the

government funds, and that it marks the beginning of a concerted

effort by h universities to roll back such restrictions in
the Reagan Administration's cond term. ("Campuses Tear Federal
Control Over Research." New York Times, December 18, 1984)

December The United States cast the lone vote in the United Nations

1984 General Assembly against the continued publication and expansion
of a directory listing 500 potentially dangerous products that are
banned, restricted or have failed to win approval in any ore of 60

Countries. The Assembly vote was 147 to 1. A United States
delegate said the American vote reflected the Reagan Administra-
tion's belief that the $89,000 expenditure on the publication was
"wasteful" because the information was generally available
elsewhere, although rot all in one place. Some nations contended
after the vote that the United States was not sensitive to their

need for quick, easy information. A eemb-!r of the Bangladesh

delegation said: "It is very difficult for developing countries
to collect this information on their own."

The United States voted against the initial pnt01Lation of the
directory in 1982 and has since declined to pro.ide data for it.

The T. lication's information about substances banned or

restr d in the United States was compiled with the help of the
Nature. Resources Defense Council which filed a Freedom of
Information request with federal agencies to obtain it. ("U.S.

Lone Dissenter in 1.7 -1 Vote at U.N. on Toxic-Products Book," New
York Times, December 19, 1984)

December The State Department announced on December 19 that it will go

1984 ahead with the announced withdrawal of the United States from the
United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) on December 31, ending 38 years of membership. United

States membership could be renewed if UNESCO makes certain changes
in its operation, according to a State Department spokesman.
(Washington Post. December 20, 1984)
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Mr. ENGLISH. I don't believe I have any questions.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. No questions.
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Kleczka.
Mr. KLEcZKA. No questions. But I think a lot of the questions you

pose should be answered before we move full steam ahead.
Thank you very much.
Mr. OWENS. Again I congratulate the committee. I certainly

would like to work very closely with you in any way I can.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. We appreciate your coming

here today and giving us your time. We appreciate that.
Next we will have another panel. We will hear from Francis J.

Buckley, Jr., who is assistant director for technical services with the
Detroit Public Library in Detroit, MI accompanied, I believe, by Eileen
Cooke, who is the deputy director of the Washington office, American
Library Association. They will be representing the American Library
Association. Joseph Duncan, is the corporate ecor.:,mist and chief
statistician, Dun & Bradstreet, accompanied Rob rt Willard. They
will be representing the Information Industry Association.

We start off with M:. Buckley.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS J. BUCKLEY, JR., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES, DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY, AC-
COMPANIED BY EILEEN COOKE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, WASH-
INGTON OFFICE, AM2RICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Mr. BUCKLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ENGLISH. Before you start, I want to tell our witnesses again,

as I stated this afternoon, that if you care to summarize your testi-
mony, without objection, your full and written testimony will bemade part of the record.

Mr. BUCKLEY. I would indeed prefer to do that. I submitted a
fairly lengthy statement and I would like to just call attention to
some of the highlights of that statement.

With me, as mentioned, is Eileen Cook. lirector of the American
Library Association, Washington offic

I am very pleased to be here on bet 'embers of the Ameri-
can Library Association. I appreciate the opportunity to comment
on the information policy questions that are raised by proposed
Federal electronic data collection and dissemination systems, and
by the proposed Office of Management and Budget policy circular
on management of Federal information resources which appeared
in the March 15 Federal Register.

Librarians throughout the Nation seek and use government in-
formation not for their own purposes, but as intermediaries for the
public. This role, in turn, leads to an awareness on the librarian's
part of the diverse interests, information needs, and expectations of
the public.

There are over 100,000 libraries in the United States, about 1,400of which are depository libraries. Nearly all of these libraries,
whether serving elementary school children, university scholars, or
business ar.d industry, rely to some degree on the ability to access
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government information through free distribution programs or pur-
chase.

Widely accessible and low-cost government information stimu-
lates economic, educational, scientific, and technical development
in areas ranging from agriculture and art, to solar energy, apace
technology, and zoology, while also making the American people
aware of the activities of their Government.

Paradoxically, the policies proposed will sharply reduce the Gov-
ernment's efforts to collect and disseminate information to the
public and accelerate the current trend toward commercialization
and privatization of government information.

There is no effort to ensure equal, ready access to government
information for all citizens.

Indeed, the circular proposes to narrowly define "access to infor-
mation" as "the function of providing members of the public, upon
their request, the Government information to which they are enti-
tled under law." Public access world be provided consistent with
the Freedom of Information Act, which can be complex, time-con-
suming, and expensive.

According to the proposed circular, agencies shall "create or col-
lect only that information necessary to achieve agency mission ob-
jectives and only after planning for its processing, transmission,
-4issemination, use, storage, and disposition." The studies that are
proposed seem extremely burdensome.

One criteria proposed is thtit "the public and private benefits de-
rived from government information must exceed the public and
private costs of the information."

There are no tests or measures proposed, or any that I am aware
of, which would ensure an accurate or exact quantification of "the
public and private benefits derived from government information"
without commissioning a major research project for each informa-
tion product or service.

Currently, OMB is imposing administrative budget cuts on agen-
cies which are forcing reductions in publication programs without
adequate consideration of the utility of the information in meeting
the agency's mission and in serving the public interest.

For example, the Bureau of Labor Statistics is being forced,
among other cuts, to reduce the Monthly Labor Review to a quar-
terly publication.

Approximately 1,000 depository libraries and about 12,000 sub-
scribing individuals, organizations, and nondepository libraries will
have less access to current statistics on consumer price indexes,
employment, unemployment, productivity, et cetera.

There should be a public review process to collect public concerns
regarding proposed eliminations of government publications. The
associatin recommends that all proposed reductions be listed in
the Federal Register for comment.

Agencies are also encouraged in the draft circular to place maxi-
mum feasible reliance on the private sector to satisfy information
needs and to disseminate information products and services.

Agency dissemination is to be restricted to only that required by
law or that essential to the agency's mission if the products and
services do not duplicate those provided either by other govern-
ment or private sector organizations, or those that could reason-
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ably be expected to be provided in the absence of agency dissemina-
tion.

These complex and restrictive policies will inhibit dissemination
of government information to libraries, t...1 the tax-paying public,
and to the Government itself. The philosopny that other sources of
availability for the information should suffice to accomplish both
the Government's responsibility to provide public access to govern-
ment information and the citizen's right to equality of access to in-
formation is not always supported by actual instances.

For example, the Merit System) Protection Board announced in
the March 4, 1985, Federal Register that it will no longer publish
the full text of its decisions in bound volumes, but referred users to
private sector sources for MSPB decisions. The bound volumes in
the past have been provided at no charge to 472 depository librar-
ies, including 37 Federal libraries.

In addition, 500 to 1,000 copies of the volumes have been sold by
the Government Printing Office at a cost of approximately $55 per
year. The Federal Register notice listed four private publisherswhich offer the MSPB decisions in various formatsbound vol-
umes, looseleaf services, and microfichenot all of which include
the complete decisions, at prices ranging from $250 to $498 peryear.

Discontinuation of publication by the Government removes theitem from the Depository Library program, the GPO sales program,
and inhibits public access to the decisions. Few depository libraries
or citizens will be subscribing at those prices.

The cost to the Government itself for one copy of the MSPB deci-
sions for each of the Federal libraries which are currently deposito-
r/ recipients could be over $18,000. The Joint Committee on Print-
ing is discussing the ramifications of this decision with the Merit
Systems Protection Board staff.

OMB's proposed circular states "a general predisposition to use
up-to-date information technology to manage Federal information
resources."

Although the draft says that "agencies should ensure that access
is provided to each class of users upon reasonable terms," and the
supplementary material indicates that they should "avoid problems
arising from monopolistic control," no guidelines are provided `,,$)
agencies on how to implement this policy nor are agencies told
what are acceptable ways to prevent contractors functioning as sole
suppliers from exercising monopolistic controls in ways that defeat
the agencies' information obligations.

The present programs for dissemination of printed government
information products for public access, while not as coordinated
and efficient as one would wish, do offer a model for meeting gov-
ernment, public, and private interests in Federal information.

The program now distributes copies of unclassified government
documents of public interest and educational value in paper copy
or microfiche to nearly 1,400 designated libraries. Public, academic,State, and Federal libraries serve as depositories. At least one De-
pository Library is located in each of the 435 congressional dis-tricts.

The average number of libraries receiving hard cover items is
480. Microfiche items are selected by an average of 410 libraries.
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Certainly this is not overwhelming or excessive distribution of doc-
uments given the size and population of the United States.

To complement the depository dissemination, the Government
Printing Office, the National Technical Information Service, and
various Federal information centers offer nonprofit sales programs
which recover the cost of duplication and dissemination to individ-
uals or organizations.

Last, private sector publishers play a vital role in the process by
repackaging, adding value by supplementing the information or
reindexing, and by marketing noncopyrighted Government infor-
mation to reach the widest possible audience.

This diversity of channels for the dissemination of Government
information in hard copy must be maintained to achieve equal and
ready access to such information for all Americans.

The same principles should be applied to Government informa-
tion in electronic files There is an accelerating tendency of Federal
agencies to use computer and telecommunications technologies for
data collection, storage, retrieval, and dissemination.

The American Library Association has requested programs for
free public access to Government publications in all formats, inter-
preting chapter 19, title 44, United States Code, in a broad sense in
light of new technological ways of publishing.

The Joint Committee on Printing appointed an ad hoc committee
to evaluate the feasibility and desirability of providing such access.
The ad hoc committee, supported the principle that the Federal
Government should provide access to Federal information in elec-
tronic form through tie depository system.

The committee deemed it is technologically feasible to and rec-
ommended that the economic feasibility be investigated through
pilot projects.

Programs such as the proposed Security and Exchange Commis-
sion [SEC] electronic data gathering, analysis, and retrieval system
offer potential for various levels of dissemination not available
heretofore. A base level of free public access to this Federal elec-
tronic data base would be feasible via depository library sites.

In conclusion, the American Library Association is concerned
abou., equal and ready access to Government information in all for-
mats for the American public. OMB's recent budget cuts, the pro-
posed circular, and the SEC EDGAR project all place euphasis on
the private sector for information collection and dissemination.

There is little regard for the information needs of the average
citizen, who cannot buy all the products containing all the Govern-
ment information they may need.

Further cuts in data collection, publishing, and information dis-
semination programs ^hould be halted until all the issues can be
fully explored and a public review process implemented.

The OMB draft policy circular should be revised to clearly spell
out dissemination required by law through the Depository Library
Program, and to provide more balance between public and private
sector interests.
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Gove-nment information is a public resources which should be
disseminated and accessible via libraries, agencies dissemination,
public and private sales programs, and other channels.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Buckley.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Buckley follows:]
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Statement of
Francis J. Buckley, Jr.

Assistant Director for Technical Services
Detroit Public Library

before the

House Government Operations Committee
Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture

on

The Office of Management and Budget Proposed Circular
on Management of Federal Information Resources

April 29, 1985

My name is Francis J. Buckley, Jr. I am the Assistant Director for

Technical Services at the Detroit Public Library which has been a deposi-

tory library since 1868, and thus a center for public access to government

information.

I am pleased to appear on behalf of the members of the American Library

Association. Nearly 40,000 librarians, library trustees, educators, and

other information professionals dedicated to the improvement of library

services for all citizens .re members of the American Library Association.

I am currently serving on the Association's policy-setting Council and I

am the Chairperson of an Ad Hoc Committee established to form A Coalition

on Government Information. I am also a past chairperson of the Associa-

tion's Government Documents Round Table.

As a member of a proferqinn dedicated to meeting the daily information

needs of our nation's citizens, I appreciate the opportunit) to comment on

the information policy questions that are raised by propoaed federal

electronic data collection and dissemination systems, and by the proposed

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) policy rir:Ilar on management of
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federal information resources which appeared in the March 15, 1985 Federal

Register.

In many respects the concern of the American library community is a

clear reflection of the public concern in the area of accesa co government

information. Librarians throughout the nation seek and use government

information not for their own purposes, but as intermediaries for the

public. This role, in turn leads to an awareness on the librarian's part

of the diverse interests, information needs, and expectations of the

public. It is because of our intimate knowledge of the usefulness and

crucial importance of government information, as well as our belief that

the citizenry should have ready access to unclassified information of

public interest or educational value, that the American Library Association

has throughout its history, taken an ar ve interest in the library and

information activities of the federal overnment.

Although many of our concerns focus on the Depository Library Program

of the Government Printing Office, it is important to note that there are

over 100,000 libraries in the United States, only 1385 of which are deposi-

tory libraries. Nearly all of these libraries, whether serving elementary

school children, university scholars, or business and industry, rely to

some degree on the ability to access government information through free

distribution or purchase.

Because information is not a consumable commodity, making its existence

widely known and available reaps the greatest benefit from those dollars

spent on its generation. Widely accessible and low cost government infor-

mation stimulates economic, educational, scientific and technical develop-

ment in areas ranging from agriculture and art, to solar energy, space

technology, and zoology while also making the American people aware of the
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activities of their government. Demogtaphic information, health research,

studies of social trends and social problems, basic scientific research,

and information of use to business and industry which is collected, com-

piled, or produced by the federal government stimulate growth and develop-

ment in our society.

In the policy circular proposed by OMB, the federal government is

acinowledged to be "the largest single producer, consumer, and disseminator

of information in the United States." The Circular recognized that:

Governmenr information is a valuable resource. It

is an essential tool for managing the government's
operations, provides citizens with knowledge of their
society, and is a commodity with economic value in
the marketplace.

In addition, the proposed Circular acknowledged:

The open and efficient exchange of government
scientific and technical information, subject to
applicable national security controls and pro-
prietary rights others may have in such informa-
tion, fosters excellence in scientific research
and development funds.

But paradoxically, the policies proposed will sharply reduce the

government's efforts to collect and disseminate information to the public

and accelerate the current trend toward commercialization and privatization

of government information. There is no effort to ensure equal, ready

access to government information for all citizens. Indeed the Circular

proposes to narrowly define "access to information" as "the function of

providing members of the public, upon their request, the government infor-

mation to which they are entitled under law." Public access would be

provided consistent with the Freedom of Information Act. Yet the American

Library Association has documented that federal agencies are increasing

fees to the public for record retrieval, including FOIA requests. These

fees can be high when an individual requests information which must be
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retrieved by computer. For example in the October 29, 1984 Federal

Register, the U.S. Postal Service published standard charges for system

utilization services which range from $189 to $1,827 per hour. While

automation clearly offers promises of savings in government operations,

will publi, access to government information be restricted for people who

cannot afford computers or cannot pay for computer time?

Another contradictory example is the List of Endangered and Threatened

Wildlife and Plants. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service discontinued the

periodic publication of the list in the Federal Register, and instead in

the August 17, 1984 Federal Register offered to supply copies of the

document upon request. It is apparently free, but none of our patrons who

have written have received a copy.

According to the proposed circular, agencies shall "create or collect

only that infc.-mation necessary to achieve agency mission objectives and

only after nlanning for its processing, transmission, dissemination, uae,

storage, and disposition." The studies that are proposed seem extremely

burdensome. In addition one of the Basic Considerations and Assumptions is

that "the public and private benefits derived from governmert information

must exceed the public and private costs of the information." There are no

tests or measures proposed, or any that I am aware of, which would ensure

an accurate or exact quantification of "the public and private benefits

derived from government information" without commissioning a major research

project for each information product or service.

Currently, OMB is imposing administrative budget cuts on agencies which

are forcing reductions in publication programs without adequate considera-

tion of the utility of the information in meeting the agency's mission and

in serving the public interest. For example, the Bureau of Labor
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Statistics is being forced, among other cuts, to reduce the Monthly Labor

Review to a quarterly publication and to eliminate the following items:

How the Government Measurns Unemployment, Questions and Answers on Male and

Female Earnings, A Profile on Slack Workers, Historical Supplement to

Esvloyment and Earnings, Family Employment Characteristics Data Book,

Handbook of Labor Statistics, and Productivity and Manufacturing. There

should be a pub':c review process to collect public concerns regarLing

proposed eliminations of government publications. The Association

recommends that all proposed reductions be listed in the Federal Register

for comment.

Agencies are also encouraged in the draft circular to place maximum

feasible reliance on the private sector to satisfy information nettle and to

dissemir-te information products and services. Agency dissemination is to

be restricted to only that required by law or that essentia to the

agency's mission if the products and services do not Guplicate those

provided either by other government or private sector organizations, or

those that could reasonably be expected to be provided in the absence of

agency dissemination. Wien these cor'itions are met, age.cies may dissemi-

nate government information products in a manner that reasonably ensures

the information will reach the public, in the manner most cost effective

for the government with maximum feasible reliance on 11,z private sector, so

as to recover costs through user charges, and only a,ier establishing

procedures for periodically reviewing the continued need for and manner of

oissemination.

These complex and restrictive policies will inhibit dissemination of

government informatior to libraries, to Inc tax-paying public, and to the

government itself. The philosophy that other sources of availability for

the :nformation should suffice to accomplish both the ; r'ernment's

:-3.1814.11.4 t
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responsibility to provide access to government information and the citi

zen's right to equality of access to information is nct elvaye supported by

actual instances. For example, the Merit Systems Protection board an

nounced in the Marc!, 4, 1985 Federal Register that it will no longer

p list, the full text of its decision a in bound volumes, but referred user-

to private sector sources for ,SPB decisions. The bound volumes in the

past have been prcvided at no charge to 472 depository libraries, including

37 federhi librarieE. In addition, 500 to 1000 copies of the volumes have

been sold by the Government Princinp Office at a cost of approximately $55

per fear. The Federal Resister notice listed four private publishers which

offer the MSPB decisions in various formats (bound volumes, looseleaf

services, and microfiche), not all or which include the complete decisions,

at prices ranging from $250 to $498 pet year. Discontinuation of govern

ment pcdication removes the item from the Depository Library Program, the

G20 Sales Program, and inhibits public access to the decisions. Few

depository libraries or citizens will be subscribing at those prices. The

cost to the government itself for one copy of the MSPB desions for each

of the federal libraries which are currently depository recipients could be

over $18,000. The Joint Committee on Printing is discussing the ramifica

tiols ox this dLcision with the Merit Systems Protection Board staff.

In another example, the former United States Court of Claims published

its 'reas Decided through the Government Printing Office. CopieL, were

therefore distributed to 557 depository libraries and about 300 copies were

sold by the Superiotenoent of Docuvents for about $82 in 1982, thz la ?t

year they were pXolished. The reports of the new United States Claims

Court are 1,eing published commercially for $219 for six volumes to bring

the set up to date, p]"s an estimated $102 per year for future Issuances.
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The new Court Judges and Clerk are provided free copies by the commercial

publisher, but the Cour:. purchases copies for its own 114. ary zs must all

other government agencies, libraries, and the public.

OMB's proposed circular states "a general predisposition to use

up-to-date information technology to manage federal information resources."

Although the draft says that "agencies should ensure that access is provid-

ed to each class of users upon reasonable terms," and the supplementary

material indicates that they should "avoid problems arising from

monopolistic control," no buidelines are provided to agencies on how to

implement this policy nor are ag-ncies told what are acceptable ways to

prevent "contractors functioning as sole suppliers for the government to

exercise monopolistic controls in ways that defeat the agencies'

information obligations, for example by setting unreasonably high prices."

This is not leanly delineated in the circular and OMB does not indicate

how it is going to monitor the implementation of the circular to prevent

such abtses. No standard is set for determining " unreasonably high

prices." Examples which I have provided today of private se_::or prices for

former government publications indicate the barriers to public access which

can be created by privatizing government information.

The President of the American Library Association, E.J. Josey of the

New York State Library. has stated:

Nobody would deny the utility of many of these
services provided by the private sector, but [they]
are not available to all of the American people; their
purpose is to yield a profit, and they are designed
only for those who can pay for them. Nor do they have
any obligation to provide access to all or any in-
formation; only that information which the suppliers
deem profitable or potentially so. Only the preservation
of public services, publicly supported, can assure
that each individual has equal and ready access to in-
formation, whether provision of that information to that
individual is economic (i.e., profitable, in private
sector terms) or not.

3.18AJIAvA vq);,.
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The present programs for diesemilation of printed government informa-

tion products, for public access, while not as coordinattt4 and efficient as

one t tld wish, do offer a model for meeting government, public, and

private interests in federal information. The Depository Library Program

as specified in Chapter 19, Title 44 U.S. Code, provides for the dis-

tribution of informational matter published as an individual document at

Government expense, or as require_ by law. It began in the mid-nineteenth

century and was easentially outlined in the Printing Act ,4 1895. In an

era of a smaller federal govs,,sent, and when ink on paper was the only

mechanism for recording information, the depositary program operated

adequately to fulfill the government's responsibility to iaform the public

about the policies and activities of the federal government. The program

now distributes copies of unclassified government documents of public

interest and educations) value in paper copy or microfiche to nearly 1400

designated libraries. Public, academic, state, and federal libraries serve

as depositories. At least ore Depository Library is located in each of the

435 Congressional Districts. These libraries receive publications issued

by the Executive, Judicial, and Legislative branches at no charge in return

for maintaining the documents and providing free public ccess. There are

51 Regional Depositories (including the Detroit Public Library) which

receive and retain all documents. The remainder are partial Depositories

which select the series of documents of most interest to their constitu-

encies, and borrow from other depositories to fill requests for items not

selected. The average number of libraries receiving hard covet itela is

480. Microfiche items are selected by an average of 410 libraries.

Certainly, this is not overwhelming or excessive distribution of documents

given the size and population of the United States.
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The Depository Library Program is an extremely cost effective mechanism

for providing a basic level of access to government information for the

public. The cost to the Government Printing Office for printing and

distribution is approximately $24 million dollars, about $17,300 per

depository ibrary, or al- it 10C per person in the United States. Other

government agencies help support the program by providing copies of

materials published other than through GPO. The program is a cooperative

venture in wh h many libraries invest a great deal. At the Detroit Public

Library, a few years ago, a sample study indicated we were spending over

$250,000 to support public access to the government documents.

To complement the depository dissemination, the Government Printing

Office, r'm Nitional Technical Information Service, and various federal

information centers offer nonprofit sales programa which recover the cost

of duplication and dissemination to individuals or organizations.

Lastly, private sector publishers play a vital role in the process by

repackaging, adding value by supplementing the information or reindexing,

and marketing noncopyrighted government information to reach the widest

possible audi,.ce.

This diversity of channels for the dissemination of government informa-

tion in hardcopy mast be maintained to achieve equal and ready access to

such information for all Americans. The same principles should be applied

to government information in electronic files. Then_ is an accelerating

tendency of federal agencies to use computer and telecommunications tech-

nologies for data collection, storage, retrieval, and dissemination. Many

government publications ar3 being stored in electronic format only, and

printed versions are being eliminated. .-cess to some government data

files is being provided via contractual arrangements with commercial
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vendors who provide fee based search services, through the sale or lease of

the tapes or discs, or via provision of free on-line ems to a database

such as the Patent Office system available to patent dep.sitory libraries.

The American Library Association has requeoted programs for free public

access to government publications in all formats, interpreting Title 44,

U.S. Code, in a broad sense in light of new technological ways of publish-

ing. The Joint Committee on Printing appointed an Ad Hoc committee to

evaluate the feasibility and desirability of providing such access. The Ad

Roc committee, composed of representatives of executive and legislative

branch agencies, library associations, and industry associations, supported

the principle that the federal government should provide access to federal

information in electronic form through the depository system. The commit-

tee deemed it is technologically feasible to provide such access, and

recommended that the economic feasibility be iuvestigated through pilot

projects.

The proposed circular recogc see that:

The use of up-to-date information technology offers
opportunities to trprove the mansgemert tf gov-rnment
programs and access to, and dissemination of govern-
ment information.

Programs such as the proposed Security and Exchange Commission (SEC)

Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval system offer potential

for various levels of dissemination not available heretofore. A base level

of free public access to federal electronic data bases would be feasible

via depository library mitts.
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In conclusion, the American Library Association is concerned about

equal and ready access to government information in all fors for the

American public. OMB's recent budget cuts, the proposed circular, and the

SEC EDGAR project all place emphasis on the private sector for information

collection and dissemination. There is Little regard for the information

needs of the average citizen, who cannot buy all the products containing

all the government information they may need.

Further cuts in data collection, publishing, and information dissemina-

tion programs should be halted .Atil all the issues can be fully explored

and a public review process is implementi.d.

The OMB draft policy circular should be revised to clearly spell out

dissemination required by law through the Depository Library Program, and

to provide more balance between public and private sector interests.

Government information is a public resource which should be disseminated

and accessible via libraries, agency dissemination, public and private

sales programs, and other channels.

From its founding, the basic principle of American democracy has been

info-me4 citizen participation in the running of popular government.

Freedom of speech and freedom of the press are only parts of the larger

concept. Open and ready access to ideas and information is essential to

enfranchise citizens to full participation in our society. ALA has follow*

ed the development of the proposed ircular with great interest and re-

sponded to OMB's request for public comment in the fall of 1983. Attached

is the resolution which our Council passed summing up our position on the

management of federal information resources.

I will be happy to answer any questions.

3_18A liAVA Ygoo r?
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RESOL17I'IC44 REFARDIM CPS'S PROPOSE.) cIFCULAR

CR FEMME. INFCHPKTICH MANAGE 411F

WHEREAS, equal and ready access to unclassified goverment information and
publications is a primary tenet of a free society; and

WHEREAS, access to goverment informat a and publications is essential
for an informed society; and

WHEREAS, government has a -espcnsibility to make available the information
collected and created by it; and

HEREAs, full recovery of costs atterrient to the collection and publication of

goverment information will restrict accLss by a segm ent of the
public; and

WHEREAS, new technology in information collection and dissemition has created
changes in traditional methods of access; and

na

WHEREAS, the Congress of the United States has previously mandated free access'
to government information through agency distrIbution and
the Depository Library system; and

SFAS, the Office of Management and BudOet has initiated a policy development
process on the collection, dissemination, costs, and the role of the
private sector in government information and publication processes;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Library Association reaffirms that
there should be equal and ready aocess to data collected, compiled,
produced, and published in any format by the goverment of the United
States; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the American Library Association urges OMB to include
taus principle in the final
mation management; and

policy circular concerning Federal infor-

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Washington Office of ALA continue to monitor and
communicate the Association's commerns during OMB's policy development
process; and

BE IT EIMMIER RESOLVED, that the Washington Office inform C!13 of the willingness
of meeker groups to assist in the preparation of a policy circular on
Federal information management.

Adopted by the Council of the
American Library Association
Washington, D.C.

January 11, 1984

(Ocuncil Docment 431.7)
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MT. ENGLISH. Mr. Duncan.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH DUNCAN, CORPORATE ECONOMIST AND
CHIEF STATISTICIAN, DUN & BRADSTREET, ACCOMPANIED BY
ROBERT WILLARD, INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

Mr. DUNCAN. Thank you very much. I will take you up on not
reading my full statement, but adding it to the record.

I would like to add to it a document referred to in my statement
called "Meeting the Information Needs in the New Information
Age."

Mr. ENGLISH. Without objection, that will be made part of the
record.

Mr. DUNCAN. It is indeed an honor to have this opportunity to
offer views on the proposed OMB information policy statement.

I am accompanied by Bob Willard, who is the vice presi lent for
Government relations of the Information Industry Association, and
I am speaking on behalf of that association.

In addition to my background, as noted in the formal presenta-
tion, I want to underscore my personal professional interest in
these issues by noting that I served on the Public Sector Task
Force of the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Sciences during the period 1980 to 1982, where for 2 years repre-
sentatives of Government, libraries, information providers, and
hardware manufacturers debated the issues that are addressed in
part in the OMB circular.

That report I would commend to this committee and to all inter-
ested parties because it seta forth a number of principles that were
fundamentally agreed to unanimously by the diverse people that
debated the issues over a long period of time.

I might note that at that time I was on the other side. I was rep-
resenting the Government as a member of the Department of Com-
merce. I was Director of the Office of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standards. But my views are no different on the other side of the
table.

The statement by IIA, I think, supports the principles that were
outlined by the Public Sector/Private Sector Task Force of the Li-
brary Commission, and certainly relates directly to the principles
that are outlined in the OMB statement.

My formal statement does deal with a number of specific exam-
ples of how there is an inherent potential conflict between the Gov-
ernment and the private sector in the dissemination of informa-
tion.

I would like to submit for your consideration the view that the
best and only way to serve the diverse information needs of society
is through a free marketplace of information flow, where providers
and users can relate through willingness to pay for or support the
information itself

I think the deousitory library represents an eloquent example of
that principle. Aseqpiaticalit irlgre3elipojespeaker, there are
about 1,4G0 depositerrt

Try;ng to cope with 25,000 publications from the Government
each yeer, most depository libraries take the view they don't want
all that material becausP they don't have shelf space for it, and
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microfiche for the 400 libraries that use it also provides a difficult
administrative problem.

When you examine the use of the depository library as a repre-sentative of the cons ublic, you find that when you get
down to the item that is 200th most frequently used, only 60 per-
cent of the depository libraries agree on that item, so quite clearly
there is a diversity of interest in the marketplace of users repre-
sented by the depository librarians and their community.

I served in the policy area trying to deal with the public stand-
ards and when statisticians ask people what information they
want, you get one of two responses: Either they want exactly what
they have at the moment, which is kind of a statistical approach,
or they want information on everything conceivable regardless of
cost of collection or dissemination.

Given this diversity, it is the fundamental philosophy of our
statement and also the Public Sector/Private Sector Task Force
that the marketplace is the place to set the proper priorities for
what information should be collected and disseminated.

Now, in contras to that, there is also an important principle,
iwhich is that Government itself is by definition an information ac-

th ity. Almost all Government activity revolves around informa-
tion.

In fact, if you look at the administrative costs of Government,
they E. -% fundamentally associated with receiving from applicants
for special programs detailed information that indicates the qualifi-
cations; processing that information; relating it to the laws and the
standards that have been established; and monitoring the informa-
tion to see who is using it and how effective the program is.

So -vithoLz. question the central role of Government is an infor-
mati processing role, and indeed it should be.

The issue is, where is the line between the appropriate publicly
subsidized activity of Government, that is. the tax dollar-support
activities; and the marketplace activities of disseminating informa-
tion or adding value added to the information that is available, as
the SEC was talking about earlier.

It seems to me the OMB policy statement seeks to d:.'rine a set of
principles that outline the balance between those tasks by requir-
ing careful deliberation on what the costa and benefits are, what
the appropriate roles are, and what the appropriate options are.

Mr. Chairman, in your opening statement that was for the
record but not fur: read, you asked for specifics. I think, if you
look at page 2 of my testimony, you will see a number of specific
cases where that dividing line between the public role and the pri-
vate role is difficult to determine.

I think the illustrations indicate that, in the past, there was
probably a pendulum movement on the side of too much subsidy
conflicting with the marketplace, so that free a decision process
does not take place.

In conclusion, it is our position that the key contribution of the
proposed circular is bringing together into one place a number of
diverse policies that have in fact been around for a long time, put-
ting them together in the context of the information era in which
we live, and providing an opportunity for the kind of public debate
which you are having today, and which I certainly would support.
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It should be done very broadly over the next several years, because
one single decision is not going to set this policy; it is going to be
something that evolves over time.

I would point out, for example, that the issue of cost accounting
and -er fees is an area that has only been barely scratched in this
circt-ar There are a lot of issues as to what full costs should be
included before the user fee is determined.

For example, is the collection cost a part of that full cost? Most
of the writing that I have seen from OMB starts after the informa-
tion has been collected, yet both from an agency point of view as
well as from a public point of view, that cost of collection is impor-
tant.

You also made a statement that we have been dealing with
paper for a long time and paper is cheap and easy to deal with. Mr.
Chairman, I would submit to you that in many respects electronic
transfer of information is even cheaper and will soon be even
easier.

Let me give you an illustration of that. Unfortunately, it is not
addressed directly in the OMB circular, and illustrates, I think, the
need to sharpen it up in view of rapidly changing technology.

It is now possible through digital technology to have on a com-
pact disk, such as people pre now putting in their home record
players, in effect 50,000 pages of information.

Think of how inexpensive it is to distribute 50 pages of informa-
tion on a disk that costs in mass production between $5 and $10
and is easily accessed. Because the digital process itself requires in-
dexing the information on the disk, it makes it easier to access the
information. Furthermore, the clarity of that information on a
screen is many, many times that of the microfiche that we experi-
ence today.

I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that the cost of information dis-
semination will drop dramatically in the years ahead. The type of
activity we see today where the statistical abstract issued by the
private sector is half the cost of the statistical abstract issued by
the Census Bureau, I think, is just the beginning of a process in
which marketplace action on information dissemination will lead
to wider public access than we have been able to dream of before.

Thank you.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Duncan, with attachment, fol-

lows:]
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Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I am Joseph W.
Duncan, Corporate Economist and Chief
Statistician for the Dun & Bradstreet
Corporation Before joining Lien & Bradstreet, I
was the Chief Statistician for the Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs in the Office
of Management and Budget and responsible for
national statistical policy. I am appearing today
on behalf of the Information Industry Association
and am accompanied by Robert S. Willard, IIA's
Vice President, Government Relations.

The Information Industry Association welcomes
the opportunity to appear before this
Subcommittee to share some of our preliminary
thoughts on the proposed policy Circular on
federal information management policy Published
by the Office of Management and Budget in the
Federal Recur on March 15 (51 FR 10734).
The Information Munn/ Association, founded in
1968, is the trade association representing nearly
400 private sector companies involved in all
aspects of the collection, storage, processing and
distribution of information content in the
commercial marketplace. Some of our members
are engaged in the secondary publishing of
government documents. These firms have
developed information retrieval services which
include sophisticated indexing, abstracting and
document delivery systems designed to help users
to access government documents and the
important information they contain. Others,
responding to their understanding ketpiacs
demand, have developed new information
products and services covering a whole r=nge of
subjects, some of which are included in
information products and services provided by
the government. Therefore, our membership has
a great interest in the information practices of
government agencies.

As we had earlier communicated to OMB, we
believ, that the development of such a policy
circular should be one of the Administration's
highest priorities. The need for polio/ attention
in this a. ,a is driven by the fact that the entire
information landscape is changing. Technological
changes have brought about an ever-expanding
number of new users of information products and
services and the resultant marketplece
considerations have led to the development and
rapid growth of a private sector information
services industry. While we certainly
acknowledge that government has long had and
will continue to have a host of legitimate
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Iii formation f Awns, we also maintain that an
expanding portion of citizens' needs for
information is most beneficially satisfied by the
private sector. The existence of this industry
demands a careful reexamination of information
activities of the government and the relationship
of these activities to those of the private sector.

This reexamination is of critical importance in
democratic form of government. The ability of
our citizens to access information about our
government has a direct bearing on their
participation in the democratic process. Equally
important is their ability to access all other
types of information, information that has a
direct bearing on the quality of life our citizens
enjoy. In both cases, the information needs of
the citizens, we believe, is best met by a
pluralistic, competitive information
marketplace. One of the fundamental goals of
information policy should be the encouragement
of such marketplace.

As a first step, we believe, government
information policy should be explicit and stable.
The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
is the appropriate focus for the development and
dissemination of such policy. While the early
activities of OIRA, following the passage of the
Paperwork Reduction Act, may have focused a
great deal of energy on regulatory and
Information collection issues, we are heartened
by the apparent broadening of attention to
information policy is les reflected in this draft
Circular.

COMPrTmON WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR
When OMB first announced its intention to
develop circular dealing with information
management policy, its Federal Register notice
provided a comprehensive list of issues that could
be included in such a policy document. One of
these, the issue of "Competition with the Private
Sector," is clearly of the greatest Importance to
us and as you know a subject we have
discussed before this Subcommittee in the past.
This issue, i.e., what effect government
information practices have on the information
marketplace and the private sector firms that
operate in that market, as well a the issue of
User Fees (addressed below), are concerns that
have occupied IIA since its establishment in
1988. Our call for an information marketplace in
which there is fair competition is not the special
pleadings of an affected industry; rather it is a
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call for policy that is in e interest of the public
at large. Only a marketplace that often
oonswnrs diversity of choice 3f information
products and services, both as to content and
format, truly serves the varied needs of our
diverse population. "soh a market can only
develop in an atmosphere of unfettered
competition.

Our historical wort in the area of government
competition has led us to the development and
promulgation of a policy statement that attempts
to summarize our thinking on the appropriate
roles of the public and private sectors in the
creation and dhsemination of Information. We
ask that a copy of that statement, Meeting
Information Needs in the New Informative Age,
be included in the record of this hearing.

0MB has addressed the issue of government
competition in the provision of information
products and services. In memo dated
September 11, 1961 from 0MB Director David
Stockman, and in its 1992 and 1983 an.. el
reports required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act, 0MB has made it clear that it is sensitive to
the problem. However, none of these statements
has any "force of law" behind them, and in the
absence of pr.;cissi policy, agencies are still able
to engage in information activities that have a
deleterious effect on the marketplace.

We are not concerned with marketplace
implications of government activity strictly as
hypothetical problem. Over the years, the
industry has dealt with a number of government
initiatives that posed serious threats to RA
member companies. In some oases we were able
to have some effect and to redirect the
government program in a way lees harmful to the
private sector, but we have not always been
successful. The following Is by no mew
exhaustive but it gives an indication of some of
the problems. Moreover, we readily acknowledge
that each example was fat more complex, with
its own degree of subtlety, and that brief
description cannot adequately convey the full
implications of any cif these examples.

When the Government Printing Office
began to distribute free microform as an
alternative to paper documents to
government depository libraries, the first
set of titles offered was one that had
already been placed on the market by
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private sector firm, Congressional
Information Service.

The Commerce Department offered the
Commerce Information Retrieval Service
(C1R3), an online search service of private
sector databases, which competed directly
with information brokers, or retailers. Not
only were prices set unrealistically low, the
search personnel were comparatively ill-
trained: their relatively non-pmductive
search results left first time clients with e
negative perception of the value of private
online databases.

The Commerce Department also proposed
to develop Worldwide Information and
Trade System (WITS) riLiSi would have
ofi...red on a global computer network a
vast array of international business
information, the overwhelming majority of
which vies already available 'mm private
sector sources.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics, in
responding to legitimate and reasonable
requests th "' it use electronic technology
to distribute the current economic
stathitica it traditionally published in news
release form, proposed me information
processing service that would have allowed
non-government users to process their data
on government provided computers.

The Office of ?Wird R.ter, after
raising the price of the daily paper copy of
t'v Federal Register to a level which
recovered the marginal cost of its printing
and distribution, initiated the daily
productior, of microform edition at a
price about 40% lees than the paper copy;
this new format was authorized despite the
existence of half dozen private sector
publlsh,ne of the Federal Register in
microfilm, including one, Capitol Services,
Inc., which published daily microfiche
edition.

The National Technical Information Servicebegan the ournaice, a
document delivery opertion that provided
photocopies not only of government
produced information, but also private
sector journal items.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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After announcinv that it would not be able
to produce a et.rtain file based on the 19P0
Census, and After a private sector company
(Donnelly Marketing) announced It woulo
make the r ecessary investment to produce
the file, tte Census Be -eau reversed its
decision; it dal ,ugh the private
sector company agreed to make its file
available to the Census Bureau and the
entire federal government at no cost.

The Census Bureau also announced that it
was not going to produce certain software
that could be used to process Census data.
A private sector firm (DIJALats) was
established to create the software, but as
its product was coming to market, the
Census Bureau again reversed Itself and
made the software available. The psi late
sector firm .t out of business.

The National Library of Medicine developed
a database of bibliographic records
predom. °Intl), based on Journal articles
published by the private sector, and for six
years charged all users maximum fee of
$15 an hhir, far below the pries' private
sector vendors would have to charge for the
same promict. This charge was recently
increased to a maximum of $22 an hour
which, it is claimed, recovers the cost of
accessing the system, but does not recover
any of the costs of creating the
information.

The National Library of Medicine also
created a sat-ware pacQ-e, the Integrated
Library System, which competes with the
products of at least two private sector
companies (Warner-Eddiaon Associates and

hstow Information Services). It Is
e;ed that FILM personnel approached

Comstow es potential purchasers of library
software, and after they received detailed
information - the software's functionality,
similar des.., features were Incorporated in
ILS.

The nee° to look critically at this issue is spurred
botl. oy the tc.zhnolagical developments that lead
to an increasing amount of Information in
electronic form and by the marketplace
Jevelopmuits that have given Ps an increasing
number of entrepreneurs who are willing to take
the neessary risks to make more and better
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information products and services available to
the American public and the world marketplace
as well.

It appears to ur that the draft Circular is a
significant step in addressing t..e problem of
government competition. The Circular
recognizes thst government is f.equently called
upon to diosemmate Information, but It wir 'v
puts forth a svelte of considerat vs an egg., /
must review before undertaking dissemination
program. Section 8a.(8) states that agencies
shall

Disseminate government information products
and services only where:

(a) Dissemination Is either require° by law,
or
(b) Dissemination is escantlal to the
agency's accomplishing Its mission, and the
products or services do not duplicate
similar prc-Jucts or services that are
already pin sided by other government or
private sector organizatiorr or that could
reasonably be expected to be wovided by
them in the absence of agene;
dissemination.

The Circular continues with requiremer" that
agency dissemination activities, that have passed
the foregoing test, should then be done In a
manner that reaches the right constituency; is
coat effective and places "maximum feasible
reliance on the private sector ;" and recovers
costs, whey appropriate, in accordance with
OMB Circular A-25. Moreover, It calls for a
periodic review of the continued need for the
activity.

USER CHARGES FOR
WirOWAIN5WPWMUCTS AND 8ERVIC11121
Closely related to the question of competition Is
the question of Acing. We think it is necessary
to stress that the fundamental position of the
Information industry Association generally argues
ag.Inst the government's offering commercial
information products and services. Many such
government Information activit, 3 are simply
inappropriate and their presence inhibits the
creation and expansion of similar private sector
products and services. In such a context, the
reed for a discussion of pricing Is nonexistent.
However, we do acknowledge in our policy
statement that there may be circumstances in
which, "as a last resort," such products and

ark.4,4iWik Y9(.1". '
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services may be offered. in these situations,
prices should be set carefully to diminish
potential "competition" with the pri,te sector.
According to our policy statement, "that price
should, with rare exceptions, be sufficient to
recover all costs incurred in the development,
production and dissemination of the particular
information product."

The general requirement for implementing user
fees comes from 31 USC 9201, which was
originally enacted as Title V of the independent
Offices Appropriation Act of 1952. OMB policy
regarding user fees is contained in Circular A-25
(September 23, 1959), which according to the
Solicitation of Public Comment is also in the
process of revision. Circular A-25 does not
specifically address information products and
services.

it is In the area of coat recovery that the OMB
proposed Circular could be sharpened. While the
Circular describes with great precision the cost
recovery aspects of shared information
technoloi 'acilities (Appendix Ill, it is tar less
precise discussing whet costs need to be
,ecovered from cLssemination programs. As
mentioned above, the Circular requires that
agencies "recover costs of disseminating the
products or services through user charges, where
appropriate, in accordance with OMB Circular
A-M." However, as we have pointed out to OMB,
Circular A-25 is far from precise in its
applicability to information products and
services. Moreover, OMB has announced the'
Circular A-25 is under revision. Without knowing
now it may bt. rearsf'`d, it is impossible for us to
comment on its future applicability.

'Ve have recom nded that OMB very carefully
develop definition of "cost" that fully
recognizes all the component activities that
onmpris^ the provision of an information product
or service. In the Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981, the U.S. Senate adopted language that we
would recommend tor consideratIon. (It should
be printed out that similar language was not
included in the House version of the Act, and the
Conference Committee subsequently deleted this
language.)

The term "full cost" includes the direct and
indirect costs (including overhead), applying
generally accepted co AMC Ming principles
to the 'cited States, a .ocisted with
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(0 the administrative and intellectual
preparation of information products;
(ii) the creation and maintenance of
systems f w the storage, retrieval and
disseminat.-e of these products;
(iii) the storage and retrieval of these
products; and
(iv) the dissemination of these roducta.

(This section of the legislation dealt with the
National Library of Medicine and it describes
information products as "including catalogs,
indexes, abstracts, citation, bibliographies, or
associated document delivery.")

CONCLUSION
The Office of Management and Budget is to be
commended for its efforts in implemt 'trig its
information policy functions under the .aperwurk
Reet.dtion Act. The Information industry
Association Is grateful for the opportunity to
share its views on this subject. It is our intention
to file a statement with OMB before the end of
the 60-day comment period. U it .could be useful
to the Subcommittee, we would be .'sd to
provide a copy of this statement for inclusion in
the record of this hes2ing. As this point, It would
be my pleasure to answer any questions you
might have.

Information Industry Association
3'6 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE ;,400
Washington, DC 20003

202/544-1972
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INTRODUCTION

For its nearly 17 year history, the Information Industry
Association has had an active effective government
relations program, which has brought 11A members
together to voice their opinion and make a difference.

Very often the issue that united us involved determining
the appropriate roles for government and private sector
interests in the provision of information products and
services. Over the years, IIA has sought to curb the
growth and avert the start of government information
activities that we felt were more appropriately performed
by the market driven private sector; we alsc strongly
called for the use of private sector contractors to
perform government information activities that the
market would not support.

in 1983, it became obvious that 11A needed a basic
statement of principle concerning the appropriate
roles of the private and public sectors that sought to
explain clearly why IIA was concerned about govern-
ment information activities. A small task force spent
countless hours ,ummarizing the many philosophical
arguments that the industry had developed over the
years into a single document, a position paper that
neatly captures the most important aspects of this
issue. The paper was approved by our Public Policy &
Govunment Relations Council and the IIA Board of
Directors. It is now in its second printing.

I am pleased to provide a copy of this major state-
ment for distribution to policy makers in the govern-
ment aad other interested people. We will continue to
seek wide support in attempting to get the principles
in the position paper incorporated into our national
policy.
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I want to express my heartfelt appreciation to all the HA
members who worked to make this statement a reality,
not only those who participated in the drafting, but
those whose tireless efforts over the past 17 years have
breathed life into this fundanental statement of
philosophy.

Paul G. Zurkowsld
President

April. 1985
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Meeting Information Needs
in the

New Information Age

The world has entered a new age, the age of
information. Fostered by the explosive
development of computer and

communications technology, information is
compiled, stored, processed and distributed in ways
undreamed of a few years ago. The information
revolution has replaced the industrial revolution as
the moving force in transforming our world and
reshaping our lives.

The ultimate impact of this revolution the
changes it creates in how we live, what we do.
where we live, and how we relate to one another as
individuals and as nations can only be dimly
perceived in this threshold period. Yet profound
changes are 'aking place. If we manage them
wisely, they should contribute in a major way to the
economic, social and political betterment of the
world in which we live :rnportant in themselves,
these changes in information capability may be
even more import:int to society through the
multiplier effect they will have on progress in
countlff s other fields of human endeavor.
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How we let this new world evolve, and the
controlling public policy that we establish,
can substantially affect the result. We

believe that the cornerstone of information policy
should be primary and increasing reliance on the
private sector and the information marketplace
rather than on the public sector for providing
information products and services. Not only will
such reliance provide the most effective response
to society's Averse and expanding information
needs, but it will also bring about that result in a
way that will safeguard and enhance essential
freedoms.

It is not accidental that the Constitution, by
specifically allowing "copyrights" whereby
authors receive exclusive rights in their works,

encourages reliance on private rather than
government efforts in creating and providing
information products and services. Nor Is it
accidental that the first among the amendments
contained in the Bill of Rights of the Con-titution,
which taken together provide the strongest
protection of individual liberty in human history,
stays the hand of government from "abridging the
Freedom of Speech, or the Press," or, to put it in
today's context, interfering with the compilation and
dissemination of information by its citizens. Indeed,
the First Amendment might well be called the
"information" amendment.

2
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In today's world the message of that amendment is
not that government has to cease all information
activities. Since the early days, and generally with
useful purpose, the government has been involved
with the creation and distribution of information
critical to our national interest, and will continue to
be. Census data and reports of Congressional
proceedings are but two examples.

On the other hand, in the infoimation world of
tomorrow with its radically new methods of meeting
society's information needs methods undreamed
of 200 years ago the underlying premise of the
First Ainendment surely means that government
should not pi-v the dominant role in providing
information nor a domineering role in the control of
information developed by others. The two roles are
interrelated. The right of the people will be best
secured and the essential character of our free
society more rigorously preserved and enhanced if
the technology driven revolution is allowed to
develop with these principles kept constantly in
mind.

p. rivate sector information capability is
expanding exponentially. The competitive
drive to anticipate and fulfill user needs is

intensifying. These needs are best integrated in the
give and take of the marketplace.

i
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Public policy in this regard has two elements. One
is the regulatory framework that government seeks
to impose on the information/communications
industry. That framework should be minimal and
receding as information sources and methods of
distribution proliferate. The other element in
information policy is government involvement in the
information marketplace which results in
"competition" with the private sector. Such
competition exists where government creates or
provides information products or services,
particularly enhanced products or services,
comparable to thGse which have been Of could be
readily created or provided by private sector
sources. This competition should be minimized;
that is, where the private 'ector is meeting or can
meet an information need, the government should
not compete.

Important at any time, a recognition of this basic
principle is particularly vital today as our society
moves through the early stages of the information
revolution. The final pattern of the informational
relationship between public and private sector will
be s 't not by a single sweeping edict, but rather by
the day-to-day application of this basic principle to
innumerable and perhaps seemingly
inconsequential situations where competition has
arisen or may arise. There shot,ld be an ongoing
presumption in favor of the private sector, a

presumption which may be rebuttable in a limited
number of situations.

- 4
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If this principle is consistently followed in the
innumerable and yet unforeseeable situations that
are sure to arise, our information system will be
strengthened decision by decision, and society's
enjoyment of freedom will be steadily enlarged. The
peoples' need for information will be more
effectively met.

he specific elements of a guiding policy
relating to public sector or private _.ector
information competition should be as

follows:

I. Government should not develop and
disseminate new information products or
services that compete with those already
available from or planned by, or which could be
provided by, private sector sources. Nor should
new formats for existing government
information products or services be developed
by government when private sector sources are
equipped to offer or are already offering such
formats. Government information products or
services currently being offered should be
carefully reviewed periodically to make su.-
that continued production and dissemination
serve a need that still exists and that is not
being met or cannot be readily met by private
sector sources and are done in a manner that
diminishes potential "competition" with the
private sector.
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2. Where there is a genuine, demonstrable
and critical need for an information product or
service not currently provided (or likely to be
provided) by the private sector, government
should take the following steps in order of
prie' y:

First, encourage the private sector to meet
the need:

Second, provide secondary inducements
for the Ovate sector to meet the need
through such mechanisms as subsidies,
loans, grants, tax credits, etc.;

Third, if the private sector cannot fulfill a
demonstrable and significant information
need, contract out to the private sector
the development of the needed product or
service;

Fourth, when as a last resort to meet the
need the government does produce such
an information product or service, make it
available in a way and at a price that
diminishes potential "competition" with
the private sector. That price should, with
rare exceptions, be sufficient to recover all
costs incurred in the development,
production and dissemination of the
particular information product.

6
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3. All information products or services
provided by government should be reviewed
periodically in the light of expanding private
sector capabilities with a view toward, wherever
possible, encouraging the private sector to
meet information needs by becoming involved
in the production and distribution of such
products and services.

If these policies are adopted now and carefully
adhered to in the years ahead, the information
society now evolving will enhance the freedom as
well as contribute significantly to the economic well
being of people everywhere.
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The information Industry Association represents
nearly 400 companies involved in all aspect, of the
collection, storage, processing and distribution of in-
formation content in the commercial marketplace.
The Association was established in 1968. Its offices
are in Washington, D.C., three blocks from the United
States Capitol.

Members

Aaron/Smith Associates, Inc.
ABC-Clio information Services
Academic Press, Inc.
Access Innovations Inc.
ADMAX
Aerospace Database--AIAA
Aerospace Online (Ziff -Davis)
Agri Data Network
All American Cables and Radio, Inc.

(ITT)
Alpha Systems Resource
American Banker (International

Thomson)
American Express Service

Establishment Expansion
Analysis Technology, Inc.
Aspen Systems Corporation
AT&T
AT&T Bell Laboratories Library Network
AT&T Communications
AT&T Consumer Products
AT&T In ornation Systems Division
Auerbach Pnblishers Inc. (International

Thorns°, )
Au .Ex Syr. -"Is (Xerox)
Be ik of Am% :Ct. Horn-. Banking

iervices
*ne SYSTEMS Cerooration

L Howell Publication ProlJcts
Bell: Lath Corpo 'Ilion
Beru. Associates, Limited
The Berwick Group
Betawest Properties, Inc. (U S West)
Bibliographic Retrieval Services
BioSciences Information Service
B NA Database Publishing Unit
BNA Video Group
BNA's Research & Special Projects

Division
R. R. Bowker Company (Xerox)
Bovine & Company
Brett le Research Corporation
Broad Run Enterprises. Inc.

(International Thomson)

Broadcast Advertisers Reports, Inc.
BUC Information Services
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
Burrelle's Information Search Services
Burson Marsteller New Communications
Business International Corporation
California Database
Callaghan & Company (International

Thomson)
Cambridge Research Institute
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts

(Disclosure)
Carrollton Press, Inc. (International

Thomson)
CES Publishing Corporation

(international Thomson)
Citibank Information Management
Citibank investor Services Technology

Group
Clark Boardman Company, Ltd.

(International Thomson)
COADE (International Thomson)
Commodity News Services, Inc.

(iinight-Ridder)
Compucon, Inc. (A.C. Nielsen)
COMPUSEARCH Market & Social

Research Limited
Comtex Scientific Corporation
Conference Board Data Base
Congressional Information Service, Inc.

(Elsevier)
Col:latum Inc.
Creative Strategies ink iatlonal

(Business international)
Credit Su:eau (Equifax:)
Cuadra Ansociates, Inc.
Cushman & Wakefield. Inc.
D&B Computing Services
Dein Bosworth Technology Group
DAMAR
DATA BASE USER SERVICE
Data Cable Corporation
Data Courier Inc

8
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D.A.T.A.
Data-I ase, Inc.
DATALINI Lida
Data Re allot er, Inc. (McGraw 11111)
Database Asia
Database Servk es, Int .
D atallne hicorporated
DATAPRI SS In(
Datapro Research Corp (McGraw-MI)
DATAQIJFST Incorporatod

(A.0 Nielsen)
Datasolve Database Information Service
Datatek Corporation
D atext,
Denvent, Int. (International Thomson)
Malcom International, Inc. (ITT)
DIALOG Information Serykes, Inc.
Digital Equipment Corporation Videotex

Marketing Group
Lisclosure
F. W. Dodge alvision (McGraw -Hill)
Donnelley Marketing Information

Serykes (D&B)
Reuben H. Donnelley (D&B)
Dow Jones & Cow, ny, Inc.
Dowden C Icatlons
Dun & Bradstreet Canada Limited
The Dull & Bradstreet Corporation
Dun & Bradstreet Cre lit Senikel
Dun & Bradstreet international
Dun E. Bradstreet Operations
Duo's Marketing Serrices
DilicsNet
I anther' Publishing (International

Thomson)
The I collation Public Akins and Tra.a

Servk es, USA
I 1C/toleillgence In(.
I le, Ironic Publishing Co., In(.
I lectronistore Services incorporated

(II K. Duielley)
I tsevier Science Publishing Co.. In(
I isevier U.S I foldIngs, Inc
11' VIRONI T (COMSAT)
I quatorlal Communk atimi S wit el
I guilds Cent,' lot Inlotniat'on Research
I quitax Inc,
I igosyst Motto hr(
1 xcerpla Medici+ (I Nether)
I set olive Telecom (BNA)
I rev I tor lopeedle (Dud)
I axon Network Servk es

,ND/SVP
INIS (Bank Marketing Also( lotion)

I IRS I Intern/dim ' 'mu/Harlon
I %lel Information `-- ans, Inc ((1 S

West)
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1 lsher-Stevens. Inc. (BNA)
FOCUS Research Systems. Inc. (D&B)
France Telecom. Inc.

rost £ Sawn'. Inc.
Gale Research Company
Gannett New Media Services. Inc.
Gartner Group
Garvin Information Ser-es
Goulston £ Storrs/Route I20
Greenwood Press (El tevier)
Gregg Corporation
Grolier Electronic Publisht.-g, Inc.
Group L Corporation
GTE Telenet Communications Network

Appkatieis
GTE Telenet National Accounts
G. K. Nall & Co, (ITT)
Hallmark Cards Video Cominuokations
Harris FJectronic Maws
Harris Inlormalon Servkes
HASTINGS TECHNICAL EQUITIES
Healthcare Information Services

Division, McGraw-Hill Intor nation
Systems Company

Hollander Publishing Coy ay, Inc.
Houghton Mifflin Co- ty. H nlerence

DhAsion
I ITONLINt-
ICOMX
ICS Computing (Limited) Ireland
'11A Ireland

aiternalional Database Services
...COM International (international

Thomson)
Info Glooe (International Thomson)
'nformatics Information Systems £

Services
I, mutation Access Company (7.111-

Davis)
information America
Informatital Consultants In . (bNA)
INFORM 'ION/DOCUMFV:TA non.

Inc.
Information Marini, Indicators, Inc
Information Marker log International (7.111

Davis)
information out Demand, Int

( Verger vion)
Information Resew( In(
the Inh-orialloti Store Inc
INI ()SOURCE, li.c.
INMAGIC INC (Warner tddlson)
institute for Sc tific
Institutional Networks (Instinct)
bile's( live Data Cosporatkni
lusters live Images
Interline C orlon Semi( es, In(.

0.1 S Wes
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International Business Machines
Corporation

International Data Corporation
International Development Center
International Market Net
International Standard Information

Systems
International Thomson Business Press,

Inc.
International Thomson Holdings
International Thomson Information Inc.
Intemati )nal Thomson Professional

Publishing
Intertec Publishing Corp. (ITT)
ISS Company of Okasa span
ITT Bobbs-Merrill Edu,:a nal Publishing
ITT Communications Services, Inc.
ITT Publishing Inc.
ITT World Communications Inc.
ITT World Directories
KEYCOM Zlectronk Publishing
KLIIWER
Kraus Thomson Organisation I Imited
Kyodo News International, Inc.
Lambert Publications. Inc.
Landmark Publishing (U S West)
LaserData, Inc.
Learned Information, Inc.
Legi-Slate, Inc. (Washington Post)
Arthur D. Little Information Inch ttry

Services
UN^ Resources, Inc.
LINE esources Corporation

(In ,inational Data Corp.)
LOGIN
Longman Inc.
Lotus Development Corporation
Rufus S. Lusk & Son, Inc.
Mainstay Software Corporation
Marcus Information Systems,

Incorporated
Maritime Data Network, Ltd.
Market Informati, n, Lac. ;united

Telecom)
Marquis Who's Who In,
McGraw-Hill Book Co nprly
McGraw-Hill Broaricastmg Cor;.pany,

Inc.
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
McGraw-Hill Information Systems

Company
McGraw-Hill International Book

Company
McGraw-Hill Publications Company
MCTeI
Mead Data Central
Media General, Inc.
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Menlo Corporation
Meredith Corporation
Metrics Resea n Corporation
The Nellie Company (ITT)
MIW Associates
Money Market Directories
Moody Investors Service (D&B)
Moore Data Management Services
Mountain Bell Holdings (U S West)
MPSI Systems Inc.
MTech Information Center Services

Ded-'on Systems
National Demographics R Lifestyles
National Planning Dab Corporation
NDX Corporation
NERAC
NETECH Communications (U S West)
Nevada Bell
The New York Times Syndicated Sales
NewsBank, Inc.
Newsday Videotex Services (Times

Mirror)
NewaNet, Inc.
Newsweek (Washington Post)
Nielsen Business Services
Northwestem Bell (U S West)
NYNEX Corporation
Occupational Health Services, Inc.
Office Automation Systems and

Technology Magazine
Official Airline Guides (D&B)
Ogilvy & Mather Videotex Development

Group
Oh'o Real Estate Services, Inc.
One Point, Incorporated
The Oryx Press
Oxr ridge Communications, Inc.
P0.1fiC Bell
',.acffic Northwest 13e11 (U S West)
Pacific Tei,sis Corporation
Pacffi- Telesis International
Participation Syster 's Inc.
PacTel Communicati, ns Systems
PacTel Directory
PacTel Finance
Pa' Tel Mobile Access
PacTel Properties
PacTel Publishing
PacTel Services
J. C. Penney Videotex Services
Pergamon InfoLine, Inc.
Petroleum Information Corporation

(A.C. Nielsen)
Pharmaco - Medical Documentation, Inc.
Philips Subsystems and Peripheral, Inc.
Phillips Publishing Publications Group
PLASPEC
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Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Duncan, the circular distinguishes between
acceso and dissemination. Do you find that a useful distinction?

Mr. DUNCAN. Yes, sir, I believe it is useful.
I would like Bob Willard, who has been thinking about the dis-

tinction, to address this.
Mr. WILLARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very pleased with the distinction. I think it allows us to ap-

proach information policy in a much more rational way.
I think we have beer blessed in this Government with a rich tap-

estry that allows access to the products, to the intellectual products
that have been developed as a result of taxpayer dollars. Part of it
is through active dissemination programs. That is where the Gov-
ernment makes a decision that informatior has to reach a wider
audience, that it is not erected to be used inside the agencies but it
does have to get out.

I* has a number of mechanisms for accomplishing this. There isth }PO sales program. There is also the National Technical Infor-
mation Service, which has a publishing program but essentially
on-demand publishing. it says, in effect, "We are set up and ready
to give you a document that we think you might want; you have to
ask for it."

But then, in addition to that, we have access to a whole range of
additional information, and this subcommittee knows that better
than any other organization. on the Hill through the Freedom of
Information Act.

Fran Buckley indicated that that io a complex and sometimes
costly mechanism, and I would agree, except that the presence of
the Freedom of Information Act, which affords access, also creates
an environment or spirit in which Government agencies realizedthat they have I make the information available anyhow under
force of law. So ',ey might as well make it available. And frequent-
ly, all it takes is picking up the telephone and calling an agency
and you get the information you need without any foi final Freedom
of Information Act procedure.

I think this is all part of the spirit. So it is a spec, -um that
ranges from a very formal publishing program to a very easily
managed phone call to get information. I think it works.

Now, there is the additional aspect that we tried to weave into
our testimony, and that is that frequently Go...mment's informa-
tion objectives are met by the Government not having to take any
action at all. By sirni'y creating the information and then having
an environment in which entrepreneurs can make decisions and
take actions, the information needs of the public at large are met.

That is why I am very pleased we are sitting at the same table
with our colleagues from the library community because we are all
involvad in the same business; that is, making information avail-
able to the public at large.

There will be a lot of people who are interested in what goes on
at this hearing. Now, within the next few days under the rules ofthe House, they can come into your suocommittee office and read
the transcript. That is a pretty difficult thing to They can wait
3 or 4 weeks, or mont'is, to see the printed hearing, and either get
it by ordering it directly from your subcommittee or getting it
through GPO or going to a depository library.
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In the meantim he private sector will have reported it, and in
tomorrow's paper you will be able to read about this hearing.

So I think we see agair the private sector responding to opportu-
nities to create products, information products, based upon Govern-
ment information, and it works.

Mr. ENGLISH. Do you have any objection to the circular's position
on access?

Mr. WILLARD. No.
Mr. ENGLISH. No problems?
Mr. WILLARD. I think it says it has to be in accordance with the

law. We certainly can't disagree with that.
Mr. ENGLISH. NIr. Duncan, I want to offer an analogy between in-

formation and fire. Once you have a fire, you can give it away to
others indefinitely without diminishing your own supply. Informa-
tion is pretty much the same way. No matter how many people
copy the information, you still have every bit that you started with.
How does this characteristic of information affect its pricing?

Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Chairman, first, I worry a little bit by the
thinking of information as a fire. because I view fire as destructive.,
and I view information as product;ve, but setting that aside, the re-
usable side of it is certainly correct.

And the thing I think we have to remember when we look at in-
formation is information does not become available in any costless
manner. There are costs of collecting information, organi7ing it,
and processing it, as well as accessing it.

My own company spends $250 million a year collecting informa-
tion which we resell at the e.-d of the year. We hope we have re-
ceived more revenues than our costs of collecting and disseminat-
ing that information.

The pricing of information that we typically follow, of course, is
to relate the value of that information t., the user, so some infor-
mation is sold at a less, in terms of individual data elements, other
information is sold at a profit, because of very small set of people
find it highly valuable in a short-order time.

My job within my own company is to disseminate agreeing statis-
tics, which is our information which we give away, because we
want people to know about the information. We can only do that
bowuse the details behind that are valuable to many of our cus-
tomers.

So i don't think that the reuseability criterion by itself is a basis
far dc-cermining what pricing policy should be.

Mr. ENGLISH. In the long run, can you set a price for information
tht is much higher than the marginal cost of distribution?

Mt. DUNCAN. By definition, if there is a profit, that will be the
case.

Mr. ENGLISH. I said muct 1 igher.
Mr. DUNCAN. Well, I int an, is this going to take us back to the

earlier discussion you had about the SEC. For the institution that
is moving millions and even billions of drillers, paying $40,000 or
$50,000 for some information is well worth it.

Certainly to the .;ontractor who'3 collecting that on a broader
base, his cost is going to be less than that. There will be an enor-
mous profit there. But the question is, ''What is the area under the
curve?" I would submit that the way that this marketplace works
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on all activities is that the things that survive in the marketplace
are those for which there is a return on irn estment.

There are many failures. Look at the computer industry today,
and those people who have invested their energies in developing
the software. Because of the many personal computers out there,
some of them haven't made it. Other people have had better proc-
esses to survive in the competition that keeps our econc- iy active
and alive.

I think that is a good characterization of our society.
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Buckley, if you had the right to make one

change in the draft OMB circular, either eliminating one provision
or adding one, what change would you make?

Mr. BUCKLEY. I think my primary change wouli be one in the
direction of changing the emphasis of the circular. There are 10
pages in the circular, and there are six words that cover dissemina-
tion programs required by law such as the Depository Program,
which provides access to so many people. The emphasis is skwed,
ac cit. as I am concerned. I think there are other major problems,
an_ they go to the question you asked the previous speaker about
the definitions of access and dissemination.

Mr. ENGLISH. In deciding on publication cutbacks, what specific
procedures would you recommend that agencies should follow?

Mr. BUCKLEY. I think that a public review process that require
notice to the public regarding the possible elimination of either an
information collection activity or a dissemination activity would
allow for a broader input of information regarding the use and
reuse of the information and the need for it. That would be helpful
to the people who need to make the decision. I also think there
should be a broader group of people who are involved in those deci-
sions.

In the Depository Program periodically we see notices from agen-
cies saying that a publication is no longer going to be distributed
because it is not of public interest.

It can be something that was selected as all Government publica-
tions need to be, by 400 or 500 hundred libraries which have a sig-
nificant amount of work to do for every publication that they select
in order to make them available to the public.

They don't do that just because they like to fill their shelves.
They do that because there is a need for that information in their
community and they want to have it available to the patrons.

Mr. ENGLISH. You mentioned a number of publications that have
already been eliminated or cut back. How do you know which pub-
lications are most used by your clients? Do you have any formal
program to determine this use?

-1r. BUCKLEY. There are no formal programs. I think you can de-
tei mine use generally by the number of libraries which select such
items. In each library, we recognize the amount of use given to
items.

At the Detroit Public Library, for example, we buy 30 to 50
copies of so _le government publications in addition to the one copy
we receive on deposit, so that we can place copies of things that
will be in great demand or that are needed for reference use in all
of our branches and in multiple departments.
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There is an individual judgment based on the need in the par-
ticular community by each library for the number of copies that
they would need of thr material.

As I alluded to, however, there is a cooperative agreement among
depository libraries for interlibrary loan, so that if you did not
select a document that was requested in your library, you could
borrow it from another depository which received it.

So there is a backup mechanism for obtaining the material or
the information if you don't have it in your particular library.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr Miller?
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Buckley, when you get right down to it, is it

really possible to cut down on the dissemination of obscure or use-
less reports without restricting the flow of information, the free
flow of information?

Mr. BUCKLEY. Well, we have had long discussions in the library
community about the difficulties of managing the output of the
Federal Government, the number of publications that come, and
the complexities involved. But every time we start talking about a
publication which someone wants to nominate as the most obscure
unused publica'ion that should not be sent to libraries, there is
someone else to say but they just used that last week with a
patron, whe;:her it is a study by the Corps of Engineers on building
a dam, or a study of the forebrain of the white albano mouse.

There are very specialized publications that come out, but we
have people, companies, and institutions who need to have access
to that information.

Li'. the Detroit Public Library, a major research library, we see
not only average citizens and s:..udents, we have General Motors
and Ford and other compa relying on our collections of infor-
mation, Government information as well as other information.

So, we see the broad benefit of *'le Depository Program, that
allows for the publications to be produced in reasonable quantities
based upon their need, so that, indeed, the more obscar 3r more
technical materials are distributed to a base number or :ibraries.

The kind of program that we would like to sae adopted is one
that allows for the flexibility that we all want. We aren't saying
the Government needs to publish a million copies of some obscure
publication.

Publish it and make it available :n base systems such as the De-
pository Program where it will be accessible over a long term for
public access, allow other Government sales programs and the pri-
vate sector to republish as needed.

We, too, want to see a multiplicity of channels and programs for
dissemination, but we don't want to see an exclusion of channels of
access. Unfortunately, my reading of the OMB circular would lead
me to believe that there would be a definite skewing of distribution
only through the private sector. The six little words that talk about
dissemination as required by law, I am afraid as they are interpret-
ed by agency managers, will not be recognized in their full import.

I can't imagine that every agency publication manager goes
pouring through the United States Code looking for all of the laws
which may require dissemination and I think that the ch cular as it
is proposed is not ample tc provide instructions to those managers.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
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Ms. Cooxx. I just want to make ; ,oint for Mr. Miller's sake. I
was out in Seattle meeting with the Washington Library Associa-
tion last week during National Library Week, and meeting with
some of our Government documents librarians, I was rei *nded
there of something I hadn't really thought of in recent times, that
among the various users of government documents, perhaps some
of the heaviest users on a regular basis, are thr people in inunici-
pal services. They come in, get hearings records, and Government
reports. These are regularly uses, gad I think some we
haven't touched on is the wliole concept of federalism as we
to look at the use of document., and their cost. It is going to be very
costly if we put everything on a bookkeeping basis to eve-y level of
government, starting with the Federal level having to buy back
many of the things that they are tantra -ting out.

Mr. Mniuut. Thank you.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Owens, do you nave questions you

would like to ask?
Mr. OwENS. Thank you very much for the opportunity.
Mr. Duncan, information is a record of either a phenomenon that

is observed, or 't is a record of decisions that are made, and the
Federal Government in both case.; is probably the world's greatest
producer of information either from the phenomena that are ob-
served, woulrl you call it collections, er from the decisions that are
made at various levels in the Federal Government.

We produce more information than other entities. You said the
marketplace decisions and the mechanisms of the marketplace
should rule supreme in this whole matter of dissemination of infor-
mation. What kind of system do you think we should have to get a
fair price for the proaucts that the Government generates?

If the information industry is going to sell information, should
they not pay the Government for the raw material, for example,
the court decisions that are made, if those court decisions have al-
ready been made by the taxpayers because they paid the salaries of
the judges, paid for the administration of the courts, and when de-
cisions are filially made, the taxpayers foot the cost for that.

Now, if decisions are made and the only the way they are going
to be available is through commercial vendors, the people can't
purchase that information any other way. So it is going to be made
available only urough commercial vendors.

What should the commercial vendor pay to the Government for
that information? What is a fair system for determining that?

Mr. DUNCAN. My statement had two parts to it. One was, I said
the priorities on information dissemination and what is needed by
our general public are best determined in the marketplace. Be-
cause of tt.e dive -sity interests E.nd needs that are expressed,
some people assume that every court decioion needs to be recorded;
soicie entrepreneus may go and figure out a system for collecting
and disseminating it if it is not available through another mecha-
nism.

I also said, as the second tart of my presentation, that there are
many government functions that are fundamental info ination
processing. Certainly, the courts are one dimension of that whole
process. Holding hearings is an information function of the Govern-
ment.
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The question is, how far the Government responsibility goes in
disseminating or in effect, marketing that information? One could,
on behalf of the subco-nmittee, I suppose, set up a subgroup whose
task it was to make sure everybody in the country got a copy of
this hearing and to followup, by advertising in the newspapers, and
se :ng how many people wanted it published.

it may be a hardbound edition, sc it looks nice on the library
shelf. If it is paper copy, they may think it is a low-quality set of
hearings. My point is that defining where that transition lies is a
very difficult process. I see the OMB circular as a mechanism to
focus the archiving issue, the collection iss.,e, and the user fee
issue ir. one central concept of policy, and I certainly am not capa-
ble to sit here as a witness to define for you where all those lines
are, nor do I think OMB can do that either.

I think what you need is a public process of review and over-
sight. My own personal view is that OMB is the most l^qical place
to have that oversight in the executive branch of Government, be-
cause of its many concerns from paperwork reduction on the
public, to the budget, to general policy.

I also believe---
Mr. Owxxs. Cost cutting and cost recovery functions only. If that

is the case, then you take the argument of cost recovery to its natu-
ral conclusion. If we lease Federal land and somebody drills for oil,
they pay a royalty or they pay for every barrel of oil they produce.

If we give you information provided by the Federal Government,
should this commercial provider of that information not pay the
Government a royalty for every time that information is sold?

If you carry it to cost recovery, it would be until the costs are
recovered?

Mr. DUNCAN. Congressman, I understand that, and in fact, I
think one of the user fee issues will be, for example, as the SEC
said in an earlier part of the hearing: the cost to the wholesalers,
to the redistributors, and how does that relate to the cost of the
initial collection.

Those are fundamental issues. I don't think you can write them
out in a circular and define themmy point is that there needs to
be an oversight process for the executive branch to consider those
policies.

Likewise, the point I was trying to make before you made the
other statement, was that there needs to be oversight in the Con-
gress and there probably needs to be a

Library
nongovernmental

oversight function, either groups like the Library Association, HA
and others, to all three of them dealing with the individual specific
cases as they come to fruition.

I think these are very complicated issues. I sat for 8 years worry-
ing about what should be cur priorities in the Federal Government
for collecting general-purpose statistics, and let me just state for
the record that it is very, very hard to find out a priori what infor-
mation of a statistical nature people want to have.

Fcr example, we had very little information on energy prior to
the oil embargo, and then we invested a vast amount of effort in
trying to get some of that information. We found that many people
didn't use it, and now we revert back to the position somewhat be-
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tween what we had before the embarg and what we had in the 5
years after that.

Those were in effect government- and marketplace- resolved
issues, first of the spp.opriate need for information; second, dis-
semination of information.

Mr. OWENS. I don't want to abuse the committee's generosity and
take too much time. You have just said you think the best agency,
the best unit in government, the Federal Government, to carry out
this function is OMB. Are you saying that within the entire appa-
ratus of the Federal Government'

Mr. DUNCAN. I am saying that OMB is the appropriate place for
the policy and principles to be put together in an integrated way.
Even in the draft circular that is before us, 0M13 has recognized it
does not have the resources to do raany things. It has delegated a
number of aspects

Mr. OwENS. Can you pinpoint exactly who has the responsibility
for deciding what information is going to be produced or curtailed
or put into lectronic format? I have a hard time reading the OMB
circular to pinpoint exactly who makes the decision, who is it who
decides that monthly labor reviews a... soiing to be done on a quar-
terly basis now instead of a monthly basis?

I haven't been able to find out exactly who made the decision
whether it is forced on the agency by OMB ahead of time by saying
you have to cut your budget down to a certain level and you make
a decision about how you are going to cut it or -vhethei they send
out some information suggesting what you should cut?

If that decision is being made somewhere else, should we, the pri-
vate sector and public sector focus on that unit and try to get some
kind of criteria established within that unit and the beet qualified
people established there, in order to serve both your interest and
the private sector and public sector?

Mr. DUNCAN. Fundamentally, Congressman, the place that the
decision process starts is the Congress. Almost all information col-
lection and processing activities are the byproduct of a piece of leg-
islation that authorizes something. We have some exceptions to
that; the Constitution mandates a census.

Mr. Owsigs. I noted that there are some questions about inter-
pretation of the Paperwork Reduction Act, and exactly how it is
being ir'erpreted wit_ this circular. Let's, not deal with he Con-
gress, let's talk specifically within the executive branch. When
those specific decisions are made, what items shall be in electronic
format only, and which items shall be both in electronic format
and in paper format, maybe in microfiche, who is going to make
those decisions, and wily are you so certain that OMB is the beet
agency to get the policy together and decide who makes those deci-
sions?

Mr. DUNCAN. There are two parts to the issue. One is who decid-
ed the priorities on individual activities, and that is the head of the
agency. It is spelled out in the circular specifically.

The OMB role is that the general policy under which the agency
head operates. Let's take the Monthly Labor Review, which I, inci-
dentally, am an avid reader of, and have been for 25 years.
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It is a very, very valuable technical publication that provides a
vast amount of detailed methodological information 1.,..iond individ-
ual data series that we read about every day in the newspapers.

It also provides interesting and analytical results of those sur-
veys. It is not, however, the basic way in which the consumer price
;ndex or the producer price index or seriss are released.

The information in the Monthly Labor Review is quite lagging
from the release of that information which is available through
press releases, and now BLS iiaa electronic delivery systeugs, so you
can literally, as a member of the public, get instant access to the
information at the same time it is available to the press.

So, there is obviously a judgmPnt that needs to be made by in
this case, probably by the Commissioner of Labor Statistics, as to
the best place to put resources for dissemination and publication,
within the limited budget of that agency.

She, I am sure, has made a decision that the top priority is to get
data out in a timely fashion and to let the detsils of the analytical
background come out quarterly. The full niformation will still be
available; it is just that there will not be a publication every
month.

That is an. agency head decision, and I would very seriously
doubt anybody in OMB would be presumptuous enough to think to
go into that decision and try to make that type of choice.

Mr. ()warm. I don't doubt that at all. One more question I would
like to address to Mr. Buckley. In this circular, if I read it correct-
ly, the triennial reviews that will be conducted, maybe the agency
head has some decisionmaking powers from year to year, although
that is not yet clear.

How much pressure is on and how much does the budget process
squeeze that agency to make a decision? There are triennial re-
views called !or as specified in the Paperwork Reduction Act. Those
triennial reviews will be conducted by some unit somewhere in the
General Services Administration.

I am cur to know, who is the head of this unit in the General
Services Administration who will be in charge of the triennial re-
views? What kind of qualifications would you think the people
that unit would have to have in order to make these kinds of
sweeping decisions about what an agency should be doing with re-
spect to its information generation?

Mr. BUCKLEY. Well, I don't want to sound flip, but I think the
person should have been a reference librarian serving the public
for several years to see tae broad range of information that is re-
quired by the public, and uses made of the information.

The decisions has, as you have noted, very broad ramifications
for the public.

Mr. OWENS. Would you say they would have to have something
like the range of expertise you find in a place like the Congression-
al Research Service'? I am not saying that they should have the job,
but the kind of expertise they have to fall back on seems to me ap-
propriate for a unit that makes those kinds of decisions.

Mr. BUCKLEY. One needs a broad range of experience in accessing
and using Government information to supply requests and answer
the diverse questions that occur. CRS is one place

Mr. OWENS. They specialize in each one of the subject areas
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Mr. BUCKLEY. I think the idea of a public process that allows
comments from other users is also essential. I don't think any one
person is going to be able to know all the uses to which the infor-
mation may be placed, and I think that it is essential to have pro-
posed cuts known by the public at large.

One of our areatest problems in terms of dealing with this issue
is collecting the information about what has been cut or what is
under consideration for elimination. There is no single place for
that information to be announced.

Mr. OwsNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, W. Owens.
Mr. Miller, do you have any further questions?
Mr. Mum. No.
Mr. ENGLISH. I wait to thank our witnesses.
Mr. Willard.
Mr. WILLARD. If I might, there is just one additional thing I

would like to add for the record.
As has been consistent in our testimony, we argue for a primary

reliance on the private sector. I think what Congressman Owens
said, the market should rule supreme, is not a fair characterization
of our total belief. The marketplace is the first way information
.seeds can be met, but the marketplace isn't always going to meet
the needs, and it is at that point that then the political process
steps in and says OK, even though people aren't willing to buy
this, we as public policymakers say there is an overriding public
interest, and we are going to make sure that this is available, and I
think r'.e OMB circular sets up a rational policy mechanism for ac-
complishing that.

It says, first, is it already ieing done or is it reasonable that it
can be done if we are not doing it? But if those questions are an-
swered negatively, then the nett step is to go ahead and do it.

And they add an additional safeguard, that is they reouire a
periodic review to that a system isn't locked into place from that
point forward, that 5 years from now the technology may be all dif-
ferent and the Government may lave in the past set up an infor-
mation activity, but now the technology is different, it may not
need to continue to invest taxpayer money to do it, the market-
place may support it.

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you.
Mr. WILLARD. As I was sitting listening to the testimony at the

first part of this hearing, I was on the edge of my chair wanting to
share this, because in my mail this morning was Forbes magazine,
with a cover story about electronic investing. It asks, is it just an-
other computer game? The five-page article describes many of the
presently available information services to support the investment
activities that Chairman Shad had on page 20 of his testimony, to
be implemented in EDGAR.

They are already in place. When your pagers went off, he said,
"If EDGAR were around, you would be able to receive stock
quotes." There is a sidebar story about all the electronic storl-
quotes transmitted over radiowaves that are available right now.

So I think the marketplace is responding to the needs of the
American public. It isn't perfect; there will still always be a re-
quirement for the public sector to step in and meet tl iEads of
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those who are either disadvantaged, or for some other overriding
public interest. I think that the recommendation that the Ameri-
can Library Association has put forward is one that we would be in
wholehearted support of, and that is a mechanism for knowing not
only that something is going to be done away with, but also that
something is being proposed.

The more open discussion about information activities planned
for in the Government, either additions or subtraction, the better
off we all would be.

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Willard.
We will be submitting additional written questions to all of the

witnesses today, so we would appreciate a timely response to those.
Again, I want to thank our witnesses for their appearance. Thank
you very much.

There will be additional hearings on electronic information sys-
tems, and they will be announced at a later date. We will recess
subject to the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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ELECTRONIC COLLECTION AND DISSEMINA-
TION OF INFORMATION BY FEDERAL AGEN-
CIES

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,

AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:05 p.m., in room

2203, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn English (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Glenn English and Gerald D. Kleczka.
Also present: Robert M. Gellman, counsel; Euphon Metzger,

clerk; and Gregory Kilgore, minority professional staff, Committee
on Government Operations.

Mr. ENGLISH. The hearing will come to order. This is the second
in a series of hearings on electronic collection and dissemination of
information by Federal agencies. We are continuing our review of
the effect of the new computer and communications technology on
Government information activiti 38 and practices.

In April, the subcommittee took a look at SEC's EDGAR system
for collecting and disseminating securities filings. The controversy
over EDGAR continues. I note that the Energy and Commerce
Committee has expressed the opinion that EDGAR needs statutory
authorization before implementation. It will be interesting to see
where that leads.

We are going to begin tcday by considering the proposal of the
Federal Maritime Commission to establish an automated tariff
filing and informatiopnossarstem. There are many similarities be-
tween the FMC's pro and the SEC's EDGAR system. Bctii re-
quire the electronic collection of large volumes of data now stored
on paper. Both provide users outside of the agency with access to
information.

One of the interesting aspects of both systems is the combination
of internal administrative and external diesemination functions.
Both agencies w :at other users to pay all cots of the systems in-
cluding the cost attributable to internal administrative functions
Requiring the users of information to pay internal operating costs
through user fees is potentially troublesome.

The proposed FMC system is also interesting because there are
already companies providing automated tariff collection and dis-
semination services. The presence of these companies distinguishes

(185)
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the FMC's tariff system from the SEC's EDGAR system. In the
case of EDGAR, it does not appear that there are any privately of-
fered services with comparable features. In order to explore the po-
tential conflict between the FMC and the private sector. we will
also be hearing today from some of the companies -iffering tariff
automation services.

Our final witnesses at this hearing come from three agencos
that have developed electronic dissemination systems for press re-
leases and other agency data. These simple dissemination-only sys-
tems provide some different issues. We will be comparing and con-
trasting the different methods used by the agencies to make data
available.

Before we start, I want to make certain that my own position or
automated information systems is clearly understood. In general, I
believe that these systems have great potential to malm the Gov-
ernment mere efficient and Government data -ce widely avail-
able. It is not my purpose at these hearings to question the value of
automation.

My concerns about automated information systems are how they
will be operated, who will control the data, and who will pay the
bill. These are the questions that I will continue to ask. I do not
want anyone to misinterpret my questions as being in opposition to
automation. At the same time, I do not expect to be told that auto-
mation is so wonderful that the details are not important.

Our first witness today will be Mr. James J. Carey who is the
Vice Chairman of the F' feral Maritime Commission. Mr. Carey,
we will let you introduce the people who are accompanying you.

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. CAREY, VICE CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
MARITIME COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM JARREL
SMITH, JR., DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS; RONALD D. MURPHY,
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS; AND
JOHN M. BINETTI, OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL
Mr. CAREY. Yes, sir. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and thank

you. My name is Jim Carey, and I am the Vice Chairman. With me
today on my left is Mr. Jerry Smith who is our Director of Pro-
grams. On my right is Mr. Ron Murphy who heads up the working
group for our Tariff Automation Committee. And on my extreme
left is Mr. John Binetti from our General Counsel's Office who has
bandied the legal work for our committee thus far.

We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to testify before you this
afternoon on a matter that we feel is of major importance to both
the smooth functioning of Government and the economic efficiency
of the maritime community; namely, some manner of automating
tariff filing to bring our industry in consonance with the rest of the
international business world.

The issue of tariff automation is one which the maritime indus-
try and the Commission has been cognizant of for quite some time,
but for a variety of reasons the subject of automation has not been
pursued in the past. I think that we have now reache- the point
where not to do so would place the Commission's management re-
sponsibility and judgment in question.
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We currently manage one of the largest public data bases in the
world containing the tariff publications of all ocean common carri-
ers in the foreign and domestic offshore commerce of the United
States. These tariffs are basically price lists, company catalogs so to
speak, and are mandated by section 8(a) of the new Shipping Act of
1984 which requires that these tariffs be filed at the Commission.

Tariffs are not simple price sheets. Rather they are compleic doc-
uments which contain the rates, charges, and all the shipping
line's rules for packing, and size, and weight, and so forth for car-
rying goods via ocean commerce. The tariffs contain rates for each
commodity that a carrier transports, and it lists them between the
stated geographical points. And in some cases, there are three or
four pages of rules which govern the application of freight rates on
a given shipment.

By law, the carriers are prohibited from charging rates different
from those on file at the Commission, and thus the tariff stands as
a benchmark upon which to measure illegal rebating and to carry
out the enforcement mandates assigne.d to the Commission by the
Congress.

In fact, tariffs form the informational hub of the ocean transpor-
tation industry, because they are used by importers and exporters
to compare freight charges for the shipment of goods. They are
used by carriers to transmit prices and rules and regulations to all
of their sales offices as well as to their shippers, and in fact to mon-
itor the prices being charged by their competitors.

They are used by freight forwarders and nonvessel operating
common carriers to determine available freight rates to them. And
finally, they are used by the Commission to carry out our congres-
sional mandate through the analysis of rate patterns, the assess-
ment of the competitive conditions within given trades, and to gen-
erally carry out our various surveillance and enforcement responsi-
bilities.

There are several reasons that we feel drive the need to finally
automate tariff filing. More recently, section 18(a) of the new Ship-
ping Act of 1984 mandates that the Commission for 5 years collect
and analyze information on increases or decreases in the level of
tariffs.

This is literally impossible to do without the availability of auto-
mated information simply because of the immensity of the data
base involved.

Second, the tariff information itself has a great deal of economic
and competitive value to shippers, and carriers, and other import-
ers and exporters in the industry. The ability to file, and retrieve,
and evaluate tariff information has the potential of producing sig-
nificant economies in the private sector, and quite frankly in
America's ability to compete in the world market.

And then third, the sheer volume of paperwork at the Commis-
sion is making it increasingly difficult if not humanly impossible to
carry out our congressional mandate to examine and file tariff as
they are received as we as analyze the data that they contain.

Like most price list% tariff rateb are constantly changing as new
services are addeu or as new commodities are added, or as the nat-
ural dynamics of competition and the free market system dictate
changes. Today we have roughly 4,500 tariffs on file at the Com-
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mission, some literally the size of the Manhattan, NY, telephone
directory. And each time a change is made, a new page is filed.

This year, approximately 600,000 pages will be filed with the
Commission reflecting over 3 million separate rate changes. And as
the tempo of the international business arena has increased, there
has been a steady increase in the number of tariffs on file at the
Commission and the volume of annual filings over the past 20
years.

In 1965, there were only about 2,300 tariffs on file, and there
were some 8,400 tariff pages of changes that were filed during that
year. But with the increasing deluge of paperwork 't the
Commission with the 20-year change from 8,400 pages
600,000 pages, it has become overwhelming.

Not only that, but the Commission's maintenance of tariff. A in
my opinion currently accomplished in an outmoded fashion of
manually inserting new pages and reprinted pages hit° three ring
binder notebooks which are then kept open for public inspection. I
can only compare this operation to the telephone company reprint-
ing the page of a directory every time that a telephone number is
changed or a subscriber is added.

The value of tariffs to the American public, both shipper, con-
sumer, importer, and exporter is perhaps best reflected by the
value of cargo moving under these ocean tariffs and the actual
physical number of shipments.

In 1983, the total value of cargo carried in the U.S. oceanborne
foreign trade of both imports and exports was some $267 billion
worth. And well over half of this is transported in the liner trades
and is thus governed by the tariffs that are filed with the Commis-
sion.

We roughly estimate that some 12,000 bills of lading are pre-
pared each work day representing transactions or shipments under
these tariffs. In the United States/Japan trade alone, we estimate
that there are over 1 million transactions annually and between
150,000 and 200,000 in the United States to Great Britain trade.

The average commodity value of just one of these shipments is
estimated at approximately $50,000. And this all results in an
annual freight revenue from commodities moving under these tar-
iffs of $12 to $14 billion for the total maritime industry of which
approximately $3 to $3.5 billion accrues to our own U.S. flag earn-
ers.

Because of these huge dollar values and its obvio'is economic and
marketplace importance, this rate and tariff information is bei tg
constantly copied and dispatched by wire, post, and courier by com-
mercial companies to customers with particular shipping rate and
route inquiries.

And simultaneously with providing their tariff filings with the
Commission, these carriers are also attempting to place this rate
infoi ingtion into the hands of their customers, and notifying their
internl billing people and so forth as they are also attempting to
acquire this same information on competitive steamship lines who
have a need to keep their own rates competitive.

In 1983, vve conducted a survey of industry views regarding tariff
automation. That survey reflected extensive industry support from
both shippers and carriers for the concept of tariff automation sup-
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ported by a reasonable user fee. And I would add that there were
also some concerns expressed.

And these included concerns about cost, the ability to retrieve
only selected information, and the lack of a standardized commodi-
ty classification system in order for automating equipment to effi-
ciently handle the almost infinite number of trade route and cargo
combinations.

We followed this study with the publication of a notice in the
Federal Register to which there were some 31 comments received
in response to that notice. And many of them raised significant
issues both of a policy and a legal nature that we felt should be
addressed.

So after a considerable amount of staff work on how best to pro-
ceed, in Septer-ber 1984, our then-Chairman Alan Green estab-
lished a task force under the chairmanship of myself to develop a
systematized approach and a development plan, and to proceed
with an effort to determine how best really to approach our entire
tariff automation problem.

Operating from the perspective that the vast majority of the use
and value of tariffs accrues to the industry rather than the Com-
mission, Chairman Green adopted certain goals which he was hope-
ful an automated tariff filing system would achieve, and I have
listed these.

They are, one, that we should try to determine if the automated
system could be operated by the private sector. Two, to determine
if the system could be financially self-sufficient through the assess-
ment of user charges fw access to the information. Three, to deter-
mine if access by the Commission could be without cost. Four, to
determine if the integrity of this system could be ensured by the
Commission through the development and owrership of software
which would control entry into the system.

Five, to determine if a means could be constructed to minimize
the monopolistic control of a single company operating the system,
and if efforts could be made to preserve existing satellite compa-
nies already in this business and still engaged in the dissemination
of tariff data.

Six, to determine the feasibility of the premise that contractual
arrangements for electronic filing would not curtail the ability of
the public to have access to tariff documents now routinely made
available in public document rooms or otherwise.

Seven, to determine if a system could be devised whereby con-
tractual. arrangemerts for electronic filing systems would not inter-
fere with public access under the Freedom of Information Act.

Eight, to determine if the burden imposed upon tariff flers to
comply with the technical requirements for filing tariffs in an auto-
mated system could be minimized.

Nine, to determine if any system exists or could be developed
whereby the Federal Maritime Commission would retain the final
authority to reject filings that do not comply with agency require-
ments, and to determine if the public availability of information
pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act and other statutes was
any problem.

Ten, to determine if an electronic fling system would be able to
maintain historical records that could be retained, then retrieved,
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and reproduced for legal evidentiary purposes that we would need,
and to comply with governmental recorrsretention requirements.

Eleven, to determine if the electronic filing system could be de-
signed to prevent unauthorized modification or tampering with the
data, and to preserve the integrity of tariffs within the data base,
and yet allow the identification of errors and authorize their cor-
rection.

And then, finally, to determine if such a system would still pro-
vide that all fees for the use of the electronic filing system either
for the filing of documents, or retrieval, or reproduction would be
reasonable and not deter or impair public use of this information.

I am sure that you recognize some of these, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause we got them from questions that you in fact had raised a
number of years ago.

Now these are an extensive array of goals that contain some in-
herent conflicts on their face. We saw early on that their nature
and complexity required that we carefully evaluate the market for
tariff information, and work closely with the maritime industry in
detennining how our mutual goals of industry and Government
could be achieved.

Earlier this year, the Commission sent questionnaires to a cross-
section of the maritime community, and we are currently in the
process of establishing what is for us a first-ever industry advisory
committee. And in April of this year, we published a notice in the
Federal Register announcing our intent to establish that advisory
committee, and soliciting comments about the committee and how
it should be structured as well as inviting volunteers to participate
in that committee.

And we are now in the process of evaluating the responses and
plan, in fact, to form the committee itself within the next 2
months.

It is our analysis that the next logical step for us, because we do
not have the technical expertise inhouse to do ;.t, is to contract for
a feasibility study that will evaluate and analyze some of the vari-
ous alternatives that are available to us that will answer some of
these questions and their cost, and perforin the necessary market
research to evaluate the probable success of all of the various op-
tions that we might come up with.

And we would look at accomplishing this over the next 10 to 15
months, and then I think that we will have some answers on which
to determine just how, or even possibly if, we move forward. And
once this is accomplished, I think that we then would be in a posi-
tion to determine which options we can pursue. And I can assure
the committee that we would then be more than pleased to come
back and advise you on what we have learned and what directions
seem to make sense to us at that point.

I would like to close my statement today by indicating that, in
my opinion, tariffs are needed by the public. They are not solely for
the steamship lines, or fcr the Commission, or for the Government.
The information placed in tariffs by the steamship lines is for the
most part for their users' benefit, not just for the benefit of the
Commission.

And the Commission's role in this whole process is to establish
the guidelines of how this is to be accomplished, differentiate
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lawful and f&ir practices from those which are unlawful or unfair,
to insure that importers and exporters receive fair and nondiscrim-
inatory treatment, and that the users of the carriers' services are
not overcharged or undercharged.

To accomplish these objectives, the Commission's tariff files have
the tremendous potential to provide a single source of accurate and
complete rate information. This can only be so and can readily ben-
efit the public, however, if the information is readily accessible in a
form that the public can readily use. Any data base of tariff infor-
mation therefore must be available to all and serve their legitimate
commercial interests.

To met this standard, I understand that there can be no monop-
oly over the information, no undue impediment to its access, or no
preferential treatment concerning who may obtain the data.

At the same time, the Commission also recognizes that tariff in-
formation has potentially high commercial value. And .with this
recognition, the Commission believes, based to our survey of the
industry, that the commercial parties who use the information
would be willing to pay a reasonable fee for it, be it to us or to a
private vendor who actually does the bits and bytes work.

At this point, the feasibility of our aspirations in this undertak-
ing is yet to be determined. There remains the feasibility study to
be conducted during the next 10 to 15 months, and then analyzed
in the forthcoming studies will be various implementation strate-
gies and approaches to ensure that if we find a system that is
workable that the implementation will iL fact be fair and practical.

However, as I hope my statement makes clear, in my opinion, it
is premature at this time to state with reliability which direction
we will be going or what particular solution will prove more benefi-
cial. We anticipate that the input of the advisory committee in all
of these various steps will be very useful in our decisionmaking
process. Because in most cases, it has been our observation that the
industry is already light years ahead of us in knowing just what
automation can do to render U.S. industry competitive.

I would like to close by reiterating that at this point the Commis-
sion does not see itself in the role of a purveyor of commercial
data, and it is not in our current plans to go into the data manage-
ment business for a specialized clientele.

However, all indications are that the technology and the demand
exist for implementing tariff automation now. And with this com-
mittee's guidance, we would like very much to continue to proceed
at least through the evaluation of the feasibility phase. And then
as I volunteered earlier, we would be pleased to return to advise
the committee on what we have found and where we would like to
go from there.

With that, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to let
you know how we see this problem and what we would like to do
about it. And we would be very pleased to answer any question.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Carey follows:]
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF JAMES J. CAREY
VICE CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION,
JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE

ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS CONCERNING
AN AUTOMATED TARIFF FILING INFORMATION SYSTEM

June 26, 1985

Chairman Lnglish and Members of the Subcommittee:

The Federal Maritime Commission sincerely appreciates the

opportunity to testify before you this afternoon on a matter of

major importance to both the smooth functioning of government and

the economic efficiency of the maritime community; namely, some

manner of automating tariff filing to bring our industry in

consonance with the rest of the international business world.

The issue of tariff automation is one which the maritime industry

and the Commission has been cognizant of for quite some time, but

for a variety of rvisons the subject of automation has not been

pursued in the past. I think we have now reached the point where

rot to do so would place our management responsibility and

judgment in question.

The Commission currently manages one of the largest public

data bases in the world containing the tariff publications of all

ocean common zarriers in the foreign and domesec offshore

commerce of the United States. These tariffs are basically price

lists, company catalogs so to speak, and are mandated by Section

8(a) of the Shipping Act of 1984 which requires that the ta7ifis

be filed at the Commisaion.
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Tariffs are not simple price sheets. Rather, they are

complex documents which contain the rates, charges, and all the

shipping line's rules for pack'ng, size, weight, etc. for

carrying goods via ocean transportation. The tariffs contain the

rates for each commodity that a carrier transports between stated

geographical points, and in some cases, 3 or 4 pages of rules

which govern the application of freight rates cn a given

shipment By law, the carriers are prohibited from charging

rates different from those on file at the Commission and thus the-

tariff stands as a benchmark upon which to measure illegal

rebating and to carry out the enforcement mandates assigned to

the Commiasion by the Congr^ss.

Tariffs form the informational "hub" of the ocean

transportation industry. They are used by importers and

exporters to evaluate freight charges for a shipment of goods; by

carriers to transmit prices and rules and-regulations to all

their sales offices as well as to shippers, (and to monitor the

prices being charged by their competitors); by freight forwarders

and nonvessel operating common carriers to determine available

freight rates; and by the Commission to carry out our

Congressional mandate through the analysis of rate patterns,

assessment of the competitive conditions within trades, and to

generally carry out our various surveillance and enforcement

responsibilities.
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There are several reasons that we feel drive the need to

finally automate tariff filing. More recently, Section 18(a) of

the new Shipping Act of 1984 mandates that the Commission, for

five years, collect aad analyze information on increases or

decreases in the level of tariffs. This is literally impossible

to do without the availability of automated information simply

because of the immensLty of the data base involved. Secondly,

the tariff information itself has A great deal of economic and

competitive value to shippers, carriers, and other importers and

exporters in the industry. T,e ability to file, retrieve and

evaluate tariff information has the potential of producing

signir cant efficiencies in the private sector and qutte fra.ikly

in American's ability to compete in the world narket. And third,

the sheer volume of paperwork at the Commission is making it

increasingly difficult if not humanly impossible to carry out our

Congreesional mandate to examine and file tariffs as they are

received, as well as to analyze the data contained therein.

Like most price lists, tariff rates are constantly changing

as mr, services are added, as new commodities enter our commerce,

or as the natural dynamics of competition and the free mas.::t

dictate changes. Today, we have roughly 4500 tariffs on file at

the Commission, some literally the size of the Manhattan, NY

telephone directory. Each time a change is made, a new page has

to be filed. This year, approximately 600,000 pages will be

filed with the Commission, reflecting over 3 million separate

rate changes.1/ As the tempo of the international business arena

1/ Exhibit A details these data for fiscal year 1984.
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has increased, there hIs been a steady increase in the number of

tariffs on file at the Commission and the volume of annual

filings over the past 20 years. In ]965 there were only about

2300 tariffs on file, while 8400 tariff pages containing rate

changes were filed during that year.2/ The increasing deluge of

paperwork filed at the Commission with the 20 year change

from 8500 pages to over 600,000 pages has become overwhelming.

Not only that, but the Commission's maintenance of tariffs is

currently accomplished in the outmoded fashion of manually

4nserting new pages and re-printed pages into 3-ring binder

notebooks which are kept open to public inspection. I can only

compare this operation to the telephone company re-printing the

page of a directory every time a telephone number is changed or a

subscriber is added.

The value of tariffs to the American public, both shipper,

consumer, importer and exporter, is perhaps best reflected by the

value of cargo moving under these ocean tariffs and the actual

physical number of shipments. In 1983 the total value of cargo

carried in the United States oceanborne foreign trade, both

imports an6 exports, was $267 billion. Well over half of this

($139 billion) was transported in the "liner trades" and is

V Exhibits B and C illustrate the growth in the number of
tariffs on file and the number of tariff filings,
respectively.
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governed by the tariffs filed with the Commission. We roughly

estimate that some 12,000 bills of lading are prepared each work

day representing transactions or shipments under these tariffs.

In the U.S./Japan trade alone we estimate that there are over 1/2

million transactions anrually, and between 15),000 and 20u,000

in the U.S./U.K. Trade. The average commodity value of just one

of these shipments is estimated at approximately $50,000.00.

This -esults in an annual freight revenue from commodities moving

under the tariffs of $12-14 billion for the maritime industry, of

which approximately $3-3.5 billion accrues to our own U.S. flag

carriers.

Because of these huge dollar values and its obvious economic

and marketplace importance, this rate/tariff information is being

constantly copied and dispatched by wire, post and courier by

commercial companies to customers with particular shipping

rate/route inquiries. Simultaneously with providing their tariff

filings with the Commission, carriers are attempting to place

their rate information into tne hands of their customers and

notifying their internal billing stations, etc., of billing

decis'ons. Also attempting to acquire this same information are

competitive steamship liens who have a need to keep their own

rates competitive.

In 1983, we conducted a survey of industry views regarding

tariff automation. That survey reflected extensive industry

support from both shippers and carriers for the concept of tariff

automation supported by a reasonable user fee. I would add that

3.18AJR1A 't 9(-1' ':
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there were also some concerns expressed. They included concerns

abcut cost, the ability to retrieve only oelected information,

and the lack of a standardized commodity classification system in

order for automating equipment to efficiently handle the almost

infinite number of trade route/car.;:, combinations. We followed

this study with the publication of a Notice in the Federal

Register of "Sources Sought for Paperless Federal Miritime

Commission EL:ctron:c Filing, Storage and Retrieval System ior

Tariffs. There were 31 comments received in response to that-

Notice. Many of them raised significant issues both of a policy

and legal nature that we felt should be addressed. After a

considerable amount of staff work as to how best to proceed, in

September 1984, our then Chairman Alan Green established a task

force under the chairmanship of myself, Vice Chairman Carey, to

develop a systematized approach and a development plan, and to

proceed with an effort to determine how best to approach our

taiiff automation problem.

Operating from the perspective that the vat majority of the

use and value of tariffs accrues to the industry rather than the

Commission, Chairmen Green adopted certain goals which he was

hopeful an automated tariff system could achieve. Those goals

were:

1. To determine if the automated system could be operated

by the private sector.

2. To determine if the system could be financially self-

sufficient through the assessment of user charges for access to

the information.
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10. To determine if an electronic filing system would be

able tc maintain historical records that could be retained,

retrieved, and reproduced for legal evidentiary purposes and tc

comply with governmental records retention requirements.

11. To determine if the electronic filing system could be

design,A to prevent unauthorized modification or tampering with

data and to preserve the integrity of tariffs within the data

base, yet allow the identification of errors and authorize their

correction.

12. To determine if such a system would still provide that

all fees for the use of the electronic filing system, either for

filing of documents or retri.val and re7roduction of documents

would be reasonable and not deter or impair the public use

thereof.

Now, these are an extensive array ,f goals tbat contain some

Inherent conflicts on their face. We sLw early on that their

nature and complexity required that we carefully e%aluate the

market for tariff information and work closely with the maritime

industry in determibing how our mutual goals of industry and

government could be achieved. Earlier this year, the Commission

sent questionnaires to a cross-section of the maritime community,

and we are currently in tha process of establishing for us, a

"first ever" industry advisory ccmmittee. In April we published

a notice in the Federal Register announcing our intent to

establish this advisory committee and solic-tttg comments about

the c Tmittee and how it should be structured as
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well as inviting volunteers to participate in the advisory

committee. We are now An the process of evaluating the responses

and plan to be forming the committee itself within the next twc

months. It is our analysis that the next logical step for us (we

don't have the technical expertise in-house to do it) is to

contract for a study that will evaluate and analyze some of the

various alternatives that are available to us *hat will answer

acme of these questions (and their cost), and perform the

necessary market research to evaluate the probable success of-

these various options. We would look at accomplishing this over

tie next 10-E) months, and then I think we will have some answers

on which to determine just how, or even possibly if we move

forward. Once this is accomplished we will then be in a position

to determine which optics to pursue and I can assure the

Committee we'd be more than pleased to come back and advise the

Committee on what we've learned and which direction we'd like to

go.

I would like Lo close my statement today by indicating that

tariffs are needed by the public. They are not solely for the

steamship lines, the Commission or the government. The

information placed in tariffs by the steamship lines is for the

most part for their users benefit, not just for the benefit of

the government. The Commission's role in thin process is to

establish the guidelines of how this is to be accomplished,

differentiate lawful and fair practices from those which are

unlawful or unfair, to insure that importers and exporters

3 !;"
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receive fair and non-discriminatory treatment, and that users of

the carriers' services are not over-charged nr under-charged. To

accomplish these objectives the Cownission's tariff files have

the tremendous potential to provide a single _nurce of accurate

and complete rate information. This can only be so and can only

benefit the public, hwever, if the information is readily

accessible in a form the public can leadily use. Any data hese

of tariff information, therefore, must be available to all and

serve their legitimate commercial interests. To meet this

standard, I understand that there can be no monopoly over the

information, no undue impediment to its access, or no

preferential treatment concerning who may obtain the data. At

the same time the Commission also recognizes that tariff

information has potentially high commercial value. With this

recognition, the Commission believes based on our survey o' the

industry that the commercial parties who use the information

would be willing to pay a reasonable fee for it, be it to us or

to a private vendor who does the actual bits and bytes work.

?t this point, the feasibility of our aspirations ',r1 this

undertaking is yet to be determined. There remains the

feasibility study to be conducted during the next 10-15 months

and no definitive market research has yet been completed.

Analyzed in the forthcoming studies will be various

implementation strategies and arproaches to insure tdat if we

find a system that's workaole, the implementation will be fair

and practical. However, as I hope my statement makes clear, in

opinion, it's premature at this time to scate with reliability
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which direction we will be going or what particular solution will

prove more beneficial. We anticipate that the input of the

advisory committee in all these various steps will be very useful

in the decision making process. In most cases, it is our

observation that the industry is already light years ahead of us

in knowing just what automation can do to render U.S. industry

competitive in the 'village" of infernational trade.

I would like to close by reiterating that at this point the

Commission does not see itself in the role of a purveyor of-

commercial data, and it is not in our current plans to go into

he data management business for a specialized clientele.

However, all indications are that the technoiogy and the demand

exists for implementing tariff automation now, and with the

Commit fte's guidance, we would like ery much to continue to

proceed at least through the evaluation of the feasibility phase

and then, as I volunteered earlier, we would be pleased to return

to advise the Committee what we've found and where we'd like to

go from there.
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EMIBIT A

FEDERAL MARITINE COMMISSION

Fiscal Year 1984 Tariff Filing' 4- ".8. Foreign Trades

Tariffs on File (end of FY)

New/Replacement Tariffs Received

Pages to New/Replacement Tariffs 73,740

Amended 'ieriff Yages Received 507,235

4,544

922

Total Pages Filed '80,975

Rate Changes (Est.) in New/Replacement Tariffs 131,846

Rate Changes (Est.) in Tariff Amendments 3,439,053
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NUMBER OF TARIFFS IN U.S. FOREIGN TRADES

iISCAL
YEAR

NUMBER OF
TARIFFS

1963 1,651

1964 1,967
1965 2,317
1966 2,335
1967 2,514
1968 2,114
1969 2,582
1971 2,595
1971 2,718
/472 3,005
1973 3,151
1974 3,182
1975 3,174
1976 3,317
1977 ,,291
1978 2,932
1979 3,043
1980 3,507
1981 3,891
1982 3,613
1983 4,231
1954 4,544
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Exhibit C

NUMBER OF TARIFF FILINGS IN U.S. FOREIGN TRADES

NUMBEP OF
FISCAL TARIVI FILINGS
YEAR ('111)

1962 52
1963 71
1964 81
1965 84
1966 155
1967 116
1968 118
1969 111
1971 114
1971 117
1972 141

1973 159
1974 195
1975 261
1976 341
1977 325
1978 351
1979 385
1981 346
1981 382
1982 467
1983 567
198 581
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Carey. We appreciate
that. You identified a number of goals of a tariff informati-In
system, and one goal is that the system "will operate in the private
sector."

Could you tell me how a privately operated system can accommo-
date the administrative needs of FMC?

Mr. CAREY. One of the things that I see that it would be able to
ao, as I inuicated earlier, we now handle these things manually.
And in fact, because of the large number of pages that come in, we
have people checking them for format and for the technical re-
quirements.

I would think thatwell, no matter who would do it, if it were
eventually automated, at least there could be software developed
that could take care of the examination aspects. Again it really de-
pends on what direction we determine to go after the feasibility
study.

But if it were an outside firm operating it simply by telephone
modem hookup, that we would have access to all of the data. And
we could use that then simply to be able to do our own data analy-
sis, and our own number cruncng, and in fact do the oversii
that we are supposed to do.

And then finally, I guess, because I have seen in the indu'
both on the carrier side and on the shipper and importer /exposer
side that they are much more into the automation process than we
are, I would think that through the advisor- committee we can
pick up, quite frankly, some suggestions and ideas from them on
how better to be able to use this.

Mr. ENGLISH. How will FMC retain the final authority to reject
filings if the system were privately run?

Mr. CAREY. That I do not ha ie an answer to. And it is because
we just do not have the software, hardware, or systems integration
experience or expertise in the Commission. It is one of the things
that we are hoping to learn from the feasibility study, what exists
out there today that can perhaps do this for us, or what exists that
we can t ay and bring into the Commission in both hardware and
software.

And then some of these various questions that I have outlined
with that existing technology; is that something that can be accom-
plished? Or maybe the only way that we can do it is if we have the
hardware per se in the FMC. I just do not know, and we are look-
ing to the experts in that field to tell us what is doable and how it
is accomplishable.

Mr. ENGLISH. Do you think that it is fair to expect the system to
be financially self-sufficient while providing free service to FMC;
and that question comes down to why should ethers subsidize the
FMC?

Mr. CAREY. Well, I guess that I do not have the answer to that
either in that one; we are not certain that we will go outside, but
that is one of the options that we have stressed in the 12 points
that we have put out, that it is something that we would like to see
if it is doable or if it 0.411A-PAVA YQ03 T?

As to whether it is air, I guess that one of the things that I
would look at, or at least I think thnt some of the companies that
are in this business already who would be bidding on these con-

A
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tracts should look at. I think that part of it will be a commercial
decision that they will have to determine as to wt ether it is some-
thing that they even want to do or not. We may not have that
option.

Mr. ENGLISH. The SEC system is going to include features and
information that are only Jf interest to the SEC. Do you anticipa'e
that the FMC will require the system to include information and
capabilities that will be used only by the FMC?

Mr. CAREY. No, I really do not. Because that does not exist now
in the tariffs that are filed. In other words, all of the data that are
in those tariffs is usable by the private sector. And we also use it,
but the industry also taes everything that comes in on it. So I
would not see any particular single item on there that wfulld be
usable only by us, no.

Mr. ENGLISH. The SEC has paid almost $10 million etrd the
development of EDGAR.

Do you expect that the FMC will have to contribute toward the
software development or other startup costs?

Mr. CAREY. I guess again that I do not have a good answer for
you. Any contribution that we could make currently I think will
come out in the feasibility study. If it were to be a contribution as
far as the software development by any expertise; no, we do not
have that expertise in software development.

If it is expertise in tariffs; yes, we will be giving all of that
simply because I think as a huge tariff data base manager current-
ly, we have probably some of the best expertise in the world in that
type of thing.

As to any financial contribution, again I do not think that I will
know that until we find out what direction we will be going, and I
will not know what direction we will be going until I find out what
options exist. And we really will not have that until we have gone
through the feasibility study and have people who understand
what software and hardware currently exists.

As you indicated in your statement, there are currently many
companies that already take the hard copy that we have at the
Commission, and then go keypunch that and sell that information.
And again I would be looking to the feasibility study to determine
this, but perhaps we do not have to reinvent the wheel. Maybe the
answers are already out there. But I would sae right now that if
you look at both the input side where things are input to the Com-
mission and then the output side, it seems to be highly automated
on both ends. The glitch is in the middle and the paper problem is
US.

And I would think that if there is some way that we can elimi-
nate at least us being the paper link so that the thing can be auto-
mated throughout, that everyone would gain.

Mr. ENGLISH. Who is going to own the software that operates
this?

Mr. CAREY. Again I would hope to learn that from the feasibility
study. It would probablywell, I should not speculate until I have
some answers, and I just do not know.

Mr. ENGLISH. We have a vote taking place over on the floor, so
we will recess until the completion of that vote.

[Recess taken.]
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Mr. KLECZKA [presiding]. The committee will resume the ques-
tioning of the first panel.

Let me first thank not only the panel, but also the panels to
follow and the audience. We had a series of three votes in a row.
That's why we've been detained this long, and we expect more
delays during the afternoon.

So, Mr. Carey, if I might continue. Let me ask you a few ques-
tions on a task force that was set up back in September 1984. What
has been done since September 1984 with your task force?

Mr. CAREY. Well, a whole series of actions really, and primarily
internal discussions in the Commission on what are the problems
that we face and some of those, quite frankly, as you heard in my
earlier testimony, were questions that Congressman English had
raised over a year prior.

Part of our time has been spent digesting and discussing the re-
sults of the study that we did in 1983 of, "is there a need for this,"
and isyou know, how does the industry perceive it and is it some-
thing they would like to see us go forward with, and would they be
willing to pay a user fee? That type of thing.

We've alsc spent part of that time in simply designing the ques-
tionnaire that was to go out to the industry to elicit a whole series
of inputs from the industry as to how they would like to see us pro-
ceed. What are some of the directions they would like to see us go.
What are some of the holes in the current system? That type of
thing.

A part of that time has also been spent in analyzing the results
from tho astionnaires. A part of the time has been spent in,
one, did ant to form an advisory committee. If we did, could
we afford Did we have enough money in the budget. We're a
small agency and, although we're not talking about huge sums of
money, when you start talking about bringing people in on per
diem and their travel-15 to 20 to 25 people times about a $1,000 a
crack you're running intotwo or three times a year, that's
$45,000 to $50,000. For us, that's significant in that our annual
budget is around $11 million.

So, those types of thingsand, then, also to a large extent, some
of the questions that your committee has been raising today and in
a lot of those question, as you heard by my testimony, we haven't
come up with answers and part of the reason we don't have the
answers is we don't have the in-house expertise, we don't really un-
derstand the software and systems integration business.

Mr. KLECZKA. Those answers, hopefully, will be gathered by the
Advisory Committee which is to report in what, about 10 to 15
months?

Mr. CAREY. No, sir. Thosemost of those answers I would look
for to come out of the feasibility study with inputs from the Adviso-
ry Committee, and then it would also be our intent, once we've fin-
ish the feasibility study and gotten some of theirthe different
options that they say we could use on this thing, we would also like
to run those by the Advisory Committee.

The advisory committee is going to be made up of people who are
out there operating in the business arena, and the one thing I'm
very concerned about is that we would end up designing a great
new wheel, but the wheel doesn't fit on anybody's car.
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So, we want to =lie sure, and that was one of our primary con-
cerns, is to have the industry there and then the advisory commit-tee to make sure that what we arethe directions that we're start-
ing to go plugs into their system, both from the input and then also
from the output end because, as I indicated ezrlier, I see us as kindof the paperwe're the paper roadblock in the middle of automa-
tion on both ends of the system.

Mr. KLECZKA. OK, basically what werevery briefly, what were
the results of the questionnaire?

Mr. CAAEY. Let me ask Mr. Murphy to give you some of those
because he's the one that really did the number crunching on that.

Mr. MURPHY. The questionnaires were sent out at the end of Jan-
uary and we cut ;t off as of April 30 as far as responses--

Mr. KLECZKA. 's hey were sent to whom, all the shippers?
Mr. MURPHY. They were sent to major segments of the indus-

try-17 questionnaires were sent to carriers; 19 were sent to confer-
ences; 10 were sent to nonvessel operating common carriers; 52
were sent to ocean freight forwarders, and 20 were sent to ship-pers.

Out of the 118 we got responses from 63.
The questionnaire showed a general interest in automated tariff

systems. Most respondents were pretty much satisfied in the form
in which they have the data today to use, but out of those who are
not satisfied, almost everyone indicated the desire for automated
tariff information.

They indicated that current sources provided most of their needs,
and those that did suggest improvements in the availability of in-
formation today favored increased automation that would provide
more timely and accurate data.

The smaller the firm the less interest there was in terms of auto-
mation; the larger the firm the more interest naturally there was
in automated tariffs. The sample was chosen from a combination
about one-half came in wl- _ we issued a press notice of the forma-
tion of the task force and said we're interestedwe want to know
what you're doing.

Tne other half was selected through a random sample of a com-
puter listing of the various entities regulated by the Commission
and it was geographitally

About 25 percent of all of these respondents indicated that they
do use tariff information in an automated fashion today, which we
felt was a rather high indicator.

Mr. KLECZKA. Twenty-five percent use automated or computer-
ized data now?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KLECZKA. From the private concerns selling that data?
Mr. MURPHY. Primarily. Somethe question was a very general

questionsome of them use it for their own in-house tariffs and
are able to access it.

Questionnaires were designed to primarily get a general overall
indication of the industry perception. We feel that the contractor
who does a feasibility study will have to go into a great deal more
depth.

We, not having systems expertisewe're a rather small agency
and we just don't have any data processing type of expertisebut
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we feel that such expertise is needed to really explore in depth to
follow up on a lot of this, and that's what our contractor would be
doing.

Mr. KLECZKA. OK.
Mr. MURPHY. With respect to those that produce information in

an automated environment, 25 percent of the carriers that respond-
ed indicated that they do produce their tariffs in an automated
fashion today. That ranges from word processing toone carrier
does have a very highly sophisticated data base system.

Most of them are pretty much word processing oriented, and 50
percent of the conferences responding indicated that there was
some automated compilation of their tariffs as well.

Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Carey, have any FMC funds been spent up to
this point on development toward automation? How far- -

Mr. CAREY. Not really, other than I guess the in-house money
we've spent for the questionnaires and the postage and that kind of
thing. We do have some money in this year's budget for the feasi-
bility study, and I think that's between $100,000 and $150,000.

But, none of that has been spent and part of the reason for that
is that we haven't yet determined which dire,:tion we want to go.
We feel that before we finish a statement of work either to be bid
on or to provide to whoever is going to do this we need some type
of expertise and we've looked at the possibility of bringing in a con-
sultant just on a short-term, part-time basis to take a look at what
we've developed as a statement of work.

Well, it turns out that under theand I'm not totally conversant
with this, but I'll give you my best shot.

Under the small procurement practiceswe are unable to move
forward the way we want to and we've checked withJohn, who is
it, GSA?

Mr. BniErri. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAREY. We've checked with GSA as to haw we could move

forward on it. They indicated that what we want to do is correct,
but their regulationwhen they wrote the regulationsthe regula-
tions don't exactly say what their intent was and they're in the
midst of changing it, but in the interim, in order to be able to do
this thing exactly by the numbers, we ha.re to go through a small
procurement process, I guess, of under $25,000. We're estimating
this consultant would cost about $10,000.

And, part of that involves a notification of the Congress to seek a
waiver, and, John, maybe you can enlarge on that.

Mr. Binetti.
Mr. Bnirrn. We had a question regarding recent amendments to

the Federal Acquisition Regulation, as to whether we're going to
hire any consultants to help us draft the work statement under the
small purchase procedures.

We requested the General Counsel's Office at GSA to provide us
with a ruling on that and they said that we do have legal authority
to do thatthe regulations were somewhat confusing in that
regardand to be sure that we had the authority under the regula-
tions we should grant ourselves a deviation, is what they called it,
under the FAR part 6.

We have done that and we are in the process of sending advance
notice to Congress as required by that public interest exception ba-
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sically, that we do intend to go forward with a small purchase pro-cedure--
Mr. CAREY. Basically, we're trying to move forward with a feasi-

bility study. 1"o do Ciat we need the consultant. To get the consult-
ant re have to go through this process. So, it'swe're trying veryhard to

Mr. KizczsA. OK, Mr. Carey, your statement lists three reasons
for an automated tariff system. Two are internal to FMC: the need
to conduct research and the volume of the paperwork you have to
handle. The third reason is to increase efficiency in the private
sector.

Well, the private sector witnesses are going to testify in a few
minutes that they are already providing services to the shipping
community. Why is the FMC getting involved in meeting private
sector needs? Is there a statutory requirement for the FMC to pub-lish tariffs?

Mr. CAREY. Well, one of the reasons that we're getting into it
and I brought along a copy just of the preamble to the new 1984
Shipping Act. And, what that says, in part, is that one of the pur-
poses of that act is to provide an efficient and economic transporta-
tion system in the ocean commerce.

And, then another portion of it says to encourage the develop-
ment of an economically sound and efficient U.S.-flag liner fleet.
And, I guess I would concentrate on the efficient side of it.

As I said earlier, I look at us now as we're the paper roadblock in
the middle of this whole chain and so, although it's not really I
guess our primary purpose to help the private sector when we
move forward with this, but by moving forward I see that, one, we
meet some of the objectives of the Congress in the 1984 Shipping
Act and, second, by making us more efficient we really make the
industry and the big U.S. trade side, the U.S. importers and export-
ers, more efficient, and if you really look at the down-the-line fall-out that that makes us more competitive internationally and that
allows for more U.S. imports to be exported, more U.S. jobs, et
cetera.

So, that kind of fallout comes out of this.
Mr. KLEczicA. Do you think that your automated system, should

it ever come on-line, will affect private companies now offering this
service commercially?

Mr. CARET. Well, yes it could, and that will really depend on
what direction we finally go. It depends on whether we end up
having something internal or whether we in fact decide that one of
the current existing external systems answers the problems and we
would go with something like that.

Now, in either one of thoee cases I would think that because
there are a number of private companies that now take thisthe
data that's in the tariffs and sell it out in the private sector, rate
services and tariff watch services, that to a degree, no matter
which way we go, this could be a major help to some of them be-
cause right now they get that chunk of paper that comes to us and
then they go keystroke it into a machine, and that's very labor in-
tensive.

If this program is eventually set up so that tariffs can be filed
electronically and that data can come in electronically, I would
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think that either--if it's a privrite sector form or if it's the Commis-
sirm, at the end of a work day we could make computer tapes avail-
able to whoever wants them for a rPasonable fee, and then these
companies, instead of having to keystroke all of this in, can simply
run the tape and be ready to roll by midnight that night with their
system updated for literally a small percentage of the current cost.

So, that's a fall out that I do see from it.
Mr. KLECZKA. You have state' that a lot of paperwork comes into

the agency, and that it's not just simple price sheets but rate
charges, shipping line's rules for packing, size, weight, et e^"Ttra.

How much of that information :.? necessary for your fu on? Is
it not true that you're interested only in the rates anc. not the
packing, size, and weight?

Mr. CAREY. That's right, much of it is not needable. We don".
need a lot of the detail. What we've done, we've set a very min!
mum standardthe minimum things that we needand as I think
one of the people will testify further todayin looking at one of
their statementsthe shipping lines use the tariff pages to a large
degree as a marketing tool, and so a lot of the data that is in there
is put in by them. We have a very minimum set of standards on
format and what goes on the front page and how they will describe
it.

Mr. KLECZKA. Evidently you pt more than you require.
Mr. CAREY. We do, and that's fir.. when there are no problems

with rate disputes or with the rates being charged that were not
accurate under the law.

But, when we do then have to go into the data and the argu-
ments are usually not so much around the rate charge as they are,
to some extent, that one rate was charged by the shipping the
carrier saying tha. that was the description that was accurate.

The other rate that the abused party feels should have been
charged is a rate th.1 he based on reading- the rules and regula-
tions. That's where most of the disputes come in, and, in those
cases, then we do need that rules data

In many of themthis comes down to a description of a commod-
ity.

Mr. KLECZRA. How many disputes do you get, say, within a
monti..?

Mr. CAREY. Mr. Smith, can you answer that.
Mr. Smrrx. During fiscal year 1984, the Commission received 973

informal complaints of which about two-thirds involved tariff dis-
putes. The Commission's staff attempts to resolve these matters in-
formally through research of the tariff files. The Commission also
considered 58 informal dockets and 137 special dockets which also
involve tariff disputes and require proof of the actual transporta-
tion rates as reflected in the Commission's tariff files.

Mr. Kt ECZKA. I'm wondering if it wouldn't be prudent on your
part to just take a simple filing, a very brief filing, and then should
a dispute occur, to ask the carrier or whomever for more documen-
tation.

Mr CAREY. That has not been discussed as yet and I guess I
can't. John, can you answer it?
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Mr. Bmgrri. The statute requires that all of the rates, charges,

tariffs.
and practices that are offered by the carrier be disclosed in public

Mr. KIZCZKA. And, practices would include things like the pack-
ing size and all that?

Mr. BINETTI. Yes.
Mr. Kurz Ka. OK. Fine, let me thank you gentlemen for appear-

ing before the committee today. We'll now call on the next panel.
Mr. Don Becker, publisher of the Journal of Comwerce,

Yo: k. He'll be accompanied by James Devine, marketing manager,
Rapid Access Tariff Expeditir7 Service. And, also Mr. Dean
Putnam, vice president, Carri ;stems Marketing, Transax Data
Corp., Falls Church, VA, accompanied by Mr. Henry Gilbertson.

Gentlemen, would you please come forward.
Mr. Becker, if you would, lead off with your statement.

STATEMENT OF DON C. BECKER, re- UBLISHER, THE JOURNAL OF
COMMERCE, NEW YORK, NY, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES
DEVINE, MARKETING MANAGER, RAPID ACCESS TARIFF EXPE-
DITING SERVICE [RATES]

Mr. BECKER. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Representatv-e
Kleczka. I'm Don C. Becker, president of Journal of Commerce,
Inc., and publisher of the Jourral of Commerce. I'm accompanied
by James Devine, who is the manager of our RATES program;
RATES stands for Rapid Access Tariff Expediting Service.

We are pleased to be here today and provide testimony concern-
ing electronic collection and dissemination of tariff data by the
Federal Maritime Commission.

In the interest of time, I would like to make a brief statement,
which is really briefer than the written remarks that have been
distributed. You have the full text for the record.

The Journal of Commerce has since 182? been collecting and dis-
tributing data about ocean shipments to and from the United
States. Over the past 158 years, the Journal has used the most
modern technology available to quickly and comprehensively
report on the shipping industry in the import and export of goods.

One good example, the Journal was the first to commercially use
Morse code to report on shipments of goods entering the United
States. That was made possible by

Mr. Kutczaa. When was that, last yea:1 [Laugher.]
Mr. BECKER. Well, it was at the time that Mr. Morse owned the

newspaper, sobut, that was about 1860 and maybe earlier.
Thus, we've long understood that service to our customers re-

quires not only the latest technologies but also the development
and application of new technologies. Electronic collection and dis-
tribution of tariff information filed with the Federal Maritime
Commission is the most recent technological undertaking by the
Journal of Commerce and I'll describe that system a bitin a few
minutes.

But first let me say the Journal supports the Federal Maritime
Commission's initiative to utilize electronic means to collect and
disseminate tariff data filed with the Commission, which is pro-
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posed in its automaticautomated tariff filing and information ini-
tiative known as ATFI.

We think it is important that the information marketplace has
produced and will continue to produce a wide variety of tariff infor-
mation services that meet the demonstrated private and public
sector needs.

In this connection, let me make three points.
The Journal's RATES service already provides online access to

the full text of FMC ocean tariffs. Now, you've heard the descrip-
tion of the size of that data base, so we're talking about 600,000
pages of tariff information.

Second, the Journal and other services are capable of providing
electronic filing of tariffs, and that's another stated objective of the
FMC's ATFI plan.

"hind, RATES and other organizations already provide extensive
f ()acity to manipulate tariff data. A third goal of the ATFI plan.

Importantly, these services were not designed by the FMC,
rather they were developed in order to satisfy the marketplace's
demand for electronic tariff services. Thus, while the Journal sup--
p rts the ATFI initiative P.nd believes that its goals can be ob-
tained, it should be carried out, however, in conjunction with al-
ready proven and developed services.

The Journal's concern is that the Government should not rein-
vent the wheel and thereby create disincentives for the private
sector development of information systems. In the end, the com-
petitive marketplace will result in lesser costs and more useful
products to both the Government and the bhipping community.

I would now like to describe briefly the Journal's Rapid Access
Tariff Expediting Service [RATES] which was launched in January
1984.

After 3 years of planning, research, and development, at a cost of
millions of dollars, RAPES provides a variety of carriers, shippers,
freight forwarders, importers, and port authorities with up-to-date
electronic access to the full text of ocean tariffs filed with the FMC.

RATES subscribers may access the RATES data base to any com-
municating terminal or word processor. RATES and several other
tariff service companies also permit carr'ars to file tariffs and
make tariff changes electronically.

Tariffs are electronically transmitted to the Commission through
the utilization of data receivers locate.1 within the FMC's head-
quarters building.

With these services anyone can filecan readily file tariffs with
the Commission and at the same time enter complete tariff pages
into the data base. In most cases no special equipment is required.
A terminal and a modem r all that is necessary.

While this procedure .ot electronic filing in its purest stage, it
does demonstrate the cath'city of the private sector service compa-
nies to provide electronic fi Inge.

Therefore, to make the point anew, the basic ingredients of an
electronic data filing and dissemination system are already in
place. These are not FMC provided services, but they effectively
have put the FMC at the forefront of the development of electronic
filing systems.
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AA this subcommittee is well aware from its April hearings on
the SEC's EDGAR System, electronic filing and access issues are
not unique to the Federal Maritime Commission. Although many of
the issues posed by agencies' consideration of electronic systems
are similar, each agency or proposed system must also be examinedindividually.

Fortunately, the FMC has approached the development of an
electronic tariff system in a very different way than the SEC ap-
proached EDGAR. We applaud the FMC for taking several steps
designed to elicit needed information about the shipping communi-
ty's inter ;fit in, one, the automated system; two, the market for
tariff information products; and, three, the availability of private
sector information services.

For example, the FMC issued a request for information in which
it asked for potential contractors to inform the FMC of current -nd
potential products that vendors might be able to provide to meet
the FMC goal of automation.

Sub.sequent to the request for information, the FMC surveyed the
shipping community in an effort t^ determine its needs and prefer-
ences in the design of an automated system. Unfortunately, theFMC did not seek to survey existing information vendors concern-
ing their services to their clientele.

In addition, the FMC's recent notice of intent to form an adviso-
ry committee reflects an understanding of the need to involve thepublic in the design of an automated system. The Journal hopes
that the FMC will include in its advisory committee persons who
are knowleugeable about the current technologies and the services
now provided by private vendors.

While the Journal does not endorse every aspect of every step
that the FMC is taking, we do strongly endorse the FMC's open
and full consideration of the issues, many of which are complex
and difficult.

As the subcommittee evaluates electronic data systems generally
and the FMC's ATFI plan in particular, there are several funda-
mental considerations that we believe should be kept in mind.

The FMC may have legitimate needs to utilize an automated
tariff system, but it is essential to separate two distinct services
that the agency may seek to acquire. The Government may seek,
for the benefit of the shipping community and the public, to devel-
op a tariff filing and dissemination system.

The principal benefits of such a system would be to eliminate the
need to file tariff material in paper form, or to view paper docu-
ments in order to see what tariff material has been filed.

A secondary benefit would be to minimize the needs for the FMC
to maintain file rooms full of paper documents. The FMC is also
seeking for its own convenience to organize, manipulate, and exam-
ine electronically file tariff material. The FMC's reeds in this areamay be numerous and costly.

The Journal submits that unlike EDGAR, the basic elements to
satisfy these two goals are available in the private sector and the
Government does not need to stimulate the creation of such serv-
ices. The administrative needs of the FMC could well be served
through traditional facility management contracts.

i.
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Both the SEC and the FMC would like their contractors to make
a profit from the collection and dissemination of services, but it's
very difficult for us to understand how the economics will permit
the Government to get a virtually limitless number of value-added
services for free.

The only way is the rather difficult notion of barter where in
return for the provision of services to the Government at no cost,
the contractor gets a monopoly on the sale of the data.

The issues, therefore, are on the technical level fairly straightfor-
ward, particularly when one surveys existing private sector serv-
ices. In other respects, the iasues are extremely difficult, particular-
ly insofar as the Government seeks to marry external filing and
dissemination functions with internal administrative services.

Nonetheless, I believe that with the help of this subcommittee
and other interested persons, the FMC will develop an appropriate
system utilizing the input of the private sector.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for the opportunity
Mr. KLECZKA. Fine, thank you for your statement, Mr Becker.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Becker follows:]
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Testimony of
Don C. Becker,

Publisher

JOURNAL OF COMMERCE, INC.

ELECTRONIC COLLECTION, AND DISSEMINATION OF

TARIFF DATA BY THE FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the

Subcommittee. I am Don C. Becker, President of Journal of

Commerce, Inc. and Publisher of The Journal of C"erce. I am

accompanied by Jim Devine, Manager of our RATES program. I ant

pleased to be here today and provide testimony concerning

electronic collection and dissemination of ,ariff data by the

Federal Maritime Commission.

The Journal of Commerce has since 1827 been collecting and

disseminating data concerning ocean shipments into and out of the

United States. 0-er the past 158 years The Journal has employed

the most modern technologies to quickly and comprehensively

report on the shipping industry and the importation

exportation of goods. For example, The Journal employed

first commercial application of Morse Code

shipments of goods entering U.S. ports. We

and

the

to better report on

have understood that

service to the public and our customers requires not only the

utilization of available technologies, but the development and

application of new technologies. Electronic collection and

dissemination of tariff information filed with the Federal

Maritime Commission is only the most recent technological

innovation that The Journal has supported.

The Journal supports the Federal Maritime Commission's

initiative to utilize electronic means to collect and disseminate

tariff data filed with the Commission, which is proposed in its

Automated T.,-iff Filing and Information Initiative ("ATFI").
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The information marketplace has produced and will continue

to produce a wide variety of tariff information services, that

meet demonstrated private and public sector needs. The Journal's

RATES service already provides on-line access to the full text of

FMC ocean tariffs -- one of the stated goals of the ATFI plan.

The Journal and other services are capable of providing

electronic filing of tariffs -- another stated objective of the

FMC's ATFI plan. RATES and other organizations already provide

extensive capacity to manipulate tariff data -- a third goal of

the ATFI plan. These services were not designed by the FMC,

rather they were developed in order to satisfy the marketplace's

demand for electronic tariff services.

The Journal supports the ATFI initiative and believes that

its gels can be obtained. This should be done, however, in

conjunction with already proven and developed services. The

Journal's concern is that the government should not reinvent the

wheel art thereby create disincentives for the private sector

development of information systems. In the end, a competitive

marketplace will result in lesser costs and more useful products

to both the government and the shipping community.

A. A description of RATES and existing electronic filing
services.

The Journal's Rapid Access Tariff Expediting Service

RATES*, was launched it January, 1984, after three years of

planning, research and development, at a cost of millions of

dollars. RATES is an on-line ocean freight tariff storage and

retrieval service.

:IAA -.id 4 ia 440.1 1.1o4
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There is only one source for the RATES data base of ocean

freight tariffs -- the tariffs filed with the FMC. The RATES

staff inspects new tariffs and changes to existing tariffs and

the material is captured and converted to electronic files. The

raw tariff data is enhanced by the RATES staff to speed search

and retrieval, and to permit easy identification if rates, rules

and surcharges. The RATES system is able to accept other input

sources, e.g., data tapes and disks, to permit maximum

utilization of tariff data that is filed electronically.

Currently, the RATES system contains the full text of ocean

freight tariffs on file with the FMC. This has been done through

the manual keystroking of every word of every single current

tariff. New tariffs and amendments are entered daily and

typically are on line and available to our customers by 9:00 a.m.

the day forowing filing with the FMC.

RATES provides a variety of carriers, shippers, freight

forwarders, importers, and port authorities with up to date

electronic access to the full text of ocean tariffs filed with

the FMC; RATES users may identify such tariffs oy trade route,

port-pairs, intermodal points or FMC number; and by a keyword

em users can identify rates for commodity descriptions or

intermodal service points. RATES subscribers may access the

RATES data base through any terminal, word processor or micro-

computer capable of asynchronou. telecommunications -- e.g., a

personal computer equipped with a modem. RATES subscribers may

simply view the full text c- tariffs, print the full text, or

view or print summaries or portions of the tariffs. This on-line
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interactive service permits a varied user-friendly search and

retrieval functions. We are aware of of no other service chat

provides complete and on-line interactive services for the all

FMC ocean tariffs. RATES has over 200 subscribers, representing

all segments of the shipping community. For the Subcommittee's

information, I am submitting for the record a listing of RATES

subscribers.

RATES and several other service companies permit carriers to

file tariffs and tariff changes electronically. Under the

existing rules of the FMC, as amended by Docket 84-35, tariffs

may be electronically transmitted to the Commission, through the

utilization of data receivers located within the FMC's

headquarte-s building. Tariffs may be electronically

transmitted, although a paper copy must still be filed with the

Commission. Many tariffs are now filed in this fashion through a

number of existing tariff services. With these services any

carrier, conference or other submitter can readily file tariffs

with the Commission, and at the same time enter complete tariff

pages into the data base. In most cases, no special equipment is

required of submitte:s a terminal and a modem is all that is

necessary. While this procedure is not electronic filing in its

purest stage, it does demonstrate the capacity of private sector

service companies to provide electronic filings.

Therefore, the basic ingredients of an electronic data

filing and disseminatio syster are in place. These are not FMC

11511 ?trt..'t c,
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provided services, but they effectively have put the FMC at the

forefront of the development of electronic filing systems.

B. Electronic filing: the issues.

As this Subcommittee is well-aware from its April hearings

on the SEC's EDGAR system, electronic filing and access issues

are not unique to the Federal Maritime Commission. Although many

of the issues posed by agencies' consideration of electronic

systems are generic, each agency or proposed system must also be

examined individually. Each agency's mission is unique, as are

its needs for data, the public's interest in the data and the

private sector's activities in providing data services.

Therefore, while many of the questions raised by this

Subcommittee concerning EDGAR have application to the FMC's

proposed electronic system, some do not. Moreover, even those

generic questions that are also applicable to the FMC may yield

substantially different answers.

The Chairman expressed this point succinctly at the

Subcommittee's April hearings:

(E]ach agency and each information syctem must be
judged on its own needs, operations, aLd history.
A system that works well for one agency or for one
industry might be inappropriate for another. One
agency may be able to justify its own system and
another agency might do better by purchasing an
existing or enhanced data system from the private
sector.

The FMC is not the SEC. The regulatory purposes of the two

agencies are fundamentally different. The public's interest in

the FMC's tariff data pales in comparison to the massive interest
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in material filed with the SEC. Yet, while the SEC is attempting

to foster the development of electronic systems, several

companies already have invested millions to develop electronic

systems to collect and disseminate FMC tariff data. Therefore,

while the general public interest in the SEC's data may be

greater, the shipping community's economic interest in tariff

material has already produced a focused demand for information

services relating to tariff filings at the FMC. These

differences are important to keep in mind, for they affect any

evaluation of the FMC's plans and they provide some basis

contrast the development of the EDGAR system by the SEC.

to

The FMC has also approached the development of an electronic

tariff system in a very different way than the SEC approached

EDGAR. The Journal believes that the FMC has taken several steps

designed to elicit needed information about the shippil.4

community's interest in an automated system, tile market f'-

tariff information products, and the availability of priva

sector information services. For example, on November 14, 1983,

the FMC issued a request for information (FMC- RFP- 84 -02), in

which it asked potential contractors to inform the FMC of current

and potential products that vendors might be ale to provide to

meet the FMC's goal of automation. The Journal provided the FMC

with an extensive submission, in which it explored not only the

capability of its RATES service, but also suggested a series of

legal and policy issues that the FMC would have to address in

designing any automated system. For the Subcommittee's

information, I am submitting a copy of The Journal's submission

444,11A vr4OZ, 31.
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for inclusion in the record. Subsequent to the request for

information, the FMC surveyed the shipping community in an effort

to determine its needs and preferences in the design of an

automated system. Unfortunately, the FMC did not seek to survey

existing information vendors concerning the services or their

clientele. While The Journal would have structured the survey

differently, this too was an important step for the FMC to

take. In addition, the FMC's recent Notice of Intent to Form an

Advisory Committee reflects an understanding of the need to

involve the public in the design of any automated system. The

Journal hopes that the FMC will include in its advisory committee

persons who are knowledgeable about the current technologies and

the services now provided by private vendors. While The Journal

does not endorse every aspect of every step that the FMC has

taken, we do strongly endorse the FMC's open and full

consideration of the issues, many of which are complex and

difficult.

As the Subcommittee evaluates electronic data systems

generally, and the FMC's ATFI plan in particular, there are

several fundamental considerations that should be kept in mind.

The FMC may have legitimate needs to utilize an automated

tariff system, but it is e.sential to separate two distinct

services that the agency may seek to acquire. The government may

seek, for the benefit of the shipping community and tte public,

to develop a tariff filing and dissemination system. The

principal benefits of such a system would be to eliminate the
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need to file tariff material in paper form, or to view paper

documents in order to see what tariff material has been filed.

A secondary benefit would be to minimize the need for the

FMC to maintain or examine file rooms full of paper documents.

The salient fact is that such a filing and dissemination system

principally meets needs external to the Commission. The

government may also seek, strictly for its own convenience, to

organize, manipulate and examine electronical'y filed tariff

material. The government's needs may be numerous and costly.

The Tournal submits that unlike EDGAR the basic elements of

these two goals are available in the private sector and the

government does not need to stimulate the creation of such

services. The administrative

the use of these services

management contracts.

needs of the FMC may be served by

through more traditional facility

It is not news that everyone would like something for

nothing. Both the SEC and the FMC would like their contractors

to make a profit from the public services (collection and

dissemination) adequate to c,iver the expense of providing the

government with the internal services it wants. This is the true

problem with EDGAR. Absent extraordinarily high user fees (which

are likely to impede access to government information), it is

difficult to understand how the economics will permit the

government to get a virtually limitless number of value-added

services for free. The only way is the rather difficult notion

of barter -- where in return for the provision of services to the
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government at no cost, the contractor gets something of great

value, e.g., a monopoly on the sale of data. No system would

more clearly and directly skew the marketplace's judgments about

which services meet market needs.

The separation of the internal and external systems, does

not solve all the problems. A substantial unsolved problem is

how to control the resale of raw data that the contractor will

disseminate to the public. The agency will understandably seek

to monitor if not fix the prices that the contractor may charge

for public access to the data it electronically maintains in

order to assure that price is not an impediment to public

access. Let us suppose that the government has set $1.00 as the

price for a given electronics record, or $100 for all records

produced on a given day. A wholesaler could purchase all the

records for $100, retain them, and then essentially resell them

to ten other firms at a price of $50 each. The wholesaler will

have made $400, and the wholesaler's customers will have each

saved $50 by not buying directly from the government

contractor. In addition, the wholesaler will still have the

material for resale purposes. The governmenc contractor, who

spent all the time and money designing and operating the system,

will find it difficult to compete. The only way to ensure the

ability of the government contractor to compete in the sale of

raw data is to restrict the ability of it competitor to resell

the raw data in bulk form.

The issues, therefore, are on one level fairly

straightforward, particularly when one surveys existing private

sector services. In other respects, the issues are extremely

difficult, particularly Insofar as the government seeks to marry

external filing and dissemination functions with internal

administrative services. I believe that with the help of this

Subcommittee and other interested persons, the FMC will develop

an appropriate system utilizing the input of the private sector.
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Pr. KLECZZA., Mr. Putnam.

STATEMENT OF DEAN R. PUTNAM, VICE PRESIDENT, CARRIER
SYSTEMS MARKETING, TRANSAX DATA CORP., FALL; CHURCH,
VA, ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY GILBERTSON, MEMBER, BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

I'm Dean Putnam, vice president of marketing for Transax Data
Corp. Transax is the largest publisher of maritime tariffs in the
United States.

I have with me today Mr. Henry Gilbertson, a member of o.Ar
board of directom, and formerly president of Sea Land Industries,
one A the largest U.S. flag carriers in th maritime industry.

We're here today to support the FMC's tariT automation plan.
We believe that the FMC plays a vital role in the it ,,national
maritime market and that the efficiency and productivi / of the
agency suffers on the whole due to a paper logjam within the
agency.

While the issue today is FMC automation, I would like to point
out that the private sector has been committed for many years to
development of automated systems fvr the filing and dissemination
of tariff information which is required by the Federal Maritime
Commission.

To date millions of dollars has beer spent by numerous firms in
the private sector on the development and filing and tariff informa-
tion retrieval systems. While I anderstand the FMC's requirements
to automate internally, we do not agree with their ph s to provide
a dissemination service to the public.

These services are already in place and have been for many
years.

In that light, I would like to relate to you the status of au',oma-
tion within the industry and the market forces that are currently
working within the industry.

Transax Data was formed in 1980, and it pioneered the electronic
filing of tariffs for the Federal Maritime Commission and thereaf-
ter the Interstate Commerce Commission. In 1980 there were two
microprocessors on the market and much of the development in-
volved communications and the ability for microprocessor; to com-
pile, edit, and file electronic tariffs with the Government.

At that time, the only systems availab!e outside of main frame
systems in use by only the largest carriers were manual systems
provided by in-house tariff publishers or service bureaus like Inter-
national Tariff Services.

These services were provided mainly on paper and provided
paper distribution of millions of copies a month around the world.
Today most major U.S. flag carriers, many of the independent, and
most conferences have automated tariff compiling systems in place
and have the ability to file electronically with the Federal Mari-
time Commissi mi.

Transax has users in New York, San Francisco, Florida, Los An-
geles, Seattle, Hong Kong, Manila, London, and Brussels and there
are a number of other carriers in major port arras around the
world currents reviewing our system.
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However, even though a majority of the filings bei.ig made with
the Federal Maritime Commission each day are electronically
transmitted, the FMC does not benefit from this electronic infor-
mation.

In order to satisfy current requirements, they must print these
pages out and hand in two copies, thus contributing to the pacer
jam at the Federal Maritime Commission.

The development and marketing of automated systems within
the maritime industry has not taken place overnight. Traditionally,
the service has been provided on paper with manual printing and
distribution. It was a new concept that was pioneered by CSS 4
years ago and the growth in four years has resulted in over 50 per-
cent of all filings before the Commission being electronically trans-
mitted.

The FMC only provides minimum standards as to the form of a
tariff. The carriers themselves must describe, in addition to the
rates and charges they assess for the services, all of the services
provided to the shipper that affect the rates. So, the tariff is a mar-
keting document as well as a regulatory document.

As a marketing document the tariff is distributed through mail
and courier services today to many shippers, receivers, and carriers
around the world. ITS alone sends out over 100,000 tariff amend-
ments a day to different receivers within the industry.

One of the key elements in electronic filing is the sensitivity of
line disruption during the filing process.

In the 4 years that Transax has been providing electronic filing
services e have had no known error in transmission. That is un-
heard of in the electronic industry. We had to develop special soft-
ware that guarantees that the rates as developed by the carriers

ire accurately transmitted to the Government.
The tariff is also a legal document so any errors in rates or omis-

sion by the carrier Jso must be adhered to whether or not they
were in error. So, it is important that only the most advanced tech-
nology on communicatons be permitted, otherwise errors in tariffs
may occur.

During this period, Transax has invested millions in the develop-
ment and marketing of electronic filing services. We've an ultimate
goal of prcviding electronic dissemination to the end user, shipper,
carriers, and other users of transportation services.

In doing so, we've established a users group that meets twice a
year to discuss automation issues, changes in regulations and new
shipping requirements before the Federal Maritime Commission
and to establish direction for Transax in the development of addi-
tional services.

This electronic users group has already invested millions of dol-
1 is in hardware, software, training and the creation of tariff data
oasis. Electronics for filing is a reality today aud the majority of

filings currently being received by the Federal Maritime Com-
mission could be interfaced into an FMC internal auditing or ex-
amination procedure.

We have -.viewed the 31 questions that this committee has es-
tablished in Lie Congressional Record concerning the licensing of
Federal data Lasis. Wr believe that those questions are pertinent
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as they relate to the licensing of Federal data basis, and its role of
private industry.

However, we see distinct differences between the treatment of
documents and fmal requirements before the Security Exchange

OfficeCommission and the Patent and Trademark Oce on the one hand
and the Federal Maritime Commission on the other.

Unlike the Security Exchange Commission and the Patent and
Trademark Office, electronic filing and dissemination before the
FMC already exists. It's been in operation for over 4 years. It's
been proven reliable and the marketing of the commercial services
has been successful.

The tariff document is not a standard Government form like you
would find before the SEC or PTO. It is a working document that
provides the prices and services offered by each carrier in a freely
competitive environment.

As a working document, the ra..es and charges are changed on a
daily basis depending on the nature and cargo movement in each
trade. As such, the ability to obtain this information electronically
is more and more in evidence. Traditional methods of distribution
by mail, post office, and the courier services are proving inad-
equate and may take weeks to disseminate this information.

We estimate at this time that there are 3 million commercial
searches a month in tariffs on file at the Federal Maritime Com-
mission and hundreds of private libraries maintained worldwide by
different users. The SEC and the Patent and Trade Office do not
hsve or are rot part of an internal marketing information net-
work.

Additionally, the tariff may be copyrighted. Original work and
the formation and development of tariff structure and rates may be
copyrighted. 1 's is currently being reviewed by the courts today.
However, thert no clear decision. We believe that the dissemina-
tion of this information is public and therefore not subject to the
copyright provisions.

We believe that since tariff filing has already been proven on a
commercial basis, the FMC could benefit from existing technology
and services. The appointment of a single contractor would tend to
provide a government monopoly, thereby eliminating firms cur-
rently operating and providing services in this freely competitive
environment.

The appointment of a government monopoly would have the det-
rimental affect of further delaying automation by many years. It is
common in this automated industry to wait for future develop-
ments that have been announced and not proceed along with cur-
rent available services, thus delaying implementation and expan-
sion of -arrent services.

So, we believe that the FMC would be able to automate of
its functions through the use of a contractor which would ns:. prove
difficult or costly by adopting standards compatible with existing
services. Also, the FMC could be of aid to current services by devel-
oping guidelines for future developments and specifying interfaces
to Government files.

We do not believe that they need to reinvent the wheel by rede-
veloping electronic filing services or dissemination services which
already exist and have proven commercially viable.
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This would also have the affect of automating many functions
within the FMC in the near term without costly development and
planning operations at a fraction of the cost.

Additionally, development would be needed for internal use at
the Federal Maritime Commission which will not have any com-
mercial applicability.

So, we applaud the FMC and support their initiative to provide
an advisory committee. We believe it's constructive and will be the
fastest approach to automating tariffs internally at the Govern-
ment.

We did not attempt to deal with legal issues pertaining to Feder-
al data base automation. What we attempted to do was provide in-
formation on existing services including market and commercial
issues before the Maritime Commission.

We hope this information is useful. Gil and I will be available for
any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Putnam follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

TRANSAX DATA CORPORATION

AUTOMATED ELECTRONIC TARIFF FILING

AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS (ATFI) - AT THE

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am Dean R. Putnam, Vice
President of Carrier Systems Marketing for Transax Data Corporation. Transax
Data Corporation is a private investor-owned company located in Falls Church,
Virginia. Transax is the largest maritime tariff publisher in the U.S. and
provides a tariff filing service which accounts for more than 50% of the daily
tariff filings at the Federal Maritime Commission. I am Joined by Henry L.
Gilbertson, a member of Transax's Board of Directors and former President of
Sea-Land Industries, now retired.

Transax is here to support the need for automation of the Federal Maritime
Commission (FMC) tariff library. We believe that the FMC, as a regulatory
agency, provides a vital role in international maritime transportation.
Automation of the tariff library would increase the efficiency and productivity
of that agency.

Although the automation of the FMC is at issue today, the private sector
maritime industry, including carriers, conferences, shippers, and information
companies, have been committed to tariff automation for several years. The
private sector has spent millions of dollars in the development and use of
electronic tariff filing and page retrieval. Mr. Chairman, I believe that I

understand the automation issue at the FMC and in the course of this testimony
will relay to the Subcommittee the status of tariff automation in the maritime
industry and the market forces at work.

The history of maritime tariff automation is as follows. Transax, in 1980,
pioneered the development and commercial acceptance of electronic tariff
filing. This service is now used by most major U.S. flag carriers, independent
carriers, and the maritime conferences operating in the North Atlantic and
TransPacific trade routes. Today, maritime carriers, conferences and tariff
publishers are electronically filing tariffs from New York, San Francisco,
Florida, Los Angeles, Seattle, Tacoma, Hong Kong, Manila, Lrndon, and Brussels.

Unfortunately, the.FMC does not yet benefit from this electronic filing
system because the electronically received tariff page must be converted into a
paper document before it is submitted to the FMC to be processed, analyzed, and
cataloged into a large paper library.
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The development of the software necessary to enable electronic tariff
filing has been difficult. The tariff must State the price, terms and condi-
tions for the shipment of specific goods. The tariff document must meet
minimum standards as required by the FMC but no standard tariff form exists.
This is because the tariff is also used by the maritime carrier industry as a
marketing document for international publication and distribution. Communica-
tions software had to be designed to guarantee that the text, numbers, and
custom graphics would arrive at the Federal Maritime Commission just as they
sere electronically authored by each carrier or conference from their worldwide
°Vices. Electronic transfer of information is sensitive to communications line
disruptions, and if the error checking software is not sophisticated and
comprehensive, a figure could be transposed, a commodity description garbled. A
tariff is also a legal document which sets forth the terms, conditions, rates
and charges that each conference or carrier is obligated to charge regardless
of error.

Mr. Chairman, I am not attemptinq a discourse on communications software.
I want to indicate to the Subcommittee that electronic filing of maritime
tariffs was not developed overnight. The technology requirements, which appear
simple, require a great deal of sophistication. Electronic tariff filing to the
FMC has been developed and enhanced over several years by Transax and a signi-
ficant carrier use,. group. Transax, as a private sector company, has invested
several million dollars in the development and nLarketing of this service with
the ultimate goal of providing electronic dissemination of tariff information
to the shipping industry. The carrier and conference user group has alto
invested over a million dollars in equipment, software, mainframe interfaces,
the building of electronic tariff data bases, and in training personnel. We
believe that the focus of the Federal Maritime Commission automation issue
should be on the internal automation of the FMC. Restated, we believe that,
because electronic tariff filing is a reality today, and is supported and used
by so many carriers and conferences, the FMC should respond accordingly and
interface with this electronic filing service.

Mr. Chairman, Transax has reviewed the list of 31 questions as published
in the Congressional Record of March 14, 1984. We believe that these questions
summarize the public policy issues related to the license of a federal data
base. We have also reviewed testimony given before this Subcommittee on April
29, 1985 by the Information Industry Association on federal data base
automation issues. We believe the Information Industry Association's testimony
is pertinent and appropriate in describing the private sector's potential role
in working as a partner with a federal agency. However, we believe that the
Subcommittee should be aware of some of the distinct differences in issues
between the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO) on the hand, deral Maritime Commission on
the other.

1. Unlike at the SEC or the PTO, electronic filing and dissemination of
ta. ,ff information at the FMC already existed prior to the .ederal agency's
move toward automation. Tne private sector, including maritime carriers and
conferences, has developed a proven filing and dissemination system during the
last four years. Substantial investment has been made in the system by the
developers of these systems and even more substantial investment has been made
by the Transax user group.
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2. The tariff document used by the Federal Maritime Commission is not a

standard government form. The carrier must meet certain FMC minimum StandardS,
but each carrier individuaizes the tariff document to differentiate his ser-
vices from those of a competitor. The document serves not only as a regulatory
document but as a marketing document for each carrier or conference. As a

marketing document, the tariff is used as a pricing contract by stating the
terms and conditions under which transportation services are provided. It is

estimated that over 3,000,000 commercial tariff searches take place each month

in hundreds of tariff libraries worldwide. The SEC and PTO use government forms
that are not developed in the same manner, and are not part of an international

market information network.

3. Each tariff document and the carriers' authorship of the tariff may be
protected under U.S. copyright laws. The courts are now reviewing this issue.
The information contained in the document once it has been filed with the FMC
is public information but the graphic design and textual placement of copy,
created by each carrier or conference, may allow eacn tariff document to be

copyrighted. The SEC and the PTO documents are not subject to this law because
their document is a standardized government form.

4. The private sector maritime industry has invested a substantial sum
of money in the development of electronic tariff filing and has, more recent-
ly, developed tariff retrieval systems on a commercial basis. Therefore,

electronic tariff filing and information dissemination is a reality within the
maritime industry today. In fact, approximlately fifty (50%) percent of all
tariff amendments received by the FMC on a daily basis are electronically filed

via existing commercial service. In addition, electronic dissemination of
.ariff information has already been developed and successfully marketed by the
private sector and is available worldwide.

Since tariff automation is commercially proven, the Federal Maritime
Commission could benefit by taking advantage of existing technology and ser-

vices on a contractual basis. We do not believe that the taxpayer would achieve
significant value if the FMC were to establish a tariff filing and dissemination
systems. A decision by the FMC to select a single contractor or to license
electronic tariff filing and dissemination would have the tendency to create a
government monopoly, thereby, directly eliminating present businesses which are

now providing the services in a freely competitive environment. The existence
of such a monopoly would have the detrimental effect of delaying further tariff
automation significantly, perhaps by yea's.

The development of an electronic tariff library and/or archive system at
the FMC should neither be difficult nor cost the American taxpayer millions of

dollars. If the FMC were to establish Standards compatible with currently
available electronic tariff filing and dissemination services, and provide
guidelines for future development, the taxpayer would not b- burdened by

government costs for reinventing the wheel. Additionally, the FMC could
achieve its tariff automation goal in the near term at a fraction of the cost

of new systems development.

We believe that the FMC's recent proposal to set up an Automated Tariff
Filing and Information System (AFTI) advisory committee is a wise decision. We
know that the FMC is aware of the maritime industry committment to tariff
automation. The proposed AFTI advisory committee can start constructive
discussions and near-term implementation of tariff automation within the FMC.

Mr. Chairman, we have not attempted to deal with the legal issues
associated with federal data base automation. We believe that we could give
useful information to the Subcomwittee on present market technology and forces
already in play and the commercial issues related to the tariff document. We

hope that his information has been useful. Both Mr. Gilbertson and I are

available for any gue21110,RW.Ikw.
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Mr. KLECZNA. Fine, thank you Pmr your statement, Mr. Putnam.
Mr. Putnam, you indicated that you think it's ill-advised for

FMC to go into this new system. You liken it to remaking the
wheel. However, you do applaud the formation of the advisory com-
mittee.

My question to you is what happens ..; the advisory committee
comes out with the recommendation to go full steam ahead?

Mr. Purbuut. That is a very difficult question to answer. It de-
pends on the direction the FMC takes.

The creation of a monopoly situation would definitely deter the
future development of additional types of information services. Mr.
Carey stated that the FMC's data base is one of the largest in the
world. I would like to also add to that statement it's probably the
most highly used. We estimate that there's over three million
searches in that data base.

So, there is room for a number of private firms developing infor-
mation services for the public on a commercial basis. It need not
burden the taxpayer for reinventing what has already been accom-
plished.

Mr. KLECZKA. Now, the Transax system is up and operational.
Does it contain all the tariff filing that FMC is charged with?

Mr. Purwitm. No, sir. The Transax system only contains tariffs
that have been compiled and filed by the user group. That is an
extensive user group and probably 60 percent of all filings today
can be captured through that system.

Mr. ICiaczKA. Are there other services providing automated serv-
ice for the balance of the 40 percent?

Mr. PirrNA.m. There are other services providing automated filing
services. The other 40 percent could be obtained through 100-per-
cent filing agreements with the carriers.

The carriers today only file the portion of the tariff changes that
need to be received by the Commission on the same day. We are
attempting to get 100 percent filing participation by most of the
carriers and most of our customers are going along with that idea.

Many of the carriers still need to commit to 100 percent filing to
keep that data base up to date. It's a cost issue more than a dis-
semination or public information issue.

The alternative cost for putting 200 sheets of paper in an over-
night courier is $15 versus communication costs in the neighbor-
hood of 25 to 50 cents a page for electronic filing. We believe the
cost issues of filing will be irrelevant when compared to the bene-
fits derived from an electronic information system.

Mr. KLECZKA. Can't the Commission argue that there is no cen-
trally located place where 100 percent of the filings are commer-
cially available, thus we should do it ourselves.

And, Mr. Becker, if you want to respond, or Mr. Putnam.
Mr. BECKER. I'll be glad to respond because RATES is 100 per-

cent of the data base, and that's why we went back and put that
whole data base together, starting in 1984.

Mr. KLECZKA. So, you do hp0 on-line 100 percent of all the fil-
ings. All the documents that ..,. at FMC you have?

Mr. BECKER. Well, I have roughly 600,000 pages of tariff informa-
tion in our file, and I don't know whether we have every document
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the FMC has, but we have every document that relates to vessel
operated tariffs.

Mr. KLECZKA. OK. Mr. Putnam indicated that his system had
cost of roughly millions of dollars. Can you give us a little better
picture as to how much you have invested? And, then I'd like to
ask Mr. Becker the same question.

Mr. PuTNAm. Yes. The marketing and development end is over
$3.6 million as of January of this year.

Mr. BECKER. We havewe've not finished our investment. It's
not yet at that stage where it's profitable. We calculate that the
threshold of entry into this business is very significant. We're look-
ing at betweensomewhere between $6 and $10 million as an in-
vestment.

Mr. Kusczxa. Now, Mr. Becker, you mdicated that you support
the FMC proposal. Is that only for mternal usage and not dissemi-
nation purposes?

Mr. BECKER. Well, we support the idea of the FMC investigating
what's going on in the market and streamlining what they are
doing. We think it's in an evolutionary stage. There have been lots
of developments in the private sector in the past few years and it
really hasn't gotten to the FMC yet.

So, I guess what I would see in the future would be some kind of
orchestrated cooperation between the private sector and the FMC
accomplishing the goals that are set down in the various papers on
the subject.

Mr. JCL= ma. However, neither of you gentlemen arenor were
representatives of yot.r firms--appointed to the advisory commit-
tee. So, how do you anticipate having input between now and the
final report from FMC?

Mr. BECKER. Well, we appreciate .3eing invited here and we're op-
timistic that the FMC in its deliberations and its committees will
take a very hard look at what we're doing.

Mr. KLECZICA.. Have either of you gentlemen approached the offi-
cials at FMC to discuss the contract system, a commercial contract
system?

Mr. PUTNAM. No, sir.
Mr. BECKER. No, we have not sought to tie the FMC to any con-

tract. We've discussed with them our businesswhat we're doing.
There are other arms of the FMC which are interested in our serv-
ice and we're dealing with them, and I might ask Jim Devine, per-
haps he might want to add something. Jim is our marketing man-
ager.

Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Devine.
Mr. DEVINE. Yes. Though it is a small agency, it does have vari-

ous responsibilities, awl one branch of the FMC in policy and plan-
ning has actually begun usage of the RATES system to look at the
tariffs and, I believe, do some competitive analysis of the shipping
trades worldwide. They've used other data provided by the Journal
of Commerce's PIERS service, which is shipping data. Mr. Becker
earlier referred to it.

Mr. KLEczica. OK. Mr. Gilbertson, I'm told you have a lot of ex-
perience in the maritime industry. You don't have to respond to
that, but what do you hear about FMC's automation plans from
others in the industry?

14%3
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Mr. GiLiairrsort. I'm obviously not here as an industry spoke-
man, but I did contact some carriers in the industry and dealing in
a so-called expert environment.

The information, when you talk to the carrier about automation
at the FMC, the carrier sees that as the business of the FMC being
able to receive electronic filings to store the data electronically and
to retrieve it for its own internal use electronically, and when you
talk to carriers, that's what they mean when they say would you
like to see the FMC automate.

And, the response under that definition was wholeheartedly, yes,
they would like to see the FMC automate.

The next question is would you pay something to see that
happen?

The answer was, no, we shouldn't have to because traditionally
now, if you avoid handling 600,000 pieces of 8x11.5 paper a year
with 300,000 to 500,000 characters on every page and you convert
that to an electronic reception and storage format you should pick
up enough savings to pretty much satisfy the investment and hard-
ware and the construction of the software. About 60 percent of the
total volume is available electronically today, and to the extent
that people and staff are involved in handling that paper, they
could disappear.

The hardware and software involved to fill that definition of au-
tomation is not complicated. It's a data base. It's a word-processor-
type of approach. It's not terribly complicated hardware or soft-
ware.

They think that the savings that would be realized by an imme-
diate conversation of 60 percent of the in-bound filings, dealing
now probably with an average change-50 characters per cchasz
rather than 5,000 characters per page, would probably be sti
for the most partshould for the most part fund the program
through labor savings.

Their attitude is somewhat different about the business of provi-
sion and dissemination of data. I think the general feeling there is
that that's a can of worms. That the FMC does not really under-
stand what is involved in the needs of the user, both carrier and
commercial user. That those are complicated programs. Very cus-
tomized in some areas. They are notthey do not standardize
themselves.

I don't think they perceive the FMt, as probably being able to
develop the kind of capability without an inordinate cost to serve
that need, and I don't think they perceive any need is there. There
are four firms up in the businessall substantial, good credentials,
adequate backingthat are in that business right now. And, I
don't think that they perceive that there's any need for the FMC to
enter into that, nor would it be a successful commercial venture for
the FMC in competition with four established services.

All of them felt that it would be wise of the FMC to appoint an
advisory group, which I understand is in process, and that probably
a whole lot of the expertise necessary to assist the FMC task force
was available in that group or could be made available.

And, as a sideline, we, of course, would like to be included in
that group. We have a substantial amount of expertise. Mr. Beck-
er's firm has a substantial amount.
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In the aggregate, within that group, if the proper people were
chosen there are millions of dollars worth of talent who have al-
ready gone through all of this mechanism and that could probably
save the FMC from making any large errors or becoming involved
in financial obligations that were beyond their means to satisfy.

Mr. KLECZKA. Or, as you point out that the agency's annual
budget is $11 million and using your figures, Mr. Becker, using the
top figure of $10 million would have to double the agency's budget
to provide for this new electronic system.

Go ahead, sir.
Mr. BECKER. I'd just like to say, Mr. Chairman, on the point of

participating in the advisory committee I think that would be a bit
difficult if on the one hand we were seeking to advise the FMC
what it ought to do and on the other we were trying to sell to
them. So, I think we could be a resource to that committee, but
probabl not a member of it.

Mr. I LzczxA. The fox watching the chickens.
Mr. Becker, you indicated in your statement that you would sug-

gest use by FMC of a facilities management contract. In fact, Mr.
Putnam, you also indicated the same thing.

How would this type of an idea work?
Mr. BECKER. Well, we could, or anybody could, any contractor

could make available the data base to the FMC.
Mr. KLECZKA. For a price. For a fee.
Mr. BECKER. For a price, right, and it could go out for bidding.

We could or anybody else could provide the equipment and the
computersmaintain that equipment deal with the software that
was necessary. And also work on in evolutionary basis, because
one of the things we find in dealing with this data base is that it is
evolutionary, and we're constantly changing the software to meet
the needs of clients.

So, we think that the FMC by going to the private sector could
get really everything that it wants and it might not use just one
company. It might use two or three.

Mr. PUTNAM. Yes, the FMC's use of the data can be broadly de-
fined in two major areas. The requirements of analyzing the rates
on s trade route to ensure that the trade route stayed adequately
prccected and the users of those transportation services are not dis-
criminated against.

They also have the filing requirements which are in place when
the cariers decide to change their tariff rates to services provided.
Under the Tranbax filing system, the carrier composes or compiles
the tariffs and files it directly with the Commission. There is no
deviation or error in the data and the Commission could use this
data for examination purposes.

So, we see basically on the examination end the data should be
inputed or controlled by the carrier or the filer. On the data infor-
mation end, for trade studies and so forth, they could actually have
data inputed from other sources.

Mr. KLECZKA. Does FMC charge for filing a tariff'?
Mr. PUTNAM. No.
Mr. KLECZKA. OK, when anyone requests information from FMC

is there a fee for that type of --
Mr. PUTNAM. There is a fee schedule established for that.
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Mr. KLECZKA. If in fact they would have to buy the service from
a commercial enterprise they could recoup some of those costs,
other than the internal things that they need from this fee struc-
ture.

Mr. PUTNAM. That's correct.
Mr. KLEczKA. The last question for both of you gentlemenwhen

the hearings are completed this committee will issue a report and
probably will include recommendations to the agencies. What
would you like to see this committee recommend?

Mr. PUTNAM. I would like to see the committee recommend that
automation for internal uses of this information proceed at the
Federal Maritime Commission by the use of existing services or the
interface with existing services that are already commercially
available.

As far as the dissemination of this on a commercial basis, I do
not believe the Commission has the expertise nor would they wish
to fund the developmentconstant development of programs and
custom programs that the user requires.

As far as the Commission automating internally, it would be of
great benefit to themselves and to the industry and to set stand-
ards for future development.

As far as dissemination, I think that's best handled in the pri-
vate sector.

Mr. litarzsA. Thank you. Mr. Becker.
Mr. BECKER. Well, I'd agree with that and I would like to see this

committee recommend to the FMC that it really investigate what's
going on in the private sector.

I think the industry that the FMC oversees isputs the FMC in
a unique position vis-a-vis the SEC and the others because they
have mature services available to utilize, and we'd like to have you
urge them to utilize those private services.

Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Gilbertson.
Mr. GmszwrsoN. Well, I know Mr. Carey has some budgetary re-

straints, but I agree with Mr. Becker. I think there are experts in
the area that are available that would be happy to be a resource to
the FMC without drawing on their per diem, just as a matter of
invitation. No obligation.

Mr. awn.... Mr. Devine, any closing recommendations?
Mr. Myna. Yes, I'm substantially in agreement, and as Mr.

Becker said, there's an awful lot out there in the private sector for
the FMC to utilize and we're just interested in seeing them give it
a try.

Mr. KLECZKA. And, let's not remake the wheel.
Mr. Drvnix. Absolutely.
Mr. KLECZKA. Very good. Thank you all for appearing today and

thank you for your very interesting testimony.
At this time we call the last panel of the afternoon.
Mr. Gerald Meyer, Associate Commissioner for Management and

Operations, Federal Food and Drug Administration; Mr. Glenn
Haney, Director, Office of Information Resources Management,
U.S. Department of Agriculture; and Mr. Bryant Benton, Associate
Director for Managemeh;. Services, Bureau of the Census.

I believe Mr. Benton will be accompanied by Mr. Jim Curry,
Chief, Data Access and Use Staff.
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Mr. Meyer, you're the leadoff hitter this afternoon.

STATEMENT OF GERALD F. MEYER, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER
FOR MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS, FOOD AND DRUG AD-
MINISTRATION

Mr. MEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you with my col-

leagues from the Bureau of the Census and the USDA.
If acceptable to the committee, I would offer to submit my state-

ment for the record and only make a few informal remarks.
Mr. KIZMA. Yes, sir, we'd appreciate that. Thank you.
Mr. MEYER. First, FDA has an electronic bulletin board as a

result of having contracted for electronic mail as the cost effective
means of communicating with our 10 regional offices, 22 district of-
fices, and about 90 resident posts throughout this Nation

So, it required very little additional cost and effort to use this ar-
rangement to also provide more information about the FDA
through an electronic bulletin board. What we have on that elec-
tronic bulletin board, for the benefit of those who subscribe to it, is
information about recalls of products which present a problem, en-
forcement actions, press releases on important product informa-
tion, new product approval information, summaries of Federal Reg-
ister proposals and decisions, congressional testimony and speeches
on policy issues, technical information for health professionals, and
selected consumer information that we think has widespread use.

As you well know, FDA is responsible for the safety and effec-
tiveness of products which account for almost 25 cents of every con-
sumer dollar.

The information that we have on that electronic bulletin board is
easy to use and relatively inexpensive for the organizations that
use it. We find it increasingly useful to the health professional
community, to scientific and academic groups, and to the private
sector and the news media.

The information we place on our bulletin board is not proprie-
tary and is available to anyone.

Your invitation today also asked us about potential innovations
in product review using electronic submission of data and electron-
ic access to data.

FDA currently has several tests ongoing and has conducted some
in the past. These include electronic submission of date. to us in a
variety of different forms and electronic access to industry data by
our reviewers. These tests have had mixed degrees of moderate suc-
cess.

To some extent this is because of the variety and kind of data
that is submitted to the Food and Drug Administration. For exam-
ple, food additive petitions, and new drug approval applications can
be submitted for the most part in data and text. But sometimes
they include chemical formulas and/or methods and processes
which may be presented in graphical form and then there are limi-
tations.

Medical device 510-K applications and premarket approval appli-
cations often involve product design drawings and specifications.
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For that sort of thing the electronic submission of such data is very
much in the developmental stage.

We have not found a perfect solution that will accommodate all
of our needs, but I believe an exploding technology involving such
things as optical laser disks which have emerged in the last few
months will probably solve that problem for us. And ultimately I
am persuaded this techology will be a more efficient and less costly
review.

With those few informal remarks, Mr. Chairman, I'll be pleased
to answer any questions you have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Meyer follows:)
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Mr. Chairman:

The Food and Drug ldministration (FDA) is pleased to participate in this

hearing and we welcome the opportunity to describe our use of electronic means

to disseminate information to the publ,r and to expedite the processing and

review of new pro&ct applications.

FD. 's impact on the country's economic life is extensive, as indicated by our

reguhition of products accounting for approximately 25 cents of every consumer

dollar spent. Because of that impact, we ,ecided to seek out new, more

effective ways of communicating with people affected by products we regulate.

We believe that the prol feration of snall computers has created a quantum

change in the communications opportunities available to the Agency Since the

age of Inexpensive, easily accessible and instantaneous electronic

communications is here to stay, FDA decided to explore ways of utilizing these

technologies in fulfilling our mission.

Electronic Bullet, Board

FDA established its electronic bulletin board on a trial oasis in January

1983. Prior 'o that time, FDA had leased an electronic mail system to

communicate with our field offices. As part of the electronic mail agreement,

ITT-Dialcom, the contractor, offered the electronic bulletin board service at a

very snail cost. Under the offer, ITT-Dialcom prodded a "blank" electronic

bulletin board format, to be maintained by FDA; ITT-Dialcom would sell the

information on the bulletin board to the public for a fee. FDA's Office of

Public Affairs (OPm), which is responsible for channelling information to the

public, was given charge of Use electronic bulletin board.
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Ob ectives

FDA has always sought to promote awareness and understanding of health mattes

by informing the public about key issues such as the safety of foods and food

additives, the benefits and risks of drugs and devices, important product

labeling issues and recalls and other potential emergency situations. We

tested the electronic bulletin board as a means of communicating with the news

media and ultimately the public, as well is the practicing health professional

community, scientific, academic and organized consumer groups. The te:.,t had

the following objectives:

o To provide an alternative to traditional mail, especially for

organizations that have electronic communications with their

constituencies;

o To provide FDA with another avenue for rapid dissemination of

time-sensitive information requiring wide dissemination, and

o ,o reduce, in the long run, mailing and handling costs for ho.d copy

documents by disseminating information electronically.

In developing the bulletin board, FDA held meetings with health professional

and consumer groups allowing then to influence the content of the system, making

it compatible with our mutual needs. For example, we negotiated with the

contractor to allow no cost redistribution of FD4 material by subscribers, we

worked to reduce subscription costs from $100 per nonth to the current $25 per

`h, and, we es'^anded the numbers and types of documents available.

tii VA vc103 1831
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Electronically Available Documents

M. he electronic bulletin board was started in 1983, only two kinds of

documents, press releases and FBA's we kly r^call list (the Enforcement Report),

were available. Now, in additior to press releases and recalls, the electronic

bulletin board offers the Drug and Device Product Approvals List, the Drug

Bulletin, the FDA Consumer (excerpted), veterinary medicine news, summaries of

FDA Federal Register documents, Convessional testimony an speeches delivered

by FDA ufficials.

141 of these documents ar put on the electronic bulletin board at the same

time they are made available to the public through other channels, such as in

hard copy through vinous FDA offices, or by recorded message, as is done with

press releases. In addition, the Drug and Device Product Approvals List, the

FDA Consumer, the Enforcement Report and Federal Registers are ail avail,ole in

hard copy by subscription through either the Government Printing Office or the

National Technical Information Service.

Operation of the Electronic Bulletin Board

FDA's Office of Public Affairs electronically receives information for the

electronic bulletin board from other FDA offices. There is no need to retype

the document. Once a document has been transmitted to OPA, it is proofread,

electronically reformatted to fit the computer's parameters, and then sent to a

file on the computer. Once it is in the computer, the document is proofread

again and then put on the electronic bulletin board itself.

There is very little cost in the transmission of docqments to the electronic

bulletin hoard. An average, two-page press release takes Approximately

one minute to transfer to the electronic bulletin board, at a cost of $D.14 to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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FDA. Thus we real ize savings not only in postage and paper, but especial ly

in per son -hours for handl ing.

Documents are easily accessed from the electronic bulletin board by

subscriber ; - -once an individual has "signed -on" to the system a menu appear s

listing ,'l of the iccunts that are avail able. After choosing a particular

file, the user can then search that file using a keyword, scan through the

titles, or read the documents within that file. User s can then mail the

document to nother ITT-Di al com mail box, saving tine and money by el iminating

the need fcr other s in the same organization to read the electronic bulletin

board to find the same document.

Currently, a variety of organizations subscr b2 to the el ectronic bulletin

board, in. 1 udi ng drug firms, food retailers, heal th care services, public

relations firms, the ny did, and Government agenciev.

Proprietary Rights

The FDA bulletin board does not contain proprietary information, and FDA's

bull etin board vendor does not have exclusive rights to that information. FDA's

agreement w"t, ITT-Di alcom allows any Di alcom customer (including another

commercial bull etin board vendor) not only to gain access to the information,

but al so to red str ibute it. All of the information on the electronic bulletin

board is avail able to any organization, public or pr ivate, for redistribution

both electronically and in hard copy. ITT-Di al com is not responsible for the

content of mater al un the electronic bull etin board, not do they have any

rights to that later ial . FDA holds responsibility for the accuracy of al 1

data avail able dr ectly from ITT-Di al con, while any organi zation that

3.18AJIAVA 7903 Tan
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redistributes that data is responsible for its accuracy. FDP hopes that its

information will be widely distributed throughout a nee, J' oulletin boards

in order to reach a variety of audiences.

FDA may also send its bulletin board information directly to other bulletin

board vendors if that procedure becomes worthwhile. In summary, FDA's bull etin

board arrangement with ITT-Dialcom is not a monopoly for ITT-Dialccm. Our

contract has ',een designed to maintain open and equitable access to public

information.

Potential Innovations in Product Review

In your letter of invitation you also aF1/4ed that we discuss FDA's

experimentation with the electronic submission of product applications, such as

new drug applications (NDAs) and premarket applications (PMAs) for devices.

For example in the drug area, NDAs for marketing of pharmaceutical pr oducts

are currently submitted on paper to FDA for review. The typical NDA fills 100

to 300 volumes at 250 pages per volume. With multiple copies of each volume

requi rK1 to facilitate parallel technical rev iews, the probl ens of storage,

handling, and retrieval have been overwhelming and the submission burden on the

industry has been substantial. Clinical data, that is, summaries, tabulations,

and individual patient case report forms account for nearly three-quarters of

each NDA. In recent years, efforts have been direct& at controlling the

unwieldiness of clinical data submitted on paper. Last February, the Department

of Health and Human Services issued final regulations streamlining the drug

approval process. These rev isions, known as the NDA rewrite, reduced routine
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paperwory saomissions by as -uch os 19 percent and are ex,)ected t.) cut the

new drug approval time by an average of 6 months while mai-.oining high -afety

sta idards. Several other non - regulatory appro,chas have di so been

investigated.

The Agency investigated microfiche and magnetic tape, but neither proved to be

satisfactory for review purposes. Investigations currently underway address the

review problem by relying on access to the submitter's data in the submitter's

computer. Such access eliminates FDA's computer storage problems and provides

the capability of anipulati j the clinical data Into formats not presented in

an NDA.

Three pilot projects have peen designed to test the efficiency and quality of

this option. One test provides direct electronic access to data from an ongoing

protocol, a second test relies on reports provided by the suborner upon request

of the FDA reviewer, and the third test is a direct comparison of NDA reviews

done using clinical data submitted on paper versus data submitted in el ectronic

form.

The Agency is also investigating optical laser discs as another alternative to

paper submissions. This option is in the early stage of investigation, and no

proposz. s for pilot tening have yet been developed.

Conclusion

In conclusion, FDA has discussed two opportunities presented by the

widespread availaoility 3f computer technology. First, computer technology may

reduce the cost and increase the efficiency of the product review process. This

offers the hope of safer products, which will be available sooner and at lower

costs.
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Second, computer technology has enhanced FDA's communication with the public

as shown oy the 2-year test of the electronic bulletin ',oard. As a result of

this test, in October 1934, FDA Commissioner Young decided to expand the

operation of the electronic bulletin board. He directed staff to improve its

format, increase the volume of informa n it handles, and expand its audience

by promotion to additional consumer organizations having electronic

capabil ity.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement, I will be happy to answer any

questions the Subcommittee may have.

Mr. KLECZKA. Thank you, Mr. Meyer. Mr. Haney.

STATEMENT OF GLENN P HANEY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INFOR-
MATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AG-
RICULTURE

Mr. HANEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Glenn P. Haney, Director of the Office of Informa-

tion Resources Management with the Department of Agriculture.
With your permission I, too, will simply highlight the statement

that I've presented to you for the record.
Mr. Kinczxa. You must have been before our committee before.

Thank you very much. [Laughter.]
Mr. Benton, what do you plan on doing? [Laughter.]
Mr. BENTON. It seems to be a wave.
Mr. IfizczKA.. Mr. Haney.
Mr. HANEY. We appreciate the opportunity to be here to tell you

a little bit about the Department of Agriculture's Electronic Dis-
semination of Information.

We have been involved in the dissemination of information, both
the collection and dissemination of information to the public for
many years. it's a traditional role for the Department of Agricul-
ture.

We have essentially depended upon the standard print media an
the means of doing this in providing both hard copy publications
and mail distributions.

This method is costly and it does not reach all the people that we
would like to reach, particularly with our perishable or time-sensi-
tive data.

With the existence of the cost-effective computer-based systems
in communications, we now have tho opportunity to provide alter-
natives to the traditional media.

A few years ago a number of our agencies did experiment with
come efforts at disseminating some of their specific information
that previously had been made available only in hard copy. Our ex-
perience with these trials helper us to broaden our thinking to in-
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dude new types of data that could be disseminated for the first
time.

For example, the foreign agriculture service trade leads could be
disseminated electronically and be made available almost immedi-
ately to those who needed them today and, of course, tomorrow the
information was out of date.

Through this experience we discovered there are new types of
users. Traditionally we were aiming our information at farmers,
rural communities, and agriculture related organizations. Now we
see a new marketing and business potential and the demand for
the data has increased significantly.

We learned some lessons from our pilot operation that caused us
to reevaluate our original approach. Firstour first approach was
to look at what the pilot testa had done. They had aimed their ef-
forts primarily at seeking a better way to disseminate information
and they had not pursued a competitive bidding process.

We have discovered that other organizations that are in the busi-
ness of marketing information felt that they should also receive
our data directly from our agencies. They wanted the same service
there competitors were receiving

This really placed us in a dilemma. We couldn't continue to in-
crease our resources assigned to the dissemination function. We
either had to retreat on our electronic dissemination or find a
better method to satisfy the public need. To pursue the individual
agency approach was making it difficult for users who had to actu-
ally access two or three or four different services.

Multiple services was not the answer. It was eminently apparent
to us that a single resource or a single service was better, so we
proceeded to select a single computer-based dissemination service
that would support the needs of all of the Department of Agricul-
ture's agencies.

Our objective was to reach the large publishers, news services,
farm organizations, trade associations, and the commercial elec-
tronic information and videaec services.

We wanted t- offer a simplified bulk data or wholesale type of
data dissemination service. We proceeded through a competitive
procurement and selected Martin Marietta Data Systems to pro-
vide the required service to us.

We had seven key agencies within the Department involved in
this project. I will not enumerate all of these agencies.

The role of the Office of Information Resources Management was
to cocrdinate that activity.

The system we now have is primarily designed to disseminate
perishable or time-sensitive data. Examples of such agency releases
are daily market reports, weekly and monthly crop and livestock
statistical reports, periodic economic outlook and situation reports,
USDA news releases, foreign agricultural trade leads, export sales
reports, and week., world agricultural production and trade round-
ups.

The computer-based system had to meet several criteria:
One, all organizations would have to have equal access to it.
Two, the vendor would not have any unfair advantage over

others by accessing the data for resale on his own.

1
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Three, access by users would have to be sufficiently easy to en-
courage broad use.

Four, the system would support various types of USDA data in a
single format.

Five, cost of the system would be reasonable for all users, and
USDA would retain control over the data.

By that we mean that we specify what data will be maintained,
when it will be released and when it will be deleted from the
system.

Mr. Chairman, in summary I would like to point out a few key
features of our system that differentiates it from some of the others
covered today.

We focused on the information requirements of the potential
users of the system. We discovered that the users wanted every-
thing from 1-line market news reports to a 40-page economic out-
look and situation report.

We specified a single system that would meet all of those kinds
of requirements.

Another important feature is the automatic transmission of re-
ports to users immediately upon release by USDA. With our
system, organizations that an .eeking information can specify the
kinds of information they want, which is then automatically trans-
mitter' to them immediately upon release by USDA.

This automatic transmission solves another problem for us. Some
of our data, such as the periodic Crop Production Reports have
great value at the moment of release. Automatic transmission
allows us to guarantee that all who require it receive it at the
sam^ time.

T, user fee concept was adopted by USDA a few years ago for
those requesting printed reports and publications in order for the
Department to recover printing and distribution costs. This same
policy has been applied to the electronic system.

The minimum fee for a user is $150 a month. Martin Marietta
will return to USDA 10 percent of the total charges to the commer-
cial and private users of this system to help defrqv our cost of
using the system.

From the viewpoint of our agencies, they are now able to reach
the broadest possible community of end users, while only transmit-
ting the data once.

One last point: The system will provide us with a tool to measure
the demand for our data.

Based on statistics we receive from our contractor, we can
remove data not accessed and place greater emphasis on the kinds
of data that is heavily dems-Aed, and so on.

While our system is not scheduled to gc operational until next
week, we are most encouraged by the enthusiastic support anal re-
sponse we have receilitilM

We feel through tifaritioli:btriefilk, we have devel-
oped an approach that provides maximum benefit to all concerned.

That concludes my statement. I will be happy to answer any
questions.

Mr. KLECZKA. Thank you, Mr. Haney.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Haney follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF GLENN P. HANEY
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
BEFORE THE

'OVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

JUNE 26, 1985

Mr. Chairman, members of the SuLsommittee, I aporeclate the

opportunity to discuss the Department of Agriculture s program for

electronic dissemination of information (EDI).

Agencies of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) have

traditionally recognized their responsitility to collect and develop

information whIch is shared with the public as well as with USDA agencies

and other federal and state agencies and Institutions.

The method of dissemination for many years had beer limited to

hardcopy pu.lications and mail distribution. This metr,od was costly to us

and obviously did not begin to meet the needs of the public for access to

perishable or time-sensitive data.

With the advances in technology, cost-effective computer-based systems

and communications row provide us with an alternative to the traditional

print media. Several of our agencies recognized this as much as three

years ago and initiated various independent pilot programs to test the use

of electronic methods. The initial emphasis with these pilot projects was

to better disseminate Information that had previously been made available
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in hardcopy. However, experience with electronic dissemination has caused

us to broaden our thinking to include new types of data that could now be

disseminated for the first time; for example, reports that would totally

lose significance if they fa'l to reach the proper audience in a timely

manner. More specifically, the Foreign Agricutural Service trade leads

could not be distributed effectively through the mail.

We also found that as the existence of our pilot projects became

known, new types of users emerged. Traditionally, USDA had focused on the

information requirements of farmers, rural communities and some

agriculture - related orgcnizations. With the availability of electronic

transmission capabilities, a new marketing and business potential became

apparent and the demand for data increased significantly. We recognize the

importance of data that is readily available, current, and accurate in

fostering and supporting a healthy national agricultural industry and

promoting a strong marketing position both here and abroad.

Mr ,,nairman, the electronic dissemination o7 information project I'm

here to discuss with you today evolved out of the several independent

agency efforts to utilize electronic technology for information

dissemination. We learned some lessons from the pilot operativa that

caused us to reevaluate our approach.

First, the selection of a dissemination service by those agencies that

initiated independent pilots was done on a small scale and without

competitive bidding Their concern at that time was to test the
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application and evaluate the public demand. "owever, other organizations

in the business of marketing information felt that they should also receive

our data directly from the USDA agencies. These requesting organizations

reasonably wanted the same service their competitors were receiving. USDA

agencies were facing a dilemma. We couldn't continue to increase our

resources assigned to the dissemination function. We had to either retreat

from our initial advances in electronic dissemination or find a better

method to satisfy the public need.

We also recognized that by promoting independent agency approaches, we

were making it difficult for the user community to acquire the data. They

had to be aware of and subscribe to multiple services in order to obtain

all the USDA data they needed.

The solution for the Department was to select a single computer-based

dissemination service that would support the needs of all USDA agencies.

Our objective was to reach organizations such as large publishers and news

services, farm organizations, trade associations and the commercial

electronic information and videotex services who vould further enhance the

da..1 for their own marketplace and ultimately reach the broadest possible

community of end users. We needed to offer a simplified bulk data or

"wholesale" type of data dissemination service. We went through a

competitive procurement and selected Martin Marietta Data Systems (MMOS) to

provide the required service for us.

The seven USDA agencies involved in the selection vic,e. Agricultural

Marketirg Service, Economic Research Service, Extension Service, Foreign
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Agricultural Service, National Agricultural Library, Office of Governmental

and Public Affairs, and Statistical Reporting Service, with coordination bi

the Office of Information Resources Management.

The system is primarily designed to dissemidate perishable or

time-sensitive data. Examples of agency releases made available thregh

the system are: daily market reports, weekly and monthly crop and

livestock statistical reports, periodic economic outlook and situation

reports, USDA news releases, foreign agricultural trade leads, export sales

reports, and weekly world agricultural production and trade roundups.

The defined computer-based system had to satisfy he following

criteria:

. All organizations contracting with the selected vendor to obtain

USDA data would have equal access to it

. The selected vendor would not have unfair advantage over others by

accessing the data for resale on its own.

. The method of access by users would be sufficiently easy to

encourage broad use.

. The system would support various types of USDA data in a single

format that could be easily implemented by the USDA agencies.
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. Cos.. of the system would be reasonable, both to the USDA agencies

and to the organizations acquiring our data.

. USDA would retain ton) control over the data, cpecifying what data

will be maintained, when it will be released and v, en it will be

deleted from the system.

Mr. Chairman, I'd live, in summary, to point out a few key features of

the USDA SDI system that differentiate it from some of the other-3 covered

today.

We focused on the information requirements of the potential users of

the system. The data that users sought varied from a one-line AMS market

news report to a 40-page ERS outlook and situation report. Sooe releases

were text only; some contained extensive tales. We specified a sinyle

system that would meet all of these requirements. .

An important feature of our system is the automatic transmission of

reports tr sers immediately upon release by USDA. Some of our data is

released on schedule so that those requiring it would know when to request

it. However, much of it is not predictable and yet loses value if it is

not immediately received. With our system, organizations contractiAg with

MMDS specify the kinds of information they want which is th,i automatically

transmitted to them immeofately upon release by USDA.

This automatic transmission feature has also salved another problem

fo S.ome of our data, such as the Statistical Retorting Ser-ice crop

production forecasts 'Nave great value at ti-.e mment of release. The
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automatic transmission allows us to guarantee that all who require it

receive it at the same moment.

The "user fee" ccmcept as adopted by USDA a few years ago or thos

requesting printed reports and publications in order for the department to

recover printing and distribution costs. The same policy has been applied

to electronic delivery of information. Organizations desiriny access to

USDA data will contract with MMDS for thz service. The charge wi ' vary

depending on the type and speed of communications desired and the amount of

data obtained. The minimum fee is $150 per month. MMDS ,,ill return to

USZA 1, percent of the total charges to commercial and private u.,rs of the

system to help defray our cost of using the system.

From the viewpoint of our agenc4as, they are greatly relieved to be

able to ,,!,cfectively reach the b )adest possible community of end users,

utilizing the .arious types of private sector systems while only

transmitti the data once.

One last point. the system will provide us w.th a tool to measure the

demand for our data. 8ased on statistics we receive, we can remove data

not accessed and place great,,,r emphasis on the kinds of data heavily in

demand.

While our system, Mr. Chairman, is not scheduled to go operational

until next week, we are most encouraged by the enthusiastic response we

have received. We feel that through a minimum effort on our part, we have

developed an approach that provides maximum benefit to ourselves and to

those who are assisting us in reaching the ultimate users of our

information.
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Mr. KLECZKA. Mr. Benton.

STATEMENT OF BRYANT BENTON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS FOR MANAGEMENT SERVICES, AC-
COMPANIED BY JAMES CURRY, CHIEF, DATA ACCESS AND USE
STAFF, DATA USER SERVICES DIVISION

Mr. BErrroN. Mr. Chairman, I am Bryant Benton, Associate Di-
rector of the Bureau of the Census for Management Services.

With me this afternoon is James Curry, Chief of our Data Access
and Use Staff of our Data User Services Division.

With your permission, I, too, will abbreviate my comments.
Let me begin by briefly describing the Census Bureau's statisti-

cal programs, how we disseminate our r,tatistics and who uses
them. This information will provide an appropriate context for a
discussion of CENDATA, the Census Bureau's electronically dis-
seminated data base.

The Bureau of the Census is the primary agency of the Federal
Government engaged in the collection, compilation and publication
of general purpose statistics. It is responsible for taking all of the
censuses authorized by law, including those of population, housing,
agriculture, retail and wholesale trade, service industries, manufac-
turers, mineral industries, transportation, construction industries,
and governments.

Data collected in these censuses are published, variously, for the
nation, states, cities, and counties. Population and housing statis-
tics are also published for Congressional districts, census tracts and
blocks.

In addition to the censuses, the Census Bureau conduct. sample
surveys on a monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. These surveys
encompass some of the same subjects as the censuses, providing
current information on social and economic conditions.

Users of Census Bureau Atistics include the Congress, Federal,
Stain and local agencies, L usinesses, academic researchers, news
media, community service organizations, trade, professional and
minority associations, labor unions, religious organizations, civic
groups, students, and the general public. Many users have yeers of
experience in accessing and using data from the Census Bureau's
censuses ar I surveys. Others are first-time users, who are not cuite
sure where to start.

To meet the diverse needs of such a wide range of users, and
data use capabilities, the Census Bureau publishes its statistics in
printed reports, microfiche computer tape, and flexible diskettes.
The publications are availLble for public use in more than 1,350
Federal and 125 census depository libraries.

The public use computer takes containing statistics from our cen-
suses and surveys are sold by the Census Bureau to anyone who
desires to purchase them, and are provided free to the States par-
ticipating in the State Data Center Program. Commercial firms fre-
quently buy our tapes and repackage them for their customers

From the foregoing, you can see that Ow ,Censra Bureau pub-
lishes both a wide zi,Ww1301vslii e fteat tiff products to meet
the data needs of users in our society. The implementation of CEN-
DATA, the subject of my remarks, represented a fine-tuning for ad-
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dressing two very specific user needs, Gs.e long-standing, and the
other relatively new.

First, there's been a problem ever since the first Federal statis-
tics were published of getting quick access to data soon after they
were released to the public. For example, many news organizations,
as well as end users, waist ouch key economic indicators as retail
sales, manufacturers' shipments, inventories and orders, and hous-
ing starts as soon as they are released by the Census Bureau. Press
releases and information on newly released products are also
wanted at the earlit possible moment.

The other need that CENDATA was designed to meet, was the
desire of many users to take advantage of the significant advances
in recent years in end user communications with computers. The
increased availability of opportunities for users to interact online
with computerized data bases and the explosion of terminals, word
processors, and microcomputers, created a natural demand for
access to Census Bureau information using these capabilities.

While several commercial vendors offered dial-up value added
type services based on selected Census Bureau statistics, no one
provided timely electronic access to press releases, new product in-
formation, and statistics in a simple information distribL on
system. To meet these two user needs, quick access to time sensi-
tive information and electronic access to Census Bureau informa-
tion, the Census Bureau conceptualized a program in 1983 which
was to become CENDATA.

Several principles were identified to guide the development of an
electronic dissemination system:

First, avoid any schemes that would permit public access to the
Census Bureau's computers. This was to prevent both public per-
ception problems and the remote possibility of unauthorized access
to title XIII confidential data.

Second, avoid competition with the private sector.
Third, reduce costs to the Government by not having to develop

or purchase software, lease computer time, and the like.
Finally, develop a system that would be simple er lugh for a wide

variety of users to access.
The decision was made to determine whether a public- private

joint venture to develop an electronic data dissemination system
following these principles was possible. In November, 1983, a "Re-
quest for Information' was published in the Commerce Business
Daily, soliciting expressions of interest by firms in providing
Census Bureau data and product information online in a full text
format at no cost to the Census Bureau. Of the 19 firms requesting
additional information, 2 accepted and now offer CENDATA to the
public as part of their regular services.

CENDATA went on the air in August 198A. The Census Bureau
determines what is to be included ir. CENDATA, and when infor-
mation is to be deleted. We up-date CENDATA directly, on a daily
basis, from a stand alone Census microcomputer over the telephone
lines to the vendors. The Census Bureau has free access to CEN-
DATA on the vendors' computers and ss not charged for updating
nor data storage.

Data are transmitted from the Census Bureau in a Bureau deter-
mined format which does not require customizing for individual
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vendors. CENDATA is accessible to all customers of the *wo ven-
dors that we now have. Users can print, or download- that is,
copythe disks on all or parts of CENDATA.
As data bases go, CENDATA is rather small Its total size is

about 3 million characters which takes about one percent of a
standard disk drive on a mainframe computer. For comparison, all
of the statistics available from the Census Bureau would add up to
hundreds of billions of characters.

While we do not have statistics on the users of CENDATA,
through person al and writt an contact, we know that. public, aca-
demic, and corporate librarians, State data centers, trade associa-
tions, banks, market researchers, other Federal agencies, and in-
vestment companies are using this data source. We promote the
availability of CENDATA in our newsletters and statistical reports
and at conference axhibits and professional association meetings.
The vendors promote it in their literature and at their user meet-
ings.
CENDATA represents just one of the many ways that the Census

Bureau packages and delivers its information to meet the needs of
a wide variety of data users. The use of electronic dissemination
does not replace any of the previous ways used to disseminate
Census Bureau statistics, nor are there any plans to eliminate any
statistics published in paper format that are also available elec-
tronically.

This concludes my testimony. I'll be glad to answer any questions
you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Benton follows:)
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STATEMENT BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION,

JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE
OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

June 26, 1985

CENC^TA: Disseminating Census Bureau Data Electronically

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I am Bryant Benton, Associate Director of the

Bureau of the Census for Management Services. Let me begin by briefly describing

the Census Bureau's statistical programs, how we disseminate our statistics, and

who uses them. This information will provide an appropriate context for a

discussion cf CENDATA, the Census 5ureau's electronically disseminated data

bet..

The Bureau of the Census is the primary agency of the Federal Government engaged

in the collection, compilaticn, and publication of general-purpose statistics.

It is responsible for taking all the censuses authorized by law, including those

of population, housing, agriculture, retail and wholesale trade, service

industries, manufactures, mineral industries, trant,.Ttation, construction

industries, and governments. Data collected in these censuses are published

variously for the Nation, states, cities, and count.es. Population and housing

statistics are also published for Congressional districts, census tracts, and

blacks.

In addition to the censuses, the Census Bureau conducts sample surveys on a

monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. These surveys encompass some of the same

subjects as the censuses, providing current information on social and economic

conditions. Monthly end annual statistics on U.S. foreign trade are also tabu-

lated and published by the Census Bureau. County population estimates are pre-

pared annually.
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Users of Census Bureau statistics include the Congress, Federal, state, and

local agencies, hnesses, academic researchers, news media, community service

organizations, trade, professional, and minority associacions, labor unions,

religious organizations, civic groups, students, and the general public. Many

users have years of experience in accessing and using data from the Census Bureau's

censuses and surveys. Others are first time users who are not quite sure where

to start.

To meet the diverse needs of such a wide range of users and data use capabili-

ties, the Census Bureau publishes its statistics in printed reports (an average

of 2,000 new titles a year), microfiche, computer tape, and flexible diskettes.

The publicatic s are available for public use in more than 1,350 Federal and 125

Census Depository Libraries. Publications are also distributed to more than

1,200 state and local organizations for public use through our State Data Center

Program. The U.S. Government Printing Office sells all Census Bureau reports at

nominal prices. Microfiche products are sold by the Census Bureau and the

Government Printing Office and the flexible diskettes are sold by the Census

Bureau.

The public use computer tapes containing statistics from our censuses an sur-

veys are sold by the Census Bureau to anyone who desires to purchase them and

are provided free to the scates participating in the State Data Center Program.

The states provide the public with printouts and other services based on the

tapes. Commercial firms frequently buy our tapes and repackage them for

their customers.

From the foregoing, you can see that the Census Bureau publishes both a wide

variety and great voume of products to meet the data needs of users in all sec-

tors of our so,,IPty The implementation of CENDAT, the subject of my remarks,
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represented a fine tuning to address two very specific user needs--one long

standing and the other relatively neg. First, there has been the problem

ever since the first Federal statistics were published of getting quick access

to data soon after they were released to the public. For example, many news

organizations as well as end users want such key economic indicators as retail

sales, manufac' .ers' shipments, inventories and orders, and hous'ng starts as

soon as they are released by the Census Bureau. Press releases and information

on newly released products are also wanted .t the earliest possible moment.

Access to information soon after it released rather than waiting for delivery

through the mail or reading about t weeks or months later in a newsletter is

critical to many users.

The other need that CENDATA was designed to meet was the desire of many users to

take advantage of the significant advances in recent years in end user com-

munications with computers. The increased availability of opportunities for

users to interact online with computerized data bases and the explosion of ter-

minals, word processors, and microcomputers created a natural demand for access

to Census Bureau information using thesc capabilities. While several commercial

vendors offered dial-up value added type services based on selected Census

Bureau statistics, no one provided timely electronic access to press releases,

new product information, and statistics in a simple information distribution

system To meet these two user needs--quick access to time sensitive infor-

mation and electronic access to Census Bu-eau information--Census Bureau staff

conceptualized a program in 1983 which was to become CENDATA.

Several principles were identified to guide t'. development of an electronic

disseminatior system.
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- -Avoid any schemes that would permit public access to the Census Bureau's

corputers (this was to prevent both public perception problems and the

remote possibility of unauthorized access to confidential data);

- -Avoid competition with the private sector;

--Reduce costs to the Government bv not having to develop or purchase soft-

ware, lease computer time, and the like; and

--Develop a system that would be simple enough for a wide variety of users

to access.

The decision was made to determine whether a public/private venture to develop

an electronic data dissemination system following these principles was pc Ible.

In November 1983 a 'Request for Information" was published in the Commerce

Business Daily soliciting expressions of interest by firms in providing

Census Bureau data and product information online in a full text format at no

cost to the Census Bureau. Of the nineteen firms requesting additional infoe-

mat43n, two accepted the Bureau's gu.4',1ines and now offer CENDATA to the public

as part of their regular services. CENDATA went on the air in August 1984.

CENDATA is the Census Bureau's name for a ,2ata base consisting of press

releases, new product informeion, and statistics from many of the Bureau's cen-

suses and surveys. Under the terms of the agreements with the vendors, CENDATA

must be offered to the public in a full-text, menu driven system. "Full text"

means that the press releases, new product descriptions, and statistical tablas

are stored, retrieved, and displayed in a page-like format. "Menu driven" means

that the user selects the press releases and so for -(1 for display from lists of

titles shown on the screen. One of the vendors also offers a key word search

capabillty.
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The Census Bureau determines what is to be included in CENDATA and when infor-

mation is to be deleted. We update CENDATA directly on a daily basis from a

Census Bureau microcomputer over the telephone lines to the vendors' computers.

The Census Bureau has free access to CENDATA on the vendors' computers and is

not charged for updating nor data storage. Data are transmitted from the Census

Bureau in a Bureau determined format which does not require customizing for

individual vendors. CENDATA is accessible to all costumers of the two vendors.

Users can print or download (copy) to disks all or parts of CENDATA.

As data bases go, CENDATA is rather small. Its tctal size is about 3 million

characters which takes about one percent of a standard disk drive on a mainframe

computer. For comparison, zil of the statistics available from the Census

Bureau would add to hurd:eds of billions of characters. CENDATA include! Census

Bureau press ,eleases, descriptions of new products, and selected data from

current surveys in the areas of agriculture, business, construction, housing,

foreign trade, governments, manufacturing, and population. Most of the data

presented from these surveys are highliyhts fro the published reports. In

addition the data base includes state profiles and ranks ;s utilizing data from

the Statistical Abstract, selected statistics on countries around the world,

county population estimates, and short descriptions of the Census Bureau's cen-

suses and surveys.

Whsle we do not have statistics on the users of CENDATA, through personal and

written :ontact we know that public, academic, and corporate lib-arians, state

data centers, trade associations, banks, mo-ket researchers, other Federal

agencies, and investment companies are using this data source. We promo.' the

availability of CENDATA in our newsletters and statistical reports and at con-

ference exhibits professional association meetings. The vendors promote it

in their literature and at their user meetings.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CENDATA represents Just one of the many ways that the Census Bureau packages and

delivers its information to meet the needs of a wide variety of data users. The

use of electronic dissemination does not replace any of the previous ways used

to disseminate Census Bureau statistics nor are their any plans to eliminate any

statistics published in paper format that are also available electronically.

CENDATA is a 1980's refinement of our efforts to make Census Bureau statistics

more accessible and useful.

This concludes my testimony. I will be glad to answer any questions you may

have.

r
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CENDATA Hearing--Questions and Answers
June 26, 1985

1. What are the name, of the twc firms that offer CENDATA to the public?

DIALOG Information Services of Palo Alto, CA; and The Glimpse Corporation of
Alexandria, VA.

2. How G you choose the two commercial vendors now offering CENDATA?

Of the 19 companies that responded to the *Request for Information" published
In the Commerce Business Daily in November 1983, they are the only ones that
agreed to offer CENDATA on their systems according to our terms.

3. What are the requirements that a firm at meet to participate in the
CENDATA program?

The basic requirements are:

1. The vendor shall not charge the Census Bureau foi accessing the system
for data transmission, storage, verification, or deletion;

2. The CENDATA data base shall not be combined by the vendor with other
Census Bureau data or any other data offered by the vendor;

3. Users of CENDATA shall not be required to purchase any additional data
or service in order to access CENDATA;

4. CENDATA shall be developed in a "full text format using a menu driven
approach;

5. The vendor shall provide the Census Bureau with free connect time for
demonstration purposes;

6. The vendor shall utilize a national communications network that will
allow users, via a local dial-up, to access CENDATA.

4. Have you had any complaints from other vendors?

No, none at all.

5. How does the Census Bureau support activities related to the implementation
and maintenance of CENDATA?

Funds from the various censuses and surveys designed for publication and
dissemination are used to fund 'he Census Bureau's internal CENDATA opera-
tions. No funds are provided to the vendors.

6. How much does it cost the Census Bureau to support CENDATA activities?

Approximately $75,000 a year.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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7. What legal authority does CENDATA uperate under?

Title 13 of the United States Code directs the Census Bureau to collect and
publish statistics on a variety of topics. We interpret "publish" in the
broadest sense, including the use of electronic dissemination.

8. If another vendor asked the Census Bureau to provide a copy of CENDATA,
wpuld you make it available to them?

Yes, under the same conditions that we provide it to 'he two vendors now
offering CENDATA to the public.

9. How much do the two vendors charge for CENDATA?

One charges S28 an hour and the other $46 an hour. These charges are at the
low end of current commercial dial-up information costs. Some data bases
cost as much as $500 an hour to access.

10. Don't you think that these rates are too hit co obtain Government data?

No. These are, in fact, at the low end of the range of commercial charges
for this type of service. It is our position that we will let the market
',lace determine the rates. Additionally, there is a tendency to compare the
price of electronic access to data with the price of a report published by
the Government Printing Office. Except in highly subsidized situations,
these costs will seldom ever be similar. Further, there are hidden costs in
purchasing a book such as traveling to the book store or waiting for a mail
order delivery. These costs are not usually factored in the comparison.

11. Aren't people without terminals or who can't pay the high cost of dial-up
access denied access to the benefits of using CENDATA?

The simple answer is yes. However, a large number of libraries have
contracts with one of the vendors that offers CENDATA and provide public
access to their services. Also, the information in CENDATA is also
available In paper format through the Government Printing Office, libraries
and other traditional sources.

12. How can you justify giving CENDATA to commercial firms?

In turn for providing the data to the vendors, th j do not charge the
census Bureau for the use of their computers to update and store the data
plus they each provide the Census Bureau 100 how's of free access to the
data monthly. Additionally, it is our opinion that through this extension
to our data dissemination program WE are able to meet the needs for timely
and electronic access to selected Census Bureau info.-mation at a very wall
cost tc he Government.

3 tF,
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Mr. KLECZKA. Fine. Thank you, Mr. Benton.
Mr. Benton, you indicated that there are tvyo vendors which

work with the Census Bureau on this CENDATA system. What
type of fee arrangement or contract does the Census Bureau have
with these two vendors?

Mr. &rum. Basically, there are six factors, or six elements in
the contract. One, the CENDATA data base shall not be combined
by the vendor with other Census Bureau data, or any other data
offered by the vendor; two, users of CENDATA shall not be re-
quired to purchase any additional data service in order to access
CENDATA; three, CENDATA shall be developed in a full text
format using a menu driven approach; four, the vendor shall pro-
vide the Census Bureau with free connect time for demonstration
purposes; five, the vendor shall utilize a national communications
network; and six, the vendor shall not charge the Census Bureau
for accessing the system, data transmission, storage, verification, or
deletion of Census data from the dcta base.

Mr. KLECZKA. So there's no dollar amount on this type of activi-
ty? Its just a use of services type of thing?

Mr. BEN TON. Yes, sir. Precisely.
Mr. KLECZKA. OK. Unlike Agriculture, which will be receiving a

10-percent return from the vendor? Is that how to put it?
Mr. BE TON. That's one way, sir.
Mr. KuczKA. In other words, it's an appropriate 10-percent fee.
Why doesn't the FDA have a similar type of an arrangement?
Mr. MEYER. You mean where we receive money back?
Mr. KizczicA. Or services. It's my belief that you're paying for all

your services, and getting nothing for free?
Mr. MEYER. Well, we are paying $3,000 a year to put our infor-

mation on the electronic bulletin board. Further, we are doing that
in what we still think is a period of evaluation. We thought that
war a pretty modest amount, Mr. Chairman. What we have alsodone is 2ersuade our contractor to lower his fee to subscribers.
They pay inly $25 a month now to obtain that information.

Vv e belie 'e we have a responsibility to communicate the informa-
tior on tht. bulledn board and we believe this is more efficient
th..:1 many other approaches. Over the long term, we hope to re-
place come of the ;lard data requests that we now receive in theform correi,pondence by having people access available informa-
tion. As consumer groups and others become increasingly awarethat we have been able to reduce oui. costa, perloos to zero, and
then we may very well receive something back. It hasn'tbut thisis only the third year.

Mr. KLECZKA. You're saying until the rods start increasing over
and above the $3,000, you're not looking at a user fee or

Mr. MEYER. I duet think our costs will increase over the $3,000; I
think they'll go down. I think when the organization that we're
contracting with, Dialcom, receives enough subscribers where that
business becomes profitable for them, we will expect further reduc-
tions in our costs and we will seek them.

Mr. KLECZKA. Let me ask, do you think it's appropriate for an
agency to barter a information in exchange for free services?

Mr. MEYER. Wel, I don't think that's really the way we look at
what we're .king. We are willing to provide this information to any
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organization The contractor that we're dealing with has very ef-
fective bulletin boa. .1 at the present time, and we're using that
contractor to transmit electronic mail. So I guess I don't really be-
lieve we are bartering our services. We would provide these same
services to any other organizatit,n that came in and asked us.

Mr. KLeczKat. OK. Could Mr. Haney and Mr. Benton also re-
spond to that question.

Mr. HANEY. Mr. Chairman, I'm not sure that I fully understand
the use of the word "barter" per se, but we have the obligation in
the Department 4 Aegricalture, under our enabling legislation, to
gather agricultur.d information and make it acailable. That's one
of our missions. We receive appropriated dollars to carry out our
mission.

However, under the principle of a user fee, the policy which we
adopted some years ago, to hell) defray the costs of duplicating in-
formation that we were giving to people, we don't look at that as
barter. We look at that as an opportunity to share the cost to those
Rho have a need for the information. We're dealing with c.zi open-
ended situation and, particularly as we went into the electronic sit-
uation and electronic transmission, it's open ended. And if we, in
fact, do not have some form of a user fee concept, we could incur
rather large nosts ag...inst appropriated dollars, few disseminating
information to people that may or may not hove the most legiti-
mate use for it.

So our approach was to share the coats of making it available in
a unique special way in the electronic transmission. Electronic
format is unique and special at this stage of the game.

Mr. KLECZEA. How much flu anticipate receiving th;ough
this 10-percent mechanism?

Mr. HANEY. At th:s point, don't really know. We don't have a
good feel fo: what the to,- I use will be.

Mr. litsczKA. Can you make a guesstimate at this point? You
must heve some idea a ,lossiblt usage.

Mr. IlArizit. I wish we diC.. C.: course, that's one of the reasons
that we built into our contract the requirement to gather stat4stics
on the use of that information, so thz...t that will he fed back to us
and we will, over time, have availa'' "o to us, some goo statise 'ea
upon which we car. estimate future ubt of information.

Mr. KLECZKA. But in agreeing with the contractor on this 10-per-
cent system, you'd think either the Agriculture Department or the
contractor would have some idea -what this is going to cost; and the
contractor, definitely, how much he is going to grc a on thi type of
an arrangement.

Mr. HANEY. No. we don't have very good informaticr. on that; we
anticipate the cost is ze,irg to be reasonable to us. Our up-front
costs, in terms of special software, was $950,000. We would expect
that-

Mr. KLEC t. What was that figure?
Mr. HANEY strL)0,000.
Mr. KLECZP . You anticipate recoupinr 'that cost with interest,

sir?
Mr. HANEY. We anticipate recouping that cost over the life of the

"ontract, but we -1-n't know whether w' it get it in the first year,
or the second ye or tl- e third year.
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Mr. KLECZKA. It's a 3-year contract. When these funds are re-
c °ived in the agency, will they be used to augment the appropria-tion, or will they be turned over to t' Treasury as a special re-
ceipt?

Mr. HANEY. The way this is written into the contract, the 10 per-
cent refundand that's not really the right wordwhat in fact,
will really happen is, tIrt for the costs that we incur in putting
information into the system, we will receive a credit in an amount
of 10 percent of their revenue. This will be credited against the cost
that we are incurring.

KLECZKA. But those costs Pere originally paid for by taxpay-
ers' funds, which Congress gives you a 3-year 1..ppropriation?

Mr. HANEY. The $250,000, yes. And the costs that--
Mr. KLEcricl_ Are you going to return that back to the Treasury,

then? You're using two sources of funding. One's taxpayer, and
now you're using a receipt form from the contractor.

Mr. HANEY. You're gettirg a little beyond my field of expertise
in the finance area, but it's my understanding that the money will
be, the refund, in essenc,, shows up as a credit against any bill
that the company -ends us for the services they provide to us.

So, if we incur $1,000 a month of expense, we may get $100
credit, based on the re, enue they make, so we pay them $900 in-
stead of $1,000.

Mr. KLECZKA. OK We'll have to check further into that.
Mr. Benton?
Mr. BENTON. Mr. Chairman, we don't consider the free connect

time to be a free serviee that we receive from the vendors, the two
lndors tat we presently have, and hopefully, additional vendors

I.. the near future. We demonstrate within the Bureau of the
Census, at association meetings through various,cities throughout
the country, and at various professional group meetings, the be. e-
fits of CENDATA.

In turn, while we do that, we advertise ,,he two vendors that pro-
vide, or have the c. abi' of providing ti :is service to the public.
Hopefully, a is results in increased busihc.s3 for the vendors. So, we
do not ronsiqer it co be a free service.

Mr. KLEczirA. Do you find yourself in competition withyour dis-
semination servir --with any other contractor or vendor?

Mr. BENT tiN.. -, sir. At tills time, we do not. And, as 1 men-
tioned a few minus ago, with the six elements that we have as
requirements, we hope to greatly increase the number of vendors.
The more .endors there are, the greater our success. We feel that a
distinct part of our mission is the dissemination of data that we
collect and process. So wP are not aware of any competitive prob-
lems.

Mr. KLECZKA. Is your agency looking into a possible arraninent
like the Deparl ment of Agriculture has to get a fee or a ,,ommis-
sion back frorr the vendors;?

Mr. BENTON No, sir. We've not given any consideration to thatat this time.
Mr. KLECZKA Do you not think that would be wise idea in an

effort to reduce taxpayer costs for running the agency? You're not
making any money on his thing.
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Mr. BENTON. OK. Our costs are $75,000 a year, Mr. Chairman,
and, again, we feel that the electronic dissemination of data is
simply an extension of our responsibility to publish data.

Mr. KrzczKA. But if it's used for commercial purposes, do you
not think at that point you shot.ld be reimbursed for some of the
taxpayer costs?

Mr. BENTON. We have not discussed that at this time, sir. We
only came on-line in August of 1984, and perhaps that's something
that would be discussed at a later date.

But we also have entered into written agreements with the two
vendors that we have at this time, that do not include any provi-
sion.

Mr. KriczicA. What is the term of those agreements?
Mr. BENTON. I don't know. Jim, do you know the term of the

agreements?
Mr. CURRY. The agreements do not have an end point. There's no

terminal point. Either side can cancel the agreement with 60 days'
notice, so it will run perpetually.

Mr. KLECZKA. Perpetuity. OK.
Before you put on a new product for disseminationand this is

to all three gentlemendo you do any type of a market research to
see whether or not there is interest out in the public for whatever
you're disseminating?

Mr. Meyer.
Mr. MEYER. We did not 'Ao a market research analysis, but we

don't have mch question about the demand. We have as many as
90,000 inquiries a year of cur agency. Arything we can do, to lower
that number by getting information out more efficiently, is a big

provement for us.
v!-. KLECZKA. Mr. Haney.
Ir. HANEY. We entered into this effort based on the strength of

our historical expel ience in providing information to the agricul-
tural and rural community. We were precipitated into it by a
demand that was there. We have been trying to respond to that
demand in the most cost-effective way. We did not enter into any
market survey as such in terms of agricultural data.

Whether we will in the future is something we would have to
consider. I would have to go back to the program agencies, and get
a more specific answer on it. I could provide more background on
that answer for you, if :-ou'd wish.

Mr. KLECZKA. If you would, we'd appreciate that.
Mr. BENTON. Mr. Chairman, we did not conduct a formal market

survey. We have several thousand data users an(' there was an ex-
treme amount of interest expressed in having the capability for
electronic access to the data for the timeliness aspect of it. As we
enter into these agreements with the vendors, as I've mentioned,
we assume that the marketplace will determine the amount of in-
terest. If the vendors succeed and increase, obviously it was a suc-
cess. But we have no investment in a market survey at this point,
or a minimal investment.

Mr. KLECZKA. OK. Thank you.
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Let me ask all you gentlemen whether or net you are aware of
any central policy guidance in the executive branch on electronic
dissemination systems? Is there someone you turn to in the admin-
istration for questions on the areas that you're dealing with?

Mr. Benton.
Mr. BENTON. I'm not aware of any guidance we've received, other

than the public responsibility we all carry to do things that make
sense in the most efficient way and with the lowest cost. No spe-
cific guidance on electronics.

Mr. KLECZKA. There's no central authority that you are aware of
in the Federal Government that you can turn to for problem solv-
ing or questions on where to go or --

Mr. MEYER. I don't think so.
Mr. KLECZKA. Done by agency, within each agency?
Mr. MEYER. I'm not aware of any We proceed pretty carefully.

-Ve try to do so competitively. We have, within our own organiza-
don, some very very sophisticated talent in the telecommunications
field. The person in charge of our telecommunications was recently
requested by the White House to help them with some problems
they had, so we reel fairly confident about our own internal
strength in this area, sir.

Mr. HANEY. Mr. Chairman, when we entered into this project at
the Department of Agriculture, we had a lot of questions relative
to policy on the dissemination of information and some of it con-
cerning the questions you asked about the rebate or the refund. We
did not find a lot of guidance. However, we have had some consul-
tation with staff people at OMB. There is some reference to this
general subject in the recent issuance of newand I don't have the
exact quotationbut there is, out for review from OMB, a nev,
OMB circul on information management information resources
managemen6.

There is some reference to this subject there. And we have had
continuing dialog with those folk, but I think it's an area in which
we would have welcomed a little more policy guidance at the time
we were wrestling with some of the questions.

We think we've taken the right direction; we think we're on
sound ground; we think we're providing a service to the agricultur-
al community at large, and to the taxpayc and we think it's cost
effective. But there's still, I'm sure, as we get more experience,
there's still going to be questions that we're going to continue to
have. I think al: of us are sort of breaking new ground in a sense.

Mr. BENTON. Other than the section on electronic data collection
and dissemination in this draft OMB circular that my colleague
just mentioned, I'm not aware of any central policy at this time.
And, fortunately, as they have said, within our organization we
have the technical expertise that we could accomplish this.

Mr. KLECZKA. Fine. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr -Nousx. No questions. Done great job.
MI. KLECZKA. Fine. Well, let me thank thig panel for appearing

this afternoon, and sharing their expertise with the committee.
Thank you.
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I should point o' ' that Mr. English will be conducting further
hearings on this general area, that of electronic collection and dis-
semination cf information. but now, that is all fo, today.

And let me, at this poil , adjourn the committee hearing.
[Whereupon, at 3:53 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to remn-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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ELECTRONIC COLLECTION AND DVSEMINA-
TION OF INFORMATION BY FEDERAL AGEN-
CIES

FRIBA OCTOBER 18, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,

AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn Engiish (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Glenn English.
Also present: Robert M. Gellman, counsel; Euphon Metzger,

clerk; and Gregory Kilgore, minority professional staff, Committee
on Government Operations.

Mr. ENGLISH. The hearing will come to order.
This is the third in a series of hearings on electronic collection

and dissemination of information by Federal agencies. At previous
hearings, we considered the information automation activities and
plans of the Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal Mari-
time Commission, Census Bureau, Food and Drug Administration,
and Department of Agriculture.

Today, our focus will be on the National Library of Medicine's
Medlars system and on the trademark automation activities of the
Patent end Trademark Office. Both of these agencies maintain
large files of public information, and both have made decisions
about how to make those files available in electronic format. We
hope to review those decisions and to compare and contrast the .1-
ternative approaches.

There are, Df course, some important differences. The National
Library of Medicine was a pioneer in the sharing of large electron-
ic data bases, and Medlars has been available interactively for
many years.

The sys ern appears to be w3rking well, althaugh there were
some recent controversies over pricing policies. We will take a look
at the different ways in which the information in Medlars is of-
fered to public users.

The Patent and Trademark Office is just now beginning to auto-
mate its data bate of both patent and trademark records. We will
be concentrating here on the trademark side. The exchange agree-
ments used to convert paper trademark records into electronic
format have generated considerable controversy and opposition.

(273;
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I find these agreements to be especially troublesome because of
the explicit restrictions they impose on access to public informa-
tion. NLM also restrir4s redisclosure cf some of its data, but does so
in a different way.

The user fees for the trademark automation system are another
point of controversy. We will be able to see how PTO's user fees
compare with the charges for the Medlars system.

As was the case at earlier hearings, we do not expect to resolve
any issues here. I note in passing that legislation restricting the
use of both exchange agreements end user fees by PTO Las already
been approved by the House and is pending in the Senate. This leg-
islation also has the beneficial effect of ensuring greater public and
congressional oversight of the automation process at PTO.

Our goal at these hearings is to identify and discuss the policy
issues that arise as Government records are brought into the elec-
tronic information age. We hope to learn from the succeades and
failures of agencies that have established electronic systems. Ulti-
mately, we hope to be able to offer some general guidance through
an oversight report.

I ask unanimous consent that a statement by Mr. Kindness be
entered into the record at this point.

[The opening statement cf Mr. Kindness follows:]
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CONGRESSMAN THOMAS N. KINDNESS OCTOBER 18,1985

8TH DISTRICT, OHIO

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED THAT WE ARE CONTINUING OUR SCRUTINY OF

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC COLLECTIO'' AND DISSEMIN;TION OF

INFORMATION. I:: OUR FIRST TWO S_SSIONS, WE EXAMINED A NUMBER GF

ISSUES WHICH I BELIEVE ARE COMMON TO ANY FEDERAL AGENCY SEEKING TO

CREATE OR AUGMENT IT ABILITY TO ELECTRON?-ALLY COLLECT AND

DISSEMINATE INFORMATION.

WE HAVt BEARD FROM A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT AGENCIES WITH VASTLY

DIFF=RING MISSIC . I BELIEVE THAT BY LOOKING AT THESE

ORGANIZATIONS, WE 'WILL BE BETTER ABLE TO UNDE°STAND AND PROVIDE

GUIDANCE IN AN AREA WHICH AFFECTS US ALL.

IT HAS BECOME QUITE CLEAR THAT VIRTUALLY AL'. FEDERAL AGENCIES HAVE IN

PLACE OR ARE CONSIDEFING ,AHANCING T,IEfR AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

CAPABILITIES. IT IS ALSO CLEAR THAT IN ORDER TO KEEF PACE IN TODAY'S

CIECTRONIc ENVIRONMEN1, IT 15 aLMJST MANDATORY T HAV. THIS TYPE OF

CAPABILITY T3 SOME EXTENT.

BUT AGAIN, I 4:ULD LTKE TO CAUTION THESE AGENCIES TH1T THERE MUST BE

A EMONSTRASLE NEED FOR THESE SYSTEMS BEFORE THE. ARE IMP:EXENTED. IN

ADDITION, STUDIED ,ONSIDERATION "JST BE GIVEN TO THE EFFECTS OF THESE

SYSTEMS. :HE A,c4CY CH0JL: ASK FOUR BASIC QUESTIONS:

I

a11Nes
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1. WHAT IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR WHICH MLY

ALREADY BE PERFORM NG THE PLANNED FUNCTION,

2. WHAT CONTROLS WILL BE NECESSARY TO INSuRE THE PUBLIC'S

CONTINUED ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT INFORMATION?

3. WILL THERE BE AN ADVERSE AFFECT ON EXISTINC NTRACTORS?

4. 4ILL THE PRESENT SYSTEM BE SUFFICIENT IF STMPLi AUGMENTED TO A

DEGREE INSTEAD OF REPLACED?

THERE ARE, OF COURSE, A NUMBER OF OTHER ISSUES WHICH SHOULD BE

ADDRESSED IN IMPLEMENTING THESE SYSTEMS; BUT THESE BASIC QUESTIONS

SHOULD BE ANSWERED LONG BEFORE AN AGENCY ACTUALLY BEGINS ITS

ACQUISITION OF ADP HARDWARE OR SERVICES.

MR. CHAIRMAN, 1 AGAIN COMMEND YOU FOR CONDUCTING THESE BEARINGS. I

JOIN :00 IN WELCOMING TODAY'S WITNESSES, AND I LOOK FORWARD TO

hZARING THEIR VIEWS.
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Mr. ENGLISH. We will begin today -vith our first witness, Dr.
Donald A.B. Lindberg, who is Director of the National Library of
Medicine. Dr. Lindberg, do you have some people who are accompa-
nying you?

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD A.B. LINDBERG, DIRECTOR, NATION-
AL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE, ACCOMPANIED BY KENT SMJTH,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, AND ROBERT LANMAN, GENERAL COUN-
SEL, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

Dr. LINDBERG. Yes, sir, on my left, Congressman, is Mr. Kent
Smith, a Deputy Director, National Library of Medicine; on my
right is Mr. Robert Lanman, who is NIH General Counsel.

Mr. ENGLISH. Very good. Be happy to receive your testimony. If
you would like to submit your written testimony for the record, we
would be happy to receive that and let you summarize your testi-
mony, if you so wish.

Dr. LINDBERG. Very well, I would be happy to provide the written
testimony. T think I have done so ahead of time.

i am pleased to be here today to discuss Medlars, the National
Library of Medicine's computer-bas, _dice' Literature Analysis
and Retrieval System. To place Medlars in perspective, I would like
first to n-ention briefly NLM itself and its mission.

The NLM was established by Congress in order to assist the ad-
vancement of medical and related science, and to aid dissemination
and exchange of scientific and other information important to the
progress of medicine and to the public health.

Since its early beginnings, NLM has emerged as the world's larg-
est research library in a single scientific and professional field, end
now stands as a dynamic national resource of biomedical informa-
tion.

The library collects materials exhaustively in all major areas of
the health sciences and to a lesser degree in such areas as chemis-
try, physics, botany, and zoology. The collections 'odry contain over
3 million items: Books, journals, technical reports, manuscripts,
microfilms, and pictorial materials.

This extraordinary amount of bioradical literature at hand, plus
that which is continually generated from today's research would
become, for all practical purposes, lost to the researcher, medical
educator, or the praci.;^ing physician attempting to use it if it were
not car "idly catalogeu, systematically inaexed, and easily accessed.

This is NLM's role in support of the public health. It is a role
that provides a vital link in the Fedoral health research and devel-
opment process by assuring that the results of reseech are accessi-
ble to the biomedical community to be used to improve direct
patient care, to build a knowledge base for future research and de-
velopment, and to educate health professionals.

Medlars is not new. Historically, it was a pioneering effort to use
the emerging computer technology of the early 1960's for the pro-
duction of bibliographic publication and for conducting individual-
ized searches of the literature for health professionals.

Medlars contirues to be used for preparing and photocomposing
bibliographic publications. Index Medicus, the monthly subject/
author guide to articles in nearly 3,000 journals, is the most well-
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known of these, but dozens of other specialized medical bibliogra-
phies are produced as well.

NLM has a legal mandate to acquire, organize, and disseminate
the world's biomedical literature. In view of this mission and
NLM's desire to assure equal access to the biomedical community,
it provides access to the existing data 1:-..se through a national
online biomedical communications network.

Today, in the United States, acme 3,000 institutions are members
of the Medlars on-line netwok, through which some 3 laillion
searched were performed in 1985. Through commercial communica-
tion networks, Medlars search services are available online to re-
searchez A at biomedical librai ies and other institutions throughout
the country as well as to tte practicing physician searching for the
latest in treatment techniques.

In addition to direct online access, NLM shares its computerized
resources by making the computer tape data bases available to
commercial information vendors, who frequently repackage the
data and add new search capabilities and featufes.

NLM also leases the tapes to governmentally designated institu-
tions in a number of foreign countries.

As a result of NLM's efforts and its qhared resources, persons
studying or working in the health sciences have rapid and compre-
hensive access to the professional literature.

The computer's ability to search rapidly through a large number
of references to see which meet the specified criteria results in an
inalvidualized bibliogn.phy that otherwise would not be possible.
You find exactly the publication you want relating to a particular
patient or particular question.

But then, to aascre delivery of appropriate documents once they
are identified Ny the searcher using Medlars, NLM coordinates a
nationwide library system. The system involves seven regional li-
braries supported by NLM, along with approximately 120 resource
libraries, and some 4,700 other health science libranes throughout
the Nation.

You directed us to remark on the cost and charges.
Medlars services ere not provided without charge, and no charge

has been imposed without study both from within and from outsiae
NLM. The 1956 legislation established the National Library of
Medicine within the Public Health Service and also established the
NLM Board of Regents.

In addition to top Federal health officials, this Board consists of
leaders in American science, medicine, and medical librarianship
selected from the public and appointed by the Secretary.

The legislaticn specifies that these appointed members are to be
selected from among leaders in the various fields of the fundamen-
tal sciences, medicine, dentistry, public health, hospital administra-
tion, pharmacology, scientific and medical library work, or in
public affairs.

The Board of Regents has advised the Secretary that user
charges are appropriate for Medlars services, whether provided
online by NLM, through leasing arrangements with commercial
vendors, or throut:i international bilateral arrangements.

NLM's charges for domestic on -ling services are priced to recover
all costs associated with dissemination, the true costs to NLM of
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providing access to Medlars. Foreign institutions that are provided
access to Medlars, on the other hand, ere charged an appropriate
portion of the NLM data base creation cost, as well as the cost to
access the system.

Medlars generation costs are supported by congressional appro-
priation and therefore subsidized by the U.S. taxpayer. It was the
Board of Regents' opinion that since foreign users are not U.S. tax-
payers, it is reasonable for them to contribute their proportional
share to the cost of data base creation.

Charges assessed for direct on-line usage and for the leasing of
tapes by domestic vendors and foreign institutions are billed by the
Department of Commerce's piational Technical Information Serv-
ice. Any funds in excess of the expenses associated with providing
the services are returned to the U.S. Treasury.

There has been much discussion in recent years about the role of
the Federal Government in the provision of information services.
NLM has long been a leader in the provision of health information.
In fact, 1986 will mark riLM's sesquicentennial year.

NLM wishes to encourage cooperation with private information
producers and vendors now entering the health arena, and believes
that the private sector can contribute important value-added serv-
ices that complement those of NLM.

Through cooperative efforts with the commercial sector, NLM is
exploring new ways to make its data bases generally available, in-
cluding distribution of data base subsets on video discs that will
provide new opportunities for private sector firms to market new
vain added services.

NLM is establishing su collaborative programs with commer-cial information vendors order to create new and innovative
products and services that will assist in the effective dissemination
of biomedical information, NLM's primary mission.

That concludes my statement. I will be happy to answer any
questions you may have.

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Dr. Lindberg, thank you. I
appreciate your testimony.

Let me say at the outset that I think that the work that you do
at the Library of Medicine is very important; certainly Medlars is a
valuable resource for the medical and research communities. I do
have some questions about the structure of Medlars, but I certainly
don't want you to interpret my questions as being any kind of gen-
eral criticism of the role of NLM.

In the area of fees, you said that the charges for on-line services
are priced to recover all costs. Exactly which costs are recovered
and which costs are paid out of your budget?

Dr. LINDBERG. Yes, sir; broadly, the cost of creating the data base
is paid out of the budget, and the costs of calling io and accessing
and asking questions against it are paid_ for by user fees.

The data base is created as the Library fulfills its primary r..is-
sion NLM buys books and journals and then organizes and de-
scribes them, or as we say acquires, catalogs, and index ther- by
basically that description.

NLM creates a computer data base that lets one know what is in
the collection, which incl-ides 3 million items. Of course, it is quite
a task to search through those and would be almost voslible to
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do so manually. The costs of building the data base, a primary mis-
sion of the institution, are paid for by appropriated funds.

In the old days, chat process resulted only in the production of a
a printed book called "Index Medicus."

About 60 million pages a year of this book are still printed and
sold and demanded. However, since 1964 when the computer based
system was first used to produce "Index Medicus," the world has
become more complex. Literature is more voluminous, users are
more sophisticated, have more sophisticated questions, and the
computer tochnology is also much better.

So in many cases, it is more efficient and efficacious to do a
search using a computer system rather than thumbing through the
pages of the Index Medicus volumes.

Mr. ENGLISH. Who pays the capital costs for buying the computer
hardware?

Dr. LINDBERG. That is paid for by appropriations. I should say
that the same computer that is used to build the data base is also
used to process these inquiries against it. It happens that about 80
to 85 percent of the use of the computer is to run the library, to
build the data base, to log the books in and out, and to index them.
About 15 to 20 percent, at most, of the capacity is used to process
inquiries against the data base.

So, we partial out those costa and expenses.
Mr. ENGLISH. Are the charges for tapes based on the cost of

making a copy of the tape?
Dr. BERG. That is part of the cost, but there is a good bit

more. For example, in running on-line service, we also include the
telephone line charges, the network charges that are paid to three
commercial telephone systems that are used, Telenet, Timenet, and
Uninet. In addition there is a substantial cost to operate the
system, to have people maintain the equipment, computer opera-
tors to create and update training manuals for users in these 4,000
hospitals and staff to handle technical inquiries from users. All of
those costa, as well as the costa of billing and the usual recordkeep-
ing are part of the cost of access. If we only printed Index Medicus,
sent it to the GPO and stopped, we wouldi 't have any of those
costs. So those incremental or marginal costa are collected in the
user fee.

Mr. ENGLISH. If somebody wants to lease a tape, what are the
charges involved in that?

Dr. LINDBERG. There would be two circumstances. If it is an
American firm or individual, who wishes to lease the tape, then wa
have an arrangement such that they will pay a minimum charge of
$15,000 a year, which is offset by actual usage. The algorithm used
to determine this offset, factors in hourly connect charges, and the
number of citations retrieved. But in essence, the internal use
charges average $15 in off -hours, and $22 in prime time.

In the second case, in the case of an overseas user, the arrange-
ment is the same except that there is in essence a surcharge, be-
cause, as I said, they haven't paid U.S. taxes to support the data
base creation.

So, if we looked only the question of tape use charges, the do-
mestic would be C3 and $4, the overseas would be $6 and $7. In
both cases, there is a slightly different charge for off-line citations.

'1
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So, there is a differential between domestic and foreign.
Mr. ENGLISH. Is all that based strictly on making a copy of thetape?
Dr. LINDBERG. No, it is based on making and mailing the copy of

the tape and also the overhead to run that system.
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, let's assume that half the people who want a

copy of the tape decide that they don't want it next year. Does that
mean that there would be an increase, a doubling in the cost of the
tapes for the other half of the people who want copies?

Dr. LINDBERG. If that were the case, inevitably we would have to
increase the charges.

Mr. ENGLISH. Is that automatically what you do, though?
Dr. LINDBERG. No, as things have fallen out, we have recalculat-

ed it periodically. Over the years usage has increased, not de-
creased. More people continue to want these tapes.

I should, if you will permit me, add that we view it as a reasona-
ble usage fee. In the case of American vendors, they of course are
free to make whatever charge to users that they wish, and these
actually vary from $27 an hour up to $36 an hour, plus communica-
tion costs, so that the $3 or $4 charged by NLM are relatively
small portions, perhaps as little as 10 percent.

Mr. ENGLISH. I believe over the years, though, the charge has
varied, at times you had a flat rite charge, and other times there
was a usage charge. What prompted the difference, why thechange?

Dr. LINDBERG. Well, essentially, we changed with the changing
times. It is common practice, at least in the commercial world to
make usage charges rather than flat fees.

Probably our major reason for changing is that it is a fairer way
to charge users. The flat the ,rge really arose in the days when the
only communication device was a teletype, a rather slow one.

Now that more effective and more expensive and more efficient
terminals &re available, the usage fee iI more equitable. If you only
paid for the flat connect time, then th person with ';he expensive
terminal could perhaps do 10 or 20 times the amcunt of retrieval
as the person with the slow terminal for the same fee.

Unfortunately, there are a lot of slow terminals in medical li-
braries. We think that is unfair. We really want to recover the cost
in propnrtior. to the amount or use the person makes.

So, I think the simple answer is that we changed with the chang-
ing times.

Mr. ENGLISH. Did I understand you to say that you are charging
based on the amount of use?

Dr. LINDBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. ENGLISH. Then it is not the amouLt of cost to you, it is the

amount of usc they can make of it?
Dr. LINDBERG. I think the two are directly related. The use reters

to how many questions asked of the system and how complex were
those questions, and that is directly related to our computer use. A
usoge fee seemed to be the fairest way to approach the problem,
rather than just a simple subscription fee.

It has a lot of advantages. One is the obvious one: it would dis-
courage trivial use. Certainly it is a rare and scarce commodity. We
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could not afford to receive an unlimited number of inquiries on a
casual basis.

Bat, it seemed fairer. It reflects the full use, the number and
complexity of the questions, and how many comparisons and ac-
tions the computer is made to go through.

Mr. ENGLISH. Since the purchaser of the tapes uses his own com-
puter to conduct the search, why should he pay for the connect
time?

Dr. LINDBERG. If you speak simply of the tape, then it is a matter
of providing for recovery of costs for access across all of NLM's
products. Fir tapes we do factor in a charge for use, but we don't
attempt to monitor it in a sort of micro way. Commercial vendors
don't always have the same software as we, so we take a broad
measure of usage, which is the number of hours connected, plus
the number of citations printed off -line.

We take R broad measure of those, as broad as we can make
practical.

Mr. ENGLISH. Is that specifically related to your cost?
Dr. LINDBERG. Well, I think our view is that it is related to the

overall cost of the operation across all of the databases.
Mr. ENGLISH. You can't tie it back specifically to the cost?
Dr. LINDBERG. It would be hard to tie it to a particular data base,

but not across all NLM products.
It is our intent that we should recover the costs to the Govern-

ment insofar as we are able for a valuable product, yet at the same
time, try to make it very broadly available.

I mean, there are two r, ,od things that we are trying to do at the
same time, I suppose that is what it comes down to.

Mr. ENGLISH. Does the NLM have specific authority to set fees
for tapes that are not based on cost?

Dr. LINDBERG. Perhaps I sho.ild ask our counsel, Mr. Lanman,
but it is my understanding that it is the duty and responsibility of
the Board of Regents to establish whether Ex..oy such services are
charged for and then to recommend the specific charge to the Sec-
retary. Am I correct?

Mr. LANMAN. Yes, the specific statute, Congressman, is section
382 of the Public Health Service Act, 42 U.S.C. 276. It does not
specify what the charge should consist of.

It merely provides the authority to impose s charge.
Mr. ENGLISH. So you are saying then that you do have the au-

thority to make cost charges, or make charges that are not based
on cost?

Mr. LANMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ENGLISH. That is kind of an interesting concept, isn't it?
Mr. LANMAN. Congressman, I would point out that the general

statute, the user charge statute that applies to all of the Govern-
merit, one of the factors that it specifies as far as the makeup of
the charge is the value to the user of the service.

Mr. ENGLISH. We have a question on that user fee statute, so I
guess it would be a good time to get into it. The user fee statute
sets out the rules for calculating fees for services except where an-
other law prescribes a different basis. Does the NLM stE ,ute qual
ify as a law that prescribes a different basis for fees within the
meaning of the user fee statute?
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Mr. LANMAN. I think it would, Congressman, yes. I cited that
statute only to indicate that Congress has, in the past, recognized
that the value to the user is an appropriate factor of cost.

Mr. ENGLISH. So we are into a situation here that we are not
charging people for information specifically based on what it costs
the Government to pro-ride that information; instead, we are going
to make a judgment as to what the value of that information is,
and that is what we are going to base the charge on, is that right?

Dr. LINDBERG. I was suggesting that in fact what the institution
has tried to do is to analyze all of the overall costs for running the
services, and then to divide those up in such a way that it recovers
the proper proportion of those costs which the Regents have decid-
ed are access costs for domestic users and access costs plus a pro-
portionate data base creation for overseas users.

Now, as with a company, the usage is a little hard to predict
from year to year. As you pointed out, some vendors come in and
off the system and some users come in and off the system, there-
fore, the recovery scheme ;s an estimate, and it has to be readjust-
ed from year to year. In our case, being not a profitmaking compa-
ny, but rather, a Federal agency, our arrangement has been that
those usage fees are collected by NTIS. The costs of the access
which in large measure are for the phone lines, are paid by NTIS,
or through NTIS, and if there is a balance, that is returned directly
to the Treasury.

Mr. ENGLISH. You do return the balance to the Treasury?
Dr. LINDBERG. Yes, sir.
Mr 'NC LISH. Is there any restriction whatsoever as to the fees

that you can charge, given the interpretation that you have made
under the law?

Dr. LINDBERG. I don't think there is a legal restriction. As I said,
it is our intent that the system be as generally available as possi-
ble, certainly in the United States.

So for that reason we want to restrict fees from going too high,
yet we want them high enough to be certain that NLM services,
are used in a professional and not trivial way.

Mr. ENGLISH. Still, though, given the interpretation that you
make, it pretty much puts you in the position of playing God, you
decide whether or not something has a value, and you put a price
upon that value, and you can determine exactly whether that
person is going to find it economically feasible to use the service or
not.

Dr. LINDBERG. Well, as I tried to say, that isn't the way I view it.
Maybe I ought to ask my colleague, Mr. Smith, if he would com-
ment.

Mr. &aril. The 1956 NLM Act states that the Library can
charge or not charge for its services. Therefore, it has that option.
At one point, we did not charge.

Quite frankly, there are a lot of pressures brought to bear about
charging for service. The NLM Act requires that the Board of Re-
gents, which is tie gov ning board of the Library, to recommend
to the Secretary of the Department what the charges should be for
services. The bazic premise the regents have used is that NLM
should be charging on:y for the access cost across all products,
whether they be publications, on-line services, or tapes.
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And so, in aggregate, we are charging only for the cost of access.
We could have charged for the cost of creation, but we believe that
those prices would be at such a level that they would restrict the
access of the health professional to the information. So what we
tried to come up with is something that was reasonable for all par-
ties concerned.

That is really what the Board went through.
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, then, I guess that raises the question, if you

are only charging for costs how can you be making a profit?
Mr. SMITH. We are not really making a profit. The reason that

there is an excess that goes back to the Treasury is that . -ly-
ing good cost accounting standards, some of the costs inch.
the price are currently also appropriated.

For example, the maintenance of the system, the salarie, 'or
people, gad as Dr. Lindberg said, the computer equipment are paid
for by the appropriation. However, portions of these are also costs
included in the pricing algorithm and that percentage must go
back to the Treasury.

Dr. LINDBERG. In addition, of course, it was the intent that for-
eign users pay a portion of data base creation costs which had al-
ready been paid for by appropriation, so we felt it was appropriate
that those fees go directly to the Treasury.

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, it would seem to me that it is kind of hard to
view it as anything other than a profit. If you are turning back
money to the Treasury, if you got an excess, if you are supposed to
be charging for what your costs are, and ycu have an excess that
comes in each year, that can only be viewed as profit.

Dr. LINDBERG. Maybe I should say it a different way. My under-
standing of the Board of Regents policy was that costs which had
already been paid for in advance by the appropriation for the cre-
ation of these data bases, where they benefited foreign users,
should be paid for. That is essentially reimbursing the Government
for expenditures that were already made.

Mr. ENGLISH. If you are going to do that as far as foreign users,
if that is where you are making your profit, then basically it would
appear to me that would put you in a position to reduce the cost to
users who are U.S. taxpayers?

Dr. LINDBERG. That is one possible view. Actually, this question
has been discussed on previous occasions in the House appropria-
tions and authorization committees. Namely, the question as to
whether NLM should be told to retain these earning and use them
in its operation.

The NLM view has been that we ought to leave things as they
are, but that perhaps we could be redirected in that fashion at any
year. I think others have had a different view of this matter.

Mr. ENGLISH. Could you provide us with a breakdown of all your
costs?

Dr. LINDBERG. Sure, be happy to.
[The information follows:]
Accoraing to our FY 1984 Medlars cost analysis, the total cost for the products

and st.vices of Medlars was $12,376,000 This includes costs for online retrieval,
publication of indexes and bibliographies, and production of database tapes NLM
recovers the full cost of access across all products from its users This cost is
$6.857,000 of the $12,376,000 The remaining cost, that of data creation, amounts to
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$5,519,000 and this is c)vered by the NLM appropriatior The only exception is with
regard to foreign use a.id there a proportional share or creation cost is included in
foreign charges.

Mr. ENGLISH. Since the taxpayers are paying the capital costs of
the Medlars data base, would you agree that the bibliographical
services provided by Medlars can be considered as benefiting broad-
ly the general public?

Dr. LINDBERG. Well, at least in a secondary way. I suppose one
would have to admit that they benefit directly those who use them.

Mr. ENGLISH. With regard to how the fees relate to NLM's mis-
sion, does NLM's mission include making a profit through the sale
of the tapes themselves? Is that an objective? You are talking
about returning the money to the Treasury, is this part of the over-
all objective?

Dr. LINDBERG. No, NLM's basic mission is to acquire, organize
and disseminate biomedical information.

Mr. ENGLISH. Do higher fees for the tapes enhance NLM's infor-
mation gathering and dissemination function?

Dr. LINDBERG. Were they to be higher than they are now, I
would say no, they would not.

Mr. ENGLISH. Would lower fees substantially hamper that func-
tion?

Dr. LINDBERG. Well, it would mean that the overall costs would
have to be made up :n some other fashion, I suppose. I might say
that there have been other outside advisers whose advice has run
the spectrum from urging that tapes be given away, which we feel
would be in violation of the use statute; to others who have recom-
mended that the charge be tripled, which we feel would, while it
might benefit some who are in the business, wouldn't benefit, the
biomedical health sciences community nor the patients.

Mr. ENGLISti. How would that benefit anybody but NLM
unless --

Dr. LINDBERG. It wouldn't benefit us in the slightest. It would
benefit any company that wishes to operate under that kind of um-
brella. That is to say, it would make the general cost oT such serv-
ices so high one could raise commercial rates to that level.

We didn't think that it was is a good idea and didn't do it.
Mr. ENGLISH. How do the fees affect NLM's contractual ability to

acquire and catalog medical information?
Dr. LINDBERG. Probably, the simplest single word answer would

be not at all, none, nil; but, I guess I should explain one additional
wrinkle: Some of these data bases are rather complex and fabricat-
ed by NLM in a different way. The Medline services we have been
talking about are purely bibliographical. There are other informa-
tion services, that are provided in toxicology, chemistry, environ-
mental health, that are of a very complex nature, whose sources
may come in 12 or 13 different forms, including access to some
commercial data bases.

So in that case, we have to pay a fee to the copyright hoiders of
the commercial data base in order to take portions of that to make
into the composite data base, which is useful in health.

A particular example would be Chemical Abstract Services. They
have copyrighted data that deal with the chemical structure of
compounds in a general sense, chemical not medical.
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Portions of that data base are used in the toxicology work, in
medical applications. Since they are copyrighted and commercial,
we have the obligation to pay for that use and to pass along to our
users those charges.

So, the cost structure in that case, is not totally in our hands, it
has to be at least enough to recover those costs which we are
obliged to pay to the information provider.

Mr. ENGLISH. Does NLM own a copyright on any portion of Med-
lars?

Dr. LINDBERG. No, my understanding is that the Federal Govern.
ment may not copyright its products in the United Statee. I believe
it may copyright them overseas. I believe that we do hold copy-
rights overseas.

Mr. ENGLISH. The NLM standard licensing agreement prohibits
the duplication or resale of the tapes. Are these restrictions based
on specific statutory authority?

Dr. LINDBERG. I probably ought to ask the counsel, since that
sounds like a question of law.

Mr. LANMAN. It is based on the general authority that we have
to disseminate the irformation. There is no specific authority that
says we are to do that.

Mr. ENGLISH. Does NLM use the licensing agreement to achieve
the very thing that the Copyright Act prohibits namely. restricting
the use of government information?

Dr. LINDBERG. Well, I would hope that is not the case, but one
ought to hear in mind that much of the material we build into the
Medlars data base is in some cases copyrighted by others.

Our interpretation of the new copyright law allows us to do this
as a fair use. It allows a user to make a single copy as a fair use,
but there are other restrictions which prohibit further than that as
fair use.

So we have to obey the law like other citizens, and that particu-
lar clause in the agreement simply says that the user will obey the
law and will not violate the Copyright Act.

Mr. ENGLISH. If NLM were given the authority to copyright Med-
lars, would the restriction on duplication or resale be any differ-
ent?

Dr. LINDBERG. Well, I don't believe we would have the right to
copyright something that somebody already has copyrighted.

Mr. ENGLISH. If you were given that authority, would it be any
different, would the effect be any different?

Dr. LINDBERG. I don't think it would. There are other reasons for
NLM wanting to have formal agreements in addition to the busi-
ness of wanting our users to obey the copyright law.

We also want to be certain that the quality of the services pro-
vided are suitable, that is to say, that the integrity of the data base
is maintained. That partizularly shows up in the question of up-
dates.

These tapes are sent out on a monthly basis, obviously journals
are published monthly and weekly, and sometimes errors are en-
tered into the literature and retractions and corrections are pub-
lished.
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We want to be absolutely certain that those tapes are updated to
reflect such matters. That is also pax of our agreement, one of the
major reasons for the agreement.

Mr. ENGLISH. I want to bring up an FOIL case that held that
Medlars records were not available under the FOIA. In our view,
why that case was wrongly decided. The Medlars tapes are undeni-
ably agency records. If the issue were relitigated, I suspect that
NLM might very well lose. Wouli NLM's operations be affected if
this case were overruled either oy the courts or by Congress?

Dr. LINDBERG. I think it would change things radically. I am not
sure it would be overruled. I am not a lawyer, but my understand-
ing from reading the judgments is that the product, these Medlars
tapes, in no way hides or shields the operations and decisions and
structures of a Federal agency from public scrutiny, which I believe
is the intent of the FOIA.

In fact, quite the reverse, it is the fundamental purpose of NLM
to make public, to contribute and make as useful as possible all the
information that it acquires.

So I am not so sure it would be altered. W4 would not wish to be
operating in a circumstance in which anybotly could take a tape for
some trivial amount of money, initiate a service which we weren't
aware of, couldn't monitor, couldn't guarantee, and produce a serv-
ice that said National Library of Medicine, and yet wasn't true,
wasn't correct, wasn't up to date.

We would very much like not to be in that circumstance.
Mr. ENGLISH. I think that takes care of our questions. We appre-

ciate your testimony and appreciate your response to the questions.
There is a possibility that there may be additional written ques-
tions we may want to submit to you later, and if so, we would ap-
preciate a timely response. Thank you for appearing before us
today.

Dr. LINDBERG. Thank you very much, Congressman, I enjoyed
being here, and we will be happy to respond to written questions.

[Additional questions to Dr. Lindberg, with replies, are printed in
appendix 2.]

Mr. ENGLISH. Our next witness is Mr. Donald Quigg, who is Com-
missioner of Patents and Trademarks.

Mr. Quigg, good to see you. I understand that you dropped "Des-
ignate" from your title and now are the full fledged Commissioner.
We are delighted to have you with us. If you would, please intro-
duce the gentlemen who accompany you.

STATEMENT OF DONALD J. QUIGG, ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS, DEPART-
MENT OF COMMERCE, ACCOMPANIED BY BRADFORD R.
HUTHER, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR FINANCE AND PLAN-
NING, PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, AND THOMAS N.
PYKE, JR., DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR PROGRAMMING SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY, INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTER SCIENCES AND
TECHNOLOGY, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
Mr. QUIGG. Thank you, Mr. Chain.
On my right is Mr. Bradford R. Huther, our Assistant Commis-

sioner for Finance and Planning.
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On my left is Mr. Thomas Pyke, Jr., Director of the Center for
Programming Science and Technology at the National Bureau of
Standards Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology.

I would point out that Mr. Pyke directed a technical capability
study of our trademark automation system that was requested by
the Department of Commerce.

I will briefly describe the PTO paper handling problems that
were the genesis of our automation program, highlight how we ap-
proached several public policy issues that affect most programs of
this magnitude, and mention some of the changes we are making
as a result of our experiences. My formal written testimony covers
these topics in considerable detail.

We examined over 160,000 patent and trademark applications
each year. We have over 300,000 pending patent and trademark ap-
plications that must be stored, moved from location to location,
during the examination process, and be readily accessible in the
event of status inquiries. Over 20,000 pieces of mail affecting those
applications are received each day.

One of the major steps in our examining process is a search of a
very large paper file of reference materialsa loosely assembled
paper data base of over 27 million documents. The integrity of this
paper information base has degraded to the point where an esti-
mated 7 percent of the patent search file documents are out of the
file or misfiled.

The solution to this file integrity problem is automation. Almost
5 years ago, the Congress directed us to develop a plan to automate
our patent and trademark operations.

We mad: the development of this plan an open process. We cir-
culated over 700 copies of the draft plan, held a public hearing, and
conducted briefings of congressional and administration staff, pro-
fessional associations, and public user groups.

Prior to the implementation of our automation plan, we faced a
fundamental policy issue: who would pay for it, taxr Byers or users?
This question was answered by enactment of Public Law 97-247
which sharply increased the user fees necessary to finance one of
the administration's goalsa fully automated Patent and Trade-
mark Office in the 1990's.

Under that law, the costs of processing a patent application 'lave
been shared about equally between user fees and taxpayer reve-
nues, and the costs of processing a trademark application have
been fully paid for by user fees. It also provides that, by the mid-
1990's, when maintenance fees are payable on all utility patents
applied for on or after December 12, 1980, the patent process oper-
ation, with the exception of the small entity subsidy, will be fully
paid by user fees. Each year a fully detailed budget request com-
posed of user fees and taxpayer zevenues is reviewed through the
administrative and Congressional appropriations process.

The adminisaation believes that Public Law 97-247 contemplat-
ed that both taxpayer and user fee revenues be used to fund patent
automation, while trademark automation was to have been totally
paid by user fees. Various patent professional associations believe
tnat Congress intended ,hat major capital acquisitions of automa-
tion Nuipment, be paid for solely with taxpayer funds.

f
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We decided to automate our trademark operation first because of
its small size compared to patent operations, and because the tech-
nology to support automa.A trademark searching capability was
available in the marketplace.

Tw,) areas of our management decisions turned out to be contro-
versial: the exchange agreements used to create the data base and
our proposal to charge a user fee for public access to the automated
systemT-Search.

Our exchange agreement partners were unwilling to invest their
resources if we used the full power of T-Search to compete against
them. Therefore, we agreed to limit automated searching capabili-
ties offered to the public to those that would be comparable and
equivalent to paper searching techniques that the public has been
using.

Trademark practitioners objected to this restriction on the
grounds that they should have the same searching capabilities that
would be available to our staff. To respond to those objections, we
renegotiated the exchange agreements to allow the public to use
the full searching capabilities. To gain access for the public, we
agreed to collect and pay a royalty to the suppliers in lieu of re-
stricting access to the electronic data bases. This solution has also
been unacceptable to the public. We are now prepared to terminate
the exchange agreements and the royalty provision I have just
mentioned. We have already initiated action to buy the electronic
data bases through conventional procurement techniques.

The ether area of controversy involves our proposed charge of
$40 per hour for access to the electronic data base. This fee repre-
sents the marginal cost of making the system available for public
use. This proposal has not yet been made final. However, we recog-
nize that there are individual members of the public who need
access to Gc iernment records occasionally. To avoid undue impact
on them, we also propose to provide a limited number of free con-
nect hours each year to all users.

We have recently received recommendations for improving our
trademark systems from the General Accounting Office, the Insti-
tute of Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Department of
Commerce. We intend to implement every recommendation, most
by the end of this calendar year and all by July 1, 1986.

Turning to our patent automation project, our original automa-
tim plan provided for the development of a testbed patent examin-
ing group as the means for determining whether the architecture
and functionality of the automated patent system should be de-
ployed to the remaining groups and eventually to the public. This
project, which we call the automated patent system or APS, is a
major state-of-the-art system which is being developed to support
all patent functions. WI expect to have the testbed fully operation-
al by next summer.

At the same time, we are creating the electronic data base for
patents. By the end of the year, we will begin converting about 36
inillion pages of U.S. patents into digital image form. Next year we
will begin to exchange electronic data with the European and Japa-
nese Patent Offices, thereby saving approximately $22 million in
data base development costs. It is important to note that in Japan
and Europe, automation costs are fully paid by fees. Since the
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United States is the major foreign filer in both those areas. our cor-
porations and inventors are helping underwrite the automation of
the Japanese and European offices through their fees. Those who
advocate that only appropriations should be used for capital out-
lays for the PTO automation project are, in effect, suggesting that
Japanese and European corporations filing for a U.S. patent should
be subsidized by U.S. taxpayers.

Our ongoing responsibility to disseminate patent information
will be affected by automation. Last year, we published guidelines
which set forth the policy under which the PTO proposed to direct-
ly provide electronic data base search and retrieval services in
public search facilities located in the PTO and other locations
which may be established by the Government. We proposed to re-
cover through a user fee the marginal cost of extending the use of
the APS system to the public.

We intend to encourage the private sector to offer commercial
patent search and retrieval services outside the Government facili-
ties. We propose to seek to avoid competition with the private
sector, principally through the nonexclusive bulk sale of our cam-
puter data base tapes to commercial vendors.

The patent automation project has experienced its share of con-
troversy too. As I mentioned, one issue imolves the correct inter-
pretation of ccngressional intent in the financing provisions of
Public Law 97-247. A second issue is whether the public should be
charged for access to the automated patent system.

Our proposed policy of having users pay for benefits which they
derive from a Federal activity is based on the concepts of, one, es-
tablishing a reasonable charge to recover the costs of providing spe-
cial benefits to recipients above and beyond those accruing to the
public at large; and, t-,.-o, attempting to avoid competing vith com-
mercial entities that already provide automated searching of
patent and trademark records.

The patent professional associations have opposed our proal
to establish fees for public access of the electronic data base. Those
users believe it is a public right to have free access to PTO records,
whether they are in paper or electronic form. I would point out we
do propose to offer a certain number of free hours to everybody so
that if it is a routine necessity for access, they do get that free of
charge. It is the users who are making a commercial use of the
services that we would propose to have pay the cost here.

We recently evaluated and updated our automation plans to
demonstrate improvements in quality, to install cost effective
system capabilities, to defer desirable, but more costly or difficult
to install system features until the higher priority capabilities have
been thoroughly evaluated, and to involve the public in the testing
and evaluation of the automated systems much earlier than origi-
nally planned. This revised plan is currently under review by the
administration and should be available for public dissemination
within the next few months.

As a final observation, the Patent and Trademark Office is one of
the many organizations faced with the complexities and controver-
sies associated with the development of a large scale electronic in-
formation system. It is not a matter of whether an electronic
system will become a sulsstitute for our paper records, but when
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and how it is to happen. Given an effective electronic alternative,
our valuable information resources can become more useful and
manageable.

Mr. Chairman- that concludes my prepared testimony. I would be
happy to answer any questions the subcommittee may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Quigg follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

DONALD J. QUIGG

ASSISTANT SECRETARY AND

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS - DESIGNATE

bEFORE 'IHE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION,

JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPEFATIONS

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OCTOBER 18, 1935

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss the Patent and Trademark

Office's plans for the electronic collection, use, and

dissemination of patent and trademark information. First, I will

briefly describe the PTO's paper-handling problems '_hat are the

genesis of our automation program. Second, I will highlight how

we approached several important public policy issues that

typically affect most projects of this magnitude. Last, I will

mention some of the planning cnanges we are in the process o,

'aking as a result of our experience to date.
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BacxgraLlnd

The mission of the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) is to

promote the national eco.lomy by administering provisions of the

patent and trademark laws. Patent laws encourage technological

advances by providing incentives to invent, invest in, and

disclose new technology. Trademark laws assist businesses in

protecting their investments in the promotion of goods and

services, and safeguarding consumer--; against confusion and

decept...on in the marketplace about the origin of goods and

services. In carrying out this mission, the PTO examines over

160,000 patent and trademark applications each year. Our current

workload consists of over 30.,,C- pending patent and trademark

applications which must be stored, moved from location to

location during the examination process, and be readily

accessible in the event of status inquiries. Over 20,000 pieces

of mail a,fecting th^ processing c. nose applications are

received each day.

On of the major steps in our examining process is a search of a

very large paper file of reference materials -- a loosely

assembled paper data base of over 27 million documents. The

integrity of this parer information base has degraded to the

point where an estimated seven percent of the paten,. search file

documents are missing or irisfiled. We experience an even higher

percent of missing or misfiled documents in search files

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Intolving newer technologies such as solar devices, biotech-

nology, or sEm)oonductors. Studies have shown that uncited

patents are , n for cause for findings ,f invalidity by the

courts. Similar problems exist with the integrity of the

trademark paper search files. These labor intensive, error-prone

paper data bases are the core of our probleL.

For many years, there has been almost vniversal acceptance that

the solution to the lack of integrity for this enormous,

constantly growing paper data base simply cannot be found through

any mean.; other than automation. Almost five years ago, the

C,Dngress directed the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks to

develop "...a plan to identify and if necessary develop or have

developed computerized data and retrieval systems equivalent to

the latest state of the art which can be applied to all aspects

of the operation of the Patent and Trademark 0:fice....the report

shall specify the cost of implementing the plan, how rapidly the

plan can be implemented by the Patent and Trademark Office,

without regard to funding which may be available for this purpose

in the future."

We made the development of :le plan mandated by Congress an open

process. A special advisory committee consisting of experts in

the field of automatior from ocher Government agencies reviewed

1;-,3t-
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and eva'uated a:. early draft of the plan. We circulated over 700

copies of the draft plan to individuals, commercial organiza-

tions, and interested professional associations for their

comment.

We held a hearing to provide a forum for public comment and

reaction. We conducted briefings of Congressional and

Administration staff, professional associations, and public user

groups to establish a clear understanding of our short and

long-range automation objectives.

Prior to the implementation of our automation plan, we faced a

fundamental policy issue: Who would pay for it -- taxpayers or

users? This question was answered by enactment of authorizing

legislation for the PTO that sharply increased the user fees

necessary to finance one of the Administration's goals -- a fully

automated Patent and Trademark Office in the 1990'3. Unuei that

law, enacted as Public Law 97-247 on August 27, 1982, the costs

of patent automation ($48.4 million for the fiscal years

1983-1985) have been shared about equally between uses fees and

taxpayer revenues, ara the costs of trademark automation ($15.3

million for the same three-year period) have been paid for almost

totally by user fees.

As a result of this intensive planning an legi:11,tive process,

by Decemb 1982 we had completed the plan to guide our
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automation efforts and we had in place the necessary funding

mechanism to begin the development of the automated systems.

Moreover, there exiated a clearly identified constituent group of

Interested practitioners, public searchers, and representatives

of our nationwide Patent Depository Library network, who had

begun to coalesce into a network of ad hoc committees to monitor

our automation project and provide their advice any criticisms

throughout the implementation of the plan.

Trademark Automation

We decided to automate our trademark operation first because of

its small size compared to patent operations, and because the

technology to support automated trademark searching capability

was available in the market place. Full automation of the

trademark functions involved reaching three objectives:

(1) completing the automated trademark application monitoring

system (TRAM) -- TRAM was completed in April 1983 except for

the additional enhancements required for the automated

photocomposition capability, which were implemented in March

1985. TRAM provides the capability of tracking the movement

and status of a working inventory of more than 76,000

pending applications and bibliographic data on nearly

600,000 active trademark registrations.
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(2) providing an automated search system (T- Search} -- We

awarded a contract under Federal procumment regulations tc

the Systems Development Corporation (SDC) in December 1983

for the hardware and sophisticated searchil.i software

necessary to search any of the data items comprising the

trademark registration.

(3) creating an electronic trademark data base -- This involved

converting more than 500,000 paper records to machine-

processable form. Significantly, this electronic data base

will become the offiial trademark register, ultirttely

replacing the cumbersome, error-prone bound paper volumes

that have been serving this purpose since 1881. Using the

authority of section 6 of title 35, United States Code, we

etered into exchange agreements with three private fins to

create, at a very low cost, electronic data bases of *Lc

text and digitized facsimiles of registered trademarks and

ii coming trademark applications. These data base3 were

provided to the PTO in exchange for (1) copies of FTC

dccuments; and (2) certain restrictions on the automated

techniques for public access to the data bases ana

distribution of the data bases to third parties.

The trademark automation project as been controversial. The two

most significant issues relate to the exchange agreement:: used to

create the data base and our proposal to charge a user fee for

olio access to the T-Search system.
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Since the electronic data base would be ubed by both examiners

and the public, our exchange agreement partners were unwilling to

invest their resources if we used the full power of the automated

system to compete against tAlem. The companies proposed and we

agreed to limit automated searching capabilities offered to the

public to those that would be "comparable and equivalent" to

paper searching t'achniquee. Our major reasons for this decision

were (1) we could not project sufficient resources to pay for the

computerized trademark data base under the existing fee

structure; (2) this was the best and possibly the only way to

atomate the trademark search system at that time; (3) the terms

and conditions of the exchange agreements were not irrevocable;

and 44) this concept was consistent with the provision of OMB

Circul: A-76 (Performance of Commercial Activities) regarding

the avoidance of Federal competition with the private sector.

Trademark practitioners objected to the "comparable and

equivalent" searching restriction on the grounds that they should

have the same searching capabilities as those being developed for

our staff of trademark examiners. In an effort to respond to

those objections, the CO renegotiated the agreements to allow

the public to use the full searching capabilities of T-Search.

To gain Access for the public, the PTO agreed to collect and pay

a royalty to these firms in lieu of restricting access to the

electronic data 'oases. We held a public hearing in September

1984, and a majority of the commenters opposed the royalty

payment to search trademark records.
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In its review of the trademark automation project, the General

Accounting Office also disagreed with our decision to use

exchange agreement authority to acquire the rachine-readable

trademark data base. GAO concluded that he exchanges were

procurements of commercial ADP support servi-,s subject to the

requirements of the Brooks Act and Federal procurement

regulations. To address these concerns, we are prepared to

terminate the exchange agreements and have already initiated

action to buy the electronic data bases through conventional

procurement techniques. Policy guidance on how we are to proceed

ie being provided to us by the Dcputy Secretary of Commerce.

The other area of user fee controversy involves cur proposed

charge of $40 per hour for access to the electronic data base.

This hourly connect fee, which represents the marginal cost of

making the system available for public use, was proposed in the

Federal Register of August 7, 1984. Our proposal was based on

the general user charge guidance contained in OMB Circular A-25

that those who benefit most directly from a clearly identifiable

Federal Re:vice should pay for that service. Because of the

public debate over the exchange agreements, those rules have not

yet been made tinal. However, in addressing the issue of access

fees, we have recognized that there are individual members of the

public who hale reason to access Government records occasionally

for their own purpose. To avoid undue impact on this seg.lie:,t of

the population, the PTO also proposed to provide a limited number
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of free connect hours each year to all users of the automated

files. However, we have not made a f.nal decision on any of

these proposals because of the concern expressed by the Congress

during the reauthorization process.

Another issue o5 concern to the public is the ultimate

disposition of the paper documents. We have decided that the

paper files will be retaired until the automated system has been

fully tested and evaluated and, in addition, until a public

hearing has been held.

The Geneial Accounting Office, the Institute of Computer Sciences

and Technology, and the Department of Commerce's financial and

management teams have recently given us recommendations

improving our trademark systems. We intend to implement every

recommendation, most of which will be completed by the end of

this calendar year. While these action; will enhance the

performance of the automated systems, I am pleased to report to

the Subconmittee t;at our original trademark objectives are

nearly met. TRAM has been completed. Most of our examiners are

conducting text searches on T-Search and they generally report

that improvement, 1.1 the quality of searching are being achieved.

And the official certification of this electronic trademark data

bas," used in searching trademark registrations is expected to

occur by the end of December.
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Patent Automation

Our original automation plan for patents provided for the

development of a "testbed" patent examining group as the means

for determining whether the architecture and functionality of the

automated patent system should be deployed to the remaining

groups and eventually to the public. This project, which we call

the Automated Patent System (AT3S), is a major, state-of-the-art

system which is being developed in two parts support all

patent fu.ictions. The first part of APS includes text and image

processing, electronic workstation and support services, a

high-speed local area data network, and administrative data

support. The second part is being developed separately to

support preparation of electronic data for the APS through image

backfile conversion, on-going text and image data conversion,

copy order processing. incoming electronic mail, and photo-

composition preparation.

The implementation strategl for APS is to acquire, develop,

integrate, and test the individual components in the testbed

before we commit to full deployment of the system. In April

1984, we awarded a contract to the Planning Research Corporation

(PRC) which teamed witt Chemical Abstract Services (CAS), a

not-for-profit arm of the American Chemical Society. The system

architecture has been refined and approved, most of the hardware

needed for the testbe either has been installed or will be
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acquired shortly, and the details of the data base and software

design are approaching completion. Based on the APS equipment

characteristics that are now clearly establisted, final site

dreparatior plans to meet all space, power, and caoling

requirements are being prepared and reviewed. Although we have

incurred higher than panned up-front contract costs, the, have

affected our impiementation schedule and flexibility somewhat,

the procurement and installation of the APS hardware and software

are proceeding smoothly. We expect to have the testbed fully

operational by next summer.

Simultaneous with APS development activities, we have pursued the

creatic,n of the electronic data base for patents. Unlike the

trademark situation, at th? beg!nning of the patent project we

had already accumulated on r.agnetic tape the full text files for

most patents issued since 1970. After converting this data base

into a form compatible with the APs system, we began loading the

converted text data file into t'',e APS data storage devices in

July. By the end of 1985, we expect to begin converting an

estimated 36 million pages of U S. patents into digital image

form. To achieve the highest ality resolution, the PTO's

arcnival set of printed patents, stores in an underground storage

facility in Pennsylvania, will be used as the source documents.

Conversion of the entire paper file of U.S. patent& to electronic

form should be completed during 1988.
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The PTO has an on-going responsibility t, dissemi tate patent

information to foster the spread of scientific and technical

knowledge. As a resu.A., of automation, new forms of patent data

will be created and new techniques will become available to

facilitate the use of one of the world's largest technical ana

scientific information resources.

We considered several approaches tc the dissemination of nAtent

data. On June 14, 1984, we published Electronic Paten

Dissemination Guidelines in the Federal Register and at the same

time invited comments to the guidelinss. These guidelines set

forth the policy that the PTO will directly provide electronic

data base search and retrieval services in public search

facilities located in the PTO and other locations which may be

established by the Government. Fees would be charged for use of

sophisticated workstations and search techniques at the marginal

cost of extending use of the APS system to the public.

We intend to pursue our dissemination mission indirectly by

encouragiry the private sector to offer commercial patent search

and retrieval services outside the Government facilities. We

will seek to avoid competition with the private sector in

providing such services to the nubile, principally through the

non-exclusive bulk sale of our computer data base tapes to

commercial vendors. The selling price will be based on the

marginal cost of our distribution services plus a lair market

value charge for the data
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To facilitate international coordination, the PTO initiated

negotiations with the European Patent Office and the Japanese

Patent Office to ensure that our respective automation plans were

fully coordinated and as compatible as possible. A trilateral

agreement, signed in October 1983, established the principle that

electronic data created by each office will be exchanged with the

other offices for the marginal cost of duplicating and shipping

the data. At a third trilateral meeting held this month in

Tokyo, we reached a filial agreement on the character and image

data standards to be used for the exchange of data that will

begin next year. These developments are highly significant to

patent applicants because they will enable the Office to build a

more complete and accessible data base, and should enhance our

ability to achieve widespread, low-cost dissemination of patented

technology. The estimated cost of converting these paper

records. which represent 70 years of European and Japanese

patent electronic data is about $22 million.

The patent au*omation project has expe,-Ienced its shale of

controversy, too. The most significant issues involve the

correct interpretation of Congressional intent in the financing

provisions of Public Law 97-247 and whether the pblic should be

charged for access to the automated patent system. Regarding the

former, the Administration believes that Public Law 97-247

contemplated that patent automation costs be funded by a

combination of user fees and tax revenues. Various patent
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professional associations believe that Congress intended that

major capital acquisitions of automation equipment be paid for

solely with taxpayer funding.

The patent professional associations have opposed our proposal to

establish fees for public access of the electronic data base.

Prior to automation and the enactment of Public Law 97-247,

access to the in'ormation data base in the public search rooms

was made possible through taxpayer funds. These records are used

by the general public, by those who stand to benefit from their

Intellectual property, and by those who make a living by

searching Office records for others. These users believe it is a

public right to nave free access to Office records, whether they

are in paper or electronic form.

As I indicated, our proposed policy of having users pay for

benefits which they derive from a Federal activity is based on

the concepts of (1) establishing a reasonable charge to recover

the costs of providing special benefits to recipients above and

beyond those accruing to the public at large; and (2) attempting

to avoid competing with c,,mercial entities that already provide

automated searching of patent and trademark records.
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Future Direction

The -srues that I .ave described for you today are being

addressed by the Congress in the reauthorization of the Patent

and Trademark Office program for the next three years. Once

these issues have been settled, our future automation progress

will be closely monitored during the Congressional oversight

and appropriation processes. We stand ready to brief other

interested Congressional committees key decision points

throughout the implementation process. As a key step in that

process, we recently reevaluated and updated our automation plans

as follows: First priority will be given to demonstrating

improvements in quality which automation brings to our patent and

trademark examining programs. Assuming clear evidence that the

automated system meets that basic quality test, second priority

will be given to installing cost - effective system capabilities,

such as reducing costs associated with paper search file

maintenance, and printing. Desirable, but more costly or

difficult to install system features which will improve

operations and service to the public will be deferred until the

higher priority capabilities have been thoroughly evaluated. In

addition, public participation in the testing and evaluation of

the automated systems will occur much ea-lier than originally

planned.
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Our revised automation master plan is currently under review by

the Administration and should be available for public dissemina-

tion within the next few months.

As a final observation, the Patent and Trademark Office is one of

many organizations faced with the complexities and controversies

associated with the development of a large-scale electronic

information system. It is not a matter of whether an electronic

system will become a substitute for our paper records, but when

and how it is to happen. Given an effective electronic

alternative, our valuable information resources can become more

useful and manageable.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal testimony. I would be

happy to answer any questions the Subcommittee may have.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank yea very much, Commissioner.
T have to say trademariu; are certainly a new area to me, and I

would like to go over some of the basirs if we could. Is it fair to say
that public notice is an essential feat,.,* of the trademark registra-
tion and that maintenance of public files is a major function of the
trademark office?

Mr. QUIGG. Well, I think an important c.dature of trademark
usage is the ability to determine, before adopting a mark, whether
or not somebody else happens to have that mark registered. So, to
that extent, I would say that the notice itself is important.

Mr. ENGLISH. In the report accompanying H.R. 2434, 1 louse
Judiciary Committee wrote and I am quoting here- _.,aving
patent and trademark records freely available to the public and
widely disseminated gives a valuable benefit to the public at
large '

Do you agree with that statement?
Mr. QUIGG. I agree with that wholeheartedly. That is one of the

reasons we propose to provide the fixed number of hours free
access for everyone.

Mr. ENGLISH. OMB Circular A-25 on user fees provides that no
charge should be made for a service that primarily benefits the
general public. Eased on the findings of the Judiciary Committee,
which you nave just stated you agree with, it sounds like the pro-
viding of public availability of trademarks files qualifies as a serv-
ice for which no charge is appmprir4e. Do you disagree with that?

Mr. Qum. I think that for the small amount of searching that
needs to be done by the general public, that the proposea number
of free hours would take care of that. We have a fairly compact
number of commercial searchers who utilize the search facilities in
the Patent and Trademark Office, charge for those services, et rge
their clients for them, and we feel that when those scarcher6 use
the facilities for that type of operation, that they should be charged
user fees.

Mr. ENGLISH. So, you would agree that the public availability of
trademark files qualifies as a service for which no charge would be
appropriate?

Mr. Qum. Yes, sir.
Mr. ENGLISH. The exchange agreements PTO used to at,,,aire an

electronic data base of trademark information included a limita-
tion on public access to the d'Aa base. My question is whether an
agency can agree by contract to limit the access to public informa-
tion in any form.

Let me ask you a hypothetical question. If PTO penormel cre-
ated an electronic data base of public information, would a ma-
chine-readable copy of that data base be available under the Free-
dom of Information Act?

Mr. HUThER. Congressman, the interpretation that we have
made is that we would supply under the Freedom of Information
Act or urder a court order a paper facsimile copy of the electronic
data base, but would not under the Freedom of Information Act
feel compelled to actually provide a copy of the tape itself. It is the
information which the public would be entitled to, not necessarily
the medium of disseminating that information under the Freedom
of Information Act.

A.
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Mr. ENGLISH. It would seem that PTO gave away public rights
under the FOIA in exchange for computer services that could have
been purchased. Would you care to comment on the characteriza-
tion of the transaction?

Mr. QuiGG. I would say that we negotiated the agreements, and
the concessions that were made were made because that was the
only way the agreement could be effected. I think that even being
able to directly purchase would have been impossible, even had we
had the money to do it, simply because the exchange prattners di''
not want others competing with them.

Mr. HUTHER. As an additional comment on that, I should point
out that one of the issues we f at the time of our developme A
of the Trademark Exchange agreement was whether or not the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office should be a competitor with
commercial organizations who were providing on-line commercial
services to exactly the same trt. 'emark data base of information
that we were in the process of developing.

So we had the question of whether or not we should be in direct
competition with them and determined in accordance with the ne-
gotiation of the exchange agreements that the restrictions imposed
by vendors in exchange for the very valuable data base that would
otherwise have cost a great deal of money on the part of users or
taxpayers to develop, would ,xtend to the point we would not be
competing with them.

That is to say we would not have more sophisticated search soft-
ware than they were using to provide on-line commercial services.

Mr. ENGLISH. Is there anything in the PTO's authorization that
permits PTO to limit public access to public trademark information
in any way?

Mr. HUTHER. Nothing specifically, no, sir.
Mr. ENGLISH. There is nothing in the law that allows that?
Mr. HUTHER. Nothing specifically that prohibits or allows it spe-

cifically.
Mr. ENGLISH. What costs are included in the charges for users?
Mr. HUTHER. The $40 an hour fee that Mr. Quigg referred re-

fleets the marginal cost of providing public access, that is a portion
of the computer time, a portion of the staff time to support it, all of
the logistical supplies necessary for public access, including the ter-
minals.

Mr. ENGLISH. Will users be asked to contribute toward the cost of
the system development?

Mr. HUTHER. Not in terms of payment of the $40 an hour charge.
Users under the provisions of Public Law 97-247 that was enacted
in 1982, established the principle that there would not be from Oc-
tober 1, 1982, forward, any taxpayer money to support the trade-
mark operation. So in terms of the general fees that we have been
charging for the last 3 years, that is in the form of applicants'
filing fees and the other types of fees that we are charging trade-
mark practitioners, those fees were to be used to develop the
system.

Mr. ENGLISH. Are users of the reading room charged now?
Mr. HUTHER. In the Trademark Search Library or Patent Search

Room today, no. Not for direct access to the paper files, no.
Mr. ENGLISH. Are you contemplating any reading room charges?
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Mr. HUTHER. We are continuing to contemplate the $40 an hour
marginal fee for trademark searching. Another option, as is the
case with the paper search file, the costs of that file could be paid
by the trademark applicants. We could continue to allow similar
arrangement to occur under the electronic system.

Mr. ENGLISH. Will the paper files remain accessible once the
automated system is in place?

Mr. QUIGG. The paper files are going to remain a-Tailable until
the automated system has been completed, has been fully tested,
and a hearing has been held.

At that time, it is our intention to do away with the paper file.
Mr. ENGLISH. Given all the problems that your office has encoun-

tered in its automation efforts, if you were starting all over again
would you do it the same way?

M., QUIGG. One does tend to learn by experience.
I r.r. ENGLISH. Well, I certainly can appreciate that. I want to

thank you for your testimony. The problems that are experienced
by PTO illustrate some of the difficulties that can arise when
age cy records are converted to electronic format. It is not easy to
strike a balance between the sometimes conflicting principles of
openness, fairness and efficiency. It seems to me that this automa-
tion effort got into so much trouble because the Trademark Office
did not pay enough attention to the needs of those who were affect-
ed by its activities.

The Office was concerned with its own needs, and narrow special
interests. That is why corrective legislation il,, of course, now work-
ing its way through Congress. I think that everyone can learn a lot
from the experiences of the Trademark Office and I hope that
other agencies will be able to avoid the mistakes that were made.

Commissioner, again I want to thank you for your testimony and
we may also have add:: 'tonal written questions for you and we
would appreciate a timely response to those questions.

Mr. QUIGG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
add one thing that kind of reflects on your last comments.

I would agree that we did make some mistakes in the way we
approached the automation of trademarks. We tried our best to de-
termine within our own ranks what trad' di practitioners' re-
quirements are. I have told the U.S. Trademark Association that
my policy will be not to tell them what thr y are going to get but to
give them some options, and it will be their election as long as they
are willing to pay for it, we will do our level best to provide that.

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Commissioner. I appreciate that.
Our next witness is Mr. Thomas Giammo, Associate Director, In-

formation Management and "echnology Division of the General
Accounting Office.

We will let you introduo he gentleman accompanying you.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS P. GIAMMO, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, IN.
FORMATION MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION, GEN-
ERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH
WINTER

Mr. GIAMMO. Mr. Ken Winter of our office is with me, sir.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Your complete written testimony will be made a
part of the testimony, and you may proceed as you wish.

Mr. GIAMMO. We are pleased to be here today to discuss the oper-
ations of the Trademark Office at the Patent and Trademark
Office. This statement is based on our April 18, 1985 report given
to the chairman of the House Committee on Government Oper-
ations, the one entitled "Patent and Trademark Office Needs To
Better Manage Automation of Its Trademark Operations." I am di-
recting my statement to the concerns of this hearing, specifically,
PTO's use of nonmonetary exchange agreements and the subse-
quent ref. riction of public usage of PTO's new automated search
system. With your permission, I would like to submit this report
for the record.

Mr. ENGLISH. Without objection, so ordered.
[The GAO report, "Patent and Trademark Office Needs To

Better Manage Automation of Its Trademark Operations," GA.k.0/
IMTEC-85-8, April 19, 1985, is available from the General Ac-
counting Office.

Mr. Gummo. In reviewing PTO's trademark automation efforts,
we primarily addressed several management issues. We focused on
PTO's: One, analysis of user requirements; two, 1982 trademark au-
tomation cost/benefit analysis; and three, contracting practices and
procedures for acquiring the automated trademark systems.

In these areas we found that PTO had encountered management
problems in automating its trademark operations. For example,
PTO had not: One, thoroughly analyzed or developed its require-
ments for tnree automated trademark systems; two, adequately as-
sessed the costs and benefits of trademark automation; three, fully
tested its trademark search system before accepting it from a pri-
vate contractor; and four, properly managed its exchange agree-
ments.

Although we primarily concentrated on PTO's management of its
automation program, our review did result in findings that are rel-
evant to the issues of interest to this committee, particularly public
access to trademark information held by PTO.

Specifically, we found that: Using exchange agreements with pri-
vate-sector vendors, as authorized by Public Law 97-247, PTO
"paid for" the preparation of a computerized data base version of
its trademark information by committing to give the vendors free
copies of present and future versions of this information and by re-
stricting the public's access to the vendor-provided data base.

PTO later loosened these restrictions on public access but, in
compensation to the vendors, agreed to collect a royalty fee from
the public which it was to pass on to the vendors. We have heard
here today that they are agreeable to relinquishing the royalty fee.

PTO did not treat the exchange agreements as subject to Federal
procurement laws and regulations, and thus avoided some proce-
dures that might have resulted in a more beneficial arrangement.

In response to a congressional mandate that it develop a plan for
the automation of its operations, PTO submitted an Automation
Master Plan to Congress in 1982. As part of this plan, PTO was to
acquire "automated' versions of its paper trademark search files to
serve as the data bases for a new automated search system. This
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automated search system was to have greater capability to perform
trademark searches.

In carrying out its plan, PTO acquired computerized data base
versions of trademark registration information through three non-
monetary arrangements, known as exchange agreements, with pri-
vate-sector vendors. Under the exchange agreements, the firms
agreed to produce trademark data based hi machine-readable form
for PTO.

These data bases, which were to be installed by PTO as an inte-
gral part of its own automated search system, would be used by
PTO and the public in researching trademark registrations. In
return, PTO agreed to furnish the firms with copies of PTO's trade-
mark registration information for the firms' own use and accepted
restrictions on public access to the automated data base form of
this information.

The restrictions involved not permitting the public to use the ad-
vanced features of the PTO automated search system. One of the
restrictions involved limiting public access to the automated
system to a level of capability "comparable and equivalent" to a
manual search of paper files. Thus, the public was not to have been
able to use the advanced automated techniques available to PTO
examiners, such as automated searching by phonetics.

In addition, under the agreements, PTO agreed to fix the price of
its "Official Gazette-Trademarks" computer tapes, containing
recent trademark transactions, to a figure seven times its previous
contractually agreed to price; this, in effect, inhibited public access
to this form of trademark information.

In 1984, after a trademark industry outcry regarding these
planned restrictions as you have heard this morning as Mr. Quigg
has described, PTO decided to ease one of the restrictions by pro-
viding the public with full access to its automated search system.
Nevertheless, because of the contractual nature of the exchange
agreements' public-m3 restrictions, PTO was required to renegoti-
ate with the companies to obtain their approval for improved
public access to PTO's automated system.

Subsequent amendments to the agreements assigned the relax-
ation of this restriction an estimated present value of $3.18 million
to the vendors, which PTO was to collect from the public in the
form of a $30-per-hour royalty fee, as it was called in the renegoti-
ated royalty fee agreements.

The royalty fee was then to be paid to companies. This $30 royal-
ty fee was to be added to a $40 base fee, wlich PTO had decided to
impose on the public for the "comparable and equivalent" use of
the automated systemfor a total fee of $70 per hour. As we know,
that has not been put into effect and, as we heard this morning,
the PTO has reconsidered the royalty matter.

The manner in which PTO has administered its exchange agree-
ment authority has also created problems. On March 13, 1985, we
issued a legal opinion on PTO's exchanges. We concluded that the
exchanges ware procurements of commercial automatic data proc-
essing, ADP, support services subject to the requirements of Public
Law 89-306, the Brooks Act, and the general requirements under
the Federal Procurement Regulation.
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PTO's official position, as stated in an April 10, 1985, letter to us,
was that PTO does not believe that exchanges are procurements
under the Brooks Act or FPR. Also, in a May 2, 1985, letter to us,
the Department of Commerce essentially concurred with PTO's po-
sition. Consequently, none of the exchange agreements were devel-
oped with the procurement regulations in mind. Furthermore, in
reviewing PTO's actions, we concluded that PTO did not obtain
maximum practical competition on two of the three exchange
agreements, as required by the Federal Procurement Regulation.

In summary, sir, PTO did not adequately consider all future im-
pacts of the exchange agreements on itself and the public. By al-
lowing restrictions on public access in the original agreements,
PTO's free&ni to offer information on trademarks to the public
was limited. An example of this is that it became necessary for
PTO to negotiate a royalty fee to be paid by the T:Jublic tu3ers, and
then negotiate out of that royalty fee to be paid for full use of the
PTO's automated system.

As part of the recommendations contained in our April 19 report,
we recommended that the Secretary of Commrfce direct the Acting
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks to make all reasonable
efforts to expeditiously and economically acquire unrestricted own-
ership of the trademark data bases obtained through the exchange
agreements. We also recommended that PTO establish criteria for
determining when future ADP resource exchange agreements
should be used and develop procedures to ensure that these ex-
changes comply with applicable Federal procurement regulations.

Such criteria and procedures should also require that PTO thor-
oughly analyze the value of future agreements and fulgoassess
their impact on PTO and the public. We added that, if does
not take steps to implement the above recommendation regarding
exchange agreements the Congress should consider withdrawing
PTO's exchange agreement authority for ADP resource acquisi-
tions.

Mr. Chairmen, this concludes the summary of my prepared re-
marks and any questions are welcome.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Giammo follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS P GIAMMO

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We are pleased to be here today to discuss the eetomation of

trademark operations at the Department cf Commerce's Patent an

Trademark Office (PTO). My statement is based on the findings,

conclusions, and recommendations provided in our April 19, 1985,

report to the Chairman of the House Committee on Government

Operations entitled Patent and Trademark Office Needs to Better

Manage Automation of Its Trademark Operations (GAO/IMTEC-85-8). /

am directing my statement to the concerns of this hearing,

specifically, PTO's use of non-monetary exchange agreement, and the

subsequent restriction of public usage of PTO's new automated

'.earch system. with your permission, I would like to s6bmit this

report for the record.

In reviewing PTO's trademark automation efforts, we primarily

addressed several management issues. we focused on PTO's (1)

analysis of use: requirements, (2) 1982 trademark automation

cost/benefit analysis, and (3) contracting practices and procedures

for acquiring the automated trademark systems.

In these areas we found that PTO had encountered management

problems in automating its trademark operations. For example, PTO

had not (1) thoroughly analyzed or developed its requirements for

three automated trademark systems, (2) adequately assessed the

costs and benefits of trademark automation, (3) fully tested its

trademark search system before accepting it from a private

contractor, and (4) properly managed its exchange agreements.
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Although we primarily concentrated on PTO's management of its

automation program, our review did result in findings that are

relevant to the issues of interest to this committee, particularly

public access to trademark informatlon held by PTO.

Specifically, we found that.

--using exchange agreements with private-sector vendors (as

authorized by Public Law 97-247), PTO "paid for" the

preparation of a computerized data bas version of its

trademark information by committing to give the vendors free

copies of present and future versions of this information

and by restricting the public's access to the data base;

--PTO later loosened these restrictions on public access but,

in compensation to the vendors, agreed to collect a

royalty fee from the public which it was to pass on to the

vendors; and

--PTO did not treat the exchange agre"-tints as subject to

federal procurement laws and regulations, and thus avoided

some procedures that might have resulted in a more

beneficial arrangement.

Let me discuss these findings in greater detail. Trademarks

are words and symbols that identify and distinguish products; they

are used to indicate the origin of goods and services. Trademarks

are registered with PTO primarily to help protect the owner's

rights to the trademark. PTO trademark examiners compare the
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applied-for trademark againct 'already-existing trademarks to

determine whether they are the same or confusingly

Historically, this has been accomplished by manually searching

through PTO's paper files. whiCh contain information on previously

registered trademarks and on new applications for registration.

Others, in addition to PTO examiners, need access to PTO's

information concerning trademarks (for example, those interested in

applying for a new trademark or those interested in tracing a

particular product). Any member of the public has been able to

search the paper filer free of charge. Public searchers include

both interested individuals and those professional searchers acting

on behalf of clients for a fee. Since 1982, PTO has issued

approximately 35,000 permanent and temporary sasses to the public

for use of the search room.

In response to a congressional mandate that it develop a plan

for the automation of its operations, PTO submitted an Automation

Master Plan to Congress in 1982. As part of this plan, PTO was to

acquire "automated" versions of its paper trademark search filed to

serve as the data bases for a new automated search system. This

automated search system gas to have greater capability to perform

trademark searches.

In carrying out its plan, PTO acquired computerized data base

versions of trademark registration information through three

non-monetary arrangements, known as exchange agreements, with

private-sector vendors. Undtr the exchange agreements, the firms

agreed to produce trademark data bases in machine-readable form for

144E4
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PTO. These data bases, which were to be installed by PTO as an

integral part of its own automated search system, would be used by

?TO and thv public in researching trademark registrations. In

return, PTO agreed to furnish the firms with copies of PTO's

trademark registration information for the firms' own use and

accepted restrictions on public access to the automated data base

form of this information. The restrictions involved no'_ permitting

the public to use the advanced features of the PTO autorurted search

system. One of the restrictions involved limiting public access to

the automated system to a level of capability "comparable and

equivalent" to a manual search of paper files. Thus, the public

was not to have been able to use the advanced automated techniques

available to PTO examiners, such as automated searching by

phonetics. In addition, under the agreements, PTO agreed to fix

the price of its "Official Gazette-Trademarks" computer tapes,

containing recent trademark transactions, to a figure seven times

its previous price; this, in effect, inhibited public access to

this form of trademark infirmation.

In 1984, after a trademark industry outcry regarding these

planned restrictions, PTO decided to ease ore of the restrictions

by providing the public with full access to its automated search

system. Nevertheless, because of the contractual nature of the

exchange agreements' public-use restrictions, PTO was required to

renegotiate with the companies to obtain their approval for

improved public access to PTO's automated system. Subsequent

amendments to the agreements assigned the relaxation of this

restriction an estimated present value of 53.18 million, which PTO

was to collect from the public in the form of a 530-per-hour
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'royalty fee.' The royalty fee was then to be paid to companies.

This 530 royalty fee was to be added to a $40 base fee, which PTO

had decided to impose on the public for the "comparable and

equivalent' use of the automa ed system--for a total fee of $70 per

hour. As of September 1985, these fees had not been formally

instituted. PTO stated at the same time that it intended f6rther

renegotiation of the exchange agreements.

The manlier in which PTO has administered its exchange

agreement authority has also created problems. On March 13, 1985,

we issued a legal opinion on PTO's exchanges. We concluded that

the exchanges were procurements of commercial automatic data

processing (ADP) support services subject to the requirements of

Public Law 89-306, the Brooks Act, and the Federal Procurement

Regulatioi. PTO's official position, as stated in an April 10,

1985, letter to us was that PTO does not believe that exchanges are

procurements under the Brooks Act. Also, in a May 2, 1985, , ,r

to us, the Department of Commerce essentially concurred with

position. Consequently, none of the exchange agreements were

developed with the procurement regulations in mind. Furthermore,

in reviewing PTO's actions, we concluded that PTO did not obtain

maximum practical competition on two of the three exchange

agreements, as required by the Federal Procurement Regulation.

In summary, PTO did not adequately consider all future impacts

of the exchange agreements on itself and the public. By allowing

restrictions on public access in the original agreements, PTO's

fr,_edom to offer information on trademarks to the public was

limited. An example of this is that it became necessary for PTC
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to negotiate a royalty fee to be paid by the public users for full

use cf PTO's automated system.

As part of the recommendations contained in our April 19

report, we recommended that the Secretary of Commerce direct the

Acting Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks to make all

reasonable efforts to expeditiously and economically acquire

unrestricted ownership of the trademark data bases obtaired through

the exchange agreements. We also recommended that PTO establish

criteria for determining when future ADP resource exchange

agreements should be used and develop procedures to ensure that

these exchanges comply with applicable federal procurement

regulations. Such criteria ana procedures should also require that

PTO thoroughly analyze the value of future agreements and fully

assess their impact on PTO and the public. We added that, if PTO

does not take steps to implement the above recommendation regarding

exchange agreements, the Congre.ss should consider withdrawing PTO's

exchange agreement authority for ADP resource acquisitions.

Mr. Chairman, this Concludes my prepared remarks. I welcome

any luestions you may have.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Giammo.
How did PTO calculate the fees it planned to charge the public

for access to the system?
Mr. GIAMMO. It went through a calculation, both on the $30

excuse me the $40 comparable and equivalent usage fee and on the
additional $30 surcharge when that was to be imposed.

Yes, it did.
Mr. ENGLISH. Are you able to compare the costs that PTO

planned to pass on with the costs other agencies charge?
Mr. GIAMMO. We have not studied the costs of other agencies.

They do appear to be high to us, but that is not based upon any
kind of particular study. One point I might mention in that regard
is that it has been alleged that the $40 an Isar fee represents the
marginal cost for providing such public access. We would disagree
with that. We believe that somewhere from $10 to $20 of that ree
represents an allocation of general overhead that would be in-
curred nyway, regardless of whether there was public access to it.

Mr. E,4GLIsH. Do you think that OMB Circular A-25 on user fees
is helpful in establishing the fees for automated information sys-
tems?

Mr. GIAMMO. GAO has seen problems in the past with the use of
A-25 to support such fees. We issued a report in 1979 titled "Better
Information Management Policies Are Needed." We addressed
many of the issues that have arisen in this context, especially in
the PTO case.

In that report, we singled out the ambiguities inherent in OMB
Circular A-25 as a major source of the confusion that exists
throughout the government in the area.

A-25, which I believe was issued in 1959 if I am not mistaken,
did not have information services in mind when it was written. It
seems to primarily address governmental services that are provid-
ed to confer a direct, tangible benefit on the recipient. Examples
they use are the issuing of patents, issuing of licenses, furnishing of
crop insurance and so forth.

In this sense, I think, PTO is justified in charging for the grant-
ing of a trademark registration, which is such a service. I don't be-
lieve access to public mformation is covered by A-25 as something
to be legitimately charged for. It doesn't enable the beneficiary to
obtain immediate or substantial gains as opposed to the general
public, which :s a condition required by the circular.

I admit the circular, as I said, is ambiguous and that other
people have other interpretations of that wording.

I would go back to the recommendation we made in our 1975
report: that A-25 is one of the primary causes of the problem, and
it ought to be clarified.

Mr. ENGLISH. I don't have any further questions, Mr. Giammo. I
want to thank you for your testimony and for your responses to the
questions. If we have any additional questions, we will submit
those to you and we would appreciate a timely response.

Thank you for coming before us.
Next we will have a panel of Mr. Guy M. Blynn, executive vice

president, U.S. Trademark Association, and Herbert C. Wamsley,
executive director, Intellectual Property Owners, Inc.

I want **welcome both of you gentlemen.
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Mr. Blynn, we will let you start off.

STATEMENT OF GUY M. BLYNN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
UNITED STATES TRADEMARK ASSOCIATION

Mr. BLYNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The United States Trademark Association appreciates this oppor-

tunity to express its views on the topic of electronic collection and
dissemination of information by Federal agencies in general, and the
automation of the U.S. PTO in particular.

The association has filed a written statement with the committee
and it is my understanding that it will be made part of the record.

Mr. ENGLISH. Without objection, it will. We will be happy to re-
ceive a summary of your testimony if you would provide that.

Mr. BLYNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Guy Blynn. I am the executive vice president of the

United States Trademark Association. The association, with a world-
wide membership of over 1,700 corporations, law firms, professional
associations and others interested in promoting an understanding of
the trademark concept, is the most prominent organization of its type
in the United States. Like all of the association's officers, board
members, and committee members, I serve on a voluntary basis.

I also happen to be a practicing attorney, presently senior coun-
sel to a major American corporation. In my days with a private law
firm, I represented numerous large and small businesses in trade-
mark and related matters.

In preparing my remarks for this morning, I recalled that almost
210 years ago our Founding Fathers issued a declaration that our
Government was to be one of the people, by the people, and for the
people. In the course of the difficult, and sometimes painful, proc-
ess of automating its trademark operations, it appears that the
Patent and Trademark Office sometimes has lost bight of these bed-
rock principles upon which our form of government is founded.

In many ways, it does not appear that the Patent and Trade-
mark Office has regarded its mission as being to render a service
for the people. Most certainly, the process of automating has not
been one that has been performed by the people nor has it been
designed with the people's benefit in mind. Rather, the process has
been pursued by and for the benefit of the Patent and Trademark
Office, often at the expense of the public purposes the PTO is
tasked by statute with meeting.

Let me begin my brief remarks by making a point of differentia-
tion between the trademark operations of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office and some of the other agencies whose automated sys-
tems the committee may consider. Trademarks are registered fed-
erally by the PTO with the primary purpose of creating a public
record of rights. Once that record is created through the registra-
tion process, the law presumes that everyone is aware of the con-
tents of this public record. The law says that everyone has knowl-
edge, constructive knowledge, of this information. The quality of
the job the PTO does in translating the legal presumption of
knowledge into a factual reality is a measure of the office's per-
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formance. It is essential that the PTO make this information read-
ily available and accessible to everyone.

As a reward and inducement for bringing trademerk information
to the Government, the PTO grants certain substantive rights in
trademarks which the owners already own. These rights are nly
available through the Government. Only through the registration
process can a trademark owner acquire a certificate e registration.
In addition to serving as proof in litigation, this certificate serves
as constructive notice to everyone that the registrant owns rights
in the trademark covered by the registration and that it owns
these rights throughout the United States. In addition, only feder-
ally registered marks can become incontest..ble.

The primary function performed by the PTO it ' :tidemark mat-
ters, gathering and disseminating information, is analogc a to the
function it performs in patent matters and to the function the
Copyright Office performs. In all three instances, C3ngresa has de-
cided to reward those who through disclosure, contribute to the
public benefit. But it is the public disclosure of informaon which
is primary, not the granting of rights. In all three cases, the public
is benefited through the disclosure of information which is impor-
tant for the functioning of our economy, because such disclosure
fosters competition, promotes product quality, protects business in-
vestment, and helps prevent consumer confusion.

Now, what has the experience with the Patent and Trademark
Office's automation attempts shown us? First, it has shown us that
although everyone is statutorily charged with knowle re of the
facts relating to registrations in the Patent and Trademark Office,
the PTO seemingly has gone out of its way to limit the public's
access to this information.

It has contractually obligated itself to have its information av,11-
able only in Wasnington, DC, and only available for inspection at
the PTOI cannot help but contrast these elements of the PTO's
system to what I learned this morning about the structure and
access available under the Medlars system.

Further, it is proposed that the information will be available
only if one is willing and able to pay a rather hefty user fee. Final-
ly, the Office originally agreed that the method for accessir.g the
information which was to be jade available to the public would
not be as sophisticated as that available to its own internal operat-
ing personnel.

Although with each passing day it becomes more realistic to
think in terms of remote access for persnnal and other size comput-
ers located throughout the United States, the PTO has said "No"
to remote access. The association believes only through expansive
remote access capability can lire b.; into the concept of
constructive notice, and can that concert begin to approach reality.
Anything less stifles and is contrary to the concept of constructive
notice.

Further, there should be no charge for access to the PTO's trade-
mark information. Historically, the trademark records of the
Patent and Trademark Office have been available free of charge to
all members of the public. On this matter, let me clear up one mis-
conception on the part of the PTO.
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From my own experience, I can testify that it is not only the so-
called professional searchers, who have a business of searching the
Office's records, who use the PTO's records; rather, in addition to
such professional searchers there are numerous businessmen,
mostly small businPssmen, who come to the PTO and use its
records in an attempt to find a trademark which they can use it
i,heir small businesses on new and inncvative products which they
wish to bring to the marketplace.

If we are going to have a statutory system which assumes with
conclusive finality that every member of our society knows the
records of the PTO, those records must be made available to every
person and the availability of those records should not be limited
at all by a person's ability to pay or his ablity to travel to Washing-
ton, DC.

Now I would like to say a few words regarding the process by
which the Patent and Trademark Office has attempted to auto-
mate.

It is extren- -31y clear that the PTO enjoys a large universe of per-
sons and organizations who are skilled in dealing with its records
and with the uses that are and can be made of trademark informa-
tion. In short, the PTO is fortunate to have a large cadre of individ-
uals who were and still are ready, willing, and able to help it in its
planning for automation.

Yet, regrettably, it is the association's experience that, in most
instances, the Patent and Trademark Office has not asked the
public to aid with any proactive participation in automation plan-
ning. Rat T. the routine has been to ask interested individuals
and organizations such as the United States Trademark Association
to react to PTO proposals.

^he time they have been given to react to complicated and
lengthy proposals often has been a week or two at the most and
you, like we, are well aware that once a Government organization
sets its course, it is not likely to even consider filtering it unless as
has been the case with the PTO, there is a groundswell of near
unanimous disapproval.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude my remarks by summa-
rizing that it is the view of the association that the Patent and
Trademar!,: Office too often has lost sight of the important public
role which its records play in the life of commerce in the United
States. Its automation efforts appear to have been calculated solely
to service the way in which the Patent and Trademark Office oper-
ates intk - nally, and not the reason why it operates. Further, the
PTO automation efforts have not been participatory, even though
there is a large population of persons skilled in trademark matters
who would be willing to participate on a pro bono basis. In short,
Mr Chairman, the automation efforts of the PTO have been lark-

a:id seriously so, because they have not been of the people, by
I P people, and for the people.

. our written statement, we comment at greater length on these
and other issues which have arisen in PTO automation of its
reco..1.s. The association and members stand ready to work with
the PTO to assure public benefit is achieved.

We thank you for this opportunity to share the association's
views and I would be pl .sed to answer any questions which you or
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any other members of the committee may have at this time or
later.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Blynn follows:]
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THE UNITED STATES THAEIERIARK ASSOCIATION
IS6 EAST 45TH STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
TELEPHONE: 212-986-5880

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

ELECTRONIC COLLECTION & DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
BY FEDERAL AGENCIES

Automation of the Trademark Operations
cf the U S Patent & Trademark Office

Statement before the
Subco-mitcee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture

douse Government Operations Committee

October 1, 1985

`,r. Chairman, The initud Stares Trademark Association appreciates and thanks

you for the opportunit, to yomrent on the subject of "F.ectronic Collection and

Dissemination of 1-formation by Federal Agencies."

iSTA was founded in 1878. It is a nonprofit organs ation with a worldwide

membership of over 1700 corporations, law firms, professional associations and

indivduals interested in the protection and dev lopment of trademarks. In

achie:ing its purpose ct r ,stering an understanding of the value and propel use

of trademarks, UST.% publishes a variety of books and other publications, inc ud.ng

The Trademark Reporter-,, a bimonthly law Journal that is frequently citcl as the

authoritative publication in the fields of trademark and unfair competition law

CSTA also maintains ar extenve library for use by its members and the pud,c,

operates a multi-faceted reference service, conducts frequent educational irograms

and meetings, and monitor, and reports on legal legislative and re;ulatnry

developments in ,nor i50 o-IslIntions around t,e world. Because of it- standing,

iSTA was rei,grized i. :al observer to toe World Iro-ellectual Property

Organization in the mid-19,Y
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My name is Guy M. Blynn. I serve as Executive Vice President of USIA. Like

all of the Association's officers, board members and committee members, I serve

on a voluntary basis. My professional background includes 15 years of practice

in the areas of trademark and unfair competition law, both with private law firm

and with a publicly-held corporation.

The topic of this hearing, "Electronic Collection and Dissemination of

Information by Federal Agencies," is of timely importance to USIA and its members

because the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is in the midst of a multi-faceted

program to automate the federal government's trademark registration activities.

The PTO's trademark automation program has raised many questions and has rrovoked

a great deal of controversy. At the request of Chairman Brooks, it has been reviewed

by the General Accounting Office (see Report by the Comptroller General, "Patent

and Trademark Offices Needs To setter Manage Automation Of Its Trademark Operat,ors,"

April 19, 1985) and it has been the subject of several intarnal Department

of Commerce studies (see particularly, "Review of Patent and Trademark Automation,"

July 12, 1985). Public concern and the problems these studies have revealed led

the House Judiciary Committee to incorporate severe restrictions on further auto-

mation spending by the PTO in the PTO's FY 1986-88 reauthorization legislation

(H.R. 2434, House Report 99-104). This legislation, which passed the House of

Representatives .ithout objection on June 24, 1985, is now pending before the

Senate Judiciary Committee.

Public attention to the PTO's trademark automation program has be directed

at several issues. Among them are funding and procurement practices, proposed

restrictions on the public's use of the PTO's automated systems, and the PTO's

intention to charge fees for public access to its public records once automation

is complete. In many respects, these specific _oncerns are reflective of a

larger issue, however: namely, how the PTO and the Commerce Department perceive

the PTO's statutory mission of compiling and disseminating information about tne

trademark rights the federal go,ernment records, updates and maintains.
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The Purpose of the Trademark Registration System

As Mrs. Justice O'Connor observea on January 8, 1985, in the majority opinion

in the Park 'N Fly case, "...trademarks desirably promote competition arl the

maintenance of product quality..." It was in recognition of theme Important

functions that Congress, in 1946, enacted the Lanham Act. That Act remains today

the trademark law of the United States.

The controlling purpose of the PTO's trademark activities under the Lanham Act

is to support the Congressional goal of providing the greatest possible protection

for trademarks." To do this, the PTO compile*, for public use and benefit, a record

of rights in trademarks which qualify for federal registration. The PTO develops

this record through the examination of applications fo- registration, and maintain*

the accuracy and integrity of this record by recording required affidavit' of use,

renewing registrations, entering imormation about changes in the ownership of

registrations, and recording other documents relatir3 cc registration.

Everyone benefits from the public availability of the PTO's trademark records.

A system friendly toward trademarks rewards those who invest in product consistency

and quality in order to develop good will behind a trademark. Consumers benefit

because the possibility of their confronting confusing or deceptive tradematics

in the marketplace is greatly diminished. Trademark owners, whose marks appear on

the PTO's record benefit because registration carries with it constructive notice

of their rights, thereby precluding others from claiming they were unaware of a

prior mark when they later adopted one that conflicts. A presumption of valid and

protectible ownership rights flows from the ownership of a registration. And,

those members of the public considering the adoption of a mark to identify a new

product or service have a central source for reviewing marks that have been adopted,

and are therefore already owned, by others.

The benefits of the PTO's c.11ect_on and dis.?winaiLon of trademar, information

do not stop there, hcwever. The, carry fo: romoting an atmosphere in which
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businesses can make sound and productive investment decisions to reducing the burdens

placed on the judicial system and to creating a smoothly operating marketplace where

fair and meaningful competition can flourish. The system also offers incentives for

the production of quality products and services. As a means for the public to identify

the source, origin or sponsorship of any goods bearing a trademark, it aids in the place

ment of responsibility for products that cause injury. The existence of a trademark

registration system also facilitates the export of U.S. goods and services.

The Importance of Automatin&

the PTO's Trademark Records

For many years automation has been recognized as a way that the federal

government could improve the federal trademark registration system. It could speed

the registration process, provide enhanced cap bilities for searching the PTO's records,

,ncrease the accuracy of these records, make its records available outside the

Gashington, D.C. area, and reduce the costs of administering the federal trademark

statute. Regrettably, tie manner in which the PTO has undertaken thi. project has

raised serious questions in the minds of trademark owners and the public in general

'bout whether automation in fact will provide these benefits.

While many of the PTO's experienccj in pursuing trademark automation may be

unique, some may oonetheless be relevant to other federal agencies considering automation.

Automation Issues

Automated System Specifications Must Reflect the Agency's Mission. Many of

the problems the PTO has encountered in its trademark automation program can be

attributed to the fact that, the program put forward appears to pay great

attention to the mechani_s of how the registration process works in terms of Internal
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PTO operation., it fails to reflect on appreciation of why th- process exists. In

other words, the means to the end (i.e., the examination process) supplanted the end

itself (i.e., public access to a record of trademark ,ights).

Examples of where the more limited needs of Trademark Examining Attorneys have

been placed above the needs of the public for an accessible record of trademark rights

are plentiful: 1) the PTO agreed to restrict the ways in which the public could

search records created for the public benefit, 2) the PTO agreed to prohibit

meaningful public access to Its records outside the Washington, D.C. area, 3) the

PTO relegated monopolistic control over its official reccrds to commercial entities,

a^24 4) the PTO agreed to charge the public fees for access to its records.

Without exception, these elements of the PTO's automated system are contrary

to the PTO's purpose for registering trademarks.

It is significant that active -- as contrasted with reactive -- public participa-

tion in the developnent of the PTO's trademark automated system was virtually non-

existent. Equally important is the fact that substantive public involvement would have

produced a system that met the PTO's internal needs and at the same time it met the

needs of the public. Improv,,,ents in the quality. effectiveness and efficiency of the

federal government's deliver) o: an important public seraice would have been assured.

Comprehensive Cost - Benefit Analyses Must Be Completed. The absence of

a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of the PTO's automated trademark system has

also troubled USTA and its members. The uncertainty resulting from a lack of hard.

believable cost/benefit data has made many question whether the PTO's system - especially

in light of Its unanticipatrd ,osts and the restrictions and iimitations the PTO has

placed on It will De ,st ortccicnt. Some have even c,nre to suggest that the

resources dedicated to -II n w,uld have been rare vr ducti el .-,ed had they been
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directed toward improving the PTO's manual paper system. This not...3n is particularly

noteworthy because, as the PTO's trademark activities lend themselves so readily to

automation, this option never surfaced oefore automation began.

To date, the only direct cost-saving the PTO has identified as a consequence

of automation flows from its ability to cancel its contract to print the Official

Gazette. This was accomplished by bringing photocomposition catabilities in house.

Yet, even this cost-saving may be illusionary if it were to be offset against the

total costs of installing, maintaining and operating the new system. Moreover,

photocomposition is only one element of the PTO's overall automated system and it

could have been undertaken independently of ot%er trademark automation initiatives.

The PTO's automated se, ch system is the heart of Its automation program. It

is also the most expensive. However, its use to date by Trademark Examining Attorneys

has not produced higher quality searches. This fact was revealed in a recent article

in Chemical Week magazine, in which several members of the public were quoted as

saying that the automated system produces inferior searches. Whether public searches

will have equally deficient results will not be known until public was is permitted.

This is not expected to happen for at least a year.

Along with the quality of the searches produced by reviewing the PTO's records,

timeliness is another factor by which the system can be graded. While timeliness

is generally defined as tts speed with which the PTO registers trademarks, it also

reflects other considerations. Among them are the time it takes for a mark submitted

for registration to appear in the PTO's searchable data base. Under the paper system,

the PTO has "24-hour oox" where the marks were held until they could be filed.

Whi" admittedly the 24-hour pox frequently held upwards of two weeks worth of marks

submitted for registration, there was nothing that systematically precluded the

immediate incorporation of e'er' mark into the search file. Ironically, under the

automated system as currentl; structured, these marks cannot be incorporated into the

search data base for.weeks i-be current delay is approximately 49 days).
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Timeliness of the registration process itself is not expected to improve under

automation either. Three years ago, the PTO established a goal for this of "3/13" -

three months to the PTO rendering its first opinion on the regi.trability of a mark.

13 months until the registration actually issued. Interestingly. the PTO met these

goals this year without the benefits of automation and has not indicated that this

pendency goal will be reduced once automation is complete.

USTA recognizes that completing comprehensive cost-benefit studies for each

of the PTO's automated subsystems would have delayed automation to some degree. It

nonetheless submits that doing so would have produced a sounder system. It encourages

Congress to consider this point as other agencies pursue automation.

The Method of Financing Automation Must be Considered. The shortcomings of the

PTO's current automated trademark system in terms of its ability to meet the needs

and expectations of trademark owners are more glaring because the PTO has financed

its automation program to date through current-year fees paid by those using the

registration process.

his policy is unfair in its expectation that current users alone should pay the

capital costs of a system for automating 100 years of historical government records

and for acquiring a system intended to meet the TO needs for the next several

decades. It is also contrary to Congressional s-atements that these costs should

appropriately be financed by General Fund revenues.

LSTA's opposition to the PTO's reliance on fees to finance automation might

not exist if automation was undertaken as a means of providing new or enhanced

services that exclusively benefit those who use the registration system. But this

is not the case. Trac.emark automation has been pursued simply as the means of

modernizing a 100-year ;Id paper system and of assuring that the federal trademark

registration system will z ntinue to serve the purposes for which it was created.
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As such, important and fundamental features of the federal trademark registration

should not change under automation. Most notably, free, unrestricted access to and

searches of the PTO's public records should and must continue.

In considering how automation of any government agency should be financed, the

reason why automation is undertaken should therefore be a primary consideration.

Moreover, if the government is unwilling to commit the resources to implement a necr nary

automation program like that being pursued at the PTO, it should n,t presume that

those who pay fees would be willing to pay either.

Caution Must be Exercised in Concluding Exchange Agreements for Components of

Automated Systems The exchange agreements the PTO concluded to translate its paper

file into an electronic file have been criticized on many levels. Under these agree-

ments the PTO agreed to provide copies of its paper records to private companies in

order to receive, in return, a copy of these same records in machine-readable form.

This is a task that could have been done by any number of firms that specialize in

preparing electronic data bases. However, the PTO was unwilling to expend funds for

this purpose, instead, it undertook to pay with something far more valuable.

Aside from yiestions of whether these agreements are legal because they were

concluded without regard for government procurement laws and regulations, USTA

believes these agreements were entered into without regard for their public policy

implications, without reasonable valuation of what each side was receiving and

to, ,girl ,cr ,thar alternate es existad

Governed by its determi ation not to expend funds for the conversion of its paper

records into a machine-readable data base, commercial
trademark search firms with an

existing economic interest in obtaining, on an ongoing bcsis, copies of the records the

PTO hac compiled and would ,,mpile In the future, became the exclusive exchange partners

available to the PTO Th,s self-imposed restriction placed the PTO in a poor negotiating
pr,s1tIcn Not unexiwcte.J.

, public was the loser.
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The provisions to which the PTO was forced to agree as a consequence include:

1) prohibiting public searches of the PTO's federal
reco,is outside the PTO's Crystal City offices,

2) restricting the type of access the public has to
the PTO's public records;

3) imposing fees for all types of public searches of
the PTO's public records;

4) precluding the PTO from selling its data base to
those who might compete with the PTO's exchange
partners; and,

5) providing the PTO's exchange partners with

government space free of charge so they might
sell their commercial searches to the public.

It is important to recall that these vendors are not providing the PTO with

copies of their data bases or with proprietary information. They are simply trans

lating paper records into electronic form. In this process, these firms provided

the PTO a service which could be and was valued. In return, they received records

they desired and could use to their own comm. :tal advantage. Inexplicably, the

PTO did not and has not yet independently plx,1 a value on the records it has and

is continuing to provide to these vendors.

It is unfortunate that the public poli, issues posed by the PTO's exchange

agreements were not fully adcressed before the agreements were negotiated. It is also

regrettable that the PTO believes that it is now bound by these agreements and that,

if it is forced to terminate them it mast either compensate ats .urrent vendors at

a cost equivalent to the costs it would have incurred had it purchased conversion

services outright or begin again trom scratch.

Other Considerations Mr. Chairman, the complexity and variety of issues

raised by the PTO's tradeeark automation program makes it impossible for USTA to
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enumerate in a written statement at this time every one that may be relevant to

the broader issues being addressed by your Subcommittee during this series of

hearings. USIA, therefore, makes itself available now art in the future to answer

any questions you and other members of the Committee may have.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much.
Mr. Wamsley.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT C. WAMSLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERS, INC.

Mr. WAMSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Herbert Wamsley, executive director of Intellectual Proper-

ty Owners, Inc. With your permission, I would try to summarize
my prepared statement rather briefly, particularly since my asso-
ciation is in agreement with the points that Mr. Blynn has just
made.

Mr. ENGLISH. Without objection, your full written testimony will
be made part of the record.

Mr. WAMSLEY. We appreciate this opportunity to present our
views on the program for automating the trademark search files of
the PTO. Our statement today is devoted primarily to trademark
automation. I would also like to make a few brief references to the
patent automation project at the PTO, because we believe the
policy questions that the PTO will be confronting in the future on
pateat automation are very similar to those raised by trademark
automation.

As Mr. Blynn has explained, an effective trademark system is
important to the national economy. The trademark system encour-
ages business investment and it protects consumers. In order for
the trademark system to do its job effectively, it is important for
the Federal Register of marks to be reasonably complete and read-
ily accessible.

We think the patent system, too, is very important in stimulat-
ing investment and innovation. Dissemination of patent informa-
tion to the public is an important aspect of that.

IPO supports automation of the trademark files. Our members
share many of the concerns raised in the April 1985 report by the
General Accounting Office We are pleased to hear Mr. Quigg say
this morning that there will be earlier consultation with the pri-
vate sector in the future.

IPO believes the capital outlays for automating the trademark
and patent search files should be supported entirely by public
funds. We believe taxpayer money is warranted because automat-
ing the search files will confer long-term benefits on the general
public.

In the case of the trademark file, automation will improve reli-
ability of trademark protection and ease of access to the files,
thereby strengthening incentives for investment by U.S. businesses
and protecting consumers from confusion and deception.

Moreover, we believe it is inequitable to charge current trade-
mark applicants for major capital outlays for automation, because
automation will benefit future applicants and will benefit the users
of the trademark files who do not apply to register marks.

We strongly favor H.R. 2434, the Patent and Trademark Office
authorization bill, which has been passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives and is now pending in the Senate Judiciary Committee.
That bill prohibits charging user fees for the patent and trademark
search libraries located in Arlington, VA, and it also prohibits
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using user fee money for procuring automatic data processing re-
sources at the PTO.

The House Committee Report on H.R. 243;,, rather, does not
agree with the interpretation of Public Law 97-247 that Mr.
Huther expressed earlier this morning concerning the authority of
the Patent and Trademark Office to charge trademark applicants
for the capital outlays for trademark automation.

We oppose the exchange agreements the PTO entered into, and
we are, of course, pier 'e.d to hear that those agreements are going
to be terminated.

Finally, there has been a lot of discussion on the question of
whether the Patent and Trademark Office should be competing
with private companies in offering automated services to the
public. We think file question here is not whether the PTO is com-
peting with the private companies. The question is what is a proper
governmental function?

If it is a proper governmental function to provide certain records
to the public, the PTO should do it. Otherwise they should let pri-
vate sector companies do it because they can probably do it more
effi-iently.

In the case of the patent and trademark recora,, we think there
is a basic governmental function of maintaining and making ir, ail-
able to the public the basic information in the patent documents
and the trademark registration documents and the Government
must keep control of that.

We believe it would be out of the question to require the public
to have to rely on a private compar: as the ultimate authority on
what information is container in the official Government records
of trademark registrations.

As Mr. Quigg noted, the offic'.) is planning to abolish the paper
files, so the automated system will be the only suurce of informa-
tion about the scope of the legal rights in trademark registrations.
The precise wording of the documents in the trademark search
files often is critical in determining the scope of legal rights.

Members of the public must rely on the content of those docu-
ments in determining whether they can make investments safely.
We believe the PTC always must be the one to maintain and make
available to the public the basic information contained in those
documents, and we don't think that means the PTO is going to
become the only source of rinchinc readable information about pat-
ents and trademarks. Thero will still be many specialized services
that will be provided by the private companies.

We thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wamsiey foi'c ws:]
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERS, INC.

by Herbert C. Wamsley, Executive Director

I am appearing here today 0.1 behalf of Intellectual Propetty

Owrers, Inc. (IPO). We app eciate this opportunity to present IPO's

views on the progratl for automating the trademark search files at the

Patent and Trademark Office.

In Is a nonprofit association whose members own patents,

ttademarks, and copyrigits. Our members are responsible for a

significant portion of the research and. development and brand-name

advertising in the United States, and they pay a significant portion of

the fees which are collected by the Patent and Trademark Office. IPO is

interested in having the Office operate as effectively as possible, to

provide maximum incentives for investment and innovation.

At the outset we want to stress that the Patent and Trademark

Office has a dedicated and capable staff of emplo'ees who have worked

diligently over the years to improve the Office's operations. We are

grateful for their efforts. 'they have accomplished a great deal while

often working with inadequate resources.

We also want to emphasize that we are in favor of automating the

Office's search files. We believe automation event,..ally will allow more

effact,.e dissemination of patent and trademark records and will help

provide greater certainty about the validity of legal rights in the

pa' Its and trademark registrations issued by the Office.
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BENEFITS FROM DISSEMINATING TRADEMARK INFOR. TION

Our statement today is devoted primarily to the trademark

automation project. We will also make a few references tc patents and

the patent automation project, since the policy questions that will have

to I), confronted in the future in automating the patent search file are

similar to questions that have been raised in connection with trademark

automation.

An effective trademark system is one of the keys to ma ntaining

this country's industrial competitiveness. The objectives of the

Federal trademark act, known as the Lanham Act, are to protect the

consuming public and tc protect investments of trademark owners. The

1946 Senate Committee Report on the Lanham Act put it as follows:

The purpose underlying any trade-mark statute is twofold.
One is tc, protect the public so that it may be confident
that, in parchasing a product bearing a particular
trademark which it favorably knows, it will get the
product it asks for and wants to get. Secondly, where the
owner of a trade-mark has spent energy, time and money in
pres.nting to the public the product, he is protected in
his investment from its misappropriation by pirates and
cheats.... Your committee believes the proposed bill
accomplishes these two broad basic principles.

For the Lanham Art to achieve its objective of protecting the

consuming public, the Federal register of marks must be accessible.

Competitors and other interested members of the public must have easy

access to the register so they can learn what marks are registered and

avoid inadvertently adopting marks that would cause a likelihood of

confusion because of a mark already registered. Also, trademark owners

must have adequate incentives to register their marks so that the

register of marks will be reasonably complete.
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It is important to understand that trademark owners have legal

ri^hts which they can enforce in court without registering their marks

under the Lanham Act. If registration becomes too expensive, trademart

owners will not bother to register.

A large number of the searches that are conducted in the public

search room at the Patent and Trademark Office in Arlington, Virginia

result in marks not being adopted, because a conflict found to exist

with marks already registered. The general public benefits from having

businesses not adopt marks which later will cause confusion of

consumers.

By making it easier to check for conflicts when adopting new marks,

the Lanham Act facilitates investment in new products which bear new

marks. Thus, the Federal trademark system as well as the patent syf am

contributes to a climate conducive to innovation.

Piracy and counterfeiting of U.S.-ovned intellectual property,

including trademarks, is now of epidemic proportions. The U.S.

International Trade Commission estimated in 1982 that American

businesses it studied were losing over $5 billion a year, and since then

the problem has gotten worse.

In response, Congress last year enacted the Trademark

Counterfeiting Act of 1984, making trademark counterfeiting by use of a

Federally registered mark a Federal crime. The Lanham Act always has

put everyone o notice of the existence of Federally registered marks by

operation of law. Now, under the Counterfeiting kct, trademark retords

also can govern whether citizens might be subject to fine or

imprisonment.
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The patent system too is very important in stimulating innovation

and investment in the United States. One way the patent system promotes

innovation is by disseminating information that would be held as trade

secrets if patent protection were not available. Studies have shown

over 80 percent oZ rha technology described in printed patent documents

is published nowhere else. The public patent search room in Arlington

is one of the world's largest collections of technical literature. It

is a great_ teaching library. It is used daily by scientists, engineers,

inventors, and business people for a variety of purposes.

NEED FOR AUTOMATION

1PC sqpports automating the Office's trademark files. We believe

that in the long run automating the search files will improve the

quality and reliability of trademark registrations issued by the Office,

and will help alleviate piracy and counterfeiting problems.

This Subcommittee is aware that the trademark automation program

has generated controversy. The April 1985 report by the General

Accountin, Office entitled "Patent and Trademark Office Needs to Better

Manage Automation of its Trademark Operations" expressed a number of

concerns which are shared by he users of the Patent and Trademark

Office.

GAO found that in attempting to automate its trademark operations,

the Patent and Trademark Office did not (1) thoroughly analyze user

needs, (2) adequately assess the cost-effetiveness of its systems, (3)

properly manage three exchange agreement contracts, or (4) fully test

one of its systems before accepting it from the contractor.

1 in 160.
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reported that although the Patent and Trademark Office had addressed

several of these problers, it still needed to do more

Ve believe the Office should have analyzed the deeds of users other

than the Office's trademark examiners sooner and more thoroughly. We

also have the impression that the cost-effectiveness studies performed

by the Office were inadequate, even though automation probably will

prove to be 'ustified on the basis of improved quality of search results

after the system has been thoroughly tested and refined. Trademark

automation cannot be justified on the basis of cos' savings for the

Office any time soon. Studies have shown that the Office's trademark

examining attorneys need only around '5 minutes per search when they

conduct searches in the Office's paper file. Annual costs for

maintaining the Paper file also are small. Consequently, conventional

paper-file searching is quite inexpensive.

The situation is differen- for the patent search file, where much

longer time is required to conduct searches and the expenses are very

high for maintaining the massive collection of 25 million patent

documents in paper form.

FINANCING OF AUTOMATION; COSTS TO USERS

IPO believes the capital outlays for automating the trademark and

patent search files should be supported entirely with public funds.

Taxpayer money is warranted because automating the search f4le will

confer long-term benefits on the general public. In the case of the

trademark file, automation will improve the reliability of trademark

protection and the ease of access to the file, thereby strengthening the
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incentives for investment by U.S. businesses and protecting consumers

from confusion and deception.

Similarly, automation of the patent search file will benefit the

public at large by promoting disses -.don of technological information,

thereby contributing to the long-term strengthening of technological

progress in this country.

Moroover, it is inequitable to charge current trademark applicants

for major zapital outlays fIr automation, because automation will

benefit future applicants and it will benefit the users of the trademark

file vho do not apply to register marks.

Still another reason for using public funds for automation is to

permit Congressional control over the nature and magnitude of the

Office's automation expenditures. The annual appropriations act does

not limit spending of user fee income in the same way it limits public

funds. A project as large and complex as the Patent an Trademark

Office automation program, which will involve expenditures ,f over $45

million for patent and trademark automation in 1986 and an estimated

$720 million over a 20 year period, should be subject to the

Congressional authorization and appropriations processes.

H.R. 2434, the Patent and Trademark Office authorization bill for

1986 to 1988 which has passed the House, prohibits charging user fees

for the latent and trademark search rooms in Arlington, Virginia. We

agree with that bill. We are opposed to any kind of user fees for

supporting the search room costs.

The patent and trademarh search rooms are used by hundreds of

indiA duals each day, for many kinds of searches. The trademark search

room is used by individuals and businesses who ate considering adopting
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marks, and by competitors who wish to avoid charges of infringement or

counterfeiting.

The Office has proposed fees of at least $40 an hour for access to

the automated trademark system in the trademark search room. We believe

the Office is taking automation o he search file as an excuse to

charge the public for c.c..ess to information in the trademark search room

that has been available to the public free of charge since the beginning

of the Federal trademark system in 1870.

We see little difference between charging the public to use the

patent and trademark search rooms and charging the public to use th,

Library of Congress. At this time when America's economic and

technological leadership is being challenged it is the wrong time to

begin taxing the users of Federal libraries which disseminate

information useful to innovators and investors.

Charging fees for access to the trademark search room is contrary

to the clear intent of Congress as expressed in the legislative history

of P.L. 96-517 and 97-247, enacted in 1980 and 1982 respectively.

The House Judiciary Committee on the 1980 law stated:

The Committee...supports the premise that patent
applicants and those seeking to register trademarks
should bear a significant share of the cost of operating
the PTO by the payment of fees. However, the committee
has made certain amendments to the formula which empowers
the Commissioner to set these fees. Certain costs of
operatin; the PTO confer no direct benefit on applicants
but rather go to meet the responsibility of the Federal
Government to have a PTO in order to execute the law.
For example, the cost of the Office of the Commissioner
and certain agency offices involved with public
information, legislation, international affairs and
technology assessment. Maintaining a public search room
confers a general public benefit, as does the maintenance
of the patent files in depository libraries. he
contribution to the World Intellectual Property
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Organization relative to the Patent Cooperation Treaty is

a treaty obligation. These costs should be paid for
entirely from appropriated funds. (Emphasis added.)

The Congressional policy of supporting the search room entirely

through appropriations was carried over into the 1982 law as well.

During testimony in 1982, the then Commissioner of Patents and

Trademarks referred to "the amount of the Office which is

nonrecoverable, my salary, the public search room and so on...."

For purposes of interpreting the law it should not matter whether

the records in the search room are in paper form or in automated form --

the policy issues are the same. What is at issue is whether the Office

is obliged to make trademark records -- and later patent records --

available to the public without charge.

RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF INFORMATION

The April 1985 Report by the General Accounting Office explains

that the Patr_at and Trademark Office entered three exchange agreements

with private companies which contained restrictions on the PTO's freedom

to offer information on craCiewarks ,o the public. Ti.. ) of the companies

later merged.

We oppose exchange agreements between the Patent and Trademark

Office and private companies which restrict access by the public to

Patent and Trademark Office records. Such agreements amount to giving

private companies monopoly rights in the dissemination of public

information. It is unwise for the government to ente, such contracts,

whether or not competitive bidding is used.

Another problem with exchange agreements with private companies is

that they are not subject to the Congressional authorization and

ti.,3A it AVA 1":103 Te3E1
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appropriations process. They are "off budget" expenditures by the

Patent and Trademark Office which are not subject to normal review.

When government programs involve major expenditures and difficult

questions of public policy. such exchange agreements are not an

appropriate vehicle for funding them.

PROPER ROLE FOR PRIVATE CCHPANFIES

The Patent and Trademark Office always has been the keeper of the

official records of U.S. patents and trademark registrations. This is a

basic governmental function which cannot be turned over to private

companies. It would be unthinkable for members of the public to have to

rely on a privet,. company as tb' ultimate authority on what information

is contained in official government records of trademark registrations.

_t is important to remember that the Office is planning to abolish

the paper trademark files as soon as the automated system is proven.

The automated system will be the only source of information available

f, the office about the scope of legal rights in trademark

registrations. This information must be maintained -order government

control.

The Patent and Trademark Office does not merely publish trademark

information submitted by applicants. The Office has a ste2f of over 100

professional trademark examining attorneys who conduct legal proceedings

to determine whether marks are registerable. The papers submitted by

trademark applicants usually are emended through correspondence between

the examining attorney and the applicant before the office publishes a

trademark registration document. The precise wording of the documents

often is critical in determining the scope of legal rights. ':embers of
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the public rely on the content of trademark registration documents after

they are published to determine whether thay may invest with safety.

If one accepted that the Patent and Trademark Office's automated

system will be competing with private search firms, it would follow that

the Patent and Trademark Office has been competing with the private

sector for nearly 200 years in operating search libraries containing

paper documents. Operating the search room is a governmental function

which cannot be performed by the private sector.

This certainly does not mean that the PTO will become the dominant

source of machine readable trademark information services in the U.S.

The private companies which for years have been providing machine

readable trademark information to the public apparently are thriving

businesses. They provide many kinds of services in addition to those

that will be available from the PTO automated trademark system,

including searches of state and common law trademarks.

In summary, we believe the Patent and Trademark Office always must

maintain and make available to the public the basic information in

official records of U.S. patents and trademark registrations, whether

the records are in paper or electronic form.

* * *

Thank you for this op; rtunity to appear befola the Subcommittee.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Wamsley.
Mr. Warns ley, the GAO found the PTO did not thoroughly ana-

lyze user needs before making its automation plans and I think
that that was also Mr. Blynn's statement, you hit that pretty good
in your statement.

Did PT() consult with interested outside organizations in order to
determine if the automated system would meet their needs, Mr.
Warns ley?

Mr. WAMSLEY. Well
Mr. ENGLISH. As far as you know?
Mr. WAMSLEY. We feel the consultation was grossly inadequate.

The office did make some attempt by holding a hearing, I believe,
at the time they developed their master plan in 1982, but there
really was very little opportunity for the private sector to get into
it and present its views. As Mr. Blynn said, I think the situation
has been largely that tigrgrivate sector has only had the opportu-
nity to react after the has formulated its master automation
plan.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Blynn, it appears that one of the objectives of
PTO was to avoid competing with existing trademark search firms.
Do you think that the availability of search services from the PTO
would inhibit competition?

Mr. BLYNN. No; I don't. I have heard a lot of discussion and a lot
of claims that the availability of the PTO's trademark records in
machine-readable form would compete unfairly with private search
firme T TSTA does not share this concern. First of all, most private
sear _ .irms bring with them their own logic to approaching the
base of data and the PTO will either have a different logic or no
logic at all. It will simply make the information contained in its
records available but they will not give tremendous guidance as to
how to get it out. Conversely, the search firms get it out and they
are expert in doing it.

Second, search firms search other data bases which are not avail-
able at the PTO. They search data bases of all State trademark
registrations, they search numerous trade directories and business
lists. Consequently, I don't think there would be the type of compe-
tition that would in any way adversely affect private search firms.

Indeed, the information that we are talking about making avail-
able at no charge at the Patent and Trademark Office has always
been available at no charge, and private eearch firms have flour-
ished in that environment. In sum, we have heard the argument
but we don't believe it is a valid one.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Wainsley, do you have an opinion on that?
Mr. WAMSLEY. I agree with what Mr. Blynn says, Mr. Chairman.

The office has been operating the search rooms in paper form for
nearly 200 years in the case of patents and 100 years in the case of
trademarks. If you took this argument about competing with the
private sector to its logical conclusion, it would seem that the past
operation of those search rooms with paper records would have
also been in competition with the private sector. I think that it is a
proper governmental function to operate the search rooms.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Wamsley, suppose PTO decides to continue the
public access to its paper records, and to charge reasonable user
fees for use of an automated search system. Is that acceptable or

55-466 0 - 86 - 12
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are your members willing to pay feet, in order to use PTO-provided
automated equipment?

Mr. WAMSLLFY Well, we feel that there is a general public benefit
from having the search rooms and that there should be no charge
at least for public access to the facility located in Arlington, VA.

Now, if the office is envisioning at some future time that this in-
formation would be available on-line, available in the offices of the
attorneys around the country, that is a different question.

On that point, there would be a better argument that there is a
new and different type of enhanced service available for which a
charge could be imposed.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Blynn.
Mr. BLYNN. Mr. Chairman, I thought I understood your question

to propose the hypothetical that there be both a paper search
record and an automated search record.

Mr. ENGLISH. Yes.
Mr. BLYNN. You are asking whether it would be an acceptable

accommodation to provide free access to a paper search record, and
to charge for use of the automated system.

That is an interesting concept and one I have not heard dis-
cussed at length , our membership before. Nonetheless, I don't
know that is really a choice. One of the reasons is that automation
of the PTO is comet ling that was "user-driven." That is, trade-
mark owners and other users of the search room found that the
search rooms' paper records were not reliable in many instances. It
was felt that improvements had to be made and that automation
offered the means.

Therefore, a choice to go back to a paper system that was not
really working well, I don't know if there would be a great deal of
support. It poses a number of issues. First of all, does it make sense
for the government to keep records in two formats?

Second, I think most users would have great doubts about wheth-
er the paper records would be as good as the machine-readable
record. It is far easier to keep the integrity of a machine-readable
record at a very high level as opposed to a paper record which is
constantly shuffled around. Papers are removed, and the possibility
of their being lost or damaged is high. Thus, I don't know that that
is really a solution. It may have some appeal, but I don't believe it
is a solution to the problem.

Mr. WAIVSLEY. I agree with Mr. Blynn on that point, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, thank you both, Mr. Wamsley and Mr.
Blynn. We appreciate your testimony and we may have additional
written questions for you as well, and we would appreciate a timely
response.

Again, thank you.
That concludes our hearing today. We will recess subject to the

call of the Chair.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIXES

APPENDLX 1.- ADDITIONAL INFORMATION summ i tp BY
THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

A. LETTER FROM CHAIRMAN JOHN S.R. SHAD TO CHAIRMAN GLENN
ENGLISH DATED JULY 25, 1985, T.:ANSMITTING REPLIES TO QUES-
TIONS FROM CHAIRMAN ENGLISH AND REPRESENTATIVE THOMAS N.
KINDNESS

UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON DC 2054*

July 25, 1985

The Honorable Glenn English
Chairman
Subcommittee on Government

LIformation, Justi,..e & Agriculture
B349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairmen English:

The attached materials respond to your letter of May 15, 1985
and to your question during the nearing of April 29, 1985 as
to the hardware and software to be provided under the
operational Edgar contract.

If you have any further questions, please contact Kenneth Fogash,
Deputy Fxecutive Director (272-2142).

(349)
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RESPONSES TO CHAIRMAN ENGLISH AND
CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS EDGAR QUESTIONS

The respons 1 the following questions of Chairman English and

Congressman Kindness are based on information in the rcentlf released

PreSolicitation Document for the operational Edgar system. This

document seeks comment regarding the pzopobed system from potential

bidders, persons who make filiugs with the Commission and potential

users of tne system. The comments will be considered in preparing

a Reque.-t for Proposals to be released in the fall of 1985. Thus,

the respons's set forth below are subject to change.
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June 7, 1985

MEMORANDUM

TO Chairman Shad

FROM: K.A. Fogash

SUBJECT: Chairman English and Congressman
Kindness Edgar QuesLions

Attached are the responses to Chairman English's

13 questions an Congressman Kindness' nine

questions.

Attachments

S:(,
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 1. Please provide a detailed breakdown of the contractor's

estimated costs for the life of the operational Edgar contract.

ANSWER. The SEC estimates that, over a seven-year period, it will

cost a contractor $63.2 million to develop and operate the

Ldgar system. A breakout of this estimate follows.

Estineted Operational System Costs

Staff

FY87

($

FY88

- 1,000'ws

PY89 TY90 FY91 Ff32 Ff3_

Softmmre rev. $980 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400
System Engineering 600 600 600 600 600 600 600
Cammanications 150 360 210 210 210 210 210

Installaticn 300 100
Subtotal 2J156 $3,460 IT3,215 3r.:10 b,210 $3,210 $3,216

Hardware (Purchase)
Mainframe 7,000 4,00,
Mikaes 2,500 2,5C)

Site Prep. 2,500 2,5.03

Regional 4,400 4,400
Subtotal IVRU 1-177.4MU 0 ---= 0

Facilities Mint. -- 1,440 1,440 1,440 1,440 1,440 1,440

Camtmicaticns 250 500 500 500 500 500
-w......

500

Total $18,680 $18,1.,00 $5,150 $5,150 $5,150 $5,150 $5,150

Total All Years: $63,230
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TJ

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 2. Please describe the criteria that will be used to

select the contractor for the operational EDGAR contract?

ANSWER. The RFP responses will he submitted in four parts

technical, management, business and cost proposals.

The cost proposal will be evaluated separately for an

indication of the offerors financial stability, solvency

and the value to the government. The remaining three

parts will be scnred against criteria directly related

to the requirements in the RFP. Although the 1 will

not be issued until this fall and will be revised

following public review and comment on a the pre-

solicitation document, we anticipate factors similar

to the following:

A. Tecnnical Proposal Evaluation Factors

1. Adequacy of System Architecture

- Receipt and Dissemination System

Internal Processing System

Office Automation System ( eadquarters and

regional offices)

2. Adequacy of Proposed Capacity and Performance

3. Adequacy of Proposed Software

4. Adequacy of Transitions Planning (Technical
Approach)

Adequacy of Proposed Facilitites Management

support
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B. Management Proposal Evaluation Factors

1. Adequacy of Staffing: Expertise and Number

2. Corporate Qualifications in Performing Similar

Work

3. Quality of the Project Management Approach

4. Adequacy of Proposed Schedule

5. Adequacy 3f Other Service and Support Plans

- Back-up and recovery

- Training plan

- Software and hardware installation an6 testing

- Transition planning (front end and back end)

- Security plan

C. Business Proposal Evaluation Factors

1. Adequacy of Market Research (Wholesale Only)

2. Adequacy and Realism of Revenue Projections

(Wholesale Only)

3. Adequacy of Proposed Pricing Scheme (Wholesale

Only,

4 Adequacy of Retail Sales Plan (If Applicable)

361
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SEC STAPP RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OP CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTJON 3. The EDGAR contractor will be expected to make a large

investment and to provide services for free to the SEC. Please

describe what the contractor will be receiving from the SEC in

exchang3.

ANSWER. The principal benefit to be given the contractor is the

exclusive right to w'olesale the SEC filing database.

The contractor will also be allowed to compete in the

retail, value-added market.

t
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 4. Please describe the procedures by which EDGAR

information will be sold at the wholesale level.

a. How will the pricing of information at the

wholesale level be regulated? Will prices at the wholesale

level be fixed price or based on usage?

ANSWER. Wholesale service will entail direct, automatic

transmission of all public filings as soon as

technically possible after filing acceptance by

Commission personnel. This wholesale service

will be available to any organization on an

annual subscription basis at a fixed price

proposed by the contractor and subject to

Commission approval.

In the proposals, offerors will be required

to propose annuc.1 subscription prices for whole-

sale service for each year of the contract. In

addition to this proposed price, the offeror will

be required to describe the basis for this

sub3ctiption price in terms of both the costs of

s, -rem development and operation and the offeror's

own markPf projections of public demand. Offers

wil: he evaluated on both the prices proposed and

ft ;usffficatfon of the pr'7e.
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During the life of the contract this wholesale

subscription price will be subject to review by

the Commission and may be revised up or down to

accommodate changed operating costa based upon

independently audited figures or market demand.

QUESTION 4b. How will the SEC or the contractor distinguish

between a wholesale and i retail customer?

ANSWER. Because the wholesale category pertains to a

class of service rather than a class of

customer, no distinction based upon user is

necessary.

Any entity or individual may purchase whole-

sale service for any purpose.

QUESTION 4c. Will wholesale purchasers of Edgar information

be able to re,wholesale the data to other- without restriction?

ANSWER. Yes. There will be no rertrictions on use or

retransmission of data by wholesale purchasers.

;HST COPY AVAILABLE
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QUESTION 4d. Will retail customers be able to resell Edgar

informa*ion to others without restriction?

ANSWER. Yes. The Commission intends to strongly

encourage full competition among entities

offering retail service. To assist this the

Commission will not attempt to regulate retail

service.

6 f--3. o
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION O CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1955

QUESTION 5. Have any companies that agreed to participate in

the pilot system subsequently withdrawn from the test? If so,

please identify each company and the reasons for withdrawing.

Have any pilot participants expressed dissatisfaction with the

system? If so, please describe the nature of the dissatisfac-

tion.

ANSWER. Since September 24, 1984, when Edgar received its

firs, e,.ectronic filings, 22 companies have with-

drFwo from the project and 28 additional companies

rave joined The names of these companies are set

forth below:

i

WIlHDRPWATS:

Rank South Corp. 12. Nisus Video Inc.
2. Com Tel Inc. 13. Pitney Bowes, Inc.
3. Development Corp. or Amer. 4 Prime Computer Inc.
4. Dominion Resources Inc. . Pt Jdigy Systems Inc.
5. First Boston, Inc. 16. Rex-n Inc.
6. Geo International Corp. 17. San Diego Gas 6 Elec.
7. Hazeltine Corp. 18. Temp-Stik Corp.
5. Hospital Corp. of America 19. United Industrial Co.
9. Magnetic Controls Corp. 20. US West Inc.

11. manville Corporation 21. Virginia Electric
11. Mirom Systems Inc. 22. Williams Industri.:s

Seventeen of the above Registrants withdrew from the

cilot rior to submitting any electronic filings.

TIP re.,son most often given by these Registrants was

that they were not jot prepared to file elect,-,nically.

Two wher Registrant', made test filings but decio-

gelay active part cipatinn until a later date.

7-p re,ainIng three Registrants (Potion, Rank South

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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and San Diego Gas & Electric) withdrew after having

completed transmissions of 1,ve filings. Rexon left

the project when it was acquired by a privately held

company which had no oontinuing SEC reporting obliga-

tion. Bank South indicated that most of its filings

were prepared by outside parties, and that its attempts

o convert the information into the Edgar format were

too difficult, time consuming and costly to continue.

San Diego Gas & Electronic withdrew from the pilot

because they believ2d the risks and costs associated

with electronic filing outweighed any potentia.

benefits. In this connection, the co,opany submitted

a filing on diskette which was incorrectly read into

the Edgar system. While the ,rror was corrected,

the company also was _oncerned about the additional

time and personnel it took them to prepare the

electronic document and proofread the printout of

the filed document.

1.

2.

3.

NEW REGISTRANTS:

AT&T Credit Corp.
August Pension Investors
Centel Corporstion

18.

19.

20.

Scana Corp.
SCM Corp.
ceahawk Oil Int'l Inc.

4. Checkpoint Systems Inc. 27. South Central Bell
Colorado Ute Elec'rir Assn Inc. 22. Southern Bell

o. Dyco Oil 6 Gas 23. Southwestern Bell Telephone
7. Eastman Kodak Intl Cap. 24. TGI Friday's Inc.
8. First Citizens Bankshare 25. U.S. West, Inc.
9 Gandalf Tech Inc. 26. Wash. Natural GLIB

10. Kaiser ;slum & Chem Irt'l 27. Wisconsin PIectric
11. Key Banks Inc. 28. Wisconsin Natural Gas
12. Marco Inc.
13. Mobil Alaska Pipeline
14. Mobil Corp.
15. Mobil Oil Corp.
16. Montgomery Ward Cred.
17. Montgomery Ward

Norton Company

5.;;;14 ,,11A-v*A vc)D TZ3131
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The allot participants, for the most part. have not expressed

dissatisfaction with the Edgar system, but rather have made

constructive suggestions on ways in which the system could be

improved. We have, to a large extent, made changes in the system

and a'justed our procedures to accommodate these suggestions.

For Lxample, the requirements for sequential numbering and

page-for-page match between filed and distributed documents were

eased and the requirements for noting revised material were

changed. In addition, procedures were instituted to have the

system identify a.1 errors, if any, in a test submission at one

time to assure the filer that once testing is completed, 01,3 live

filing will be accepted by the system.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 5. At the hearing, you referred to a $2 billion market

for financial information. What is the sour e of this informa-

tion? Please provide more de,ailed information on the size of

this market and on the type of services and products that are

included.

ANSWER. In Ap.,i1 of 1984, the S awarded a contract to

Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. to study the

market demand and user benefits associated with

Edgar. A final report was submitted to the Commis-

sion, on June 12, 1984. Thc reference to a potential

"$2 bill on market" is derived from that study.

Based on a national survey of investors, Mathematica

determined that potential revenues from the sale

and resale of Edgar-derived services would be maxi-

mized at moderate price levels. The study also

indicated that the size of the potential market

for the full range of these ervices (eg. basic

filings, analyses, data est:actions) could exceed

$2 billion annually. It is important to underscore

that 'his projection was of a potential market,

and reflects d,rect sales by the contractor as

well as resales by secondary securitic information

xendors.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN tNGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 7. One of the most important features of Edgar is its

ability to provide immediate acces.' to new filings. What

percentage of the investing community now demands immediate access

to SEC information? If possible, please respond by identifying

that portion of the $2 billion market for information services

that now services this demand.

ANSWER. Because Edgar itself is predicated on the fact that

there is currently no immediate access to SEC

information, there is no precise estimate of the

percentage of the investing public that now requires

such a service.

An indication of where the demand for SEC information

lies can be found in the Mathematics study referenced

in Question 6. The study estimated that 39% of all

individual investors, 60% of securities firms, 93%

of institutional investors, and 100% of securities

attorneys hai used or intended to use SEC information.

Among these ..-,roups, 50% of the securities firms,

74% cf the institutional investors and 80% of the

securities attorney, indicated an interest in sub-

scribing to Pdgar.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 8. Mr. FogaJh testified that of the estimated $50 million

cost of Edgar, roughly $22.5 million "would be associa,ed with

SEC internal processing." He also stated that $S million would

have already been spent. Please provide a more detailed explana-

tion of these numbers. W'-at is covered by the $22.5 million

figure? Is the $9 million included in the $22.5 million?

ANSWER The estimated 5 year cost for the :agar opeiltional

system is $50 million. Of this, tIle cost for SEC

internal processing is estimated to he $:2.3 million,

of which $9.0 m Ilion will be provided by the pilot

hardware and software.

Internal SEC costs brr.rax down as Joilows:

$1.5 million annually to: ccntractor staff = $ 7.5 (5 yr.)

$6.0 million for hardware/software = $ 6.0 (5 yr.)

89.0 million , ation from pilot $ 9.0 (5 yr.)
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 9. The Information lndutry Association recommended that

the Edgar contract be broken up into several parts that could be

awarded separately. One contract weld be for a "data processing

facilities uanagement contract" and a second part would be for

an external dissen cation subsystem. What are the advantages

and disadvantages of the IIA approach?

ANSWER. The advantage of a contract for "data processing

facilities management" and a second contract for

external dissemination would be the separate procure-

ment of the SE, internal processing system from the

external dissemination cf filings system. The

disadvantages of this approach greatly outweigh the

advantages. The Edgar operational system requires

on integrated solut1.3n. In this regard, the process-

ing of electronic filings is integrally related not

only to their receipt yut also to their internal

processing by the SE, and their t,ublic dissemination.

The separe o he receipt acid s2C internal

pro-less4og system from the public. dissemination

systt'u destroy the ability to respond to the

inlegr_ requirements. In addition, the cost

3f a separate telecommunications system to handle

receipt of filings, as opposed to sharing with the

dissemination system, could almost double the cost

of the operational Edgar system and would increase

security risks oy combining receipt, which requires

dial up access, with internal SEC processing.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE Tn

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 10. Please describe plans for the backup system that

will handle the operations of EDGAR in the event of a breakdown

or sabotage.

ANSWER. We currently anticipate that three different levels

of backup will be required. The levels are:

Level I - System expected to be down from

4-8 hours. The Contractor must

provide a backup facility for

continuing to receive, accept,

and make filings publicl-

available. The other Luor

functions will not be performed

under this scenario.

Level II System expected to be down from

8-24 hours. The. Contractor must

provide a boaup to cont,nue

receiving filings and allow SEC

employees to perform bacic pro-

cessing functions.

Level ITI System expected tc be down more

than 24 hours. The Contractor

must provide a complete backup

fac.lity tha' will allow for all

Edgar functions to be performed

unt:1 the primary facility is

back it operation.
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QLESTION 10a. Does the SEC plan to maintain . backup system

capable of receiving and processing paper filings?

ANSWER. The SEC will not maintain a backup system per se

for processing paper filings. The functional

organization of Edgar will allow for the receipt

and processing of filings in a paper mode only

in the event of an extreme emergency not

presently forseen.

QUESTION 10b. Will the backup system have the capability to

supp)rt all of EDGAR functions? Will there be any loss of

ability to access, process, or disseminate the full range of

data in EDGAR while the backup system is operational?

ANSWER. As explained above, for the day of a system

outage, the Edgar functions that could be

,eiform.-d would be diminished. However, after

a day, full capability would be restored.

QUESTION 10c. How long will 1,_ take for A backup to EDGAR to

become operational in the event that the mai,' sys-Aem fails?

ANSWER. After four hcurs, Level I backup, as explained

above, would be implemented.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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QUESTION 10d. How long will the backup system be capable of

operating?

ANSWER. Indefinitely.

375
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of Ap-il 29, 1985

QUESTION 1'. As a result of Edgar, companies that issue securities

will receive faster service trom the SEC and wider access to

capital markets. The SFr itself will also receive free services.

Yet neither of these benefi.-iaries of Edgar will be paying any

of the costs. Please explain the reasons for this decision.

ANSWER. The Commission and issuers of securities will be

paying some of the costs of the operational system.

The Edgar contract will be a cost-sharing contract,

a type of contract established by the Federal

Acquisition Regulation as appropriate to split the

costs of a project between the government aad the

contractor, where the contractor expects the contract

to provide a valuable commercial product. The Com-

mission will be contributing to the cost of the

contract the il1ot hardware and software which were

pail for with appropriated funds. The value of these

is approximately $9 million. The staff is considering

whether, in addition, the Commission should contribute

additional funds to the cost of the system.

Statutory filing fees paid by issuers of securities

d others in fiscal year 1984 amounted to nearly

$121 million which is 129% of the Commission's

appropriation of $94 million. Fees for registration

of securities under the Se,nirities Act of 1933
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amounted to 53% of the total fees- These fees are

paid into the Treasury and are not retained by the

Commission. Thus, filers indirectly are already

making a significant contribution ttrough existing

fees.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 12. In response to Chairman English's question about

contractor requirements, please proviOs the following data:

a. What are the SEL's internal processing require-

ments for EDGAR? Pleasa describe the software, hardware, and

facilities manageme:A requirements.

ANSWER. The SEC's internal processing requirements are

for a computer system that will store all filings

-Ibmitted, make those filings available electronic-

ally to interne.1 analysts for review aid maintain

a data base of filings that have been processed.

The SEC has no specific hardware In mind. How-

ever, in general it must have the following

characteristics.

1. There will be two separate main-lames - one

for receipt processing and one for internal

i,rocessing.

9. The capability of storing approximately 68

gigabytes of data on-line.

3. Me capability of processing magnetic tapes.

The capability of doing high speed printing.

5. The capability of accepting a v,liety of

dIfferent c3mmunications protocols.

6. The apabili.y of directly supporting approxi-

mately 500 workstations.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Although some of the software will be custom

developed, most of it will be generic off the

shelf packages. These will include:

1. A data base management system.

2. A text search:ng and re.rieval package.

3. A security package.

4. A job accounting package.

5. A performance monitoring -ackage.

6. An internal and external mail package.

7. Data encryption software.

The facilities management requirements are for

the contractor to operate and maintain the internal

processing system seven days a week for approxi-

mately 14 hours per day. The number and kinds

of staff required for this will b left up to

the contractor.

5.11AJtAVA r103 Te38
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QUESTION 12b. At how many locations in Washington and elsewhere

will the contractor he inquired to provide EDGAR terminals:

ANSWER. In addition to the headquarters in Washington, the

contractor will be required to provide EDGAR

terminals in the SEC's Public Reference ROOMS in

New York and Chicago. It will also be necessary

that terminals be provided to nine regional and

five brans,: offices as indicated below.

Regions: Seattle., Los Angeles, Port Worth, Denver:,

Chicago, New York, Boston, Washington,

and Atlanta

Branches: Philadelpi t Lake, San Francisco,

Aouston, and Miami

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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QUESTI^N 12c. What types of .2ommunications support will be

needed to maintain the system and connect all SEC locations to

EDGAR? Will the SEC require private lines for internal

communications?

ANSWER. The SEC'S reqirement for communications with

remote Locations is that a high speed, high

quality line be used. It will be left up to

offerors to propose what kind of communications

link they think will best satisfy this require-

ment. The only other su port required will be

the communications software that will presumably

ue purchased off the shelf.

The SEC will not require private lines for

Internal communications. The internal

communications will be handled either thrcugh

some kind of Local Area Network (LAN) or direct

coxial connect]ons.
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QUESTION 12d. What type of internal controls and management

analysis capabilities will the contractor b.. required to pi,wide

for SEC use? What kind of non-public system processing will be

required, and how much space in EDGAA will be devoted to non-

public information?

ANSWER. The SEC will reauire the rJntractor to maintain

a variety of data to produce recurring management

reports. Some basic examples are: number and

kinds of filings received in a given period of

time, specific characteristics of filings, internal

distribution of filings, breakdowns of the

different methods of transmission used by filers,

etc. Thcse and ott_lr management r ports will be

developed by the contractor at the time of initial

system implementation. In addition, as the system

evolves over time other types of controls and

management r, rts will be developed as the need

arises.

The Edgar system will employ a number cf

internal controls to preclude unauthorized access.

First, the system 1111 be housed in a physically

secure location with access tightly controlled,

In addition, at least two levels of software control

will be implemented. The first will require positive

ideT,tification by anyone attempting to sign on to

the system. The second level of software security

will he user specific and will require L,,e user to

input a specifi- password known only t, him or her.
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The only xind of non-public system processing that

will be required is the storage and maintenance of

pan-public data. Current estimates are that

approximately 5% of the Edgar space will be devoted

to non-public Information.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE T'

QUESTION OF CHAIRMAN ENGLISH,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 13. The costs of supporting a data base service include

the costs of acquiring and maintaining the data and the cost of

the communication services used to connect with users. For an

on-line data base service, what percentage of revenues typically

are needed to pay the communications costs?

ANSWER. The communications costs for a typical on-line data

base service is usually 20% to 25% of the revenues

depending upon the structure of the telecommunication

capability. Costs of acquiring the data are estimated

to be 15% to 40% depending upon whether the service

purchased a data base for resale or developed the data

base on its own. The cost of processing including

maintenance is estimated to range from 30 to 55%,

depending ipon the type of services offered.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 1. Can you quantify for us the level of activity under

the pilot system (in terms of the corporations participating

and the ,...mLer of filings)? Do you believe that level will

be indicative of the participation in the fully operational

system?

ANSWER. There are approximately 150 companies actively

participating in the Edgar pilot project. (This

number does not include the 12 registered systems

under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of

1935, which include over 170 reporting companies

which began electronic filing of documents under

that Act in July, 1985.) From September 24, 1984

(the date the first live filing was received)

through July 19, 1985, 1,241 lire electronic

filings have been received and processed by Edgar.

The level of actity in the pilot is not indicative

of what is expected in the filly operational system

since electronic filing in the pilot is voluntary

and it is anticipated that participation in the

operational system will be manoatory. The pilot was

designed to accommodate the filings by up to 1,000

Registrants, which only represelts approximately

10 percent of the registrants filing reports with

le Commission.
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The Commission staff believes that the operational

contractor sale of filing data will be sufficient

to allow the re -coup of the $50 million cost and

reasonable profits.

:386
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS,

dearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 2. What will happen should the contractor begin to

lose money? Who will own, maintain And run the system should

the contractor determine that it is not economically fea

to continue?

ANSWER. Even if the contractor does not recapture its

investment, the contractor is obligated to

continue to perform Nevertheless, if the

contractor breaches the contract, the Commission

would seek whatever legal remedies it had against

the contractor. In addition, the Commission

would examine a range of options to complete the

project. The spectrum of alternatives extends

from requesting additional appropriations to

continue the project, to finding a contractor

willing to assume responsibility for a negotiated

portion of the operational project or to a resolici-

tAtion of the contract.

Under the anticipated cost-sharing contract, the

primary cost of the Edgar cnerational system would

be borne by the contractor. These costs are

estimated to be $63.2 million over 7 years, with a

fircal 1987 cost of $18.7 million and a fiscal

1988 cost of $18.8 millio,i. These costs include

both SEC processing and front -end capital acquisi-

tion costs. In both fiscal 1987 and fiscal 1988,

-387
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the Commission expects to request appropriations

of $1,255,000 to cover 'CI, costs of SEC stai,: who

will assist filers as they convert to electronic

filings and who will support the filing review

branches as they are trainea in electronic process-

ing. If, however, the cost-sharing contract does

nct include SEC processing costs, the SEC Edgar

appropriation .ould have to be increased by $8

m,llion in fiscal 1987 and $7.5 million in fiscal

,988.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS,

Heating of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 3. Will there be provisions in the fee structure

for those users who would have initial capital costs for the

technology required to participate in the program?

If so, how will this be determined and manajed?

If not, are these not inequities which

should be corrected?

ANSWER. It is not anticipated that filar., in the Edgar

syst,,m will have significant capital coats for

participating in the program. In this regard,

one of the most tec,nically difficult aspects of th?

Edgar PilGt, which has succeeded, as been the

receipt of filings from filers using their

existing hardware and software.

It also is not anticipated that users will incur

significant capital costs to access the Edgar data

base, because many vendors will make the Edgar data

available on large variety of equpment. Thus,

there is no plan to adjust the structure of user

fees for access to the Edgar data base for those

who incur nitial capital costs. Moreo,,eL,

electronic acctss to the Edgar data base will be

in addition to access in paper ano microfiche

which is the current system of lissemination and

389
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which will continue. Free access to the data

base will be available in the Commission's

public reference rooms. We therefore do not.

be:leve that there is any inequity in not adjust-

ing the fees.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 4. To what, if any, extent will the SEC participate

in the settimg of fees?

ANSWER. The SEC will only regulate the contractor's

price for wnolesale service, which is the

automatic transmission of all publicly filed

Edgar documents. This fixed price will to set

forth in the proposals and reviewed anrually.

It will be based upon the contractor's costs of

service and the public demand for the service.

391
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 5. Will the SEC have any control over the possibility

of increases in fees?

ANSWER. Yes. The contractor must obtain SEC approval of

any increase in the wholesale subscription fee.

Such an increase would require a co,plete, in-

dependently audited cost justification showing

both a need fot increased fees and an explanation

as to why the contractor's initial fee was

Incorrectly set. The SEC also will continue to

regulate the price of basic microfiche and copy

servi;e.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS,

Hearing of April i9, 1985

QUESTION 6. Will the costs be the same for large institutional

users as it is for man private users?

ANSWER. Yes. The cost of wholesale service will be the

same for all users. However, as a practical

mattes, small individual investors will not be

interested in wholesale service as it entails the

automatic transmission of all filings.

Individual investors will have free access to

the Edgar data base in the Commission's public

reference rooms and will continue to be able to

pus -Those microfiche and paper copies of the filings

at nominal charge. With respect to off-site

electronic access, the Commission believes that

the individual investor will be better serviced

by the various retail provider3 that will develop.

This group likely will include the various

information libraries, such as the Source,

Dialog and Mead Lexis/Nexia, that already exist.

It will also include large brokerage firms

offering the information as part of a full

automated brokerage package (possibly entailing

automated executions, portfolio analysis and

Investment advice). A variety of automated

advisory services will also be likely to offer

the Individual investor access to Edgar information.
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By promoting widespread unrestricted commercial

sale of Edgar information, the Commission will

ensure that the individual investor has a

choice of the widest possible Edgar-derived

services, in the widest range of formats, at a

free-market based price that is likely to be

the lowest possible. This will also ensure the

least governmental intrusion into an existing,

as well as emerging, area of the private sector.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESSMAN KINDNESS,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

QUESTION 7. Mr. Shad stated that there were approximately R5

different manners of accessing the EDGAR system. They included

disks, magnetic tape, etc. Eow many different vendors L:e

represented by these products?

ANSWER. The 85 different manners of accessing the Edgar

system referred to in Mr. Shad's statement related

to diskettes prepared on 85 different wo,d processors

or personal computers that can be translated and

reformatted by "Antares" a machine manufactured by

Antares Corporation. The cotal vendor population

represented by these products are approximately 50.

Fi3inos also may be made in the Edgar system using

several communication protocols, two public

networks and magnetic taps prepay, -d cn many

types of equipment.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF COHGREsSMAN KINDNESE,

Hearing of April 29, 1985

CUESTION b. How will the system affect access to information

under the Freedom of Information Act? If there is no effect --

what incentive is there for users to pay any additional osts

abode that of reproduction',

ANSWER. There will be no effect on access to information

uncle: the Freedom of Information Act. Decisions

to release or withhold information will continue

to op made by Commission pers,nncl. The Incentive

for users to pay :or electronic access to public

filings is hat users will have instantaneous

access to filings. This is of paramount importance

because Commission filings contain financial or

other information which affects the trading

price of securities.

The staff is looking into the legality of

protecting the Lortractor from requests for the

entire data bas made under the Freedom of

Information Act. If sucn a requester pal° only

reproduction costs rather than th_ shared

cr,..t with ether bulk purchasers, the valua

rdh,e0 by the c,'ntract viPLId hp undormined.
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SEC STAFF RESPONSE TO

QUESTION OF CONGRESQ"AN KINDNESS,

Hearing .,f April 29, 1985

QJESTION 9. If totally electronic, what prosions will be

made fcr tnose users without the techr .ogy to access the

system?

ANSWER. As noted above, the current system of dissemina-

tion to the pL.blic in paper and microfiche will

continue. The system will be expanaed under Edgar

because there will be free public access to Edgar

terminals in the Commission's public reference

rooms. This will greatly expand the access of

those- who visit the public reference rooms outside

of Washington, D.C. because while it now takes

several days for microfiche to reach those public

reference rooms, there will be instanteous access

to electronic filings upon their acceptance.
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B. LETTER FROM CHAIRMAN GLENN ENGLISH, GOVERNMENT INFORML-
TION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE, TO CHAIRMAN
JOHN S.R. SHAD, SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, DATED
OCTOBER 23, 1985, WITH REPLY DATED NOVEMBER 13, 1985

le. OM. 04.440 601.0
40.0 WK.& 4.641.4
0.416. oft. alOr. 446.
NOM wara.
VOL.. 11.10. yam
Amu 1.01 40L. 640.

NINETY-NINTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United ,States
lloom of Ittptsentatiou

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION. Jusrms, AND AGRICULTURE
SUBCOMMITTEE

OF TM

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATORS
11411-C 40100 44044 000011 64060

Wu WPOCTON DC 20415

October 23, 1985

The Honorable John S. R. Shad
Chairman
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street NW
Washington, DC 20549

Dear Mr. Chairman:

1.40.1 MWMI 640MW.6 0.
M.WO NW VOW

01. 4 mule 0.01040

Since the Subcommittee's April 29 hearing on electronic
informati,n sy tees, we have continued to mcnitor the SEC's
progress toward implementation of the EDGAR system

I want to congratulate you on the decision to release
a pre-solicitation proposal for EDGAR in July. This document
provided all interested parties with a much clearer picture
of how EDGAR will operate and what is expected of the EDGAR
contractor. Given the size, scope, and novelty of EDGAR,
it is important that everyone understand what is involved.

As I indicated to you at the hearing, I did not think
that the original EDGAR plan was realist:c. I am pleased to
see from the pre-solicitation document tna' the SEC is
considering modifications in ord_r to make EDCAR workable.

From my perspective, the most interesting change in the
July proposal was the indication that the SEC was willing to
use appropriated funds to support operation of the system.
This is a very major difference from the plan as pesented
before my Subcommittee in April.

Subsequent Informal contacts between the Subcommittee
and your staff have suggested that the SEC is considering
additional major modifications to the EDGAR plan. Possible
changes include an increase in the amount of SEC funding end
a eduction in the amount of equipment that the contractor
may be required to supply to the SEC.

BEST COPY MYAILABLE
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If the EDGAR plan is modified in any significant way
from the pre-solicitation document, I strongly recommend that
the SEC issue another pre-solicitation document for public
comment. An additional comment period will help to maximize
understanding of the SEC's new plans and to minimize confusion
among potential bidders. Once a formal RFP is issued, the
liuitations of the procurement process will prevent contact
between the SEC and bidders. It would be unfortunate if a
lack of bids it subsequent bid protests resulted in additional
delays in the future.

I also recommend that the SEC reconsider the plan to
eliminate paper filings as soon as EDGAR is operational.
There are many people who now rely on the paper filings, and
they should be given a reasonable period to make a transition
to the new system. The changeover to EDGAR will be complex
in any event, but the maintenance of a dual system for a
period of time ._11 allow everybody to ease into the new
technology.

It is also important that a backup system be maintained
for a significant period of time to ensure against the
forseeable confusion of new equipment aswe.1 as unforseen
failures. Even a brief failure of EDGAR could be disastrous
if a complete, operational backup system were not available.
Continuation of paper filings for a reasonal4e period of time
is the best way to achieve both of these objectives.

Thank you for your consideration of my sugvJtions.
The Subcommittee will be continuing its work on electronic
information systems, and we look forward to continued
cooperatio,. with yoh and your staff.

Sincerely,

Glenn English
Chairman

,:i ja:k IS AVA 11(4();) Ten
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE CON,MISSION
WASMINGTOM OC 2050

NOV 13 1965

The Honorable Glenn English, Chairman
Subcommittee an Government Information,

Justice, and Agriculture
Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman English:

This is in response to your letter of October 23, 1985 regarding procurement

of the operational Edgar system. As you noted, the °omission is modifying

its initial nystAsn design. To ensure that all interested parties are awere

of decisions that have been made in response to oomments received respncting
the pre-solicitation dominant, a summary release describing Barges to the
Request for Proposal will be published in the Federal Register next week.
In addition, a meeting of all parties interested in the Edgar operational
system will be held in the near future to discuss mom: dhanges to the
proposed RFP and elicit further oomments.

The operational system will provide for investors to receive paper e,tbor

directly from Edgar or by blowing back mic.3fiche. It will be possible for

paper created from an electronic filing to be available within minutee anywhere

within the United States. It is also assumed that investors will continue to
receive paper copies of filings, e.g. prospectus and proxy material, directly

from the issuers. A paper filing will be required of filers along with the
official electronic filing for their initial six months on the system in order

to provide the dual assuredness discussed in your letter.

Steps are now being taken to improve the readability of Edgar pilot macrofiChe
by reducing the timber of lines per page from 100 to 66. Beginning in December,

the auality level will be higher than the ordinary sucrofiChe-to-paper process,
eliminating fuzzy copies produced from existing Edgar microf'dhe.

Enclosed is the copy of a letter I recently sent to Chairman Ding,11 which
describes modifications to the operational Edgar system in greater detail.

Enclosure

sincerely yours,

.R. Shad

"" vco:1 -rale
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UNMEOSTATES

SECURITIES ANO EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. DC 5015411

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U. S. house of Representatives
Wasnington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Dingell:

October 30, 1985

As discussed, we have made some major changes in the Edgar
e lectronic disclosure system in response to concerns previously
raised.

As originally proposed, the entire cost (including the
Commission's internal receipt and processing systems and work
stations) would have been put out for competitive bids. The
contractor would recoup its cost and a reasonable return on
the investment through user fees, approved and monitored by
the Commission.

the Committee Report indicated that such a 'no cost' contract
' would enable the Commission to avoid the authorization and
appropriations process of she Congress.'

The Commission therefore plans to revise the Request For
Proposal (RFP) to indicate the Commission's willingness
to assume responsibility for funding the internal processing
system and work stations, subject to Congressional authoriza-
tions and Appropriations.

The contractor will be obligated to finance the dissemination
system. The Commission's contribution (preliminarily estimated
to range from 830 to $40 million, depending on the bids received)
will be paid over the seven -year life of the contract.

As you know, i.. he last three fiscal years, registration and
other fees have exceeded the Commission's buaget by about
$70 million. Fiscal 1986 fees are expected to exceed the
budget by about $30 million. Thus, such foes in excess of the
budget are much more than adequate to fund the Commission's
portion of the cost of the syJter.

The RFP will also require b_dders to address how any conflicts
of interest will be avoided. This will be one of the many areas
carefully reviewed in the light of the spirit, as well as the
letter of the law and percepti.wis, before the contract is awarded.
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The donorable John D. Dingell
Page Two

Also, as discussed with you and your staff earlier this year,
the Commission released a pre-solicitation document on the
contemplated operational Edgar system Fl,,hteen responses
were received. Based upon those comae. Al Committee
Report and the changes suggested above, following
modifications in the procurement process am! operational
system ere contemplated:

o Image processing is being deferred at this time,
because the present technology would impose
exorbitant cost on filers and the SEC. The effect
will be minimal because financial information from
annual reports to shareholders will be included in
10K$.

o Transition from the pilot to the operational system
has b4en expanded from six to nine months in order to
provide a lonr parallel operation and ensure system
reliability.

o The time anticipated to coL/ert all filers to Edgar
has been expanded from 2 to 3 years, in Jrder to
provide greater assistance to filers in the transition.

o Bidders will be given 120 dayr to respond to the
operation of RFP.

o Tho time for SEC consideration of the bids will be
90 days.

o Two full-time procurement specialists have been added
to assure full compliance with all regulations in
awarding the operational RFP.

I would appreciate any comments or suggestions during the coming
week. In., following week the Commission's Executive Director
and Comptroller will brief the House end Senate Appropriations
Ses,ommittees on the change in the proposed financing of the
operational system. Then the fu'l Commission will consider the
RFP. It is anticipated that the RFP will be released during
November with bids dee in March 1986.

You and your staff will be kept i,formed as we progress to a
system which will significantly improve the efficiency and
fairness of the securities marksts and the Commission's ability
to discharge its Congressional mandate.

Si er yours,

J S.R. Shad
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APPENDIX 2.--ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY
THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

A. LETTER FROM DR. DONALD A.B. LINDBERG, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF MEDICINE, DATED DECEMBER 12, '985, TRANSMITTING
REPLIES TO QUESTIONS FROM CHAIRMAN GLENN ENGLISH

DEPARTMENTC F HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Hon. Glenn English, Chairman
Government Information, Justice,

and Agriculture Subcommittee of the
Committee on Government Operations
13-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
4.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Public Health Service

NOtiOn111 klitittlill of Heel.
Notional Ublary of Modoono
Bethesda MO 2020

[December 12, 19.5]

Dear Mr. English.

I am pleased tn provide written arshers tc the questions posed in your
letter of October 2B, 1985 following the Subcommittee's hearing on the
Electronic Filing and Dissemination of Information by Federal Agencies.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before your Sub-
committee and present testimony relating to the National I.,brary of
Medicine's MEDLARS. I hope this additional ieformation will clarify
some of the issues we discussed.

Att,fhments

.24 1r; 44

(396)
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77aQ LJL,
Donald A.B Lindberg, M.D.

Director
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QUESTIONS FOR DR. DONALD A.B. LINOBERG
FROM THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE

I. Question: In your statement, you referred to "cooperatite efforts
with the commercial sector," including "distribution of database subsets
en video discs" and "new and innovative products and services." Please
provide more details on these new prod9ct,* and services.

Answer: Since initiating online MEDLARS services, NLM has provided
access directly to its databases from its own computer resources or by
makirg tapes of the databases available through leasing them to commer-
cial vendors. Because of the size of the NLM databases, tape dis-
tribution has heed limited to organizations having major computer
resources. With the developmert of sophisticated mini-and microcompu-
ters it hts become feasible for individual users and organizations with
smaller computers to set up local retrieval capabilities for files of
substantial size. The Library has therefore decided to make it possible
to mount subsets of MEDLARS on personal or institutional computers. NLM
has developed a subset policy and license agreement through which
portions of the total MEDLARS database can be made available to the
Library's domestic users. NLM received a number of requests from
entrepreneurs who want to create subsets on videodiscs, package them
with hardware and software, and market them. NLM discussed collabora-
tive arrangements with them and is entering into experimental agreements
that grant the vendor a nonexclusive right to copy at his expense and to
market and distribute commercially, optical disc systems containing the
content of the MEDLARS databases. The project will make it possible to
evaluate the utility of and the market for NLM data distributed on
optical disc systems by other organizations. To date, three companies
have signed agreements with NLM and several others have expressed
interest.

2. Question: Mr. Lanman indicated that he thought that NLM's statute
qualified under the User Fee statute as another 16w that prescribes a
different basis for establishing fees. Please supply a complete legal
analysis for this conclusion.

Answer: Under section 382(c) of the Public Healn Service Act (42
U.S.C. 277(c)), the National Library of Medicine may charge for its
publications, materials, facilities, or services. This section author-
izes the Secretary of Health and Human Services to prescribe rules under
which the Library will provide copies of its publications or materials,
and make available its facilities or services, to public and private
agencies, erganizatiorr and individuals. As further stated in the
statute: "Such rules i y provide for making available such publica-
tions, materials, facilities, or services (1) without charge as a public
service, or (2) upon a loan, exchange, or charge basis, or (3) in
appropriate circumstances, under c3ntract arrangements " This
sect;on was enacted on August 3, 1956 by Public Law 941, 70 Stat. 960.
The pertinent legislative history states:
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The Committee expects, insofar as feasible
and taking into account accepted library
practice, that such charges will be levied
when the services to be rendered lr the
materials or facilities to be made available
are other than routine and obviously and
clearly convey a specia', identifiable, added
benefit to such non - pubic agency,
organization, institution, or individual and
that such charges will be reasonable in the
light of the cost and the limited usefulness
to the public of the particular materials,
facilities, or services involved. This

provision, however, is not to be construed to
deny the Library the right to decline to
undertake bibliographical or other tasks of
unusual scope or magnitude for individuals or
agencies outside the Federal Government
whenever such tasks are not clearly and
predominantly in the public interest, or
whenever the resources ond scnedule; of tne
Library will riot permit the assumption of

such tasks." Senate Report No. 2071, 84th
Cong., 2d Sess., p. 3 (1956)

Consistent with this statute and its legislative history, the
Secretary of Health and Human Services has issued r iulations, at
42 CFR 4 4.5(d), providing that the Director of the Library may, in
accordance with schedules available at the Library on request,
charge fees reasonably designed to recover all or a portion of the
cost to the Library, including personnel costs, or providing any
reference, bibliographic or reprodiction services, including
specifically the cost of providing access to the MEDLARS tapes.
This paragraph states in pertinent part: "Such fees shall be

charged only where the nature of service in question is beyond that
normally provided to the general public or health sciences pro-
fessionals, or where library resources are limited or unduly

taxed."

The User Fee Statute, 31 U.S.C. 9701, authorizes the head of each agency
to prescribe regulations establishing the charge for a service or thing

of value provided by the agen:y. Each charge must be fair and based
upon the cost to the Government, the value of the service or thing to
the recipient, the public policy or interest served and other relevant
facts. Paragraph (c) provides that the statute does not affect a law of

the United States: "(1) prohibiting the determination and collection of

charges and the disposition those charges; and (2) prescribing bases

for determining charges, but a charge may be redetermined under this
section consistent with the prescribed bases." This provision and the

other substantive provisions of the statute have been retained virtually
without change since they were enacted in 1951 as part of the Indepen-
dent Offices Appropriation Act of 1952 (P.L. 137, Approved: August 31,

1951.1 The House Report (No. 384 on H.R. 3880, 82d Cong., 1st ess.),

JP% 'visa ,10';'; T23It
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refers to studies by other committees of Coness and i dicates that the
User Fee Statute was enacted pending more specific legislation as a
result of such studies. The provision apparently was viewed as a
temporary measure, "which would authorize and encourage the charg-
ing...of fees to the extent permitted under present basic laws, but
which in no way conflict with studies now under way to effect changes it
such basic laws.' (p. 3 of H.R. Rep. No. 384.)

Based upon the plain language of 31 U.S.C, (9701(c)(2) and the pertinent
legislative history, it is clear tha the User Fee Statute was not
intended to interfere with more specific statutes authorizing the
imposition of fees; ths, the User Fee Statute is not intended to
preempt such specific lass, but rather to exist concurrently with those
laws (note the language that a charge may be redetermined under th° Ilser
Fee Statute consistent with the basis for a charge prescribe
specific statute). While the Library's specific authority fo ..,ng
fees, 42 U.S.C. 276, does not explicitly prescribe a basis for .etermin-
ing charges, its legislative history does prescribe a rule of reason-
Oleness and establish boundaries for the imposition of charges, bound-
aries which are more explicitly stated in the regulations governing the
operation of the National Library of Medicine. Given the general nature
of the User Fee Statute, the specific nature of the authority of the
National Library of Medicine to impose charges for its materials and
services, the specific expressions of congressional intent that the User
Fee Statute was not intended to preempt such specific statutes, the fact
that the NLM authority was enacted after the User Fee Statute with to
indication of an intent that it was to be limited by that statute and
the generally accepted rule that statutes are to be construed to elimi-
nate any potential conflict, it is reasonable to conclude that the
Director of the National Library of Medicine may, in determining what
charges to impose for access to MEDLARS, follow the rule of reasonable-
ness referred to in the legislative history of the NLM authority or may,
consistent with the language in 31 U.S.C. 9701(c)(2) determine the
charge on the basis of the factors prescribed in that section, because
such a determination would be corsistent with the reasonableness basis
of the speciric NLM authority.

3. Question: You indicated that fees for NLM products and
services are based on recommendations of the Board of Regents.
Please provide documentation (minutes or transcripts of meetings,
position pavers, resolutions, etc.) of the recommendations of the
Board on which current fees are based.

Answer Documentation attached.

4. Question: You indicated that it would be in violation of the use
statute" to give away the MEDLARS tapes. In light of the provisions of
42 U.S.C. 276(c) and the conclusions of Mr. Lanman that the User Fee
statute is not applicable to NLM, please explain your conclusion.

Answer: Both of the statutes and their legislative history leave
no doubt that the imposition of charges lies within the discretion
of the Secretary and the Director of the National Library of

;
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Medicine. Accordingly, it woula be more accurate to state that a
failure to impose charges for the MEDLARS tapes would be
inconsistent with the congressional intent reflected by the User
Fee Statute and the specific NLM authority for the imposition of
charges, because the materials and services made available ere
other than routine and obviously and clearly convey a special,
identifiable, added benefit to those receiving access to the
MEDLARS database.

5. Question: You stated that NLM wants to be certain that the
quality of the services provided by these who lease tapes is
suitable and that the integrity of the database is maintained. You
also expressed concern about the possibility that someone might
"initiate a service which we weren't aware of, couldn't monitor,
couldn't guarantee." a) Does NLM have a statutory obligation to
oversee the use of the MEDLARS database? If GO, what steps does NLM
take to review uses of the database? Does the obligation extend to
reviewing use of the non-electronic database? b) Does NLM actively
monitor the services offered by those who lease tapes in order to
make certain that new information is made available immediately?
Please explain in detail how any such monitoring is conducted. c)
Are the users of MEDLARS unable on their own to distinguish between
a service that offers an up-to-date database and one that does not?
Is there some reason why a free inarket in the MEDLARS database

would not force all sellers, of services to make the newest informa-
tion available as soon as possible?

Answer: The NLM believes it has an inherent responsibility to
maint ' t quality and integrity of its databases. This
resp- ity derives from the Library's statutory purpose ..."to
assist ,he advancement of medical and related sciences...to aid
in the semination and exchange of scientific and other
information important to the progress of medicine and the public
health..." Tc be truly useful in the fulfillment of this stated
purpose the imprimatur of the NLM on its products must be a
guarantee: of the accuracy of their content.

While NLM cannot monitor every step in the private sector's use of ULM
tapes, it can, through its licensing agreemen,s, exercise an element of
ouality control to assure the integrity of its databases. "Inte-
grity" of a database has three components; accuracy, completeness
and currency. NLM must be concerned with each when it licenses the
private sector's use of its tapes. For example, every biblio
graphic entry made MelLine is verified by NLM staff. If a
private sector licensec wanted to create a database from the
merging of citations from numerous sources, including MedLine, the
integrity might be compromised with regard to accuracy. If the
private sector vendor decided on the basis of the economics of his
business to eliminate from the database those citations which had
not been called for in the last six monchs, the integrity would be
rommomised with regard to completeness. In a similar manner, if
for economy reasons the vendor decided to update the ditabase only
twice a year, the integrity would be compromised with regdil to
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currency. While in the long run these violations of the integrity
of the database would probably become recognized by the ultimate
user, this might take a considerable length of time. In some
instances, even years. During that time, conside"able damage could
result not only to the individual wl,o failed to retrieve the most
current information, but also to the public whose confidence in the
integrity of a database bearing the NLM imprimatur becomes shaken.
Once that happens, NLM's ability to carry out its mandate is
severely compromised.

It is for this reason that NLM wherever possible, takes great care to
assure the integrity of the database. It is why even in our experi-
mental agreements with the private sector use of the optical disc that
the agreement spc.ifically states that although the commercial orga-
nization shall be permitted to offer MEDLARS databases and/or portions
thereof together with other databases so that value is added to the
resulting product, the NLM reserves the right to review and approve such
combinations prior to release."

In addition, the system that delivers the database mist not distort
the integrity. A system that mounts the comolete database but uses
retrieval software that can only retrieve a fraction of the
database compromises its integrity just as surely as if the whole
database had not been mounted in the first place.

6. Question: You agreed to provide the Subcommittee with a
breakdown of the cost of operating MEDLARS. As part of this data,
please list separately the direct cost to NLM of producing a copy
of the MEDLARS database on tape and direct cost of operating the
online service for paying customers. In order to show that NLM is
not making a profit, please show how the costs and revenues are in
balance.

Answer: NLM pricing policy for its MEDLARS products and services
seeks to recover, in the aggregate, the full cost of ,tcessing the
system, plus (effective April 1, 1985) from the foreip users a
proportionate share of the t of creating the datab se. NLM does
not seek to recover the direct (access) costs of proo,:ing MEDLARS
related publications, for we have no control over their price- -
which is set by GPO. Below are the latest available cost data:

FY 1384 MEDLARS
Cost Breakdown

(dollars in thousands)

Data Creation $5,519
Access Costs (incl. publications) Td11
Total $12,850

The access cost of online services and tapes is $6.6 million. This
amount is thus the target figure for our user charge collections in
FY 1984. Included in these aggregated access costs are: personnel,
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materials, equipment, and services associated with computer systems
support, telecommunications, network management, training, related
supplies including blank tapes, royalty payments, postage, printing,
travel (relating to online system operations) plus all
administrative ov.rhead and indirect costs, including billing,
collecting, and accounting.

The annual direct cost to reproduce and distribute the MEDLINE database
and associated Medical Subject Heading vocabulary file on tape is
approximately $10,000. This includes monthly update tapes as well as a
complete replacement copy of tne data from 1966 to the prerent to
reflect changes made to the records. The direct (access) cost of
providing online services (excluding those databases with proprietary
data for which an additional royalty charge is levied) is approximately
$20/connect hour.

In FY 1984, approximately $7 million in MEDLARS revenues were collected.
This is 5-6% above the actual online and tapes access cost of approxi-
mately $6.6 million described above. However, it is difficult to
predict more precisely than this how revenue will compare to cost,
and the Board of Regents of the National Library of Medicine have
recommended keeping prices stable.

The reason NLM returns MEDLARS user charges to the Treasury, yet makes
no profit, is because some of the access costs are paid through the
Library's appropriation (e.g., personnel and computer system support)
while some are paid directly from revenues (e.g., telecommunications,
royalty fees). In effect, therefore, we return to the Treasury an
amount approximately equal to the access costs which are provided for in
our annual appropriation. For FY 1984, the amount returned to the
Treasury was $3,300,000.

7. Question: NLM uses National Technical Information Service to
market MEDLARS services. Please describe the arrangement between
NTIS and NLM, the flow of funds, and the reasons why NLM finds it
necessary or convenient to ,se NTIS. Provide citations to, and
explanations of, any statutory authorization for the use of NTIS.
Could NLM perform for itself the services that NTIS performs? If
not, why not?

Answer: Since 1976, NTIS has performed billirg, collecting, and
accounting functions related to the usage of NLM's MEDLARS
services. Under the terms of the agreement NTIS is permitted to
retain a percentage of the MEDLARS user fees it collects to defray
its costs.

NTIS bills MEDLARS users, collects their payments, and maintains
accounting records. As authorized by NLM, payments to contractors for
costs not provided for in the NLM appropriation are made directly by
NTIS utilizing user charges collected; revenue balances are authorized
by NLM for return to the U.S. Treasury.
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This mechanism has worked quite satisfactorily. NLM first began using
NTIS for MEDLARS brokerage services after a study was conducted by the
Department's Inspector General. The authorizirg legislation cited by
NTIS for engaging in MEDLARS brokerage services for the NLM and other
Federal agencies is 15 U.S.Code 1151-11:7 and 1525-1527.

NLM does not presently have the necessary personnel that would be
required to perform billing, collecting, and accounting services for the
more than 3,000 MEDLARS user accounts, nor does it have the necessary
revolving fund mechanisms.
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III. USER CHARGES FOR ONLINE SERVICES

Consistent with the National Library of Medicine Act (Section
383), the NLM Board of Regents has established a domestic pricing
policy committing NLM to recover costs associated with the provision
of services. Such costs include communications, computer services,
training, and related indirect costs. The Board of Regents has
delegated to the Director of the National Library of Medicine the
authority to set prices at the level required to ensure effective
and efficient management of the system and the authority to establish
priorities for users. To the sittent practicable, such costs recovered
from member institutions will be independent of their geographic
location.

The Library's basic position on cost recovery is that the user
communitybiomedical researchers, educators, health practitioners,
and students--should share it the cost of providing online access to
NLM's databases. Specificall., the Library believes that it should
bear the cost of generating the database, Just as it alwayi has dene
in order to carry out the directive of the NLM Act. Over and above
the costs associated with basic NLM functions, the Library believes,
the biomedical user community should be assessed fair and reasonable
charges for services. The Library adheres to the view that all users
should have equal access to NLM services and that all types or
sectors of users should pay the same price or charge for services.
Equal treatment, shared c,ats, and fair prices are the three legs on
which NLM policy rests.

This user charge policy is consistent with NLM legislative cuthority.
Federal policy, the intent of the Congress, the findings of the
General Accounting Office (1982), and the recommendations of the Board
of Regents.

Chare19221a

NIA should charge for providing online access to databases on the
NLM computer system. The charge should be based on recovering the
full cost to NLM for providing access to databases on the NLM
computer system and should not include the cost of database generation
and maintenance.

Cost Elements

Cost elements should include personnel, materials and services
associated with the following: telecommunications between the
computer system and U.S. user terminals; computer usage; online
network management; training of personnel operating online services;
preparation and distribution of manuals and training materials;
accounting and billing for online services. Cost elements should
also include the associated administrative overhead costs such as:
printing, postage, travel and indirect costs as reflected in the NIH
management fund (covering items such as plant usage and maintenance
costs, guard services, engineering services, etc.).

Approved by NLM Board of Regents
January 27, 1983
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Charging Formula

The basis for establishing charges shoul6 be the same for all
domestic users, independent of geographic location and commercial or
non-commercial status. The formula for charging users may include:
'Amiga hours, computer resource units, printing, display of infor-
mation, stored data, telecommunications, manuals, and training
materials and activities. Iii addition use charges and minimums may

be charged as appropriate.

Disposition of Funds

Excess funds should be returned to the U.S. Treasury in accordance

with U.S. government requirements.

''stablishment, Changes and Review of Policy

Recommendations regarding pricing policy and policy changes should be
made by the Board of Regents and submitted to the Se:retary. Policies

should be reviewed annually by the Board of Regents.

Approved by NLM Board of Regents

January 27, 1983
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ii DEPAITMEN1 OF HIP LTH Si HUMAN IMICIES

Oro

Pam

aubleci Response to System Review Board Recommendations on the
Pricing of NLN Products and Services

to w Assistant Secretary for Health
.hrough: Director. RIM Signed!

May 29. 1964

Chairman. Beard of Regents
National Library of Medicine

kbhc Prpim Servos
ff.flonal Imanutos of MNrtn
Notion* 40/41rf at

Me..Joranclum

In accordance with its statutory responsibilities the National Library of
Medicine's Board of Regents reviewed the DIMS study of "NLM Cost Recovery
and Competition with the Private Sector." You Me specifically asked us
to consider the recommendations concerning differential pricing. In order
to perform a thorough review of these matters a subcommittee of the Board
convened an Open Meeting on Pricing on March 26. at which representatives
of the public and private sectors were invited to comment and provide
testimony on the differential pricing issue. The attached report, prepared
by the oricieg subcommittee and amended and approved by the full Board at
its meeting of May 24-25. reflects choir considered Judgment on this
important issue as well is other related matters.

Since the Regents believe tne ultimata beneficiary of the dissemination of
all biomedical information is the general public, it does not support the
idea that for domestic access there should be any differential pricing by
type of user. It has a somewhat different view with rispect to foreign
access. believing that NLN should make a modest increase in pricing on the
premise that as non-U.S. taxpayers, foreign users should share in supporting
the generation of the MEDLARS databases.

The overriding concern of the Board is that the American public receive
rapid and easy access to biomedical information, regardless of the source
To that end the Board encourages NLM to work coogitratfely with database
producers in the private sector to create linkages, reduce production costs,
and to otherwise facilitate access to all relevant health information. In

this important matter the Nation's health is best served by a partnership
with the private sector rather than an ad a: r "lationship.

4;10..
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5/29/84

Executive Summery
BoarJ of Regents Response to DHHS Report

1, ilLM's Organizational Ot ectives

The Board of Regents reaffirms the following objectives for the
National Library of Medicine:

1. Consistent with (a) its legislative mandate, (b) a need to
ensue integrity of its data base, and (c) a need to retain contact
with and an understanding of the information requirements of the

ultimate users, the NLM will continue to produce and to distribute its
information productS end services to users.

2. NLM will continue to seek ways to enhance the priductivity
of its in-house operations and the performance of its products and
services, through the exploration and exploitation of new technologies.

3. Because NLM's data bases complement those of other health-
related data base producers (e.g., BIOSIS, Excerpts Modica, Psychinfo,
Chemical Abstracts Services, Institute for Scientific Information);
NLM will attempt to acquaint MEDLARS users with the scope and coverage
practices of other data 5ase producers and facilitate user access to
these other data bases. NLM will also seek ways of collaborating with
other data base producers to seek mutually advantageous ways for
decreasing costs of data base production.

4. The health interests of the AmericAn public are best served
by the rapid and eas' accessibility to all bimedica, literature and
information announcou the various data bases. The Regents further
believe that accessibility will be influenced much more by the
creation of linkages hetween data bases than by manipulation of
ILM prices.

II. Pricing NLM's Information Products and Services to
Domestic Users

1, The Board of Regents concurs with the DHHS Report's recom-
mendations that "ro-cnarge" and "market value" pricing be rejected.

2. The Board of Regents agrees with the Report's finding that

NLM's policy of recovering "access" costs is reasonable and should be
retained. However, the Regents feel that it is important to clarify
that the recovery of access costs is interpreted to mean total cost of
access across all MEDLARS- related products an,, not by individual
product.
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3. The Board of Regents reaffirms its policy that public support
of the cost of generating the data bases 1s intrinsic to NLM's mandate.
The Board continues to believe that NLM, through its appropriation,
should pay the cost of creating the data bases and that the biomedical
community should incur the full cost to access the system.

4. The Board of Regents has acted on the OHMS Report's recom.
mendation that it review the issue of differential pricing as it would
apply to types of domestic users. It convened an Open Meeting on
Pricing on March 26, 1984, in which representatives of various inter-
ests were invited to comment and offer testimony on the issue. Based
on this review, is is the Board's considered judgement tha disfsren-
tial pricing by type of domestic user be rejected on the grounds that
(a) the identity of the ultimate beneficiary is often obscure; (b)

increased income to the U.S. Treasury would be minimal; (CI a use has
not Der, made that the private sector's competitive position would be
enhanced, especially if one accepts the 'first dollar. principle which
holds that pricing for all types of users be kept low 4 order that
users have sufficient resources left to use the other health-related
data bases containing comn'ementary information; (d) the cost of
proviJing access to both commercial and non-commercial domestic users
is already recovered entirely from the revenues generated, therefore
the cost of that service is not a burden to the taniayer; and (e)
domestic commercial users, as taxpayers, have cr,itributed their share
to the costs of data base creation

5. Although the 3oard contih..es to embrace the principle of
equal access to all types of domestic users at an equal price, it dots
recommend the continuation of differential pricing by product and time
of day. This serves to minimize peak system loads.

6. In addition, the Board of Regents holds the view that equity
is best served by the introduction, when appropriate, of differential
pricing by type of service provided. Such a situation arises when
data bases or subsets of data bases are leased from NLM, in tape or
other machine-readable format, for mounting on another organization's
computer system. One organization may provide access to the leased
data base contents to its own members, whereas another organization
may provide or vend data base access beyond the boundaries of its
corporate responsibility. Higher prices may be justified in the
latter instance.

III. Foreign Use

1. Although not specifically addressed by the OHMS Report, the
Board of Regents feels it essential to consider foreign use of the
NIA's products and services as part of its review and updating of
its pricing policy. Moreover, Congressional sources as well as a
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number of participants at the March 26th Open Meeting on Pricing have
urged NLM to charge foreign users more than domestic users on the
grounds that such users are not U.S. taxpayers and have not contributed

towards the costs of data base creation.

2. The Board of Regents recomends a differential pricing policy
for foreign users' access, whetner provided directly by NLM, domestic t. e

leasers or foreign tape leasers. While the provision of services to
foreign users does not now impose an economic burden on the U.S. taxpayer
(revenues received cover the costs of providing access), it is, neverthe-
less, justified to ask the foreign user to pay--in addition to the cost
of access - -an appropeiate portion of NLM's data base creation costs which
are covered by Congressional appropriation and therefore subsidized by

the U.S. Taxpayer.

3. le the determinination of prices, consideration should be
gi,en to the economic development status of the foreign country, to the
reciprocal information policies of the foreign country, and to the direct
and indirect benefits resulting from foreign access to NLM data bases.
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INTROOUCTION

his document is the response of the Board of Regents of the National
Library of Medicine (NLM) to the Department of Health and Human Services'
review, Cost Recovery and Competition_ with the Private Sector.

The principal recommendations of that Report reaffirmed NLM's present
pricing policy of recovering 'access* costs, which

is interpreted to mean
total cost of access across all MEDLARS-related products and not by individual
product. In doing so, the Report rejected the notion that the Library
should adopt alternative policies of "no-charge° or "market value' pricing.
The report also requested that the Board of Regents consider a policy
of differential pricing by type of user, namely, that for-profit commercial
organizations and individuals be charged "full cost."

In complying with the Department's request, the Regents have re-examined
and, consequently, reaffirmed and restated the Library's organizational
objectives in their broader context. Specifically, the NLM will continue
to produce and to distribute its information products and services consistent
with its legislative mandate. This ensures the integrity of the NLM data
base, and enables NUM to retain contact with, and

an understanding of,
the information requirements of the ultimate users. With regard to its
internal activities, the Regents encourage NLM to continue to meek ways
to enhance the efficiency of its in-house operations and the quality of
its products and services through the exploration and exploitation of
new technologies.

The Regents remain committed to the belief that the health interests of
the American public are best served by the rapid and easy accessibility
to all biomedical literature and information announced by the various
public and private data bases. The Regents further believe that accessibility
will be influenced much more by the creation of intellectual linkages
between data bases than by manipulation of NLM prices. Because the contents
of NLM's data bases :omplement those of other health-related data base
producers, for example, BIOSIS, Excerpta Medici, PsychInfo, Chemical Abstracts
Services, Institute for Scientific Information,

the ((tiger's believe that
NLM should attempt to acquaint MEDLARS users with the sc and coverage
practices of other data base producers and facilitate user access to these
other data bases. The Regents further believe that N1.14 should collaborate
with other data base producers to seek mutually advantageous ways for

'Teasing costs of data bast production.

In the belief that hearing various perspectives an the issue of differential
pricing would contribute to their deliberations, the Subcommittee on Pricing
of the Board of Regents convened an Open Meeting on Pricing on March 26,
1984, at which representatives of

various interests were invited to catmint
mad provide testimony on the issue. A list of the participants is in
A::schment A.
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Based on the organizational objectives stated above, and informed by the
views expressed at the Open Meeting on Pricing, the Board of Regents has
prepared this response which presents its considered judgment on the issue
of differential pricing and certain other matters it considers pvlinent.

BACKGROUND

The Board of Regents, in its continuing examination of the pricing policies
of NLM, has attempted to formulate principles to guide the Library. The
review of the Department's study on the Library's pricing policies thus
provided the Regents with a new opportunity to elucidate the basic issues.
to identify coon ground. and to underscore the Regents' concerns that
the basic rindate of the Library not be compromised.

The Congress established the National Library of Medicine in 1956 "to
assist the advancement of medical and related scien,es. and to aid in
the dissemination and exchange of scientific and other information important
to the progress of medicine and to the public health."

Since it appropriated funds for the NLM. the Congress clearly meant to
support with tax dollars certain essential library functions which were
made explicit In the law:

"1) acquire and preserve books, periodicals, prints, films.
recordings, and other library materials pertaining to
medicine,

2) organize the materials specified in clause (1) by appropriate
cataloguing, indexing. and bibliographic listing; and

3) publish and make available the catalogs, indexes and
bibliographies referred to in clause (2)

The Department study deals with the pricing of computerized MEDLARS search
services and tape products that have evolved as extensions of the essential
library functions mandated by the Congress in 1956. The study excludes
consideration of pricing printed bibliographic products such as Index
Medicus.

The Board of Regents' Subcommittee on Pricing of NLM Services has reviewed
the latest cost-accounting data. The Regents conclude that the Library
now recovers from t6e sale of its MEDLARS products and services the total

National Litrery of Medicine Act. ?ublic Law 8A-941
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cost of providing those services, that is, all costs other Lean those
incurred in performing the essential library functions defined in the
1956 legislation. These include a pro rata share of the facilities, hardware,
software, and the development costs of the on-line international system.
Taus, the Library provides no subsidy to any user of its non-print MEDLARS
products and services. To put it another way, the provision of coatuter4zed
access to NLM indexes and catalogues imposes no additional financial burden
whatsoever on the American taxpayer. The costs of the essential library
functions would have to be borne whether or not MEDLARS services existed.
As a result, the mandate and intent of Congress "...to aid in the dissemination
and exchange of scientific and other information important to the progress
of medicine and to the public health..." has been significantly enhanced
without additional cost to th taxpayee.

With regard to the support mandated by Congress Ind detailed above, '.here
remain two related issues. The first is whether such support can and
should be reduced through the recovery of additional revenues by some
form of differential pricing based on type of domestic user. The second
is whether foreign users of the system should enjoy the benefits of U.S.

taxpayer support or should, in fairness, be asked to bear a portion of
the cost of performing the essential library functions on which MEDLARS
services are based.

DIFFERENTIAL PRICING FOR DOMESTIC USE

The Regents continue to reject the notion of differential pricing based
on type of domestic user. In making this judgment the Board has carefully
considered all the arguments in favor of such pricing.

There have been three major arguments rased in support of higher prices
for commercial users. They are: a) that higher prices for commercial
users would enhance competition in the marketplace; b) that it would
increase the revenues to the U.S. Treasury and thus reduce the federal
share of the generation costs; and, c) that users who derive "special
benefit" should pay the "full cost" of service (as defined by the Office
of Management and Budget [OMB] Circular A-25, "User Charges," which is
not binding on NLM). Each has been considered in detail.

There are now six major data bases in biomedicine: MEDLINE, Excerpt.
Medica, BIOSIS, PsychInfo, Chemical Abstracts, and Science Citation Index.
Each is unique; in general, one may not be substituted for another. They
are, in fact, complementary, for the overlap in content with MEDLINE is
rarely as high as 35i. However, in spite of their complementary content,
it may be argued that they compete, at least to some extent, for the consumer's
dollar. Two alternative positions have been advanced in this regard.
The first argues that if NIA raises its prices to levels comparable to
the other data bases, the use of the other data bases would increase.
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The second argues that, for historical reasons dating back more than a
century with the development of Index Medicus in 1879, MEDLINE Is so pre-
eminent in the field that it represents the necessary first purchase,
and therefore if the price of MEDLINE is raised, the use of the other
data ba:a, would decrease.

Comments by participants at the Oper Meeting on Pricing illustrated these
divergent viewpoints.

For example, rather than have the Library increase its direct user charges,
the vendors would prefer that KM eliminate the "royalty" fees of 3 or
4 dollars the vendors now pay. The vendors State they would imediate4
pass the savings on to their customers in the belief that their customers
would then have more money to buy access to their other data bases.

The representatives of the pharmaceutical and chemical companies state
that the first data base searched is selected strictly on content, not
price. Subsequent additional searching may be influenced by available
budget. The medical librarians concurred in the "first dollar' view.

The Regents have sought evidence, unsuccessfully, to substantiate the
view that data base developers and vendors would be in a better competitive
position if the Library ware to raise its user fees, but no such evidence
has been found. The more likely result of NLM raising its prices for
MEDLINE night well be a reduction in use of the other data bases. Given
NLM's mandate, the Regents believe they are required to choose the alternative
that will best ensure the availability of all pertinent data bases in
biomedicine.

The second major argument is that differential pricing would increase
the revenues to the U.S. Treasury and thereby lessen the appropriations
needed to fund the generation .osts. Moreover, the argument continues
that this increased revenue would be achieved without restricting the
availability of information to those who need it, since commercial firms
are in a position to pay any reasonable price. Testimony at the Open
Meeting on Pricing would partially confirm the last part of the argument.
Certainly the initial search by a corporate user would be made on a data
base chosen for its content, not for its price. However, the budgets of
corporation libraries are limited and subsequent searching of complementary
data hoses would be influenced by cost. Still, the most important question
is whether, through differential pricing, a significant increase in the
net revenues of the U.S. Treasurl would indeed result.

To evaluate statements made in the OHMS Report, the Regents have examined
this question in consultation with several economists. The following
are pertinent conclusions:

The incremental cost is a clear business expense for such
companies and therefore a potential tax write-off, resulting
in reduced receipts to the Treasury.

; a A Ps VA "1-7-'00 T83b
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The increased cost to the companies would eventually
be reflected in increased price. of their products and
services.

e The Government is a major purchaser of those products
and services.

e The estimates of increased revenues are predicated
on no shift in either the searching habits or information
access routes by those companies. This assumption is almost
assuredly unwarranted.

The increased cost of the products and services of these
commercial companies would also be a tax write-off for many
of tht general users of these commodities.

Although it is extremely difficult to quantify these many possible effects,
the Regents conclude that their cumulative effect makes it unlikely that
such a price differential would result in any significant net gain to
the U.S. Treasury.

The third major argument rests on the concepts of "special benefit" and
"ultimate beneficiary" embodied in the 0MB Circular A-25. Although the
Regents are aware that 0MB Circular A-i5 not binding on NLM because
of the express authorities in the NLM Act, they are cognizant of the principles
embodied in that regulation and have examined the issue of differential
pricing in that light.

There is some ambiguity in the meaning of "special benefit" in the 0MB
Circular A-25. One interpretation is that when the service performed
confers upon the recipient a special privilege such as the granting of
a license, then the recipient should be considered as having received
a "special benefit" and the full cost of the transaction should be recovered.

A second and far broader interpretation holds that even though the service
provided is identical for all recipients, if the recipients use of the
service contributes to some "special benefit" (e.g., potential profit
from a new drug), then the full cost should be recovered.

Whatever position is adopted within these boundaries, the unequivocal
recipients of "special benefit" are clearly the data base vendors. Yet,
many who have repeatedly invoked OMB Circular A-25 not only do not want
the vendors charged full cost but indeed advocate that they be given government
data b-.es without any cost other tan tape reproduction. This position
is al.. advanced by the data base vendors when they request that the "royalty"
be drcpped in NLM's charges to them.
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OMB Circular A-25 also states that when the identity of the ultimate bene-
ficiary is obscure, no charge to the user may be appropriate. This the
Regents interpret as recognition that societal benefit should be determinative.
With this provision, one can clearly make the case for nondifferential
pricing with, for example, pharmaceutical companies that develop new drugs
for the public benefit, for chemical companies that try to protect the
public from toxic substances, and for vendors that facilitate access to
biomedical information.

The Regents' rejection of differential pricing for domestic users is based
not only on the absence of any compelling argument in its favor, but also
the compelling arguments agenst it.

It seems clear that the "obscure beneficiary* doctrine in OMB Circular
A-25 is intended to suggest that even potential societal benefit should
be determinative. The Regents therefore interpret A-2S as opposing the
imposition of full costs on these commercial firms. TAis position is
in ao.ordance with the General Accounting Office's interpretation of the
NLM's conformance to A-25.

As has already been pointed out, the current fees for non-print MEDLARS

product: and services totally recover the costs of providing those services
and imams no additional burden on the taxpayer. Any additional charge,
therefore, would be an offset to generation costs now paid by the taxpayer.
These commercial users, unlike the not-for-profit users of these services,
have, as taxpayers, already contributed through their taxes to offset
the generation costs.

However, while the Regents reject differential pricing by type of user,
they !hold the view that equity is best served by the introduction, when
appropriate, of differential -ricing by type of service provided. Such
a situation arises when data ases or subsets of data bases are leased
from NLM, in tape or other machine-readable format, for mounting on another
organization's computer system. One organization may provide access to
the leased data bast contents to its own members, whereas another organization
may provide or vend data base access beyond the boundaries of its corporate
responsibility. Higher prices may be justified in the latter instance.
This is consistent with the Regents' dual aim of maximizing access while
allocating costs fairly.

PRICING FOR FOREIGN USE

Although foreign use was not specifically addressed by the DNS Report,
the Board of Regents believes it essential to consider this use of the
NLM's products and services in the context of updating and refining its
pricing policy. Moreover. Congressional sources, as well as a number
of participants at the Open Meeting on Pricing, have urged NLM to charge
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foreign users more than domestic users on the grounds that foreign users
are not U.S. taxpayers and have not contributed to the costs of data base
cesation.

After careful consideration of the issue, the Board of Regents recomwends
a differential pricing policy for foreign users' access to MEDLARS, whether
prcvided directly by MLR, domestic tape leasers, or foreign tape leasers.
While service to foreign users does not now impose l! economic burden
on the U.S. taxpayer (i.e., revenues received cover the costs of providing
access), the Regents believe it is nevertheless justified to ask foreign
users to pay--in addition to the cost of access--an appropriate portion
of those MEDLARS generation costs supported by the U.S. taxpayer.

In the determination of prices, consideration should be given to the economic
development status of the foreign country, as well as other circumstances
such as the reciprocal policies of other governments. lccordingly, the
Regents wish to reserve the option to charge foreign users in developing
countries lower prices than users from more developed countries. This
is motivated by a concern for the public health status of those countries
whose citizens might otherwise be unable to afford access to needed health
information. A pricing differential of this kind is also consistent with
the provision of OMB Circular A-25, which exempts the establishment of
(higher, fees when the service is a courtesy to a foreign country.

CONCLUSION

The issues of competition between the public and private sectors have
too often been polarized into adversarial action. Reasciable people will
agree that this has not been constructive. The Regents have long been
concerned with the adverse effects of these activities and strongly endorse
a recent statement by former Board of Regents Chairman and information
authority, Professor Martha Williams, who succinctly summarizes recent
interactions:

"A long-standing and much documented problem in the database industry
is that of competition between the public and private sectors. There
is concern by the private sector about opportunities tney perceive
to be lost because of governmental activity in the field...[yet],

if the government had not car-ied out or sponsored much of the pio-
neering work in the development of databases and on-line systems,
the information industry, path in the United States and worldwide,
would not have reached the stage of development it enjoys today.
Many of the major discio:ine-oriented databases, the telecommunications
corporations, ana near', all of the on-line vendors of bibliographic
databases owe much to the government (specifically the National Science
Foundation, NASA, the National Library of Medicine, the Armed Forces,
and the former Atomic Energy Commission) "n terms of contracts, grants,
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d technology spinoffs leadinC to or iufluenci4 Lneir development
and success. The government did me., than develop technologies;
it also created markets for the new ttchneocies, and it didn't hempen
overnight nor did it occur in coegetition with industry. The gov taint
filled a gap that at the time was not perceived by the privet, sector
as being able to produce profits in the near term. Such investments
by the government hove paid dividends for the private sector, and
no doubt this pattern will repeat IWO*. The information world
is a complicated and dynamic world--there are many interdependencies.
The roles are changing. the players are changing. and organizational
entities are changing through mergers and acquisitions of orgini-
zations within and across sectors of society. It is difficult to
say that any particular activity is tne province of any particular
sector or group. There are societal goods and economic goods.
The common good anO the bottom line are not necessarily parallel.

While emotions may be strong on both sides, there must be give and
tea. checks and balances. and open-minded off, is to understand
both sides of the problem. Information is a societal J. a commodity.
and is seen as a vast economic resource, It is generated. prom ,e.
and used by .111 parts of the public and private sectors of society.
Neither has exclusive claim to any particular domain; each needs
the other.

In conclusion, the Regents believe NLM has aced responsibly in ensuing
equal access to its library and information services at an equal price
to all users of the biomedical community.

The Regents assert that the ultimate beneficiary of the dissemination
of all biomedical information is the general public and therefore that
a domestic pricing policy is appropriate in which NLM pays tht cost to
create the data bases and the users pay the full cost to access the system.
It is only with respect to foreign access that NLM should be willing to
make : modest increase in price on the p wise that, as non -U.S. taxpayers,
foreign users should also share in the cost of building the data bas' ;.

The Regents, in their commitment to improve the health of the American
people, believe that NLM should make every effort to find ways to cooperate
with other major biomedical data base producers to create iinkages, reduce
production costs. 40 otherwise facilitate access to all relevant health
information. The National Library of Medicine hat been a partner with
the private sector in the past, and this partnership should certainly
be fostered in the future.

Martha E. Williams, "Policy issues for Database Systems," THE INFORMAT ON
SOCIETY, Volume 2, Numbers 3/4, 1984, Crane, Russack Si Co., Inc.,
Pp. 381-417.
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B. NATIONAL LIPF.ARY OF MEDIC11:7: DOCUMENTS

1. "MEDLINE CHARGES CHRONOLOGY", APRIL, 1985

MEDLINE CHIMES CHROKOLOGY

YEAR CHARGE
FIRST IN
EFFECT CHARGE

1969 Payment un quid-pro-quo basis

1974 $100,000 /first year

($50,000 - MEDLINE; $50,000 - ELHILL software)
$ 60,000/each succeeding year

($50,000 - MEDLINE; $10,000 - ELHILL software
maintenance)

1974 $ 50,000/year (effective 9-1-75)

13-6 $ 50,000/first year
$ 40,000/each succeeding year

1978 $ 50,000/first year
$ 30,000/each succeeding year

1982 $ 20,000 minimum/year
$4.00/connect hour )use

$0.01/offline citation )fee

1983 Same as above with option of $3.00/connect hour
for use between 6FM-6AM local time

1985 $ 15,000 minimum
+

Domestic F

$4.00 conrect hour)
5rpopn

$3.00 connect hour) use $6.00
$0.01 citation ) fee $0.03

NOTES.

1. Annual class-maintained MEDLINE files offered for the .lrst time in
1975 for $2,000/year. Raised to $3,000/year in 1994. SDILINE in
GENER format is $1,000/year rxtra rharge.

2. Some of the toxicology datP,pases have had separate license
agreements at different rates.

3. in 1984, the backfiles (1966 up to ru-rent year) were priced
separately at $10,000 minim: m plus usag2. The cutrtnt year was
available at $5,000 minimum.

4. In 1984, for the first time, minimums and usage was 1plied to other
databases in addition to MEDLINE.
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2. "TAPE LICENSE AGREEMENTDOMESTIC OR FOREIGN TAPE CENTER
SERVING DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN USERS," APRIL 1985

Tape License Agreement-Domestic or Foreign Tape Center Serving Domestic
or Foreign Users

For the use of the National Library cf Medicine's (NLM) databases in

machine-readable form subject to the provisions outlined below:

1. Purpose

a. This agreement describes conditions under which the NLM
authorizes the license and permits its databases, or portions
thereof, to be used by the organization signing below.

b. Upon execution of this license agreement and payment of
approprirte fees as outline,' in the Pricing Schedule, the
Licensee is granted a license to use machine-readable copies
of NLM's databases, or to install portions thereof, on a

non-exclusive basis.

2. Duration

a. Subject to available appropriations, this license shall remain
in effect for an indefinite period of time unless terminated by
either party with a minimum of six (6) months written notice o"
unless revoked by the NLM in accordance with the provisions of
subparagraph 2b.

b. In the event that the Licensee fails to make payments sp-Kified
by NLM within ninety (90) days of receipt of invoice, or if the
Licensee fails to comply with the terms or conditions of this
license, the NLM shall have the option to revoke this license by
written notice of revocation to the Licensee. If the Licensee
cures the breach to the satisfaction of NLM within sixty (60)
days, the Agreement shall continue in effect without the
necessity for renegotiation.

c Upon termination or revocation of this license, the Licensee
must destroy or erase all data in machine-readable form obtained
under this license as well as his data contained in any

derivative files.

3. Copyright Constraints

a. NLM will include the following statement regarding copyright
notice on each physical volume (tape reel, etc.) containing NLM
data sent in machine-readable form:

"Scme material in this database is from copyrighted
publications of the respective copyright claimants. Users

of the database are referred to the publication data
appearing in the bibliographic citations, as well as to the
copyright notices appearing in the original publication,
all of which are hereby incorporated by reference."

1 /13.A.11/0/A Yq03 T 39
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Tape License Agreement-Domestic or Foreign Tape Center Serving Domestic
or Foreign Users

In addition some of the toxicology related databases (i.e.,
TOXLINE, CHEML!NE) require that separate royalty agreements be
made with producers of materials included in these databases,
e.g., Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS), BioSciences Information
Service (elOSIS), and the American Society of Hospital
Pharmacists (ASHP).

b. If applicable, Licensee will take appropriate steps to advise
users that certain portions of NLM's databases are copyrighted.
Users shall be solely responsible for compliance with copyright
restrictions.

c. NLM assumes no responsibility nor liability associated with the
Licensee's (Or any user of the Licensee) use and/or reproduction
of copyrighted material. Anyone contemplating reproducing a
portion of any of the NLM databases should consult legal
counsel.

4. Liabilities and Warranties

a. the Licensee agrees to hold the U. S. Government free from
liability resulting from:

1) The Licensee's misconduct for any action relating to the
activities or operation of the Licensee or its agents.

2) Errors in data or tapes provided by the U. S. Government.
(However, NLM will supply replacement tapes if tapes are
damaged or faulty upon receipt by Licensee provided the NLM
is notified in writing within thirty (30) days after the
so,pment from NLM.)

h. The Licensee will inform its users in writing that:

"NLm represents the* the data provided under the license
agreement were formula'ed with a reasonable standa-d of care.
Except for this reuresentat4 as otherwise specifically
provided in this Agreement .kes no representation or
warranties, expressed or in this includes but is not
limited to any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose, with respect to the databases and NLM
specifically disclaims all such warranties and representations."

c. The Licensee assumes full responsibility for all costs
associated with access to and use, preparation, maintenance, and
operation of the NLM's databases.

d licensee shall not be required to exercise surveillance of
customer use of any material delivered pursuant to its operation
under this agreement.
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Tape License Agreement-Domestic or Foreign Tape Center Serving Domestic
or Foreign Users

5. Restrictions on Duplication, Distribution, and Use of
Machine-Readable Copies of NLM Databases

Unless specifically authorized in writing by the NLM:

a. The Licensee agrees to prevent duplication, resale, and
redistribution of all or portions of the 4atabases supplied in
machine-readable form by NLM, except as specified in b.1) below.

b. Licensee may issue the following notice regarding downloading
and subsequent re-use of portions of NLM databases excluding
TOXLINE and its Backfiles (Jr CHEMLINE (where downloading is not
permissible without clearance from database suppliers) obtained
from its computer system:

1) Data obtained by downloading portions of an NLM database
(i.e., retrieving portions of an NLM database online for
subsequent storage or re-use) for "personal" use may be
retained in machine-readable form.

2) Data obtained from NLM databases may be consolidated with
other files by the Licensee or users of Licensee's service.
However, indication of NLM as the source of the data must
be kept in the rec-rds.

3) All copyright constraints as included in Item 3 of this
Agreement along with all statements of Liabilities and
Warranties as included in Item 4 of this Agreement will
apply to downloaded portions of NLM databases.

c. The Licensee is authorized to provide information services
and/or products resulting from the use of NLM databases to users
in the United States, its Territories or Possessions and to
users in countries outside the United States:

1) The NLM has determined that the Office of Export
Administration (0EA), International Trade Administration,
United States Department of Commerce, allows users from
Soviet Bloc countries and the People's napublic of China
online access to NLM databases maintained in countries
outside of the United States. NLM data is exportable to
all destinations, including the Soviet Union, without prior
OEA approval under General License General Technical Data
Available (GrDA).
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2) Provision of NLM databases in whole or in part to users
from Soviet Bloc countries and the People's Republic of
China via online access from Licensees with computer
systems located in the Unite( States is, however,
prohibited by the CEA unless such requt is are cleared with
CEA to assure that sensitive .echnology is not
inadvertently transferret. to the detriment of U.S. security
interests.

6. Licensing

NLM databases or portions of NLM databases will be licensed solely by
NLM or its authorized contractaal agent(s).

7. Licensing Fees

Licensing fees for NLM databases are prescribed in the Pricing
Schedule. All fees will be processed through the National Technical
Information Service (NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce, accounting
system.

8. Pricing

a. Pricing schedules will be issued whenever changed and sent to
the representative designated by the Licensee. Pricing changes
will become effective after 90 days written notice.

b. MEDLARS generation costs are currently funded by Congressional
appropriation and therefore are supported by the U.S. taxpayer.
It is the opinion of the NLM Board of Regents that foreign users
should contribute to the cost of database creation proportionate
to the amount of foreign usage. Therefore, a surcharge has been
added to the existing charges for all foreign users. This
surcharge for foreign users' access applies whether the access
is provided by domestic tape Licensees or foreign tape
Licensees. See Pricing Schedule for price information.

9. Third Parties

If the Licensee engages a third party to reformat or process he
machine-readable data received from NLM, the Licensee's agreement
with that third party must be reviewed and c,thor'zed by the NLM.
This license .s limited to one operational site. Operation in more
than one site may be subject to additional license fees.

On
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10. Maintenance of Records

e. Some index terms in records using NLM's controlled vocabulary,
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), may become obsolete after each
year. NLM makes available the changes in the vocabulary in the
annual issue of the Medical Subject Headings, Annotated
Alphabetic List, for sale annua ly from the Natfonal Technical
InformationliFvice.

Complete, class-maintained copies of MEDLINE and its Backfiles
are available annually from the NLM or alternatively, tapes
containing only those records touched and changed by NLM can be
supplied. There is an additional charge to receive the
class-maintw'n--J data annually via either method (see Pricing
Schedule). Licensee is required to maintain (correct) all
MEDLINE and Backfile records within three (2) months of receipt
of these records regardless of which method above is selected.

b. As part of the licensing o' MEDLINE and its Backfiles, monthly
tapes containing individually maintained (corrected) records
will be sent automatically. Licensee is required to maintain
(correct) all MEDLINE and Backfile records within three (3)
months of receipt of these maintained records.

11. Changes in the System

NLM reserves the right to change the types and formats of the
machine-readable data licensed under this Agreement. NLM shall
notify the Licensee in writing in advance of any changes planned for
the machine-readable formats delivered pursuant to this Agreemert.
Shoe'_ ,nanges occur, the Licensee shall have the right to terminate

License Agreement at the time the change is instituted. In the
event that the Licensee wishes to cancel this license under
conditions described in this paragraph, the Licensee must notify the
NLM in writing by registered mail in advance of the scheduled change.

12. Transferability of License

NLM agrees that, with prior NLM approval, the Licensee may transfer
this license to a su:cessor that has acquired substantially all of
its business or of the particular product line for which this license
has been entered into by the Licensee. Succession shall include but
not be limited to acquisition, merger, change of corporate name, or
change in the make up. organization or identity of the Licensee. The
transfer shall a'so be subject to all the conditions stated in this
Agreement.
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13. User Reports

Monthly reports must be submitted to the NLM specifying the connect
hours and the citations printed offline for each month of the
calendar year for all databases with usage and offline citation
charges. These reports should be sent within 30 days after the end
of each month to the Associate Director for Library Operations, NIM.
All usage reports submitted by the Licensee are subject to an audit
at the request of the NLM. Invoicing by th2 National Technical
Information Service will generally be done on a quarterly basis for
all files, but may be more or less frequent as NTIS determines
necessary to assurr prompt collection of fees.

!signated Representative

14. he Licensee shall designate a representative responsible for the
administration of this agreement.

15. Amendments

This License Agreement and its attachments constitute the entire
understanding between NLM and the Licensee and no modification or
amendment of this license (including changes in fee charges) thereof
shall be binding upon either party unless it shall be published in
the NLM Technical Bulletin, or unless it is mutually agreed in
writing biFIF-ildiT---Tcooy of the NLM Technical Bulletin shall
be sent to the designated representative monthly.

For

(Licensee)

(Signature; type name and
title below)

For

( National Library of Medicine)

Lois Ann CoTaianni
Associate Director
Library Operations

rite Date

Designation of Licensee PepresPntative

Name-

Title

Address.

Telephone Number

idA diVA, Yi03 F(91:1
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APPENDIX 3.-LETTER TO CHAIRMAN GLENN ENGLISH,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICUL-
TURE SUBCOMMITTEE FROM DEPUTY SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE, DATED OCTOBER 28, 1985, COMMENTING ON
THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORT "PATENT
AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NEEDS TO :LETTER MANAGE
AUTOMATION OF ITS TRADEMARK OPERATIONS"

Honorable c,lenn tnglish
Cliol ratio, Suocorant ee on (,overoment

Informat ton, Just ice and Agr 'culture
COrT,11 1 tee on Drive r harm* Upe rat r sins
House of Representottves
Washington, U C. 20515

Dear DI enn,

THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
Nannn2eit, p r 20230

OCT 28 1285

This Is to ir.form yin., of the t.it t tons the Depor trhent has taken inresponse to the Derterol °not ,ng of 1 ic.e's ((AU) repo, t to theChat ratan, Coirnn tine n t,oernment ,...)pe rut oils, House of
Representat Ives, t it t "ntateitt and Trademark Office Deeds to
Bet ter Manage /cut ran 1, urn nt if; Trot-tenor rk Opera I ions."

Eiecuose of tlrr nnutenn tune It the Potent and IrndwirtrkOf tire (PP)) nit, et fur I, we t otnta ted se ,erol reviews of
our own.

k 't, ,S S w s in, tinted In Ione, the fist
part of whir ti odnres std the ranagernent of the project byLoth Pit) amt It, Ed f tcr- of the Se, retieri, TFi.c re/it-Mrrs lite; to 2l renonaneitdot tons for repro; in) intern)! PlOpri,ler t rt,,,,tjHrieri s wear us sire t ha l'epor tr.),

r s t at the entire nut groat too effort
in,e onni pelt of Si, rrvr,w I fly() ye,t C11, Wit) VS,S sit thetrnr,rirnrk uittutout ten of fort by the Iris:, time f or I a npufr r',leo, es itnel (cc hies arty ( ) ai the fait ioriol lh.r Hot of
`ntoodor di (his rest,' ted u, aIt.tht re( otrtinendot Ines
incotrn ss tog trine rill ()site( s of irodernairk nu tomtit

nit s tecttotr al review was sohsequehr y ^xpanded to or hide
on orialysls of the potent automat ton effort lhot study,
n rxnplet ed by It ST In late Sept ember, has rtyht
rec ontrnenda ti oils f or ripenirriprovi ng the ter hoic a I manage/nett, ofpatent (1i, ofr.. 3 ru t

Ken inn i ,r tr g that cen thin shor ?coast no existent, we developed, sn
conjunct ion WI th PIO, on Implernen tat ton Plan ,155 I gilt ny
re spoils I hi Ii ty fur each r f the 37 recomoenrhtt ions to appropriatePI() and Depar tmenta I of fir to Is. ie Plan I in- lodes key MI I e stonesfor required ortivt ties. They ore being tn ti ve I y mont tared bythe Of f ice of the Secretary,

(428)
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Copies of these three reviews and the Implementation Plan are
enclosed.

We are currently conducting a detailed review of the procurement
issues connected with the activities of Planning Research
Corporation, the prime contractor for the patent automation
project. This review is scheduled to be completed by
December 1985, and its results will be incorporated into our
Implementation Plan.

Although our reviews were much broader in scope than the GAO
study, we have addressed all he issues raised in the report.
This is illustrated by the enclosed chart showing the
relationship between the GAO recommendations and our own.

Patent Office automation is an important long-range goal of this
Department and one of the largest and most unique systems efforts
in the Federal Government. While Moth the GPO and our reviews
found some problems, the overall direction and planning of this
project ore sound. The changes being instituted as a result of
these reviews will further strengthen project management, and
ensure proper Office of the Secretary involvement.

Our 1982 goal of automating patent and trademark activities to
reduce pendency and improve quality is achievable. I look
forward to working with you and your staff io ensure that it is
realized on time. If you feel it acu'd be beneficial, 1 would be
pleased to discuss these srudies wi h you in more detail.

Enclosures

Sincerely,

Clarence J. Brown

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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APPENDIX 4.-QUESTIONS FROM THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO
DAVID PEYTON, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, IN-
FORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, WITH LETTER RE-
SPONSE DATED JUNE 17, 1985

QUESTIONS FOR THE INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

1. Please provide a description of currently available
on-line data bases that provide services that EDGAR will
provide. Please identify the company offering the seiv/ce
and the nature of the information available as specifically
as poseible.

2. For each of the information services identified in
response to question 1, please provide the number of customers
and the annual revenues. If this information is not available
for each company or service, please provide aggregate data.

3. Given the investment that the EDGAR contractor will
be required to make, can you estimate the cash flow that the
contractor will need during the life of the EDGAR contract?

4. The costs of supporting a data base service include
the ci,st of acquiring and maintaining the data and the cost
of the communication services used to connect with users.
For an on-line data base service, what percentage of revenues
typically are needed to pay the communications costs?

5. At the hearing, Mr. Peytoa mentioned a conference
that addressed business failires in the information industry.
Can IIA supply more information on this subject, including
specifics on services that have been offered and failed to
find a market?

6. In his comments on user charges for information
products and services, Mr. Duncan indicated that IIA supports
a definition of cost that includes "all costs incurred in the
development, production and dissemination of the particular
information product."

a. Under what circumstances should federal agencies
charge users full costa?

b. It appears that IIA supports "full cost" pricing
at the National Library of Medi,ine. Does IIA also
support charging full costs to users of data disseminated
by the Census Bureau, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics?

c. Mr. Duncan's statement indicates that the government
should not offer "commercial information products and
services." What are "commercial information products
and services"?

7. Does IIA sub4fWeladlireaPskeWtibrary
program?

(CD)
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Information industry Association
u316 Penneykenie Avenue. S.E, Suite 400
Washinabm. D C 20003
202/544-1969
Cr*, SIFORMASS. wASIIIMION

June 17, 1985

The Honorable Glenn English
Chairman
Subcommittee on Government Information,

Justice, and Agriculture
B -343-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman English:

The Information Industry Association appreciates your continuing interest in
electronic filing. In response to your letter of May 15, we offer the following answers to
your seven questions.

1. We have assembled and enclosed a chart describing many of the principal
private-sector online databases in the area of securities and financial data. Please note
that the enormous array of current of:erings precludes us from an exhaustive
presentation. We have also enclosed a copy of the cover story from Forbes magazine of
May 6, 1985, entitled "Electronic Investing: Just Another Computerne.," as alluded
to by Mr. Willard in cur testimony on April 29. In addition, we have included copies o:
chapters 18 and 19 from the reference work Databasics. If you wish to include these
enclosures in the printed hearing record, you would naturally need to obtain the
permission of the copyright holders.

2. Unfortunately, we were not able to research the customer use and revenue
figures you asked for in the time available. In any event, some of that information is
proprietary and closely held. To our knowledge, the most complete information available
on this subject in the U.S. is the multiclient serice offered by an ILA member,
Information Market Indicators, R.R. 1, Box 194, Monticello, IL 61858 (217/762-8681).
You may wish to contact Martha Williams, President, for further information.

3. Not being corporate database vendors ourselves here on the Association staff,
we had to rely on our members for estimates of the cash flow required by an EDGAR
contractor. However, given the uncertainty about the magnitude of the initial
investment, none of our members was able to make a solid estimate.

4. To gauge the relative importance of telecommunications costs for online
database vendors, we contacted LINK Resources, a member firm specializing in
proprietary studies of electronic publishing. Their information is that the
telecommunications component of costs is so variable that no meaningful generalizations
are possible. We can say, however, that the rapid updating of financial data will create
above-average telecommunications costs for securities 'elated databases.

438
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5. Relative to the question of business failure!, we have included a copy of the
HA nublication, How to Succeed in the Flectronic Information Marketplace. Pages
85-108 should be of the greatest interest to you. We freely grant permission to include
this material in the Committee print and request that it bear the legend, "Reprinted
from How to Succeed in the Electronic Information Marketpla...6, copyright (c) 1984,
Information Industry Assovlation. Reprinted by permission.".

8. You asked three-part question on. full -cost pricing for user charges.

a. We believe that agencies should recover full costs in the sense of
logically attributable costs where There is no determiration by Congress, as a matter
of democratic or social policy, that users should be served through appropriations from
taxes. We find the basic a. 'erion in ()MB Circular A-25 on user charges appropriate:
where there exist identifiable private benefits aside from any gene: al pub& benefit,
agencies should recover costs.

The Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics perform unique
functions not replicated, or repllcatable, in the private sector. We would scarcely assert
that BLS should charge a full-cost price for its basic monthly press releases, for
example. Our unt:erstanding of the statistical agencies is that they provide the
base-level data which undergirds an enormok t number of calculations and value-added
endeavors which can, or should, occur only in the private sector. While we cannot go into
a product-by-product analysis of the Census Bureau's outputs here, we tend to believe
that some of them, especially in machine-readable form, serve a more specialized rather
than general informative function. To the extent that is true, cost recovery is called for.

We would distinguish these agencies, in some degree, from NLM, which, as a
st'er of poLay, chooses to engage in secondary biomedical publishing in competition

with taxpaying private companies over which it enjoys no comparative advantage. In this
ease we have called for full -curt pricing as long as NLM remains a commercial datanzase
vendcr. Our more basic point in this case, however, is L.a.. private industry has
developea to the point where NLM should withdraw and redirect its effots towards
researcn and development not being undertaken in the private sector.

c. Mr. Duncan meant to refer to information products and services with
known or established private markets, for which the electronic publishing of biomedical
abstracts and indices is, again, a good example, hir basic position is this: except where
information is an essential part of the lctioning of democracy or otherwise serve:, a
programmatic social poliey purpose, ix to industry is better organized to identify and
meet the needs of users through the interactive market mechanism. Whenever an
information service can be operated on Alf-sust,ining basis, then it can and should be
offered by private, rather than government, enterprise.
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7. The HA, on a variety of occasions, has indicated its support for the partnership
between the Federal Government and libraries as a way of reaching citizens. Yes, we
support the cone,- pt of the Federal Depository Library Program without necessarily
endorsing all aspects of its programmatic structure.

We hope that you will find the answers we were able to give useful. Your
questions were searching ones and tested the limits of our knowledge.

DP:daw
Enclosures (4)

Yours truly,

David Peyton
Director, Government Relations
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Includes Ticker Symbol, CUSIP Number,
Duns N., :me, Dadaism Company
Number, price/earnings data, etc.

Lists by company all documents filed
with the SEC since 1966, Non-SEC data
as above

Detailed financial records for as much
a. 20 years, significant analytical
software

Detailed financial records on the
most heavily traded companies:
Non-SEC data includes projections
by staff analysts as well as stock
pricing

Ownership of stock, including 5%
owners, officers and dumetors, and
institutions; Non-SEC data Includes
Ticker Symbol, CUSIP Number
Dischsure Company Number and stock
Pricing

Full text, including financial data,
of IS-Kb and 10-Q1 for selected
companies, Non-SEC data Include,
isaitlYsla reports from brokerage,
Investment banking and research
firms

Atatracts from Annual Reports of
all N15E, ASS And the moat actively
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financial data
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Airiness Information reports
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companies or their beak. and
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used to supplement privately collected
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derived from DAD Salinas
Informatioh Reports
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records represent tranchee or
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Personal ,Affairs
talked b) Wittiest G. flannian

The personal computer won't makeyou a
better stock picker, but it can gweyou a lot
of information fairly fast How well you
use it depends On you

The electronic
edge

By Janet Itsunfot4

HOW'S THIS FOR A perfect
Squelch+

Your broker calls, pitching
a stock you've never heard of You
hear phrases like "unique opportuni
SY" and "hold until it doubles ' Mean-
while, you're wondering if this is the
firm's special of the day or if the
broker is late on his Fens- payments

But instead of listening passively to
your broker's polished spiel, you tun
to your personal computer and tap
through to your favorite databee "I
don't feel very good about that one,
foe," you say The stock's already
trading near its 52-week high, and
earninp estimates were teemed
downward lust last week The price/
earnmp ratio is sky-
Ws, compared with
other companies in the
same industry Render,
I see that the entire
board of directors has
the same last name. It
rust doesn't round like
something I'm inter-
ested in "

Suprnor gamesman-
ship, Sure But a Ica
more Electronic in-
verting is an ides
whose time has almost
come In the ten ran
since May Day, when
fixed brok-rage com.
missions died and dis-
count brokerage took
oil, microcomputers

101

Checking she
wawa Mr

and stock marker data'asesand the
software programs manipulate
them hive proliferated Manor dis-
counters like Charles Schwab and Fi-
delity Brokerage Services make it
even more compelling for Investors to
go electronic by offering computer,
toed trading With a personal comput-
er you can tie into a discounter 24
hours a day, seven days a week, and
place buy and sell orders at any time
As an ad4ed sweetener, some brokers
also sell d -abases at cut rates

The nur n ci takers is at that fas-
cinating po.. on the growth curve.
taell3 to be ignored but still small

to lull the complacent Link
Resources, a New York City market
reruzh sur,c,ed a sample of
the B 7 million U S households own-

s... mg computers and
found that 10% are up-
ping into databases for
all kinds of infomis.
nonincluding invest-
ment data Another
17% said they are in-
terested in doing so by
year-end Of those
polled, 7% said they
were specifically inter-
ested in using their
computers for financial
transactions, including
stock trading.

Iliac are other sign-
posts The Arnencan
Association of Individ-
ual Investors set up
computer Investing
group 2.4 years ago It

POnft210.
Mrs elsorpos

now counts 20,003 members Less
than a year ago there were eight re.
1001111 group in the U S Today there
are nearly three times that number

What do electronic Investors use
their - amputee for? And should you
get in on it? Probably

The basic bookkeeping chores
keeping track of the value of your
portfolio, noting the current tax sta-
tus of your stocks, alerting you when
dividends are due, measunng your
portfolio's performance against the
Dow or porn, other index --are or or
pedestrian stuff Some Investors
swear that function alone makes the
cost or their computers well worth it I
Investors went on from there to use
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-
7be floor ty" tin An York Suit P.m:balm,
A widow (tor voter cothoecod tb rifle& pilsolo. The Ilashalgrise le gaffed plialation.

t computcr for technical analysis
1 he in ithcmatical calculations and
endless charting by which tcchnical
analysts track statistical trends, look
mg for buy and sell signals, make Mt
rib a natural for sompucrs
Gut mscraly, with so much adds

*tonal information availabls from vat
mus dal thanks e'en once timid sows
has, teen able to use computcr, for
vol', fun Limon if analysts

Dow Ions, Nsws/listossal, for Ur
ample pools several diffsrcnt info,
maven banks to provide 5,Lhit 711-1C tit
with tri os tspurts current and hit
to . cl s o k ,itunt., fundamental
rr trollrtro itr 1000 tmoplmcs into,
nr rr too Ir err pithlo hump, )tan Ittritt,

.

10 Ks], news of tender often, extracts
from proxy statements on 9,400 pub
he companies, and hir,hlitJus of
wcckly analyst Invcstmcnt research

Thc stuff of yesterday's futunst fan
cics is now commonplace fact for tens
of thousands of investors with a per-
sonal computer, a modem and a telc-
phonc Thinking of buying stock in
Luton> Thcy arc gstting news on
Exxon that came across Dow /ones'
news StralCe as recently as 90 seconds
before, as far hack as three months
the oil industryl Thtv arc calling up
!hi hcadlincs nn IdSt that group

0,,ss )ants has pitnly outpr.tu
trim too ompuServe art Informa
ton orthry trust 1 to c olttuthr, ()too

offers Sundard & Poor's analysts, a
Value Lou database, historical stock
pore quotes and volumes back to
1974 Another competitor, Source
Tciccomputtng Corp, can serve up
Media General stocs analyses and ab-
stracts from leading business periods
cals, as well as research rsports from
3$ book crag firms Warner Computer
Systems offers current prices for
16,000 corporate bonds and certain
municipal bonds, consensus canting&
forecasts fur 3,000 companies and
fundamental information on 6,000
companiss dating back 20 rats

Then Milt aft off line databases,
retinal errors to you in the form of

ry month Or So Prod

7. ICA liAVA Te311
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ucts like Standard & Poor's Stockpak
11 and Value Lane's Value/Screen al-
low you to watch for a group of stocks
that might fit whatever criteria you
choose Interested in companies with
a price/earnings ratio under 10 that
have a five-year earnings-per-share
growth record of 20 %? Bingo

Will such tools make you a match
for a professional money managerl
No, but they will put the smart ama-
teur and the average professional on
more even ground

"Even if you subscribe to Value
Line, it's difficult to go through and
read about 1,703 different stocks,"
says Norm Nicholson, the editor of
the Computerized lancorng newsletter,
published by the American Associ-
ation of Individual Investors "But
with a stock screening program you
can do the kind of analysis that has
been done by money managers and
portfolio managers for years

"The only advantage brokerage
firms have is the information an ana-
lyst gets when he calls or visits the
corporate treasurer, ' says Nicholson
You can often get the same analysts'
reports on line, he notes, soon after
the broker's institutional clients

Fine You have the whole world at
your fingertips Now what?

If the next uesuon is, can all of
these data, and state-of-the-art solo
ware and hardware, really give you an
edge in the market, the answer ts cer-
tainly no Stock-picking is an art. As
in any art, though, performance Im-
proves if the artist has good tools.

There is a betteror at least a more
realisticquestion Can the hardware
and software now available put you
on the same starting line as most oth
ers in the market? The answer is yes,
il you do it nght

David Hall, 42, a retired Control
Data executive, has no doubt that his
Zenith IBM-compatible computer has
earned its keep On a ecent morning
Hall checked in on the market, as he
does two or three times daily when
trading options He found from toe
real time quote, he gets Ino 15 -min-
ute delay) that Teledyne had dropped
5 points He was holding put options
in the stock and had been showing a
$2,000 paper loss He sold the options
and turned a $2,000 loss into a 53,000
gain "I paid for all the computer sir
vices I could possibly use this nth

1IM
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Options player Robert Gctir one:friend
fweaktOkies M.Ss.d Vow Uwe.

with that," says Hall "If I had waited
to read the newspaper, I could have
missed it "

John Zaroslinski, a retired vice
president of research at a Chicago
health supply company, augments his
broker's ideas with his own research
Zaroslinski has used ValuerScrecn,
Value Line's stock screening program
to identify stocks he might he inter
estcd in Because he is familiar with
the industry, Zaroslinski watches
health can. companies "I like to scc a
company who.e pc recut lee growth is
perhaps twice the priccu 11111110 ft
till I hough, Gcnov, si ()rugs at
around 1 I and It s up n, I

Sometimes microcomputers can
earn their keep by virtually forcing
investors to do their homework
since it is a lot caste to do electrons
cally Consider David Hall's Saturday
moron"; routine He turns on the
computer and checks Dow /ones
News/Retrieval to scc if he has
missed any news in the industries he
follows Hill also looks into specific
stocks "If I've seen something in /1w
inn that morning that interests me, I
can go from never having heard of a
stock to having a fairly good under-
standtng cal the basics of the company
an, the stock performance within a
It ill hoot he says He chicks other
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Tools for heavy hitters

Ser11,11, individual trades, thinks to linaktlin
in tschnoluity, hass tit. in lx st shut ever at gi lung on

the same starti line with the pro, Vi hither at hums
or on the racquet ball court, they can now get marker
information previously available: only on professional
level systems costing thousands of dollars more Below,
some state of thc.art h-rdware and software for heavy
hitters

Os tit own
71w Pocket Quote Hu ($3951, a hand held FM odeband
receiver from Telemet Anit rico, Inc of Alexandria, V3
that monitors up to 160 preselected stocks (expandable
to 3201 For another $49 for the Pro Connection and $89
for Personal Gains software, you can interface the Pock-
et Quote Pro with your IBM or IBM-compatible person-
al ccmputer The Pocket
Quote can download data into
any electronic spreadsheet
that emirs Data Interchange
Format (DIP) files The annual
subscription fee for all stocks
/except the two smaller Nas-
daq hats), options and com-
modities is $299 For real -time
quotes, instead of the 15-min-
ute delay, you must also pay
extra exchange fees, which
range from $24 a year for op-
tions to $720 a year for Chica-
go Board of Trade futures In
addition, you can subscribe to
UPI business news bulletins
for $120 a year and Amu-
Weather forecasts for $24 a
year Telemet America cur-
rently broadcasts in 14 clues
and plans to add 3 to 4 more by
summer

The Quake* ($379 95) by Do-
tstpeed, out of San Mateo, Cal-
if , monitors common stocks
on the mats exchanges, most
futures exchanges and stock
options The annual subscrip-
tion fee rs $360 a year for one

dct:and $120 for each ad-
un ite exchange Options

quotes will cost you another $240 annually Since Data.
speed offers only real -time rather than IS-minute-de-
layed prices, additional exchange fees are also required
The Quotrek, unlike the Pocket Quote, does not signal
when them is news on a stock in your portfolio Howev-
er, you can tune in any Quotrek in any city in which the
service a offered The Pocket Quote, with its locked-in

, can be used in only one specific city as is, a=
$50 module gives you some ex ea floubility

For Ira or sass
The Rnebo Follow (42791 If portability isn't important,
there' Telemet America's Radio Exchange, which
feeds data directly into a personal computer Radio
Exchange will monitor 328 issues (a cheaper version, at
$199, can monitor 72 Issues), and it can interface d tee

Is with Lulus' I 2 1 and Symphony
th.tu, 15;49951 Sincs the Quotrck eann.it lx

interheed with a pt rsonal computst, Data peed came
up with the Modio, which eau dump 2S0 issues into
memory and allow you to vies 18 at a time As with the
Pocket Quote Pro and Radio Exchange, you can set
!wilt alerts with A Subsenpuon cost $960 a year for
professional use, 5600 for nonprofessional use

nenellite 1111rVieln
For more information at often faster speeds, a satellite
dish can be placed on your roof or in your office or home
windowprovided there's a clear shot toward the satel-
lite But note Satellite dishes can't receive in some
crowded urban environments, so most such services
also use alternate delivery systems, such as telephone

lines or Backhand FM
PC Quote For under $300 a

month plus exchange fees,
Chicago-based FC Quote will
set you up with a yearly sub-
scription, rental satellite dish
and decoder PC Quote's in-
stallation fee for a roof or out-
door antenna generally runs
around 5501)

The PC Quote service deliv-
ets detailed trade-by-trade In-
formation on from 700 to more
than 20,000stocks,optionsand
commodities Anextra-cost PC
Quote option is * small spread-
sheet that continually updates
your portfolio

AhRatennekt Security Pacif-
ic Market information, a sub-
sidiary of . Security Pacific
Cap, Mien MillateFinda,
with real -rime quotes and rates
on money markets, govesn-
mentseconnes,foreign curren-
cy exchange, Illet1111 and fo-
rums it can be delivered hy
satellite or FM sideband Users
can build up a history-al dots-
baseanddosophisticatedchin-

lochs ado FM nab e.g and psobano Software is
available for running bhRate-

Pinder on IBM PCs, compatibles or Security Pacific
Market Information's nuaoprocessors. MillateFinder
starts at $290 a month and goes to $1,500

The Astatiw Commodity News Services of Knight -

Ridder Business information Systems delivers the Ana-
lyst, a commodity futures pricing service, be satellite or
telephone in addition, Analyst provides news bulletins
on commodities The service suns at $325 for those
with their own PC equipment and software and tuna up
to about $750 a month for the top-of-the-line service
wish eq.apment leased horn Commodity News Ex-
change fees arc additional

Pocket war Pro wallas

1.1,Phit MAN,

Satellite receiving systems are too expensive for the
average investor But heavy hitters will gauge their cost
against the proceeds of a timely trade Steve Welles
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database< as well Media General to
see how the stock has done compared
with ,thcis 1n its industry, Disclo-
sure, for the company's latest SEC
filings, and Zack: earnings estimates

"I'm not motivated enough to do
this at the library, so this Isn't merely
making something cunt I wouldn't

have done it," saw Hall His research
has paid offespecially in bolstering
his confidence to hold good stocks in
bad times "I analyzed the (clod indus-
try and decided Wendy's was a good
buy I bought it at I7. The price start-
ed to drop, so I continued to check on
it, and I could see everything was Still

low to Ott amass to tie elestreeie libraries
There are now dozens of databases that even a modest the mock pelt= of IS madder std donut nil to
investor can Asti. Below, a sample of scam of the teethe a fell mart en acanipmy. One mmeamise farlargest and best knows. keeping arts down: Chita to see N a database will let

Watch foe the extra charges sometimes associated you peebrdially sosnittir the bills you an remain up.
databases: additional fees foe specific reports, Two sources far name llintmatims an databases: diewitL

telecommunications sewed charges. Operating due. Americas Atimiciatimi of Individual Ismauses (412 N.
ists eveakegli of on weekends is the easiest way to save. Michigan Ave., Suite 317, Chicap,111. 411411) sod abs
Charles Schwab, for instance, estimates that *win American Asenclatian of Mirsocimputer lawman
non-prime-time hours it costs about 40 cents w update (P.O. Box 1304, Princeton, N.). 111542).-31.

Werke. Dodos awl5ervIceftwan gamest Soma &saw end kid bus capedu Few"
CeapwSeue P $0 10 each Disclaswe II IOC My& compaerT rail.. Quick & liescades Wank.Oildt Nuclei PT 0002 each addl $2-610 pet col Rd* is taiPO hoe 202,2 7' waned Dlecloows/Spseww. Wad owsenhip Yee Max Ut. SO 115 bided les5003 Gwen Sled Ieddl SON 441111111434 & Co 1110

Ashok°. per cal rated* washawCalmobew Ohio 43220 SI 35 add MS Issiealop sseassis. add $050 -a per co) Corsa Mmi100.1146 $199 Stankal Pus's Samawary Pomona 00.15 each) P $0.25kik'14-45 f OEM 10loo) Valve Lbw Dew &we [ lea lak.07 hawk] NT SCLII/olesP 61 F hem 6pen due ddl 10 .140 pe col

0.. sm. Namletriolll Red our Dow loses News, wall Is Pawned, lurk% None Studded essullossbipPO lie KO laddl 612 50/ P 62.4044a, NP 1104062 4116ao 570 =MA Ike arProweeek Ni 04540 lad Medawar. II (1. SS, NP $lt add eme col pock... of Dew Wm100.25' -14 Hastancal Camelot !So. [ukases. askew. way&609-452. (NE All quotes Woks Camel Ica Woes. Iherced deed all aka WagesCZn, HaWnik Aka* P SI 10/se Salad Poor's Oahu Walks 4100 cad es kitP M 6 kaitua NP 110,30/mk Dos slow P S2.40/kk NP 11.110/70k

Nuked Grower Newark Real Wee Mahe Gamed Malta Pile Woe Wows dust '4a.e tkielase paw dais odd1929 Nook Hale me (thepisy) & licaume au, bide mss for 4,000 cad 1130175 Mind IseChug& IV SOW steam NP Slinks Nis oda& Is mime dale. Cerra Own.312122-6666 30 13/sin Speekbosd drains= se P 1112431alaslim sows sours aukukalP M F km 1pro wawa is woll as we INA Seukie irk* NT 101S/ski
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fundammtally strong. Now it's srlit,
I have 30% tame stock, and it's tied-
mg at 1756," says Hall

Electronic investing has its dangers
Like baying a Porsche that seduces
you to drive too fast, having instant
access to market information can
tempt you to trade stocks too quickly

Also, it's easy to ascribe too many
to your personal computer,

Miebecause it can access and manipulate
data so quickly Some software sup-
pliers prey on investors who expect
too much "You'll learn how to win in
both bull and bear markets," touts an
ad by Summa Technologies, maker of
Winning on Wall Street, a technical
analysts program

"We try to keep people from Mink"
mg that the computer per se is going
to lead to profitability It makes avail-
able the themes and techniques that
have always been around, but which
now can be put to use instantaneous-
ly," says Nom Nicholson

Nicholsoo recently tested a techni-
cal analysis system that claims to sig-
nal when to buy or sell stock He ran a
computer teat on a simple moving
average system, in which the investor
would buy (or sell( on the Dow toms
65 Stock Index if the daily price line
crossed a moving average on the op-
swine (or downswing( Over the six -
month period be tracked the system
It did seem to generate profits A fool
proof uncoil Not intik When even a
low communion was figured into the
equation (0 5%, or $50 on a $10,000
trade(, at no erase wee a profit realized
'It's helpful to know that IBM tends
to outperform the market in both up
and down markets," says Nicholson,
"but I warn people against relying on
buy and sell signals "

And there is the price A setup in
your den u probably going to run
$3,000 for the computer and the pen
pherala Software programs run any-
where from $10 to hundreds of dol-
len Database pnces arc not as high as
you might think (see fable) or at least

meats sure 1911,
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they can be controlled by tapping in
only after hours 'I can go on line
dunng the day and within ten min-
utes know everything there is to
know about a stock for $8 to $10 At
night it would be S3 t r 55," says Tom
Meyers, president of the American
Associatoin of Microcomputer Inves-
tors and an active options trader "It's
a small price, considering your com
missions and how much money you
might he putting into something "

But Robert Goff, a Reno, Ney corn
outer salesman, is a good example of
what can happen when an investor
forgets to keep an Lye on the clock To
help wait his options trading, ht..

hooked up to The Source and ran up
hefty bills before he became familiar
wish the service "I dropped it tight
then and there," says Goff. Now he
orders Quicktneve diskettes of "gl-
uons data through the mail.

Should you plug in? Generally
speaking, the less active you are, the
less it makes sense to go electronic
But for those who devote a fair
amount of time to stock trading and
who enjoy the game, a computer can
put a lot of information at your finger-
tips Whether that Infonnation will
be helpful will depend more on how
you use it than on how powerful your
computer may he

a 1 Gio
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APPENDIX 5.-LETTER TO CHAIRMAN GLENN ENGLISH,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICUL-
TURE SUBCOMMITTEE, FROM GLENN P. HANEY, DIREC-
TOR, OFFICE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES MAN-
AGEMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, DATED
AUGUST 9, 1985, WITH RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMIT-
TED SUBSEQUENT TO THE HEARING

V 1

WNWefts Oda d Wed at Woo ItIrdbm. MC.
Depordievt d er Ilsardry Irionodloe dpodsons MOOAidadirre mwmgamord

AUG 9 1385

The Honorable Glenn English
The House of Representatives
Chairman, Government Information, Justice,
and Agriculture Subcommittee of the
Committee on Government Operations
'49-C Rayburn House Office Building
.,ington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman English:

Attached are my responses to the questions you sent me following my
testimony before your Subcommittee. I appreciated the opportunity to
appear before your Subcommittee to discuss our EDI project.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions.

Sincerely,

GLENN P. HANEY
Director

Attachment

(943)
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS Fvg GLENN P. HANEY
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

I. The EDI contract between the Agriculture Department and Martin Marietta
Oata Systems (MMDS) calls for payments to MMDS of $250,000. Please
describe what MMDS is providing in exchange for this payment.

USDA had to levy some special requirements on the EDI system that could not
be satisfied by any existing software. These were primarily related to the
time-sensitive nature of our data. The $250,000 was the negotiated charge
for development of the required special software. The following further
defines these special requirements:

. Much of the USDt data is collected and needs to be aisseminated on a
non-scheduled basis. FAS trade leads, for example, need to be made
available to potential sellers as soon as the information is received
from attaches abroad. News releases go out at any time. AMS market
news reports are received from the various reporting locations all day
long and must be made available to the user of this data as soon as
possible.

To satisfy the need to get our data to those who need it as soon as the
data is available, MMDS implemented an auto-dial feature.
Organizations -nntracting to receive data from the EDI system establish
an "order list" with MMDS and any time USW) releases a report for
dissemination it is automatically transmitted to all who have ordered
it through the auto-dial feature. This makes it unnecessary for the
users to continually query EDI looking for new data they have not yet
received.

The auto-dial feature also satisfied another important requirement. We

needed a method to guarantee that all organizations contracting for our
data would have equal access to it and would receive it at the same
time. The MMDS system is designed to initiate the auto-dial to all

requesters at the same time to assure this equal access.

. MMDS also implemented software to support a dedicated line
interface for those public users that required this level of service.

. Tne EDI system is a menu-driven system which is flexible enough to
meet requirements of short unstructured releases as well as the much
longer formal reports such as those released by ERS and SRS. We
required the capability of multi-level menus (up to six levels) to
classify the releases for easy search and retrieval. Further, we
required that menu headings at each level could be preset or could vary
for each report. This special software made it possible to accommodate
all our various reports in a single system and made it possible for all
our Agercies to participate in the project. In order to best meet
requirements of the user community, we felt it was important to have
all agencies participate so that USDA data could be acquired from a
single source. In the long run, this would be easier and more cost
effective for all involved.

4 5t,
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. While many of our users have moved to the display-oriented 3270
protocol, we still have many with the less sophisticated TTY devices.
We therefore required that software be developed to meet both
requirements.

. The Agencies that will be loading data into the EDI system already
had various types of equipment that required support. MMDS was

required to accept data from various word processors, microcomputers,
and minicomputers. We did not want to require Agencies to acquire new
equipment just for the EDI system.

. The most significant special communications support was developed
for ANS. They currently have a dedicated national leased wire system
to collect and disseminate market news reports. The 8A1 protocol and

the message formats are not standard. MMDS provided AMS with special
conversion software and equipment to interface these two systems
without requiring special accommodation it either EDI of the currently
operating market news ..ystem.

. Additional software features provided by MMDS include ability to
load a report for release at a specified la: r time, ability to delete
a reprt from the system automatically or on command, and ability to
support multiple versions of a report.

. The system will also provide us with detailed usage statistics on
who acquired what releases and on what day. This information will be
important to us In a continuing evaluation of the specific demand for
our data on the part of the public.

In addition to the software referenced above, the $250,000 included
training for the various types of USDA users, manuals, system cards and
brochures.

2. What other payments will the Department bc- required to make to MMDS

during the course of the contract?

The contract with MMDS is for computer use. The Department will,
therefore, pay for costs associated with loading our data, storing, and
managing it. We will also pay any costs for our own employees to access
data on the system.

3. Who owns the software developed in connection with the contract? Will

the Department or MMDS have any rights to the software at the completion of
the contract? Will the Department acquire title to any 'iardware under tne

contract?

The Department owns the softwore developed in connection with the contract
and will retain rights to it at the completion of the contract. The

Department will not acquire title to any hardware under this contract.

4. The Food and Drug Administration's dissemination arrangement with
Dialcum makes agency information available internally within FDA as well as

to outside users. FDA paid nothing for software development and pays only
a small fee for its use of the system. Other agencies have been able to
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make similp, arrangements for electronic dissemination systems. How did
the Agriculture Department determine that it was necessary to spend
$250,000 for the development of a custom-designed dissemination system?
Please ae as specific a3 possible in explaioing why it was not possible to
use an 'xisting loctronic dissemination system.

As specified in our answer to question 1, our requirements cou" not bc, met
by any of the existing, rather simple, electronic mail /stems Bach as that
provided by Dia'com. The Dialcom system could not support our public users
but is more oriented toward the end-users with simple low speed terminal
query type access. We focused on getting our data, in bulk form, to
companies that were already in the dissemination business as qu;ckly and
easily as possible and on an equal basis. We specifically avoided the kind
of end-aer service offered t, Dialcom because we would be establishing a
service in direct competition with private sector companies already in the
informatn dissemination business. The software required to focus on the
"middleman" did not exist.

During the development of this EDI system, we communicat,d frequently with
the companies, such as Aghet and Dialcom, who had a direct. concern. They
needed abso.ute assur,nce that -a were not establishing a system that would
provide unfair competition to them. We, therefore, felt that it was
important that we have total control over the features and the operation of
the software. The only way we could be assured of this control was to
design the software and pay for it ourselves.

5. Were there any bidders who offered to provide services without asking
for a fixed payment from the Department? Why were these bids rejected?

All the bidders responding to our solicitation required payment for the
software development.

C. The contract provides that ten percent of MMDS revenues will be
credited against the contract pricl. Mr. Harey testified that: "We
anticipate - Aping that cost [$250,000) over the life of the contract,
but we don't know whether well get it in the first year, or the second
year, or the third year." Has either the Department or MMDS made any
estimates or projections supporting this statement?

It is difficult to estimate how many public users of our system there will
be because this broad a dissemination service has never been developed
before. We also recognize that it has growth limitations in that we are
not attempting to support the ultimate end-user of our data. Another
unknown is just how much data any of the public users will acquire. Our
hest estimate provided to the proposing contractors was that we would have
24 users by the end of the first year of operation an that this would
double by the end of the third year. If each of these users contracts only
at the minimum level ,4150.00 per month), the Department will receive
$180.00 per year per user or somewhere between $4,000 and sd,000 per year.
Unless the usage far exceeds our current estimates, the Department will not
fully recover software development costs during the life of the system
which is five years.

7. Where did the idea of toe ten percent credit originate? Wa,. it a
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requirerant imposed by the Department or was it included by the cortractor
in its proposal?

The ten percent credit c.riginated with MMDS in their proposal. It was not
required cx suggested by the Department.

8. In evaluating proposals for the EDI contract, how mud*: weight aas
assigned to the ten percent credit? How much weight was assigned to the
price charged to public users of the EDI system?

No weight was specifically assigned to the ten percert credit in evaluating
the proposals. Four points out of a total one hundred dere assigned to the
charging structure for public users referred to as level 1.

9. Mr. Haney indicated that the revenues credited to the ,epartment were a
user fee "to share the costs of makiag [information] available...." Please
identify the specific costs incurred by the Department and related to
public use of the EDI system that this "user fee" 4s supposed to cover?

may be a misnomer to refer to the 10 percent credit as .1 "user fee."
MMDS makes their profit from selling computer tome- staring services. USDA,
in putting its data on the MMDS system for public access is providing MMOS
with a business opportunity. The more public users there are, obviously,
the more money MMDS will earn in marketing the EDI system. They in no way
are increasing charges .o their users because they are charging standard
rates. By giving us the 10 percent credit, they are essentially sharing
with the USDA software development costs which were necessary to make the
system iTssible.

As was previously mentioned, the Department req..reo special sortware to
ma'e i ; highly time-sensitive data available tc the public in an
acceptable manner meeting both their requirements and ours. Both the
initial development cost and our continuing operational costs can be
largely attributed to public use. The ten percent credit would cover only
a very small part of our overall costs.

10. How does the "user fee" charged to public users of the EDI system
compare to the user fees charged fog printed documents?

There is a logical comparison in tat costs for documents cover only the
cost of producing the document; costs for EDI service cover only t'ie cost
of access to he ;omputer based service to acquire the report. In both

cases the chirge is for the service and NOT for the data itself. The

obvious difference is in the quality of service and its value to the
public.

11. Since the EDI sy-tem is providinn information within the Department as
well as to outside users, are there 'ny costs that uniquely support tha
outside dissemination part of EDI? Would the operational costs of the EDI
system be any cheaner if no outside dissemination features were supported?

The specialized software is specifically to meet the needs of the public
users. If we were only cc:srerned with meeting the needs of data sharing
within the Department, we would probably install the system on our own
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Departmental Computer Centers which are not open to the public at large.
The EDI system is specifically for the public. We will use it internally
also so that our Agencies don't have to duplicate the data for access by
our own personnel. Our own needs could be met more easily by simpler
software that is already available if that were our only requirement.

Operational costs for the Department would be similar whether we operate
the system on our own equipment or on that of MMDS.

12. If there were no demand for electronic information by outside users,
might the Department have established an electronic information system like
EDI for its own internal use? Would such an internal system have differed
in any major way from EDI?

As stated above, the EDI system was designed specifically to meet
requirements of the public users. Internal requirements could have been
satisfied with a simpler system without featl..es such as auto-dial and
could have been operated on our own Departmental computer systems.

13. The contract with AgDg indicates that the r:venue credited to the
Department by MMDS will be offset against the contract price. Why isn't
this revenue deposited in the Treasury !Is a miscellaneous receipt?

The revenue credited to the Department by MMDS is to help defray the cost
of implementing the system for the benefit of the level one users. This
credit is retained by the Department so that Agency appropropriated funds
do not subsidize the level one users.

14. What is the volume of public use of the EDI system during the first
few weeks of operation?

It is too early to give you any meaningful volume data on public use When
the EDI system went operational on July 30, 1985, MODS had contracts with
ten user organizations. We are expecting this number to increase
consistent with our original projections as more become aware of the system
and its value to them.

15. W,r, will Agnet or other exis.ing Department electronic information
systems be affected by EDI? Will these other systems be replaced or will
they continue to exist?

Commercial dissemination systems such as Agnet will benefit from EDI in
that they will be able to obtain all time-sensitive or perishable USDA data
from a single )urce. This is a more cost-effective approach for them it'd
is easier from an operational viewpoint. The automatic dial feature is d
major asset to them in their business because they knew they will receive
reports as soon as they are released by the USDA and at the same time as
does their competition.

I assume by "other systems" you Lre referring to the sevel pint efforts
initiated by the USDA agencies to test the use of electronic medium for
disseminating data. These pilots w 11 be discontinued and all data will be
made available only through EDI. The timing of the phasing out of
alternative systems will denvid on the requirements of those depending on
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them and their ability to sw4tch to alternative .ources of our data. One
of the objectives of the EDI system is to provide our agencies with a
single system to meet their dissemination requirements and eliminate the
need for multiple transmissions.

16. How does the price for using EDI compare to the price of Agnet or
other similar electronic systems? Please respond with respect to
Departmental users and public users.

It is difficult to make a direct comparison of EDI costs with the various
services that have been piloted because they are so different in terms of
scope and service provided.

Public users--In the past, ERS and FAS placed their data on Agnet at no
cost to Agnet. This was done under a cooperative arrangement to test the
desirability and effectiveness of electronic data dissemination. It was the
success of pilots such as Agnet that convinced us that the technique had
merit but the service had to be procured on a competitive basis to assure a
fair selection. Agnet will now be expected to pay RIDS for the
computer/communications services it utilizes in receiving the data. MMOS
will charge their standard commercial time-sharing rates for the service.

Departmental users--We are expecting the Departmental users of EDI t^ nay
essentially the same as they would if they were to obtain the data from any
other service.
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APPENDIX 6.-LETTER TO CHAIRMAN GLENN ENGLISH,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICUL-
TURE SUBCOMMITTEE FROM GUY M. BLYNN, EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT, THE UNITED STATES TRADEMARK AS-
SOCIATION, DATED NOVEMBFR 4, 1985

THE UNITED STATES TRADEMARK ASSOCIATION
6 EAST 45Th STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
TELEPHONE: 212-986-5880

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

November 4, 1985

The Honorable Glenn English, Chairman
Subcommittee on Government Information,

Justice, and Agriculture of the
Committee on Government Operations

8349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman English:

I wish to thank you and the members of your staff for the consideration
shown to me and tc The United States Trademark Association during your
Subcommittee's hearing on October 18. 1985. The opportunity to share
views with members of Congress is an important part of our democratic
system and The United States Trademark Association values such oppor-
tunities most highly.

Paving had the opportunity to review the transcript of my remarks before
your Subcommittee, I would like to elaborate on two points that were
addressed during the hearing.

The first is whether the maintenance of both a paper and electronic
record of the Patent and Trademark Office's trademark information would
resolve the pending conflicts relating to public access and fees. The
second deals with the PTO's proposal to provide limited free access
time (e.g., six hours) to any person c siring to use the PTO's elec-
tronic data.

USTA doubts that the maintenance of two identical records would be
efficient and believes it would be extreme y costly. Futther, since
the recognition of the need for an electronic database grew out of
the public's frustration with the PTO's inability to maintain a com-
plete and accurate prper record, it seems unlikely that the PTO )w

could maintain a paper record which would be equivalent to the elec-
tronic database, particularly when the PTO has no operational moti-
vation to maintain it. In reality, users of the PTO's trademark search
room would not have a viable choice because the two would not be equiv-
alent.

Finally, the maintenance of a paper record, affordable by all, and a
better electronic database, affordable only to those willing to pay
a hefty fee, may have far-reaching policy implications. Is car form
of government one that should be structured around the concept of
rendering services based upon one's ability to pay?

4.57
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The second point is Commissioner Quigg's proposal to allow a limited
amount of free access time to each person who wishes to use the -3's
electronic database. Even though this proposal has been circulating
for somo. time, The United States Trademark Association has not
been provided with any details. However, on analysis of the concept,
USIA believes that it is lik, y to be unworkable and costly.

Assuming that each member of the public were to be given six hours of
access time without charge, you could rest assured that each of the
members of my household and several of my acquaintances would be asked
to donate their free connect "me to me. Imagine what would happen if
this were repeated by every ma,or corporation; imagine the schnmes
which might be concocted by those wishing to "trade" in hours. And,
imagine the administrative and accounting nightmare to be suffered by
the PTO in its attempt to manage such a system.

As I indicated at the hearing, The United Stares Trademark Association
stands ready and willing to respond t- any further questions which you
or orher members of the Committee may have at any time, and to work
with the PTO to improve the way in which service is rendered to the
public.

GHB:dd
encl.

cc: William A. Finkelstein, Esq. w/encl.
Robin A. Rolfe, Esq. w/encl.

Ely

Executive Vice President

THE UNITED STATES TRADEMAPK ASSOCIATION
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REQUEST FOR PUBLIC COMMINT," OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
Bum/a, FED. Rio., hLtaat 15, 1985

Friday
March 15, 1985

Part V

Office of
Management and
Budget
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Resources; Notice and Request for
Public Comment
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OFFICE Of MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET

Management el Federal Intormatton
Neeourees

Nina This repnni incorporates editorial
corr,tliona that are published in Me Federal
Meow of Thursdat March 2t ivOS

AGENCY Office of Management and
Budget Forename Office of the
President
ACTION. Draft OMB Circular No A
Request for Public Comment

SUMMARY' This Circular is intended to
pro, ide a general policy framework for
management of Federal information
resources The Circular implements
provisions of the Pa erwork Reduction
Act of 11380 as well as other statutes
Executive Orders and policies
concerning general information policy
information technology privacy and
maintenance of Federal records The
Office of Management and Budget
published a nonce concerning
development of the Circular on
September 12 1983, and recemed
comments and suggernons from the
public This Circular sup,sedes OMB
Circular Nos A-71 A-90 A-108 and A-
121

MTV Comments from the public should
be submitted no later than May 14 1985
MOMS& Comment, should be
addressed to Timothy Sprehe Office
of Information and Regulatory Affairs
Room 3235 New Executive Office
Building Office of Management and
Budget Washington DC 20503
Telephone (202)3c5 -4814

tammIMMIAler PWORMAnorc The
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980
(hereinafter the Act) Pub 1 08-511 94
Stet 2812 codified at Chapter 35 of Title
44 of the United States Codes
establishes a broad mandate for
agencies to perform their information
sensate. in an efficient greyly, and
economical manner Section 3504 of the
Act provides authority to the Director
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB/ to develop and implement
uniform a, I consistent information
resources management policies nerser
the development and promote the use of
information management principles
standards and guideline, evaluate
agency information management
practices in order to determine their
adequar, and efficiency and determine
omplianre of such prartiri s with the

policies principles standards and
guidelines orrimulgated in the Director

This Corder implements OMB
nahont, under the Ai I with sever I i.
err non J50411i) general information

policy section 3504(el records
management section 3504(1) privacy
and section 350410. Federal automatic
data processing and
telecoinmumeations the Privacy Act of
1974 (5 U S C 55241 section 111 of the
Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949 as amended 140
U S C 759) the Budget and Accounting
r,J of 1921 (31 U SC 1 et seq band
Foecutive Order 12046 cf March 27.
1978 The Circular complements 5 CFR
Part 1320 Controlling Paperwork Burden
on the Public which implements other
sections of the Paperwork Reduction
Act dealing with controlling the
reporting and recov'seeping Lurden
placed on the r ..ol

In midair-. Mil Circular revise, and
consolide es policy and procedures in
five exo tine OMB directives and
rescind. these directives
A-71i'e sponsibilitie. for the

Admin,otrallor ..nd Management of
Automatic Data Processing Activities

Transmi tal Memorandum No 1 to
Circular No A-71Security of
Federal Automated Information
Systems

A-91'Cooperating with State and Local
Governments to Coordinate and
Improve Information Systems

A-106Responsibilitin for the
Maintenance of Record. about
Individuals by Federal Agencies

A-121Cost Accounting, Cost
Recovery and Interagency Sharing of
Data Processing Facilities
development of this Circular On

September 12.1963 OMB published a
Notice in the Federal Register 46 FR
40984, announcing development of an
OMB policy circular on Federal
information management and soliciting
public comment The notice stated that
OMB was engaged in rewriting the five
policy directives above and also
solicited public comment on 18 issues
going beyond the five policy directives
In response to this notice by January
1964 OMB received comments from
Federal agencies and 39 members of t
p-iblic These comments were
summarized by OMB and the summary
was widely distributed to interested
parties Comment on the notice hine
been considered in formulating this
Circular

OMB s review of the five existing
policy directive. led to the conclusion
that much but not all of their content
was procedural in nature concerned
chitin, with how -re to be
carried out OMB determined that it was
importi nt clearly to distinguish the
statement of policies from the
procedures for implementing those
policies For Ms remon the main body
of thin Corn!, consist, of basic

considerations and assumptions
policies and assignments of
responsibility the appendices to this
Circular consist of procedures for
implementing various policies. OMB
developed the main body of this
Circular ri sing upon comments on the
Federal Mightier notice as well as other
forms of Federal agency and public
input, pnncipellY meetings with
interested peones. For the procedural
revisions, Oh.. relied on the assistance
if interagency task groups

The revised contents of Circular No
A-71. dealing with assignments of
responsibilities are in the main body of
this Circular The contents of Circular
No A-90 are rescinded entirely. with
the exception of a policy statement at
section 6161117) of dm Circular
Revisions of the procedural aspects of
the other three policy directives
Transmittal Memorandum No 1 to A-71
A-106. and A -121 --are appendices to
this Circular The appendices will have
the same prescriptive force as this
Circular and will. When final be ini..ed
as part of this Circular

On September 17,1904 the President
signed National Security Decision
Directive (NSDD) No 145 National
Policy on Telecommunications and
Automated Information Systems
Security The NSDD requiem Met the
Director, OMB, review for consistency
with the NSDD, and emend s
appropriate OMB Circular No A-71
Transmittal Memorandum No 1 The
draft Circular and Appendix 111 are
intended to satisfy the P1500
requirement

Analysts of Key Sedleas

7 Basic Considerations and
Assumptions Basic considerations and
assumptions are statements that provide
the underpinnings for the prescnplive
policies in section 8 These are either
denved from statutes or legislative
history, or represent executive branch
management philosophy as embodied in
this Circular
Statements 7-a through 7-d provide

the general context for management xi
Federal information resources

Statement 7-e states a general
predisposition to use up to-date
information technology to manage
Feder information resources

Statements 7-f and 7-g pertain to the
Privacy Art and the Freedom of
Information Ac espectively

Statement 7-h pertains to the National
Science and Technology Policy
Organieation and Pnonties Act

Statement 7-1 pertains to the Federal
Records Act
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Statement 7-1 states relationship
between Federal information policy
and international information policy
8 Policies This section is divided into

two subsections that generally
correspond to the twofold definition of
information resources management in
section 8-6 namely information itself
and the re ounces associated with
information

nfornratran Manayernen The
Paperwork Reduction Act acknowledge.
that information is a valuable resource
and should be managed as such
Proceeding from this premise this
subsectinn states policies concerning the
management of Fed( sal information

(11 and (21 Information Collerri.0 and
Sharing Because creation or Joliet-bon
of information requires allocation of
scarce resources agencies must
economize on such activities Agencies
must justify the creation or t Ain lion of
new inform. non in the light of their
statutory missions and must plan from
the outset for the step. in the
information life cynic Before creating or
collet ling new information agent ins
should Intik first to other ageniirs and
the private sector in nrder to satisfy
their needs These requirements
complemr ni the Papers', -' Rede( torn
Act and ()MB s regulate ontrollrog
PopensorA Barth,. on the Puled IS
GFR Part 11201 whir h region s agent
to dernonstra II that a 4,11w-bons of
information hasp practical limits and
are not dupla ato, of information
In ad, as .1111 In the age m y born

other so, ,ces
N ri tie /' II

ro don, Info-Inniron Iri lin sr
ardgraphs oniain policy state nts

pertaining to the Pr". y Al I and
orisomiing the policies of OMB

trop ular No A-108 whir h is Cr sr inded
.o01 sups s t tied Agencies an to ensure
th n 'hi s meet the requireno its of th(
Pri, at s Ai t gardina role (I int
indit iduall, cal. ratifiable into notion
Sin h info tie nion is to hen iini tined
i,std won ti s11 as to mei It de
intrusion mix thi pri, at y of it
In In mina s must la Joni( d di I Vs%

stria ndrrent rights J r, ads is
pow id Iht PriGo y A, t Apia mi.% I
pat s t s pruir dart s for On

urh n an,, iii ri urns dims'
odes als in .mare n wio,
1'e. uy /Jot

In u{dmnie in PI, vt Si
Iderae,I .1,4 nun o I, II d 4

on hid( mot t OM. rl
roptietary inl,nrna '1, m s ir. 1.

-mann, r P. ion i r ui
in! it Ii ^I V. 1.1 hp
ipo Ja n mil ssny
a9,1 wlrr s nfor rd

collected agencies must provide for ita
protection

(71 7rdming Agency personn I must
receive proper ruining to safeguard
information resources Training 9
particularly important in view of the
changing nature of information
resources management Toe
des opment of end user computing and
office automation. for example place
the management of information and
information technology in the hands of
nearly all agency personnel rather than
in the hands of a few employees at
centralized facilities such as large
compute Policies and
procedures for computer security
records management protection of
privacy and other safeguards need to be
incorporated into information resources
management training programs

(Nand (91 Informatton
11,reminallan The mere fact that an
agency has created or collected
information is not itself a valid reason
for creating a program to disseminate
the information to the public Agenr ies
create and tolled much information
often for purely internal go, ernrsenlal
purposes that is not intended for
dissmtnattnn for which there is nn
pubth demand and the dissemination of
which would sere no public purpose
erd would not be cost Justified e g
ompilalions of routine time and

attendance records fnr Federat
employees or publication of the
thousands of pages cnmmon carrier
tariff (tongs by regulatory agencies
While such information may be sublet I
to access upon request under pro,tsions

agency statu,. the I, torn of
Informatinn Act the Pr. acy Act the
dip my must demonstrate in ear h rase
the ni ed at twels to dissernawis such
information (her time changes in laws
eirlinormt conditions nr allure:town
per hmIlog) tan result in change

demandpuhhi public purpose or
fii.1.1ttennation costs e e agency s
shift to elm trunit filing of reports might
gem rate a public demand for elm front,
tits, mnation Mai r mild be satisfied at

mal cost to (hi got ernmen I he
tier ision In disseminate information
',owes, entails potential!, significant
(ost,nd nnGt be addressed separately
tom 0b in isinn to c reale or r olh c I
infoirnahon

If agent ire elo contemplan
disso Initiating main ular information
they should plan for its dissemination
In fnr' r redline or r ollerling
informatinn Ise( ti-aft II Planning for
d Os( monition should rem rigour' that

tide go, Mete nt information pro ,loc d
the prrbLr should hi in

as fin form .1..sr1.1,1111111 .1111.11i,
.11.11,11. signif eats m.ervi -IVVVIrt
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and may not be essential to the
government or the public it is imports it
therefore that agencies set strict
conditions upon the dissemination
function

The first question an agency must ask
itself is whether it should disseminate a
given information product or senice at
all or if the agency is already
disseminating the product or service
whether it should continue to do so
Before deciding to disseminate an
information product or service and
periodically thereafter an agency must
he able to demonstrate that the
dasertonstion of the product or service
is either required by law or 9 clearly
permitted by law and is essential to
accomplishing the agency s mission

Given a statutory and mission related
basis agencies must also ask
themsel,es whether a proposed or
existing information product or service
substantially duplicstes similar pr 'ducts
or service. that are already available
either from another agency or from the
private sector More than this even if
the product or service does not p' ntly
most an agency must ask whether 1
reasonable to espect that another
organization public or prwale would
offer the product nr service if the agency
did not offer it It so then the agency
should not disseminate the information
product or service Where possible
agencies shnuld disseminate Information
products and services through existing
programs such as statutorily authorized
lechn cal information clearinghouses
and the Federal Depository I tbranes
rather than creating new prngraina
(Note that gmernrnent publications
as defined at 44 U S C 1902 must he
made asailable through the Federal
Depository I tbraries I

When agencies base Justified and
made thr basic decision In disseminate
information they must alas satisfy
tonditions regarding the manner of
dissemination First agencies must art
in the most cost effective manner whir n
includes maximum reliant c on the
pm ate sector This is merely an
apple anon of the policy stated in OMB
( 1,1 ular Na A-70 Performance of
(n cad Activities to arm,
information dissemination programs It
is the general oda.) of the government
to 1, ly on commercial s .urn es to supply
ihr proeut Is and sryices the
wi,prnrrien1 needs including prodocis
and sersu es the post rnment needs in
ordi r to disseminate inform, tern to the
public For example tinfr I an agency
esia hitches a set,. a for elf:riven.
(1,sserinnation of gouernme
infiirmation tin all
%Nth tti nnipdr( the

13AltAVA Y1401 I21t.
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rout of contracting for operation of the
sr rvze versus .n house perform,nce
and determine whether in house
per'ormancr is less rosily

Agencies also must take reasonable
steps to ensure that men tiers of the
public whom the agency has or
obligation to reach have a reasonable
ability to acquire the information If the
information product or service is of
broad public ir terest agencies can
economize on information disserntnabon
programs and at the same time ensure
that the interested public nas reasonable
opportunity to receive government
information by using existing
dissemination mechanisms as nide°
above In addition agencies should take
are that they do not permit contractors
functioning as sole suppliers for the
government to exercise monopolistic
rontrols in ways that defeat the
agencies information dissemination
obligations for example by setting
unreasonably high pncee In some case,
agencies may need to formulate
contractual terms with a sole ..Pl. -
contractor so that the contrect or
functions an a mere intermed for the
deem v in &ding with end users in the
public

The Federal Government is the sole
possessor and supplier of certain types
of information which is frequently of
substantial commercial value
Dissemination of such i iforrnation or its
dissemination in a specifir form or
medium may represent a government
service from which recipients derv,
special benefits in which case they may
be subject to OMB Circular No A-25
liner Charges For eon nple where the
information a alread substantially
available in pomp,. corm agencies
should consider dissemination in
electronic form to be a service of special
benefit the costa f which should be
iv., fired tnrough user charges At
present most agencies do not have

oherent agrowywidr polo tea aryl
procedures for setting user charpre 'or
infoirnation products and services with
a view to cost recovery Menue_ will

ow be required to recover costs for
in'ormation products through user
h., sees ahem appramnale Agencli

mss 'so establish procedures for
derma, -Ilse reviewing their informa.inn
dissemination programs

b Information Si sterns and
Inforruati,.n Ter hnologl Manovrownt
This subsection states polices
oni erring the planning imugn. 1

operation and management of ,riterat
information systems and technology
The Federal information systems imi
rihnnlagv Imola( t whir h was 514

billion In FY 148'. is d lo

increase at a rate faster than that of the
Overall Federal budget With outlays at
these levels and agencies becoming
increasingly dependent upon
information technology to accomplish
their missions it is essential that
planning processes. be applied to the
acquisition and application of
information technology

Plonning The paperwork
Reduction Act mandates stronger
central role in information resources
planning Specifically the Act regd.,
that OMB 11) Publish a five year
governmentwide automatic date
processing and telecommunications
plan (2) review and coordinate agency
proposals for the acquisition and use of
information technology. and 131 promote
the use of the technology to .mproye
governmental efficiepcy and
effectiveness In order to meet these
objectiy es it is necessary to initiate a
governmentwide process for developing
and institutionaliz rag information
technology planning that is based in
agency programs and missions The
planning must also be tied to the budget
so that budgetary decisions 0 :rom
plans and conversely so that budgetary
constraints are reflected in the plans
The process must further ensure that
sufficient information is available to the
central agencies to enable them to
monitor compliance with Federal
policies and ids itify rotator Issuers
lerindirta cross curing issues where
more active centralized planning and
management iday be app', if
Hence agencies must institute
information planning processes tied to
both the conduct of programs and the
preparation of the agency's budget

(21 and (3) Monogement Controls and
Accountability Basic management
controls for agency informal on systems
are fundamental to sound information
resources management These controls
should ensure the documentation and
periodic review of major information
system- as well as periodic cost-benefit
evaluation of overall information
resources management in light of agent /
missions In order to provide greater
incentive for management efficiencies
accountability for information systems
should he vested in the officials
responsible for operating the programs
that the systems sunport

Program managers depend upon
information syste sus to carry out their
programs and yet frequently they do nut
have direct Control over the Whim al
and operational support for those
systems Program managers often
do peed upon aged v computer centers
or contra( ted semi e organizations the
heads at which may not he directly

accountable to the program managers in
formal organizational sense Program

managers are nonetheless responsible
fa conducting their prOgra.ns and to the
extent successful conduct of the
programs entails support from
information systems program managers
most be held accountable for acquiring
that support The responsibilities of
program managers are therefore
presumed to include securing
information systems support as needed
and planning for contingencies
Technical support orgarassitons have a
concomitant responsibility to meet their
commitments contractual or athematic
to neir program clients but the program
official has the ultimate responsibility
far delivenng a program's product or
service

(4) and (5) Shoring Informotion
Processing Copocity Circular No A-
121 which is rescinded and superseded
required only that the holder of excess
automatic data procening capacity
share such capacity Because the holder
of excels capaCity has little incentive to
seek opportunities far shahs however,
the new policy requires both that the
holder share capacity and that the
agency seeking information processing
capacity fulfill its needs from other
agencies or the private sector. whenever
possible. before acquiring the new
capacity itself Procedural aspects of
these poltry statements are found in
Appertain II

Ityonc1171 life Cycle Costing. and
Avoiding Dtplication Agencies
frequently develop information
'echnolory incrementally through a
series of interim upgrades without
regard for longer term comnderationa
such as the information systems life
cycle As part of their planning. agencies
need to consider the full information
system life cycle when determining the
cost of information technology
Similarly agency planning should
ensure that information systems are not
unnecessarily duplicative of systems
available elsewhere in *overawing' or
from the private sector

MI Software Monogemei The
prevailing agency practice or developing
customiret' computer software is
source of inefficiency as the General
Accounting Office and others have
noted This practice excessively
costly in terms of initial development
continued maintenance end eventual
conversion to new technology because
it requires the agency to bear the full
cost of developing and Maintaining 'he
software it uses Managers are
therefore enjoined to acquire generic
off the shelf software available from the
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private s(i for ins', ad of developing
their o ion

/0/ horriocioichtoo Ay, ni los often
acquire el !miaowv that is nu drably of
communicating with other sysierns with
which the agent. s need to

ornmunio ate Inter, °non omit, Or
ompatiloilits among information

sy stems has conseqnently emerged as it
significant Inforimation ri sour, e s
ntanagera nt problem Agencies must
di quire ur devalop information systems
in a Manor r that enhances nect ssary
ompatthility

(101 through 11'/ Sr r uritt Set only of
information systems means both the
protection of information while it is
within the systems and also the
assurance that the so stems do rant Cy
what they arc supposed to do and
nothing morn Information system
securtty entails managment controls to
enur the integrity of op( ration
in( !tiding ono h matters as proper ncr vas
to the adorniatom In the sash its a nil
proper handling of input and output In
this sense security of information
sy stems is first and foremost a
manag 'ment issue and only set orally a
ler hen, a' problem of [amniate r ger unty

The no it introductom of small,, and
more powerful computer (is str-os and
new i ommunirations la hating, and
transrassion mech together fh the
granter ins ntscrornt of c nil ua rs on
managing nforrnation resoun es have
on ceased the potential vulnerabil 'y of
Federal a to million !Warns and hence
the level of management , martin
Peon cting personal proprietary ono
other sensitive data from unauthorac d
access or misuse detecting and
preventing c or wider related fraud and

Ise and assuring rontinucy or
op rations of motor information systems

event of (met-menu related
disruptions an Mcreasingly si riot,
pointy issues Policy prey musty lour. in
Tra snatal Memorandum No 1 to OMB
( nonfat No A-71 is here revised
procedural aspeols of the puhry nre in
Appendix III to the Coro ular

The General A, counting Offio e
to ported in its review of the ha, Sf
mob ambition of the Federal M onagers
Fiala al Integrity Act (PIA) ntat
internal, °rinds in automata obit.,
processing Systems r ved inadequate
rris era's, in HA evaluations GAO noted
that some agencies were uno edam of
the relationship between la I OMB
Circular A-71 Transmittal
Memorandum No 1 Set-unit of Federal
Automated Information Spilt ms and Obi
OMB Circular No A-123 Internal
Control Systems The relationship
(NM we'sn se, linty of automated
Information systems and apron v u ternal

tot-Owl reports is now stated o lewd, in
Appendix III

(141 Stotalords [ha National Bareau
of Standards Di pennant of Cr unmoor,
der elops and issues Fed iral Information
Proof syng Stan lards and the National
( ommunn Morns System de, elops and
isu s Federal lett,. tun. dams
Standards Some standards are
mandatory for Federal agencies while
others are Voluntary Agencies may
waive the use of Federal standards
undo, certain conditions and pursuant to
o edam procedures which vary
depending upon the man (dual standard
While golvernrmonlwnle standards can
result in management efficiencies
standards can also hate the untoward
effeo Is of regulations as noted in OMB
Circular No A-119 Agencies need to bo
mindful of the regulatory rife( is of
standards and should continuously
arises! then ',Little rusts and benefits
and their effects upon the agent v S
no o onaltshment of its fniscom

1151 9, ending Informattar Tr f hnth4r
41ohoptrhes Many agencies operali one
or more central information technology
fat hnes to support agency progams In
these ageno trot program manawir are
often required In use the intent
facilities The manager of so( h a
monopoly temlit, i as a Imo., mu ntiii
Ic control aosrs hr or she has a
CAS:MS( the tlIele rho program manna( t
has little leo/crag. to emu,. that
infoomation processing agouti es are
erre tently alienated since he in she
rano, k Or r an seek volt with great
di(10 softy alternative o of supply
I o provide !mentors Oahe we or more
businesslike I rocedurc s in these
Iii dines agencies ahoutd avoid
nionopolistio information processing
arrangements and should enter into
them only if their o osi effectiveness is
o liar and a, v an subleo t to I,rnodic
review Appendix II we( dies ..tam
proc rallies with respect to this polio

t150 Lost Reo 0. ret This policy
°module,' a revision to policy stated in

OMB hire obit No A 121 Whereas
Circular No A-111 required only that
o iota for automatic data processing
fat iliries be tillor Merl to users agennrs
must now rev or, the costs of
information technology fa-Mors from
government users Fxpenence with
Circular No A-121 showed OMB that
allorating costs had little effect on
agencies behavior aro, enng c cos
means ttiat actual transfers of funds will
take pin( e between suppliers and users
of information technology facilities
Prof edurhl ewer Is of the policy appear
In Ap tenths II

17 ( 0,41141', on w,rh Slate 001
/oral Governments This policy reaffirms

silEIAJIAVA V103 MO
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polo, prey musk found in Circular No
A-90 1 ransin Oaf Memorandum No 1
Thi novae,' group that worked on
the revision of Circular No A-90
ri immended and OMB agreed th
the Gin ulcer r ...Lila be rem maid except
for d single policy statement prohibiting
Fedora] ago noes 'tom pl.. rug
anner essary rests, lions on Ifni
information sy, ms that State and lot al
gnu rnments use 10 ( rats uut fedcirall,
financed program activito

(10/ 40010 triton of IT to dote
Inforynat,on 7er hoo10,1 Pr tint
availability of low cost higbiu Hilo ten,
and effective arc:coma it flirtation
le( hnolOgy can Vent1S increase work(
productivity and facilitate operation of
Federal agency programs 1 he CIS( Uldr
sr Iles a predisposition based n the
Paperwork Hedurtion Act in favor of
applying such tecnnology to the
Information life cycle within a
responsible management r oinext rvso

add nrras of information lechnologs
merit further disoussion Of Fleo Iron!,
information cullolion and
dissemination and 121 end user

umputing
o roinr Colier,fto nod

D0setrotottort, of Worn nom Federal
agencies are moving rapidly to provide
for rollertom and dissemination of
information through ri r tron.c media In
developing this (.1fCtIlan OMB
considered v Nether it was neressary to
provide specific polictes rum-rooting
elertronia oolleclion and dissemination
of pow ernmental information OMB
r ono luded that GR, rift for the general
predisposdain in favor of applying new
to i hnologn al developments to
inform Mon resources management the
polo. s that apply to information
o oiler-non and daseminanon in other
media also apply to electronic , olio, bon
and dissemination It is important
how . vier that agrni rester ognize the
nec essity of systematically thinking
through the apple atom of policies stated
f Isewhere in this Circular to rho trona
o ollection and dissemination of
information For example when
di i eloping clef-Iron lo coll.., non
programs agencies shall give part, idd
attention to issueS SU( h as p lacy
public aro ess and no ords managerto nt
When deyelo ring elertrone
d.sserninadon programs earn, ors
should ensure that acress is provided to
cio h class of users upon reasonable
tern, await pr fins arising from
munopc stir c ;ore Maximum
rellan icy "b sector and
takt ^ecessar, oat au counting
and civet recovery

Pod l'ai'r Compol, F mkt.'
otere irs ate also Mos olg rapidly to
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acquire end user co iputing capabilities
OMB endorses the managed innovation
approach to end user comp ding
presented m GSA publication
Managing End User Computing in the
Federal Government (June 1963)
Becus.. end user computing places
management of information in the hands
of individual agency personnel rather
than in oaf automatic data
process elimination the Circular
requires . at agencies train end users in
their responsibilities for safeguarding
information. Appendix III deals in part
roth the secunty of end user computing

9 Assignment of Responsibilities
This section assigns responsibilities for
the management of Federal information
resources addressed in this Circular
OMB Circular No A-71 is rescinded and
its contents are revised and
incorporated into this section along weh
responsibilities assigned under tht
Paperwork Reduction Act section 111 of
the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act as amended, and
Executive Order 12046 Certain
assignment, of responsibility from OMB
to other agencies es noted below, are
also included Following are -,nncipal
noteworthy aspects of this section

Tripling,' Reviews The Administrator
of Information and Regulatory Affairs
and the Deputy Administrator of the
C^neral Services Administration in an
exchange of rorrespondence dated June
13 and July 22 1963 concurred that GSA
has the necessary statutory authority to
conduct reviews of Federal agency
Informat.on Resources Management
1RM) artivities The Paperwork
Reduction Act provides that 'he Director
of OMB shall with the advice and
assistance of GSA 'electively review, at
least olce every three years the IRM
activities of each agency to ascertain
their viequacy and efficiency Separate
reviews of agency IRM activities by
OMB and GSA would be unnecemanly
duplicative which would not be
consistent with the Act Accordingly the
IRM reviews conducted by GSA will be
designed to meet OMB s requirements
under the Paperwork Reduction Act as
well as GSA s own needs

Senior Officials for lnformotion
Resource. Munagement In accordance
with 4 U S C Chapter 35 agencies are
requo d to designate a senior official to
carry out responsibilities under the
Paperwork Reduction Act The
designation of the official is intended to
assure ricer arcountability for setting
policy for agency information resources
management activities provide for
greater i °ordination among the agency s
information ern. dies and ensure
greater v isibility of surh

with n the agency The responsibilities
of the senior official for information
r 'sources management were identified
n OMB Bulletin No 91-21. which has

expired Those responsibilities arc "ow
established in this Circular

International information Policy The
Circular deals with the management of
information resources held by the
Federal government While the creation
collection, processing. transmission
dissemination use. storage and
disposition of information by the
Federal government has International
ramifications. Federal government
information policy is not the some as
"U S information policy which refers
to U S national interests in the
informet on field vis-a-vis the policies
and interests of other nations The
Circular formally acknowledges this
distinction and 'sup. responsibilities
for international information policy only
Insofar as it relates to Federal
government information policy

Timely Technology Procurement
Inherent in effective management of
information technology is the ability of
program managers to acquire technology
in a timely manner GSA fa assigned the
responsibility in section 9 to develop
cntena that will streamline procurement
procedures end delegate procurement
authonty to agencies that comply with
those procedures All Federal agencies
are directed in section 9 to develop
internal policies and procedures that
further provide for timely acquisition of
information technology

Records Management The Paperwork
Reduction Act makes the management
of Federal records an integral part of
information resources management
While no new policies are embodied in
this Circular, responsibilities have been
assigned in order to ensure that agency
records management programs are
considered within the context of Federal
information resources management

10 Oversight The broad scope of the
Circular dictates a strategy of focusing
oversight m genes of aspects of
information resources management
rather than on a single comprehensive
reporting scheme OMB Intends to use
existing mechanisms, rich as the fiscal
le dget information collection budget
and management reviews to examine
agency compliance with the Circular
For example during 1964 the
management reviews for the FY 1986
budget ye., concentrated on five cross
cutting information Issues overall
information resources management
slinfellY telecommunications software
management electronir filing and
end user computing OMB issued dais
call bulletins requesting informal on

"01' ')t' T''

specific to these issues targeted the
issues for special attention dunng the
management reviews. and requested
individual agencies to submit
management improvement plans on
specific aspects of the issues Pursuit of
this kind of selective oversight strategy
permits OMB and the agencies the
flexibility to shift the focus of oversight
as information issues and the
technological environment change
Darrell foliasow.
Acting Deputy Associate Director for
Adnuntstration

CIRCULAR NO A-

To the heads of Executive Departments
and Ettab'ishments

Subject Management of Federal
Information Resources

I Purpose- This Circular establishes
policy for the management of Federal
information re tources Pocedural
guidel nes for implementing specific
aspects of these policies are im.luded as
appendices

2 Rescissions This Circular resc nds
OMB Circ dam No A-71, A-90. A-100.
and A-121, and all Transmittal
Memoranda to those Circulars

3 Authorities This Circular is issued
pursuant M the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 19110 (44 U S C 3511 the Privacy
Act of 1974 (5 U S C 552a) section 111
of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949 as
amended (40 U S C 759). the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921 as amended (31
U S C 11) and Executive Order 12046 of
March 2/. 1976

4 Apphcability and Scope
The policies in this Circular apply

to the imormation activities of all
agencies of the executive branch of the
Federal government

b Information classified for national
security purposes should also be
handled in accorlanca with the
appropriate national security directives

5 Background The Paperwork
Reduction Act (hereinafter tha Act)
establishes broad ma 'date for
agencies to perform their information
management activities in an efficient
effective, and economical manner To
assist agencies in an integrated
approach to information resources
manspnamt. the Act requires that the
Director of thi Office of Management
and Budget (0Mb; develop and
implement uniform anc eonsistent
information resources mamba-meld
policies oversee the development
promote the use of information
management principle., standards, end
guidelines evaluate egen, information
management practices in .n-der to

,;
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determine their adequacy and
efficiency and determine compliance of
such practices with the Policies,
pnnmple standards and guidelines
promulgated by the Director

CI Definitions As used in this
circular

a The term agency means any
executive department military
department government corporation
government controlled corporation or
other establishment in tf e executive
branch of the government excluding the
Executive Office of the Presiuent with
the exception of the Office of
Management and Budget and the Office
of Administration or any independent
regulatory agency

b The term information means any
communication or reception of
knowledge such a, facts data or
opinions including numerical graphic
or narrative forms whether oral or
maintained in any media m including
co,nputenzed data bases par
microform or magnetic tape

c The term government at imation
means information created collected
processed transmitted d sserninaied
used stored or disposed of by the
Federal government

d The term information system
means the organized collectors
pro, easing and transmit sion of
information in accordance with defined
procedures whether automated or
manual

e The term minor information
system means an information sysien
that req-ores special continuing
management attention because of its
important a to an agency mission os
high development operating or
maintenance costs or its significant
impact on he administration of agency
progra os f011IM es property or other
resources

f The ter s -.cress to information
refers to the function of pros riling to
members of the public upon their
re quest the government information to
which they ,see entitled under law

g the term dissemination of
information refers to the function of
distributing government information io
the public whether through printed
documents or electronic or other media

lbssefnination of information (10Pr not
include infra agency use of information
interagi tics sharing of information or
responding to iPOU1sts fur ay it ss to
information

h The term informarion iei hnology
mad, a the hardware mind arrow '''Sirr d
in on!, i tom with goyerrini,
informatir rr gardh ss of ihi
1, hm,logs mole -I hi ihi
ortpull IF oonoloot if

mu row who is

i I he term information technology
facility means an organizationally
defined Pet of personnel hardware
software and physical facilities
primary function of which is the
operation of information technology

I The term information resources
management means the planning,
budgeting organizing directing. training
and control associated with government
information The term encomp I h
information itself and the related
resources such as persornel equipment
funds, and technology

()the, definitions specific to the
subjects of the appendices elves in the
appendices

7 Bosic Conant. otions and
9ssimptions

a The Federal government is the
largest single producer consumer and
disseminator of information in the
United States Beuuse of rt size of the
governments inforine avities the
management of Feder formation
resources is an issue of continuing
importance to the public and to the
government itself

b Government information is a
valuable resource It Is an essential tool
for managing the government s
operations provides citizens with
knowledge of their society and is a
commodity with economic value in the
marketplace

c The value of government
information to the government is solely
a function of the degree to which the
information contributes to achieving
agent les missions

d The public and private benefits
derived from government information
must exceed the public and private costs
of the information

e The use of up to-date information
technology offers opportunities to
impeose the management of government
programs and airess to and
dissemination of government
information

f The public s nal t to acres, ai
government information must be
protected in the management of Federal
agent y records

g The individual s right to pr"
must lie prole( ted in Federal
(,overnment information act, nu n
involving personal information

h The open and efficient ex, hinge of
government sr ientifir and technical
informatin^ autipurt to applicable
national serunly controls and
prom -dam, rights others 11111V have in
saw h information fosters 1 %, ellen( c in

nI It nIllo I1 h a1,11 'hi ifffOIAP use
1 PI it, tai r infra, h and di sr loom; rd

rand,
I Ilia saw of pro yr ry ing wo.ernmerlI

ii r"d+is,t ft, rIton I.' ti I utv,
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which preservation protects the legal
and financial rights of the go ,emment or
its citizens and provides an official
record of Federal agency activities for
agency management and histoncal
purposes

I Federal Government ,,formation
policies and activities can after and be
affected by the information policies and
activities of other nations

8 Pohcies
information Monogement Agencies

shall
Ill Create or collect only that

information necessary to achieve agency
mission objectives and only after
planning for its processing
transmission dissemination use
storage and disposition

121 Seek to mangy new information
needs through interagency or
intergovernmental sharing of
information or throbs), commercial
sources before creating or collecting
new information,

171 limit the collection of individually
identifiable information and propnetary
information to that which is legally
authorized and necessary to achieve
agency mission obtectives

14) Maintain aria protect individually
identifiable information and proprietary
information in a manner that precludes

fa) Unwarranted intrusion upon
personal privacy /see Appendix I. and

(b) Violation of obligations of
confidentiality

151 Provide individuals with
reasonable access to and the ability to
amend errors in systems of rcords
consistent with the Privacy Act

161 Provide public access to
government information consistent with
the Freedom of Information Act

Ill Ensure that agency personnel are
trained to safeguard information
resources

(8) Disseminate government
information products and services only
where

la) Dissemination is either required bv
law ir

lb) Dissemination is essential to the
agent y s accomplishing It ',mon and
the products or services do not duplicate
similar products or services that are
already provided by other government
or private sector organizations or that

ould reasonably be expected to tie
provided by them in the absence of
agerao, dissemination

(91Disscminate gosernmeni
information products and 41,1,5 when
thr die .e t are reel

la) it a in inner that reasonably
nvore, do information will h tin

111 ITO r% ,o11,11, igi 11 1,

111 her re n ring
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(1.) In the manner molt cost effective
for the government including plaang
maximum fessible reliance on the
prvete sector for the dissemination of
the products or services

(c) So a. to recover costa of
disseminating the products or services
through user charges. where
sppropnate in accordance with OMB
Circular No A-25 and

Id) Only after establishing procedures
for penodically reviving the con tinaed
need for and manner of dissemination of
the products or services

b Information Systems and
Information Technology Management
Agencies shall

(1) Establish multiyear strategic
planning processes for acquinng and
operating information technology that
meet program and mission needs, reflect
budget constraints and form the bases
for their budget requests

(2) Establish systems of management
control that document the requirements
that estb major information system is
intended to Nerve. and provide for
penodic review of those requirement,
over the life of the system in order to
determine whether the requirements
continue to exist and the system
continue. to meet the purposes for
which it was developed

13) Make the official whose program
an information system support.
responsible and accountable for the
products of that system

(41 Meet information procening need.
tarough interagency .haring and from
commercial sources before acquinng
new Information processing capacity

151 Share evailable information
processing capacity with other agencies
to the extent prncticable ard legally
perm amble

(6) Acquire information technology in
competitive manner that minimizes

total life de colt.
) Ennio the existing and planned

major inform I on aysiern. do not
unnecessanl, iimficate information
aystems avails. te f on. -trier agencies
or Font the pr te sector.

It) Actium of le shelf software from
co. Ime coal sou, t unless the _oat
et. Chu nen of de eloping coition

were is clear and hes beer
cacti, ited

9) P mire or develop inforr.at on
sy. -ins in a manner that facilitate,
inter tit ells ity

(10, Slurp that information 31,51, 3
operate girdn eh dr t u r urately

(11) Esteblieh n leer) of ..cunt, for all
agent 5 information 3131erns
commemeritte with in. t alai s of the
information end lb) csS rownitude
of loge or harm that )) rt (torn

improper operation of the in:ormation
systems (See Ap, endix III)

HZ) Assure that only authorized
personnel have access to information
systems

(13) Plan to provide information
systems with reasonable continuity of
support shodd their normal operation.
be disrupted in an emergency,

(14) Use Federal Information
Processing and Telecc mmunica lion.
Standards except where it can be
demonstrated that the costs of using a
standard exceed the benefits or the
standard will neve& the agency in
accomplishing Its mission

(15) Not require program manager. to
use specific information technology
facilities or services unless it is clear
and is convincingly documented, subject
to penodic review, that such use is the
most cost effective method for meeting
program requirements

(16) Account for the full cost, of
operating information technology
facilities and recover such colts from
government use a as provided in
Appendix II

UM Not prescribe Feder.) information
sywen, requirement. that unduly re.tnct
the prerogatives of head, of State and
local government units.

(16) Seek opportunit ie. to improve the
operation of government program. or to
realize savings for the government and
the public through the application of up
to date information technology to
government information activities

I Assignment of Responsibilitie<
a All Federal Agencies The head of

each agency shall
(1) Have prmary responaibility for

managing agency information resources
(2) Ensure that the information

policies principles .,andard.
guidelines, rules and regulations
prescribed by OMB are mile,. cued
appropriately within the agency

131 Develop internal agency
information potion and procedure. and
oversee, evaluate, and otherwise
penodically review agern, information
resources management activities for
conformity with the poficies set forth in
ti,, Circular

:4. Develop agency policies and
or., ecees that provide for timely
acquisition of required information
technology

(5) Maintain an ins entory of the
mien ies major information system.
and information &set minetion
programs

16( Maintain a resins of agent s
dt (, iii. In ar, °Mao, n Ih lb. H /If nil
Ft. , ords 4i t of 13150 a3 rl

Id, on( to It, thief for ( \111

St II (tills rt gulators and other
imp. it mint, to I Ito lent m.(111i(c, tit of

Federal information re mace. and
recommend to the Director legislation
policies, procedures and otherguidance
to improve such management

(6) Assist OMB in the perfo,ance of
it. functions under the Paperwork
Reduction Act including making
services personnel and facilities
available to OMB for this purpose to the
extent practicable

(9) Appoint a senior official who shall
report directly to the agency head to
carry out the responsibilities of the
agency under the Paperwork Reduction
Act The head of the agency shall keep
the Director OMB. advised as to the
name, title, authonly, responsibilities.
and organizational rmources of the
senior official For purposes of this
paragraph military departments and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense may
each appoint one official

b Department of Stole The Secretary
of State shall

(1) Advise the Directar. OMB on the
development of United Stales positions
and policies on international
cif rmation policy issues ffeceng
Federal government information
activities and ensure hat such position.
and policies are consistent with Federal
information policy

(2) Ensure in consultation with the
Secretary of Commerce that the United
States is represented in the developmert
of international information technology
standards and advise the Director
OMB of such activities

c Department of Commerce The
Secretary of Commerce 'hall

(1) Develop and tame Federal
Information Processing Standards and
guidelines necessary to ensure the
efficient and effective acquisition
management security and use of
information technology

(2) Advise the Director OMB on the
development of policies relating to the
procurement and management of
Federal telecommunications re.ource..

13) Provide OMB and the agencies
with scientific and technical advisory
services relating to the development and
use of information technology

(4) Conduct studies and evaluations
concerning telecommunication
technology and concerning the
improvement, expansion testing
operation and use of Federal
telecommunications systems and ads Ise
the Director OMB and appropriate
agencies of the recommendations that
result from such studies

(Si De, '-1) in conullotion with the
her re W.} of Slate and the Director
OMB clone policies end programs
N811111( international
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telecommunications issues affecting
government information activities

Is) Identify needs for standardeation
of telecommunications and information
processing technology and develop
stendards, in consultation with the
Executive Agent National
Communications System and the
Administrator of General Services to
ensure efficient application of such
technology

(7) Ensure that the Feder ;I
government 3 represented i the
development of national and in
consultation with the Secretary of State
international information technology
stndsrds and advise the Director
OMB of such activities

d General Services Admtntstrulion
(GSA) The Administrator of General
Services shall

(1) Advise the thrector. OMB. and
agency heads on matters affecting the
procurement of informatim technology

(2) Coordinate and when require.:
provide for the purchase, lease and
maintenance of information technology
iequired by Federal agencies

(3) Develop cntena for timely
macurement of information technology
and delegate procurement authority to
agencies that comp' vith the cntena

(4l Provide guid . es and regulations
for Federal agencies on the acquisition
use maintenance, and disposition of
information technology

(5) Develop policies and guidelines
that facilitate the sharing of information
technology among agc.icies as required
by this Circular.

(11) Review agencies information
resources management activities to meet
the nbiectives of the triennial reviews
required oy the Paperwork Re-tuction
Act and report the results to the
Director OMB

(71 Manage 11 Automatic Data
Processing Fund and the Feden '
Telecommunications Fund in
accordance with the Federal Property
sod Administrative Servires Act as
amended

(8) Establisl, procedures for aggro, at
implementation, end dissemination of
Federal telecommunications standards
and guidelines and for implementation
of Federal Information Processing
Standards

e Notional Cammuntcatio System
The Executive Agent, National
Communication. System shall develop.
in cnnsullation with the Administrator
of General Servo es uniform iedei.11
telecommunications standards and
guideline^ to ensure nohow' security
emergency preparedness and rontmuity
of government

f Office of Personnel Management
The Direct -^ Office of Personr
Ma nagemen, shall

(1) Develop and cono0ct training
programs for Federal personnel on
information resources management
including end user computing

(2) Evaluate periodically future
personnel management and staffing
requirements for Federal information
resouices management

(3) Establish personnel security
policies and develop training programs
for Federal personnel associated with
the design operation. or maintenance of
information systems

g Notions) Archives and Records
Administration The Archivist of the
United State, shall

(1) Administer the Federal records

mw iatnhTemNeartlioTallrArchivesInRecordsnv ace
Act.

12) Assist the Director. OMB in
developing sandards and guideline.
relating 1c the recorns management
program

h Office of Monagement and Budget
The Director of the Office of
Management and Budget will

(1) nrovide overall leadership and
coorcination of Federal information
resources management within the
Executive Branch

(2) Serve as the President s principal
adviser on procurement and
management of Fcc/era I
telecommunications systems. and
develop and establish pot cie nor
procurement and management en such
systems

13) Issue ooficies. procedures, and
gen:Jelin it agencies r
ahie ed, effective and
Mime. 1011 resource.
mange vt.

(4) I, ice and review pronotais for
-hangs. in legislation -egulattons and

ency prne adores to improve Fedcral
iliformatior resource. management.

(5) Revie v and approve or disapprove
agency pro, sale for collection of
information im the public 13 defined
in 5 C: 13,a, a.

(8) Develop and publish annually in
consultation with the Administre for of
General Services, five year plan for
meeting the information technology
needs of the Federal go mient

(7) Evaluate agenme. ,matron
reources management anu identify
cross cutting information policy limes
thrnugh the review of agency
information programs informain,
collection budgets information
technology acqui.olion plans fiscal
budgets and by other means

(a) Provide policy ov ersighl for the
Federal records managninent ;anthem

467

conducted by the National Archives and
Records Administration and coordinate
records rnanagemer policies and
programs with other information
activities

(9) Review with the advice and
..s.istance of the Administrator 4.
General Services selected agencies
into(. "bon resources management
achy itie to meet the obis -ti es of he
triennial reviews required 0. the
Paperwork Reduction Act

(10) Review agencies policies
pi "ices and programs pertaining to
the security protection. shining and
disclosure of information in order to
ensure compliance with the Privacy Act
and related Astute,.

(11) Resolve inf irmation technology
procurement disputes between agencies
and the t.eneral Services
Administr Ilion pursuant to section 111
of the Fedc -al Proper,- and
Adminatrati. Services Act

(12) Re, iew proposed
governmeat position and policy
statements on international issues
affecting Federal government
informa non activities and advise the
Secrete y of State a to their
ronsiste , with Federal information

ersight The Director OMB. will
se infor nation tectinclogv pia fining
.iews local budget reviews.

informal', ce'iection budge' reviews
manageme. I reviews. CSA reviews of
agency information resour,es
management activities ant such other
measures a he deems nece sary to
evaluate the adequacy and efficiency of
each agency's information resources
management and compliance with this
Circular
Avendix I Federal Agency

kesponsibildies Maint.ining
Records about Inclividuets

Appendix II Cost Account ng Cost
Fecovery and Interagenc, Sharing of
Information Technology Fat litiea

Appendix III Security of Federat
Automated Information Systems

:avid A Stockman
Director

Appendix IFederal Agency
Resprssibilitise for 10 'Maims Records
abou, :ndividuals

1 Purpose and Scope Thin appendix
describes agency responsibilines for
implementing the Privacy Act of 1974 3
IISC 552a as amended (hereinafter
the Act I It applies to all agencies

vaned to the Act The appendix
t on vi 141tes a revision l procedures
humeri contained in ( ,M13 Circular No
A-11e now re scinde

Oefiddions
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a The terms agency individual
maintain record system of

records and routir e use as used in
this appendix are defined m the Act 15
U S C 552a(a))

b The term minor champ. to a system
of records means a change that does
not significantly change the system that
is does not affect the character or
purpose of the system and doe:, not
affect the ability of an individual to gain
acress to his or her record or to any
info motion pertaining to him or her
who h is contained in the system e g
changing the title of the system
manager

3 Assignment of Responsibihties
41 /Federal Agencies I idition to

meeting the agency require Its
contained in the Act a d pectic
reporting requirements detailed al this
appendix the head of each agency shall
ensure that the following reviews ate
conducted as offer as specified below
and be prepared to retort to the
Director OMB, the results of such
reviews and the corective action taken
to resolve problems uncovered The
head of each agency shall

(1):sertion Ind Contracts Review
every five years random sample
agency contracts that provide for the
maintenance of a system of records on
behalf of the agency to accomplish an
agency function in order to ensure that
the wording of each contract ma s the
provisions of the Act apply (5 U S C
552a(m)(1))

121 PerordkeePmg Procyces Review
annual agenry recordkeeping and
disposal policies and practices In Ore
to assure compliance with the Act

(3) Routine Use Disdos,res Rev w
every three years 'tie Jutine use
disclosures assocr ted with each system
of records in order to ensure that the
recipient's use of such records continues
to be compatible with the purpose for
which the discicsi rig agency originally
colic -led the information

(4) Fsemption of Systems of Records
Review every three years each systen
of records for which on exemption from
any provision of the Act has been
asserted in order to determine whet'
such exemption is stilt needed

(5) Mutchacg Programs Review
annually each ongoing notching
program In yy Inch the agency has
participated dv tag Ii' ,a- either as a
source or as a marching egency in order
to ensure that the requir ,rents
Act, the OMB Matchirg Gut rd
the OMB Model Cont ' Sys.
Checklist have been

(a) Privacy Act 'run' ing Revie
annually agency training practices in
order to ensure ,hat all agency
personnel yr, familiar with the

requirements of the Act with the
, ,encv s implementing regulation and
with any special requirements that their
specific lobs entail

(71 1 iota ions Review annualit the
actions of agency per,..nnel that have
resulted either in the agenry being found
civilly liable under section (g) of the Act
or an employee being found criminally
liCole under the provisions of section 11)
of the Act, in order to determine the
extent of the problem and to find the
most effective way to prevent
recurrences of they blem

b Department of commerce The
Secretary of Commerce shall, consistent
with guidelines issued by the Director
OMB develop and issue standards and
guidelines for among the secunty of
automated information systems

c General Services Administration
The Administrator of General Services
shall consistent with guidelines issued
by the Director OMB issue instructions
on what agencies must do in order to
comply wi h the requirements of section
(m) of the Art when contracting for the
operation c a system of records to

-fish an agency purpose
d !(ice of Personnel Management

The Director of the Office of Personnel
Management shall consistent with
guidelines issued by the Director OMB

'1) Develop and maintain
F,ivernmentwIde standards and
,rrocedures for c.vslion personnel
information procesgme and
recordkeepmg directives to assure
conformance with tie Act

121 Develop and conduct training
programs for agency personnel
including both the conduct of courses in
various substantive areas (e g legal,
.,...nuorative, information technology)
and the devc'npment of materials that
agencies can Oa' in their own courses
The assignment e if this responsibility to
OPM does not oft 'ct the responsibility
of individual agen y heads for
developing and crndccting
programs tailorec to the specific needs
of their own per onnel

e Nmional ,..chAes and Records
Administro, on The Archivist of the
Unit, -.ie. shall consistent with

issued by the D .ector ;MY B
(1) Iss instruct. rn on the format o

the agency notice, and rules real, red to
be pub.,shed under the Act

(2) ..emmle and publish annually ti
rules promulgated under 5 U S C 552at.,
and agency notices published under 5
U SC 552a(e)(4) in a form available to
the ;utak

13) lane proc, dotes governing the
transfer of records to Federal Records
Centzrs for storage processing and
servicing pursuant to 44 U S C 1103 For
purposes of the Act such records are

considered to be maintained by the
agency that deposit 'd them The
Archivist may disclose d4o sited
red ords only arcording to the access
rules established by the igencv that
deposited them

(41 Provide annually o the Director
OMB a listing of Privacy Act
publication arlivities for the previous
calendar year of each agency subject to
the Act This Soong shall induct.. the
number of new systems of records
published the number of amended
systems the number of exemptions and
the number of uses

)(fire of Management and Budget
lie Director of the Office of
Management and Mot will

(5) Issue guidelines and directives to
the agencies to implement the Act

(21 Assist the agencies at their
request in implementing their Privacy
Act programs

13) Review the new and altered
system reports agencies submit pursuani
to section (0) of the Art

(41 Compile the annual report of the
President to the Congress in accordance
with section (p) of the Act

4 Reporting Requirements
a Pmacy Act Annual Reports

Agencies shall submit a Privacy Act
Annual Report to the Director OMB,
covering their Pnvscy Act activities for
he calendar year The format and
timing of the report will be established
by the Director, OMB (5 U SC 552a
IP))

b New and Alterav System Reports
The Act requires agencies to publish
notices in the Federal Register
descnbing new or altered systems or
records, and to submit reports on these
systems to the Director OMB and to the
Congress

(1 ) Altered System of Records Minor
change. to systems of records need not
be -eported The following changes are
those for which a report Is required

(a) An increase or change in the
number or types of individuals on whom
records are maintained For example a
decision to expand a system that
onginolly covered only residents of
public housing an major cities to cover
sc-h residents nationwide would require

report Increases attributable to
normal growth should not be reported

(tat A change that expands the types
or categories of information maintained
For ex, mole a eersonnel file that has
been expanded to include medical
records would require a report

(r) A change 'hat alters the purpose
for which the information is used

(d) A change to equipment
configuration (either hardware or
software) that creates substantially
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gri Ater .1,1.95 to the re, taus in thi
sa stems Err example lot stung
nterartise if rininols at regional off. e 4
for el, 11,1111g A 51, 411 m formerly
acr essible only at the headquarters
would require a report

le) the addit.on of an exemption
(pursuant to sections ()) or (k) of the
Ai 0 Note Mot it submitting a
rulernoking for on exemption as pool of
report of A new or alien d system
age iv les will meet the reporting
requirements of Execolist Order 12,
and ni ed not make o separate
submis on um er that order
When on Agency Maki, a Change to an
inform otion lei hnology installation
Inlet ornmuniration network or any
other general change s In information
collet lion processing dimeminotion or
storage !hot affect multiple sy sterns of
records it may submit a singli
consolidated net or altered ss stem
report with t hang, to existing notices
and supporting do, umentation included
in the submission

(,.)Lontetob. of Inn Report 1 he report
fur d new or rid system hoc thy',
elemi nos a transmittal letter a
narratise statement and supporting
dom.( Moonn that includes a copy of
the propose d Federal Register obit
1 hi re is no prescribed format for either
the letter or the narroio.- statern1 The
note I must at or in the format
Pit si rde it lis the Office of the Federal
lb foster , Dot omen' Ilbtatox
iltdulhert,A

Id) fromnnitc' I rite, the transmittal
letter should he sign( d his tin se ion
agents olio Ial ri stilmsible for
implernentolion of the At within MI
Agent v and should rrohun the name
ins telepunne number of the individual
who r an bent onSxer qUest.Ons about
thi system I he lent r should contort the
. ors s ranee that the propos( d

,,stem doe, not duplicate no, e '' rig
ogentY systems It ,bould also slate that
a copy of th, repro nA1 ti,tni,e,,d
to the Speaks r of the MUM and the
President ef the Senate HI the At
require, lhi letter MAV AISO mrinde
natural, for sorer of the reporting time
pr nod

Vt.rrolito Stott rano, the nerd!, e
statement should he Iltla It should
make referent e its oppropnate to
infirmalion in thi supporting
domino ntatton rulh, , than restating

h Infor fhe stall me nt +Look]
It) Ident.ft the authorits and( r whir h

the ,a sit naintoined 1 hr agent
should ,Rot, long hot,t keeping
thOutes i)11' Ohl r no the molt think
plogrammaia iothoros for t olla nee
maintaining .1,1d a .og Ih. inforrihomn
When tht ss .01171 n being Op/ rated to

support an agency housekeeping
program eg a t arpool locator the
agent v mos th weer tote a general
houst keeping statute that authorizes the
agent v head to keep such records as are
net cssory

121 Provide the agency s evaluation of
the probable or potential effects of the
ptoposal on the pets acy of individuals

PI Describe the relationship of the
proposal f any to 'he other branches of
the Federal Government and to State
and tarsi governments

14) Provide a brief description of the
steps taken by the agency to minimize
the risk of unauthorized access to the
system of records A more detailed
assessment of the risks and specific
administrative t^:.bnical procedural
and physical safeguards established
shall be made available to OMB upon
request

Is) Fxplain h each proposed routine
use SAIISto s the comparability

quiremnt of subsectio- 1u 1171 of the
Ai t

Sirperettpg Dot tonentutron Attach
the °Bowing o all new or altered
system reports

(7) An adsonci t spy cf the net, or
altered system notice (consistent with
the proms,. of 5 IL SC 552a(e)t4)l that
the ager.-v proposes to publish for the
new or ahered system For reoposed
altered systems the documentation
should he in the same form as the
age,v proposes t publish in the public
not

(2) An ad once t opy of any new rules
or ( hanger to published rule, (consistent
with the provision of 5 LI S C 5522(11
and (k)) that the agency proposes to
issue fon 'hi new or alter, d system If mi
(hat ges v,sting riles are required
the report ,hall so state Proposed
changes to ( sisting rules shall be
provided in the same form as the agency
proposes to publish for formal
rulemaking

f) OMB, ontrol numbers capirothe,
dates and titles of any OMB appro ed
Information rollection requirements
ro,tannet, in the SVstern of record, If the
request for OMP r learance of an
informahon i ollection is pending the
agency may 'imply state the Hie of the
roar lion and the. date it was submitted
for OMB clearance

Ill 7,ro.tig and Diltributoto for
Solon Hat Awn ant' Altered System
Et port, Submit reports on new and
alters d systems of records not Iatr r than
tot doss won to establishment of a rt. w
.1,0m or the implementation of an
alter( d woo m (511 5 C 552,a(o)) Sithrro
thr1,1, r Op e, of NU h report to
Po sident n 'hi Senate Wrashmi ' in

D C .3)510

Speaker of the House of
Representatives Washington DC
20515

Administrator 'Vice of Information and
Regulatory ,.itairs Office of
Management no Budget Washington
DC 20503

Agent ire may assume that OMB
concurs in their proposal if OMB nas not
commented within 60 days from the date
the transmittal letter was signed
Agencies may p 'blish system and
routine use notices as well as exemption
rules in the Federal Register at the same
time that they send the new or itered
system report to OMd and the ::ongress
The 00 day period for OMB and
Congressional review and the 30 day
notice and comment penod for routine
uses and exemptions will then run
concurrently

PO Waivers of Report Time Peered
1 he Director, OMB may grant a wan er
rd the 00 day period if the agency asks
for the waiver and can demonstrate
compelling reasons Agencies may
assume that OMB concurs in their
request if OMB has nil commented
within 30 days of the dale the
transmittal letter was signed When a
waiver is granted, the agency is not
thereby relieved of any other
responsibility or liability under Ina Act
Note that OMB cann- e time
periods specificall tied by the
Act Agencies will stilt eta meet the
statutory notice and comme, t penods
ri mitred for establishing routine use or
claiming an exemption

Append.% 11Cora Accounting. Cost
Recovcry. and Interagency Shanng of
Information TachnologY Far:Rahn

1 Purpose
This appendix establishes procedures

for cost accounting cost recnvery and
interagency shannA of Federal
information technology facilities The
appendix revises procedures formerly
contained in OMB Circular No A-121
now rescinded

2 Applicability
This appendix applies to all

information technology facilities that are
operated by or on behalf of A Federal
agent, provide service to more than
one user operate one or more general
mrMsesrden computers and have
obligations in excess of S1(.1000 per
sear

3 &fiat/Inas
a The term information technology

fat lily meens an organizationally
defined set of personnel hardware
software and physical facilities
pitman functim, of which is the
°pin, non of information technology Ai
information technology facility includes

.19,4%,11Aiit 1.40...) 2.48
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The pa i who oprrat,
conputers or it IP! nnununn a.lons

5,5(1,15 dell lop or maintain 5( Pit re
pratoe ust r liaison and training
schedule t °meders prep m and control
input data ennio,I reproduce and
distribute output data maintain tap
and disk lihrdries Wins Id, it cunt,
maintereinte and I to services
and dirt env manage (Jr pros de dire,
adnunisoanyt support to persc net
engaged in these achy, ms.

121 I hr "%It'd or leased a umpub r and
telt , ommunuations hardware in, Puling

r rural prof (smog ornts ,55011rilld
peripheral equipment such as ills!
dries tape drives drum stun age
printt no card readers and consoles
dal:, ntry equipmt nt dart
reprodu lion decollation hooking and

indult( t quipment ielecommuni(
Ppm( nl eyed 'or the transf, r of dal
sh I n N more silts and the fir ly

meting to Inc ommune anon, r ontrol
snits term, i its modems and tied, air d
14 It glom, Ines

1111hr softwari int 'Aiding operating
systi01 soft,. to uldities sorts
Linguae, pro, ssors ace 1,5 mr thuds
dal a bast prt essors and oche r similar
mug! t a r software rem, !I by thr
farney for support of the fa, 1111, andlor
for c o no ral 1141 ri of the f, do,
All softy. ire a, eluded or manciainc d by
115/ rs t tit for Ph, t Xf burled

14) 1 hr phi sib .11 fa 'Idles ant ludIng
; ornm ter rooms tape and disk librar" s
stet k rooms and warehouse span off. r;
spa" pliy;s1, fixturt

ht tertn full, lists mc arts 'II
s i g n i f i r art c 'wens, s Inrin re ti ea ihr
operation of an into ntatton tic rhnolagi
fat into I he far, 14 lost elan, tits err

I

111 Pt "nine. I in, I dont s
cc, rtinit and fringe bpi
and milli cry Iv rsonnr1 ing and
travel

(21 hquipme ro mr boding doper, poon
for rant it rquipment
otts leac els!. .rd tune, t ;Kw nse

for nom 11,0,1110 d e quipmert
it bofivvart inn), pig d, pia tat, it

fccr, apdaiirt d ;1, yt bunng
nnyt ding are), _ 'cc( a err rc foal
otos for software and din xprnses

for anneapitehrrd aronisior, i of
anftwart

14) ',lobes Inc led,ng ofb,r supplies
"Zing malt ends arel

ne/ II men xpl ns,
101 ordrarti d ry t, s dl' g
hp, 11 oteilltes, st cv 1,, s

ge,ten tit roaint, i. m, Li 'try
cud p ta rain, s vecunet f

n Oc all
u. o I, do nun 11,

Ili; Sp, F 0/ npnn, Inc hiding re dal
and It 1,1 of buildings general uff'cr
furniture and quipmt nt omitting
m,tirttenanie hGding fir conddioning
acct othrr utilities telephone sr ri ices
and budding set oror and custodial

17) Infra agent y settlers in, luding the
OSIS Or normal agent support sen ices

ill it are paid by the installation
(0) Interagency seryirt Inc letting the

fists of seta lees nroy turd by other
agent to s and dip letments that dr!' pld
h, !he installation

I he term user any an
opmgaturnal or drtigrammatir entity

that rt r ewes seGier from an
information technolog} facility A use
may be either ant, rnal or Piiterndl to thl
act orgamgahon respons hie for the
far Oily

d I v trim gr neral management
computer means a digital ramputer that
is .5,1 for any purpose other than as a
per! of a process control Ss stem spar e
m stem mobile sy stem or el system
Met ring one of the eXth.1510119 Identified
in the Department of L tense
Author!, ion Act of 1982

4 ( fist ele r Aunt, it' Cont Rerotr
(n t1 Int, rogeet i Shoring for 1 )1°,7.001
7o, IMO '0,, huddles

a lett rug, Ili I Slturtnje Agencies
shall

it) Share their Information technology
fa, dill ,s Nlth US!, from other agencies

maximum extent feasible
121 Document sharing arrangr mr nts

wht tc the (oral an,ival relmbursement
exceeds SSOO Delo with intl. idual

rter agreements that identify
la) St rsires at ailabli for sharing
ibl or rt priority OM, odures and

Ir ems le g quality performanre
standards) to be provided to r at h user

It 1 Pm( s to be charged for providing

rill Rrlmba tsemeat arraign mews for
sr n ires pros d

(1,1 Arrangements for terminating the
sh lone agreement

I p P o cle, standard ti mg and
kondttIons to users obtainIng %mot ir

+ insofar as possible
141 l'ie sorts sharing arrangements

when foils documented and part of a
formal sharing program in lastifie a "on,
to OAIII for resent rt r requests and

"nets unit is hr re en, I prcoal
tie ; prel IL the uscl egrot y

feu n using alirrnuoye spire,
Ii r r 4,1,contri AqF `hell
it ; Assure that agem ountIng

;co, d s are , "mesh tit with the
I, dr cal Gal rtmo it Si counting
P pe,' No Gin, lines for
A i ,ninny b, 111,131 it ga
I' ; scone 11 S Gem -a' minting

ttli bye ilia flplIrl me of

inlorniation tectie ulogv facilities when
estimated full rods el" red Si million
pt year

Ill Make annual estimates using
finding tel hniques of the full Lusts of
op, rating fatolit es wher estimated
costs an, less than $3 million per ear

L User Cost Iltstetbaltott .5) tent
Agencies ahall implement a user (
system to distribute the full G01 of
proyidg serer es The user rust system

B. consistent with guidance
prattled in the Federal Gosernment
Ae tounting Pamphlet No 4 and in the
Federal Information Processing
Standards Publication No P6
Guidelines for Developing and

Implementing a Charging System for
Data Processing Sery ires (National
Bureau of Standards Department of
Commerce 19$2)

121 Price each sersice presided by the
facility to the 1.111,1 of that service on an
equitoole cost sharing basis
commensurate with die amount of
resources required to provide that
srut ice and the priority of service
provided The cost of indis ,dual
transaction! may be estimated provided
that Prey are periodically reconciled to
fissure that the full lusts of operations
are equit-thly !notated among all users
Foci d price arrangement! for Sers
d , og a spe, !fled period of time are
permissable prnyt de d that such prices
are periodically adiusted to assure an
I{_nable allocation of costs

(3) Direrhy distr,bute to thu recipient
of the services the full costs of dedicated
scrub es including application systems
de, eiemed and maintained software
unique to a single application and
lemon, terminals and moderns

e our Bet crier) Agee, ten sh ill
Ill Submit pert gig stilt "tents lit all
,a of agency information it, linology

fac ilities spice ifyIng the r uses of serynes
provided

121 Re«wer full costs from Federal
users of Inc facility and

Pt) Recover costs from nonfederal
users of the fa; chiles i insistent with
OMB grular No A 25

if (0///1/1/1g for A imberverneetv
Rr word Agencies shall

fl)RPdOle agency budget and
appropnat ion ICTIP$1n by the emosint of

emote' reimbursements from shared
'17,010n technology facilities

121 Pr, port at the flat of each else al
vf dr a 0 port that clot uments m the
00 offte col tee rids the full t red if
opt , nformation ti hnology
la, cute s ilcat mtrethm S50IIISKI
pt 1 Si 0 from hartng r ;minion 'T`f nts
I hi o 1 "r should dot stmt nt post VI II
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costs and provide estimates for the
current and budget peals

131 Deposit to the U S Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts the excess of
reimbursements over full costs in any
fiscal year and

(4) Use at agency discretion the
portion of reimbursements arising from
equipment and software depreciation for

replacement and augmentation of
1r-formation technology capital assets
provided such usage is specifically
approut 13 es part of the budget and
appropriation

5 Seder loin of Information
Technalop Foulates to Support Arca
Ariolicutcoris In selecto.ti information
technology facilities to support new
applications agencies shall establish a
managemi ni control procedure for
determining who h facility will be used
to support each significant epplication
This procedure shall ensure that

(a) Ali alternative facilities are
considi red including other Federal
agency and nonfederal facilities and

Agency Talcs do not require that
priority be given n the use of in house
facilities

lc) The uarr of the appla .tion has
primary rewonaibility for selecting the
facility and

(d) Each selection derision oi
documented in the agency s fficial
record.

6 A nsigatnera of Responntlahtlf 5
a All Federal Igenors The head of

each agency shall
11) Establish polimea and proce lures

and assign ream adulates to implement
the requirements ' this appendix and

121 Ensure that c- ,.tracts awarded for
the operation of information technology
facilities include provisions for
inmpliance with the requirements of tils
appendix

h Gent ral Seri n en Arlrernistranon
tt Administrotio, of General Sees ices
spa

(1) F cowry that information technology
fa, dines designated an Federal Data
Proresaing Cyr cern comply with the
procedure+ eatablishi d by this
ipprndix

12) Ensure that pros lam is consistent
with this appendix are mi hided in
rontrac to for the operation of
information technology for Sties when
acquiring services on behalf of on

gem y
Implemen 110' lie,parena nls

A,enries ,,,ill implenu nt the
provi icn of this appendix within two
cloy +i if sir public atom of this f iii ,star

Apr- Ars IIISecurity of Federal
Autcanated Information St stems

Parra. I m+ap,, radix est thltshe,
',roan v. of I Ic 'cols in hr m, kith

in Federal automated information
system, security programs assigns
responsibilities for the security of
agency automaied information systems
and clarifies the relationship between
such agency security programs and
internal control systems established in
accordance with OMB Circular Na A-
113 Intents) Control Systems The
appendix revises procedures fo-merly
contained in Transmittal Memorandum
No 1 to OMB Circular No A-71 now
rescinded and incorporates provisions
f-orn applicable national secunty
directives

2 DeFlutions
The term automated infcrmation

oystem means an in'armation system
(defined in E.ction eld of the Circular!
that is automated

b The term information technology
instillation means one or more
romputer or office automation systems
including related telecommunications
penpheral and storage units central
processing units and operating and
support system software Information
technology ir,ca towns may range from
information echo cagy facilities such as
lacer centre' red computer centers to
individual stand alo.te microprocessors
such as personal computers

r The term smear e data means
data that require protection due to the
risk or magnitude of loss or harm that
could result from inadvertent or
deliberate disclosure alteration or
destruction of the data The term
includes records about individuals
requiring protection under the Privacy
Art proi, ^tory data and data rot
releasable under the Freedom of
Information Act . well as agency data
tnal affect the agency S oilman

it Thr term sensitive application'
means an application of information
technology that requires protect c
because it processes sensitive data or
because of ins nib and magnitude of
loss or horn that could result from
improper ,peration or deliberate
monipciation of the application

Th( term security specifications
means a detailed description of the
aafegua rde required to protect a
sensitive application

3 Aulartmled Information Systems
Sc, urns PrOgILMIS Agencies shall
assure an adequate level of security for
all agen,Y automated information
systems whether maintained h ,vie
or c on,mercially Specifically arte one,
shall
-- Assure that outran tied information

mysh ma operate effectively oral
coralely

Awry that there ore apptoprIalr
t i hnical peranoni l atimott,tratoe

environmental and

iJCAJIA

471

telecc nmunications safeguards in
automated informations aystems and

Apure the continuity of operation of
automated information Loh ms that
support critical agency (archon.

Agencies shall i-nplement an automated
information systems secunty program
including the preparation of policies
standards and procedures This
program avid be consistent with
governmentwide policies procedures
and standards issued by the Office of
Management ant Budget the
Department of Commerce the
Department of Defense the General
Services Administration, and the Office
of Personnel Maw -tent Agency
programs shall at minimum include
three primary elements applications
aeccrtty, personnel secunty and
information technology installation
secunty

a ipplications Security
I1) Management Control Process and

Sensitivity Evaluation Agencies shall
establish management control process
to assure that appropnte
administrative physical and technical
'siege...de are incorporated into all new
pplir it sins and into significant
modifications to existing applications
Management officials who are the
primary users of applications should
evaluate the sensitivity of new or
existing applications bein3 substantially
modified For those applications
considered sensitive, the management
control process shall, I a minimum
include security spe-ifica bons and
design reviews and systems teats

(a Security Specifications Agencies
shall define and approve security
requirements and specifications pnor to
cquinng or starting formal
development of the applications The
results of nsk analyses performed st the
information technology installation
where the applications will be
processed should be taken into account
when defining and approving security
specifications for the applications Other
vulnerabilities of th applications such
as in telecommunications links shall
also be considered in defining security
requirements The views and
recommendation. of the Information
technology user organization. the
information technology installation and
the individual responsible for secunty at
the installs on shall be considered prior
to the approval of secunty sp..mficatiOni,
for the applications

(b) Design Reviews and System lees
Agencies alien conduct and approve
design reviews and system tests pnor ic
placing the application into opera' on o
1,511115P the proposed design meet. the
taro, aecunti specificelions The
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rib}, ctlye of the so stern tests should be
to serif), that required acirmnistratiye
ter hint al and phy sical safeguards are
operationally adequate the results of
the design review s and sy ste 11 tests
shall be fully documented and
maintained in the official agenry
retards

(c)Lert,f, upon U ion completion of
the a, stem tests an agency official shall
certify that the system meets all
Applit ahle Federal policies regulati, ns
and standards and that the results of
the tests demonstrate that the installed
sec unts safeguards are adequate fur the
application

121 ',riled. Review and
Recce (rditan Agencies shall conduct
periodic audits or reviews of sensitive
applications and recertify the adequacy
of security safeguards Audits or
reviews shell evaluate the adequar y of
implemented safeguards assure they are
functioning properly identify
vulnerabilities that could height. n
,teats to sensitive data or valuable
,UrCeS and assist with the
plementation of new sal eguirds

where required they are intended to
pri vide a basis for h3rertifiration (If the
sec-, if the application
Re, ertification shall be fully
dot umented and maintained ii 0,1

uffo tat agency records Audits it
rt %lee. s and recertification. shad he
pt rformed at least every there stars
1 hi, should he considered as pact of
Age nt y vulnerability assessments and
internal control reviews - inducted in

i °Hance with OMB Circular 'so A-
123 Sri only or other control
weAkneses identified shall It ins hided
in the annual int, coal control assurance
lett,' Ind report required by Circular
No A-121

Ill Col pngrnt y Pions Agent its shall
establish policies and assign
responsibilities to Assure that
Appropriate contingency plans are
des loped and maintained by end users
of information technology applications
Tht intent of sot h plans is re assure that

rid users f an continue to perform
inessential functions in the event their

formation technology support is
interrupted Sot h plans shouted he
rontiVert with disaster recovery and
continuity of operations plans
ma.ntained by the matallation where ih-
applo atom is processed

P. nor re, cf, line, Agencies shall
stablish and manage personnel security

poll, If v and pro, edures for screening all
indombials panto sparing in the design
do si lopment opt ration or mAintenence
of felt rat automated -main,
icy stern I he level of - ring -eitibred
by these polo les should ,ray horn
tort n it , t to kgreund

invcstigations dapend,ng upon the
sensitis ity of the information to he
handled and the nsk and magnitude of
loss or harm that ...mild be caused by the
individual These policies shah he
established for both Federal and
contractor personnel Personnel security
policies for Federal e nployees sha he
consistent with policies issued by the
Office of rer.onnel Management

lax-motion Technology
Instal shorn Security Agencies shah
assure that an appropriate ley el of
so-, Ills is maintained at all information
tee nology nutallations opera ed by or
an behalf of the Federal government
le g emment owned ront actor
operated installations)

Ill Assigning Responsibility Agencies
shall assign responsibility for the
security of each installation to a
management official knowledgeable in
information technology and secant)
matter.

(2) Periodic Ran Analysis Agencies
shall es,ablish a program for the
conduct of periodic risk analyses at
each installation tc ensure that
appropriate cost effective safeguards
are incorporated into existing and new
installations The objective of a nsk
analysis is to provide a measure of the
relative vulnerabilines and threats to an
installation so that security resources
can be effectively distnbuted to
minimize potential :oss Pak analyses
mays ary frcm an informal review of a
microcomputer installation to a formal
fully Quantified risk analysis of a large
scale computer system The reaulls of
these analyses should he documented
and taken into consideration by
management officiats when certifying
sens.tive applications systems
processed at the installation Such
anal...s should iso be consulted
dunng the naluation of general controls
user to. -'anagement of information
tit linology installations t onducted In
act nrdance with OMB Circular No A-
.23 A risk analysis shall be performed

(a) Prior to the approval of design
open !,cation. for new installations

fbi Whenever a significant change
, ors IO the ,natsilations le g adding a

Inca) urea network cnantang from batch
to °ohne processing adding dial op
capability) Agency criteria for defining
signal, ant change snail be
commensurate with the sensitivity of the
data processed by the facility

It I Ai periodic Intervale established
by the agenry commensurate with the
sensdiyity of !h data processed but not
to exceed every for veers if no risk
nnaly its has been performed during !hot

trod
Ili Ihnnsire coil ( Pt,,;

April( it shall maintain disaster

recovers and continuity of operations
plans for all information technology
installations The objective of these
plans should be to provide reasonable
continuity of data nroceung support
snould events ocm hat prevent normal
operations at the ,nstallanun For large
installations the plans should be fully
documented and operationally tested
periodically at a frequency
oirmensurate with the nsk and
magnitude of loss or harm that could
result from disruption of information
ter'mology support

(a) Acquisition Specdicottons
Agencies shall establish policies and
respor ad:alines to assure tnat
appropnate technical administrative
physical and personnel -ecurity
requirements are included in
specifications for the acquisition or
operation of information technology
inetallations equipment software and
related services whether pi -mired by
the agency or by GSA 'these security
requirements shall be reviewed and
approved by the management official
responsible for security at the
installation making the acquisition

d Taming Program. for Automated
Information Systems Security Agencies
shall establish a security awareness and
training program to assure that agency
and contractor personnel involved in the
managemer' peration. programming
maintenance or use cf information
technology are aware of their security
responsibilit es and know how to fulfill
them Users information technology
systems sh,uld be apprised of the
vulnerabi'ines of such systems and
trained n techniques to enhance
mar v

4 Assignment of Responsibilities
, Deportment of Commerce The

Secretary of Commerce shall
(I) Develop and issue standards and

guidelines for ssuring the security cd
Federal automated information systems
and

121 Provide technical assistance to
Federal agencies in implementing those
standards end guideline,

b Deport -len' of Defense The
Secretary of Defense shall

Act in accordance with applicable
national security directives, at
executive agent of the government for
the securty of automated information
pysierns that pry its information the
loss of which cow' adversely affect the
national security in, aest and

121 Provide Icthnica. material and
assistance to Feueral agencies
tont erning security of Federal
aut,naled informal on systems
ni hiding acquirtiod and use of

encryption devices appinved by the
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National Security Agency for
t-lecommunicationo security

c General Services Administration
The Administrator of C _neral Services
shall

(1) Issue policies and regulations for
the physical and environmental security
of computer rooms IP Federal buildings
consistent with standards issued by the
Department of Commerce and the
Department of Defense

(2) Assure that agency procurement
requests for computers software
telecommunications services and
related services include security
requirements Delegations of
procurement authority to agencies by
GSA under mandatory programs dollar
threshold delegations certification
programs or other so-called blanket
ielegitions shall incluce requirements
for agency specification of security
requirements

10747

)3) Assure that information technology
equipment, software, computer room
construction, guard or custodial
services, telecommunications services.
and any other related services procured
by GSA meet the security requirements
established and specified by the user
agency and are coniestent with tidier
applicable policies ...nd stanuards issued
by OMB. the Department of Commerce
the Departrent of Defense, and the
Office of Personnel Management

it Office of Personnel Af,vement
The Director, Office of Personnel
Management, shall establish personnel
security policies for Federal personnel

awciated with the design.
programming. operation. malatenance,
or use of Federal automated information

items Requirements fo. personnel
checks imposed by these policies should
vary commensurate with the risk and
magnitude of loss or harm that could be
caused by the indindual The checks

may range from merely normal
reemployment screening procedures to
full background .nvestigatious

5 Reports In their annual internal
control report to the President and the
Congress. required under OMB Circular
No A-I23, agencies shall

Describe any material weaknesses
identified during audits or review* of
sensitive applications or when
conducting risk analyses of tnstallattons
and

b Provide assurance that there is
adequate security of agency automated
information systems

IFS Doc I164117 Filed 3-14.45 r45 ern

INessr This reprint Incorporates editorial
corrections that are published in the
Federal Regime of Thursday March 21.
1965

11811.3 was sii.0141
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B. COMMENTS OF REPRESENTATIVE GLENN ENGLISH, CHAIRMAN, Gov-
ERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE SUBWMMIME
REGARDING DRAFT CIRCULAR

&SW SIKILION. MARIO.
IN.. I.C17.6,nlitples.
OM., NU. NOW. eIpuls.
MOM I *We At .9, Mplin,
1100.1.10.4 rOu1.11 .ra
A. &I &Mtn Km. Culpau NINETY-NININCONGRESS

Comma of tht tintd eStatts
Iun st Ittpraimuclixi

GOvEMNEAVOINEorATIONJUSTICE.ANOAGMCIATURE
VAICOAMITTH

a as
COMMITTEE ON GOVENNMENT OPE 4T. i5

$.1.11-C Som. ftur Dom.

WANMSTCO. 11:: 20615

May 15, 1985

Mr. Douglas H. Ginsburg
AdministrE r fol Info.iation

and Regulatory Affairs
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. : 20503

Dea Mr. Ginsburg

n4..14 O. TOIM 0.0
lie.INT700 0011A
'MGM .1 INVO CM

Thank you for sending me a copy of the draft OMB Circular
on the management of federal information resources. I have
reviewed the draft with a primary focus on the sections that
address access to or disclosure of information and on the
appendix concerning the Privacy Act of 1974. My comments are
limited to sections 7, 8 and Appendix I.

Overall, I find the principles set out in the c rcular
to be very general and therefcie very difficult to ei.aluate
In the abetract. There is nothing in the circular that
indicaies how the principles would be applied by agencies in
practice or what specific programs would be affected.

I believe that the uncertainty over the application of
the information management principles is a major cause of a
good deal of the outcry over the circular. Someone who
relies regularly on a goveiniment publication can find nothing
in the draft that constitutes reasonable assuraice that tre
publication will be co'tinued. This uncertainty extends to
all government publication programs, major and minor.

ci cular is also being measured against the background
of t,nr ye,rs of Reagan Administration cutbacks in information
,rograus, l.mitstions on public availability of government
data, ano ,uriailment of access to government offici la.
Thcse information restrictions base gen rated continuing
controversy co C.4.oltol Hill end throughout the United Sta'es.
Many fear that the circular ls I.Jsr another attempt to

tnment control over public debare.

PEST C OM' AVAILABLE
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Mr. Douglas H. Ginsburg
May 15, 1985

If this is not the intent of the circular, then significant
changes will be needed in order to demonstrate that "management
of federal information resources" is not simply a code word
for additional restrictions on the availability of information
to the public.

My specific comments are contained in the attachment to
this letter. In working In the revision of the draft circular,
I recommend that 0MB identify several dozen significant
existing or planned agency information disseminat!on programs.
0MB should evaluate these programs according to the standards
proposed in the circular. I believe that this exercise will
show that these standaros cannot be applied to produce
consistently rational results. This process will also neap
in the formulation of more meaningful guidance.

There are enough difficult issues raised but not resolved
by the circular to warrant a complete revision. When all of
the comments have been considered and the circular has been
rewritten, I recommend most strongly that the revised circular
be reissued for another round of public comments.

If you have any questions about this letter or my comments,
please contact Subcommittee counsel Robert Gellman.

Sincerely,

Glenn English
Chairman

31EAJIAVA Ycl03 Ta 3E1
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COMMENTS OF REP. GLENN ENGLISH, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE AND AGRICULTURE

Draft OMB Circular cm Management of Federal
Information Resources, 50 fed. Reg. 10733 (Mar. 15, 1985)

1. Basic Considerations and Assumptions (Section 7)

The circular's basic considerations and assumptions
completely fail to reflect the importance, value, and role of
information, and especially government information, to American
democracy and to American society in general.

Public access to government information is essential to
the operation a democracy. Inforned public debate is the
basis of our form oi government and is the bedrock of the
First Amendment to the Constitutica. These values are
reflected in numerous Laws guaianteeing citizens a right of
access to government information, such as the Freedom of
Information Act, the Government in the Sunshine Act, and the
law establis..ing the Federal Depository Library Program.

Instead of a clear statement of -ue of government
information to the American system of government, section
7(L) states myopically: "The value of government information
to the government is solely a function of the degree to which
the informs-ion contributes to achieving agencies' missions."

This is an accountant's view of the value of information
on a balance sheet rather than a statement of the importance
of government information to a democracy. The attitude
reflected in section 7(c) appears to be the same one that
has led ,he Reagan Administration to propose or to implement
so many restrictions on the ability of citizens to learn
what the government is doing.

Some general recognition of the imoortance of goverrment
information can be found in section 7(b), which states that
government information is a valuable resource to ttie government,
to its citizens, and to the economy. However, eve., settion
7(b) contains only a brief, seven word reference to the value
of government information to citizens ("provides citizens
with knowledge of thei: society").

This is wholly inadequate as Er: acknowledgement of the
multitude of waya in which government information is used
today by the Congress, policy anaiyats, social scientists,
economists, academics, .:searchers, scholars and others. It
contains .o reference ai all to the use of information in the
political process. There is no statement about the importance
of information in maintaining the accountability of government
and of government activities, policies, and operations.

476
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Section 7(f) states that the public's right to access to
government information must be protected. As recognition of
the need to preserve access tc records under the Freedom of
Information Act, this provision is adequate. However, it is
wit a substitute for an acknowledgement of the broader uses of
government information.

Moreover, the FOIA cannoc always be relied upon to
provide a complete backstor for the public's need for
government information. Agencies are not required to compile
information in order to respond to a FOIA request. When data
is maintained in a computer system, for example, an agency
can avoid disclosure by rcii.,ing to reprogram its computers
to provide requested data. Thus, in the absence of some
effective dissemination programs, there can be an effective
denial of access notwithstanding the FOIA.

The circular needs to state that public disclosure of
government information is essential to the operation of a
democracy. The circular needs to state th t government
information is a valuable resource for a wide range of users.
The circular needs to state that government information
should be publicly available in the absence of an important
public or private interest in secrecy.

The reason why explicit recognition of all of the
collateral uses of government information is so important
can be found in section 7(d). That section requires that the
public and private benefits from government information must
exceed the public and private costs of the information. The
value of government information programs is hard to evaluate
through any simplistic cost-benefit standard.

I am concerned that any mechanical cost-benefit approach
io information nrograms will produce incomplete and misleading
results, and I recommend that section 7(d) be deleted. The
costs of government information are relatively easy to calculate
tut the benefits are much harder to identify and quantify.
As a result, there will be an inherent bias against information
programs that will be difficult to overcome.

An illustration of the difficulty of evaluating the
value of the benefits that result frow disclosure can be
found in the experience with fee waivers under the FOIA.
That Act requires fee waivers when disclosure of information
is in the public interest because furnishing the information
can be considered as primarily benefiting the general public.
This standard has been a constant source of conflict, and
there is evidence suggesting that some agencies deny fee
waivers as a way of di,couraging requests for information
that the agencies prefer to withhold. Institutionalizing the
evaluation of the benefits of disclosure Ls likely to make
the problems worse.

4
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As a second-best alternative to the deletion of section
7(d), I recommend rot,: the circular include a clearer, stronger,
and more complete acknowledgement of the wide range of uses,
of government. Section 7(h) is a step 1, the right direction,
but more needs to be done.

In addition, if agencies are required to consider costs
and benefits, there should be more explicit procedural
requirements to ensure that all benefits are identified and
fairly priced before any programs are changed. Even the fine
words of section 7(h) provide no guidance on how to calculate
the benefits of an "open and efficient erzhange of government
scientific and technical information." Agencies should be
specifically required to identify their cost-benefit methodology
and to seek and :on.ider public comments. Ensuring uniform
methodology and pricing of benefits is an issue that OMB will
have to confront if the cost-benefit approach is retained.

2. Policies (Section 8)

Section 8(a)(1) and (3) state in part that information
should only be collected when necessary to achieve agency
mission objectives. The collection of personal information
is governed by the Privacy Act of 1974. Subsections (e)(1)
and (e)(2) of the Act contain information collection and
maintenance limitations that differ somewhat from -- but
admittedly do not conflict with -- the provisions of sectic
8(a)(1) and (3) of the circular. To the extent that these
provisions affect collection of personal information, it
would be appropriate to revise the circular so that its
langu. a conforms more precisely with the language of the
Privacy Act.

Section 8(a)(2) propose that agencies seek to satisfy
new information needs through interagency sharing of information.
Again, the Privacy Act imposes some limitations both on
collection and disclosure of personal information by agencies.
See subsection (e)(2) of the Privacy Act (providing that
information ?Mould be collected to the greatest extent practicable
from the subject individual) and subsection (b)(3) (disclosures
pursuant to routine use). The limitations of the Privacy Act
need to be incorporated in the ci cular.

Also, there is a suggestion in section 8(a)(2) that
commercial sources be used to obtain information. To the
extent that this applies to personal information, it needs to
be reconsidered in light of Privacy Act collection limitations.
If this provision is retained at all, it needs to be carefully
qualified. The use of commercial information sources in the
past has been especially controversial (e.g. IRS use of
mailing lists) or has required specific authorizing legislation
(e.g. the Debt Collection Act of 1982).
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Section 8(a)(4)(D) refers to "violations of obligations
of confidentiality." The use of the word "obligations" here
is unfortunately ambiguous. It could be read to refer either
to a statutory requirement for protection of confidentiality
or to an ad hoc agency commitment to maintain confidentiality.
This second Interpretation is potentially troublesome.

Under the FOIA and other laws, standards for confidential
treatment of proprietary information are established by
statute. An agency does not have any authority to make
agreements to withhold information not protectable under the
statutory standard. Any suggestion that an agency can make
an obligation of confidentiality that differs from the law
could be misleading. I suggest that the circular delete the
wcrds "obligations of".

Section 8(a)(5) refers to providing individuals wLth
"reasonable access to records consistent with the Privacy
Act. An individual can also use the FOIA to obtain access to
records about himself, and the circular should reference both
Acts in connection with individual access rights. Also, the
use of the qualifier "reasonable" here is puzzling. There
is no similar qualification in section 8(a)(6) relating to
public access to information under the Freedom of Information
Act. I suggest that the word "reasonable" be deleted.

Sections 8(a)(8) and (9) establish standards for the
dissemination of government information products and services.
This is probably the most controversial part of the circular,
and it raises more questions than it answers. Both sections
need considerable rethinking.

Section 8(a)(8) would allow dissemination of government
information products and services under only two conditions.
The first is when dissemination is "required by law". This
seems unobjectionable, but what doea "required by law" mean?
For example, the statute creating the Department of Agriculture
assigned it the duty of acquiring and diffusing among the
people of the United States useful information on subjects
connected with agriculture and rural development (7 U.S.C.
S2201). Are all Agriculture Department information programs
required by law? It is not at all clear from the circular or
from the statute.

One consequence of a "required by law" standard will be
more legislation requiring specific dissemination programs.
If a statute provides the only "safe harbor" for dissemination
programs, then agencies and consumers of the programs will
Reek legislative authorization. If these attempts are successful
-- and some will result in new statutes -- it will be mere
difficult in the future to review dissemination programs at
the administrative level.
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The second circumstance that would pe'mit a government
dissemination program is when disseminatioi is essential
to an agency's mission. This provision is very troublesome.
To begin with, there is no definition of "essential". If
Department of Agriculture dissemination programs are not
considered to be "required by law", are they then necessarily
essential to the agency's mission? Is it possible that
dissemination programs under 7 U.S.C. S2201 are neither
"required by law" nor "essential"? Who makes the judgment:
the agency or OMB?

Even if essential, the circular provides an agency may
not have a dissemination program if similar products or
services are already provided by other government or private
sector organizations. It is reasonable to prevent agencies
from competing unfairly with private sector information
companies. However, the crude standard proposed in the
circular is inadequate.

A private sector information product or servic4 may not,
by its mere existence, fulfill the mission of an agency.
Suppose a private sector information service duplicates an
agency service but at a price that is much higher than the
agency charges. Will a private sector service fulfill the
agency's mission if few of the agency's clients can afford to
use it? Suppose the private service is only available to
those with the capability to use computer terminals? In
evaluating a potentially duplicative private sector service,
should an agency consider the price of the service and the
ability of some users to access it? The circular offers no
guidance on this point.

Suppose a private company is willing to provide the part
of an information service that has a sufficient market to
generate profits. Should an agency only offer the unprofitable
(but still essential) service? If the costs of providing
partial service are the same is the costs of a more complete
service, should an agency still defer to the private sector
for the profitable services? As the market for information
develops, should an agency change its service to accomodate
the changing services offered by privet? companies?

The circular would also prevent an agency from providing
an information product or service if the product- or service
"cou d reasonably be expected to be provided" by ot!...rs in the
absence of an agency activity. What zonstitutes a reasonable
expectatior? How can an agency be expected to forego a
dissemination program that is essential to its mission on the
grounds that someone else can be expected to provide it?
What if a reasonable expectation turns out to oe wrong?

Can an agency consider the cost and difficulty of
restoring its information program if a private information
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serN.ice fails? Many private information services that are
offered are dropped if a sufficient market does not develop.
Foe example, a recent report in Business Week indicated that
a record number of public data bases were discontinued last
year.

Should the same standards apply to both existing and
proposed agency information programs? Is it reasonable to ask
an agency to end a successful dissemination program on the
representation of a private sector company that it will offer
a duplicative service in the future? If a company duplicates
or intends to duplicate an agency service in part, should the
agency stop offering that part of its service?

A major problem wiih the rules for agency dissemination
programs is that the goals of the circular are disjointed.
One goal is avoiding government competition with private
sector information products and services. Another goat is
the presenition of agency information programs that are
essential co an agency's mission. There is an unstated
assumption that any private sector information service or
product that duplicates an agency service or product will
necessarily fulfill an agency's mission. This assumption is
unproved and will certainly be wrong in many instances.

Both goals are reasonable, but the approach of section
8(a)(8) is too crude. The circular should focus on the terms
of competition not just the existence of competition.
Government can be and probably should be discouraged from
competing but, in many cases, the government will necessarily
be a presence in an information market. Even the circular
recognizes this. Government has a role, and it can icovide
the benefits of competi -on if it is prevented from competing
unfairly. A more realistic goal is the elimination of unfair
competition by government rather than the eliminatioa of
competition totally.

Also, information product and services shovid not
necessarily be lumped together and treated with the same
standards. Different ruler. might well apply to different
types of products and service's. Dissemination programs might
be divided into components and agencies might be discouraged
from offering communications ar value-added services.
Information collection and compilation might continue with
fewer restrictions.

Information disseminated on paper may have to be treated
differently than information disseminated by electronic
means. It appears that electronic data systms may present
a range of information issues that are considerably different
than the issues presented by hard-copy dissemination.
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Also, a different analysis may be appropriate for existing
products and services than for proposed new products and
services. Political realities certainly suggest that it is
easier to prevent a new information system from being
established than to shut down a system that has an entrenched
set of employees and customers.

It is worth observing that the examples (cited in the
analysis on page 10735) of information not suitable for
government dissemination systems include information for
which there is no present dissemination program and which is
either trivial or of interest to an extremely narrow group.
0MB avoided the hard issue by failing to provide an example
of an existing dissemination program that fails to meet the
standards of the circular and should accordingly be eliminated.

Section 8(a)(9) sets several general standards for the
dissemination of government information products and services
that pass through the screen of section 8(a)(8). Ore of
these standards is cost effectiveness for the government,
"including placing maximum feasible reliance on the private
sector for the dissemination of products or servicea."

It is not entirely clear what is meant in this section
by cost effective or whether cost effectiveness will necessarily
be consistent with maximum reliance on tare private sector.
In some instances, the most cost effective program will be
one that generates the most revenues from users. But a
program that generates the most revenues for the government
may include little or no role for me private sector. This
potential inconsistency should be resolved more clearly in
the circular rather than left to the agencies.

Section 8(a)(9)(d) requires agencies to establish
procedures for periodically r'viewing the continued need for
and manner of dissemination products and services. These
procedureu need to be spelled out in more detail. I recommend
that 0MB require agencies ,o use a notice and comment procedure
prior to making any decision to terminate a dissemination
program. Notice should include publication in the Federal
Register as well as specific notification to known subscribers,
users of the services and appropriate congressional committees.
It would also be appropriate to require agencies to provide
advance notice of poposals to establish new dissemination
systems.

Agencies faring the need to terminate dissemination
programs because of budget cutbacks should allow inform- on
users to have a stronger voice in establishing prioritie,
for agency volications. There should also be a requirement
that agencies provide adequate advance notification of any
actual ter-Jination decision (in addition to notice prior to
making tra.h a decision). As the frequency of publication
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decreases, the amount of advance notice should increase.
The notic! of termination will allow users to seek new sources
and potential suppliers to consider offering new services.

Additionally, I think that the dissemination policy in
the circular fails to address squarely the Federal Depository
Library program. This program is a cheap and effective way
of maing government publications widely available. When
publication programs are terminated because of the policies
in the circular, there will be nothing to replace the loss to
depository libraries.

There is also a need to confront the future of depot
libraries in an age where more and more information is mai. ed
electronically in data bases. If these data bases are not
made available in some fashion, then the whole depository
library program will be undermined. This will not be an easy
problem to solve, and I do not believe that it must be solved
before the circular is finalized. But it should receive some
attention soon.

The analysis preceding the text of the circular urges
increased reliance on the depository library program as an
alternative to new dissemination programs. Depository libraries
receive copies of government publications. But the circular
urges termination of government dissemination programs and
dissemination is defined to include publication. Thus,
notwithatanding the advice in the analysis. the circular's
emphasis on reducing dissemination can reduce the availability
of information to depository libraries.

There are several other points relating to dissemination
that are absent from the circular. First, government
information policy is shaped to a significant degree by the
values reflected in the First Amendment to the Constitution.
Yet the First Amendment is not referenced or discussed in the
section on basic considerations and assumptions.

Second, government dissemination programs are also shaped
to a significant degree by the statutory prohibition against
the copyright of information by the government. This prohibition
is an important -- though not well-recognized -- element or our
openness in government laws. The inability of government to
copyright data restricts agencies from selling information
collected at taxpayer expense for a price based on the value
of the information or the cost of collection. As a result,
government is generally only able to charge user fees that
reflect the cost of dissemination. The effect of this limitation
on government control over its own information is important
ana should be reflected in the circular.
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Third, the analysis to the circular discusses at several
places the need to avoid giving contractors monopoly control
over government information. However, this very important
point is not clearly reflected in the text of the circular.

3. Implementation of the Privacy Act (Appendix I)

The appendix proposes to eliminate reports required
under subsection (o) of the Privacy Act when minor changes
are made to systems of records. The concept of a "minor
change" is not included in the Privacy Act itself and appears
in this appendix for the first time.

I am not sure if thin limitation on the reporting
requirement is entirely consistent with the Act, but I do not
have any objection to it. However, I recommend that a more
comprehensive list of examples of "minor changes" be included.
Ideally, the list if minor changes in the definition and of
major changes in section 4(b)(1) should be exhaustive. I

want to avoid any possibility of future disputes over what
types of changes required reports.

The review of contracts subject to the Privacy Act under
subsection (m) is an excellent idea. However, if o,.11, a
random sample of contracts is to be reviewed, I recommend that
it be done more frequently than every five years, There has
been little oversight of subsection (m), and think that a
review every two yeas -- especially if done by random
sample -- would not be too burdensome.

I applaud the requirement that routine uses be reviewed
periodically. I suggest that agencies be required to conduct
the first review imemdiately. It would also be nice if the
review were acccmpanied by more specific guidance from OMB on
just what constitutes a routine use. This guidance is long
overdue. See Committee on Government Operations, Who Cares
About Privacy? Oversight of the Privacy Act of 1974 by the
Office of Management and Budget and by the Congress, H.R. Rep.
98-455 (1983).

The requirement for a review of Privacy Act cases
involving civil or criminal liability is also good. However,
since findings of either civil or criminal liability under the
Privacy Act are rare enough, I would recommend that the
review be conducted immediately after a case is lost by the
government rather than annually. There is no reason to allow
identified problems to fester any longer thtn is necessary.
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MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL INFORMATION RESOURCES:

A GENERAL CFITIQUE OF THE MARCH 1985 00 DRAFT CIRCULAR--
MATTERS OF POSSIBLE CONGRESSIONAL CONSIDERATION

INTRODUCTION

On March 15, 1985, the Office of Management and Budget (ONE) published a

draft circular 1/ the purpose of which was 'to provide a general framework for

management of Federal information resources.' 2/ OMB requested that comments

and suggestions from the public regarding this circular be submitted no latter

than May 14, 1985. After receiving such comments, OMB will consider revisits

the circular and either republishing it for additional comment or issuing it in

final form.

Certain operative OMB circulars were updated and combined in the text of

the draft circular. The proposal also detailed OMB authority over all information -

gathering efforts by Federal agencies. As recent press accounts have indicated,

both the specification of this authority and the implications of its exercise

have provoked considerable controversy. 3/ Supporters of the draft circular

contend that billions of dollars could be saved through OMB regulation of

the unnecessary gathering and dissemination of information. Opponents argue

that the Nrlue of government information cannot be measured by its cost alone,

that certain civic values are served by such information, and that limits

on its flow might well result in a reduction of government accountability.

1/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, F. 10734-10747.

2/ Ibid., p. 10734

3/ See Martin Tolchin. U.S. Plans Cut in Data Collection and Distribution.

New York Times, March 31, 1985, p. 1, 26; Keith B. Richburg. OMB Seeks

Restrictions on Agency Studies. Washington Post, April 26, 1965, p A21.
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An analytical evaluation of 0111's draft circular on the management of

Federal information resources is sade difficult for two reasons. First, the

policy considerations set out in the circular are very general and, therefore,

difficult to assess. Second, there is little in the circular to indicate

how the policy considerations would be applied in practice or what specific

programs would be affected. Thus, analysis of the draft circular necessarily

cannot be detailed. After providing some background information on the

development of the OMB proposal, this critique WA/WI the way the curtest draft

add four issue areas: general management, public access to governms

information, personal grivaty, and information ysteee and technology management,

and raises some issues and questions for further consideration.

In September 1983, the Office of Management and Budget announced that

it was planning to revise and consolidate the following four operative circulars

into a single directive dealing with the management of Federal information

resources:

A-71 "Responsibthties for the Administration and Management
of Automatic Data Processing Activities. (Inch:ding
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to C'rcular A-71 "Security
of Federal Automated Information Systems')

A-90 'Cooperating with State and Local Governments to
Coordinate and Improve Information Systems'

A-108 "Responsibilities for the Maintenance of Records
about Individuals by Federal Agencies'

A-121 'Cost Accounting, Cost Recovery, and Interagency
Sharing of Data Processing Facilities' 4/

4; Federal Resistor, v. 48, September 12, 1983, p. 40964-40965.
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In its notice, OMB said it rot only wished "to solicit public views on

revision and consolidation of matters covered in the four existing Circulars,'

but also sought 'comment' on how and whether the new Circular should be broadened

so that the consolidated product will be fully rep tive of Federal

information management policy. 5/ OKB offered sixteen issues in its notice

which were 'intended to be suggestive of the kinds of questions it may be

appropriate to address in a policy directive, to encourage discussion and to

stimulate recommendations for other issue areas that might be considexed.'

These included the following items:

1. General Principles of Information Resources Management.

2. Competition with the Private Sector.

3. Inforsation Processing Standards

4. Inter-Agency Sharing of Data Processing Facilities; Access
to Alternative Facilities.

5. Cost Accounting Procedures for Data Processing.

6. Least Overall Systems Life Cost.

7. User Charges for Information Products and Services.

8. Software Management.

9. Long-Range Planning Process.

10. Microcomputer Technology, End-User ,.:omputin4 and Office

Automation.

11. Information Technology for Data Collection.

12. Security of Automated Information Systems.

13. Maintenance of Records about Individuals.

14. Maintenance of Federal Records.

15. Roles of Suppliers, Consumers, and Manage-. of Information

Technology.

5/ Ibid., p. 40964.
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16. Avoiding Development of Redundant Administrtive and Management

Systamm. 6/

Following the November 14, 1983 deadline for responses to its notice,

OKB prepared a summary enervate of the comments received from !3 respondents,

among which were 14 Federal agencies, 18 libraries and universities, and 21

members of the public. 7/ This analysis was subsequently distributed to senior

officials burins responsibility for manegement of information resources within

the executive branch. 8/

According to the OMB summary, three of the sixteen issues for which comment

was solicited "received the majority of responses and crea-ed the most controversy.'

These were "General Principles of Information Resources Management," "Competition

with the Private Sector," and "User Charges for information Products awl Services."

Each is discussed briefly below.

General Principles

The principle that "information is not a free good but a resource of substantial

economic value and should be treated as such," according to the OMB memorandum,

"drew strong reactions from the university and library community." These comments,

OMB st eeeee 1, 'carried the same thread: the fear that such a policy emphasising

such a principle would restrict the free flow of information in this country," 9/

6/ Ibid., p. 40964-40965.

7/ U.S. Office of Management and Budget. Office of Information end
Regulatory Affairs. information Policy Branch. Analysis of Public Comments
to Federal Register. Notice of September 12, 1983. Washington, 1984.

(Hereafter cited as OMB Analysis)

8/ U.S. Office of Management and Budget. Memorandus for Senior Officials

for information Resources Management, from Christopher DeMuth. Administrator
for Information and Regulatory Affairs, Jan. 27, 1984. Washington, 1984.

9/ OMB Analysis, p. 2.
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Competition With the Private Sector

"Most commentors," OMB noted, 'recognise the need to establish a balance

between the public and private sectors to avoid competition while ensuring that

society's information made are met." CMS Circulat A-76, which was not included

in the initial revision and cosolidation effort, prescribes policy under which

the Federal Government shall not comets unfairly with the private sector in the

acquisition of goods and services for its use.

Nonetheless, according to the OMB analysis, comments on thin point reflected

opposing positions. The Information Indastry Association, representing a large

number of private information companies, urged that the new circular supplement

A-76 because it was "concerned that government agencies have attempted or will

attempt to repackage informatioc themselves in new forms or formats end 'rovide

information services to the public in direct competition with commercial vendors

and developers." 1G/ By contrast, "Library and university respondents,' the OMB

analysts said, "caution that the private sector role should not be overemphasized

to the detriment of the public's 'right to know' nor do they believe that profit

by the private sector should be made at the public's expense." 11/ A middle

ground position was taken by Federal agencies.

Federal agencies do not support Including information erviLes
in Circular A-76 where emphasis is totally on economics. Guidelines

should fully address the concept of "public good;" that much
information while not fres should be wholly or partially underwritten
as public investment and common good. S 1 reflect the view

that the Federal Government is not competing unfairly with the
private sectorrather they are stimulating it--since the latter
can take freely disseminated information and turn this resource into
substantial gain. The governmentally disseminated information thus
protects the public good by ensuring equal access, while allowing
value-added commercial application. 12/

10/ Ibid., p. 3.

11/ Ibid., p. 5.

12/ Ibid.
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Comments froe the Information Industry Association and individual information

companies indicated, according to OMB, 'that the government g Fly ought not

to offer information products and services in the marketplace, but if it does,

it should met prices in a manner that diminish.. competition with Oe private

sector.' 13/ It vss the consensus of commentore other than the privee information

companies 'that user charges for government information product, and services

should not be artificially inflated to market value.' These charges, it was

felt, 'should inclmie only those costs incurred by the government over and

above the government' own requirements (i.e.. reproduction and/.1r access

costs), and should not include creation costs incurred in fulfillment of an

agency's missionparticularly in the case of disseminating scientific and

technical information.' 10

Still another set of views was :summarised in the following paragraph

from the OMB summary analysis:

Federal agency tnought is reflected in Interior's statement
that a policy on user charges should consider the fact that many
information product* and services are both public and private goods.
Basic h activities, unless requested and paid fur by specific
clientele, usually can be considered public mood.. Consequently,
the costs of such activities should be, and g Fly are, covered
by appropriated funds, not by user charges. In contrast,
reproduced information products, including expert services (if
directly requested), usually have the attributes of private goods
and could be managed like a privets sector business. This would
require government agencies supplying information product* to
charge a price to specific clientele that would recover the full
costs of reproduction and distribution. In other cases, such as
the provision of reprcduced information products to depository
libraries, government information is being provided to meet a
general public need, and the appropriate charge, consistent with
current public finance concepts, is sero. 15/

13/ Ibid., p. S.

14/ Ibid., p. 6.

15/ Ibid.
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Finally, the OMS analysis inoicated that the public library and university

community feared that the "inflated costs for government information products

and services would restrict information to those who ram afford it." 16/

After reviewing these seaters of disparate and sharply conflicting opinion,

the OMB analysis discussed other isms s and comments made regarding them.

Subsequently, the draft Federal information resources management circu'

merged from ',hem considerations and was published on March 15, 10155, for

public comment.

16/ Ibid., p. 7.
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CRITIQUE OF Till 1985 DRAFT CIRCULAR

GENERAL MtNAGEMIENT

The concept of "information resources management" can Me traced to the

Commission oa Federal Paperwork, a temporary nat',nal advisory panel crested

in 1974 to "stody end investigate statutes, policies, rule*, regulations,

procedures, an. practices of the federal Government relating to information

gathering, processing, and dissemination, and the management and control

of th,se information activities." 17/ The Paperwork Comtism/on issued a

series reports, including one published in 197 concerning information

resources management. The following paragraphs from that report provide an

understanding of this new concept.

A substantial amount of Federal paperwork can be laid at the
door of uuplanned, uncoordinated and unevaluated requirements.
Information, and consequently paperwork, is easily abused because
officials can collect, hoard and proliferate it with impunity
as costs are hidden in program and overhead accounts. The biggest
cost of all, the direct sort to the citizen revpondents, does not
even show up in the accounts.

Thus the real culprit of the paperwork burden is mismanagement
of information resources. Government has tended to regard information
as a relativelf free and limitless commodity, like air and sunshine,
simply ours for the asking. We must realize, where wr have not
already done so, that this is not the case. Information as a vital
resource to the public and private enterprise alike. Moreover, it
is a resource in limited supply, often coed,' to locate, retract and
refine. It exists in a variety of raw forms (data), and m4y or may
not be costefficient to acquire and deliver. Like its mineral
resource counterpart, Lt 4: ;-.times not as valuable as we may think.

17/ 83 Stat. 1789.
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Management in industry or government requires the careful
consideration and selection of the best aim of resources and tools

orom the wide array usually available. For example, when a program

manager decides to ekploy a questionnaire in lieu of other methods

to collect information, he is saltine a resource decision. The decision

to employ manual, paperwork-intensive iaWir---involving substantial

recordkeepiug and reporting requirements rather than computer-
intensive methods--is not unlike the decision to use steel rather

than poured concrete.

Iistorically, when n resource is identified, a management

fun cion has been established to deal with the problem. Officials

in charge of management function planned, programmed, budgeted,

accounted for, audited and evaluated the resource according to

prescribed principles and practices. That set of principles and

practices (a body of doctrine) it called resource maoags ant. For

data and information resources, no central, cohealve body of doctrine

exists today; there /3 not Min good information, advice or
guidance to offer top management. 18/

When Congress legislated the Paperwork Reduction Act in 1980, the management

of information resources was addressed primarily in section 3504 of the statute

which vested in the Director of OMB a number of pertinent duties and

responsibilities. 0 The draft OKB circular cites this section of the law and

would give the Director authmity to

develop and 'aplament uniform and consistent information resources
management policies; oversee the development and promote the use

of information management principles, standards, and guidelines;

evaluate agency information management practices in order to
determine their adequacy and efficiency; and determine compliance

of such practices with the policies, principles, standards, and

guidelines promulgated by the Director. 20/

In many regards, GMB's draft circular on Federal information resources

management is a broad, general policy statement inplementieg section 3504 of

the Paperwork Reduction Act, consistent with other sections of that statute

18/ U.S. Conollsion on Federal Paperwork. Informatin Resources Management.

Washington, September 9, 19/7, p. 12-13.

19/ I Stat. 2812, 2815-1818; 44 U.S.C. 3504.

20/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10734, 10738.
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and other authorities cited in the draft circular. 21/ Sy explicit citation,

it also acknowledges the pertinence of the Freedom of Information Act, 22/

the National Science and Technology Policy, Organisation and Priorities Act, 23/

the Federal Records Act, 24/ and Nation./ Security Decision Directive 145

concerning "NatiJnal Policy on Telecommunications and Automated Information

Systems Security.' 25/

The policies expressed in the draft circular 'apply to the information

activities of all agencies of the executive branch of the Federal Govsrnment,' 11/

excluding independent regulatory agencies and the Executive Office of the

President with the exception of OMB and the Office of Administration. 27/ OMB's

introduction to the draft circular indicates that the policies it expresses

derive from 'statutes or legislative history, or represent executive branch

management philosophy.' 28/ Due to the broad scope and general nature of

the draft circular, as well as the manner in which it was formulated, at

21/ Ibid., p. 10738; these authorities include the Privacy Act (S U.S.C.
552a), the i. ,eel Property and Adainistrecive Services Act (40 U.S.C. 759),
the Budget and Accounting Act (31 U.S.C. LS), and 1.0. 12046 (3 C.F.I. 1978
Coup., p. 158).

22/ 5 U.S.C. 552.

23/ 42 U.S.C. 6601 et seq.

24/ 64 Stat. 583 as amended by 90 Stat. 2723.

25/ Issued Septemser 17, 1984 with an unclassified version, but not
published.

26/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10738.

27/ See Ibid., p. 10739.

28/ Ibid., p. 10734.
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least one commentor recently took issue with it saying the proposal 'reaches

beyond agency management considerations into areas which are properly the

purview of Congress.' 29/

Four areas of general management policy are add d in the draft circular:

(1) information collection and generation, (2) information sharing, (3) econom:

and cost considerations, and (4) information dissemination, distribution,

and publication. The treatment of these areas by the circ,lar is discussed

below. As defined in the draft circular, information "means any communication

or reception of knowledge such as facts, data, or opinions, including numerical,

graphic, or narrative forms, whether oral or maintained in any meuiuu, including

computerised tats bases, paper, microform, or magnetic tale.' 30/ It is apparent

that 'information' is understood here in very broad terms.

Information Collection and Generation

Historically, when the Federal Government was organized in 1789, the new

departments, po ing no information of their own, began collecting it from

a variety of sources predecessor agencies, commerical enterprises, zzl:. the

citizenry being among the initial contributors. Today, government information

still derives from thic basic collection activity, though its original scope

and magnitude have increased in many ways over the past two centuries. And,

as the draft OMB circular acknowledges [section 7b1, a valuable resource has

resulted.

12/ Letter of May 14, 1985, from El/sea D. Cooke, Director, Arerican
Library Association, Washington Office, to J. Timothy Sprehe, Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, commenting

n the draft OMB circular.

SO/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, 1. 1C739.
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Government information is a valuable resource. it is an essential
tool for managing the government's operations, provides citizens with
knowledge of their society, and U a commodity with economic value in
the marketplace. 111

Within this expansive /dew of government information as an "essential

tool f:Nr managing the government's operations,* Congressional oversight of

agency administration would arguably play a major role. But the draft OKB

circular dispella such a notion in the very next paragraph [section 70 by

defining the "value of governmert information to the government [as] solely

a function of the degree to which information contributes to achieving agencies'

missions." 32/

The second paragraph appears to be somewhat United in scope. For example,

it makes no mention of the value and importance of government information to

Congressional overseers and the citizenry of a democracy. keauaing its accuracy

and valiability, government information can contribute significantly to

government accountability. The paragraph also eight have given some recognition

to the many ways in which government information is used by various government

entities in the United States, businesses, financial institutions, social

scientists, and other scholars, academics, a'd researchers. Finally, the second

paragraph implies that, unless government information contributes to an agency's

missions, the agency should not collect or po it. In one sense, this may

be efficient or econom! A management of information, but in another sense,

it might be shortsighted if 'missions' are ill-defined or subject to changes

over which an agency has little coutrol. Further attention will be given

to efficiency and economy considerations in the discussion of costs.

31/ Ibid.

32/ Ibid.
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Among its other basic considerations and assumptions, the draft circular

offers the following provision [section 7i) bearing on information collection:

The value of perserving government records is a function of the
degree to which preservation protects the legal and financial rights
of the government or its citizens, and prt 1 official record
of federal agency activities for agency sank . and historical
purposes. 73/

A problem arising with this paragraph concerns its reference to "government

records' rather than "government information.' The term 'government records" is

not defined in the circular and is otherwise of uncertain significance in the

case of electronically stored data. "Government information" is defined in the

circular [section 6c) and does address the electronic medium. The paragraph

indicate, that "an official record of Federal agency activities for agency

management end historical purposes" is to be maintained. Apart from

accountability considerations, the preservation of agency information can

reduce or eliminate the need to collect such material, perhaps for

cosp4rative or trend purposes, in the future. However, this objective sight

he better met by properly defining 'government records' or substituting

'government information" in the paragraph.

In specifying information manageuent policies [section 8a), the draft

circular includes three provisions concerning collection. The first of these

[section, na(1))

Create or col/nct only that information amasser y to achieve
agency mission objectives and only after planning for its
processing, transaission, dieseaination, use, se, and
disposition. 34/

33/ Ibid.

34/ Ibid.
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This is a basic statement of information resources management. It requires

agencies to plan the full lifecycle of infcrmatioi it anticipates generating,

including meeting standard of used ("to achieve agency mission objectives")

and providing a final status ("disposition "). A provision in the basic

considerations and assumptions section of the draft circular, discussed sealer,

contained a similar approach to information collection. 35/ ly adhering to

this subsection, will agencies narrowly interpret their mission objectives and

generate information for their own immediate needs, or will they broadly

interpret their mission objectives and produce information for both themselves

and the community of interests they individually serve? A Federal agency

probably is able to collect information that no interest group could gather

by itself. And perhIps information produced by a Federal agency is regarded

as being more reliable and valid than that generated by an interest group. It

may be that better adminiatration and regulation result (for society) from

this situation than would if competing interest groups were left to their

own devices for information gathering.

The second policies provision concerning collection [section 8a(2)] states:

Seek to satisfy new information needs through interagency or
intergovernmental sharing of information or through commerical
sources before creating or collecting new information. 36/

Several considerations arise regarding this provision. Although it is

not clearly stated in OMI'- draft circular, there appears to be an underlying

presumption that, in satisfying new information needn, interagency or

intergovernmental sharing or commerical sources will be more efficient and

35/ See text accompanying note 32 supra.

16/ Federal Register, v. 50, Harch 15, 1985, p. 10739.
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economical than generation by an agency itself. There is also a presumption

that information sought through interagency, intergovernmental, or commercial

avenues will be in a reasonably useful form, methodologically valid and reliable,

and suitable in scope.

With regard to the propriety of interagency or intergovernntal information

sharing, provision is made elsewhere in th, draft circular for the protection

of individually identifiable and proprietary Pformation [section 6a(e)], but

no mention is otherwise made of ethical or legal restraints pertaining to the

use of infuriation by a Federal agency for a given purpose even though it wma

collected by another government entity for different purpose. And in the

case of the Privacy Act, some special limitations apply. According to the

statute, when seeking personal information, agencies shall "collect information

to the greatest extent practicable directly from the subject Individual when

the information may result in ad determinations about an individual's

rights, benefits, and privileges under Federal programs.' 27/ This Privacy

Act provision affects agency use of commercial sources to obtain personal

information. Indeed, such use of commercial infolmation sources of late has

been especially controversial e.g. Internal Revenue Service use of mailing

lists for lifestyle indicatorsor has required specific authorising legislation

such ea the Debt Collection Act of 1962. 36/

The third policies provision concerning collection [section 6a(3)] states:

Unit the collection of individually idene.f.abld information and
proprietary information to that which is legally authorised and
necessary to achieve agency mission objectives. 39/

37/ 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(2).

38/ See 96 Stat. 1..9.

39/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1965, p. 10739.
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This language is unite ily somewhat different from, but does not

appear to conflict with, collection and maintenance limitations specified

in the Privacy Act as follows;

lath agency that maintains a system of recordr shall --

(1) maintain in its records only such information about an
individual as is relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose
of the agency required to be accomplished by statute or by
executive order of the President;

(2) collect information to the greatest extent practicable
directly from the subject individual when the information may
result in adverse determinations about an individual's rights,
benefits, and privileges under Federal programs . ./s/

The draft circular provision again raises the standardofneed question

discussed earlier, 41/ but because both individually identifiable and proprietary

information enjoy privilege and protection under the law, an expensive

interpretation of agency mission obje(tives would not result in information

useful for both the collecting agency and the community of interests it MIT

However, in the case of proprietary information alone, the provision may v./apt

agencies, in certain situations, to seek legislation clearly mandatiet; the

collection of specific kinds of business and commercial material.

Information Sharing

For reason, of efficiency and economy in information resources management,

the draft OMB circular encourages interagency and intergovernmental information

sharing. Because there do not appear to be any current studies of either type

of information sharing by Federal agencies, it is difficult to know much about

actual conditions and practice in these areas. However, there are a variety a

40/ 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(1) and (1).

41/ See text accompanying notes 31 aril 35 supra.
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obstasles --constitutional, statutory, regulatory, custosty, ethical, and

political to such activity by executive branch entitle'. 42/ Federal statutes,

for *asap's, contain at leas.: 200 provisions establishing confi.l..cettlity far

different classes and kinds of information. 43/

The draft 0t circular on federal information resources sanagement contains

three provisions pertaining to information sharing. Two of these are smog the

basic considerations an( assumptions (section 7] of the circular, the first of

which (section 7h] states:

The open and efficient exchange of government scientit and
technical information, subject to applicable national security
controls and proprietary slights others may have in such information,
fosters excellence in scientific research and the effective use of
Federal research and develops:one funds. 44/

This provision makes the point that not only Federal agencies, but also

their contractors and grantees may fscilleate information sharing. Further,

Federal agencies have largely supported the axiom that scientific achluvement

and advancement depend upon openness, the sharing of h findings, and

building upon scientific knowledge from the past. Again, the provision under

discussion here supports this view. However, it also warns that national

security controls and proprietary rights may limit such sharing. During the

past few year*, there has been considerable controversy over national security

42/ See Richard C. Ehlke, and Harold C. Relyea. Policy Barriers to
Information Sharing: An Introduction. In U.S. Congress. Rouse. Committee
on Energy and Commerce. Future Opportunities and Problems That Face The
Nation. Committee print, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.

1983, p. 24-37.

43/ U.S. Commission on Federal Paperwork. Confidentiality and Privacy.
Washington, July 29, 1977, p. 26 note 38.

44/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10739.
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controls on scientific communication. 45/ In brief, this dispute concerns

the types of scientific and technical information that should be subject to

such regulation, the kinds of national security controls that should be appliei,

and the propriety of such restrictions. Issues regarding proprietary rights

in scientific research are less developed but nevertheless, evolving. 46/

Two topics of debate appear to be the extent to which Federal I i D contractors

and grantees may claim proprietary rights over their research and their

unwillingness to report fully findings potentially having commercial value.

A second provision (section 751 among the basic considerations and

assumptions of the draft circular states:

Federal Government information policies and activities can affect, and
be affee'ed by, the information policies and activities of other nations.

While the purpose of this statement is not immediacely clear, it may serve

as a generalized explanation for the necessity of imposing controls or restrictions

on certain kinds of information sharing for reasons of silitary security,

foreign policy, or econonic warfare. The provision also may constitute a

rations a for Department of State-OKS liaison on international information

policy 1. (section 9b], Department of State-Commerce -ONE liaison on

international communications issues (section 9c(5)], or security of Federal

automated information systems matters (Appendix III] described elsewhere in

the draft circular and discussed later in this analysis.

As/ See National Academy of Sciences. Scientific Communication and National
Security. Washington, National Academy Press, 1982; Harold C. &salsa. Increased
National Security Controls on Scientific Communication. Government Information
Quarterly, v. 1, No. 2, 1984, p. 177-207; U.S. Congress. Rouse. Committee on
Science and Technology. Scientific Communications and National Security.
Rearing, 98th Cong., 2d Ssis. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1984.

46/ See Nalkin, Dorothy. Science As Intellectual Property. Now York,

Macalnan Publishing Company. 1984.
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A third provision [section 8a(2)] pertaining to information sharing is

found among the information management policies of the draft circular. It

wee add d in the earlier discu.slun of information collection. 47/

Econetm end Cost Considerations

With regard to costs and economy in information resources management,

the draft ONE cir-ular contains two central provisions on these matters as

well as some related points in the area of information dissemination, all of

which will be discussed here.

A provision [section 7d] among the basic considerations and assumptions

of the circul.. states:

The public and private benefits derived from government
information must exceed the public and private costs of the
information. 48/

While the costs of government information appear to be relatively easy

to determine and calculate, the benefits are much more difficult to identify

and quantify. Compliance with this provision will likely require the

development of a uniform methodology for the agencies to establish information

costs and benefits, explicit procedural requirements to ensure that all

benefits are identified and fairly priced, and an opportinity for public

moment on the resulting design.

A second provision [section 8a(2)] pertinent to considerations of economy

is found among the information management policies of the draft circular. It

was add d in the e,rlier disc,sion of information collection. 49/

47/ See text accompanying note 36 eupra.

48/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10739.

49/ See text accompanying note 36 supra.
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Two other provisions in the policies section, both of which are concerned

with infornation dissemination, have economy implications. The first of these

[section 8a(b)) directs agencies to:

Di...aim:to government information product. and anrvices only
where . . (d)isemination is essential to the agency's accomplishing
its dission, and the products or services do not duplicate similar
products or services that are already provided by other goverment
or private sector organisations, or that reasonably could he expected
to be provided by them in the absence of agency dissemination. say

Aspects of this provision otner than econony consideration. will be

subsequently addressed in the next section of this analysis concerning

information dissemination. In recent letter to MD commenting on the proposed

circular, Rep. Glenn English, chairman of the House Subcommittee on Goverment

Information, offered the following views regarding this particular require:sent:

A private sector information product or service say not, by its
mere existence, fulfill the mission of an agency. Suppose a private
sector information service duplicates an agency service but at
price that is much higher then the amdcy charges. Will private
sector service fulfill the agency's mission if few of the agency's
clients can afford to use it? Suppose the private service is only
available to those with the capability to use computer terminals?
In evaluating a potentially duplicative private sector service,
should an agency consider the price of the service and the ability
of some users to access it? The circular offers no guidance on
this point.

Suppose a private company is willing to provide the part of an
i%formtion service that hes a sufficient market to generate profits.
'..hould an agency only offer the unprofitable (but still Ll)
service? If the costs of providing partial service are the same as the
costs of a more complete service, should an agency still defer to
the private sector for the profitable services? As the sestet for
in!ornation develops., should an agency change its service to accommodate
the changing services offered by private companies? 51/

my Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10739.

51/ Letter of May 15, 1985, from Glenn English, Chairman, Government
Information, Justice, and Agriculture Subcommittee, Rouse of Representatives,
to Douglas H. Ginsburg, Administrator for Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget, consenting on the draft OMB circular.

3.1CA.310A Y1103 1210
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Similar questions, unanswered by the circular, arise with another provision

(section Sa(9)(b)) which states:

Agencies shall . . . (d)isseninate government information products
and services, when the (previously specified] conditions are met . .

(iln the gannet' most cost effective for the government, including
placing maximum feasible reliance on the private sector for the
dissemination of the products or services. 52/

In 'placing maximum feasible reliance on the private sector for the

dissemination" of information products or services, are agencies expected

to yield, without any conditions, the profirwicing capacity attending

dissemination? By what standards or procedures shall such 'reliance on the

private sector' be realised? And how shall the most cost effective'

disseeination arrangement be determined --merely in terms of the one that is least

expensive for the government? ur will the adequacy of the dissemination

arrangement and the cost to consumers for the disseminated product or service

also be considered? The draft circular is silent on these matters.

Dissemination, Distribution, and Publication

Government information is disseminated largely through conventional

publication procedures or electronic transmission. . dissemination is the way

*genetss distribute government information. By contrast, access, which will

be subsequently discussed in the next section, pertains to the way persons obtain

information of their own volition. Roth term* are defined in the following

way in the draft 00 circular (sections 6f -g):

The term 'access to information' refers to the function of
providing to members of the public, upon their request, the
government information to which they are entitled under law.

52/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10739-10740.
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The term "di...situation of information' refer. to the
function of distributing govermment 1 ration to the public
whether through printed document., or electronic cr other

"Disrainatioe of information" does not include intr.
agony use of information, or reroedies to request. for
'weer tw lafoematioe.'

Dissemination is not directly s'irered in the draft circular'. bade

considerations and assumptions [reties 73. Two provisions arias the

information amassment policies [abettor. 3 of the proposal, however

immediate pertinence. The first of these [section a(8)1 direct. remise to--

Disseminate government information product. and service.
only wharf

(a) Diseminatioe is either required by law, or
(b) Direminstion is essential to is agency' accomplishing

its region, and the product, or service. do not daplicate similar
products or services that are already provided by other 'overprint
or privets sector organisations, cr that reasonably could be expected
to be provided by them in the 'brace of agency direminatm. 21/

Certain problem. arising from only the latter subsection of this provision

were discussed earlier. 55/ Some additional considerations about the provision

will be offered here. Although all agencies distribute various kinds of

1.terature and documents to the public, many Federal entitle. have only "rare

or very reseal statutory authority for this activity. The mandate of the

Department of Agriculture, for example, indicate. it shall 'diffuse aeons robe

people of the United States useful information on subjects connected with

agriculture. rural development, aquaculture, and human nutrition, in the Lost

general and comprehensive sense of those terms." 56/ Are both the !atonalities

53/ Ibid., p. 10739.

54/ Ibid.

55/ See text accompanying not.. SO supra.

56/ 7 U.S.C. 2201.

*.i.e:.:t4vor4
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products and services of the Department of Agriculture disseminated in

accordance with this provision 'required by law,' as the draft OMB circular

directs? Stated diff ly, how generously say the 'required by law" standard

of the OWl proposal be interpreted? Will this standard cause agencies to feel

compelled to seek new authority to justify their information activities?

Who will determine that the standard of the circular has ban met, the agency

or OWl?

Additional difficulties are encountered in the second subsection of the

provision. Row is the term 'essential' to be understood? Who shall determine

'essential' dissemination of infonaut..., the agency or OKI? Sinner problenu

of interpretation arise regarding the term 'reasonably' in the final phrase

of the subsection. Also, there appears to be general prohibition on agency

competition with private sector organisation, in the dissemination of information

products and services when an argw..ly more realistic limitation might be

'unfair' competition in these . In the information age of post

industrial society, it appears very likely that the government will be presence

in the information market, which the draft Mimi circular recognises, but the

issue to be addressed is one of unfair competition, mot the elimination of

competition totally.

Finally. the language of the latter subsection appears to raise a few

particularly troublesome operations questions for Federal information managers.

Row long must an *gamy forego dissemination program essential to its mission

when private organization capable of producing it has refrained from doing

so but declines to indicate if it will do so anytime soon? Similarly, if

private information service, due to poor market, abandons dissemination

program which an agency regards as essential to its nissiot, how long met the
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:Loney wait before assuming the program in lieu of another private organization?

And, in terms of this example, must the agency forego the program in the event

anotler private provider subsequently enters the market? As these questions

Busiest, Federal information managers could experience considerable frustration

and consternation in their dissemination efforts due to the draft circular's

lack of guidance in this area.

A second provision [section 8a(9)] among the information management

policies expressed in the circular directs agencies to

Disseminate government information products and services, when

the [previously specified] conditions are met:
(a) In a manner that reasonably assures the information will

reach the members of the public the agency is responsible for

reaching;
(b) In the manner most cost effective for the government,

including placing maxima feasible reliance on the private sector
for the dissemination of the products or services;

(c) So as to recover costs of disseminating the products
or services through user charges, where appropriate, in
accordance with OKB Circular A-25; and

(d) Only after establishing procedures for periodically
reviewing the continued need for and manner of dissemination of
the products or services. 57/

As was true in other provisions of the circular discussed earlier, there

are difficulties hare concerning apparent standards expressed in this subsection.

By whom and how will "the mashers of the public the agency is responsible for

reaching" be determined? The term "cost effective" is not entirely clear,

and it is uncertain as to whether or not cost effectiveness will ne ily

be consistent with "maximum feasible reliance on the privets sector." Finally,

because it is an information dissemination condition, the periodic review

procedures alluded to in the provision need to be ',Aced in SOMA detail. When

developed, these procedures might be published in the Federal Register and public

57/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10739-19740.
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comment on thee eight be invited before they are finalized. Perhaps consideration

might be given to prescribing 801211 kind of input by "the members of the public

the egency is responsible for reaching" during these periodic information

dissemination reviews.

As general information dissemination issue, the implications of the

draft circular for the Federal Depository Library program cannot be overlooked. sy

Published in the Federal Register of March 15, 1985, for public comment, the

text of the draft circular does not appear to make any mention of Federal

depository libraries. However, OKI cupplesental information, in explaining

the information dissemination sections of the proposed circcIar, strtess

Where possible, agencies should disseminate information product's

and services through existing prozwams, such ae statutory
authorised technical information clearinghouses and the Federal
Depository Libraries, rather than creating new programs. (Note

that "government publicatibas,' as defined at 44 U.S.C. 1902, must
be made available through the Federal Depository Libraries.) 59/

The inclusion of such language in the text of the rM10 proposal would

serve to explain directly the role of Federal Depository libraries in the

information .:esources management arrangements established by the draft circular.

It would also serve to heigh f an importeu relationship which

some feel is endangered by the abstract cost efficiency or balance sheet

considerations expressed in the circular. The elimination of government

56/ The Federal Depository Library prograa traces its origins to a December
27, 11T3 statute (3 Stat. 140) authorising the distribution of government
documents to certain libraries in the United States. .'or a time, the Secretary

of the Interior was responsible (11 Stat. 253, 368, 379; 15 Stat. 292) for such
distribution matters. The Printing Act of 1895 (28 Stat. 601) assigned these
duties to the Superintendent of Documents at the Government Printing Office.

The Federal Depository Library program was given a distinct and permanent
mandate in 1913 08 Stat. 75). Still directed by the Superintendent of
Documents, the program is currently 'pacified at 44 U.S.C. 1901-1916.

21/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10735.
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documents and publication programs will mean consequential losses of materials

for depository libraries, which provide efficient and economical means for

disseminating government Laureation.

Further, the Federal Depository Library prowsm will be significantly

affected br information medium and technology considerations addressed by the

draft OKI circular. As more and more information is maintained electronically

in computerised data bass.. or magnetic tape, the Depository Library program

seemingly will be undermined. Shifts from the paper medium to the electronic

medium in information dissemination and storage may result in a net reduction

in the flow of documents to depository libraries. In addition, the depository

libraries have no assurance that they will receive magnetic tapes or similar

selfcontained vehicles of electronically stored information in the same

manner that they now receive government publications. And they will be

confronted with increased costs to equip theaselves with new technology (or

perhaps even to use existing tech ology, such as the telephone) to gain

access to electronically maintained information. Liven these prospects, it

would appear that greater attention to the role of Federal Depository libraries

in the information dissemination provisions of the draft OKS circular is merited.

ACCESS

As noted earlier, access pertains to the way persons obtain information

of their own volition, and term 'access to information' is defined in the draft

OMB circular. 60/ The Freedom of Information Act established the presumptive

60/ See text accompanying mote 53 supra.

3.1E3A.SIAVA Yc101 ?.
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ri &ht of any person to obtain access to agency records, and prescribed a procedure

for its realisation. 61/ The Privacy Act did the same in a somewhat sore

circumscribed way regarding personally identifiable documents aid files. 62/

While these are tha principal laws pertaining to access as defined here, there

are others which are pertinent to this issue area, such as the Government in

the Sunshine Act 63/ and the Federal Depository Library statute. 64J

There appear to be two provisions among the basic considerations and

assumptions ['action 7] of the draft OMS circular that directly pertain to

access. The first of these [section 741 states:

The use of up-to-tate information technology offers opportunities

to improve the manages:Inc of goverment programs, and access to, and
dieseaination of, government information. 65/

The information technology aspects of the draft _Lrcular will be discussed

in a subsequent section of this critique. Suffice it to say burs that, while

the above provision is accurate on its Lace, it is also quite true that

information technology can pose a barrier to access. Information available

only on a magnetic tape, for example, is not accessible to the public unless,

having the tape in hand, one also has the proper machine to read it. Thus,

the provision may be somewhat shortsighted.

The second access provision [section 7f] among the basic considerations

and assumptions of the draft circular reads as follows:

61/ See 5 U.S.C. 552.

62/ See 5 U.S.C. 552a.

63/ 5 U.S.C. 552b.

64/ 44 U.S.C. 1901-'916.

65/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10739.
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The public' right to access to government information must
be protected in the management of federal agency records. 66/

This statement appears to be adequate to the extent that it is consistent

with the Freedom of Information Act. It is less satisfactory, however, in

some other regards. First, it ie limited to 'Federal agency records.' This

tern, although undefined in the draft circular, seems to embrace only pager

documents. Thus, the public's right to access to government information

is circumscribed, seemingly being protected with regard to one type of

inforsatiou medial'. The alternative term, 'information,' which is broadly

defined in the circular, was obviously not used here, but the reasons for

this situation are not clear.

Second, the statement appears to be shortsighted in that, by confining

itself to 'the management of federal agency records," it is he implicatfons

of information collection. Bad it been phrased in such may as to use the tern

'information resources management' or to otherwise indicate that "management

of federal agency records" embraces information collection, then the difficulty

foreseen here would not result. What is not collected cannot be accessed. Tbe

public's right to access to government information is affected by collection

considerations, which clearly are part of information resources management. 67/

Among the information management policies (section 81 of the draft OMB

circular, there appear to be three provisions pertinent to access considerations.

The first of these [section 8a(4)(b)1 is a limitation on access that states:

66/ Ibid.

67/ According to the draft OMB circular (section 6j), "'information resources
management' means the planning, budgeting, organizing, directing, training, and

control associated with government information. The term encompasses both
information itself and the related resources, such as personnel, equipment,

funds, and technology.' Ibid.
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Agencies shall . (m)aintain and protect individually
identifiable information and proprietary information in a manner

that precludes . (v)iolation of obligations of confidentiality. 68/

Problematic here is the use of the word 'obligations' which is sufficiently

ambiguous that it could be regarded to be a roforoozo to statutory requirements

for the protection of certain kinds of information, or to ad hoc agency

commitments to maintain confidentiality regarding certain kinds of information,

of both. The Freedom of Information Act, of course, recognises that certain

kinds of information are to be protected and in that recognition, provides

that existing statutes restrict access to some types of information. 121

Beyond these considerations, agencies do not have any authority to restrict

access to information not protectable under a statutory standard. Thus, as

phrased, the above provision could be uisleachnn.

Another provision (section 8a(5)) concerning access considerations reads

as follows:

Agencies shall . . (p)rovide individuals with reasonable access

to, and the ability to amend in, systems of records, consistent

with the Privacy Act. 70/

The provision appears to be unne ily circumscribed in two ways.

First, it refers to 'reasonable' access, a qualifying tars not used in the

Privacy Act or in the comparable provision of the circule (section 6a(6))

pertaining the Freedom of Information Act. Second, individuals can also

e the F.O.I. Act to gain access to agency records about themselves, but

the provision does not reflect this.

68/ Ibid.

0/ The nine exemptions of the Freedom of Information Act recognise types
of information that can be excepted from the statute's rule of disclosure,
the third exemption giving particular attention to other lawn specifically
protecting certain kinds of infoamation. See S U.S.C. 352(b)(1) -(9).

70/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 13, 1985, p 10739.
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A third provision Essction 6a(6)] bearing upon access directs agencies

Provide public 'caws to
government information, consistert withthe Freedom of Intonation Act. 71/

While this provision
appears to be adequate on its face, it should not

be interpreted to imply that public access to government information shall

occur only through the formal procedures of the F.O.Z. Act. In the absence

of legal harriers, assuage
should be willing to provide information to the

public upon request without
forcing the filing of an F.O.I.A. claim. And,

as noted at the outset of this
section, there are other laws besides th.

F.O.I. Act which pertain
to public access to government information.

The draft OKB circular consists
of a principal ton containing basic

considerations, assumptions, policies and assignots of responsibilities to

variou,, agencies, along with appendices that provide guidelines to 'Agencies

for implementing the policies coutainad in the main text. Basic considerations

and general policies with
respect to the Privacy Act are set forth in these

provisions of the circular. The first of these [section 7g) 'merely states

that the "individual's right to privacy must be protected in Federal Government

information activities involving personal information." The other two

provisions [section 8a(4) and (5)1 direct agencies to "(m)aiutain and protect

individually identifiable informati4a and proprietary information in a manner

that precludes: (a) Unerraoted intrusion upon person privacy . . . and (b)

Violation of obligation, of
confidentiality," and to "(p)rovide individuals

71/ Ibid.

31E011P/A 'Mtn TVie
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with reasonable access to, and the ability to amend errors in, systems of

records, consistent with the Privacy Act.' 72/ The proprietary information

component of the above policies goes beyond the scope of the Privacy Act,

which is concerned exclusively with individually identifiable personal

information. 22/ The protection of proprietary information has found

expression in the so-called reverse Freedom of Information Act lawsuit

as well as in numerous statutory and regulatory confidentiality provisions.

The draft circular also assigns to OMB [section 9h(10)1 the responsibility

to '(r)eview agencies' policies, practices, and programs pertaining to the

security, protection, sharing, and disclosure of information, in order to

ensure compliance with the Privacy Act and related statutes." 74/ The Privacy

Act itself assigns oversight duties to OMB as well as the responsibility to

develop guidelines and regulations for the use of agencies in implementing the

Act. 75/ Pursuant to this authority, OMB has issued implementing guidelines

on the Privacy Act as well as guidelines on computer matching and the Debt

Collection Act as these impact on the Privacy Act. 76/ Oversight hearings

were held in the Rouse in 1983 on OMB's role in ing implementation of

72/ ibid.

73/ See 5 U.S.C. 552a.

74/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10741.

75/ P.L. 93-579, section 6; 88 Stat. 1909; 5 U.S.C. 552a note.

76/ See Federal Register, v. 40, July 9, 1975, p. 28948-28978; Ibid., v.
44, April 18, 1979, p. 23138-23144; Ibid., v. 47, May 19, 1982, p. 21656-
21658; Ibid., v. 48, April 11, 1983, p. 15556-15560.
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the Privacy Act and resulted in a committee report that was critical of aspects

of the agency's Privacy Act activities or lack thereof. 77/

The main body of the draft OKE circular thus reiterates what is hot?,

explicit and implicit in the Privac.' Act itself. Appendix I, on the other

hand, imposes additional reporting requirements on Federal agencies regarding

their Implementation of and actions under the Act. 78/ The focus of the

Appendix is procedural. Substantive interpretive guidance on the Privacy

Act is contained in the guidelines that have been periodically issued by OMB,

as discussed above.

Appendix I outlines the obligations of all Federal agencies, in addition

to their primary responsibility to implement the Act, to conduct periodically

certain reviews and be prepared to report to 0101. Every five yearn, agencies

must review a random sample of contracts they have entered into for the

operation of systems of records, pursuant to subsection (a) of the Act, to

insure that each contract applies the provisions of the the Act to the

contractor, as required by subect1on (u). 7.; Agencies must review every three

years: (1) the routine uses it currently employs with respect to its syr

of records to insure that the uses continue to be compatible with the pure_

for which the information was originally collected, 80/ and (2) the exemptions

claimed for systems of records to determine their continued necessity. Annual

77/ See U.S. Congress. Rouse. Committee on Government Operations. Who

Cares About Privacy? Oversight of the Privacy Act of 1974 by the Office of
Management and Budget and by the Congress. H. Rept. 98-455, 98th Cong., tat Sess.
Was%ington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1983.

78/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10741-10743.

79/ 5 U.S.C. 552e(c).

80/ See 5 U.S.C. 552e(e)(7).

'OW /?iti
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reviews must be made of agency recordkeeping and disposal policies and

practices, ongoing computer matching programs, agency personnel training

practices, and instances where the agency has been held civilly liable for

violation of the Act or an employee has been found criminally liable under

the Act. With respect to the latter, apparently only one criminal

prosecution in the 1 -year history of the Act has been reported. 81/ Findings

of agency civil liability are also rare. 12/

Specific responsibilities regarding security of automated inf,,rmation

systems, contracting practices, civilian personnel information maintenance,

archival records, and the publication of agency rules, regulations, and

systems of records are assigned respectively to the Department of Commerce,

the General Services Administration, the Office of Personnel Management, and

the National Archives and Records Administration. OMB is assigned oversight

and reporting responsibility in accordance with the terms of the Privacy Act.

The Privacy Act requires agencies to publish is the Federal Register any

new uae or intended uae of information in a system of records and to provide

advance notice to Congress and OMB "of any proposal to establish or alter

any system of records . . " 83/ The circular outlines the format, content,

supporting documentation and timing of such reports. 84/ It exempts from this

reporting requirement so-called "minor changes to systems of records." 'he

phrase is defined in the circular as:

/ United States v. Gonzalez, calm. No. 76-132 (M.D.La. Dec. 21, 1976)
cited !n U.S. Privacy Protection Study Commission. The Privacy Act of 1974s
An A nt. Washington, July 1977, p. 35 note 75.

82/ See U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations.

Oversight of the Privacy Act of 1974. Hearings, 98th Cong., 1st Sess.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 19783, p. 437-469.

83/ 5 U.S.C. 552401'3(11), (o).

84/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10742-10743.
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a hangs that doss not significantly change the system; that is,
doss not affect the Character or purpose of the system and does
not affect the ability of an individual to gain access to his
or her record or to any information pertaining to him or her which

is contained in the cyst..; e.g., changing the title of the
system manager. 85/

The concept of "minor changes to systems of records' does not appear to the

Privacy Act.

Examples of non-minor system changes that would require a report are

given in the circular and include: (1) an increase or change in the number

of types of individuals on whom records are maintained, (2) an expansion of

the types or categorise of information maintained, (3) a change in the use

of the information in the Arises*, (4) a change that results in greater access

to the :cords in the system, and (5) the addition of an exemption.

Thus, the draft circular, for Privacy Act purposes, contains primarily

procedural guidance, prefaced be broad statements of the premises and goals

of the Privacy Act. It does not contain sukstantive interpretive guidance

on the Act of the type 083 has issued in the past. The effectuation of the

circular ultimately depends primarily on the various Federal agencies on

which new Privacy Act reporting responsibilities are imposed and on those

agencies to which specific obligations are delegated. what ama does with the

information reported to it by Federal agencies will also ship* its oversight

role under the Privacy act.

85/ Ibid., p. 10742.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Two provisions of the main text (sections 8(b) and 9), Appendix II, and

Appendix III of the draft OMB circular deal with various aspects of information

systems and technology management in the Federal Government. The circular

implements the authority granted to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

under the Paperwork Reduction Act to develop and implement policies and guidelines

for the automatic data processing (ADP) and telecommunications functions of

the Federal Government. 86/

In addition, the draft circular revises OMB Circular A-71 (Responsibilities

for the Aiministration and Management of Automatic Data Processing Activities),

as wen as the procedural aspects of Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to Circular

A-71 (Security of Federal Automated Information Systems), and OMB Circular

A-121 (Cost Accounting, Cost Recovery, and Interagency Sharing of Data Processing

Facilities). OMB Circular A-90 (Cooperating with State and Local Governments

to Coordinate and Improve Information Systems) would be rescinded and a general

policy statement on the subject inserted in the draft circular.

Section 8(b) of the draft circular outlines policies for the planning,

acquisition, operation, and management of Federal information systems and

technology. The policies are based upon the basic assumption (section 7e)

that "the use of up-to-date information technology offers opportunities to

improve the management of government programs, and access to and dissemination

of, government information." 87/ According to the background information

provided by OMB, the Federal qovernment is the nation's largest single ADP

86/ 44 U.S.C. 3504(g).

87/ Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10739.
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user. In FY85, the Government plans to spend almost $1 billion on Federal

information systems and technology. Further, that budget is project % to

increase at a rate faster than that of the 11 budget. 68./

Againut this background of increasing Federal agency dependence on infoemation

technology, section 8(b) of the draft circular lays the groundwork for planning

processes for agencies to follow when acquiring and using ADP and telecommunications

technologies. The section covers broad rang; of ADP management policies,

such as management controls and accountability, software amusement, standards,

systeu compatibility, and security. One theme throughout section is reliance

on the private factor whenever possible. For example, section 8(1)(., and

section 8(b)(8) state that Federal agencies should* lejnsuru that existing

and planned major information systems do not unnecessarily duplica-e information

systems available from other agencies or the private section;" and leicquire

off-the-shelf software from commercial sources, unless the cost effectiveness

of developing custom software is clear and has been documented. 89/

In addition, section 8(b)(18) directs Federal agencies to "(sleek opportunities

to improve the operation of government irograms or to realize savings by applying

up-to-date information technology to government information activit.Js." In

the supplementary information provided, OMB acknowledges the efforts by several

assuage to adopt electronic information collection and dissemination systes 3.

They conclude that the policies that apply to information collection and dissemination

in other media also apply to electronic systems, but that there is a need

to consider issues such as privacy, public access, records management, and

problems associated with creating contractor monopolies. 90/

Ey Ibid., p. 10736.

89/ Ibid., p. 10740.

70/ Ibfd., p. 10737.
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Given the fact that several agencies--such as the Securities and Exchange

Commission, the P and Trademart Office, the Federal Maritime Commission,

and the Department of Agriculture -have already initiated or are seriously

considering the use of information technology for strwhalining data collection,

storage, and retrieval, OMB's treatment of the issue may he inadequate. Keay

of the poli:r iseues associated with this trend remain unresolved. OMB states

that generally the same policies should apply to imformotiom collected and

disseminated electronically as to other media. Monomer, Rep. Glenn English,

in comments filed on the draft circular, states that information disseminated

by electronic means may present a ranee of information issues that are considerably

different than the issues presented by bardcopy dissemination." 91/

While section 8(b) consolidates and addresses a broad range of policies

for planning end operating information technology system*, OK3 may not have

supplied sufficient guidance in several areas. For example, OMB's guidance on

system compatibility sad interconnectivity may he inadequate in light of the

rapid proliferation of vari4us types of low-coat computer and telecommunicadons

syetens the Federal agencies. OKB may need to devote more attention to

this ;:rea to ensure that both present and future agency information systems

,n coemunicate and are compatible. Another example is in the area of standards.

The draft circulaz state.. (section 8b(14)) that agencies should ..se the "ederal

Information Processing and Telecommunications Standards except where it can

be demonstrated that the costs of using a standard exceed the benefits or

the standard will impede the agency accomplishing its mission." 92 OMB may

91/ Letter of May 13, 1985, from Glenn English, Chairman, Government

Information, Justice, and Agriculture Subcoemittes, Rouse of Representatives,
to Douglas 8.Ginsburg, Admini for Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Office f Menagement and Budget, commenting on the draft OMB circular.

92/ Federal Resists., v. 50, March 13, 1985, p. 10740.
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wish to (Inscribe in greater detail situations in which standards should or

should not be used to ensure that greater efficiencies and cost savings are

achieved.

Section 8(b) reflects the significant impact of advances in information

technology on government agency computing activities. The emergence of *inl-

and microcomputers, the development of more sophisticated telecommumications

networks, and the growth of end-user computing all substantially affect the

ways in which information technology say be employed to support government

operations. The draft OMB circular acknowledges these changes in technology

in several ways, including (section 8b(3)] making "the official whose program

an information system supports responsible and accountable for the products

of that system." 93/ The fact that progran managers are not required to use

specific information technology facilities or services unless it is cost-effective

and meets the program needs (section 8(b)(15)] further emphasises the opportunities

available to program managers other than centralised computing facilities.

The these of reduced reliance on large, centralised systems is reiterated

in the supplementary information where OMB endorses the approach of end-user

computing and in section 9d where the General Services Administration is assigned

responsibility streamline procurement procedures so that program managers

can acquire needed technology on a timely basis. 94/

On the other hand, the draft circular also extends the authority of OMB

over the information technology activities of the agencies. For exam)le, the

term "information technology facility" is defined (section 6i] so broadly as

93/ Ibid., p. 10740.

94/ Ibid., p. 10737-10738.
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to include virtually any type of activity involving the use of technology for

handling information. 95/ Additionally, the requirements for extensive

documentation to justify establishment of and continuation of major information

systems may complicate rather than expedite the acquisition process. 96/ The

lack of a definition of "major' may also allow OMB to extend its control over

the agencies.

Assignment of Responsibilities

Section 9 revises ONS Circular A-71 in the aseignmant of responsibilities

for administering and canaginn ADP activities. These changed reflect both the

passage of legislation and other technological developments. For example, in

accordance with the Paperwork Reduction Act 97/, all Federal agencies are

required [section 9a(9)] to designate a senior official for information

resources management to carry out the responnibilities assigned under the Act.

Another change reflects the growing importance of international information

policy and the increased government attention to emerging issues in this arena.

The draft circular directs [section 9b(1)] the Secretary of State to advise the

Director of OMB on the development of United States positions and policies

on international information policy affecting Federal Government infolmation

activities and ensure . . . [thev] are consistent with Federal inforAtIzin

policy." 98/ OKB makes a distinction betweun U.S. information policy that

95/ Ibid., p. 10739.

it/ Ibid., p. 10740.

97/ 44 U.S.C. 3506.

98/ Federal Register, v. 50, larch 15, 1985, p. '0740.
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reflects U.S. interests internationally and Federal information policy. However,

the draft ,-.1'cular also sakes clear that OKB has a role to play in developing

U.S. information policy when Federal information policy is related.

tasteless of OND Circular A -121

OKI Circular A-121 requires only that the holder of excuse ADF capacity

share such capacity. Sections 8(b)(4) -(S) of the draft circular, however,

require both that the holder share capacity and that the agency seeking information

processing capacity fulfill its needs frog other agencies or the private seater,

wherever possible, before acquiring new capacity itself. 99/

On the issue of assigning costs to users, the circular also makes a

significant change. OHS Circular A-121 requires that costs for ADF facilities

be "all*cated" to users. Section 8(b)(16) of the draft circular requires,

however, that agencies must now "recover" the costs of information technology

from government users. In the supplementary information, OMB suggests that

allocating costs had little effect on agencies" behavior. Recovering costs

will require that actual transfers of funds take place between suppliers and

users of information technology facilities. Appendix II of the draft circular

provides procedures for implementing the cost recovery policy.

Efforts to recover costs for information technology facilities and the

information products made available through those facilities have raised concerns

about the ability of the public to access government information. For example,

the American Library Association in its comments on the 0MB draft circular

raised a number of questions about what impact these charges might have on

99/ Ibid.
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the availability of information services that are not profitable. They cite

the fact that the Federal Government is often the user, as well as the producer,

of information and therefore, there are often no data available to accurately

determine usage of information services. 100/ Reductions in budgets based upon

expected cost recovery may further impact the ability of agencies to

provide various information services.

Recissionof OMR Circular A-90

The draft circular rescinds OMB Circular A-90 (Cooperating with State

and Local Governments to Coordinate and Improve Information Systems]. OKI,

however, reaffirms Transmittal Memorandum Mo. 1 .0 Circular A-90 in section

8(b)(17) of the draft circular by prohibiting Federal agencies from placing

unnecessary restrictions on the information systems that State and local

governments use to carry out Federally financed program activities. 101/

Security of Information Systems

The OMB draft circular emphasises the importance of maintaining systems

security, both to protect the information contained in Federal systems and

to ensure that these systems operate as intended. There is a recognition

that the rapid growth of small computers and the expanding number of users

greatly increases the vulnerability of Federal information syttems. In the

supplementary information, OMB maintains curie, of information systems

100/ Letter of May 14, 1985, from Eileen D. Cooke, Director, American
Library Association, Washington Office, to J. Timothy Sprehe, Office of Information

and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, commenting on the
draft OM circular.

ISIN Federal Register, v. 50, March 15, 1985, p. 10740.
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is first and foremost a management issue and only secondly a technical problem

of computer security.' 102/ In response to this, Appendix III provides for

the establishment of a security d training program for agency

and contractor personnel who are involved with information technology. 103/

The draft circular revises Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to OMB Circular

A-71 in section 8(b)(10)-(13) and provides procedural guidance for implementing

systems security in Appendix III. OMB also clarifies the relationship between

security of automated Federal information systems and internal agency control

reports (OMB Circular A-123) in the Lppendix.

The draft circular and Appendix III comply with National Security Decision

Directive 145, National Policy on Telecommunications and Automated Information

Systems Security, signed by President Reagan on September 17, 1984. The Appendix

recognises the role of the Secretary of Defense as 'executive agent of the

government for the security of automated information systems that process

information, the loss of which could ad ly affect the national security

interest.' 104/ In addition, the role of the Defense Department in providing

technical assistance, particularly for encryption devices for telecommunications

security, also is enunciated. While the expertise of the Department of Defense

in these matters is recognized, there has been some concern voiced over the

expanding role of the delouse and intelligence communities in protecting

information in other parts of the government.

102/ Ibid., p. 10737.

103/ Ibid., p. 10746.

104/ Ibid., p. 10746.
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APPENDIX 8.AGENCY SUBMISSIONS TO CHAIRMAN GLENN
ENGLISH, GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND
AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITI'En, REGARDING OT ER
ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A. LITIIH FROM SUE MATHIS, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MEDIA RELATIONS,
THE WHITE HOUSE, DATED JUNE 26, 1985

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 26, 1985

Dear Congressman English:

I am responding to your inquiry to Larry Speakes about the Whita
House News Service.

Perhaps the News Service is best described as an information
service: an electronic bulletin board whereby media outside of
Washington have immediate access to materials provided to the
White House press corps. These materials have previously been
made available to out-of-town press by mail, a timely and costly
procedure. The News Service now provides these releases to
out-of-town press without the delay normally associated with
traditional mailings. Similarly, federal and state agencies,
congressional offices, law firms, and corporations with interests
in Washingtou may also have access to this material if they so
desire.

For your information, I am enclosing the following items: ITT
Dialcom price schedules, for both government and private
companies; a copy of the contract between ITT Dialcom and the
Executive Office of the President for Dialcom services; EPUB
Systems Manual, which describes how electronic publishing works;
and the GSA automated data and telecommunications service
authorized teleprocessing services program scheduled price list
-- I have attached paper clips on the appropriate pages for the
White House.

In the first three months of operation, White House News was
accessed almost 5,000 times. The last figure we received was
4,587 -- for a two month period. If you need further assistance,
please don't hesitate to call me at 456-2755.

Sincerely,

Sue Mathis
Director
Office of Media Relations

The Honorable Glenn English
Chairman
Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture

Subcommittee of the
Committee on Government Operations
8-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washingtol,, D.C. 20515

(521)
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ITT Diskant Inc.
not Spring Snot
Sher Sprig AID 201110

13:415111-7572

IMPROVE YOUR WASHINGTON SOURCES III

Several weeks ago, we announced the new WHITE HOUSE NEWS
SERVICE to you and other media representatives.

Now, this service - and others like it from a variety of
federal agencies - is available to your news organ cation. They
put you dir*cly in touch with some of the best news sources
in Washington.

For only about 600 per minute*, you can receive news releases,
speech texts, appointment announcements, interview transcripts,
and MORE, directly from the White House and eight federal agencies.
(See attached list.) Muck of this news deals with local issues
which affect your audience.

All ycu need to access these valuable sources is any personal
computer, word processor or computer terminal with communications
capability. You'll need a modem, too, to make the connection to
your local telephone line. Access is simple and convenient.

To order your subscription, please return the enclosed reply
card. Your subscription can start within 48 hours upon receipt
of your reply. Or, to inquire further, please call 000/435-7342.

Remember, the service brings you news direct from key
Washington sources - the White House and eight major federal
agencies - on the same day the news breaks in the Capital.

FEDNEWS is a powerful addition to your news team! Sign
up now.

Cordially,

Robert Fitzsimmons
Marketing Director

Encl.

- FEDNEWS pricing: $35/hour, all hours; $25/month minimum usage.
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B. LETTER FROM JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER FOR BUREAU OF
LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, DATED JUNE 26,
1985

U.S. Department of Labor

JUN26 V85

Commissioner for
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington D C 20212

Honorable Glenn English
Chairman, Subcommittee on Government

Information, Justice, and Agriculture
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am responding to your letter of June 7, requesting information
about the Bureau of Labor Statistics program of making its news
releases available electronically.

As th-i government's principal fact-finder in the field of labor
economics, the Bureau produces and disseminates a number of key
economic indicators, including the Consumer Price Index, the
Producer Price Index, and the Employment Situation. These
indicators are widely used by government, industry, and labor to
adjust payments, escalate contracts, and to make economic policy
decisions.

BLS makes this information available to the press aid other users
in the form of news release . (A full list of regular BLS releases
and scheduled release dates is enclosed.) Members of the working
press pick up the news releases immediately upon release at the
Department of Labor information office. Other users receive the
releases later, by mail or through BLS periodicals.

In November 1982, we established the BLS Electronic News Release
Service to make it possible for all users to gain immediate online
access to major BLS releases. BLS does not charge users for the
data in these releases. Users pay only the cost of accessing
releases they want from the computers in which the releases are
stored. Because BLS dues not operate its own mainframe computers,
users of the BLS Electronic News Release Service access the
releases through a computer service center with which BLS has a
time-sharing arrangemert. Users contract with this center,
operated by Electronic Data Systems, for the right to access BLS
releases online, paying only for the actual computer time used, at
the average rate of 515 per hour. There no standarU or minimum

3.18AJIAVIA
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Honorable Glenn English--2

JUN 2 6 1985

fee. The cost per release depends on the length of a release,
speed of transmission, and type of equipment used. Typical access
costs range from $6 to $30 per release. A user who occasionally
wants to access only a portion of a release may incur lower costs.
BLS maintains full control of the content of the releases and of
their release schedule.

Currently, 13 banks, research firms, information vendors, other
firms and labor unions use the BLS News Release Service regularly.
More than 200 other business, news, and information organizations
have asked for information about the service.

If you have further questions about the BLS News Release Service,
please contact me or Henry Lowenstern, Associate Commissioner,
Office of Publications.

Sincerely yours,

JANET L. NORWOOD
Commissioner

Enclosure

34
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Bureau of Labor Stabstwat
441 G Street N
Wasfungton 6 C 20212

BLS NEWS RELEAS? SCHEDULE FOR 1985 (Tentative)

The Employment Situa. on
Producer Price Indexes
State and Metropolitan Area
Employment. and Unemployment

Consumer Price Index
Retail Food Price Index,
Washington, D.C., Area

Consumer Prices: Energy
and Food

Real Earnings
Ma3or Collective Bargaining
Agreemerts

Earnings of Workers and
Their Families

Productivity and Costs
Employment Cost Index
g.P. /mpor. and Export Price

Indexes

The Lmployment Situation
State and Metropolitan Area
Employment and Unemployment

Producer Price Indexes
Consumer Price Index
Consumer Price Index, Washington,
D.C., Area

Consumer Prices: Energy
and Food

Real Earnings
Productivity and Costs

The Employment Situation
Producer Price Indexes
State and Metropolitan Area
Employment and Unemployment

Consumer Price Index
Retail Food Price Index,
Washington, D.C., Area

Consumer Prices: Energy and
Food

Real Earnings

January 9
January 11

January 15
January 23

January 23

January 23
January 23

January 24

January 28
January 29
January 29

January

Frbruary 1

February 12
February 15
February 26

February 26

February 26
February 26
February 28

March 8
March 15

march 19
March 22

Mr'rch 22

March 22
March 22

8:30 A.N.
8130 A.M.

Immediate
8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

2:00 P.t4.
2:00 P.M.

10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

8:3t. A.M.

Immediate
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

8:30 A.M.
$:30 A.M.

Immediate
8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.N.
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The Employment Situation
Producer Price Indexes
State and Metrcpolitan Area
Employment and Unemployment

Consumer Price Index
Consumer Price Index, Washington,

D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Energy and

Food
Real Earnings
Productivity and Costs
Major Collective Bargair.ng
Agreements

Emplo% nent Cost Index
U.S. 2xport and Import Price

Indexes
New releases on earnings of
workers and of families

The Employment Situation
Producer Price Indexes
State and Metropolitan. Area
Employment and Unemployment

Consumer Price Index
Retail Food Price Index,

Washington, D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Energy and
Food

Real Earnings
Productivity and Costs

The Employment Stituation
Producer Price Tndexes
State and Metrc ulitan Area
Employment and Unemployment

Consumer Pe.ce Index
Consumer Price Index, Washington,

D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Energy and Food
Real Ea/flings

The Employment Situation
Producer price Indexes
Scate and Metropolitan Area

Employment eu'd Unemployment
Consumer Price Index
Retail Food Price Index, Washington,

D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Eneray and

Food
Rea: Earnings

April 5 8:30 A.M.
April 12 8:30 A.M.

April 16 Immediate
April 23 9:30 A.M.

April 23 8:30 A.M.

April 23 2:00 P.M.
April 23 2,'") P.M. -
April 25 A.M.

April 26 10:00 A.M.
April 30 10:00 A.M.

Not yet scheduled

Not yet scheduled

May 3 8:30 A.M.
May 10 8:30 A.M.

May 14 Immediate
May 21 8:30 A.M.

May 21 8:30 A.%.

May 21 2:00 P.M.
May 21 2:00 P.M.
May 29 10:00 A.M.

June 7 8:30 A.M.
June 14 8:30 A.M.

June 18 Immediate
June 20 8:30 A.M.

Jure 20 A M.
June 20 2:00 P.M.
June 20 2:00 P.M.

July 5 8:30 A.M
July 12 8:30 A.A.

July 16 Immediate
Juiy 23 8:30 A.M.

July 23 8:30 A.M.

July 23 2:00 P.M
July 23 2:00 P.M.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Productivity and Costs
Ma)or Collective Bargaining
Settlements

Employment Cost Index
U.S. Export and Import Price

Indexes
New releases on earnings of
workers and of families

The Employment Situation
Producer Price Indexes
State and Metropolitan Area
Employment and Unemployment

Consumer Price Index
Consumer Price Index, Washington,

D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Energy and

Food
Real E,,"nings
Productivity and Costs

The Employment Situation
Producer Price Indexes
State and Metropolitan Area

Employment and Unemployment
Consumer Price Index
Retail Food Price Index, Washington,

D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Energy and

Food
Real Earrings

The Fmployment Situation
Producer Prue Indexes
Sta e and Metropolitan Area

Employment and Unemployment
Consumer Price Index
Consumer Price Index, Washington,

D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Energy and Food
Real Earnings
Productivity and Costs
Ma)or Collective Bargaining

Settlements
Employment Cost Index
U.S. Export and Import Price

Indexes
New releases on earnings of

workers and of families

$

I 7

July .

July 25
July 30

Not yet scheduled

Not yet scheduled

August 2
August 9

August 13
August 22

August 22

August 22
August 22
August 27

September 6
September 13

September 17
September 24

September 24

September 24
September 24

October 4
October 11

October 16
October 23

Occober 23
October 23
October 23
October 28

October 28
October 29

Not yet scheduled

Not yet scheduled

AV
o,

10:00 A.M.

ia:OC A.M.
10:00 A.M.

8:30 A.M.
8r30 A.M.

Immediate
8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

10.0 A.M.

8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.

Immediate
8:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

8:30 A.M
8:30 A.M.

Immediate
e:30 A.M.

8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
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The Employment Situation November 1 8:30 A.M.
State and Metropc.titan Area
Employment and Unemployment November 13 Immediate

di ucer Price Indexes November 15 8:10 A.M.
Consumer Price Index November 22 8:30 A.M.
Retail Food Price Index, Washingtcn,
D.C., Area November 22 8:30 A.M.

Consumer Prices: Energy and
Food

Real Earnings

Productivity and Costs
The Employment Situaticn
Producer Price Indexes
State and Metropolitan Area

Employment and Unemployment
Consumer Price Index
Consumer Price Index, W.:,,ngton,

D.C., Area
Consumer Prices: Ener y and

Food
Real Earnings

November 2:t 2:00 P.M.
November 22 2:00 P.M.

December 2 10:00 A.M.
December 6 8:30 A.M.
December 13 8:J0 A.M.

December 1, Immediate
December 20 8:30 A.M.

December 20 8:30 A.M.

December 20 2:00 P.M.
December 20 2:00 P.M.

The Employment Situation January 8, 1986
Producer Price Indexes January 10, 1986
State and Metropolitan Area
Employment and Unemployment January 14, 1986

Consumer Price Index January 21, 1986
Cosumer Price Index, Washington,

D.C., Area January 21, 1986
Consumer Prices: Eneriy and

Food January 21, 1986
Real Earnings Jauuary 21, 1986

()the' January 1986 releases are not yet scheduled

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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C. LETTER FROM DAVID P. PROSPER', ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY
AND DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTE-
RIOR, DATED JULY 15, 1985

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

JUL 15 1985

Honorable Glenn English
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

5,

Dear Mr. English:

Se:rptary Hodel has asked me to respond to your request of June 7, 1985, for
information about the Department of the Interior's new electronic news service.

The system was established in March of this year in an effort to speed delivery
of Interior news releases and speeches and reduce costs for their dissemination.

Over the last two years, many news organizations, trade associations, special

Interest groups, Congressional offices and other organizations hare found
electronic ncds sources and data bases to be particularly useful. In fact, 12
Congressional offices are currently testing this same system with ITT's Dialcom.
All of this is made possible through word processors or computers equipped with
communications capability. A news release or other timely information that
would normally take two or three days to receive in the mail, takes only seconds
via ele.*ronic mail sent directly to home or office.

The Department of the Interior's news releases are put into ITT's Dialcom system
and automatically classified under the "Interior Department Electronic'News
Service." All news releases remain unedit'd. This service, along with similar
services from other federal agencies, is available commercially to more than
100,000 Dialcom subscribers across the country. Government agencies pay for the
cost of ,lacing the releases on the system while the user (individual or
organization) is charged for taking them off. All rates are in accordance with
the Government wile GSA contract (GS-MK-8402-5-1081). It costs only a few
cents to enter or remove a news release depending upun its length.

The National Press Club has recently undergone extensive renovation and is

attempting to publicize the varied news and research systems in its new libriry.
Under a special arrangement, each afternood the Department electronically sends
all its news releases to the Press Club library. There, a list of titles is
prominently posted adjacent to the often read AP and UPI tickers. If a reporter
wants to read the entire text of an .,terror release, it can be called up by
screen or printed out in hard copy in the library. The arrangement has ITT's
Dialcom providing a terminal and printer to the National Press Club library in
addition to conducting training sessions on how to use the system. To encourage
use of the service, Interior has also stopped the hand delivery of its news
releases to about 30 different offices in the National Press Building. This
saves an Interior messenger about 10 hours a month Interior pays for the cost
of removing DOI newfkr0101,04Y/Aldrleff$ 11114114'ess Club building. For

April, the cost was'164.100.
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Interior maintains complete control over the editorial content of the material
it enters on the system. However, it should be noted -t all of the material
available through the electronic news service is in tr._ public domain and is
available by mail or messenger to news media and other constituent groups.

The system is working fairly well. More than than 4D inquiries were received as
a result of an announcement about Interim's electronic news service including
several from trade groups, government agencies, Congressional offices, as well
as news media representatives.

In the future, the Department of the Interior plans to include current speeche
and policy statements on the service.

We feel this system has tremendous potential, and we see much greater use of it
in the coming years. One obstacle slowing news media use, however, is a
reluctance on the part of the print media to use electronic systems. After
years of having paper copies hand delivered to their offices, reporters
naturally don't want to change. But with costs for printing, postage, and
messenger delivery continuing to rise, we believe that it is only a matter of
time before this type of system will become standard operating procedure.

If you have any further question on this effort, Alan Levitt in our Public
Affairs Office can be of help. He ca. be reached at 343-3171.

Sincerely,

David P. Prcsperi

Assistant to the Secretary
and Director of Public Affairs
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D. LEITER FROM CHAIRMAN JOHN WARREN MCGARRY, FEDERAL
ELECTION COMMISSION, DATED SEPTEMBER 30, 1985

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, DC 2041"

September 30,1985

The Honorable Glenn English
Chairman
Government Information, Justice, and
Agriculture Subcommittee

Committee on Government Operations
F:ouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Federal Election Commission is pleased to provide you with information you
have requested regarding its program of public electronic access to information.
The following ar brief responses to issues you have identified. They are
supplemented by an information packet which we provide to interested parties
describing data available in the program.

1) The origin of the decision to allow public access to computerized
records.

Since 1975, the Federal Election Commission has served as the depository for
federal campaign finance d.sclosure reports filed by candidates and political
committees. Selected information from these reports is entered into the
Disclosure Data Base for purposes of indexing documents on the public record and
summarizing information contained on the thousands of reports received in each
election cycle. This information is available to the public in a variety of forms
including microfilm copies of reports themselves, hard-copy computer indices
listinf documents and financial activity, and computer tapes containing summary
information on completed election cycles. From Its inception, the Commission has
operated a storefront Public Records Office where the public can receive and
review information taken from the disclosure reports, along with the reports
themselves. The evolution of our process of dissemination of information has

gely resulted from evolution in technology available to the Commission and
some users of the data.

In response to requests from a variety of users of Commission information,
the FEC began providing computer tapes containing campaign finance data under
ti e Freedom of Information Act in 1980. All information included on the tapes Is
taken from disclosure reports f:led by political committees and others Involved in
campaign finance activity, and is available for both current and previous election
cycles.

5 4
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More recently, in response to requests by state election officials, the
Commission initiated a program of remote access to portions of the Disclosure
Data Base via a telecommunications network. Currently, ten elections offices in
nine states are able to receive formatted indices listing documents flied by
campaigns and committees, along with certain information on contributions by
individuals and committees.

As other users have expre f interest in obtaining information using
telecommunications, the Commissic as developed a process by which the general
public can access directly information already included in the Commission's
Disclosure Data Base. lids service, which is available by means of the Freedom of
Information Act request, simply represents another method by which the
Commission distributes campaign finance information. We expect that this service
will be especially helpful to those individuals, ;gaups and organizations regularly
utilizing computerized technology.

2) The type of records that are available.

The Direct Access Program provides information on two basic types of
organizations; Federal candidates and their campaigns, and political committees
and others involved in federal campaign finance. Listings of documents filed by
these organizations, their overall financial activity, and particular contributions
from individuals and committees to campaigns or other filers are presented in a
vai iety of formats. A more detailed description of the alternatives available is
included as an appendix to this letter.

3) The nature of the relationship between the FEC and its computer
services contractor.

The Commission is currently operating under a computer facilities contract
awarded in 1979. Under the terms of that contract, the Commission develops and
maintains the Disclosure Data Base and application software while the contractor
provides hardware and operations support. The vendor makes available a separate
system ^n which s!,.cted files of information are stored, along with access ports
for telecommunications at a cost agreed upon by the Commission and the vendor.
These costs are borne by the Commission for connection with state election
offices, and by each user under the Direct Access Program for general use.

) The procedures for the administration of the public access program.

Requests for direct access are made under the Freedom of Information Act.
Payment is made at the time of the request either for a specified number of hours
or for unlimited usage by month. (The system is available for Direct Access
between 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. Eastern time Monday through Friday.1 Checks are
made payable directly to the vendor in accordance with a decision of the
Comptroller General of the United States received by the Commission in 1982 (File:
B-205151). Payment is received by the Commission, which establishes access ID's
and monitors connect time for accounting purposes.
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3) Cost to the Commission and to the public.

Procedures allowing for direct payment to the vendor by users results in
minimal direct cost to the Commission. Swage of information on

*
separate

system used for Direct Access was originally made available for access by state
election officials. As such, there is no additional cost to the Commission for
access to these files by other users.

Administrative procedures are essentially the same as those in effect for
other FOIA requests. While this program has resulted in an

them, the
increase in

meethe
number

of these requests, and therefore greater staff resources required to t
value of the program in terms of enhanced public access to the Commission
information is consistent with the overall mission of the agency.

6) Any restrictions on use or resale of PIC files that are imposed an the
contractor or public users.

In accordance with the current facilities management contract' all PEC files
and data are the property of the Commission and h venc"or is precluded from
using that information for other purposes. All userts

e
of information contained on

reports filed with the Commission are restricted In that information about
individual contributors to candidat .5 or committees taken from reports filed at the
FEC cannot be used for solicitation or other commercial purposes (see 2 U.S.C.,
Section 438 (aX4)).

Please feel free to contact the Commission should you have other questions
or require additional information.

Enclosures

ely,

John Varren McGarry
Chai-man

5i 43
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
4Asms.cro. D.: 20463

FEE SCHEDULE FOR

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION DIRECT ACCESS PROGRAM

Fee must be paid in advance by check, made payable to National Data

Corporation, and enclosed with the request for the Direct Access

Program.

FULL USAGE $1,000 per calendar
month

Unlimited usage, Mondays rough Fridays, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. ET

HOURLY USAGE

User determines the number of hours of service desired.

C st is $50 per hour of usage with a one hour minimum fcr eacn
FOLA request.

Accounting is based on actual minutes used with a no minimum charge
per connect.

Refunds of unused time will be available at the rate of $12.50 for
each complete 15 minute period nut used.

EXAMPLES OF HOURLY USAGE AND CHA7CES

Request for two hours

One connect of 25 minutes
Oue connect of one hour 15 minutes
One connect of 20 minutes

TOTAL OF 120 MINUTES

Request for two hours

One connect of 33 minutes
One connect of one hour

five minutes

TOTAL OF 98 MINUTES USED

User would be eligible for refund of
$12.50 for one co_plete 15 minute
increment remaining.

USER WILL BE ADVISED AS FUND RUNS LOW
FOI reIests for renewal must allow 5 working days for processing
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SAMPLE OF PROPOSED LETTER TO REQUEST DIRECT ACCESS PROGRAM

FOR HOURLY USE

Freedom of Information Officer
Federal Election Commission
1325 K Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20463

Sir:

RE: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST

DIRECT ACCESS PROGRAM

Under provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, I (we) wish to

make use of the Federal Election Commission's Direct Access Program.

Enclosed is my (our) check in the amount of $ covering an

estimated hours use of the system at a cost of $50 per hour

of use with a one hour minimum for each FOI request. I understand that

accounting is based on actual minutes used with no . ainimum charge per

connect, and that use is to be between the hours of 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Eastern time, Mondays through Fridays. The check is made payable to

National Data Corporation.

I (Mr., Mts., Miss, Ms ) will be the contact

and may be reached at telephone number . Please advise me

(him, her) of any matters relating to this request.

545
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SAMPLE OF PROPOSED LETTER TO REQUEST DIRECT ACCESS PROGRAM UNDER FOIA

FOR FULL MONTH USAGE

Freedom of Information Officer
Federal Election Commission
1325 K Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20463

RE: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST

Direct Access Program

Sir:

Under provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, I (we) wish to

make use of the Federal Election Commission's Direct ketzess Program.

Enclosed is my (our) check in the amount of $1,000 covering utilization

of the system for a calendar month, Mondays through Fridays, between the hours

of 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. Eastern time. The check is made payable to

National Data Corporation.

I (Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms. ) will be the contact

and may be reached at telephone number . Please advise

me (him,her) of any matters relating to this request.

Sincerely

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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E. LEITER FROM JOHN F. MURPHY. ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN-
ISTRATION, DAVID NOVEMBIR 21,1985

NASA
National Aeronaubcs and
Space Adminstrabon

Atishington, D C
20546

Nicortokmd

C:LM:C17110;A57049f

Honorable Glenn English
Chairman
Subcommittee on Government Information,

Justice, and Agriculture
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

NOy
21 798s

The follow , forwarded in response to your letter of September 30,
1985, requesting information on publicly av liable electronic data bases at
NASA.

The Space Act of 1958 chartered NASA "...to provide for the widest
practicable and appropriate dissemination of information concerning NASA's
research activities and their results." NASA developed the government's
first online technical information retrieval system, which operates today
as NASA/RFCON. As described in attachment A, NASA/RECON makes NASA's
aeronautics and space data base more accessible to the aerospace research
community of NASA, other government agencies, and their contractors.

Access points to NASA/RECON currently total 467 terminals or passwords.
Access is restricted to NASA Headquarters and Centers, NASA contractors,
other Federal agencies and their aerospace contractors, and universities
with courses in aercspace and engineering. NASA Industrial Application
Centers, which serve the public, do access the RECON system directly on
behalf of those with whom they are working.

User charges for NASA/RECON services are as follows:
Enrollment fee $60/year
Annual Maintenance Fee S60/year
Seam:. Time $24/connect hour
Telenet SA:connect hour
Citation Printing $0.05/citation
Offsite Traininc $50/person

NASA/RECON and the data base are maintai,ied under contract by RMS
Aszociates as the contractor operator of the government-furnished NASA
Scientific and Technical Information Facility (STIF). User charges are
collected by the contractor, based on the prorated cost of the services
provided, including all hardware, software maintenance, and operating
costs.

3.3Eloji
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There are no ,ofits associated with RECON usage charges by STIF, as they
recover prorated costs of services provided, in accordance with current
guidelines governing Federal ADP cost recovery requirements. All revenues
collected are used to offset the cost of the operations contract of the
STIF to NASA. The contents of the data base are the property of the U.S.
Government.

Restrictions on resale or redistribution of data are covered in the
contract the user signs with STIF before receiving access to RECON, (see
Attachment B, Paragraphs 5 and 6):

"Access is permitted only within the U.S. and to U.S. citizens,
unless specifically authorized. If citations are printed, the output
must be similarly restricted.

"The user agrees not to sell or lease any information, data and/or
printouts obtained under tois agreement unless specifically
authorized."

In addition to the foregoing access provided via RECON operated at STIF,
commercial distribution of a portion of the data base is covered under a
broad contract with the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) in New York. This contract grants to the AIM exclusive rights to
create a project for marketing a portion of the entire data base which is
referred to as the Aerospace Data base. This Ile is a combined tope
version of what has been previously published in two abstract journals,
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR] and Interrational
Aerospace Abstracts (IAA).

The agreement was entered into on the condition that AIM bear all
marketing and operating expenses incurred on the special project, with any
proceeds of the marketing project in excess of said expenses being used to
defray costs of producing the data bast. Since the marketing project is
just underway, and only one vendor (Lockheed DIALOG) has begun to provide
access to the data base, such proceeds are just beginning to be received.
Their dispensation will be negotiated between NASA and AIM. Pertinent

text of NASA's agreement with AIM follows:

During each contract year the income rcuelved from the search and
retrieval services offered by licensors and lessors of the Aerospace
Database shall be used to offset the AIM marketing and operating
expenses incurred an the Aerospace Database project. Income in excess

of these expenses shall be apportioned between the AIM and NASA. This

apportionment shall be determined, in the contract period, by the

proportion of scientific and Technical Aercspace Reports (STAR) and
International Aerospace Abstracts (IM) accessions contained in the

total Aerospace Database. That portion based on the STAF content shall

be used to offset contract costs in the same manner as IAA Income From

Subscribers. That portion based on the IM content shall bP used, by

the AIAA, to enhance its AIAA/TIS operations. These enhancements may
include supporting additional accession coverage through increased

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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lahnr, materials, services, acquisition of equipment or specialized
software packages, or special study programs/projects within the
AIAA/TIS scope. All enhancements to the AIAA/TIS operations shall be
utilized in conjunction with the activities performed under the NASA
contract in consideration of the cost sharing nat..re of the Aerospace
Databas, -oject and will be the property of the AIAA. The nature of
these enhancements shall be mutually agreed upon by the AIAA and NASA
during each contract period. If agreement is not reached en these
excess funds will go to increasing the Internationi. Aerospace

Abstrac.s (IAA) accessions in the Aerospace Database.

With regard to electronic news distribution, in late 1984, the NASA
Headquarters News and Information Branch contracted with ITT Dialcom for
the electronic dissemination of news releases and other topical information
pertaining to major RASA p grams and projects. This action was taken in
an attempt to increase productivity and cost effectiveness by speeding the
relt of information; reducing the manpower requirements for news
call-nuts; and the eventual goal of eliminating the production, printing
and mailing of news material.

NAw., electronic news program was made a part of the Cialcom FEDNEWS
service, .hich has a number of government entities participating. NASA is
responsible for daua input a..0 maintenance, data which includes press
releases, status ,reports, mission reports, the shuttle manifest and crew
assignments, a calendar of events, and an index of news releases. Dialcom
provides hardware end software maintenance, and the accounts for users.

Feedback information from Dialcom indicates that the FEDNEWS systems is
widely used by several hundred news organizations, corporations, embassies,
and trade associations.

We will be happy to supply any further information you may need.

Sincerely,

r F. F ehy

istant Administrator
for Legislative Affairs

Enclosures
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ATTACH suArr A

NASA/RECON

NASA/RECON 's an online, real-time, time-shared information retrieval system developed by NASA
br quick access to over two million records of worldwide origin (1.8 million documents and 500,000
books). NASA/RECON is the government's first online technical information system, with develop-
ment intfiated in the mid-1960's and having become operational in 1969.

The name RECON is derived from Remote Console. It is a computerized system consisting of a
central data bank employing an IBM-4341 with an 8 Megabyte core memo. two IBM-3380 disk
drives and twenty 1330-1 disk drives, totaling 9.04 ion bytes of storage.
Access to the central computer bank is afforded by a query station consisting of a UTS-400 (UNIVAC
Terminal System) keyboard and a video screen (CRT) or a Dial-In terminal, both types usually
equip' ed with telepnnters, the latter which are used as a conversational interface between the
tnak i and the keyboard/wdeo screen combination
STIMS, meaning Scientific and Technical Infomtabon Modular System, is a set of IBM/36n modules
and data sets designed as a generalized storage and retrieval system for large data bases Its
main functions are generalized file maintenance, computer-aided photocomposition, and in;ormation
retrieval STIMS consists of four subsystems

File Maintenance Subsystem
Batch Search & Retrieval subsystem
Publication Subsystem
Online Interactive Retrieval System

The =for components of RECON/STIMS are five inverter' files with postings, i.e., Subject Term,
Corporate Cycince, Personal Author, Contract Number, and Report Number. Inverted files are al-
phabetize', files (A to Z followed by numerics) that are generated from the linear (or bibliographic)
files The ttrievat points have been augmented by lexY' search capabilities for all of the titles
back to 1962 and for the abstracts of STAR and MA back to 1972 Subject searching coupled with
text searching of titles and abstracts for massive file collections results in the best retrieval technology
known today Subjects heretofore hidden now appear in microseconds. Examples of easily accessed
subjects by text search could include 316 stainless steel, "EMP (Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse),
Ti- 6Al -4V (an alloy), strapdown/strapped-down/strap down (variants in spelling), and L-1011 (a jumho
jet)

The major document senes accessiole on NASATECON are
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR)
International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA)
NASA Research and Technology Objectives and Plans (RTOPS)
NASA Research And Development Contract Search File
NASA Tech rief_
NASA Libras y Collection

A typical STAR document citation, stored on the disks, consists of an Accession Number, Corporate
Source Code, Title, Personal Author, Descriptive Note, Contract and Report Numbers, Major and
Minor Index Terms, an Abstract, and standard Base Data (copyright, access level, special handling,
availability, country of publica. 4n, number of pages, Jtc )

Searching is performed on the inverted files anu search results could be the yield from a single
setor the combination of several sets resulting from Ooolean operations of OR, AND, and NOT
A search is formulated and displayed on a video screen or teleprinter through Boolean interaciion
between or among sets A live interplay between the analyst and the online file affords an expansion
or narrowing of search results through optimization of the search strategy
Keying techniques, strategy formula, sin, display of citations, modifications and of -line printin; of
desired citation sets are easily learried atter a modest amount of training

1 ,
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NASA policy permits online access to NASA/RECON for all governmentago ides, controc-
tors whose scientific and engineering activities relate to aeronautics and space research, and univer-
sities or other organizations with aorospece-related grain's, contracts or programs at interest to
NASA. Fees kir NASIVRECON services are charged on a cost-recovery basisas follows:

NASAIRECON Enrollment Fee $60.00 To initiate service
Annual Maintenance Fee 60.00 Prorated for first year
Search Time 24.00 Connect Hour
Telenet 13.00 Connect Hour
Citation Printing 0.05 Each printed at
Mite NASA/RECON Training 50.00 Cost per person

NASA 511 Facility

Eligible domestic organizations desiring NASA/RECON terminal access should submit requests in
writing to the Scientific and Technical Information Branch (Code NIT-2).

NASA/RECON training is conducted 3 or 4 times per year at the NASA ST1 Facility, SW1 Airport,
MD Offsite training is also conducted about 3 or 4 times per year--at other geographical locations
as appropriate to meet needs on a cost effective basis. Hotline assistance for technical subject
searching is always available from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. ET, daily. Additional instructions are avail-
able through manuals, pocket guides, and the NASA S fl RECON Bulletin and Tech Info News.
Almost 450 passwords have been issued to whet government agencies, NASA and other govern-
ment contractors, and to several universities. All searching is conduct/K, on a time sharing basis
from 8.00 a.m to 8'00 p.m ET, daily, Monday throusi :riday. Print commands are ant red on
the keyboards for desired search results and printed off-dne by the Facility computer at night The
search results are sorted by terminal number and mailed to the users the next day
The attachment portrays the NASA/RECON System as of September 1,1985.

1111.-1,1111
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APPENDIX 9.-MISCELLANEOUS VATERIALS SUBMITTED TO
THE SUI3COMMITTEE

A. LETTER FROM ROBERT L. CLARK, JR., DIRECTOR, THE OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARIES, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA, DATED
APRIL 17, 1985

THE
OKLAHOMA

DEPARTMENT
OF

LIBRARIES

200 NORTHEAST 18th STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

73105-3298
PHONE 405 521-2502
WATS 1-800-522-8116

(111,,gfit

Afinicual ..LV:taty

The Non. Glenn English
Chairnan
Nouse Governme t Information,

Just'ce, and Agriculture Subcommittee
U. S. Congress
2235 Rayburn Nouse Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Representative English:

We have some concerns regarding the proposed "draft OMB Circula
No. A--" fo- which you have scheduled hearings in tne near
future. A member of my staff prepared the enclosed analyses and I

filly support his findings and conclusions. We respectfully
request these statemc its be included in the record of the hearing.

Citizens pay for information produced by Government and insuring
citizens' access to it, whether a publication, a file or a
database, is a paramount responsibility of their elected
officials. Your scheduled hearing illustrates your leadership in
behalf of such right of access.

I trust you or your staff will contact us as needed regarding this
issue. Thank you for your service.

55
Sincerely,,

1. Clark. JT.
Director
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Concerns of the Oklahoma Department of Libraries with
Draft Office of Management and Budget Circular i A --

as Proposed in the Friday, March 15, 1985 Federal
Register, pages 10734-10747, and Corrected-Trffili
Thursday, March 21, 1985 Federal Register, p. 11471.

Therc are a number of problems the Oklahoma Department of
Libraries is concerned with in the proposed draft of OMB Circular

The "Analysis of Key Sections" on Sections 8 and 9, "Infor-
mation_Dissnmination", Federal Register page 10735, states that

The mere fact that an agency has created or collected
information is not itself a valid reason for creating
a program to disseminate the information to the public.

This is tolerable if and only if the examples that follow in the
analysis are thoroughly speller' out and integrated into the
prnposed regILle.tions themselves. These examples clarify the type
of information that an agency need not consider: 'e.g., compila-
tions of routine attendance records for Federal employees, or-the
pblications of the thousands of pages :ommon carrier tariff
filings by regulatory agencies.' (The bad grammar is OMB's.)
It would be better if there were a comprehensive listing of such
data determined to be reasonably useless to the public actually
written into the proposed regulations rather than a few examples
in an analysis agency personnel are supposed to follow as
"guidelines by analogy", and which may result in widely-varying
interpretations by different agencies. In the actual proposed
regulations there is no mention of the examples noted in the
analysis section, or any other similiar 1, -lrmation.

The 'Analysis of Key Sections' on Sections 8 and 9, Federal
Register page 10735, also states that

Given a statutory and mission-related basis, agencies
must also ask themselves whether a proposed or existing
information product or service substantially duplicates
similiar products or services that are already available,
either from another agency or from the private sector.

This section is either contradicted by or must be amended by a
later section of the "Analysis of Key Sections" on Sections 8 and
9:

In addition, agencies should take care that they do
not permit contractors functioning as sole supoliers
for the government to exercise monopolistic controls
in ways that defeat the agencie's information diss-
emination obligations, for example by setting unreason-
ably high prices.

Does this mean that if an existing or proposed member of the
private sector charges or is expected to charge "unreasonably

4,(,,
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high prices" for government information, that member should not
have his contract renewed or never be given the contract in the
first place, These two sections of the "Analysis of Key
Sections" need to be brought together and clarified, and
the result of that clarification needs to be included In
the actual proposed regulations, not just in the "Analysis of Key
Sections".

There is one final pr blew with Sections 8 and 9 of the
proposed regulations. Thele state that

Dissemination is essential to the agency's accomplishing
its mission, and the products or services do not
duplicate similiar products or services that are already
provided by other government or private sector
Organizations. or that could reasonably be expected
to be provided by them in the absence of agency
dissemination. (proposed regulations, Section 8,
4,80,b)

How can an agency member make such a determination? This needs
to be clarified by guidelines that will provide for consistency
among Federal agencies.

A later paragraph in the "Analysis of Key Sections" on
page 10736 states that

For example, where the information is already substan-
tially available in printed form, agencies should
consider dissemination in electronic form to be service
of special benefit, the costs of which should be
recovered through user charges.

For such data bases as the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics'
Consumer Price Index, Employment, Hours, and Earnings, Labor
Force, and Producer Price Index data bases, and other sliTTITar
government data bases, although there are printed publications
produced from them that contain information also found in the
data base, there is also more information In the data bases
that will never be printed. In such data base--publication
relations as these, the information is not 'already substan-
tially available in printed form". Such data bases should be
considered for dissemiration without user charges to the
Federal L'pository Libraries through the Depository Library
program administered by the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office. Such distribution can be justified
as falling within the definition of "government information"
as defined in the proposed regulations, Sections 68 and 6C,
and the Superintendent's statutory authority to distribute
government publications as found in 44 U.S.C. 1901-1914.
This consideration should b, written into the proposed
guidelines.

Prepared by S. Beleu, U.S. Documents "eference Librarian
April 10, 1985
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B. STATEMENTS FROM HOWARD J. HILTON, VENICE, FLORIDA

STATEMENT
by

Howard J. Hilton

for the
Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture

This statement is organized to respond to the eight
categories of questions which the Chairman set forth in h's
statement to the House contained in the Congressional Record of
March 14, 1984, at page H 1615

A. Public Access

Public access to iniormaton is the foundation of democracy.

"Knowledge will forever govern ignorance," as James Madison
so accurately wrote, and a people who mean to be their own
governors, must arm themselves with the power knowledge gives."

The maintenance of information in electronic form can
provide the people with direct access to public information at
much less cost than under the present system involving pcpur
files. All documents prepared far the public should be in digital
form and should be broadcast on the day of release.

Any information requested under the Freedom of Information
Act should be made public. If the information is available in
electronic form, is should to broadcast as one means of delivery.
Any agreement by any agency requiring the agency to deny request
for records in an automated form is contrary to public policy and
should be legally prohibited.

B. Contractors Rights and Responsibilities

It is not realistic to expect contractors to operate
electronic filing systems at no cost. It is only a question --
who pays and how much', If a contractor has a monopoly over a
database, it is only logical that the co.i+ractor would set a
price to maximize the return on investment.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The proposal for the automation of the information of the
Securities and Exchange Commission is a case in point. A study
prepared for the Commission SAkOS the following points.

There is a potential upper bound of 1.9 million
subcriptions !f the price is less than $300 per year.

The maximum total value to potential consumers is over
$2 billion.

A monopolist would maximize profit by charging $4,000
per year to 238,554 consumers yielding $1,151,000,000.

The 1 cost to the contractor, according to information
provided the Subcommittee by Chairman Shad, on April 29, 1985, is
expected to be $IO 'pillion a year.

Since all information produced by the government and
released to the public should be in the public domain, it is the
public which owns the data in a contractor-operated electronic
file. If a contractor reorganizes or supplements the data, then
the addition would be a value added service. This would be the
property of the contractor unless it was performed as part of the
contract in which case it would be in the public domain.

In this situation, therm is no problem concerning rights in
the data in the event of a change in contractors.

C. Submit' rs - Rights and Responsibilities

Electronic filings offer substantial savings for all
concerned. Using comnuter records of W-2 and 1099 forms, the
Internal R Service could send taxpayers a computer printout
of their records. If accurate and complete, the taxpayer could
ray or receive a refund. The IRS estimates that this would savr
97 million hours by taxpaye,w and $1.9 billion now paid for
preparation of tax forms.

The same could be the case for Medicare payments. This wwld
relieve many elderly people of the burden of filing forms and
worrying about refunds.

Since most of the submitters would be corporations,
professional associations of lawyers and doctors, and those
organizations filing statements, electronic filing would be an
advantage instead of a burden.

Submittm-s should not be required, but rather encouraged, to
file documents in electronic form. Until considerable experience
has been gained, documents legally correct on paper should not be
rejected. There should be no retroactive requirement for
electronic filing.

318A1AVA "'gel TP7r,
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D. Privatization of Government Functions

Since an agency should be prepared to accept paper filings,
the only legal effect of a rejection of an electronic filing
would be time. This is not a serious consideration. With
electronic filings, compliance with agency requirements can be
ascertained within minutes of receipt and and paper filings can
be substituted if necessary.

Only the agency, in the final analysis, can make decision
concerning the public availability of information. Any
information mail available to one should be made available to all
including the identity of the one r.:1esting the information.

E. Monopoly Issues

Granting monopoly rights over information distribution
shnuld not be an element in the cantrac':: for the operation of
electronic filing systems. The broadcast of all information
released to the public would put that issue to rest.

Since ....11 are legal opinions justifying the right of
agencies tc 2raint contractors monopoly rights over information
or informa-ion distribution, thi.. issue may have to be decided by
lenislation.

There is a basic difference between the print and paper
production and distribution of information and an electronic
system. This difference can be summed in two words - time and
cost. Time is measured in minutes for electronic distribution
compared with days for the mail service for paper.

In Florida the cost of production for a government document
is 50.015 cents per page per user excluding postage. The costs
For electronic distribution via satellite are millionths of a
cent per page per user.

But even more important than the cost is the time. The
President's tax proposal provides an excellent example of he
information distribution system as it operates and as it could
operate. On May 28, lT85, Thg Wall aunt amnia announced that
"copies of President Reagan's tax proposal will go on sal,'
tomorrow at the Government Printing Offices throughout the
nation" at a price of $18.00 per copy. As of June 29th no library
in Sarasota county had a copy.

Since this document was undoubtedly produced on word
processors, the text would be available in digital form. It could
have been brcrdcast by satellite to all of the libraries iq the
United States for less than 5300.00.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Sarasota county could install downlink Equipment for
approximately $4,000.00. It could use this to downlink for
distribution to all libraries, schools, and offices in county
using an ITFS (Instructional Television Fixed Service) system.
The cost of system to enable libraries to make this type of
information available to the public would cost about $10,000.00.
Depending upon the scope of informatiJn delivered by the Federal
Government, this investment would be recouped in less than year
through direct cast reductions in handling government documents
and in improved service to the public.

The hardware for implementing such system is available
today. On the broadcast and, Australia is presently implementing
B-MAC (Multipiesed Analog Components) system. The cost for B-

MAC compatible earth stations will be about $1,500.00 plus
delivery and installation. Am John D. Lowery noted in his paper
'B-MAC, An Optimun Format for Satellite Television Transmission',
the standard data channel operates at 94K bits per second. 'Any
audio channel can be assigned to data transmission and reception,
e ach channel providing 320K bits per second. Full field data is
also available by replacing the picture with digital information.
This yields an additional 10.6 million bits er second.'

If a library or office uses an optical videodisc for
archival storage, then in addition to a microcomputer, it would
need a videodisc player, controller, and multihost interface,
all of which would cost approximately $10,000.00. With Clis
system, library could provide its patrons with access to the
one million aeronautical photo collection of the Smithsonian for
$300.00, to the one million records of the Library of Congress
for less than 5 hours of access time on any of the commercial
online database systems, and to all types of information now
unavailable in libraries.

Since all digital data submitted and broadcast would be in
ISCII code, the question of specific hardware requirement shold
nit arise.

F. Fairness

The broadcast n4 information solves the questions of fairness
with the possible exception of contractors taking advantage or
information prior to its release.

S. Archives

If all electronic records have to be stored on optical
discs, uniquely identified, and indexed, cher the oovernnent
records will be in better shape for historical ,.urp than they
are at present.

3.18AJIAVA Ina
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H. Miscellaneous

A definite need exists for the establishment of some
government-wide standards for electronic filing systems
developed independently by several agencies. The most urgent
standard is the unique identification of all information in a
structured format and indexing in depth on the basis of a five
category index system.

If a contractor is granted exclusive distribution rights for
i.rormatian in an electronic filing system of an agency, then the
agency is either selling an asset or giving it away for a
consideration. Information in an electronic medium differs from
all other types of goods and services which the Federal
Government sells or provides.

Unlike land leases which can only be enjoyed by a few,
information can be used and enjoyed by all. Information can be
distributed to millions by broadcast at the same cost as
distributing it to one. Just as nuclear explosives differ from
conventional forms, so does information in digital form differ
from that available only in paper. Both require a change in
attitudes and procedures, and both have the potential of
signicantly changing the human condition.

As indicated by the attached outline, describing "An
Essential Concept for the Effective Implementation of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 ", electronic systems offer great
possibilities for decreasing the burden of supplying information
and increasing it usefulness.

If information is uniquely identified and broadcast in
ASCII, then the variation of hardware and software do not pose a
problem for document retrieval. The problem arises when the
various categories of information are identified differently by
agencies and when the differences between comparable data are
emphasized rather than reconciled.

With the broadcast of information, the security problem-
arising from the remote access of the database are eliminated.
The only problem is the security and accuracy of the information
communicated by remote access. This can be handled by use of
appropriate encryption techniques. The accuracy and
authentication of the document can Le handled in the same way.

Errors in broadcast distribution can be detected by
comparing the signals received with those that are sent.

Rather than user charges, which would be unnecessary with
the broadcast of information, it would be more ppropriate to
handle all legitimate charges by an information tax. One dollar

.56o
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per return would more than cover the total costs of the broadcast
of the information and the installation of systems such as
contemplated by the SEC.

The broad question posed by the electronic automation of
government information is the impact that it will have on
schools, communities, local governments, businesses, and families
as they adjust to the proliferation of computing power. Some will
gain, and some will suffer. If the Federal Government provides
the leadership in promxting the broadcast of information in
digital form, more will gain and fewer wil suffer. In any
program to grant exclusive rights to information or to limit
public distribution of information, few will gain and the people
will suffer the consequences.

5 i
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Addendum prepared for the Hearing Octoh.r 1, 1985
to the statement by
Howard J. Hilton

This addendum to the statement originally submitted June 28,
1985 is prompted by several developments) visit to Waohington,
D.C. in August, the White House Conference on Small Business, the
hearing on the Patent and Trademark Office and the National
Library of Medicine, the Governors' report on U.S. Education 1991
with its task force on new technology under Governor Sununu, the

- consideration by the Joint Committee on Printing of the
distribution of Government publications in electronic format to
Depository Libraries, and the growing concern about U.S. trade
balances..

In 1967 I served as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Task Group on
Legal Aspects Involved in National Information Systems
established by the Committee on Scientific and Technical
Information of the Federal Council for'Science and Technology. As
stated in its report,

The principal general observation to be drawn from the work
of tne Ad Hoc Task Group is that the scientific, technical,
and economic progress and international competitive position
of the United States depends on the ready access to
information as well as its effective use.

This observation is as valid today as it was in 1967. Then
the National Library of Medicine was one of the pioneers in
organizing and distributing information. The Patent and Trademark
Office with its automation program is now in a position to
increase the ready access to its valuable datbase and to make it
possible for both large and small business to put it to effective
use.

Erne th.ng that I have observed in the few papers that I have
received from the hearings is that there has been little effort
to prov.de a vision of the future. I would like to contribute my
vit-..nn before addressing the specific developments.

To understand better the implications of the transit2on from
an in. 2E trial society to an information society, it is necessary
to era,ine some of it special aspects. The information society
cpn be iewed as a nomber of various industries, companies,
organizations and inuividuals. These would include the knowledge
i dustry, the information industry, the data industry including
t production 34 hardware and software, communications,
,:-vernment, education, the professions, and others. In this
i formation society the connection between producers and users 1s
much more direct and pervasive tc.an in an industrialized society.
This is evident in one aspect of tne transitior which is the
shift from centralized print and paper distribution of knowledge
and information to electronic distribution.

The change by individuals from u.e of information in paper
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form will be slow, but the transition in the delivery of the
information to local on-demand printers and copiers will be much
faster. Many of these local print prodvct producers will have the
documents, whether they be books, catalogs, directories,
government publications and databases, etc, on optical discs.
Some of them will be.. in encrypted form. Eince the printer will
have the key, an individual can call and garde." a book, article,
legal decision, or other type of information .,..2ch as a propectus
or company report. When the book size electronic storage arm'
display arrives, tea Leal printers can be the source of
information to be transferred to the electronic storage.
Technology is an irresistable force moving in this direction. It
will produce many sma:1 companies and a new industry that I call
telinfocom (tele information communication).

Information Society

Societies have been classified by some scholars on the basis
of their employment 'f human resources that is to liar, the
type of occupations in which the majority of people are employed.
Using this standard, societies have been described as proceeding
from nomadic to agricultural then to industrial .ind now to the
information society. In the United States this sLaze was reached
sometime in the last couple of decades, when m-ry than fifty
percent of our labor force became engaged in infctAation
production utilization, distribution, or cons 'Lion. In 1983,
the figuro was 54 percent of the labor force and is expected to
rise to 67 percent by 1990.

Other people view this process of change in terms of waves. For
Alvin Toffl,r, "THE FIRST WAVE was the Agricultural Revolution
... THE SECOND WAVE was the Industrial Revolution ... THE THIRD

WAVE is the mightiest of al' . the high speed revolution that
is striking us now." For F le information society is the
result of the " ..enormous in the amount of infarmaticr we
exchange with one another.

By either dcfinit_an Mr have at present an informatioo
.oziety based ex, print and paper distribution of knowledge ...nd
information. What 2i happen ng, however, is an electronic
revolution which will h.vs, a, impact en our eisting institutions
comparable to that of the industrial revolution and the
development of printing. This transition to an electronic
information society is producing a period of pr2found

in attitudes respecting ,. 41 processes involved in the
storage, retrieval, and distribution of knowledge and
information;

in the technology of radio, TV, computers, leper discs,
robots, aid satellites to improve these processes;
in the actions of some Governments to support these
changes;
in the techniques and processes utilized by
organi-ations to achie'e their objective , and
in the cor^os,tion of the work force of which the
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information sector will account for 67X in 1990,
according to estimates :n Computerwor10 11/3/84.

In Toffler's view, as a result of he growing diversity of
civilization, "People ::rave more information and the entire
system begins to pulse with higher and higher flows of data. By
forcing up the amount of information needed for the sociml system
to cohere, and the speeds at whicn it must be exchanged, the
Third Wave shatters the amework of the obsolete, overloaded
Second Wave info-sphere and constructs a new one in its place"
(p. 178).

The major trends have been described in general terms by a
nu.-ter of popular authors. In ac ition to Alvin Toffler, John
Naisbitt in Megatrgnde illustrates Toffler's tnint
emphasizing the reduction in the informatio float. Paul Hawken
in The Kext Ei .omy sees the need to adapt to the rising cost of
energy as one if the main forces creating what he calls the
"Informative economy." In his view, "The future of America now
belongs to individuals and companies, large and small, that
understand the shift in emphasis from mass fo information and can
meet it" (p. 27). Jacques Vallee, in Netegrk Rgyglytigni
Confesvons of a Cgmguter 2cigntist, exp is belief that,
as a result of computer netwurks, "the Un'ted States Is at the
threshold of its greatest leap forward." The gjectronis
Nightma-e: The Net gommgnicatLgna and Frgeggm by John Wicklein
describes the shape of things as a danger of losing our
liberties. Yn slightly different formulations, all authors seem
to agree with Sippl ane Dahl. In Vigeg Cgmggtere they write:
"Right now--today--the many inventions and refinements of the
last hundred years so are starting to come together in such a
way that they feed ore themselves They generate knowledge and
communication that .n turn generates more knowledge and
communication" (p. 133). All of this will bring, as Anthony Smith
writes in Wigggyt dul..72n The Nattetatc Etyamtign La tht
1980s, "a, .mportant shift a-+ the way we treat information, the
way we collect and stork it, the way we classify, censor, and
circulate it. People will regard the process known as education
in a quit.' different light in a society in which human memory
will be needed for different purposes than in the past; we shall
think of librarians. journalists, editors, and publishers as
different creatures from those of today, they will be
involved in different mutu,1 relationship,, using different
technology" (p. 32,

Althougn comp,:,ers, especially peronai ,omputers, are
making rapid or7.gress in 'he numbers in Lee in offices, homes,
and schools, ',heir full impact is yet to Le felt. At present they
are utilized pri ily to solve problems, to perform tasks, and to
entertain. 7.4o major functions are only now emerging.
These are 1.c. provide access to knowledge and information
required ror businwas, education, good government, entertainment,
and tie naximization of resource allocation, and (2) to provide
an ine,per-.Ive and secure means for communication with
c'rrespondence control for storage and retrieval. Because
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institutional change comes slowly, the transition from a
centralized print and paper system for the distribution of
knowledge and information to one based upon optoelectronics will
probably take place in two stages.

First Stage of the Transition

The first stage will replace the centralized printing and
distribution of information by a decentralized system in which
agencies, companies, libraries, professions, and other groups
ang individuals, especially students, will identify desired
information in rnto-eletronic media or ephemeral storage of
broadcast information and will receive paper copies from local
printers or from in-house copiers or print stations. The cost of
the copies will include, where appropriate, copyright royalties.

The driving force in this transition is the technology which
can provide more effective access at lower cost. The introduction
of paperback books in the thirties may give some clue as to the
speed with which this first stage may be substantially completed.
Because earlier attempts at marketing paperback books in the U.
S. ended in failure, it also teaches us the importance of the
right concept for developing the product. In that case, as in the
present transition, the two factors of supreme importance were
better access and lower costa.

For the at 500 years books and manuscripts have been the
most effective method available for storing knowledge and
information and for providing random access to it. T
microfiche emerged as a possible challenger. While t. medium
provided a cost aovan age over paper, for most people the medium
did .tot provide an advantage in performancL. The trend in the
electronic medium is clear. It will eventually provide sost and
performance advantages of ten to a hundredfold over books and
piper. This will be achieved when one can use an electronic
device to order all public information from a satellite and to
store it in an electronic book.

Comparison with the Thirties

In order to put this in perspect,ve, consider the situation
in the late thirties when discretionary income was low from the
great depression. Someone has an innovative concept. Since books
are so expensive, why not publish cheap paperback books. They
would have two advantages: much easier to carry and so
inexpensive that losing one would be of little consequence. By
using material in the public domain, the risk of loss would be
minimal, and the sale of 100,000 or so would be a breakeven
point. Why not start with five tragedies of Shakespeare. Although
in the previous twenty years there had been several attempts to
sell paperback br ks in the United States, all had failed. As a
result of a new marketing concept, this venture produced sales of
more than 2.5 million copies of Shekspeare'a Five Tragedies.

Some such scenario launched the paperback book explceion in
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the thirties, which made books readily available at prices
minors could afford. fhe key concept was marketing. World War
II unaoubtedly facilitated the transition which in some forty
years has changed the market. From 100 percent. of books sold
before the thirties, hardbound books, in 1978, accounted for less
than 30 percent of the 1.6 billion books sold in the United
States. The price of hardbound books averaged $23.96, compared
with mass market paperback books, which averaged $2.00 and trade
or higher Paperbacks, which averaged $7.21.

The Second Stag

The second stage in the current transition will be even more
dramatic. It will undoubtedly see the production of the
electronic book. This will probably be a flat screen about the
size of a hardbound book and about as thi K. It should be caoable
of providing color and black and white resolution equal to the
be printed product and of providing access to the equivalent of
more then 50,000 pages. Une will be able to access the pages on
he basis of a sophisticated retrieval system either by touch or
voice and tc change the contents of the electronic book. The
local printers can still play an important role in reproducing
the content to be stored in these electronic books and in
handling the distribution and payment. It will be a new industry,
and one more stage in the evolution of the Information Society
which could eventually have all recorded public information
stored in a satellite to ue delivered upon command and payment.

Actions and Policies o4 the Federal Government

The Federal Government can support and encourage this
transition or it can restrict it. Toe most decisi%e single act in
support of a more effective distribution of its in4ormation would
be the requirement that ..11 agencies broadcast all public
electronic information. This would include all public information
generated by word processors or added to existing databases. This
requirement uld pr.erve in electronic form much of the
information fat is now produced on word processors and submitted
as reports to Congress in paper form and never preserved in
electronic form. to these instances both the CongresA and the
people are the losers.

Instead of encouraginc the widest and least experive
distribution of information, the present inclination o some in
Washington is to restrict the distribution of information or at
least not to use the method of distribution that would have tre
potential of reaching the greatest number ," interested
individuals at the lowest cost. An example this attitude it
provided by the "Electronic Patent-Data Dissemination
Guidelines". As published in the Federal Register for June 14,
1984, they prov'de,' that "bulk resale of PTO data by commercial
data base vendors will be prohibited by the terms of the bulk
sale agreement." On the basis of this statement, a company could
not distribute the total database in a different electronic
medium.
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In its three vo_ume report to the Congress dated December
1982 ulder Section 9 of P.L. 96-517, it was recognized that

Patent information dissemination 14 important because of the
'multiplier' erfect technological disclosures have on
further invention and potential infringement. Trademark
information dissemination is important because it allows
businesses to determine the availability of marks and the
existence of potential infringement. Dissemination is
limited by paper files located only in the PTO in
Washington, D.C. area. The files are costly to reproduce and
maintain in more accessible locations around the country.

Althougn the PTO was urged in its public hearing held July
23, 1981 to use satellite broadcast for the distribution of all
public information, no steps have been taken to Implement such a
program which would have resulted in the reproduction and
maintenance of PTO files in numerous accessible locations around
the country. In fact in the status report prepared August 27,
1984, there is no mention even of the importance of information
dissemination to the public.

All of the information which I have seen indicates that the
automation of the PTO is well planned and executed. It will be a
great boon to the country. It 1S now in a stage where the PTO
could participate in pilot projects to test the feasibility of
broadcasting its electronic databases. Such broadcasts might be
arranged for demonstration in connection with the AAAS meeting
and the National White House Conference on small business to be
held next year.

The White House Conference on Small Business

Subsequent to my presentation, I learned by accident that
the White House Conference on Small Business was having meetings
in all States to discuss issues and to elect delegates to the
National Conference to be held in Washington, D.C. in August 17-
21, 1986.

Information ,s vital to small business. While not all such
information comes from the Federal Government, small business is
at a disadvantage with respect to large business in cotaining
access to those vital items whether they pertain to legislation,
procurement, regulations, announcements, statistics, trade
opportunities, patents and trademarks, filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, additions to databases,
reports, etc.

In the first place most small businesses, defined as those
w th less than 500 employees, cannot afford to maintain an o-.4icr
r1 Washington, D.C. which can watch the flood of information aid
rapidly obtain items of interest.

3.1e:411AVA Vigo%) 1 e3e
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In the se:ond place most small businesses cannot afford the
present high c..arges for online access to existing commercial
databases. Thi , is not to say that the charges are excessive
based on cost., but rather that just as the online databases
provided a quantum improvement over paper distribution, broadcast
and optical disc distribution provide a quantum improvement over
existing methmis with respect to cost, speed, and ef4,-.tiveness
in use.

As an example, the carbination of optical discs and
information broadcast can reduce the cost of the information in
the GOISWISII.8881 SLrectrry, which for 1985-86 cost $13.00 in
paper, to just a few ents, expand the coverage to include all
staff members, their tslephons numbers. and the same for the
agencies, and keep that raver age current in a why that
individuals and libraries can manage it.

In the third place small business is at a disadvantage with
respect to large business in handling the paper product. If both
have to handle a given amount of paper with respect to a given
competitive area, the proportion of total cost for small business
would be greater than for large business.

In the broadcast of information both large and small
business would benefit, but the greater benefit would w-crue to
small business. If a small computer system could capture and
filter the information for both, then they would be on an equal
basis. While the cost of the system for small business would
still be a larger proportion of total cost, the of rctiveness of
the computer system and its greater coverage would be an offset.

In an effort to raise this issue for discussion at the
National Conference on Small Business, a paoer discussing
"Information and Small Business" has been provided to delegates
at some of the State meetings, and a draft resolution has been
introduced recommending that all public electronic information of
the Federal Government be broadcast on the most cost effective
basis available. A copy or this paper and resolution are
attached.

Rgle Qf rechnolggy Ln E4msatLgu

The key to computer literacy is learning to MANS the
computer help the individual. The objective of making people
literate is to enable them better to enjoy life and to
participate effectively in society. If individuals learn to use
the computer to write, to calculate, to store inform.tion, to
communicate, and to retrieve information, then they al,t computer
literate.

If my sion of the future is accurate, the greatest use of
the computer will be the retrieval of information. If all public
information is ultimately broadcast, this will certainly be the
case.
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We are now at time in the development of technology where
the Federal Government can chart tie direction of our information
society. It can ...then influence the trend to the broadcast of
informatirn for the widest distribution at the lowest cost cr it
can use its power to slow that process by policies that increase
the cost of electronir distribution or even prohibit the bulk
distribution of agency databases. If the latter course is
followed those least able to pay will be the losers.

An independent school district in Texas with a progran to
help children do better research for classroom papers spent
$400.00 in one month for student access to online databases. With
an optical disc system, this cost could be drastically reduced
and more students served. As the broadcast of information becomes
a reality, students will have an opportunity to expand the
research possibilities at a lower cost to the school districts.

It is commendaole that the Joint Committee on Printing is
studying the feasibility and desirability of providing access to
Federal Government information in electronic formats to
depository libraries. Broadcast distribution would make it
available to all libraries in a form that they can handle. It is
impossible for the smaller libraries to handle all of the
government informration in paper. With the promise of new
technology, it is conceivable that e'.en a small county library
could handle all public domain information, at least for the next
few years. What better way to teach children tie techniques and
importance of research"

Intc-national Trade

In 1980 the Department of Commerce was working on a
Worldwide Informati-In and T-ade System (WITS). Unfortunately it
never materialized as a svcitem. If we were to have had such a
system in operation duri.j these last few years, it is possible
that the U.S. trade d it would not be as large as it is today.
The information that b%longs in such a system could be readily
broadcast today at a very small fraction of the cost of the
system as originally conceived nd with results that might
perhaps nave even greater impact.

It is clear that if the people of the United S tes are to
maintain and increase their level of living, productivity will
have to increase. The distribution and use of information offers
the greatest promise for such an increase. A report of the Bureau
of National Affairs Inc. estimated that 10 percent of all office
workers now use computer terminals. Thi.. could grow to more than
50 percent by the end of the decade with an increase in
productivity from 50 to 500 percent depending upon the type of
application.

Conclusion

The world is changing. The information -evolution promises
to produce an even greater impact than the indLstrial revolution.
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Government should be in the lead, especially since new technology
can produce better results in the distribution of informatinn at
lower cost. The National Library of Medicine, which was in ...'se

lead in developing what everyone recognizes as an extremely
'aluable database, should now take the lead in broadcasting its
new additions at the highest possible data rata commensur.te with
equipment costs for libraries.

The PTO which is developing an excellent automation system
should pass on the benefit* to the taxpayers who are financing it
by broadcasting the infnrma ion so that anyone who can use it can
have access to it.

Information 2S not a perishable asset, nor is it subject to
the law of diminishing returns in the way of most goods and
services. As the PTO report of 1982 recognized information
dissemination is important because of the "mt'tiplier" effect. In
international competition rapid dissrisination of information can
make the difference between success and failure.
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C. LETTERS FROM ROBERT N. SNYDER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
DISCLOSURE, BE' HESDA, MARYLAND, DATED JUNE 13 AND NOVEMBER
8, 1985

A

June 13, 1985

The Honorable Glsnn English
U S. House of Representatives

Chairman, Subcommittee of Government information,
Justice, and Agriculture

8-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.0 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman

5161 NW Hoed
BMus* Mayand 20616
Tolophons 301-951-1300
Telex e9-6452

Disclosure Information Group ("Disclosure") received your letter of May 8
regarding the hear'ngs on eleC.ronic collection and dissemination of
Information by federal agencies As the Securities and Exchange Commissio-
("SCC") contractor for the dissemination of public company filings over the
past 17 years, Disclosure would be happy to assist the Subcommittee in its
efforts

The Subcommittee should recognize that there ar_ several methods available
to compute document levels the most relevant methods are ascertaining the
actual numter of documents filed or the number of microfiche produced from
these documents (which latter number determines our operational ct,sts). In
order to provide the Subcommi*tee with complete Information, both methods are
reported here

During the period June 1, 1984 throuyn May 3i, 1985, Disclosure received
222,355 documents from the SEC Of this total, 108,331 documents (49%) are
actually sold to the public The remainder of the documents are of little or
no interest to the investing public

From the 222,355 docurents e.,ceived, Disclosure produced 290,661
microfiche Of this total, 164,487 (57%) are commercially marketable

These figures represent only those filings received during the past twelve
months The guentity of public company filings that are filmed annually has
grown substantially since 1968 when Disclosure began filming SFC documents
In receit years, the most rapid growth has been In those documents that are
not of interest in the commercial market For example, Broke'
Dealer/Investment Advisor Wings grew from 3,921 filings made in -ebruary and
March 1984 to 8,701 filings made during those same two months in 1985
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In the past six years. Disclosure has been contractually responsible for
filming all documents received by the Commission, regardless of commercial
interest, at no cost to the Commission Prior to that time, Disclosure das
contractually responsible fnr filming only those documents that had a
commercial market.

If you lave any questions on the enclosed information or need further
information. please do not hesitate to give me a call.

Sincerely,

Rob . Snyder

cc R Gellman, `hcommittee Counsel

RNS/ls
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fhe Honorable Glenn English
Chairman

Government Information, Justice and
Agriculture Subcommittee of the
Committee on Governmental Operations
Rayhurn House Office Building
Room 2235

Washington, D.0 20515

Dear Chairman English.

I)!
November 8, 1985

5161 River Road
Bethesda. Maryland 20816
Telephone 301451-1300
Totes 898452

sclosure Information Group was the information dissemination contractor
to the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC" or the "Commission") from
1968 through September 1985 We believe those 17 years of experience gives us
a unique perspective on the special problems inherent in reproducing and

disseminating information on publicly-traded companies, and, of equal
importance, the reruirements of thousands of end users of this information
We are writing to express our concerns about the electronic filiog system
("EDGAR") currently under development by the SEC.

Specifically, our concerns focus on the SEC's intent to excluJe paper
records in the propose) electronic filing system, to the de,riment of a
substanti,r1 zommunity of end users of the information that rely on paper or
microfiche copies of SEC filings to maintain archival records. Because the
EDGAR project may also serve as a model for other federal agencies to use in
the design and implementation of their own electronic dissemination systems,

Disclosure requests that this letter be included in the record of your
Subcommittee's hearings on government database automation

The SEC plans to contract for the development and operation of an
electronic data system that would, as currently designed, become the sGle
means by which information is filed with, maintained at, and disseminated from
the SEC The SEC has issued a Pre-Solicitation document that provides details
on the oreration of the proposed EDGAR system The SEC has indicated that it
will release formal Request for Proposals in the fall of 1985 in the
expectation that EDGAR ill be operational in the fall of 986

iAVA,
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The proposed EDGAR design mandates that companies that file reports
required by the SEC do so only by electronic means, no paper filings will be
permitted. (Because the EDGA1 system will not be capable of digitizing
charts, graphs, pictures, or maps, however, th'.1 pictorial representations
are to be submitted in paper form as separate filings. This limitation in the
EDGAR design ll cause confusion in the user community that will now need to
refer to several sources to assemble compete copies of reports.) This
decision to prohibit paper filings -- with the one exception -- has already
been implemented in the current EDGAR pilot project, in which over 100
companies are participating.

The proposed EDGAR design with its prohibit'on against paper filings
completely overlooks the needs of 1. ay private secto- uses of SEC data that
maintain an archival record of SEC filings. Libraries, financial
institutions, law firms and various other user groups need complete physical
documents (e.g. paper or microfiche) that can be reproduced readily and stored
over long periods of time EDGAR as currently designed would thwart these
user needs. The data that is now transmitted electronically in the pilot
program is difficult to reproduce on paper because awkward margin shifts recur
frequently and the type size is too small, making the documents difficult to
read and unsuitable for telecopying Additionally, because charts, graphs,
oictures and maps will be f;led on paper, a duplicate, cross-referenced filing
system will have to be developed and maintained by users to accommodate both
the electronic filings and the accompanying paper documents that complete the
filing The potential injury to a large body of users who will not have ready
access to necessary financial data can he eliminated if f'e SEC will require
concurrent paper filings during a suitable test period The purpose of the
additional paper document would be twofold: (1) to continue uninterrupted the
dissemination of financial information, and (2) as a back-up if problems arise
in the 6ectronic filing process.

with any new program, time will be required to test and modify EDGAR to
best eet the needs of the sponsor and user community However, until EDGAR
is completely operational and f 'Ills its intended objective, as measured by
the user community as well as t, SEC, the SEC should not disrupt the flow of
complete financial information to the public for the purpose of maintaining a
"live" experiment Furthermore, as all registrants must continue to produce
and iistribute paper filings to pctential Investors, shareholders, applicable

exchanges, and states, requiring the concurrent submission of a paper document
to the SEC from EDGAR participants will not burden these filers or the
Commission
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Assuming that the SEC is faced with the difficulty of determining whether
the paper or tne ele:tronic fling represents the "official" filing, the SEC
need oily mandate one as the official Tiling and file the other one for
reference

Timely and complete Information on publicly-traded companies is vital to
both the effective regulation of the securities market by the SEC and informed-
investment by the public. In our view, continuing a paper trail will enhance
the ability of the user public to obtain access to such information while not
impeding the regulatory function of the Commission.

RNS ran
13441
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Sincerely,

Snyder
Executive Vice President

'PAK.)



APPENDIX 10.-PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
EXCHANGE AGREEMENTS

AGREEMENT

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) and Thomson and
Thomson (MT) agree to exchange the products and/or services as
specified under the conditions stated below:

1. The PTO will provide to T&T the following items on a
non-exclusive basis, without charge, on a mutually agreed-upon
schedule. This schedule is included as Attachment A to this
agreement and may be modified by the mutual consent of the
parties.

a. A paper copy with a film backup of all active federally
registered marks through recember 31, 1584, and a paper copy
of all "flag" pages contained in the PTO bound volumes.
Expired or cancelled registrations will not be intentionally
Included.

b. A paper copy of the drawings of applications pending as
of April, 1983 or a date mutually agreed upon by the
parties. Copies may be limited to marks containing design
elements or stylized displays. The images of marks
represented on such copies shall be reduced to such standard
size as is necessary to facilitate digitization.

c. A computer file of active registration numbers as of
December 31, 1982, and of all pending application serial
numbers as of the cut-off date selected in Section 1.b.
above.

d. A paper copy of available assignment index cards for all
active registered and pending marks available as of the date
on which the cards are copied.

e. Complete specifications for the digitized images of
marks with design elements or stylized typography. Also to
be included arc specifications and instructions for coding
ard/nr keying into a computer processable medium any and all
of the data elements in the PTO trademark data base. Final
specifications will be furnished in accordance with the
Schedule in Attachment A.

f. A paper copy of all snecial, non-registration documents
on file in tne Trademark Search noon.

Items provided by the PTO must be of such quality so as to be
legible. The paper copies of registrations and drawings of
oendinq app'ications must be of such quality as to be usable for
producing a clear, legible, black and whit° paper or film copy or
to allow for digitization of design elements. Attachment D,

(560)
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g. Errata sheets associated with active trademark
registrations contained in the PTO's bound volumes as
of December 3i, 1982.

h. Information relevant to all amendments.

i. Twelve copies of each trademark Official Gazette
and other pertinent publications.

j. Documentation of all opposition proceedings
including the final outcome of such proceedings.

k. Concurrent use proceedings, including the outcome
of such proceedings

1. Section 8 and Section 15 Affidavits filed with the
PTO.

m. A listing of trademarks republished with pertinent
oates, and supplemental registrations.

n. Section 8 cancellations.

o. Other Cancellation Actions, including the J'Itcome
of disputed actions.

p. Section 7d cancellations.

q. Uithdrawn registrations

r. Trademarks canc sled in error

s. Cancelled trademarks which are revived.

t. Assignment data including assignees, as..iginors,
dates, registration numbers, serial number, reel number
and frame numbers, and copies of microfilm reels of
assionments, Oath past and future, for verification.

u. Renewal documents, including current ownership
statements.

v. Trademark Trial and Appeal Board decisions.

w. To the extent practical, past Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board decisions.

x. Serial numbers which are misassigned, or which were
not assigned.
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y. Any data not specifically referred to herein
currently extant or subsequently required by or
customarily provided by the PTO, as mutually agreed
upon.

Items provided by the PTO will be legible, and any design
elements will he of sufficient quality to he usable for
producing a clear, legible, black and white paper or film
copy. In the event that TCR shall receive items of
substandard legibility, it shall have the rignt to return
them to PTO for replacement by items of suitable
legibility. This shall be TCR's only remedy.

2. The PTO will perform or provide the following.

a. Equipment (including maintenance, in gm d working
order and computing resources (including maintenance
but excluding personal services) to be used by TCR to
edit and/or verify and convert to computer processable
fcrm the data contained in the documents. Equipment to
be furnished by the PTO is listed in Attachment B, and
is to be specified by the PTO after completion of any
acquisition action that may be required.

b. Recognizing TCR's desire to continually evaluate
the effectiveness of equipment, and to utilize
equipment which enhances employee productivity, the PTO
agrees to review the results of any testing or research
corducted by TCR related to data entry or computer
terminal equipment. As equipment is identified by TCR
to be superior to PTO furnished equipment, the PTO will
exert i 1 best efforts to acquire such equipment for
use by TCR within the constraints of available funds,
and federal procurement and federal property management
regulations.

c. The PTO and TCR shall mutually agree on the
specifications and instructions for coding and/or
keying into a computer processable medium an!, and all
of the data elements listed in 1. above, needed by the
PTO for its automated trademark data base.

d. Any magnetically encoded tane resulting from OCR
scanning of original documents received by the PTO
which are or relate to trademark apriications or
registrations or any other data elements contained in
1. above.
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e. The computer processable text of trademarks as
prepared for printing in the trademark Official
Gazette, in a mutually agreed upon format, and
documentation related to its creation and use.

f. Notwitnstanding anything herein contained to the
contrary in paragraph 9, the PTO agrees to provide
adequate space in the Trademark Search Library where
TCR can provide search services to the public for a fee
during the same hours as the Library is open to -11_,

public. TCR shall assume responsibility foc the
installation and maintenance of all equipment
associated with their search service, including
telephone equipment. The PTO shall not be liable fo
any damage or loss of such equipment as TCR may place
in the soace provided.

3. TCR shall provide to the pTr data contained in the
documents provided to TCR under 1., above, in a computer
processable form, in a format to be established by mutual
agreement.

Data to be furnished by TCR shall include the follo')ng:

a. Data necessary for the PTO's trademark application
monitoring system, consisting of bibliographic data
captured from the newly filed trademark application,
updated information resulting from auendment and office
actions, and TTAB and court decisions.

b. Data necessary for establishing and maintaining a
computerized trademark assignment information file.

c. Data necessary for the publication of the textual
portions of the trademark registration documents,
including Official Gazette textual material.

d. Data necessary for the printing of TTAB decisions.

4. In addition, TCR shall verify, validate, and enrich all
data it .ends to the PTO by using appropriate TCR
proprietary editing software which will, among other things,
test Eor logic and consistency within the data itself.

5. In the event that TCR is unable to fulfill its
obligations or unilaterally terminates this agreement, TCR
shall grarit to toe PTO a license to use TCR's software used
in the fulfillment of this agreement FA- the remaining
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period of the agreement at no cost to the PTO, and to
provide reasonable documentation and assistance in the use
and maintenance of the software.

6. Each party will exert its best efforts to insure the
accuracy and completeness of the data transferred to the
other, but neither party warrants its data to be free from
errors or to he complete, and neither party shall be
responsible to the other for damages arising therefrom.
Best efforts shall mean reasonable visual proofing and
computer editing, where possible of application and printed
data converted from document to computer processable form.

a. Each party shall promptly provide, in a format to
he mutually determined, identification of any
omissions, inconsistencies or errors contained in any
of the materiel furnished under this agreement, and the
party who causes the omission, inconsistency or error
shall exercise its best efforts to promptly correct the
omission, inconsistency or error, and notify the other
party of the correction, whenever appropriate.

7. The PTO shall allocate adequate personnel to assist in
identifying, obtaining and correcting errors of omission,
commission and incompleteness located by TCR's information
system or by the PTO. The PTO and TCR shall each designate
in writing the name or names and successors thereto of
persons responsible for resolution of all errors and other
problems resulting from this agreement and who will receive
notice of all such found by PTO and TCR personnel.

8. For the period of this agreement, or any extensions
thereto, the PTO will not sell, ass'gn, lease, donate, or in
any other way convey, and will apply its best efforts to
avoid and prevent providing a computer processable copy of
data provided by TCR to any third party except as follows:
bibligraphic data related to new trademark applications,
assignment information subsequent to December 31, 1984, and
computer print data (Official Gazette print tape) or
derivatives from it.

In the event that the Freedom of Information Act or other
law necessitates releasing the information, the PTO w,.11
provide only a printea paper copy of the document or
:-_formation in a style and tormat which will prevent or
discourage ccnversion to computer processable form unless
ordered to do otherwise by a court of competent
3urisd17.tion.
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Transfer of the data provided to the PTO in a computer
processable form or in a form readily convertible to A
computer processable form to any other agency of the U.S.
government, will be made subject to the mitten
acknowledgement by the agency that they w.11 abide by all
the terms and conditions of this agreement.

9. For the period of this agreement, or any extensions
thereto, the following additional conditions will apply:

a. Terminals made available to members of the public
b. the PTO for the Purpose of using PTO data elements
derived from the data referenced above, alone or in
combination with other PTO data, will be located in
designated public search area at the PTO or at Patent
Depository Libraries and will be used only with search
software limited in capability to that comparable to
present manual paper file searching in the Pro
Trademark Search Room. A description of the current
trademark search library for establishing this
comparable level will be incorporated into this
agreement.

Pf0 software with greater capability that may be
provided to trademark examiners, PTO officials, or
other PTO employees for accessing the data, will not be
available to the public.

b. No connection from outside the PTO will be
permitted for accessing any data provided the PTO under
this agreement, except from Patent Depository Libraries
under the conditions stated above, or TCR without
restriction.

c. Data captured by TCR under the provisions of this
agreement shall not he Jserl for commercial purposes
prior to the time that the same data is made available
in source document form to other commercial third
parties.

10. Magnetic tape furnished under this agreement shall he
returned to the originator within sixty calendar days of
receipt. Equipment furnished by the PTO under this
agreement is Government Furnished Equipment, an shall be
returned to the °TO or elsewhere as mutually agreed or
pursuant to contract with the vendor or lessor of such
equipment, in like new condition less normal wear and tear
upon termination of this agreement or In such condition that
tie manufacturer or the manufacturer's designated
representative will continue maintenance or take over the
maintenance.
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11. All items exchanged under the terms of this agreement
by the PTO and TCR &tall become the non-exclusive property
of the recipient subject to the terms of this agreement.

12. Delivery to TCR shall mean delivery by means mutually
agreed upon to TCR's facility located at One Prickly Pear
Hill, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520 or elsewhere as may
be mutually agreed. Transportation of materials to and from
TCR's facility or elsewhere as mutually agreed will be the
responsibility of the PTO.

13. Delivery to the PTO shall mean delivery to the PTO's
facility located in Arlington, VA or elsewhere as may be
mutually agreed.

14. As used herein, the words "mark", and "trademark" are
intended to include trademarks, service marks, certification
marks, and collective marks and any other kind of mark
registrable by the PTO under the Lanham Act or any
subsequent amendment thereto or replacement thereof. The
word "assignment" refers t.) all documents that either
evidence the transfer of title or thdt affect title, and as
such are deemed to b-.) recordablL by the PTO.

15. Rights and obligations created by this agreement may be
assigned at any time by TCP to another eltity with the
written concurrence of the PTO which shall not be
unreasonably withheld. In any case, TCR shall remain
responsible for the proper compliance with its obligations
to the PTO.

16. No agreement will be made with any other narty which
would result in withholding Df any data referred to herein
in any form from TCR.

17. The parties agree that in the event that there is a
failure to demand compliance with any nrovisions set forth
in this agreement such will not invalidate this agreement
either in whole or in part, nor will it prohibit the
appropriate party from dem&nding strict compliance with any
and all of the provisions of this agreement.

.:' ki 2
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18. In the event that any provision of this agreement is
held to be unenforceable such will not invalidate the other
provisions of this agreement.

19. The PTO acknowledges TCR's intention to copyright,
patent or otherwise protect its exclusive data, software, or
other information where appropriate.

20. If either party shall substantially fail to comply with
any of the material terms or conditions contained herein.
that party shall be deemed to have committed a breach of
this Agreement, and the party not in breach may give notice
in writing requiring it to cure such breaeN. If such breach
is not cured within sixty days after receipt of such notice,
the party not in breach shall have the right, without
prejudice to any other rights conferred on it by this
Agreemert or by law, to terminate this Agreement by giving
written notice thereof to take effect immediately.

21. This agreement represents the entire unders anding
between the parties and may not be modified except in
writing signed by boei parties. The agreement takes effect
when signed by both parties, and will remain in ef!",,,:t for a
period of ten years and six months from that date. it ma/
be modified or terminated at any time by mutual consent of
the parties.

Ger, J. ;:ossinghoff
Commissioner of Patent-

and Trademarks
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PTO
AND TCR SERVICE, INC

Agreement made this /67 day of ,74.12- 1983, by and between
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office :PTO) and TCR service,
Inc. (TCR), One Pricky Pear Hill, Croton-on Hudson, New York
10520.

WHEPEAS the PTO and TCR are desirous of entering Into en
agreement in compliance with the author,ty of 35 USC Section
6(a) and all other appropria,e and relevant laws. rules 3rd
regulations; and

WHEREAS PTO and TCR agree to exchange the data products and
services set forth herein;

NOF THEPEFORE, the parties in consideration of the mutual
promises and conditions set forth herein aaree as follows:

1. The PTO will provide to TCR paper, microform or machine
readable copies, original documents, or lists, as mutually
agreed upon of the following items on a non - exclusive basis
(except as other/Ise indicated), without charge, on a
mutually agreed-upon schedule.

Information and/or documents provided by the PTO under this
agreement will be mutually agreed upon by the parties, and
furnished to TCR as soon as p-actically possible but in no
event later than the same information and/or documents
become available to any third party. Attachment A to thi,
agreement establishes the schedule for the exchange. It ray
be modified by the mutual agreement of both parties.

a. Al) newly received formal and informal trademark
applications, ncluding drawings, as soon as possible
after initial processing by the PTO.

b. All rejection actions Prepared by the trademark
examiners.

c. A listing of abandoned trademark applications,
including the date of abandonment.

d. A listing of all sucounded trademark apcdications.

e. A listing of all trar'emarks aband.)ned in error.

E. A listing of all r.vival; of abandoned trademarks.
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which will be furnished as prescribed by Attacnment A, will
contain examples of items that meet this minimum legibility
requirement. In the event that T&T receives items of lower
legibility or of non-standard image size, it shall have the right
to return them to the PTO for replacement by items of suitable
legioility. This shall be T6T's only remedy.

2. PTO will provide to T&T the following additional data on a
non-exclusive basis, without charge, beginning at dates stated
below and continuing on a mutually agreed upon schedule for the
term of this agreement. As specified below, the data will be
furnished on paper, microfilm or magnetic tape. If on magnetic
tape, the data will be furnished in a format to be established by
mutual agreement between the parties. The PTO will supply TO'
with complete documentation for each tape format. T&T will be
consulted with respect to any changes to the initial formats.
Changes will not be implemented with less than 30 drys notice.

a. The tex-. of marks as prepared for printing covering the
period from September, 1980 to the present, shall be
transmitted to TO. as soon as possible after execution of
the agraement. On an ongoing basis, tapes will be
transmitted at weekly intervals on or before the date of
publication of the corresponding Official Gazette. If
possible, tapes will be provided to T&T one to two weeks
prior to publication. Tapes produced after the conclusion
of the current data base printing contract shall contain
data equivalent to that which is currently available as
described in Attachment C. If informational and errata
notices are not included on the Official Gazette tape, they
shall he provided in paper form.

b. Complete bibliographic data as it is captured by the PTO
during initial process:ng of applications for registration
(Attachment D). This data shall be supplied on magnetic
tape for all applications subsequent to those identilied in
Section 1.b. above. Tapes will he supplied at least once a
week during the term of this agreement.

c. A paper copy of all ne4 trademark drawings corresponding
to the applications referenced in 2.b. above, suitable for
copying, black and white filming or digitization. At the
end of a two year period, copes will be limited only to
those marks that are required for digitization.

d. A paper copy of any drawing which amends a pending
trademark application or an active trademark reaistration
containing design elements or non-standard tvnooraphv. A
copy of all substitute application drawings submitted to
replete informal or onscannable drawings shall also be
included. These copies will he hatched together and
forward3d to T&T along with the next group of new
application drawings.
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e. Copies of all assignment index cards relating to
trademark assignments recorde4 after the backfile copying
process required by Section 1.d., and December 31, 1984.

f. A magnetic tape of trademark assignment information for
all assignments filed from January 1, 1985 through December
31, 1992. The tapes shall be furnished at monthly intervals
and will include all trademark assignments actually recorded
during said interval.

g. A listing or magnetic tape identifying; all trademark
application serial numbers that are abandoned or reinstated
to pending status subsequent to the execution of this
agreement. In addition, similar information for all
applications which are revived, reinstated, ar vacated as
misassigned will be supplied. The status codes that will lal
Included are indicated on Attachment E. This listing or
tape will be supplied on a montoly basis and will include
the serial numbers that have been abandoned, revived,
reinstated, or vacated; the status date, and the
corresponding status code.

h. A computer tape or listing of trademark application and
registration status information generated by the system.
The tape or listing, which will be produced on a monthly
basis, will contain the serial number or registration
number, the current status code, and the status date for
each application or registration which changed status during
the monthly interval. The status codes that will appear on
the tape or listing are indicated in Attachment E of this
agreement. Those status codes that are not captured in the
initial phase of the system will be reported at such time as
they are incorporated into the system.

i. A pap'r copy of each newly filed special,
non-registration document. Each 4111 be submitted with the
next group of application drawings sent to T42'.

Tapes and other material furnished by the PTO shall be made
available to TO' no later than such tapes or materials are made
available to any third party for public use.

3. The PTO shall provide space to T&T at the PTO for the
photocopying of all Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) index
cards. Photocopying shall be done at the expens? of T&T and with
T&T's equipment, and the PTO's responsibility is limited to the
provision of adequate space, electrical service, and access to

5 S 6
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the records to be photocopied. T&T shall be permitted to update
this information monthly during the term of this agreement in a
similar manner as provided herein. If production of the TTAB
index cards is discontinued, the information shall be provided or
made available in either magnetic or paler form.

4. T&T will provide to the PTO, on a non-exclusive basis,
without charge in accordance with the schedule in Attachment A,
computer tapes containing information as described below. In the
event that T&T copies the information contained on the opposition
index cards referred to in 3. above in computer readable corm,
TO will provide the Pro with a copy thereof at no expense to the
PTO. The format of all tapes exchanged under this agreement will
be established by mvtual agreement.

a. All active marks as of December 31, 1982. Said tape
will include the serial number, filing date, and
registration number of each mark.

b. Information which identifies those applications in
which the initial search class designations are incorrect or
incomplete and provides the corrected or additional search
classification data. Tnose applications in which the class
assignment is potentially incorrect, and might require
investigation of the file wrapper contents for
clarification, will be identified separately. The tape
shall be forwarded to the PTO within seven working days of
receipt by T&T of the new application bibliographic tapes or
application drawings.

c. Corrected or proper spellings of all phonetically
equivalent or otherwise corrupted words that appear in the
active registrations and pending registrations identified by
the magnetic tape described in Section l.c. above.

d. Corrected or proper spelling information on a
continuing basis for all newly filed applications
represented by Section 2.b. above.

e. Digitized image information for each active registered
and pending mark described in Section 1.c. which includes a
stylized display of a verbal element or design matter. The
magnetic tape will co'tain each serial or registration
number and an uncompressed digitized equivalent of the
corresponding mark. Images shall be digitized at 300
picture elements per inch. Digitized information relating
to marks not included as pending applications in Section
1.b. and filed prior to th, specified delivery date will
also be included.
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f. Digitized image information relating to stylized display
of a verbal element or design matter for the new
applications received by 'era through the term of this
agreement. All work will be completed on said drawings and
eent to the PTO within seven working days of receipt of the
drawing.

g. Information relating to special, non-reaistration
documents currently filed in the registerea section of the
Trademark Search file. The information consisting of
generic chemical and drug names; adopt...3 Federal agen-:
names, emblems, and symbols; and filiAa under varior,
trademark agreements and treaties will be captured in a
modified record format and given a special identifier
number. All such documents currently on file in the
Trademark Search Library will to included as will all
additional documents submitted to the PTO during the term of
this agreement.

h. Design descriptor codes that relate to each digitized
mark. The standard reference for such work will be the
three (3) level, heirarchical coding structure contained in
the International Classification of the Figurative Elersnts
of Marks, produced b the World Intellectual Property
Organization. The parties wilt jointly establish guidelines
for coding practices.

5. Each party will exert its best efforts to insure the
accuracy and completeness of the data '; nsferred to the
other, but neither party warrants its to be free from
errcrs or complete, and neither party :hall be responsible
to the other for damages arising therefrom. Best efforts
shall mean reasonable visual proofing and computer editing
of application and printing data converted to computer
processable form.

Each party shall promptly provide, in a format to be
mutually determined, identification of any omissions,
inconsistencies, or errors contained in any of the material
furnished under Sections 1, 2, and 4 of the agreement. The
party that cat.ses the omission, inconsistency, or error
shall exercise its best efforts to correct the omission,
inconsistency, or error promptly, and notify the other party
of the correction, whenever appropriate.

6. Records, data and information specified in Sections 1
through 4 have been valued az shown in Attachment C to this
agreement. Any other exchange agreement or offer to sell these
items into vhich the PTO may enter with a private firm during the
term of this .greement will be based on the valuation shown,
adjusted only for any increased costs and/or inflationary
factors. Roth parties shall exert their best efforts to maintain
equity in the value of exchange items.
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7. eor the period of this agreement, the PTO will not sell and
will apply its best efforts to avoid and prevent providing a
ccmputer processable copy of the data provided to the PTO to any
party that requests the data under the Freedom of Information
Act. Unless o,lerea by a court of competent jurisdiction to do
therwise, the PTO will provide only a printed, paper c.py in a
style and format that will prevent or discourage mechanical
conversion to computer processable form.

Any transfer of a copy of the data provided to the PTO accordinc
to Section 4 above in a computer processab.a form or in a form
readily convert -le to a computer processable form to any other
agency of the I S. government or other Government will be made
subject to all of the conditions and limitations of th,s
agreement.

8. For the period of this agreement, the following conditions
will apply:

a. Terminals provided to trademark examines. PTO
of:icials, or other PTO employees for accessing the data
will not be available to the public to perform searches.

b. Terminals made available to members of the public for
the purpose of using data elements derived from the data
referenced in Sections 4.c., 4.d., and 4.g., alone or in
combination with otner PTO data, will be located in
designated public search areas at the PTO or at Patent
Depository Libraries, and will be used only with search
techniques comparable and aquivalent to present manual paper
file searching in the PTO Trademark Searct Library.
Information provided to the PTO in accordance with Sections
4.e., 4.f., and 4.h. will be incorporated in the search
system accessed by members of the public to the extent of
conducting a search of design elements equivalent to present
manual searching techniques. A description of the current
Trademark Search Library for establish-ng this ...omparable
level will be incorporated into this agreement by amendment
within twelve months of the signing of the agreement.

c. Teleprocessing connection from outside the PTO aill not
be permitted for accessing any data provided the PTO under
this agreement, except Lrom Patent Depository Libraries
under the condition.; stated in section 8.b. above.

d. The PTO will take all reasonable steps to insure that
magnetic medium ccpies of any portion of the data provided
by T&T are not made available to any person, except as may
be needed for use by the PTO for its own use under the terms
of this agreement.
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9. In the event data provided under Sertion 2.a. above is
provided prior to publication date, T6T guarantees that the data
will not be disclosed prior to the publication date.

10. Fat all activities provided under Section 4.c., T&T _a
authorized, but not required, to use the information published in
the Trademark Official Gazette upon issuance or renewal of a
registration in determining the verbal elements of the trademark.

11. With the exception of magnetic tapes, which shall be
returned to the originator within sixty calendar days of receipt,
items exchanged under the terms of this agreement become the
non-exclusive property of the recipients, subject only to the
terms of this agreement.

12. Attachment A defines the schedules for exchange of items
under this agreement, reached by mutual agreement between the
parties. Delivery to T&T shall mean delivery to T&T's office or
representative in the Washington, L.C. metropolitan area. By
reference, the Attachment A is incorporated as a part of this
agreement, as are all other attachments specifically referred to
herein.

13. As used herein the words "mark" and "trademark" are intended
to include trademarks, service marks, certification marks, and
collective marks and any other kind of mark registrable by the
PTO under the Lanham Act. The word "assignment" refers to all
documents that either evidence the transfer of title or that
affect title and, as such are deemed to be recordable by the PTO.

14. Rights and abligations created by this agreement may be
assigned at any time by T&T to another entity vith the writte,
concurrence of the PTO. In any case, T&T will remain responsible
for proper satisfaction of its obligations to the PTO.

15. The failure of either party to assert a right hereunder or
to insist upon compliance with any term or condition of this
Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of that rioht or excuse
the subsequent per:ormance or nonperformance of any such term or
condition by the other party.

16. Any notice hereunder shall be deemed duly given if sent by
prepaid, certified mail, :eturn receipt requested, addressed to
the other party at the address set forth below or to such other
address as either party may hereafter soecify in writing to the
other.

If to the PTO:

U.S. Patent and Trademarl, Office
Office of Micrographic Services

Crystal Playa 2, room 6D15
Arlington, Virginia a202
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If to Thomson & Thomson:

Thomson & Thomson
120 Fulton Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02109

17. If either party shall substantially fail to comply with any
of the material terms or conditions contained herein, that party
shall be deemed ,o have committed a breach of this Agreement, and
the party not in breach may give notice requiring it to cure ouch
breach. If such breach is not cured within thirty (30) days
after receipt of such notice, the party not in breach shall have
the right, without prejudice to any other rights conferrred on it
by this Agreement or by law, to terminate this Agreement by
giving writtten notice thereof to take effect immediately.

18. If any part of this Agreement is held to be illegal, void or
unenforceable by any legal or governmental authority, such
holding shall not affect or in any way invalidate the remainder
of this Agreement.

19. The PTO and T&T shall each be excused from any failure to
perform hereunder if such failure is caused by natural disaster,
such as earthquake or flood, fire, labor unrest, war condition'
or other similar cause beyond the control of the affected pae.y.
Further, both na-ties acknlwiedge that the technology required
fcr T&T to perform its obligations under Sections 4.e. and 4.f.
above, relating to a system for the digitization of trMemark
images, is in the developmental stages. T&T shall its best
efforts to contract in a timely manner with a third party having
the technical capabilities to develop such a system provided,
however, that .y delay resulting from T&T's inability to locate
and contract with such a capable third party, despite such best
efforts, or such third party's delay in performance or its
non-performance for whatever reason, shall be considered an act
of force majeure hereunder and shall accordingly extend the time
for performance.

20. This agreement represents the entire understanding between
the parties and may not be modified except in writing signed by
both parties. It takes effect when signed by both parties anI
will remair in effect until April 30, 1993. It may be modified
or termiryated at any time by mutual consent of both parties.

BY:
ommissioner ofLOa ts and Trademarks
Gerald J. Mossinghoff

BY: z (//1"?ett
./ ,L-

President,--I omson & Thomson
Warren R. Thomson

.591
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AGREEMENT

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) and Comou-Mark
(CU) agree to exchange the products and:or services as
specified under the conditions stated behm:

7. The PTO will provide to CM the following items on a
non-exclusive basis, without charge, on a mutually
agreed -upon schedule. This schedule is included as
Attachment A to this agreement, and may be moaified b" the
mutual consent of the parties.

a. A paper copy with a film backup of all active
federally registered marks contained iu PTO bound volumes
throuah December 1980. Expired or cancelled registrations
will not be intentionally included.

b. A computer file of the oendina apolication serial
numbers and active registrations numbers as of December
31, 1982, to be provided by April 1, 1983.

c. A paper copy of the record of assignments
(assignment index cards) of all active registered marks in
b. above available as of December 31, 1982. A maxirum of
750,000 assignment index cards will be furnished.

d. Specificatiois and instructions for coding and/or
keying into a computer processabie medium any and all of
tne data elements from items a. through c. above. Draft
specifications are contained in Attachment 8 of this
agreement. Final specifications will be furnished in
accordance with the schedule in Attachment A.

items provided by the PTO will be legible, and any design
elements will be of sufficient quality to be usable for
producing a clear, legible, black and white paper or film
corn". Included, as attachment D, are specimens of items
that meet this minimum legibility requirement. In the
event that CM shall receive items of lower legibility it
shall lave the right to return them to the PTO for
replacement by items of suitable legibility. This shall
be CM's only remedy.

PTO will provide to Cl the following additional data
on a non-exclusive basis, without charge, beginning at
dates mentioned below and continuing on a mutually
agrLed-upon schedule through December 31, 1992. The data
will be furnished on magnetic tape in a format to be
established by mutual agreement between the parties.

a. The text of marks as prepared for printing in the
Trademark Official Gazette, covering the period from
September 1980 to the present, shall be transmitted to CM
as soon as possible after execution of the agreement.
Tapes will be transmitted at weekly intervals on or before
the date of publication of the corresponding Official
Gazette. If possible, tapes will be provided to CM one to
two weeks prior to publication.
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b. Bibliographic data that exists in computer
processable form at the time of execution of this
agreement, corresponding to the marks referenced in 1.b.
above.

c. Bibliographic data of new applications for
registration subsequent to those identified in 1.b. above,
will be supplemented in computer readable form at least
once a month during the term of this agreement. Data will
be provided no later than the date on which said data
becomes available in the PTO public search loom.

d. A microfilm or paper copy of all new trademark
application drawings referenced in 2.c. above, suitable
for copying or black and white filming. This cony shall
be delivered to CM no later than the day the same
information becomes available in the PTO public search
room.

e. All assignment information relating to trademark
assignments filed between January 1, 1983, and December
31, 'Q84, promptly after actual recording, to enable CM to
fulfill its obligation under paragraph 4.d. below.

f. A computer readable file of trademark assignment
information for all assignments filed from January 1, PIPS
through December 31, 1992, at monthly intervals for all
trademark assignments actually recorded during said
interval.

g. A listing or computer tape of abandoned trademark
application numbers, to be delivered monthlY aithin ninety
calendar days of abandonment.

3. The PTO shall provide space at the FTO to CM for the
photocopying of opposition index cards. Photocopying
shall be done at the e%pense of CM and with CU's
equipment, and the PTO's responsibility is limited to the
provision of adequate space, electrical service, and
access to the records to LIa photocopied. cn shall be
permitted to periodically updave this information during
the term of tLis ,:lrecment in a similar manner as provided
herein.

4. CM will provide to the PTO, on a non-exclusive basis,
without charge in accordance with the schedule in
Attachment A, computer tapes containing the data elements
specified in 1.d. above for each mark and assignment
history referenced in 1. and 2. above. In the event that
CM copies, in computer readable form, the information
contained on the opposition index cards referred to in 3.
above, CM will provide the PTO with a copy thereof at no
expense to the PTO.

a. For those marks that have been republished under
section 12(c), CM is authorized to use such republished
information appearing in the Trademark Official Gazette,
as the sou:ce of information for said registration,
provided corrections, amendments and/or class surrenders
made after republicatkon wad shown on the bound volume
copy are also ent4r4i.i,
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b. CM is authorized to use the information published
in the Trademark Official Gazette upon issuance or renewal
of a registration in determining the verbal elements of
the trademark.

c. In the event data provided u,,Aer 2.a. above is
provided prior to publication date, L irantees that the
data will not be disclosed prior to the publication date.

d. For the period starting January 1, 1983 and
extending through December 31, 1984, in addition to
,amputer tapes, CM will provide the PTO with four cards
for each mark assigned, said cards to be of the same size
and general layout as currently employed by the PTO for
its assignment card indexes.

5. Each party will exert its hest efforts to insure the
accuracy and completeness of the data transferred to the
other, but neither party warrants its data to be free from
errors or complete, and neither p,rty shall be responsible
to the other for damages arising therefrom. Best efforts
shall mean reasonable visual proofing, and computer
editing of application and printing data converted from
document to computer processable form.

a. Each party shall promptly provide, in a format to
be mutually determined, identification of any omissions,
inconsistencies or errors contained in any o2 the material
furnished under sections 1, 2, and 4 of this agreement,
and the party who causes the omission, inconsistency or
error shall exercise its best efforts to promptly correct
the omission, inconsistency or error, and notify the other
party of the correction, whenever appropriate.

6. Records, data and information specified in items 1.
through 4. have be-an valued as shown in Attachment C to
this agreement. Any other exchange agreement or offer to
sell these items which the PTO may enter with a private
firm during the term of this agreement will be based on
the valuation shown, adiusted only for any increased costs
and/or inflationary factors. Items furnished by CM have
been determined to be approximately equal in val'ip to
items furnished by the PTO.

7. For the Period of this agreement, the PTO will not
sell and will apply its best efforts to avoid and orLvent
providing E. computer processeble copy of the data provided
to the PTc according to 4. above. to any party
repre,sentng a private enterprise. In the event that
requests for the data are made under the Freedom of
Information Act, the PT') will provide only a printed,
paper copy in a style ana format that will pravent or
discourage mechanical conversion to computer processable
form. Any transfer of a copy of the data provided to the
PTO according to paragraph 4 above in a computer
processable form or in a form readily convertible to a
computer processable form tc any other agency of the U.S.
government or other government will be made subiect to all
of the conditions and limitations of this agreement.

c;
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8. For the period of this agreement, the following
conditions will apply;

a. Terminals provided to trademark examiners, PTO
officials or other PTO employees for accessing the data
will not be available to the public to perform searches.

b. Terminals made available to members of the public
for the purpose of using data elements derived from the
data referenced in 4. above, alone or in combination with
other PTO data, will be located in des.gnat,d public
search areas at the PTO or at Patent Depository Libraries,
and will be used only with search techniques comparable
and equivalent to present manual paper file searching in
the PTO Trademark Search Library. A description of the
current Trademark Search Libary for establishing this
comparable level will he incorporated into this agreement
by amendment within twelve months of the signing of this
agreement.

c. Teleprocessing connection from outside the PTO
will not he permitted or accessing any data provided the
PTO under section 4., except from Patent Decository
Libraries under the conditions stated in (b) above.

d. The PTO will take reasonable steps to insure that
maanetic medium copies of any portion of the data provided
under section 4. are not made available to any person,
except as may be needed for use by the PTO for its own use
under *he terms of this agreement.

9. With the exception of magnetic tapes, which shall be
returned to the originator within sixty calendar days of
receipt, Items excbanced under *he terms of this agreement
become the non-exclusive property of the recipients,
subiect only to the terms n this apreement.

10. Attachment A defines the schedules for exchange of
items under this agreement, reached by mutual agreement
beti,een the Parties. Delivery to CM shall nean delivery
to CPI's office or representative in the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area. By recerence, the Attachment A is
incorporated as a part of th2s agreement.

11. As used nerein the words "mark" and "trademark" are
intended to include trademarks, service marks,
certification marks and collective marks and any other
kind of mark registrable by the PTO under the Lanh-,' Act.
The word "assignment" means the transfer of title to a
mark and the document evidencing such transfer.

12. Rights and obligations created by this agreement mly
be assigned at any time by CM to another entity with the
written concurrence of tne PTO. In any case, CM will
remain responsible for proper satisfaction of its
obligations to the PTO. It is the PTO's understanding
that cn may assign this agreement to a United States
subsidiary or other affiliated company.

13. This agreement represents the entire understanding
between the parties apd may not be modified except in

II
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writing signed by both parties. Tt *akes effect when
signed by tioth parties, and will remain in effect until
Decemoer 31, 1992. It may be terminated at any time by
xutal consent of both parties.

UNITED

/
7TATES !TENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Lrerroodi 4Ar
ommis Aner of Pa

BY: 311JAN -3
DATE:

nd Trademarks

BY: DATE:
N.V. Corpu-Mark S.A.
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II, [Pile or li-t cf prndInn an0 ,-11 ,- 11,. CM for converting Trademark informatisn
marks an c' 12/3101'1 to computer readable form, independent of

lr (Paper copy of assignmen. record this agreement. CM has no intnntion of
relating to active tradrmark,1 utilizing assignment information provided

under I'.Consequently no value was
;,t,tr,ilgt=0,ttrse item. for CM ,:ithin

Id froding -rid kcvin, ,Pnolfloaflon-1..

'P PPCk'llf. of Official Pa7ette trine' ' " 300 1 veers at $6,150 per year (MTTS price).
arum 0/80 threneh 17/07.

mnm 0.0. tapes from 1 /51 thronqh 1,07

p,ilographlr data on nn,lv 1.11,0 Trl 6'97,649

M.1)1,ation

Rarhf)lo of penalrn TM anollritIon-
(hIbllograph,r data)

(rn,non narks per year), (100 characters/
mart;), (50.0024/per kevtroYo For kev-
Ise and document preparation) . 543,200
or-, vear for 10 years.'

155,000 applications per "ear), (300
characters/applications), (50.0074 per
kev,troke) = $45,R00 per Year for 10
veers.

S 91,00 Two years of data as valued for 'b.

' !'recent valn., calculated 1,y dtspountIng at 10t/vear, 1087 dollars WV ,-- (.0) (P1' ).
Y-I

whnrn , }ear, PV Present valuc. The value, pred are yr.r 1, 1 00; yea' 7, 0.90; year 3, 0.01; it 4, 0.77;

vrar 5, 0,64; year 6, 0.57; year 7, 0.51; yea; 8, 0.45;, vr'ar 9, 0 40, ind year 10, 0.36.
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Contract
Stctlrn

BE21 CObA vmorure
ATTACHMIlr r CONTINHATTO

VATMATIO4 Or mccUANnr, TTOF0
rprnnt and Tradrmark Office and Comno-flark

Item

Crpv of now apolloatiol.

Assignments on lapoq 100 thronqh 1707

lasting of abandonod

OppositIon oard data

C,n1ta,1
Atnm

1np,/cA

A

Or,

¶,hrr,

-oar

data in magnot,r for',

NotIvr mirk' on mannotIr tar,

7,1gnmcnt lino,: and ,,r0,

Cr,p,-11-11,

Preqont
Valno
to cri

.7,R.

300

400

pcrm.
nlnr

h, PT(1

Pasiq of V.Ilor

(65,000 applicationg/,,r1r), 150.30 per
p,g, - 0,, p,(1,-/App11,111(m). S19,500
par vrar for 10 yrarc. *

(10,000 aggIgnmnt" pr,r vra)) (160
,r-,trokrs/assignment), ($0.00/4/kerqtroke)
-16,'40/yoar for ',ear^ 1080-1992. *

elgis of wall',"

is0.n0,4 per keystroke), (760 kevstrekrn
p,r record), (750,000 rceor4s)*

(00.0074 par kevitrmke) (500,000 mark")
(lon strokes par mark).

for rar4q aryl kevstrokin9

9,159 (300 kovgtrokeg par nopog1110n).
(Cr.0074 par Itroke) 17000/voar) = S1,440
orr year for In voarg. *

58T5,614

o,lculatod di.-oounting at 101,/vol,, 198, dollar,: (PV = (.9) (PV ).
Y-1

PV - preqrpt valor. Thr valor ngrd aln y,,ar 1, 1.00; vrar 7, 0.90; year 3, 0.111; year 4, 0.77;
A; yar 6, 0.;7; yrar 7, 0.51; VOal R, 0.45;, vnar 9, 0.40; and vrar 10, 0.16.
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